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GENERAL RULES REGARDING
THE TRANSLATION.

(i) Wherever a philosophical Sanskrit word used in the

Marathi text (not being a technical philosophical term which

has been Anglicised), has been rendered by me into English, I

have, wherever necessary, placed immediately after such

rendering the actual word used by the author in the original, in

italics, and within brackets
;
e. g., bodily (kayika), Self-Realised

(atma-jnanin), occasional (naimittika), etc. This has been done to

enable such of my readers as are acquainted with Sanskrit to

understand what the Author himself wanted to say, in case my
rendering has not been correct.

(ii) If the word in the original text is a technical philoso-

phical word, which has been Anglicised, I have used the word

in Roman characters, beginning with a capital letter, e. g.,

Jlva, Paramesvara, Prakrti, Paramatman, Atman etc.

(iii) Diacritical signs have been used in order to ensure

correct pronunciation by the reader, whose attention is drawn

to the tabular statement at p. viii showing what diacritical

sign has been used for indicating which sound.

(iv) Technical philosophical English words are used with

an initial capital letter in order to distinguish them from

when they are not so used, e. g., Real, Matter, Spirit, the

Imperceptible, Knowledge, Mind, Consciousness, the Quality-

less etc., unless the words have been used as adjectives, or in a

non-technical sense, e. g., the qualibyless Brahman ete.

(v) If in the text itself, there is a Sanskrit word in

brackets after another Sanskrit word, (which latter one has

been rendered by me into English), the Author’s word in

brackets, though in Sanskrit, has not been put into italics, in

order to distinguish the case from where I have put such words

in italic characters, in brackets, after the rendering, as

mentioned in (i) above.

(vi) If the Sanskrit word in the original has been retained

in the translated text, its rendering in English is placed after

it in brackets; e. g., the karya ( product ), karma (Action) etc.

This has been done only where the retention has been necessary

on account of the context.



viii GENERAL RULES RE : THE TRANSLATION

(vii) I have not added anything ofmy own in the translated

text except as follows :-Tn almost all places where the Author

has -given a Sanskrit quotation, he has immediately after-

wards translated this quotation or given a summary of it in

Marathi ; and this, of course, has been translated into English.

In some places, however, the Author has not translated a

Sanskrit quotation into Marathi
; and in these cases, I myself

have translated it into English, for the convenience of the

reader not acquainted with Sanskrit
; but, wherever this has

been done, I have added the word “ —Trans/’ after the trans-

lation. Any inaccuracies in such translations, would, of course,

be mine. Where, however, such a quotation has been from

the Gita itself, I have rendered into English, the translation of

that quotation, as made by the Author himself, in his trans-

lation of the stanzas of the Gita ( as appearing in this Volume ).

B. S. SUKTHAtfKAB,

SCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION OF SANSKRIT

3T a % • •• ... 7c 3 ... ... th sr ... ... b

3TT ... m« a ••• ... Teh ^ ... ... 4 * ... ... bh

% *** i *r ... Q 3 ... ... 4h *T ... ... m

^ ... l **» ... gh ... ... # ... ... y

'3* ... ... % ... ... n 3 ... ... t * ... ... r

3T u ... c ST ... ... th ... ••• i

W ... 7 ... ch ... d er ... ... V

••• e ... j * ... ... dh ST ... ... i

* ai IT **# .. jh ... ... n <r ... ... s

3(1 ... •»• o 3T ... % <r ... V w ... ... a

... ... au i ;*• ... t ... ... ph ? ... j«* h

1 (anmvaro) m t : (visarga) ah, ks , f
4 ( amgraha

)

*



THE NUMBER OP VERSES ATTRIBUTED TO THE
VARIOUS CHARACTERS FIGURING IN THE

GITA IN ORDER OP 1DHYAYAS.

Chapter. Dhrtarastra. Sanjaya. Arjuna. ,
Lord

Sri Krsna.

Total

No.

I ... 1 25 21 ... 47

,h ... ... 3 6 63 72

IH ... ... 3 40 43

IV .. ... 1 41 42

V ... ... i 28 29

VI ... ... 5 42 47

VII ... ... ... 30 30

VIII ... 2 26 28

IX ... ... 34 34

X ... 7 35 42

XI ... 8 33 14 55

XII ... ...
i

1 19 20

XIII ... ... •*» 34 34

XIV ... ... 1 26
j

27

XV ... ... ... 20 20

XVI ... ... 24 24

• !xvii ... ... 1 27 28

xvm ... ... 5 2 71 78

i 41 84 574 700



x PICTORIAL MAP OF PHILOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS

EXPLANATION OF THE PICTORIAL MAP OF THE

PROMINENT SCHOOLS OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY
mentioned in the GlTA-RAHASYA.

and opp. page 18,

( Volume I ).

The river is the River of Time, on the banks which are the*

various Ages through which India has passed, namely, (1) the

Vedic Age, (2) the Age of the Gita, (3) the Age of Buddha,

(4) the Age of Shri Shankaracharya, (5) the Age Dnyaneshvara,

Tukarama and others being the Age of Devotion, (6) the Age of

Shri Samartha Ramadasa, showing the revival of Action, and

(7) the deputation of Indian Leaders at the gates of the Houses

of Parliament and (8) Mahatma Gandhi, in the Present Age.

Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 are the Ages of Action, or of Karma-
Yoga starting with the Vedic Karma age, and ending with the

present days, and forming a big L, which means the Lucky
Ages ; whereas Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are the Ages of Renunciation,

which are only a small passing cloud on the Karma-Yoga
tradition of India.

The narrow bed of the river in the Ages of Renunciation,

spreads out as it flows down along the plains of the Ages of

Action, suggesting the widening out of the view-point of

Philosophy from the narrow Pass of Renunciation to the broad

Fields of Action.

The two inset pictures in the form of the * Svastika ’ show
the five Pandavas on the Kuru field, and the five Indian

leaders near the Houses of Parliament, in each case, on the

Field of Action. The last picture is of Mahatma Gandhi, the-

latest Karma-Yogin of India.

R. B. TILAK



( Reprinted from VoL l for ready reference

for the convenience of the Reader)

Detailed Contents of Volume I with special reference

to the subject-matter of chapters I to XIII

CHAPTER I—INTRODUCTORY.

The importance of Srlmad Bhagavadgita—the words used4

at; the end of each chapter of the Gita showing the conclusion

of the chapter—the meaning of the word ‘Gita’—description of

several other Gitas and the inferiority of these Gitas and of

the Yoga-Vasistha etc—methods of examination of a book-
modern external critics of the Bhagavadgita—the explanation

of the moral of the Gita as given in the Mahabharata—the
Prasthanatrayl ( i. e., the Upanisads, the Yedanta-Sutras and

the Bhagavadgita), and the doctrine-supporting commentaries

on it—explanations of the moral of the Gita according to these

commentaries—Sri Samkaracarya—Madhusudana— Tat-Tvam-
Asi ’—the Paisaca-Bhasya—Ramanujacarya—Madhvacarya

—

Vallabhacarya—Nimbarka—Srldharsvami—Jnanesvara—the

point of view of all of them is to support some doctrine or

other—the method of finding out the import of a work, without

seeking to support a doctrine—how that method is neglected

by the doctrine-supporting method—the introductory remarks

and the concluding portion in the Gita—the deadlock arising

from mutually conflicting Ethical principles, and the resulting

confusion as to one’s duty—the advice in the Gita for solving

that confusion ... ... ... p. 1 to 39

CHAPTER II. KARMA-JIJNABA-

(the desire to know the right action)

Two English (foreign) examples of the doubt about duty—
the importance of the Mahabharata from this point of view—the
doctrine of Non-Violence (ahimsd-dharma), and the exceptions to*

it—the doctrine of Forgiveness {ksama\ and the exceptions to*

it—the discrimination between Truth (satya) and Falsehood

(anrta) according to our Sastras—a comparison of that discrimi-

nation according to English (foreign) Ethics—superiority and*

importance of the point of view of our philosophers—the

observance of a vow (pratijna) and its limitations—the doctrine
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•of Not-Stealing, and the exceptions to it—the exceptions to

the doctrine that ‘living is more important than dying-
self-defence—duties owed to one’s mother, father, preceptor

(guru) and other revered persons, and the exceptions to the

same—the relative importance of the restraint of Desire {kama\

Anger (krodha) and Avarice (lobho)—the occasions and the

limits of Time and Place for showing courage, and other

virtues—the relative importance of different courses of

Action—the subtle distinction between Morality (dharma) and

Immorality (adharma), and the wonderfulness of the

Gita... ... ... ... p. 40-69

CHAPTER HI.

KARMA-YOGA-SASTRA.
(The Science of Right Action).

The importance of the Desire to know the Right Action

(karma-jijnasd)—the first Chapter of the Gita and the necessity of

the Science of Right Action—the definition of the meaning of

the word ‘Karma’—the subject of Karma according to Mlmamsa
writers—the definition of the meaning of the word ‘ Yoga ’

according to the Gita—Yoga= Karma-Yoga, and that is the only

doctrine which is expounded—synonyms for Right Action

{karma) and Wrong Action or Non-Action (akarma)—the three

methods of scientific exposition, namely the Materialistic

•(adhibJumtika), the Intuitionist (adhzdcrivika), and the Metaphy-

sical (Mhyatmikay-'whj these methods came into existence—the

opinion of Comte—the Metaphysical point of view is the best

according to the Gita—two meanings of the word
‘

dharma * (i)

with reference to the next world and (ii) with reference to this

world—the system of the four castes and other systems—it is

‘ dharma \ because it maintains the world—''dharma* in the form

of precepts (codana)—ordinary rules for distinguishing between

righteous and unrighteous Action (dharmMharma)—the doctrine

of ‘ mahajano yem gatah sa panthah \ i. e., ‘that path is the true

one which is followed by the great’, and the exceptions to it—
the doctrine of

l

aU sarvatra varjayet\ L e., ‘avoid extremes’, and

its incompleteness—the definition of Righteousness by consi-

dering what is not objected to (avirodha)—the object of the

science of Karma-Yoga ... ... ... p. 70-101
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CHAPTER IV.

ADHIBHAUTIKA-SUKHAVADA.

( The Materialistic theory of Happiness ),

An indroduction to the outlines of the subject—principles

determining Morality (dharma) and Immorality (adharma)—

Carvaka ’s doctrine of unalloyed selfishness
—

‘far-sighted

selfishness ' of Hobbes—Philanthropy is as much an inherent

desire as selfishness—the doctrine of Yajnavalkya of the benefit

of,the Atman (atmartha) —the doctrine of the combination of

self-interest and other’s-interest, or ‘enlightened self-interest —
the objections to that doctrine—the doctrine of giving higher

importance to other’s-interest—the doctrine of ‘the greatest

good of the greatest number’—the objections to that doctrine—

who is to decide in what the greatest good of the greatest

number lies, and how—the superiority of the Reason fbuddhi)

of the doer, over the Action itself—why one should do good to

others—the perfect state of mankind—that which is meritorious

(sreya), and that which is pleasurable (preya)—the transitoriness

of Happiness and Unhappiness, and the immutability of Moral

principles ... ... ... ... p. 102-128

CHAPTER V.

SUKHA-DUHKHA-VIVEKA.

( The Consideration of Happiness and Unhappiness ).

The inclination of everyone towards Happiness—the
characteristic features of and difference between Happiness and

Unhappiness—whether Happiness is an independent thing, or

means only the absence of Unhappiness—the opinion of the

School of Renunciation—the refutation qf that opinion—the

doctrine of the Gita—Happiness and Unhappiness are two

independent feelings ( bftava )—the contrariety between the

Happiness and Unhappiness arising in this world—whether
there is more of Happiness or of Unhappiness in worldly life—

the Western theory that there is a preponderance of Happiness—

that worldly life is full of happiness does not follow from the

fact that all mankind does not commit suicide—the uncontrol-

lable growth of the Desire for Happiness—the impossibility of
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. extinguishing the Desire for Happiness by enjoying Happi-

ness—therefore, there is a preponderance of Unhappiness in

worldly life—the propositions of onr philosophers, consistent

with this point of view—the opinion of Schopenhauer—the

usefulnesss of Dissatisfaction—how to avoid its evil effects

—

experiencing of Happiness or Unhappiness is within one’s

control, and characteristic features of the Hope for Fruit of

Action—prohibition of the Abandonment of Action, since

Unhappiness can be averted only by giving up Hope for Fruit

of Action—the limits of restraint of the organs—the four

aphorisms (sutras) of the doctrine of Right Action—the animal

nature of Bodily, that is, of Material Happiness—the superi-

ority and immutability of Happiness which is born of the

Atman, that is, of Metaphysical Happiness—the blending of

these two kinds of Happiness is the ideal according to the

doctrine of Right Action—the happiness born of the enjoyment

of Bodily pleasures, is inconstant and unfit to be an

ideal—the incompleteness of the Doctrine of Material

Happiness ... ... ... ... p. 129-166

CHAPTER VI.

ADHIDAIVATA-PAKSA AND KSETRAKSETRAJNA-
VICARA.

{ The Intuitionist School and the Consideration of the

Body and the Atman ).

The Western School of ‘ Conscience —similar references

In Indian philosophical works to the Goddess of the Mind
'( manodevata )—the objections of the Materialistic school

against the Intuitionist school—the decision as to what ought

not to be done can be quickly made, by habit and practice

—

* Conscience ’ is not an independent force—the objections of the

Metaphysical school—the great factory of the human Body—
the respective functions of the organs of Perception and the

.organs of Action—the respective functions of the Mind and the

Reason—the difference and inter-relation between the Discern-

ing (Pure) Reason (vyavasayatmika buddhi) and Practical Reason

{vdmmtmika buddhi)—the Discerning Reason is initially one,

but is of three different kinds, according as it is sattviJca, etc.—
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•Conscience is included in, and not different from, Discerning

Reason—the nature of the Consideration of the Body and the

Atman, and of the Perishable and the Imperishable, and its

relation to the doctrine of Karma-Yoga (Right Action)—the

meaning of the word * ksetra ’ (Body)—the existence of the
‘ ksetrajna ’ that is, of the Atman—introduction to the Consi-

deration of the Perishable and the Imperishable ... p. 167-201

CHAPTER VII.

KAPILA-SAMKHYA-SASTRA OR KSARAKSARA-
VICARA.

(The Kapila-Samkya Philosophy or the Consideration of the

Mutable and the Immutable).

Systems of philosophy dealing with the Mutable and the

Immutable—the Atomic Theory of Kanadas—Kapila-Samkhya-
"the meaning of the word ' Samkhya —works dealing with the

Kapila-Samkhya System—the Doctrine of Satkarya-vada (some-

thing being produced out of something which existed)—the

fundamental substance of the world, or Prakrti is oner—sattva,

raja, and tarna are its three constituents—the Static or samya

condition (samyavastha) of the three constituents, and the

creation of various objects by their mutual intermixtures

—

Matter (Prakrti) is imperceptible, unbroken, homogeneous, and

inactive—the evolution of the Perceptible (vyakta

)

out of the

Imperceptible {avyakta)—Mind and Reason spring from

Matter—the Gross (Materialistic) Monism (Non-Dualism) of

Haeckel, and, tracing the origin of the Atman from Matter are

not acceptable to Samkhya philosophy—Matter ( prakrti) and

Spirit ( purusa) are two independent Principles—of these, the

Spirit (purusa) is inactive, qualityless, and apathetic, and all

activity is of Matter ( prakrti)—the unfurlment of the Cosmos

is due to the union of the two—Release (moksa ) is attained by

Realising the difference between Matter and Spirit—whose is

the Release, of Matter or of the Spirit ?—innumerable Spirits

of the Samkhya system, and the sole Spirit of the Vedantists

—

the condition of being beyond the three constituents (trigwnattta-

vastha)—the difference between the doctrines of the Samkhya
system, and similar doctrines of the Gita ... p. 202-228
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CHAPTER VIII.

The CONSTRUCTION AND DESTRUCTION OF THE

COSMOS.

The unfurlment of Matter—the characteristic features of

(Spiritual) Knowledge (jnana) and worldly knowledge

(vijnana)—the various theories as to the Creation of the Cosmos,

and their ultimate oneness—the modern theory of Evolution, and

its similarity to the Samkhya theory of the ‘ Developing-out
*

of the Constituents (gunotkarsa)—an exposition of the theory of

the order of unfurlment of the Constituents of Matter, or of

the theory of the development of Constituents ( gunotkarsa-

vada, or ganaparimma-vada )—the growth from Prakrti, first,

of Discerning Reason (vyavasayatmika buddhi), and then of

Individuation (ahamkara)—their innumerable sub-divisions

under three main heads-—the growth from Individuation of

eleven elements, including the Mind, in the organic world, and

of the five Subtle (fine) Elements called ‘Tanmatras’ in the

inorganic world—the reason why there are only five fine

elements (Tanmatras), and only eleven subtle organs—the evo-

lution of the Gross from the Subtle—Cosmic Tree of 25

elements—The Cosmic Tree (brahma-vrksa) of the Anuglta and

the Pipal-Tree (asvattha) in the Gita—the different Samkhya and

Vedantic methods of classifying the twenty-five elements—the

relative tabular statement—the order given in books on

Vedanta of the creation of the five gross primordial elements—

and the subsequent growth of all gross objects by Panclkarana

(unifying of five)—its comparison with the TrivTtkarana

(union of three) mentioned in the Upanisads—the living

creation and the Subtle Body (linga-sarira)—the difference

between the Subtle Body according to the Vedanta and the

Samkhya philosophies—the activity (bhava) of the Reason, and
the Karma of Vedanta—Cosmic Destruction (pralaya )—the
period from Cosmic Creation to Cosmic Destruction—the

duration of a Kalpayuga—the day and night of Brahma-
deva, and the duration of his life—the contrast and similarity

of this Theory of the Evolution of the Cosmos with other

theories. ... ... ... ... p. 229-267
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CHAPTER IX.

ADHYATMA.

(The Philosophy of the Absolute Self)

Objections to the Duality of Matter and Spirit—the

method of considering that which is beyond both—the-
Absolute Self ( paramatma or para purusa) is beyond both—the
Trinity of Matter (Cosmos), Spirit (Jlva) and the Highest,

Isvara (Paramesvaraj—fhe description of the form of the

Paramesvara as given in the Gita—the Perceptible (vyakta

)

or Qualityful (saguna) form, and its inferiority—the Impercep-

tible, capable of Perception by Illusion (Maya)—the three

divisions of the Imperceptible into (i) qualityful (ii) quality-

less and (iii) qualityful-qualityless—similar descriptions

in the Upanisads—the methods of worship (vidyd) and symbols

(pratika ) mentioned in the Upanisads for worship ( upasana)—
of the three imperceptible forms, the qualityless is the

best—(p. 289)—the scientific exposition of the above doctrines

—

the moot meanings of the words ‘Qualityful* (saguna) and
‘ Qualityless * (nirguna)—the natural idea of Immortality—how
the Knowledge of the universe is acquired, and what it consists

of—the description of the process of acquiring Knowledge, and

definition of Names and Forms—the Appearance of Names
and Forms, and the Thing-in-Itself (vastu-tatva)—the definition

of the Real (satya) ; Names and Forms are unreal (asatya)

because they are perishable, and the Thing-in-itself (vastu-tatva}

is Real, because imperishable—the Thing-in-Itself is the

imperishable Brahman, and Names and Forms are illusory

—

the meaning of the words Real (satya) and Illusory (mtihya)

in Vedanta—the embodiment of Material Sciences is Names
and Forms (p. 302)—the theory of vijnana is not acceptable

to Vedanta—the ancientness of the doctrine of Maya—the
form of the immutable (nitya) Brahman, clothed in Names
and Forms, and of the Embodied (sarira) Atman is the same-
why both are said to be of the form of Consciousness

(eit)—the identity of the Brahman and the- Atman is expressed

by saying:> “what is in the body (pinda) is also in theCosmos

( brahmantfa ) ’’—the bliss of Realising the Brahman (brahmar

mnda )—the death of the Ego—the fourth state (turiyavastha)

iii—iv
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and the exclusive contemplation of the One Entity, without

separate consciousness of the Known and the Knower

( nirvikalpa-samadhi )—the ultimate limit of Immortality and

the death of Death (p. 321)—the growth of Dualism ( dvaita-

iada )—both the Gita and the Upanisads propound the

Non-Dualistic Vedanta—how the qualityful Maya ( Illusion

)

grows out of the Qualityless ( nirguria )—the ‘ vivarta * theory

and the ‘ gunapaririama ’ theory—the doctrines of the

Philosophy of the Absolute Self, in short, regarding the

Cosmos ( jagat ), the Personal Self (jlva) and the Highest

Isvara ( Paramesvara ), ( p. 336 )—the Reality or Unreality

of the Brahman— Om-Tat-Sat ’ and other symbols of

the Brahman—how the Personal Self (jivaj is a part of the

Paramesvara—the Paramesvara is unbounded by Time and

Space (p. 341)—the ultimate doctrine of the Philosophy of

the Absolute Self—the feeling of Equability ingrained in

the bodily organs—the nature of Release (moksa) and a

description of the State of Perfection (siddhavastha), (p. 346)

—

an exposition giving the literal meaning of the Nasadlya-

Su&ta in the Rg-Veda—the inter-relation between the previous

and the subsequent chapters ... ... p. 268-358

CHAPTER X.

KARMA-VIPAKA AND ATMA-SVATAMTRYA.

(The Effect of Karma and Freedom of Will).

The Maya-world and the Brahman-world—the strata of

the Body ;
and the Subtle Body to which Karma clings—the

mutual relation between Karma, Names and Forms, and

Mays—the definitions of Karma and Maya—as the origin of

Maya cannot be found, it is eternal, though it is dependent

—

the expansion of Matter embodied in Maya, or the Cosmos,

is Karma—therefore, Karma is also eternal—the uninterrupted

working of Karma—the Paramesvara gives the Fruit of

Action according to the Action, without interfering with the

matter (p. 368)—the adherence of the bond of Karma, and an

introduction to the theory of Freedom of Natural Inclination

(pravrtti $vataMrya)--t\s division of Karma into Accumulated

(samcita). Commenced ( prarabdha ), and To-Be-Performed

(JcriyamWw)—the Accumulated Karma is exhausted only by
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its being suffered (“ prarabdha kcirmanam bhogad eva ksayati’)—

the Doctrine of * Naiskarmyasiddhi ’ (Release by refraining

from Action) of the Mimamsa School, is not acceptable to the

Vedantists—there is no escape from the Bond of Karma,
except by Jnana (Knowledge)—the meaning of the word
‘ Jnana —the Embodied Atman is free to acquire Knowledge

(p. 389), but as it does not possess implements for doing so, it

is to that extent dependent—even the most trifling Action,

performed for obtaining Release is not wasted—therefore,

success will be obtained sometime or other by hard work

—

iihe nature of the Destruction of Karma—one cannot escape

Karma, but should give up the Hope of Fruit— the bond of

Karma is in the Mind, not in the Karma—therefore, whenever

Jnana is acquired, Release is the only possible result—the

importance, nevertheless, of the hour of close of life (p, 400)

the Karma-kanda and the Jnana-kanda—the Yajna prescribed

by the Srutis, and that prescribed by the Smrtis—the state of

a householder involving the performance of Action—its two

divisions into Knowledge-full and Knowledge-less Action—

•different ultimate states accordingly—the Devayana and the

Pitryana paths—whether these words indicate the time of

Jeath, or deities—the third path namely, the path to hell—

a

description of the condition of one who is Free from Re-birth

{jlvanmukta) ... ... ... ... p. 359-415.

CHAPTER XL
SAMNYASA and KARMA-YOGA.
(Renunciation and Karma-Yoga.)

The question of Arjuna as to whether Samnyasa or Karma-
Yoga was the better course—similar paths of life according to

Western philosophy—synonyms of the words ‘Samnyasa* and
‘Karma-Yoga —meaning of the word ‘ Samnyasa *—Karma-
Yoga is not a part of Samnyasa, but both are independent of

*each other—the confusion created in this matter by commen-

tators—the clear doctrine of the Gita that the path of Karma-

Yoga is the better of the two—the perversions made by the

•commentators belonging to the School of Renunciation—the

reply to the same—Arjuna cannot be looked upon as Ignorant

Jajnani), (p. 432) —the reason given in the Gita why Karma-

Yoga is superior—from times immemorial, the course of conduct
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(acara) has been two-fold, and therefore, useless for determining:

which is better—the three Nisthas according to Janaka and the

two Nisthas according to the Gita—it does not followthat Karma

should be renounced, because it creates a bond ; it is enough if

one renounces the Hope for Fruit of Action—it is impossible to

renounce Karma—if one renounces Karma, one will not get

even food to eat—even if as a result of Knowledge, there is no

duty of one’s own to perform, and one’s desires are extinguished,

one cannot escape Karma—-it is, therefore, essential to continue

Karma desirelessly, even after the Acquisition of Knowledge

—

the illustrations of the Blessed Lord and of Janaka—the

giving up of the Hope of Fruit of Action—indifference towards

the world (vairagya) and enthusiasm for Action ( p. 455 )

—

Universal Welfare (lokasamgraha

)

and the nature of it—this

is the true resolution of the Realisation of the Brahman
(brahmajnam)—still, this universal welfare must be obtained

according to the arrangement of the four castes and desirelessly

(p. 467)—the path of leading one’s life in four stages, which is

described in the Smrti texts—the importance of the state of a

householder (grhasthasrama)—the Bhagavata doctrine—the

original meanings of the word ‘Bhagavata’ and ‘Smarta’—the

Gita supports the Karma-Yoga, that is to say, the Bhagavata

doctrine—the difference between the Karma-Yoga of the Gita

and the Karma-Yoga of the Mimamsa School—the difference

between Bhagavata Samnyasa and Smarta Samnyasa—points of

similarity between the two—the ancientness of the Vedic

Karma-Yoga in the Manu-Smrti and of the Bhagavata*

doctrine—the meaning of the words used in the Gita to show
the close of a chapter—the wonderfulness of the Gita, and the

appropriateness of the three parts of the Prasthanatrayr

(p. 490)—a concise statement in a tabular form showing the

points of difference and similarity between the Samnyasa*

(Samkhya), and Karma-Yoga (Yoga)—the different ways of

leading one’s life—the doctrine of the Gita that Karma-Yoga*
is the best of all-hymns ( mantra) from the Isavasyopanisad

in support of this proposition—a consideration of the

Samkarabhasya on those hymns—authorities from the Mann
and other Smrtis in support of the fusion of Knowledge and
Action ... ... p. 416-509*
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CHAPTER XII.

SIDDHAVASTHA AND VYAVAHlRA.

(The State of a Perfect, and Worldly Affairs)

The perfect state of society—in this state, everyone is a
Steady-in-Mind (sthitaprajna)—the climax of Moralfty—the

Sthitaprajna according to Western Philosophy—the state of a
Sthitaprajna, which is beyond laws—the behaviour of the

Karma-yogin Sthitaprajna is the climax of Morality—the
difference between the Morality of a selfish society, and the

Absolute Ethics in the State of Perfection—the description of the

best of men according to the Dasabodha—but, the immutability

of Ethical principles is not affected by this difference

<p. 526)—on what basis this difference is observed by the

Sthitaprajna—the welfare or happiness of society, or the benefit

of all living beings—but Equability of Reason (samya-buddhi)

is superior to these external considerations—a comparison of

the doctrine of Equability of Reason with the theory of ‘ the

greatest good of the greatest number ’—living in the world

with Equability of Reason—philanthropy and one’s own
maintenance—Self-Identification ( atmaupamya )—1the compre-

hensiveness, importance, and logical explanation of that

doctrine
—

‘the universe is the family’ (‘vamdhmva-kuiumbakam’)

t(p. 544)—though one might acquire Equability of Reason, one

cannot give the go-bye to considerations of who is deserving

and who not—absence of enmity ( nirvaira

)

does not mean
inactivity, or non-resistance—* measure for measure —the
restraint of evil-doers—the justification of patriotism, clan-

pride etc.—observing the limits of Time and Place, and Self-

defence—the duty of the Jnanin (scient)—universal welfare and

Xarma-Yoga—summary of the subject—self-interest, other’s-

interest, and the highest interest (paramartha) ... p. 510-565

CHAPTER XIII.

BHAKTI-MARGA.

( The Path of Devotion.

)

The difficulty of ordinary persons of small intelligence in

Realising the qualityless form of the Brahman—the means of
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acquiring Knowledge, Religious Faith (sraddhd) and Reason

—

both these are mutually dependent—the accomplishment of."

practical purposes by Faith—though one may acquire Know-
ledge of the Paramesvara by Faith, that is not enough—in

order to be able to assimilate that Knowledge, it is necessary

to contemplate on the Paramesvara with an intense and

desireless love—this is called DEVOTION—the Contemplation

of the
t
Qualityful Imperceptible, is laborious and difficult of

achievement—therefore, it is necessary to have some definite

object for worship—the Path of Knowledge and the Path of

Devotion lead to the same goal—nevertheless, Devotion cannot

become a Nistha like Knowledge—the visible form of the

Paramesvara, accessible by love, which is taken for Devotion

—

the meaning of the word ‘ pratika *—the meaning of the words

* raja-vidya * and
4

raja-guhya *—the lovingness in the Gita

(p. 586)—any one of the innumerable manifestations of the

Paramesvara can be taken as a symbol (pratika)—different,

symbols taken by different people and the resulting confu-

sion—how that can be avoided—the difference between the

symbol (pratika) and the belief with which one worships the

symbol—whatever the symbol is, the result obtained is

according to one's belief about it—worship of different deifies

—but the One who gives the Fruit is the Paramesvara and not

the deity—whichever deity is worshipped, that becomes an

informal worship of the Paramesvara—the superiority of the

Path of Devotion in the Gita from this point of view—the
purity or impurity of Devotion and Love—improvement takes

place by gradual degrees, as a result of industry, and perfection

is reached after many births—that man who has neither Faith

nor Reason is lost—whether by Reason or by Devotion, the

knowledge of the same Non-Dual Brahman is obtained (p. 601)

—

all the doctrines pertaining to the theory of Causality

(karma-vipaka-prakriya) and the Philosophy of the Absolute

Self, also stand good in the Path of Devotion—See, for

instance, the form of the Personal Self {'fiva ’), and of the

Paramesvara according to the Gita—nevertheless, there is

sometimes a verbal difference in these doctrines—for instance,

Karma now becomes the same as the Paramesvara—dedication,
to the Brahman (brahmarpaya) and dedication to Krsna*
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{kr&$arpaya)-“but these verbal differences are not made, if

confusion results—the fusion of Faith and Spiritual Knowledge

in the Gita Eeligion—there is no room for
4

Samnyasa ’ in the

Path of Devotion—there is no conflict between Devotion

( bhakh

)

and Action ( karma )—devotees of the Blessed Lord

and Universal Welfare—worship of and sacrifice to the

Blessed Lord by one’s own Actions only—whereas the Path

of Knowledge is open to the three re-generate classes, the Path

of Devotion is open to women and to Sudras etc.—there is

Eelease, even if one surrenders oneself to the Paramesvara at

the time of death—the superiority of the Eeligion of the Gita

over other religions ... ... ... p. 566-618
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DETAILED

Contents of chapters XIV and XV and of the Appendices,

which are included in the Second Volume

of the Book.

CHAPTER XIV.

GITADHYAYA-SAMGATI.

( The Continuity of the chapters of the Gita ).

Two methods of proving a subject—scientific and catechistic

’—the good and bad aspects of the catechistic method—the

beginning of the Gita—the first chapter—in the second

chapter, the subject-matter starts with only two Paths of life,

namely, the Samkhya and the Yoga—the exposition of Karma*

Yoga in the third, fourth and fifth chapters—Equability of

Reason ( samya-buddhi ) is better than Karma—it is impossible

to get rid of Karma—Karma-Yoga is superior to Samkhya-

Nistha—the necessity of the control of all organs in order to

attain Equability of Reason ( samya-buddhi)—the method of

control of the organs mentioned in the sixth chapter—it is not

proper to divide the Gita into the three parts, Action (karma),

Devotion ( bhakti ) and Knowledge (jnana )—Knowledge and

Devotion are the means of attaining Equability of Reason,

according to the Karma-Yoga—therefore, the Gita cannot be

divided into three six-chaptered parts, one part for Hvam,’ one

for Hat' and one for *ad
’—the exposition of

6

jnana' and
*

ujnana
*

is given in chapters VII to XII, for the successful practice of

Karma-Yoga, and not independently—a summary of chapters

VII to XII—even in these chapters of the Gita, Devotion and
Knowledge have not been dealt with independently, but are

intermingled with each other, and they have been given the

single name jnam-vijmna ’—a summary of chapters XIII to

XVII—the summing up in the eighteenth chapter is in support

of Karma-Yoga—therefore, considering the introductory and
final chapters (upahrama-upsamhara} according to rules of the

Mimamsa, Karma-Yoga is seen to be the doctrine propounded

by the Gits—the four-fold goal of human life (purusartha)—
4
artha

f

(wealth) and * harm *

(Desire) must be consistent with
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“
dharma* (Morality)—but Release (moksa) is not in conflict

’with Morality (dharma)—how the Gita came to be explained

away as supporting Renunciation—Is not Samkhya+ Desireless

Action=Karma-Yoga, to be found in the Gita ?—nevertheless
Xarma-Yoga is the doctrine ultimately expounded—grayer to

•the followers of the Path of Renunciation.

CHAPTER XV.

UPASAMHARA.

(Resume or Summary)

Difference between the science of Karma-Yoga and the

formulating of rules of Worldly Morality (acara-samgraha)

—

the erroneous idea that Ethics cannot be properly justified by

Vedanta—Gita does that very thing—the Exposition of the

religion of the Gita solely from the point of view of Ethics-

Reason is superior to Karma—the Nakulopakhyana—similar

theorems in Buddhism and Christianity—comparison of the

doctrine of Equability of Reason in the Gita, with the two

Western doctrines of ‘greatest good of the greatest number
’

.and * Conscience ’—similarity between Western Metaphysics

and the Exposition in the Gita—the doctrines of Kant and

Green—Vedanta and Ethics—the reason why there are various

codes of Ethics, and differences of opinion about the construc-

tion of the Body and the Cosmos—the important part of the

Metaphysical exposition in the Gita—the harmonising of

Release ( moksa ), Ethics and worldly life—Renunciation

.according to Christianity—the Western idea of Action based on

the search for Happiness—comparison of the same with the

Karma-marga in the Gita—difference between the arrangement

of the four castes and Ethics—the Western Karma-marga is

based on elimination of pain, and the Gita religion is based on

Desirelessness—a short history of the Karma-Yoga in the

Kaliyuga—Jain and Buddhist monks—the Samnyasin followers

sof Samkaracarya—the Mahomedan rule—the Devotees of the

Blessed Lord, the galaxy of saints, and Ramadasa—the living-

ness of the Gita religion—the fearlessness, immutability, and

equality of the Gita religion—prayer to the Almighty.
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APPENDICES.

An External Examination of the Gita.

The Gita has been included in the Mahabharata for a

proper reason and at a proper place, it is not spurious nor

interpolated—PART I : the useful purpose of the GlTA and the

MAHABHARATA—the present form of the Gita—the present

form of the Mahabharata—the seven references in the Maha-

bharata to the Gita—similar stanzas and similarity of language

in both—also similarity of meaning—which proves that the

Gita and the Mahabharata were written by the same author

—

PART II : A comparison of the GITA and the UPANISADS

—

similarity of language and similarity of meaning—the

Metaphysical Knowledge in the Gita is taken from the

TTpanisads—the theory of Maya (Illusion) in the TTpanisads

and in the Gita—What the Gita contains more than the

TJpanisads—the consistency between the Samkhya system and

Vedanta—the worship of the Perceptible or the Path of

Devotion—but the most important subject is the exposition of

the Path of Karma-Yoga—the Yoga mentioned in the Gita for

the control of the organs, the Patanjala Yoga, and the

TJpanisads—PART III :—Which was first In point of time, the

GlTA or the BRAHMA-SUTRAS ?—the clear reference to the

Brahma-Sutras in the Gita—the repeated reference in the

Brahma-Sutras to the Gita by the word * Smrti —a considera-

tion of the relative chronological position of the two books

—

the Brahma-Sutras are either contemporary with or prior in

point of time to the present Gita, but not-subsequent—one sound

reason for the Brahma-Sutras being referred to in the Gita

—

PART IV The RISE of the BHAGAVATA DOCTRINE,,
and the GITA—the Path of Devotion in the Gita is consistent

with Vedanta, Samkhya and Yoga—it is not that the doctrines

of Vedanta have been subsequently inserted in the Gita—
the most ancient form of the Vedic religion is pre-eminently

for Action—the subsequent growth of Vedanta, Samkhya, and

Renunciation—the harmonisation of the two Paths of life hadi

been arrived at already in ancient times—the subsequent

growth of Devotion—the consequent necessity for making.

Devotion consistent, from its very inception, with the former

paths of life—that is the trend of the Bhagavata doctrine, and.
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also of the Gita—the combination of Spiritual Knowledge with

Action in the*Glta is from the Upanisads, but there is the addi-

tion of Devotion—the ancient treatises on the Bhagavata doctrine,

the Gita and the Narayamyopakhyana—the date of Sri Krsna

and of the growth of the Satvata or Bhagavata religion is the

same—that time, is about 700 to 800 years before Buddha, or

about 1500 years before Christ—the reasons for thinking so—
the impossible position arising out of a different conclusion

—

the original aspect of the Bhagavata religion supports Inaction—

the next aspect is Devotional—and the final aspect is for

Qualified Monism ( Visistadvaita )—the original Gita is

about 900 years before Christ—PART V THE DATE OF
THE PRESENT GlTA—the date of the present Gita is the

same as of the present Mahabharata—out of these, the present

Mahabharata is prior in point of time to Bhasa, Asvaghosa

Asvalayana, Alexander, and the method of starting the year

with the Sun in Aries (Mesa), but subsequent to Buddha*

so it is about 500 years prior to the Saka era—the

present Gita is prior in point of time to Kalidasa,

Banabhatta, the dramatist Bhasa, the Puranas, Baudhayana,

and the Mahayana sect in Buddhism, that is, about 500 years

before the Saka era-PART VI : GITA and the BUDDHIST
LITERATURE—the similarity between the description of the
c

Sthitaprajha ' in the Gita and the ‘ Arhata * of Buddhism—

the nature of the Buddhist religion, and its growth out of the

previous Brahmin religion—Buddha has discarded the doctrine

of the Atman in the Upanisads, and has adopted only a course

of conduct consistent with Renunciation (nivrtti)—the visible

reasons for this Path of life according to the Buddhist religion,

or the four ar^atruths—the similarity between the Vedic Smarta

religion, and the duties of a householder according to

Buddhism—all these ideas are originally from the Vedic

religion—the reason, nevertheless, for considering the Maha-

bharata and the Gita independently—the improbability of the

subsequent Devotional Buddhist religion having been evolved

out of the original Renunciatory Buddhist religion, which

denied the existence of the Atman—the growth of the Maha-

yana Sect—reasons for concluding that the Path of Devotion

based on Action (pravrtti) in the Mahayana creed has been
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adopted from the Gita, and the consequent conclusion as to the

•date of the Gita—PART VII :-GlTA and the CHRISTIAN
BIBLE—the improbability of the Gita having adopted any

principle from the Christian religion—the Christian religion

is not a gradual and independent development out of the

Jewish religion—opinions of old Christian scholars as to how
it came into existence—the Esin sect and Greek philosophy—

the astonishing similarity between the Buddhist and Christian

religions—but the priority in point of time of the Buddhist

religion is undoubted—evidence in support of the fact that the

Buddhist monks ( yatin ) had entered Jewish territory in

ancient times—the high probability, therefore, of the

elementary principles of Christianity having been adopted from

Buddhism, and consequently from the Vedic religion or from

•the Gita—the resulting irresistible conclusion as to the

•undoubted antiquity of the Gita.
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Explanation of the Abbreviations used in the Glta-

Rahasya, and information about the treatises

referred to by the Abbreviations.

: o: :o :

NOTE 'These are not in the same order as in the original,

as they have been re-arranged according to the English

Alphabet, whereas in the original, they are arranged according

to the Marathi Alphabet—Trans.)

.

Ai. Bra. Aitareya Brdhmana] pandka and khanda, (Dr. Houda’s
Edition).

Ai. or 1 Aitareyopamsad
;
chapter, khayda and stanza ( Ananda-

Ai. IT. J srama Edition ).

Asta, Astavakragltd
;

chapter and stanza, ( Gita-Samgraha

published by Messrs Ashtekar & Go.

)

Atharva. Atharvaveda\ the figures after this show respectively,.

the kanda , the sukta, and the red .

Bhag. Srlmad Bhdgavatapurana, (Nirnaya-Sagara Edition).

Bha. Jyo. Bharatiya Jyotih Sdstra ( Written by the late-

Balkrishna Dikshit ).

Br. or 1 Brhadaranyakopamsat
;
adhyaya, brahmana and mantra

Brha. J ( Anandasrama Edition ). The usual reference is to the

Kanvapatha, but in one place, there is a reference to

the Madhyandina-sakha.

Bra. Su. See. Ve. Su. below.

Ohan. Chandogyopamsat

;

chapter, khanda and mantra. (Anan-

dasrama Edition).

Da. or 1 The JDdsabodha of Sri Samartha ( Edition of the

Dasa. J Satkaryottejaka Sabha, Dhulia ).

Ga. Tukarama’s Gotha (Damodar Savlarama's Edition, 1900).

Gl. Bhagavadglta,
chapter and stanza ; Gl. Sam. Bha. ; Gitd’

Samkarabhasya. Gita. Ra. Bha
,
Gita Ramanujabhasya.

The Anandasrama Edition of the Gita and of the

Kamkarabhasya contains at the end a glossary, which I

have found very useful ; and I am very grateful for it

to the compiler. The Ramanujabhasya is the one

printed in the Venkatesvara Press; The Madhva-

bhasya is the one printed by Krishnacharya of Kumbha-

konam ; The Anandagm Commentary, and the

Paramartha-prapa, are those printed in the Jagadhi-
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tecchu Press
;
the Madhusudana Commentary

,

is the

one printed in the Native Opinion Press ;
the Sridhari

and Vamanl (Marathi) Commentaries are those printed

in the Nirnayasagara Press; the PaisacabJiasya is the

one printed in the Anandasrama Press; the Tatvadlpilca

of the Vallabha school is the one printed in the Guzarati

Printing Press
;
the 1Nilakanthi is from the Bombay

Mahabharata ; and the Brahmdmndi is the one printed

in Madras
;
these are the commentaries of which I

have made use. But, as the Guzarati Printing Press

has recently published together in one volume all

these commentaries except the Paisacabhasya and the

Brahamanandi, as also the commentary of the

Nimbarka School and some other commentaries, in all

fifteen, that one volume is now sufficient for all needs.

Glt?Ra°
r

}
The first essay of this book.

Hari. Harivamsa; parva, chapter and stanza (Bombay Edition).

Isa. Isavasyopamsat. (Anandasrama Edition).

Jai, Su. The Mimamsa-Sutras of Jaimini
; chapter, pdda

,
and

sutra. (Calcutta Edition).

Jna. Jndnesvari with translation
;
Indira Press Edition.

Ka. or 1 Kathopanisat ; mill and mantra (Anandasrama
Katha. J Edition).

Kai. Kaivalyomnisat ; khartda and mantra
; Twenty-eight

Upanisads (Nirnaya-Sagara Edition).

Kausi. Kausltakyupanisat or Kausitaki Brdhmanopanisat
;

chapter and kharida
;
sometimes the first chapter of

this TJpanisad is referred to as the third chapter

according to the order of the Brahmanas ; (Ananda-
srama Edition).

3£ena. Kenopanisat (
= Talavakdropanisat }, khan$a and mantra

(Anandasrama Edition).

!Ma. Bha. Sriman Mahabharata. The following letter shows the

various Parvas, and the numbers are of the chapters

and the stanzas. I have everywhere used the Sanskrit

Edition published at Calcutta by Babu Pratapchandra

Roy. If the same stanzas have to be referred to in

the Bombay edition, they will be found a little in

.advance or behind.
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Maitryu. Maitryupanisat or Maitrayanywpaisat
; prapathaka and

mantra (Anandasrama Edition).

Manu. Manu-Smrti
, chapter and stanza. (Dr. Jolly’s Edition

;

but in the Mandalik’s or in any other edition, these

stanzas will mostly be found in the same places
;
the

commentaries on Manu are from the Mandalik
edition).

Matsya. Matsya-Purana (Anandasrama Edition).

Mi. Pra. Milinda Prasna
,

Pali text, English translation.

(Sacred Books of the East Series).

Mun. or \ Mundakopanisat ; mundaka , khanda and mantra
Munda. J ( Anandasrama Edition ).

Nar. Pan. Narada Pancaratra. (Calcutta edition).

Ufa, Su. Narada-Sutras (Bombay edition).

Nrsimha. U. JSfrsmhottara tdpaniyopanisat.

Panca. Pancadasi with commentary (Nirnaya-Sagara Edition).

Patanjala-Su. Patanjala- Yoga-Sutras, (Tukarama Tatya’s

Edition).

Prasna. Prasnopanisat
; prasna and mantra. (Anandasrama

Edition).

Rg. Rg-veda ; mandala , sukta, and red.

Ramapu. Rdmapurvatapinyupanisat (Anandasrama Edition).

43. B. E. Sacred Rooks of the East Series.

Sam. Ka. Samkhya Kanka (Tukarama Tatya’s Edition).

Ban. Su, Sanddya-SUtras (Bombay Edition).

Siva. Siva-gitd ; chapter and stanza; Gita-Samgraha of

Messrs Ashtekar & Co„

Surya. Gl. Surya-Gita ; chapter and stanza, (Madras Edition).

.Sve. Soetasvataropamsat
; chapter and mantra (Anandasrama

Edition).

Tai. or 1 Taittiriya Upamsat ; valli, anuvaka,
and mantra

*Tai. U. J (Anandasrama Edition).

Tai. Bra. Taittiriya Brdhmana ;
kanda, prapathaka , anuvaka

and mantra (Anandasrama Edition).

Tai. Sam. Taittiriya Samhitd ; handa, prapathaka
,
anuvaka and

mantra.

'Taka. GH. Tukarama’s Gdthd
;
See Ga. above.

Yaja, Sam. Vdjasaneyi Samhitd ;
chapter and mantra (Bebar

Edition).
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ValmXki Ra. or' Vdlmtki Ramayana ; kanda,
chapter and'

Va. Ra. . stanza (Bombay Edition).

Ve. Su. Vedanta-Sutras or Brahma-Sutras
;

chapter, pada, and

^

sutra.

Ve. Su. Sam. Bha, tiamkarabhasya on the Vedanta-Sutras ; the-

Anandasrama Edition has been used everywhere.

Visnu. Visnu-Purana
; ama, chapter, and stanza (Bombay

Edition).

Yajna. Yajnavalkya-Smrti ; chapter and stanza (Bombay
Edition) ; I have in one or two places referred to the

Apararka commentary (Bombay Edition) on this.

Yo. or\ Yoga-Vasistha
;

chapter, sarga
,

and stanza. There
Yoga.J are two sub-divisions, Pu. (purvardha) and

U. ( uttarardha

)

of the sixth chapter (Commentated 1

Nirnaya-Sagara Edition).*

NOTE Besides these, there are many Sanskrit, English,

Marathi, and Pali treatises, which have been mentioned in-

various places
;
but as a general rule, the names of those books

have been given in full, wherever they occur, or they have

been mentioned in such a way as to be easily intelligible;,

and ‘they have, therefore, not been mentioned in the above list.
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Mb. tilak, and THE GlTA-EAHASYA

( Continued from p. xxiii of VoL I).

(8) SHEIMANT BALASAHEB PANT PBATIN3DHI,

BAJA SAHEB OF AIJNDH.

The Bhagvadgeeta has been regarded from time immemorial

as one of the three prastharm or the status books of Indian

philosophy, and is commented on in their own way by eminent

Acharyas like the great Shankara, Eamanuja, Nimbarka,

Madhva, Yallabha, and others, each of whom, however, being

the pioneer of an independent school of philosophy, twisted the

import of this great book in such a way as to make it in

conformity with his own system. The illustrious Dnyaneshwar

wrote his first treatise on this book in Marathi and the Geeta-

Bahasya of the late Lokmanya Tilak is its only befitting

successor. The author of the Dnyaneshwari had prominently

in his view its devotional aspect, which he naturally emphasised

in his work; but, as the author of the Geeta-Eahasya rightly

points out, the “ Geeta ” is neither a book of knowledge nor of

devotion nor of action : but rather a harmonious combination of

them all. Geeta-Eahasya can thus be said to be the most-

honest and impartial commentary on the book.

The work of translating such a book into English was by

no means easy for Solicitor Sukthankar ; and he too ought to

have realised it at the time of undertaking this job. His

responsibility was twofold : to make the translation

intelligible, and at the same time not to cause any damage to*

the original; and judging from the translation that we have in

hand, he can be very well said to have carried out his work

most satisfactorily. We went through almost all the portion

of the translation and found it to be quite interesting and

intelligible without the help of the original. That the-

translation is most strictly faithful to the text only shows his

self-control and unbiassed bent of mind, which a true translator

ought to have. To make the translation worthy of the original*.

Solicitor Sukthankar seems to have spared no pains,

y—vi
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Geeta-Rahasya, apart from being one of the greatest'

philosophical treatises in Marathi, is the crown-work of the late

Lokamanya ; and was badly in need of such a translation for

becoming known to the world at large. The Geeta-Rahasya

being an indicator to its writer’s philosophy of life, the

translation will not only help the world to judge the writer and

realise the value of his original work, but will also help it to

understand the real meaning of the Geeta itself and make it

aware of him as a master-intellect that everybody can be proud

of. We must all be very grateful to Solicitor Sukthankar

for his commendable work of translation, and hope him every

.due and well deserved reward for his efforts.

(9) THE HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE PAIZ B. TYABJI,

High Court, Bombay.

It is a sincere pleasure to me to hear that Lokmanya

'Tilak’s scholarly works are being rendered available in

English. The Gita has been frequently translated into English

though it is not surprising that scholars are not altogether

satisfied with the renderings that have so far been published.

A work giving a really spiritual interpretation of this inspiring

work must supply an urgent need of the young men and

women of to-day. The danger of being cut off from what is

considered religion requires particular attention in these days.

The danger is the more serious, as our young men are apt to

fear that their spiritual needs cannot be met from texts that

are the foundations of religion. The great religions, it is true,

have had their foundations in the East. But, it is thought that

their interpretation, so as to adopt them to the needs of to-day,

must be sought from the West. To turn, therefore, to the most

spiritual expressions of our own religious teachers, as inter-

preted by the modern teachers in the East, is an extremely

necessary part of the educational experiences through which we

should all pass. To men of ripe experience, it must be a

peculiar satisfaction to have such a work available. I am
looking forward with keen interest to this publication.
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(10) SIR MOHAMMAD IQBAL.

I have always held the Bhagavad-Glta in the highest

• admiration.

(11) SRI MEHER BABA
The Bhagavad-Gita has exerted a tremendous spiritual

influence on humanity at large. As the Blessed Lord Sri Krishna

*was born a Hindu, the Gita is more often than never regarded

as a sacred hook of the Hindus ; but really speaking, it is a

sacred book of not merely the Hindus but of the entire human
race. The message that it contains was meant not merely for

India, but for the whole world. Let mankind act in accordance

'with its message, and the universal brotherhood will surely be

automatically brought about.

Those who cast doubts on the perfect sainthood of Shri

Krishna, know not what they are doing. He was certainly a
God-incarnate; and because He was a Sadguru, a Perfect

• Saint, He was successful in inundating the world with

spirituality and lofty spiritual teachings.

,(12) Rao Bahadur Yidvatkula&ekhara C. Y. YAIDYA, MA.,LL.B.

THE AGE OF THE GITA AND GITA-JAYANTI,

I propose to place my views on the “ Age of the Gita ” as

* succinctly as possible. When was this unique work composed,

is the question which naturally arises in every mind.

The Gita itself purports to state that it was taught by

Lord Sri Krsna to Arjuna, hero of the Mahabharata War on the

field of battle, before the fight commenced, but when the fighters

were actually facing each other, ready to commence the fight.

It follows, therefore, that the date of the Gita is the date of the

commencement of the Bharata fight. This date is the subject of

dispute between European scholars, followed by some Indian

scholars, and myself. I hold that the date assigned to the fight

by all ancient Indian writers, especially astronomers, is the

correct one, viz. Margasirsa Suddha 13, Pre-Saka 3180

<(3102 B. CL). I will not enter into the details of the controversy

-here, but merely.indicate my grounds.
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The Bharata heroes are referred to in the ' Satapatha;

Brahmana and the date of this Brahmasna has been fixed by-

Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit, a great modern Indian

astronomical researcher, at about 3,000 B. C. from the-

astronomical statement in it that the Krttikas rise exactly in -

the East. Attempt has lately been made by Winternitz to-

dislodge this date by suggesting that the statement (<TcTT t
SFT^ff f^rr in the * Satapatha

9 means only that
4

the Krttikas come on the East line, and not that they rise in the

East. But this rendering is negatived by the very next sentence
‘ all other stars deviate from the East

9

£ 3T srttr

in the ' Satapatha as shown by me in detail in an

article published in the Bhandarkar Research Institute Journal.

If, then, Pariksit and others, mentioned in the * Satapatha * of

3,000 B. O. as recent kings, are taken to be the grandson and

great-grandsons of Arjuna, the date of the fight, viz. one year

before the commencement of the Kali age, given by all.

Indian astronomers, or 3102 B. C., is perfectly borne out by tha

‘Satapatha
9

statement. European scholars, and some Indian,

scholars, too, place the fight about 1400 B. C. on the strength!

oi the pedigrees of kings given in Puranas from the Nine

Nandas to Brhadratha, son of Jarasandha. The evidence of

the Puranas, however, has no value when compared with the

evidence of the ‘ Satpatha \ Indeed, Purana genealogies are

not reliable, particularly for ancient dynasties, especially as*

they are contradicted by the evidence of Megasthenes, recorded

about 320 B. O., as shown by me in detail in “ Mahabharata- -

Mlmamsa”, a Hindi work. This -short summary of the con-

troversy will show to the reader that the year of the Bharata

fight must be taken to be 3102 B. C.

With regard to the exact day of the fight, there is also*

a controversy. But the difference is only of two days. The
GltarJayantl day is Margaslrsa Buddha 11, ‘ Ekada^I ’ day;

hut the statement in the Mahabharata and the course of the*

fight as described therein lead to no other day than mddha 13*

and this is the date accepted by old writers and commentators*

of the Mahabharata. They have consented* to hold the JayantB

for 3 days continually, viz., from Ekadasi to TrayodasL
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To speak in English dates, the Mahabharata fight commenced
dn December 3102 B. C., and the ‘Gita* was preached on

the morning of that day.

Haring placed before the reader the day by date and year

*on which the doctrines of the * Gita * were preached by Sri Krsna,

we go on to state that this cannot be the date of the ‘Gita’ as

it is before ns. For the first chapter, etc., cannot hare belonged

.to the teaching, as it was actually giren. The whole story

'is told afterwards by some one, and that is Vyasa undoubtedly.

/As the teaching of Christ is given in sereral books of the

New Testament written by St. John and others, so Vyasa

may be taken to be the writer who first recorded this teaching

.'in a work to be studied and recited. When this was written

by Vyasa cannot be definitely stated. He must, howerer,

hare done it within a few years of the fight, and we may
roughly say that the date of the original ‘ Gita ’ is somewhere

about 3100 B. C.

But it is clear that the work as it is before us is not exactly

4hat of Vyasa. We know for certain that the original work of

Vy3sa, called ‘ Jaya* or Victory (cf#T srat

STHTSSR) was twice recast or further expanded, once by Vai§am-

payana, who related * Bharata * to Janamejaya, and again by

.Sauti, who related it to Saunaka and other Brahmins in

Naimisaranya. This work has three names, riz. * Jaya
* Bharata *, and * Mahabharata \ and the extent of the ‘Bharata*,

*of VaiSampayana is also giren as 24,000 slokas, while that of

the Mahabharata is, as is well-known, onejakh of rerses. The

^original of the ‘Gita*, no doubt, belonged to the ‘Jaya*

'{Victory) of Vyasa
;
but the work as it is before us belongs, in

'Our opinion, most certainly, to the ‘ Bharata* of Vai^ampayana,

-and not to the Mahabharata of Sauti. The arguments for this

view are giren at length in the last chapter of Mahabharatar

Mlmamsa ; but it may here be stated briefly that the greatness

‘of this work is described eren in the Mahabharata itself,

wherein it is related that Arjuna again asked Sri Krsna

i;o teach him what was taught on the battlefield. But Sri

"Krsna answered :
“ What I told you then, being in the required

Togic mood $mi)> I cannot tell you again. I will
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tell you, however, another episode”. And thus the ‘ Anuglta
’

‘

s introduced in the Mahabharata. Then, again, the verses in

fche ' Gita * are constantly repeated in the Mahabharata through-

out its length as of some authoritative work. It is hence

certain that the * Gita ’ does not belong to the Mahabharata of

Sauti but it belongs to the * Bharata * of Vaisampayana. The

date of the former is conceded to be about 250 B. 0. as shown

at length in “ Mahabharata-Mlraamsa ” (Chapter I) ; but the

date of Vaisampayana’s * Bharata * cannot be indubitably

fixed, and hence the date of the ‘ Gita \ as it is to-day, is

uncertain

But, there are various arguments which point to 1400 B. C.

speaking roughly in centuries, as the probable age of the * Gita \

In the first place the language of the ‘ Gita ’ strikes one as a

spoken language and not classical Sanskrit of the time when it

was dead and spoken only by Pandits. We know that Buddha

preached his new religion to the people in Pali, a Prakrit ; and

hence it is certain that in his time Sanskrit was dead as a

spoken language of the common people. The * Gita *, therefore;

precedes Buddha of 500 B. C. Again, there is no reference to

Buddhism in the ' Gita though there are many references to

the doctrines of Buddhism in the
f

Mahabharata \ Some people

think that in Chapter XVI there is a reference to Buddhist

tenets in the description of the Asuri character. But this is a

description of Atheists. For Buddhism is in favour of

Renunciation, and not the enjoyment of the world. On the

other hand, there is not the least doubt that
4

Gita ’ is post-

Upanisadic. The doctrine of Renunciation was first preached

by the ‘ Brhadaranyaka \ and it pervades- the spirit of all the

thirteen old Upanisads. It is clear the 'Gita* is not for

Renunciation. Indeed, Arjuna is actuated by that spirit when
he asks the first and subsequent question in the Gita and Sri

Krsna sums His preaching in the pithy verse wfiw
i ii Gl. 5. 2.). This

is wrongly interpreted by those who believe that the object of

the ‘Gita’ is to preach
4

Samnyasa \ Lokamanya Tilak has

pointed out its true import, which is also the natural one. As
the

44
Maitrayanlya ITpanisad” must be dated 1900 B. O*
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roughly, as shown by Tilak from an astronomical statement in

it, the
4

Gita ’ must be placed between 1900 B. C. and 500 B. C*

This is a wide range, no doubt ; but it supplies one with limits,

which are certain and unassailable.

There are a few arguments which will give us a more
definite approximation to the probable date. It has been rightly

shown by some scholars that the * Gita ’ is not only pre-

Buddhistic but pre-Paninlan. Many forms in it are against

Paninl’s rules. More interesting still is ( f ) as

the month names are modern and not Vedic names, new names
being introduced about 2,000 B. C. according to Shanker

Balkrishna Dikshit. But, according to Vedanga Jyotisa, the

first month is Magha, and hence the ‘ Gita ’ seems to be prior

to the
1

Vedanga Jyotisa ’ also, the date of which is about 1190

B. C. even according to the calculation of Archbishop Pratt,

who worked the date out for Max Muller. Dikshit takes its date

to be about 1400 B. C. It may thus be taken without much
difficulty that 1400 B. C. is the probable date of the Gita.

Another sentence furnishes a further argument in favour of

this date. It may be accepted that Sri Krsna was already

considered a divine being, indeed as an incarnation of the Highest

Deity at the time of the Gita
; but not probably Arjuna. Yet,

when Sri Krsna says (

£

OTHT qTo^fRT WSRt: ), he

lays the foundation of Arjuna-worship. From Paninl’s Sutra

(
4

’

), we are sure that during Panini’s time both

Vasudeva and Arjuna were worshipped, though Arjuna lost his

position later on. Gita is therefore pre-Paninlan undoubtedly.

If we take the date of Panin! to be about 800 B. C., as most

Indians Scholars do, though Europeans scholars place him about

300 B. O., we may take, the Gita to about 1200 B. O. or at least

to 1,000 B. G. When we further remember that Sri Krsna

identifies Himself with Margaslrsa as being the first of months,

as in other things, we can take the Gita still further back, i. e.,

about 1,400 B. C., before the latest possible date for Vedanga

Jyotisa.

The exact age of the Gita is, no doubt difficult to

determine for want of detailed knowledge of the political*

social and religious history of India, before Buddha. The
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doctrine of Ahimsa is preached no doubt in the Gita. But it is

not the doctrine of Buddha. It had already been preached by the

Upanisads W ^rr^TST cfHfwr: Chandogya), and the

Gita keeps to it. Himsa in sacrifice is not Himsa as Hindus

then believed. Buddha prohibited it altogether. This religious

question is not at the root of the teaching of the Gita. The

question which was agitating Arjuna was wholly a moral one

;

and related, not to the slaughter of animals in sacrifices to God
but to the slaughter of men in battle, slaughter of even relatives

even in a just war. The question was only a moral or a political

.one no doubt ;
but in India all questions are only a part of the

.great question : what is the duty of man in this life both from

the worldly point of view and the view of the highest goal of

human existence? It was hence necessary that the question

.should be discussed fully from these points of view and the

Bhagavad-Gita discusses it so thoroughly from all sides and in

such a simple yet eloquent manner, in language so deep and

meaningful, that the Gita will always remain at the head of

religious, philosophical and moral treatises. The answer of

'Sri Krsna to the vital question which is at the root of the Gita

is remarakable. The view is summed up at the end in the verse:

TOT ^Tt^fT * TOTTff \

(Extract from Mr. 0. V. Yaidya’s article in the

Kalyan Kalpataru, Gita Number, 1935.

Gita Press, Gorakhpur, INDIA.)

(13) MRS. SOPHIA WADLA
GrlTA-JAYANTI.

It is computed that Moksada Ekadasi—the eleventh day of

Marga-Sirsa, which is auspicious to those seeking spiritual

realization—was the day when Sri Krisna began to deliver on

the field of duty His Sermon to the mentally confused Arjuna.

^Therefore that day is regarded as the birth-day of the Gita. Very

many Hindus celebrate this day—Gita-Jayanti. The Bhagavad-

£ita is reverenced as the song of life, and its reciters and
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readers are said to attain fortune, victory, prosperity and
righteousness. That its doctrines emancipate the human soul
and enlighten it with Wisdom and Peace is a well-recognized
ifact.

The message of the Gita has a universal appeal Its

teachings are fundamentally psychological and practical
; they

are addressed to man, the thinker, from whom no blind belief in
them is demanded, but whose reason is kindled into conviction.
The Gita is a drama ; its characters are human passions and
principles in Nature personified. Its historical back-ground
and martial * melange

1

have misled some, but more and more is

it being recognized that the Gita symbolizes the eternal

struggle between the material and the spiritual in every human
being. Any thinking individual is capable of recognizing that

-the story of the Gita is the story of life. The more one listens

'to the Song of life, the more one realizes that it is the song of

his own life. Thus the Gita is understood by each thinking

soul in his own way, according to his own stage in evolution.

To each the Gita offers the solution of his own problems. Thus
.any deluded mortal of any community using the lessons taught
/can become enlightened and immortal*

The Gita has not only universal appeal ; its influence is

universalizing. It may be regarded as the book of democracy

;

it teaches that Spirit is the seed of all, and in the hearts of all

beings It is rooted. The pure democratic doctrines of the Gita
do not advocate any process of levelling down all human beings

-to an equality in material things
; they advoeate the realization

of an existing unity in Spirit, Which manifests as harmony in
•diversities. The socialism of the Gita is founded on the rrmvim

of noblesse oblige and the method of attaining it is by the
unfoldment of nobility at every stage and in every station of

life. The social philosophy of the Gita recognises the divisions

and differences of the human kingdom, and it does not attempt
•the impossible task of doing away with or ignoring them

; it

teaches their meaning and purpose, and reveals that they are

but the results of the natural processes of evolution. Thus, for

'•example, the Gita does not say that castes and classes are

mseless and should be destroyed
; it explains Tarnas or castes
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from the point of view of the soul; they are expressions of

varying qualities of the evolving human consciousness. By
merit and merit alone a man is of high or low caste or class, and

birth, family, religion or wealth do not determine the soul’s

station in life ; its own qualities bespeak its stage of evolution.

By self-control and self-effort any sinner can become pare.

The inspiration of the Gita produces a series of progressive

awakenings, but all of them result in reliance on the Self

within, which is perceived as the Inner Ruler. No prophet, no

priest can save that Self ; no king, no emperor can have power

over it. It is its own saviour and holds sway over its own

kingdom of the mind, its own empire of the heart. Thus the

Gita destroys priest-made orthodoxy and sectarianism, but does

not leave the man barren and lonely
;
for it brings to him the

companionship of the Sage and the Prophet. It illuminates for

the Muslims his Koran, for the Parsi his Avesta, for the

Christian his Bible. These are no more regarded as infallible

books, but as avenues leading to the understanding and

appreciation of their great recorders. For example, the teaching

about Sraddha will purify and deepen the faith of the Muslims

;

the austerities and mortifications of body, speech, and mind, will

make the Zoroastrian more enlightened about the triad of good

deeds, good words, and good thoughts, which he reveres ; the

Sikh’s martial ardour, the Jain’s gentleness, will become more

elevated qualities ; the Christian will learn why ordinarily he

is not able to live up to the Sermon on the Mount, and by

what stages he can reach the position where he will be able

to do so ; and so on. That which is the force of evil in every

religion will weaken, and the unifying spirit of true religion,

will become more and more manifest.

The principle of democracy, in which each grade of

intelligence has its duties to discharge, contributes substantially

to -the' unfoldment of the quality of self-reliance. The philo-

sophy of the Gita is the philosophy of responsibility to neigh-

bour and stranger, to country and race, to the whole of nature,

visible and invisible; its practice resolves itself into the

Religion of Duty. The performance of duties requires a discern^
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ment of what are not our duties
; otherwise like Arjuna, we

shall want to run away from our real duty, thinking that it

consists in giving way to the enemy within and making peace

with the wrong-doer in the world. The Gita has a unifying

force
; that power can hind men and women of different religions

into a single whole; for, he who practises self-control, who -

attempts purification of his own thoughts, words and deeds, who
endeavours to live his days and years in an enlightened

manner, comes in unison and harmony, unconsciously to himself,

with all others who are engaged in the same task.

To make the celebration of “Gita-Jayanti” an institution,

we must first restore the book to its original position, from

which it has fallen to assume a sectarian character. It is not

a religious code but a spiritual poem ;
its teachings, both meta-

physical and ethical, have naught to do with religious rites,

priests or temples
; it is not other-worldly—it deals with the

problems of life in this world. Its message is clear, its langu-

age is simple, and no man needs an intermediary to approach -

it or to appreciate it. It is not fragmentary and there are no

lacunae to be filled up by some expounder or by some study of

other texts. It itself is perfectly rounded off ;
in itself it is

complete. It grades off gently to depth after depth in the

mighty ocean of wisdom. It rises tier over tier like an awe-

inspiring mountain. Any man, any woman, in the East as in

the West, can find his or her own place in its scheme, the very

next step to be taken by him, the way to take that step, and the

way to keep on progressing.

The right approach to the Gita consists in having our mind

.

fresh to penetrate its verses. The effect is magical.

(Extract from Mrs. Sofia Wadia’s article in the KalyarL

Kalpa-Tara, Gita Number 1935, Gita Press, Gorakhapuri.

INDIA).
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It is with a feeling of relief, and of satisfaction at having

^discharged my duty ( kartavya ), that I am laying down the

'pen on the last line of the translation of the Glta-Rahasya.

In completing this volume, I have adhered to the General

Buies of Translation printed at page xxxix of Volume I,

which I have re-printed at pp. vii-viii of this Volume for

•the convenience of the readers. Notwithstanding the suggestion

'made in some of the reviews of Volume I of this translation*

"that a free Tendering of the text would appeal more to the

-public, I have followed the standard rule of translation, namely*

of faithfulness to the text, with due regard to the idiom of

l

the language into which the text is translated; because, my
aim has not been to give the public what they would like

to have, but what they ought to, and are entitled to have.

The generality of the reviewers of Volume I have not,

I am glad to feel, attacked the philosophy of the author or

<his conclusions as to the Path of Life preached by the Bhagavad-

glta. And I have been much encouraged in the preparation

of this Volume by the appreciatory and heartening reception,

•which has been accorded to Volume L

It would be outside the scope of my commission to express

any opinion in this Foreword on the conclusions of Author

regarding the Message of the Gita.

In spite of scrupulous care taken in going over the proofs,

some mistakes have inevitably crept in; but they are so patent,

*that I have not considered it necessary to add a list of errata

^and corrigenda.

Part II of the Index of Definitions (Terminological Express-

ions), has been compiled by -me by way of cross-reference

do Part I; and it is hoped that it will serve the purpose of

rthose of my readers, who know the Terminological Expressions

*only in English, and cannot understand them in Sanskrit#

DTot the education, however, of these readers, I have added
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after the English word, the actual Sanskrit terminological 1

expression for which it stands in the translation, wherever-

I have considered that necessary.

In concluding, I wish to express my sincere appreciation

of the trouble taken by the Bombay Vaibhava Press in putting'

the Second Volume through the Press with the greatest possible

speed, which was consistent with the correct printing of the-

copy; and of the consistent courtesy shown and the ungrudging,

help given to me in the matter of proofs and of carrying out

the corrections.

I am glad to see that this Volume is going to be published

on the auspicious Rama-NavamI day, which happens, incident-

ally, to be the birth-day of the Publisher Mr. R. B. Tilak.

Maha-Shivaratri, 1

22nd February, 1936. J
B. S. SUKTHANKAH.
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CHAPTER XIV,

THE CONTINUITY OF THE CHAPTERS
OF THE GfTA

(GlTAEHYAYA—SAMGATI)

“pravrth laksayam dharrmtn rsir mrayano *bravit \

Mahabharata, Santi. 217. 2 *

It will have been noticed from the Exposition made by me
so far that the Bhagavadglta, that is to say, tbe Upanisad

sung by the Blessed Lord, has promulgated the following

doctrine, namely, that (d) acquiring complete Equability of

Reason by Realising the universal identity of the Atman in

all created things, whether by the Contemplation on the

Absolute Self or by Devotion, while being engaged in Action,

and (ii) continuing to perform all the various duties which

have befallen one in worldly life according to the injunctions

of the Sastras, even after the acquisition of that Equability of

Reason, without thinking of taking up Asceticism (samnyasa),

is the highest goal (purusartha

)

or the best path of living one’s

life for man in this world. Nevertheless, as the order in

which this Exposition has been made in this book, is different

from the order adopted in the Gita, it is necessary to

consider succinctly in what way the whole of this subject-

matter has been arranged in the Gita. Any subject-matter

can be dealt with in two ways ;
the one is the scientific

.method, and the other is according to the Puranas,

<*Out of these, the method of explaining how the funda-

mental principles of the doctrine to be established can be

derived from things which everybody easily understands by

logically arranging and putting forward all the pros and cons

of the doctrine under discussion, is known as the scientific

* “The Rsi Narayana has preached an Energisfcic (pravrtii-

2aJt$anam) doctrine (dJwrma)”. This Rsi is one of the two Rsis

Kara and Narayana
5
and it has been mentioned before that Arjuna

and §ri Krsna were their respective incarnations. I have quoted

in the foregoing pages the statement in the Mahabharata that the

.Narayaniya doctrine has been advocated in the Gita.
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(sMrtya) method, Geometry is an excellent example of this *

method, and the method adopted in the Nyaya-Sutras or the

Yedanta-Sutras falls into this class. Therefore, wherever the

Bhagavadglta refers to the Brahma-Sutras or to the Yedanta-

Sutras, it is stated that the subject-matter expounded in those

Sutras has been expounded in the form of intentional and

definite propositions; of.,
“
brahma-sutra padais cairn hetu-

madbhvr vimscitaih ” (Gi. 13. 4), (i.e., “ this subject-matter has

been expounded by stating the reasons (hetu), and the

conclusions, in absolutely definite words (pada ) in the Brahma-

Sutras ’’—Trans,), But although, the exposition of the subject-

matter in the Bhagavadglta is scientific, yet, it has not been

made in this, that is, in a scientific way. The subject-matter

in the Gita has been described in the easy and entertaining

form of a conversation between Sri Krsna and Arjuna ; and

therefore, at the end of each chapter, we find the words
“ sri krsnarjum samvade ”, ( i.e., “in the conversation between

Sri Krsna and Arjuna ’’—Trans.), which show the method of

exposition adopted in the Gita, after the words “ bhagavadglta-

supamsatsu brahmawdyayam yogasastre ”, (i.e., “of the Science

of Yoga, included in the cult of the Brahman, expounded in

the Upanisad sung by the Blessed Lord”—Trans). I have used

the word
4

pauranika’ (i. e., “in the fashion of the Puranas”—

Trans.) with reference to the catechismal exposition, in order

to clearly show the difference between that method of exposition

and the scientific method. It would have been absolutely*

impossible to go into a thorough discussion of all the various

matters which are included in a comprehensive word like

* dharma ’ (Morality) in such a catechismal or
*

pauranika ’

exposition extending over only 700 stanzas. Yet, it is

a matter of great surprise that all the various subjects*

which arise in the Gita, have been crammed together,

without mutual conflict, in that way in the Gita though

succinctly; and this proves the wonderful skill of the author

of the Gita, and explains the propriety of the statement

made in the beginning of the Anuglta, that the advice given

«

in the Gita was given with an ‘extremely Yogic (yoga-yukta),'

frame of mind’. There was no reason to explain once moxa-

in detail those matters which were already known to Arjuna*
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His chief difficulty was whether or not he should commit such

<a terrible act like warfare, and if so, how; and when Sri

Krsna advanced any particular logical argument in His reply,

Arjuna would raise objections to it. The exposition made in

-the Gita in the form of this catechism is naturally very

^succinct or short in some places, whereas there have been

repetitions in other places. For instance, the description of

the developing-out of three-eonstituented Matter has appeared

with slight differences in two places (Gi. Chap. I and XIV);

whereas, although the description of the Sthitaprajiia, the

Bhagavad-bhakta, the Trigunatita, and the Brahma-bhuta is

one and the same, yet, the same has been repeated on different

occasions from different points of view. On the other hand,

the doctrine that
*

aitha * (wealth) and
*

kama! (desire), are proper

when not inconsistent with dharma (Morality), has been

enunciated in the single sentence “dharmaviruddhah kamo'srm”

(7. 11), (i. e., “I am that kama (Desire), which is not contrary

to dharma (Morality)”—Trans). In consequence, although all

these various subjects have appeared in the Gita, yet, the readers

of the Gita get confused as a result of their not being

acquainted with the traditions of the ancient doctrines of the

religion of the Srutis, the religion of the Smrtis, the Bhagavata

religion, the Sarhkhya philosophy, the Purva-Mlmamsa, the

Vedanta Philosophy, the Theory of Causality (karma-vipaka)

etc ,
on the authority of which the Knowledge in the Gita

has been expounded; and as they do not really understand

4he method of exposition, they think that the Gita is

something unintelligible; or that it must have been expounded

before the scientific method of expounding things had come

into vogue, and that there are, on that account, to be found

inconsistencies or an incomplete exposition in various

places in the Gita
;
or that at any rate, the Knowledge expound-

ed in it is inaccessible to their intelligence. If one refers

to the various commentaries for clearing one’s doubts, one gets

all the more confused, since almost all the commentaries are

in support of some doctrine or other, and it becomes extremely

^difficult to harmonise the mutually conflicting opinions of the

commentators. I know several even very learned readers, who

have got confused in this way. In order that such a difficulty
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put into the mouth of Sri Krsna a stanza or two containing

such words as : “Hullo I what a nice thing you have said I I

am very glad to notice your repentance ! Come
;

let us both

give up this worldly life which is full of Action, and redeem

our respective Selfs by the Path of Renunciation or the Path

of Devotion 1
”

; and he could have thus ended the Gita. Then,

if the war had taken place thereafter, and Vyasa had mis-

employed his speech by spending three years (Ma. Bha. A.

62. 52) in describing it, Arjuna and Sri Krsna at any rate would

not have been to blame for it. It is true that the thousands of

warriors, collected together on the battle-field of Kuru, would

have derided Arjuna and Sri Krsna
;
but, would a man who was

bent on redeeming his own Self, pay even the slightest attention

to such derision? Whatever the world said, the Upanisads

themselves have said: “yad ahar eva virajet tad ahar eva

pravrajet” (Ja. 4), i. e., “that moment when you repent, that

very moment you should renounce the world, and not delay the

matter”. Even if one says that the repentance of Arjuna was
not based on Self-Realisation, but on Ignorance (moha), yet,

the fact that there was a repentance at all, would finish

half the task; and it was not impossible for the Blessed

Lord to remove his Ignorance and to give that repentance

the foundation of Knowledge. Even among those who follow

the Path of Renunciation or the Path of Devotion, there

are examples of persons who have given up worldly life, as

they had for some reason or other got tired of such life,

and later on obtained complete perfection ; and Arjuna could

have been dealt with in the same way. One could easily

have found in the field of Kuru, the handful of saffron colour

necessary for colouring the clothes of Arjuna like those of

a Samnyasin, or the cymbals, drums, and other instruments

necessary for him for singing the praises of the Blessed Lord.

But instead of doing so, Sri Krsna has on the contrary

said to Arjuna in the beginning of the SECOND CHAPTER
that: “0 Arjuna, whence have you got this disastrous

idea (kasmala) ? This impotency (Maibya) is unworthy of

you I your reputation will go to dogs ! therefore, give up this

weakness (daurbalya

)

and stand up and fight!” But when
in spite of that advice, Arjuna reiterated his previous unmanly
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tale of woe, and said to Sri Krsna with a pityful expression

on his face: “how shall I kill such great and noble-souled

persons like Bhlsma, Drona etc. ? My mind is confused by
the doubt as to whether it is better to die or to kill them

;

therefore, tell me which of these two paths is the more
meritorious; I am surrendering myself to You”, Sri Krsna
•saw that Arjuna was completely under the sway of this

despondence; and smiling a little. He started imparting

Knowledge to him with the words “asocyan anva socas tvaih

‘Otc. ”. Arjuna wanted to act like a Jnanin (scient), and was
boasting about Renunciation of Action; and therefore, the
Blessed Lord has commenced His advics with the description

of the two paths (Nisthas) of ‘ Abandonment of Action’ and
‘Performance of Action’, which were being followed in

the world by Jnanins
;
and He first tells Arjuna that

whichever of the two paths was adopted by him, he would
yet be wrong. HE then gives advice to Arjuna, upto the

words,
11

esa te *bhihita samkhye buddhih ” etc. ( Gl. 2.

11-39), (i. e., “I have given this advice or Knowledge to

you, or made this Exposition, according to the Samkhya
system”—Trans.) regarding the Path of Knowledge or

Samkhya system, on the basis of which Arjuna had begun to

speak of Abandonment of Action
; and then He tells Arjuna,

upto the end of chapter, that fighting was his true duty

consistently with the Path of Karma-Yoga. If some such

stanza like “ esa te 'bhihtd samkhye ” had come before the

stanza asocyan anva socas tvam” etc., this same meaning would

have been conveyed in a more pronounced way. But, it has

come in the course of conversation, in the form of: “so far,

I have explained the system of the Samkhyas, I shall now
explain to you the philosophy of Karma-Yoga”, after the

exposition of the Samkhya system was over. In either case,

the meaning is the same. I have clearly explained the

difference between the Samkhya or Renunciatory path and the

Yoga or Activistic path in the eleventh chapter above ; and I

'Shall, therefore, without repeating the same subject-matter here

only say that, abandoning Action and taking to Asceticism

for obtaining Release, after a man has acquired Knowledge by

the performance of such Actions as are enjoined on the
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particular castes for the purification of the Mind, having

regard to the different stages of life, is known as the Samkhya

path ; and not abandoning Action at any time, but continuing

the performance of Action desirelessly, so long as life lasts, is

known as Yoga or Karma-Yoga. The Blessed Lord first says

to Arjuna: “in as much as the Atman is imperishable and

immortal according to the Philosophy of the Absolute Self

expounded in the Samkhya system, this idea that you are going

to kill Bhisma etc. is wrong in its very inception
;
because, the

Atman is not killed, nor does it kill. Just as a man changes

one set of clothes and puts on another, so does the Atman give

up one body and take up another
;
that is all. But it is not

right, on that account, to imagine that the Atman is dead and

to lament for it. Well; if, on the ground that the idea that

‘I am going to kill’ is an illusion, you ask Me, why you

should fight at all, then, My answer is, that it is the duty of the

warrior class not to withdraw from that warfare which befalls

that class according to the Sastras ; and as even according to

the Samkhya philosophy, it is considered meritorious to perform,

in the beginning all Actions which befall one according to the

arrangement of the castes and the stages of life, people will

find fault with you if you do not do so ; nay, falling in the

fight is the duty of soldiers. Then why are you dejected?

Give up the Karma-vision that ‘ I am killing and he

is dying’; and perform that Action which befalls you*,

in the course of life, with the idea that you are merely doing

your own duty, so that you will thereby incur no sin

whatsoever ” This is the advice given consistently with the

Samkhya philosophy. But that still leaves untouched the

doubt, that it is better not to fight and to renounce the world,

immediately on feeling the repentance (if possible), if, according

tothe Samkhya doctrine, it is considered more meritorious to give

up all Action and to renounce the world after the purification

of the Mind. These doubters say that it is not enough to reply

that Manu and other Smrti writers have dictated that one should

renounce the world in old age, after having completed the

state of a householder, and that one must live in the state of

a householder in youth; because, if renouncing the world

sometime or other is the most meritorious course of action, tho
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proper course is to do so without delay, as soon as one

gets tired of worldly life; and that is why there are such

statements in the Upanisads as, “ brahmacaryad evapravrajet

grhad va vanad va” (Ja. 4), (i.e., “one should renounce the

world whether in the state of a celibate, or a householder, or of

a denizen of the woods Trans.). That ultimate goal which

is to be obtained by renouncing the world is obtained by the

warrior by falling on the battle-field. It is stated in the

Mahabharata that

dvav imau purusavyaghra suryamandala bhedvnau i

parivang yogayuktas ca rane cabhimukho hatah H

(Udyo. 32 65)

that is, “ 0, tiger in the shape of a man ( purusavyaghra ), there

are only two persons who can pierce the constellation of the

Sun and reach the sphere of the Brahman
; the one is the

Ascetic steeped in Yoga, and the other is the warrior who falls

on the battle-field while fighting ”
;
and we find a stanza

conveying the same import in the book on Economics

(arthasastra) by Kautilya, that is, by Canakya, to the effect

that

:

yan yajna samghais tapasa ca viprah

svargaiswah patra ca yais ca yanti I

ksanena tan apy ati yanti surah

pranan suyuddhesu parityajantah u

(Kauti 10. 3, 150-152 and Ma. Bha. San. 92-100)

that is: “Warriors, who give up their lives in warfare, go in

a moment far beyond that sphere which is obtained after death

by Brahmins desiring heaven, by means of many sacrificial

offerings, or of austerities”; that is to say, that goal which

is reached not only by austere ascetics or those who have

renounced the world, but even by those who perform sacrifi-

cial ritual, is also reached by the warrior who falls on the

field of battle. This is the summary of the advice given

in the Gita to the effect that, “the gateway of heaven in the

shape of war, is rarely found open by a warrior ; if you die
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'in the war, yon will obtain heaven, and if yon gain victory,

yon will obtain the kingdom of the world” (2. 32, 37).

Therefore, it conld even be maintained, according to S&mkhya

<philosophy, that whether Arjnna took np Asceticism or fought,

“the result would be the same. Nevertheless, the definite conclu-

sion that he must fight under any circumstances is not arrived

at by the logical arguments advanced by the Samkhya school.

.Realising this difficulty which would arise for Arjuna by
following the Samkhya philosophy, the Blessed Lord has

after finishing with the exposition of the Samkhya system,

started with the exposition of the Path of Karma-Yoga;
and, in order to clear to clear this doubt, the Blessed Lord has,

upto the last chapter of the Gita, expounded by giving

various examples, this Karma-Yoga—that is, this position

that Action must be performed, and that instead of such

Action coming in the way of Release, such Release is,

on the other hand, obtained while performing Action.

'The central principle of the Karma-Yoga is that in order to

decide whether a particular Action is good or bad, one has

first to see whether the Practical Reason (vasanatmika buddhi)

of the doer was pure or impure, rather than considering the

external effects of that Action (Gl. 2. 49). But, as the question

whether the Practical Reason (vdsand) was pure or impure has

ultimately to be decided by the Pure (or Discerning) Reason

• ( vyavasdyatmika buddhi ), the Desire does not become pure and

equable, unless the Discerning Reason is equable. It is,

therefore, stated at the same time, that in order to purify the

.Practical Reason, one must also in the first instance steady

the Discerning Reason by means of Concentration (Gl. 2. 41).

'If one considers the ordinary activities of the world, the

(majority of people are seen engrossed in the Yedic ritual or

sacrifices etc., based on Desire, for the acquisition of various

forms of happiness based on Desire ; and on that account their

Desire is seen to be keen to-day on obtaining this fruit or

to-morrow some other fruit, that is, engrossed in selfish

interests and constantly changing. But, such persons cannot

rpossihly get the permanent happiness of Release, which is of

.greater ^importance than the transient result in the shape of

heaven, etc. Therefore, the mystic import of the Path of
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Karma-Yoga is now explained to Arjuna (2. 47-53) by his being’

told that: “give up this desire-prompted activity of Vedic

Karma, and learn to perform Action desirelessly; your authority

extends only to the performance of Action; obtaining or not<

obtaining the Friut of Action is a matter which is never within

your control (2. 47); those who perform Action believing that-

the giver of the fruit is the Paramesvara, and with the equable

frame of mind that it is same whether or not the Fruit of the

Action is obtained, are not affected by the sin or the merit of the

Action; therefore, acquire this Equable Reason; this Equability

of Reason is known as Yoga—that is, the device of performing-

Action without thereby committing sin ;
when you have learnt

this Yoga, you will obtain Release notwithstanding that you*

may be performing Action ;
it is not that Action has to be

abandoned in order to attain Release " etc. Af ter the Blessed*

Lord had explained to Arjuna that that person whose Reason-

had become equable in this way, was to be called a-

‘ Sthitaprajna’ (Steady-in-Mind), (2.53), Arjuna again asked f

the Blessed Lord to tell him how such a Sthitaprajna behaves.

Therefore, the description of the course of life of such a
Sthitaprajna has been given at the end of the second chapter

;

and it is ultimately said that the intellectual state of such a
Sthitaprajna is known as the Brahml state (the state of being

merged in the Brahman), In short, the advice given in the

Gita to induce Arjuna to fight has been started with the*

description of the two Nisthas, which have become acceptable

to Jnanins in this world, namely, the two paths of

‘abandoning Action* (Samkhya) and ‘performing Action
*

'

(Yoga); and the war has first been justified on the basis of the

Samkhya system of philosophy; but, seeing that that argument

was inconclusive, the science of Realisation according to the

Path of Yoga or Karma-Yoga has been started immediately

afterwards; and after having mentioned that even a little

observance of this Karma-Yoga is highly meritorious,,

the Blessed Lord has in the second chapter come to the stage

of saying that in as much as the Reason which inspires the

Karma is looked upon as superior to the Karma itself in*

the Path of Karma-Yoga, Arjuna should perform Actions after

having made his Reason equable like that of a Sthitaprajna^
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so that he would not incur any sin. Let us now see what further

questions arise. As the root of the whole of the exposition of

the Gita is in the second chapter, I have dealt with that matter

somewhat at length.

The question of Arjuna at the beginning of the THIRD
CHAPTER is : “if in the Path of Karma-Yoga, the Reason is

-superior to the Karma itself, then it will be enough if I make
my Reason equable like that of a Sthitaprajta; why do you ask

me to perform such a terrible act like war Because, saying

that the Reason is superier to the Action, does not answer the

question why war should be carried on, and why one should not

renounce the world after making one’s Reason equable. It is

not that one cannot abandon Action (perform Karma-Samnyasa)

with an equable Reason. Then, where is the objection

to an equable-minded person abandoning Action according

to the Samkhya Path ? This question is now answered by the

Blessed Lord by saying :
“ it is true that I have mentioned

to you the two paths of Samkhya and Yoga; but no man
soever can entirely give up Action. So long as he is clothed

in a body, Matter ( prakrti ) will by its inherent nature, compel

him to perform Action
;
and if you cannot escape this Action,

which is the result of Prakrti, it is more meritorious to

equabilise and steady your mind by.exercising control over the

organs, and to perform all your various duties merely by the

organs of Action. Therefore, go on performing Action, for

if you do not do so, you will not be able even to obtain food

to eat (3.3-8). Action has been created by the Paramesvara

;

not by man. When Brahmadeva created the universe and

all created beings, he at the same time also created the
‘ Yajna ’ (sacrificial ritual), and told the created beings that

they should obtain their own welfare by means of this Yajna

;

and as those Yajaas cannot he performed without Action

{ karma ), therefore, Yajna is nothing but Karma. Therefore,

it must he said that man and Karma have been created at the

same time. But, as the sole purpose of this Karma is the

Yajna, and as the Yajna is the duty of man, therefore, the

fruit of this Karma does not create a bondage for man. Now
it is true, that a man who has become a Jlanin has no more

any duty left to he performed for his own benefit ; and at the
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'same time, he is in no way concerned with other people.

But, from this it does not follow, that one should not perform

Action ; because, as nobody can escape Action, one comes to

the necessary conclusion that such Action must now be

performed desirelessly for the benefit of others, though it is

not necessary to perform it for one’s own selfish interests

<(Gi. 3. 17-19), Bearing these things in mind, Janaka and

other Jnanins have engaged in Action in ancient times, and

I the Blessed Lord, am doing the same. Besides, bringing

about ' lokasamgraha* (universal welfare), that is, putting

people on the path of self-amelioration by placing before their

eyes a good example in the shape of one’s conduct, is one of the

most important duties of Jnanins (Seients). However Know-
ledgeful a Jnanin may be, he does not escape the activities of

Prakrti; therefore, far from giving up Action, it is more

meritorious to even lose one’s life, if necessary, while performing

Actions as duties according to one’s own religion (dharma), (3.

30-35)’ \ Such is the advice which the Blessed Lord has given in

this chapter. Seeing that the Blessed Lord had in this way
placed the entire responsibility of Action on the shoulders of

Prakrti, Arjuna next asks why a man commits sin, though he

has no desire to do so. In reply the Blessed Lord has said that

kama (Desire), krodha (anger), and other mental emotions

forcibly stupify the mind; and that, therefore, everybody should

control his mind by controlling the organs; and He has then

closed the chapter. In short, after establishing the necessity

*of the Karma-Yoga by saying that (i) though the Reason may
have become equable like that of a Sthitaprajaa, no one can

escape Karma and that (ii) Karma must be performed

desirelessly, for universal benefit (lokasamgraha), if not for

one’s own self-interest, the Blessed Lord has by saying,

“Dedicate all Actions to me” (3. 30-31) given in this chapter

the first glimpse {suta uvaca) of the central principle of the

Path of Devotion, namely, of performing all Actions with the

idea of dedicating them to the Paramesvara,

Nevertheless, this subject-matter has not been exhansted

in the third chapter, and the FOURTH CHAPTER has been

started for further dealing with the same subject. In order

'that Arjuna should not think that the disquisition made so far
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was something, new, which had been invented by the Blessed

Lord merely for the purpose of inducing him to fight, He has

in the beginning of the fourth chapter mentioned the tradition

of this Karma-Yoga, that is, of the Bhagavata or NarSyanlya

religion, in the Tretayuga. After the Blessed Lord had said to

Arjuna that in the beginning of the Yuga i(. e
, “acta”),

He had taught this Path of Karma-Yoga to Vivasvata,

Vivasvan to Manu, and Manu to Iksvaku, but that as

it had been lost in the interim, He had again preached

the same Yoga (the Path of Karma-Yoga) to Arjuna, Arjuna

rejoined by asking how the Blessed Lord could have been in

existence before Vivasvan. In reply to that question, the

Blessed Lord has accounted for his several incarnations by

saying that He had to take those incarnations for protecting

saints and destroying evil-doers and establishing the true

religion; and He has justified the Karma-Yoga by saying that

though He was in this way performing Action for universal

welfare ( lokasarngraha ), He had not acquired or suffered for the

merit or the sin of the Action, because He was not attached

to the Action; and saying to Arjuna that Janaka and others

had in ancient times followed that Yoga, understanding the

underlying principle of it, He has advised Arjuna to do the

same thing. He has here repeated the doctrine of the

Mimamsa school mentioned in the third chapter that “ Action

(karma) performed for sacrificial ritual does not create

bondage ”
;
and pointed out that (i) though throwing sesamum,-

rice, etc., into the fire or slaughtering animals, was a kind of

sacrifice, yet, it was a sacrifice of a lower order, being merely

a sacrifice of wealth, and that (ii) burning all such mental

emotions, as desire, anger, etc., into the fire of self-control or

sacrificing all Action into the Brahman with the words,
‘m mama ’ (i. e.? ‘this is not mine ') were sacrifices of a higher

order ; and having in this way given a more detailed and

comprehensive definition of the word * Yajna *, the Blessed

Lord now advises Arjuna that all Actions should be

performed giving up the Hope for Fruit for the purpose of this

Yajna. Because, although Actions performed for the purpose of

the Yajna do notby themselves create bondage according to the

Mimamsa doctrine, yet, one cannot escape obtaining the fruit
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of the Yajna ;
and, therefore, if even the Yajna itself is

performed desirelessly, neither the Actions performed for the

purpose of the Yajna, nor the Yajna itself will create bondage.

The Blessed Lord has ultimately preached that (i) the

Realisation (jnana ) that all created things are located In one’s

self, or, in the Blessed Lord, is known as ‘ Equability of

Reason’
; that (ii) when this Realisation has come, all Actions

are reduced to ashes and do not bind the doer; that (iii) “sarva

karmakhilani partha jnane parisamapyate”, i. e., “all Action is

ultimately merged in Knowledge” ; that (iv) Action by itself

does not create bondage, which results from Ignorance, and

that (v) therefore, Arjuna should give up Ignorance; and

follow the path of Karma-Yoga and stand up to fight. In

short, the subject-matter of JNANA (Knowledge)* has here

been introduced in this chapter by saying that in order to

successfully follow the Path of Karma-Yoga, Knowledge in

the form of Equability of Reason is necessary.

It is true that the reasons why Action should be per-

formed, that is, the necessity of the Karma-Yoga, has been

explained in the third and fourth chapters ; but as, already in

the second chapter, after explaining the Knowledge contained

in the Samkhya philosophy, the Blessed Lord has, even In the

course of the description of the Karma-Yoga, said over and

over again that the Reason was superior to the Action, it now

becomes necessary to explain which of these two paths is

superior. Because, if one says that both the paths are of

equal importance, it follows that people are free to choose

whichever of the two paths they prefer, and that it is not

necessary to follow only the Path of Karma-Yoga. This very

doubt came into the mind of Arjuna and he has, in the

beginning of the FIFTH CHAPTER, said to the Blessed Lord,

“ Do not mix up the two paths of Samkhya and Yoga, but tell

me definitely which of the two is superior, so that it will be

convenient for me to act accordingly”; and the Blessed Lord

has removed the doubt of Arjuna by saying that though both

the paths are equally productive of Release, yet, the Path of

* The word ‘Knowledge7
hags been used by me throughout as

synonymous with ‘Realisation
7
for translating the word ‘/ton*

—

Translator.

3*—

4
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Karma-Yoga is the better one of the two karma-yogo

mi^yate ”, (i.e.,
“ Karma-Yoga is the better one ”—Trans.),

(5. 2). For further emphasising this doctrine, the Blessed Lord

also says that, not only does one attain by means of Karma-
Yoga the same Release which can be attained by Renunciation

or by the Samkhya Path, but that unless the desireless frame

of mind prescribed in the Karma-Yoga is acquired,

Renunciation itself is useless ; and that once such a desireless

frame of mind is acquired, one does not fail to attain the

Brahman, notwithstanding that one may be performing

Action according to the Path of Yoga. Then, where is the

sense of raising a hue and cry that the Samkhya Path is

different from the Yoga Path? If one cannot abandon the

hundreds of Actions, which one usually performs, such as,

walking, speaking, seeing, hearing, smelling, etc., even if one

wants to give them up, then the wisest course is not to take

the trouble of abandoning Action, but to perform it with

the idea of dedicating it to the Brahman. Therefore, true

philosophers continue performing Actions desirelessly, and

thereby ultimately acquire Peace (santi) and Release (moksa).

The Dvara does not ask you either to give up Action or to

perform Action. All this Action is the manifestation of

Prakrti ;
and as bondage is a characteristic of the Mind, the

man, who performs Action after he has become Equable in

Reason, that is, after he has become “ sarvabhutatmabhutatma ”,

(i.e.,
“ the Self which is identical with the Self (Atman) of all

created beings ’"—Trans.), is not bound thereby. It is stated,

in short, at the end of this chapter that (i) the man whose Mind
has become equable towards the dog, the Candala, the Brahmin,

the cow, the elephant, etc., and who has started performing

his various activities after having realised the identity

of the Atman ( Self) embodied in all created things, obtains

Release in the shape of brahma-nirvana wherever he is ; that

(ii) it is not necessary for him to go anywhere else for the

purpose, or to look out for some other means for obtaining

Release; and that (iii) he is always free, unbound, and

Released.

The same subject-matter is continued in the SIXTH
CHAPTER, and the Blessed Lord has here explained in what
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'way that Equable Reason can be acquired by which one can

obtain success in the practice of Karma-Yoga. In the very

first stanza, the Blessed Lord has expressed His firm opinion

that the man who performs all Actions which fall to his share,

as duties, and without entertaining the Hope of Fruit, is the

true Yogin, or the true Samnyasin; and that the man who sits

quiet giving up the worship of the Fire (agm-kotra) etc. is not the

true Samnyasin. HE then goes on to explain the principle of

the Independence of the Atman by saying that whatever Action

has to be performed in the shape of the control of the organs,

for steadying the Mind, according to the philosophy of

Karma-Yoga, must be performed by oneself ;
and that if one

Hoes not do so, one cannot properly blame anybody else ; and

after this, there is in this chapter principally a description of

how Yoga in the shape of the control of the organs can be

acquired according to the Patahjala-Yoga-Sastra. It is further

stated in this chapter that it is nevertheless not enough to merely

control the organs by means of religious observance (yama)

restraint of the Mind (niyama), physical postures (asana), control

of the breath (pramyama), etc.; and the necessity of the Realisa-

tion of the universality of the Atman has been emphasised in

this chapter by saying that the frame of mind of the man
tmust become Equable towards all created beings as described

in the words “ sarvabhutastham atrridmm sarvdbkutani catmam ”

(6. 29), (i. e., “all created beings are located in one’s Self and one’s

Self is located in all created beings”—Trans.), or, in the words
4

Vo mam pasyati sarvatra sarvam ca mayi pasyati

V

(6. 30), (i. e.,

“he who sees that I the Paramesvara am everywhere, and that

everything is located in me’ ’—Trans,). At this juncture, Arjuna

experiences the doubt that if this Yoga of Equability of Reason is

not acquired in one life, it will become necessary to begin the

whole thing over again in the next life, and the story will be

repeated in every birth
; and that on account of this recurrence

'in every life, it will not be possible to ever attain Release by

'this means. In order to remove this doubt, the Blessed Lord

has explained, that nothing is wasted in the path of Karma-
Toga, that the impressions received in the previous birth are

-carried forward into the next birth in which the practice of

Karma-Yoga can be carried on further, and that Release is
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ultimately obtained by gradual degrees ; and He bag at the

end of this chapter, again given to Arjuna a- clear andi

definite advice, that as the Path of Karma-Yoga is in this-

way the most superior path, and one which is gradually

accessible, Arjuna should eschew the various paths of

performing Action as such ( i. e., without giving up the

Hope of Fruit), or the practice of austerities, or the

abandonment of Action after Acquisition of Knowledge, and'

become a Yogin, that is, one who follows the Desireless

Karma-Yoga.

Some persons are of the opinion that the exposition of

Karma-Yoga has come to an end here, that is, at the end of the

sixth chapter
;
that thereafter, the Blessed Lord has described

the Path of Knowledge and the Path of Devotion as two
1

independent
1

paths, that is to say, as paths which are

mutually independent, or are the same in importance as the

Karma-Yoga, but different from it, and as such, proper to be

followed as alternatives for the Path of Karma-Yoga; that

the Path of Devotion has been described from the seventh to-

the twelfth chapters and the Path of Knowledge in the

remaining six chapters ; and that if the eighteen chapters of

the Gita are divided up in this way, six chapters each can.

be allocated to Action
( karma ), Devotion ( bhakti

)

and

Knowledge (jnana ), and the Gita becomes equally divided

amongst the three paths. But this opinion is wrong. It becomes*

clear from the opening stanzas of chapter V, that the*

question of Arjuna was (i) whether he should give up> the

fight having regard to the principles of the Samkhya
philosophy, or take part in it though he saw the terrible*

consequences of it in front of his eyes
;
and; (ii) if so, how"

the sin of it could be obviated
;
and this doubt was not going,

to be satisfied by giving an ambiguous and childish reply like

“Release can be obtained both by Knowledge and by
Karma-Yoga”, or, “ if you want it, there is also the third path*

of Devotion”. Besides, when Arjuna was asking for definite*

guidance about one particular course of Action, it would be*

incorrect to imagine that, omniscient and clever Sri Krsna

avoided the issue and showed him three independent and
alternative courses of Action. Really speaking, the Gita*
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^considers only the two paths of ‘Renunciation’ (Samnyasa), and

Energism ’ (Karma-Yoga), (Gl. 5. 1) ; and there has been given

•the definite decision that out of the two, the Path of Karma-
Yoga is 'the superior path (GL 5, 2). Devotion has nowhere

been mentioned as a third independent Nistha (Path of Release).

'Therefore, the theory of three independent paths of Spiritual

Knowledge, Action, and Devotion, is a creation of doctrine-

-supporting commentators; and as in their opinion the Gita

•considers only the means of obtaining Release, they have

evidently got the idea of these three paths from the Bhagavata

(Bhag. 11. 20. 6). But these commentators have not realised

that the conclusions reached in the Bhagavata-Purana are not

fthe same as those in the Bhagavadglta. Even the author of

>the Bhagavata accepts the theorem that Release cannot be

obtained by mere Action, and that Spiritual Knowledge

is a necessity. But the Bhagavata-Purana says in addition

that although Spiritual Knowledge and Desireless Action

inaiskarmya) are both productive of Release, yet, both of them
(that is to say, the desireless Karma-Yoga of the Gita) are

useless without Devotion—“ naisJcarmyam apy acyutabhavavarji-

•tam na sobhate jnammalam niranjamm ” (Bhag. 12. 12. 52 and

1. 2. 12), ( i. e., “Desireless Action unaccompanied by

Devotion to the Unfallen (acyuta), does not befit pure and

stainless Knowledge”—Trans. ). From this point of view, it is

^quite clear that the author of the Bhagavata considers

Devotion as the only true Nistha, that is, the ultimate Release-

.giving state. The Bhagavata does not say that the Devotee

of the Blessed Lord should not perform Action with the idea

of dedicating it to the Isvara, nor does it say that Action

must be performed. The Bhagavata says that whether one

performs Desireless Action or not, these are all different

varieties of the Path of Devotion (Bhag. 3. 29. 7-19) ; and that

if there is no Devotion, all Karma-Yogas will bring a person

back to worldly life, that is, into the cycle of Birth and Death

<Bhag. 1. 5. 34, 35). In short, as the entire emphasis of the

author of the Bhagavata is on Devotion, he has included even

dihe Desireless Karma-Yoga into the Path of Devotion, and

.maintained that Devotion is the only true Nistha. But, Devotion

is not the principal subject-matter of exposition in the Gita

;
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and therefore, interpolating this doctrine or terminology of

the Bhagavata into the Gita is as improper as fixing the bark

of a wfcz-tree on a pippala-tvee. Saying that Release cannot

be obtained unless one has Realised the Paramesvara, and

that Devotion is an easy way for such Realisation, is fully

acceptable to the Glia. But the Gita does not insist on this

particular path, and says that the Spiritu%l Knowledge,

necessary for attaining Release should be obtained by every-

body by whichever path he finds easy
; and the most important

issue in the Gita is whether or not one should perform Action

after the Acquisition of Knowledge (Spiritual Knowledge).

Therefore, the Gita starts with the consideration of the two

paths of
8

taking part in worldly affairs ’ and ‘abandoning

worldly affairs’, which are both followed by the Birth-released

(jlvanrrmkta) in this world; and instead of naming the first of

these two paths as ‘Bhakti-Yoga’ (the Device of Devotion), as

has been done by the author of the Bhagavata, the Gita retains

the terminology of the ancient Narayanlya doctrine by
referring to the ‘ Performance of Action with the idea of

dedicating it to the Paramesvara * as ‘ Karma-Yoga ’ or * Karma-
R'istha/ and to the

6 Abandonment of Action after Acquisition of

Knowledge* as ‘ Samkhya ’ or * Jnana-Nisiha.’ If one considers

the matter, after accepting this terminology of the Gita,

Devotion can never become a third independent NisthS (path

of Release) of the same grade as Knowledge, or Action,

Because, no third position about Karma can now exist

except the two affirmative and negative paths of ‘performing

Action’ and ‘not-performing, or abandoning, Action' (Yoga

and Samkhya). Therefore, if one has to determine what bFistha.

is followed by the Devotee, one cannot decide the matter

by merely considering the fact that he follows the Path of

Devotion ;
and one has to consider whether or not he performs

Action. Devotion is only a means of reaching the

Paramesvara ; and although Dsvotion may be called a * Yoga 5

in the sense that it is a ' sadham * (means), (Gl. 14. 26), yet,

Devotion can never become an ultimate NisthS. If, after the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara has been acquired by means
of Devotion, a man continues to perform Action, he is called

a ‘ Karma-nistha ’
; and if he abandons Action, he is called
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a ‘ Samkhya-nistha \ And the Blessed Lord has clearly*

indicated his opinion in the fifth chapter, that out of these two
paths, the path of performing Action is the more meritorious.

But, the important objection of the School of Renunciation

against Action is, that by performing Action, the Realisation

of the Paramesvara is obstructed
;
and that Action must be

abandoned, as there can be no Release unless the Knowledge
of the Parame&vara has been acquired. It is stated in a
general way in the fifth chapter that this objection is

groundless, and that one can obtain the same Release by the

Path of Action, as can be obtained by the Path of Renuncia-

tion (Gi. 5. 5). But, as this general proposition has not been

fully developed in that chapter, the Blessed Lord is now
dealing in the sixth chapter with the important question,

namely, how the Knowledge of the Paramesvara, and

ultimately Release, is obtained by Action, while Action is

being performed, which question had been incompletely dealt

with in the fifth chapter. That is why, instead of saying

that the Path of Devotion is an independent path, the Blessed

Lord has in the beginning of the seventh chapter said to

Arjuna, that,

mayyasakta mariah partha yogam yunjan madasrayah I

asamsayam samagram mam yatha jnasyasi tacchrnu \\

(Gi. 7. 1).

that is,
“ 0 Partha, listen to the way (which I am explaining

to you) by which {yatha) you will undoubtedly acquire

complete knowledge of Me, while you are following the Path

of Yoga, that is, of Karma-Yoga, keeping your mind fixed on

Me, and having surrendered yourself to Me 99

; and this very

thing has been described in the next stanza as * JnSna-vijnana
*

(Gi. 7. 2). The words
“
yogam ymjan” in the first stanza

quoted above, namely, in the stanza “ mayyasaktamanah ”,

etc., which words {yogam, yunjan) mean, ‘ while you are

performing the Karma-Yoga’, are most important, but no

commentator seems to have attached any great importance to

those words. 'Yoga* is necessarily the ‘Karma-Yoga* which

has been described in the first six chapters; and this stanza
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means that ‘now’, that is, from the seventh chapter, the Blessed
Lord is starting a description of that path or 'udhi

'

by which
the complete knowledge of the Blessed Lord can be acquired
while the man is practising this Karma-Yoga. That is to say,

this stanza has been intentionally placed at the commencement
of the seventh chapter, in order to show the relation between
the first six chapters and the next chapter

;
therefore, it is highly

improper to neglect this stanza and to say that “the Path of
Devotion has been described as an independent path by itself

after the first six chapters”. Nay
; I will even say that the

words * yogam yunjan
*

have been intentionally used in this

stanza in order that such a misinterpretation should not be
made by anybody. It has been shown in the first five chapters
of the Gita, ‘after fully explaining the necessity of Karma
(Action), that the Path of Action is superior to the Path of

Renunciation; and then in the sixth chapter, the means
mentioned in the Patanjala-Yoga for acquiring that control
over the organs which is necessary for the Karma-Yoga, have
been described. But this does not exhaust the description of

Karma-Yoga. Control of the organs is a kind of exercise for
the organs of Action. It is true that by this exercise, one can
keep one’s organs under control

;
but if the Desire of a man is

sinful, having the control of the organs is useless ; because, we
see that when the Desire is sinful, many persons utilise the
powers acquired by the control of the organs, for performing
such sinful actions as propitiation (jarana) or killing (marana)
etc. Therefore, it is stated in the sixth chapter that
simultaneously with controlling the organs, one must also

purify one’s Desire so that one Realises that “ sarvabhutastham
atmamm sarvabhutam catmam” (i.e., “all created beings are
located in one’s self, and one’s self is located in all created
beings ’’—Trans.

), ( Gl. 6, 29 ). And this purification of
Desire is impossible, unless one has Realised the purest
form of the Paramesvara, by Realising the identity of
the Brahman and the Atman. In short, even if one has
acquired the control of the organs necessary in the Path of
Karma-Yoga, one does not thereby drive rasa, that is, the liking
for objects of pleasure, out of the Mind. The Blessed Lord has
stated already in the second chapter of the Gita, that in order
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ffchat this rasa or Desire for objects of pleasure (visaya-vasana)

-should go out of the Mind, one has to fully Realise the Parame-

svara (Gi. 2. 59). Therefore, that means, that is, vidfu, by which

this Knowledge of the Paramesvara is acquired by a man, while

he is following the Path of Karma-Yoga, is being described by
the Blessed Lord from the seventh chapter. From the words,

“ while practising the Karma-Yoga”, it follows that this

Knowledge has to be acquired while the Karma-Yoga is being

practised, and that Karma or Action has not to be abandoned

for acquiring that Knowledge
;
and therefore, the statement that

the Paths of Devotion and of Spiritual Knowledge are two

independent paths, which have been described from the seventh

•chapter onwards as alternatives for the Path of Karma-Yoga,

is groundless. As the Karma-Yoga in the Gita has been

adopted from the Bhagavata religion, the description of the

Mhi (means) mentioned in the Karma-Yoga for the acquisition

of Knowledge, is nothing but the description of the means

mentioned in the Bhagavata or the Narayanlya doctrine
;
and

that is why Janamejaya has been told by Vaisampayana at the

-end of the Santi-parva that “the Energistic (pravrttipara)

Narayanlya doctrine, together with the incidental forms of

•worship, have been described in the Bhagavadglta” (seethe

stanzas quoted at the beginning of the first chapter ). As said

by Vaisampayana, this path also includes the vidhi (practices)

relating to the Path of Renunciation ; because, although the

distinction between these two paths is, that in one of them,

Karma has to be performed, whereas in the other, Karma has

to be abandoned, yet, as the Spiritual and worldly Knowledge

{jnam-vijMm

)

necessary in both is the same, the practices

prescribed for acquiring Spiritual Knowledge are common to

both. Therefore, in as much as, the express words “while

following the Path of Karma-Yoga ” have been used in the

above stanza, it follows that (i) the exposition of Spiritual

Knowledge ( jnana ) and worldly Knowledge ( vijnana ) in

the seventh and subsequent chapters is principally in support

of Karma-Yoga ; that (ii) the practices relating to the Path

•of Renunciation, which have been included in that jfiana-

mjnana have been so included on account of the comprehensive

nature of that jmm-vijffim,
and that (iii) this jnam-vijnam.
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lias not been mentioned for supporting the Samkhya Path
and suggesting that Karma-Yoga should be abandoned.

Another thing, which has to be borne in mind, is that though
the followers of the Samkhya school attach importance to

Spiritual Knowledge, they attach no importance whatsoever
to Action (karma) or Devotion

( bhakti ); whereas, Devotion
has been looked upon as easy and important in the Gita,

Not only is that so, but even while dealing with the

subjects of Spiritual Knowledge and Devotion, Arjuna is

being constantly given the advice that “ therefore, you
must perform Action, that is, fight ” ( Gl. 8. 7 ; 11. 33 , 16. 24 :

18. 6). Therefore, one is forced to come to the conclusion

that the exposition of jnana-vijnam in the seventh and the

subsequent chapters of the Gita is supplementary to, and in

support of, the Path of Karma-Yoga mentioned in the first

six chapters; and that those chapters do not contain any
independent exposition of the Samkhya Path or of the Path
of Devotion. And when this conclusion has once been
arrived at, the Gita cannot be divided into three mutually
independent parts dealing respectively with Energism,
Devotion, and Spiritual Knowledge. One also realises that

the conclusion drawn by some persons from the two facts

that (i) the sacred canon * Tat-Tvam-Asi ’ has three parts, and
that (ii) the Gita, has eighteen chapters, that because six

times three is eighteen, the Gita should be divided into three

equal portions of six chapters each, and the first six chapters
should be looked upon as dealing with'Tvam’, the second
six chapters with * Tat ’, and the third six chapters with
4

Asi is purely imaginary. Because, the one-sided theory

that the whole of the Gita deals only with the Acquisition
of the Knowledge of the Brahman, and does not contain
anything more than an exposition of the canon ‘ Tat-Tvam-Asi"
falls to the ground as shown above.

When in this way, an explanation has been given as to why
the Paths of Devotion and Knowledge have been included in
the Gita, one can easily understand the continuity between the
chapters seven to seventeen inclusive, of the Gita. It has been
stated previously in the sixth chapter, that one has to consider
the form of the Parame§varaj by which the Mind becomes ‘free
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from love of pleasure’ (rasa-varja) and equable, once from the-

point of view of the Perishable and Imperishable (ksaraksara),

and again from the point of view of the Body and the Atman
and that, by such consideration, one arrives at the ultimate

conclusion that “ whatever is in the Body (pirida ), is also in

the Cosmos (brahman^a) ;
and the same subjects now appear in

the Gita. But, when one considers the form of the Paramesvara

in this way, one sees that it is sometimes perceptible

(cognisable by the organs) and sometimes imperceptible ; and

then, one has, in the course of this consideration, also to

consider which of these two forms is the superior form, how
the inferior form arises out of the superior form, and many
other similar questions. One has also now to decide, whether

this worship of the Paramesvara, which has to be performed

in order to fully Realise the Paramesvara and to make one’s

Reason steady, equable, and Self-devoted (atma-mstha), should be

the worship of the perceptible form or of the imperceptible

form ; and one has to explain why although there is only one

Paramesvara, one comes across diversity in the perceptible

universe. There is no wonder that eleven chapters were required

to explain all these subjects in a systematic way. I do not

say that the Gita does not contain any exposition of Devotion

and of Spiritual Knowledge. All that I say is that (i) the

practice of looking upon Energism, Devotion, and Spiritual

Knowledge as three independent and equivalent Nisthas, and

making an equal division of eighteen chapters of the Gita

amongst these three, as on a partition between the members of

a joint family, is not proper ; that (ii) the Gita supports only

one path, namely, the Path of Karma-Yoga based on

Knowledge, in which Devotion is the most important

factor; and that (iii) the exposition in the Bhagavadglta of

Samkhya philosophy, of Spiritual and worldly Knowledge,

and of Devotion has been made only incidentally, for

supplementing and supporting the exposition of the Path of

Karma-Yoga, and not for dealing with those subjects as in-

dependent subjects. Let us now see how, on the basis of this

conclusion, the subject-matter of Spiritual and worldly Know-

ledge (jwm-vijnana

)

has been divided amongst the various

chapters, for supplementing and for emphasising the exposition
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of the Karma-Yoga.

In the SEVENTH CHAPTER, the consideration of the

perishable and the imperishable world (
ksaraksara ), that is,

of the entire Cosmos, has been started; and the Blessed

Lord has, in the first place, explained the nature of the

imperceptible or imperishable Parabrahman, by saying

that this entire universe, which is made up of Spirit (puruqa )

and Matter ( prakrti ), consists of “My superior and inferior

( parapara ) forms, and that those who worship Me, Realising

.this My imperceptible form which is beyond Maya, acquire

an Equable Reason ( samabuddhi ), and are given an excellent

final state by Me ”
; and He has then described His own form

by saying that, “ all deities, all created things, all Yajnas,

all Action, and the Absolute Self are Myself, and there

is nothing in the world except Me”. Then, as Arjuna has

in the beginning of the EIGHTH CHAPTER asked what is

meant by
1

adhyatma \
* adhiyajna

* * adhidaiva ’ and ‘ adhibhuta \

the Blessed Lord has in reply explained to him the meanings of

those words, and said that, “I do not neglect that man who
has realised this My form”; and He has then gone on to

briefly explain what the imperishable or immortal Principle

of the world is
;
when and how the entire world is destroyed

;

and what states are ultimately reached respectively by

those who Realise and understand the true form of

the Paramesvara, and by those who merely perform desire-

prompted Action, without acquiring Knowledge. In the

NINTH CHAPTER the same subject-matter is continued, and

it is said that Realising by means of Devotion, the

tangible form of the intangible Paramesvara, which has in

this way filled the entire universe, and surrendering oneself to

Him wholly and solely, is the easy or royal and practically

experienoeable path of Realising the Brahman
;
and that that

very path is also known as the ‘ king of all cults ’ and the

‘king of all mysticisms.' Nevertheless, the Blessed Lord does

not forget to mention every now and then in these three

chapters, that the person who is following the Path of

Spiritual Knowledge or the Path of Devotion, must continue

performing Action, which is the most important principle in
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the Path of Karma-Yoga. For instance, it is stated in the*

eighth chapter, that “ tasmat sarvesukalesu mam anusmara yudhya

ca'\ i. e., “therefore, continue to keep Me before your mind at

all times, and fight” (8. 7) ; and in the ninth chapter, that “by

dedicating to Me all Action whatsoever, you will be free from

the meritorious or evil effects of the Action” (9. 27, 28). After

explaining to Arjuna in the TENTH CHAPTER the statement

made by Him earlier, that “the entire Cosmos has sprung from

Me, and is My form”, by saying that everyone of the

excellent things in the world is an incarnation of the Blessed

Lord, and giving many examples, the Blessed Lord has, at

the desire of Arjuna, actually shown to Mm in the

ELEVENTH CHAPTER, His Cosmic Form, and proved to

him the truth of the position that the Paramesvara is All-

pervading, by placing before his eyes such His Cosmic Form,

But, immediately after having satisfied Arjuna in this way, by

actually showing him His Cosmic Form, that the true doer was

the Paramesvara, He has said to him: “lam the true doer and

you are merely a tool ;
therefore, give up all doubts, and fight”

(Gi. 11. 33). Although it has been proved in this way, that there

is only one Paramesvara in the world, yet, in as much as there

are such statements in various places as : “although I am imper-

ceptible, fools lookupon me as perceptible” (7. 24);
il

yad aksaram

vedavido vadanti

V

(8. 11), i.e., “Him, Whom the knowers of the

Vedas, refer to as the Imperishable”; “It is the Intangible,

which is also known as the Inexhaustible” (8. 21); “not Realising

My true form, fools believe that I have taken up a human form”

(9. 11); “among all the cults (vidya), the cult of the Absolute

Self is the most excellent” (10. 32); and, as said by Arjuna,

“ tvam aksaram sadasat tatparam yat ” (11. 37), (i.e., “You are

the sat (Real), and the asat (Unreal), and the aksara (Imperish-

able) which is beyond both sat and asat Trans.), which*

statements mean that the imperceptible form of the

Paramesvara is the most excellent form, Arjuna, in the

beginning of the TWELFTH CHAPTER, asks the Blessed

Lord the question whether the worship of the Paramesvara

which has to be performed, should be the worship of the

perceptible form or of the imperceptible form. To this, the

Blessed Lord replies that the perceptible form described in the
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ninth chapter is the easier one to worship
;
and after describing

the state of the highest Devotee of the Blessed Lord as being

similar to that of the Sthitaprajna, described in the second

chapter, He closes this chapter.

Although it is seen in this way, that it is not possible to

'divide the Gita into three independent portions dealing with

Energism, Devotion, and Spiritual Knowledge, yet, some

people think that it is easy to divide the Spiritual and

worldly Knowledge described from, the seventh chapter into

the two divisions of ‘ Devotion ’ and ‘ Knowledge ’
; and they

say that the second division of six chapters deals with Devo-

tion. But, anybody will realise after only a little thought,

that this opinion is wrong; because, the seventh chapter

starts with the Spiritual and worldly Knowledge of the

perishable and the imperishable world, and not with Devotion

;

and if it is argued that the subject-matter of Devotion has

come to an end with the twelfth chapter, then we find state-

ments in different places in the subsequent chapters preaching

Devotion, such as, “ those who do not Realise My form by
Intelligence, should worship Me, relying on ,the state-

ments of others” (Gi. 13. 25); “that man who offers me
unadulterated Devotion, reaches the sphere of the Brahman ”

'(14. 26); “that man who Realises the form of the Purusottama,

only offers Devotion to Me ” (Gi. 15. 19), and ultimately in the

eighteenth chapter, “ give up all other religions and worship

Me ” (Gi. 18. 66). Therefore, it cannot be said that the advice

to follow the Path of Devotion is contained only in the

second division of six chapters. In the same way, if

the Blessed Lord had intended to say that Devotion

;stood on a different footing from Spiritual Knowledge, then

He would not have said “I am now explaining to

you that same Spiritual and worldly knowledge” at the

commencement of the seventh chapter (7. 2), that is to

say, at the commencement of the second division of six

chapters which, according to these objectors, deals with

Devotion, after having introduced the subject-matter of

Knowledge in the fourth chapter (4. 34-37). It is true that the
4
king of cults * (rdjctrvidya) or the * king of mysticisms "

(raja-

guhya), which is the actually realisable (pratyaksavagamya)
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Path of Devotion, has been mentioned in the subsequent ninth

chapter ; but at the very commencement of that chapter, there

is a statement that : “I am explaining to you Spiritual

Knowledge side by side with worldly knowledge” (9. 1). It,

‘therefore, follows that the subject-matter of Devotion has been

included in the Gita in the subject-matter of Spiritual

Knowledge. In the tenth chapter, the Blessed Lord has

described his own Manifestations (vibhuti) ; but this very

thing has been referred to by Arjuna as * adhyatma ’ in the

commencement of the eleventh chapter (11. 1); and, as has been

stated above, we find several statements that the imperceptible

iform is superior to the perceptible form, inter-mixed here and

there with the descriptions of the perceptible form of the

Paramesvara. When, having regard to these statements,

Arjuna asks in the commencement of the twelfth chapter

whether the worship to be performed is the worship of the

Perceptible or of the Imperceptible, the Blessed Lord has stated

dn reply, that the worship of the Perceptible, that is to say,

Devotion, was the easier course
;
and immediately thereafter

in the thirteenth chapter, He commences the description of
'* Knowledge ’

(jfiana ), and of the Body (ksetra) and the Atman
(ksetrajna)

;
and He also says at the commencement of the

fourteenth chapter that :

“
param bhuyah pravaksyami jmndnam

jnanam uttamam ” (14. 1), i. e., “I am again describing to you

completely that same Spiritual and worldly Knowledge ”, as

was stated by Him at the commencement of the seventh

-chapter
; and even while explaining this Knowledge, the

thread of Devotion is kept running in the texture. From this

it follows, that the Blessed Lord did not intend to deal with

^Spiritual Knowledge and Devotion individually and indepen-

dently, and that both these matters are woven together in the

^exposition of the Spiritual and worldly Knowledge (jndm-

vijnana

)

begun in the seventh chapter. That Devotion is

something distinct and Spiritual Knowledge is also something

‘distinct, is a stupid theory which has been started by the

advocates of those respective paths ; that is not the opinion of

the Gits. The Knowledge of the form of the Paramesvara,

which has to be acquired by means of meditation on the

.Absolute Self in the Path of the worship of the Imperceptible
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(the Path of Knowledge), is also essential in the Path of

Devotion ; but in the worship of the Perceptible (the Path of

Devotion), this Knowledge can, in the beginning, be taken for

granted by means of Faith from others (13. 25) ; and that is

why the Path of Devotion is actually realisable and ordinarily

pleasant (9. 2) for everybody, and the Path of Knowledge (or

the worship of the Imperceptible) is difficult (12. 5) ;
but, the

Gita makes no other distinction between these two paths. The

ideal in the Path of Karma-Yoga, namely, making the

Reason (buddhi) equable after acquiring the Knowledge of the

Paramesvara, is reached by both these paths. Therefore, the

worship of the Perceptible and the worship of the Imperceptible-

are both equally acceptable to the Blessed Lord
;
yet, as even

the Jnanin needs to perform worship to some extent or other,,

the Blessed Lord has said, that the devout Jnanin is the most

excellent one among the four varieties of Devotees (Gl 7. 17)

;

and He has in that way eliminated the conflict between the

Path of Devotion and the Path of Knowledge. While the

description of Spiritual and worldly Knowledge is going on,

it is, in any case, inevitable that there should be a special

reference to the worship of the Perceptible in one chapter andi

to the worship of the Imperceptible in another chapter as

occasion arises. But, in order that this should not give rise

to the misunderstanding that these two matters are distinct

from each other, the Blessed Lord has not forgotten to say*

that the perceptible form is inferior to the imperceptible-

form, while describing His perceptible form, and to say that

Devotion is essential, while describing His imperceptible

form. Nevertheless, as three or four chapters have been used

up in describing the Cosmic Form and the Manifestations of

the Blessed Lord, there is no objection to these three or four

chapters (and not to a division of six chapters) being referred

to as ‘the Path of Devotion ’ in a comprehensive way, if some

one prefers to do so. But in any case, this can never mean,

that Devotion and Spiritual Knowledge have been distinguished

from each other in the Gita, and that these two paths have

been described as INDEPENDENT paths. In short, in order

to acquire the Equability of Reason, which is the most,

important factor in the Karma-Yoga, one must acquire the
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KNOWLEDGE of the all-pervasive form of the Paramesvara,

whether such Knowledge is acquired by the worship of the

Perceptible, or of the Imperceptible
; and there is no distinction

between the two except that of facility. It must, therefore,

be borne in mind that this is the sum and substance of the

whole of this argument ; and that the whole of the portion of

the Gita from the seventh to the seventeenth chapter has been

given only one name in the Gita, namely, ‘ jnana-vijnana
*

or
*

adhyatma\

After the physical eyes of Arjuna had got the actual

experience that the Paramesvara occupies and pervades the

whole of the BRAHMANDA (Cosmos), that is to say, the

perishable and the imperishable universe, by having seen the

Cosmic Form of the Paramesvara, the Blessed Lord explains,

in the THIRTEENTH CHAPTER, the doctrine of the Body
and the Atman, namely, that the same Paramesvara occupies the

PINDA (Body), that is to say, the Body of man, or the ksetra ,

in the shape of the Atman
;
and that the Knowledge of this

Atman, that is to say, of this ksetrajna
,

is also the Knowledge

of the Paramesvara. Having first described the Paramatman,

that is, the Parabrahman, on the authority of the Upanisads

by the words
“
anadi mat param brahma” etc., it is shown

later on that the same subject-matter of the Body and

the Atman has been included in the Samkhya exposition

of ‘Prakrti’ (Matter) and ‘Purusa’ (Spirit) ; and it is ultimately

said that he who Realises the difference between Prakrti

and Purusa, and Realises the all-pervading Paramatman,

with 'jnam-caksu' (Spiritual eyes) is RELEASED. But even

'

in this, the thread of Action has been kept in the texture, by

saying, “everything }s done by Matter ( prakrti), and the

Atman is not the doer, and by Realising this, Action (karma)

does not create bondage” (13. 29) ; and the thread of Devotion

is kept in the texture, by saying
“
dhyaneriatmam pasyanti

V

(13. 24), (i. e., “see the Atman by meditation”—Trans.). In

the FOURTEENTH CHAPTER, the subject of this Jnana is

continued, and there is a description as to how, although there

is only one Atman or Paramesvara, diversity arises in the world

as a result of the difference of the sattva, rajas and tamos con-

stituents of Prakrti, according to Samkhya philosophy; and it

5—6
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is stated that, he who realises that these are the activities of

Matter (prakrti}, and that he is not the doer, and who serves the

Paramesvara by Devotion, is the true Released and Trigunatlta

(beyond the three constituents)
;
and in reply to the question

of Arjuna, the state of the Trigunatlta is described in the end

in the same way as was the state of Sfchitaprajna and the

Devotee. In the FIFTEENTH CHAPTER, there is in the

beginning a reference to the description of the Paramesvara as

a Tree, which is to be found in Smrti texts, and it is stated that

what is called the ‘unfoldment of Prakrti* in Samkhya philo-

sophy is nothing else but that Pipal (asvattha) Tree; and at the

end, Arjuna is told that by worshipping the Purusottama (the

Absolute purusa), Who is beyond the Perishable and the

Imperishable, man is gradually Released ; and that Arjuna

should do the same thing. In the SIXTEENTH CHAPTER,
it is said that men are divided into those possessing Divine

wealth and those possessing ungodly wealth, in the same way
as there arises diversity in the world as a result of the different

constituents of Matter (prakrti ) ;
and there is a description of

how they act respectively (what their Karma is), and what
goal is ultimately respectively reached by them. The
SEVENTEENTH CHAPTER contains an Exposition, in reply

to a question of Arjuna, of how the diversity resulting from

the different constituents of three-constituented Prakrti is also

to be seen in devotion, charitable gifts, sacrificial ritual,

austerity etc.; and in the end, the word Hat
9
in ‘Om-Tat-Sat’,

the symbol of the Brahman, has been explained as meaning
4
Action performed desirelessly

’ ; and 'sat' as meaning ‘Action,

which, though good, has been performed desirefully’; and it is

explained that this common Symbol of the Brahman also

supports the Path of Karma-Yoga. In short, the summary
of these eleven chapters is, that there is only one Paramesvara

in the world, whether one Realises Him by seeing His Cosmic

Form or by one’s Spiritual eyes ; that He is the Atman in the

Body, as also the Imperishable within the Perishable universe

;

that He pervades the visible world, and is also outside or

beyond that world; that although He is One, one comes across

diversity or difference in the visible world as a result of the t

difference in the constituents of .Prakrti ; that as a result of this

.
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Ullusion (Maya) or of this difference in the constituents of

Matter, there are many differences or divisions in Knowledge,

Faith, Austerity, Sacrificial Ritual, Steadiness, Charity, as also

^amongmen; and that, man should Realise the Unity in this

‘diversity and should equabilise and steady his Reason by

worshipping that One and Permanent Principle—whether that

worship is of a perceptible object or of an imperceptible object

—and should with such desireless, sattvikay or equable Reason,

perform all the activities which befall him according to his

•status in life, as mere duties and nothing more. As I have

•exhaustively dealt with this jnam-vijnam in the former

• chapters of this book, that is, of this Gita-Rahasya, I have not

given a more exhaustive summary of the eleven chapters—from

'the seventh to the seventeenth chapters—in this chapter. As my
present object is only to consider the continuity between the

various chapters of the Gita, I have given here only that

.portion which is necessary for that purpose.

In as much as the Reason is considered superior to the Action

•in the Karma-Yoga, the Blessed Lord has started by explain-

ing to Arjuna what is meant by Jnana-Vijnana, that is, the

Realisation of the unity of the Atman in all created beings,

or the all-pervasiveness of the Paramesvara, which (Realisation)

is necessary for making the Reason pure and Equable ;
and He

has so far explained how this Knowledge is impressed on the

heart as a result of the worship of the Perceptible or the Im-

perceptible, according to one’s intellectual capacity; and how
rthe Reason acquires stability and equability, and Release is

'thereby reached without abandoning Action. This subject-

matter has been considered in the light of the Perishable and
• the Imperishable and of the Body and the Atman. Neverthe-

less, the Blessed Lord has said that after the Reason has become

• equable in this way, it is better to perform Action, while life

lasts, for the benefit of the world, and giving up the Hope of

Fruit (phalasa), rather than abandoning Action ( Gi. 5. 2 ).

' Therefore, the stage of Asceticism described in the Smrti texts

finds no place in the Karma-Yoga; and as Arjuna felt a doubt

’that there was likely to be a conflict between this Karma-Yoga

and the Manu Smrti and other Smrti texts, he has, in the

Commencement of the EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER, asked the
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Blessed Lord for an explanation of the difference between**

TySga (Abandonment) and Samnyasa (Renunciation). To this

the Blessed Lord has replied that as the etymological meaning

of the word ‘ Samnyasa * is ' to leave/ and as the Hope of Fruit

is left in the Karma-Yoga, though Karma is not left, Karma-

Yoga is essentially a ‘Samnyasa*
; because, although one does

not take up the robes of a mendicant and go about begging in

the Karma-Yoga, yet, the essence of Samnyasa (Renunciation)’

or Vairagya (indifference to the world), according to the

Smrtis, is making the mind desireless
; and that essence is to be

found in the Path of Karma-Yoga. Here, however, another

doubt arises, namely : when the Hope of Fruit has been

abandoned, the hope of acquiring heaven also does not remain ;

and therefore, there does not remain any more the necessity of

performing the sacrificial ritual* etc., which has been enjoined'

by the Srutis. Therefore, the Blessed Lord has definitely

advised that in as much as these Actions have the effect of

purifying the Mind, one must perform them along with other

Actions, though with a desireless frame of mind, and so keep

going the cycle of sacrificial ritual for universal benefit. When
in this way all the questions of Arjuna had been answered, the

Blessed Lord has dealt with the sattvika, lajasa and tamasa

divisions into which all of the following things, namely,

Knowledge, Action, Doer, Reason, Steadiness, and Happiness-

fall according to the different constituents of Matter, and He •

has in this way finished the subject-matter of the diversity of

these constituents. Then, after having explained that out of*

these, the desireless Action, the desireless Doer, the unattache&i

Reason (aridsakta-buddh), the happiness arising out of Non-
Attachment and the Realisation of the Unity of the Atman,,

arising out of the Realisation of the principle of “ avibhaktam-

vihkaktesu ” (i. e., “the unity in the diversity “—Trans*) are

sattvika,
and most excellent, the Blessed Lord has justified the

arrangement of the four castes on* the basis of the same
principle, and said that man becomes Accomplished (krtakrtya)

in this world, and acquires Peace and Release only by con-

tinually performing as duties and desirelessly, all the various

Actions, which befall him* according to the arrangement of the

four castes ; and He has further- explained to Arjuna that as*
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.Action is an inherent quality of Matter ( prakrti ), and one

•cannot escape it, even if one wants to abandon it, lie should

surrender himself to the Paramesvara believing that He is the

‘ doer as also the one Who causes things to be done, and perform

all Actions desirelessly ; that the Blessed Lord is that

Paramesvara
; and that Arjuna should put faith in Him and

worship Him, and He would redeem him from all sins. And
having in this way, definitely prescribed the Path of Devotion,

-the Blessed Lord brings to a close the Activistic (pmvrttipara

)

religion mentioned in the Gita. In short, the advice in the
1 Gita starts with the consideration of the two paths of Samkhya
and Karma-Yoga, which had been brought into vogue by

learned people after deeply meditating on worldly life and the

life after death
;
and the Path of Karma-Yoga which has been

declared to be the superior one of the two, has also been finally

advocated in the eighteenth chapter, that is, at the end of the

Gita, after having described in the sixth chapter, the Patanjala-

Yoga necessary for making it (Karma-Yoga) successful, and

described in the subsequent eleven chapters the means (vidU),

by which Release is ultimately obtained as a result of

the Acquisition of the Knowledge of the Paramesvara

while following it, by giving an exhaustive description of

the Knowledge relating to the Body (pinda

)

and the

Cosmos ( brahmartda ). And it was only when Arjuna had

heard this justification made by the Blessed Lord, of the

excellence of this Yoga or ‘ Device * of performing all

Actions, for universal benefit, according to one’s own status

in life, looking upon them as duties merely, and with the

idea of dedicating them to the Paramesvara, without in any

way thereby prejudicing the benefit of the Atman in the shape

. of Release, that he gave up the idea of renouncing the world and

becoming a mendicant; and by his own free will—that is, not

because the Blessed Lord had said so, but because he had fully

1understood the science of the Doable and the Not-Doable

—

prepared himself for the fight. The Gita was commenced to

be preached for the purpose of inducing Arjuna to fight, and

‘the Gita also ends in the same way (Gl. 18. 73).

From the continuity of the eighteen chapters of the Gita

vwhich has %een mentioned above, it will be seen that the Gita
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is not a pot-pourri of three independent Nisthas of Action,

Devotion, and Spiritual Knowledge, nor a blanket made up
by sewing together pieces of linen, silk, and embroidery

;
but

that this very fine and costly texture in the shape of the Gita,

which bears the name of ‘Karma-Yoga’, has been woven from
beginning to end with “a mind, which was fully engrossed

in Yoga”, after the threads of cotton, silk and embroidery had
been properly placed in their respective places. It is true that

this method of exposition is somewhat looser than a strictly

scientific method, because it is catechismal; but when one

realises that by such a conversational exposition, the barren-

ness of a scientific exposition has been obviated, and that the

Gita has become replete with easiness and affectionateness, no

one will be ever so little sorry, that the insipid block system

of * reason ’ and ‘ conclusion ’ followed in a scientific exposition,

which appeals only to the intelligence, has been avoided. It

will likewise be evident from the above disquisition, that

though the system of exposition followed in the Gita is con-

versational, that is, Pauranic, yet, there is no difficulty on

that account in the way of applying to it all the critical tests

of the Mimamsa school, and thereby drawing the conclusion of.

the Gita. If one considers the COMMENCEMENT of the Gita,,

it will be seen that the Gita has been enunciated with the idea of

preaching the Activistic Path of Karma-Yoga, with the help of

the Ved&nta-Sastra, to Arjuna, who had come out to fight accord-

ing to the religion of a warrior, after he had got involved in the

discrimination between the Moral and the Immoral ; and it

has been shown by me already in the first chapter, that the

CONCLUSION (upasamhara

)

and the result (phala) of the

Gita is also to the same effect, that is to say, Activistic. I

have shown that the advice given in the Gita to Arjuna.

contains at least a dozen times in so many words, and

indirectly innumerable times, the injunction “Fight,” that is,

“perform Action” ( this is, abhyasa ) ;
and as there is no work in-

Sanskrit literature other than the Gita which preaches Karma-
Yoga (this is, apurvota), the fact that the Gita supports the

Karma-Yoga is all the more firmly established by the two

MlmSmsa tests of ABHYASA and APURVATA. Out of the

various tests prescribed by the Mimamsa school foe determin-
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ing the conclusion of a book, only two remain to be considered

with reference to the Gita, namely, ARTHAVADA and

UPAPATTI With reference to them, it has become quite

clear from the individual consideration of these questions in

the various previous chapters, as also from the reference to

the arrangement of the chapters of the Gita made in this

chapter, that ‘Karma-Yoga’ is the only subject which has been

dealt with in the Gita. Therefore, even if all the tests laid

down by the Mlmamsa school for determining the import of a

book are applied to the Gita, it becomes clear beyond all doubt*

that Karma-Yoga based on Spiritual Knowledge, in which the

highest place is given to Devotion, is the subject-matter dealt

with in the Gita There is also no doubt that all other imports

which have been ascribed to the Gita are merely doctrine-

supporting
; but although these alleged imports are doctrine

-

supporting, yet, unless I explain how it was possible to place

these doctrine-supporting interpretations on the Gita—and

especially the one in support of Samnyasa (Renunciation)

—

the discussion of these doctrine-supporting interpretations is

not exhausted. I will, therefore, briefly consider how it was
possible for these doctrine-supporting commentators to interpret

the Gita as being in support of Samnyasa, and finish this

chapter,

Our philsophers have laid down the doctrine that as man is

a rational animal, his principal duty or goal ( purusartha )

is to discern the essential principle underlying the Body and

the Cosmos ; and this is what is known as “Release” in

religion. Nevertheless, having regard to the usual activities

of the visible world, it has been laid down by our Sastras, that

this goal of mankind is four-fold, that is, it consists of duty

(idharma), wealth (arfha\ desire (harm), and Release (moJcsa).

As has been mentioned before, the word
*

dharma

'

(duty) is to

be understood here as meaning worldly, social, and moral

duty. When the goal of mankind has in this way been con-

sidered to be four-fold, the question whether these four parts

of it are or are not mutually promotive, naturally arises.

Although there may he a verbal difference about the doctrine

that there is no Release unless a man has acquired the

KNOWLEDGE of that Principle which pervades both the
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Body and the Cosmos, by whatever means such Knowledge

has been acquired, yet, such difference of opinion is not funda-

mental. At any rate, this doctrine has been adopted into the

Gita religion. The Gita also fully accepts the doctrine that if

one wishes to acquire the two parts, namely, ‘wealth* and

‘desire*, of that goal, that has to be done according to moral

principles. The only thing, therefore, which remains, is to

decide the mutual relationship between dharma (that is, the

worldly duties pertaining to the four castes), and Release. All

shades of opinion accept the position that there can be no

Release unless the Mind (citta) has been first purified by means

of dharma. A considerable amount of time is taken up in this

purification of the Mind {citta). Therefore, even considering

the matter from the point of view of Release, it follows that

worldly life has got to be gone through consistently with
*dharma' in the period of time before the purification of the

Mind (Manu. 6. 35-37). ‘Samnyasa’ means ‘giving up’, and

if a man has not successfully led his worldly life with

the help of
l

dharma\ what has he to give up ? or, in other

words, how can that ‘hapless fellow’ ( karanta

)

who cannot

properly attend to his worldly life (prapanca), properly attend

to the highest benefit (paramartha ) ?, (Dasa. 12. 1. 1-10

and 12. 8. 21-31). Because, whether the object relates to

this worldly life or to the highest benefit, hard labour,

firmness of mind, fortitude, and other similar qualities are

required for achieving it ; and it is quite clear that a man who
does not possess these qualities will not be able to achieve any
goal whatsoever. But though some persons accept this

position, yet, they say that when a man has acquired the

Knowledge of the Atman by continued effort and by control of

the mind, he begins to look upon all worldly activities in the

.shape of the enjoyment of the objects of pleasure as insipid

;

and, just as a serpent casts off the skin which has become

useless to it, so also does the Jnanin give up all worldly objects

of pleasure, and become steeped in the contemplation of the

form of the Paramesvara ( Br. 4. 4. 7 ). As this path of

leading one’s life gives the highest importance to Spiritual

Knowledge ( jnam ) after the abandonment of worldly affairs,

it is called the Path of Knowledge or the Samkhya Path; or,
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because it consists of the abandonment of all worldly affairs,

lit is called the Path of Renunciation (samnyasa). But the

'Gita religion says to the contrary, that not only is dharma

necessary for the purification of the Mind, but it is necessary

*to continue doing the same Actions, merely as duties, and as

part of one’s religion, and desirelessly, and for the good of

others, even afterwards, that is, after the purification of the

Mind, although worldly activities in the shape of enjoyment

of objects of pleasure may become unnecessary for one’s own
benefit. If a Jnanin does not do so, there will remain nobody

who can serve as an example for others, and the world will

come to an end. No one can escape Action in this world of

Action, and if the Mind (buddhi ) has become desireless, no

action which is performed obstructs Release. Therefore, it is

the duty also of Jnanins, not to give up worldly life, but

to continue worldly activities, so long as life lasts, with

an apathetic frame of mind. This path of leading one’s life

which has been preached in the Gita is known as the Path

of Karma (Karma-nistha) or Karma-Yoga. But although the

Karma-Yoga has in this way been proved to be the most

• excellent way of leading one’s life in the Gita, it has nowhere

vilified the Path of Renunciation, but has on the other hand

stated that it is productive of Release. And it is quite clear,

that the Blessed Lord could not condemn as unacceptable that

path which was followed in the commencement of the world by

Sanatkumara and others, and later on by Suka, Yajnavalkya

.and others. Considering worldly affairs as sweet or as insipid,

depends to a certain extent on a man’s inherent nature,

resulting from the previous prardbdha (commenced) Karma;
and it has been stated before that in spite of a man's having

acquired Knowledge, he cannot escape suffering for that

Karma which is prardbdha. Therefore, if a Jnanin is filled

with a sincere disgust for worldly life and renounces the

world, as a result of such an inherent nature, which results

from his prardbdha karma

,

there is no sense in finding fault

with him. The perfect man (siddha) whose Reason has become

unattached (nihsahga) and pure, as a result of the Realisation of

'the Atman, at least places before the eyes of people, in his own

dorm, an example of the highest purity of human intelligence,
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and of the immensity of human strength involved in keeping

under control the most uncontrollable mental emotions which are

naturally entranced by objecte of pleasure, if he does nothing

else
; and such a performance is no mean performance from the

point of view of universal welfare (loJcasamgraha). This*

accounts for the respect in the public mind for the Path of

Renunciation ; and that reason has also been accepted by the

Gita from the point of view of Release. But when one does

not merely consider
4

inherent nature ’ or
1

prarabdha karma

but considers scientifically how a Jnanin, who has acquired

complete Freedom of the Atman, should thereafter lead his life

in the world of Action, the Path of the Abandonment of

Action is seen to be inferior in merit
; and one has to draw the

conclusion drawn by the Gita, that the Path of Karma-Yoga
followed in the commencement of the world by Marlci and

others and later on by Janaka and others, must be followed by

Jnanins in the world, for universal welfare. Because, it now
logically follows that Jnanins must perform the work of

keeping going the universe which has been created by the

Paramesvara; and as in this Path of Karma-Yoga, the power

of Jmana is added to the power of Karma without any conflict,

it is seen to be superior to the pure Samkhya Path.

When one considers what the main difference between the

two paths of Samkhya and Karma-Yoga is, we arrive at

the equation SAMKHYA +NISKAMA~KARMA=KARMA-
YOGA

; and, as has been stated by Vaisampayana, considera-

tion of the Samkhya-Nistha is easily included in the considera-

tion of the Activistic Karma-Yoga advocated by the Gita (Ma,

Bha. San. 348. 53) ;
and that is how the commentators on the

Gita who support the Path of Renunciation have found it easy

to claim that the Gita advocates the Samkhya or the Samnyasa*

Path, If one neglects those stanzas in the Gita which prove

that Action is meritorious and which preach Action
;
or, if one

passes a remark on one’s own responsibility that they are

merely an * arthavada that is, incidentally laudatory
;
or, if

by some other device the factor of rdskama-Icarma (Desireless*

Action) is subtracted from the abovementioned equation, the

same equation is converted into Samkhya= Karma-Yoga; and

it becomes easy to say that the Gita supports the Samkhya*
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Path. But, such interpretations are totally inconsistent with
the beginning (upakrama) and the conclusion (upcisamhara) ot

the Gita
; and saying that Karma-Yoga is inferior and that

Samkhya is the chief subject-matter of exposition in the Gita

is, as I have clearly shown in many places in this book, as

unreasonable as calling the owner of a house a guest and
calling the guest the owner

;
and, in the course of my exposi-

tion, I have also refuted the theories that only Vedanta, or

only Devotion, or only Patanjala-Yoga, has been advocated by
the Gita. What is there which cannot be found in the Gita ?

The Gita has adopted something or other from the various

important paths prescribed in the Vedic religion for obtaining

Release
; and even then, the true mystic import of the Gita

is something which is quite different from all the paths

according to the rule “ bhuiabhrn na ca bhutastho ” ( Gl. 9. 5 ),

(that is, “supports all created things, and yet is not in them”
—Trans.). The doctrine that there is no Release if there is

no Knowledge, which pertains to the Path of Renunciation,

that is, to the Upanisads, is acceptable to the Gita ; but, as

that proposition has been tacked on to the proposition of

Desireless Action, the Bhagavata doctrine in the Gita easily

includes the Path of Asceticism. Nevertheless, instead of

interpreting the words
—

‘

samnyasa * or
*

mragya’ as meaning the

Abandonment of Action, the Gita says that true vairagya

(Abandonment) or true samnyasa (Renunciation) lies in the

Abandonment of the Hope of Fruit, and lays down the ultimate

doctrine that the Desireless Karma-Yoga is better than the

Karma-Samnyasa of the Upanisads. The Gita also accepts the

doctrine of the orthodox Mlmamsa school that if sacrificial

ritual is observed merely for the purpose of the sacrifice, it does

not create bondage. But, if the word ‘Yajna’ (sacrifice) is taken

in a comprehensive meaning, all Actions performed after

abandoning the Hope of Fruit are a great
4

Yajna’ in them-

selves; andthe Gita has. by taking that comprehensive meaning,

amplified that doctrine by saying that performing all

Actions according to the duties enjoined on the four castes,

continually, and desirelessly, is the highest duty of mankind.

The Gita has considered the Samkhya theory regarding the

creation of the world as superior to the Upanisad theory;
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nevertheless, the Gita has not stopped with Matter (prakrti)

and Spirit (purusa) according to Samkhya philosophy, hut

has taken the chain of the creation of the universe right to

the eternal Paramatman of the Upanisads. The Gita has also

described the doctrine (vidh) of the Narayanlya or Bhagavata

religion consisting of the worship of Vasudeva, namely, that the

Knowledge of the Absolute Self should be acquired by Faith

and Devotion, as it is more difficult to acquire it by Intelligence.

But, even in this matter the Gita does not merely copy the

Bhagavata religion; and, discarding the theory of the

Bhagavata religion regarding the birth of the Personal Self

(Jlva) from Vasudeva, as has been done in the Vedanta-Sutras,

it has completely harmonised the doctrines of the Bhagavata

religion relating to Devotion with the doctrines of the

Upanisads relating to the Body and the Atman. The only

remaining Path of Release is the Patanjala-Yoga. But,

although the Gita does not say that the Patanjala-Yoga is the

principal duty of man, yet, since the control of the organs is

necessary for making the Reason equable, the Gita to that

extent recommends the practices of yama, (religious observance)

niyama ( restraint of the Mind), asana (bodily postures), etc.,

mentioned in the Patanjala-Yoga. In short, all the various

means mentioned in the Yedic religion for obtaining Release

have been to some extent or other referred to and prescribed in

the Gita, as occasion arose, in considering the Karma-Yoga in

all its bearings. If all these injunctions are considered

independent of each other, there arise inconsistencies
;
and it

appears that the various doctrines mentioned in the Gita are

mutually contradictory; and this impression is fortified by

•the doctrine-supporting commentaries of various commentators;

but, when one lays down the proposition, as has been done by

me, that the principal object of the Gita is to harmonise

Spiritual Knowledge with Devotion, and to support the Karma-

Yoga on that basis, all these apparent inconsistencies

•disappear ; and one cannot but admire the super-human wisdom

of the Gita in bringing about a fusion between Spiritual

Knowledge, Devotion, and Karma-Yoga in a most comprehen-

sive way. Just as the form of the Ganges does not change

whatever the number of rivers which come and join it, so also
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is fclie case with the Gita. Whatever it may contain, the

Karma-Yoga ultimately remains the principal subject-matter

of the Gita. But, though the Karma-Yoga is thus the

principal subject of the Gita, yet, as the essence of the

philosophy of Release has been beautifully described in it
f

side by side with the Philosophy of Action, the Blessed Lord

has said to Arjuna, in the beginning of the Anuglta, that this

Gita religion, which was propounded to enable him to

properly discriminate between the Doable and the Not-Doable

is fully competent to place the Brahman within one’s reach—
“ $a hi dharmah suparyapto brahmariah padavedane ” (Ma. Bha.

Asva. 16. 12) ; and that those who follow this path do not need

any other arduous worship for attaining Release I fully

realise that this statement will not be appreciated by people

who advocate the Path of Renunciation and who maintain that

Release is impossible unless all Action is abandoned ; but there

is no help for that. Not only does the Gita not support the

Path of Samnyasa or any other path of renunciation, but, I

will go further and say that the Gita has been preached in

order to satisfactorily explain, from the point of view of the

Knowledge of the Brahman, why Action should not be

abandoned even after the Acquisition of Knowledge. Therefore,

the followers of the Path of Renunciation must remain

satisfied with the numerous Vedic treatises which support the

Path of Samnyasa, instead of attempting to foist Samnyasa on

the Gita. Or, just as the Blessed Lord has without pride

referred to the Path of Renunciation in the Gita as leading to

Release, so also and with the same equable frame of mind,

should the followers of Samkhya philosophy say : “as the

Paramesvara intends the world to go on, and as He from time

to time takes incarnations for that purpose, the Path of

carrying on the activities of worldly life , with a desireless

frame of mind, even after the Acquisition of Knowledge, which

has been preached by the Blessed Lord in the Gita, is the

most proper path to be followed in the Kali-yuga”.



CHAPTER XV.

CONCLUSION.

(UPASAMHARA)
tasmat sarvesu kalesu mam anusmara yudhya ca I*

GITA 8. 7.

Whether one considers the continuity of the various

chapters of the Gita, or analyses all the various subject-matters

dealt with in it according to the logical method of the

Mlmamsa school, it follows clearly that (i) the various

interpretations, which have been put on the Gita by doctrine-

supporting commentators, who have looked upon the Karma-

Yoga as inferior, are not correct
;
and that (ii) harmonising the

Monistic ( advaita ) Vedanta of the Upanisads with the

Philosophy of Devotion, and in that way accounting for the

mode of life of great and noble people, or, to mention the

•matter briefly, Karma-Yoga fused with Spiritual Knowledge

and Devotion, is the true purpose of the Gita. Although

performing the ritual prescribed in the Srutis and the Smrtis

throughout life, as directed by the Mlmamsa, may be following

the injunctions of the Sastras, yet, this mechanical ritual,

which is devoid of Spiritual Knowledge, can never satisfy an

intelligent person
;
and if one considers the philosophy of the

•Upanisads, not only is it difficult to grasp for people of ordinary

intelligence, as it is based purely on Reason, but the Samnyasa

or Renunciation, advocated by it, conflicts with universal

benefit ( lokisamgraha ). Therefore, the Blessed Lord has

preached in the Gita the philosophy of life-long Desireless

Action, based on Spiritual Knowledge, and in which the

highest importance is given to Devotion, so as to effect a

fusion between Intelligence (Jhana), Love (Devotion), and

physical capacity (kartrtva), and so as to enable the ordinary

affairs of the world to be carried on satisfactorily, without

prejudicing Release ;
and it follows from the Commencement

(upakrama) and the Conclusion (upasamhara) ofthe Gita, that this

* “Therefore, at all times, remember me and fight.
v The word

'fight’ has been used haying regard to the occasion
;
but it does not

mean only 'fight
7

,
but must be taken to mean ‘perform all Actions

pertaining to your status in 1lieV
”
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.'advice covers the entire sum and substance of the philosophy

of the Doable and the Not-Doable, and that the disquisition on

the Doable and the Not-Doable was the true reason for

preaching this religion to Arjuna. Which Action is righteous,

meritorious, just, or beneficial, and which, on the other hand, is

unrighteous, improper, unjust or harmful, can be explained in

'two ways. The one way is not to explain the inherent reason

or the justification for the advice, but merely to say that if a

.particular thing is done in a particular way, it is right,

and if done in another particular way, it is wrong.

Injunctions like ‘Do not cause death’, ‘Do not steal’, ‘Speak the

"truth’ (satyam mdo), Act righteously (dharmam earn) etc. are of

this kind. These injunctions or courses of conduct are definitely

laid down in the Manu-Smrti, and other Smrtis, and in the

Upanisads. But as man is a rational animal, he is not

satisfied with such didactic injunctions, and he naturally feels a

• desire to understand the true reason why they were laid down

;

and he naturally thinks over and finds out the eternal and

fundamental principle at the bottom of these rules of conduct.

‘Going to the bottom of worldly morality in this way, and

finding out the underlying fundamental principles, is the

purpose of PHILOSOPHY (Sastra); and merely putting

together and mentioning the rules, is known as ACARA-
3AMGRAHA. The code of rules of conduct (acara~samgraha)

.relating to the Path of Action is to be found in the Smrti

texts; and the Bhagavadgita contains a conversational or

.Pauranika, but philosophical (sastriya) disquisition on the

.fundamental principles of that code. Therefore, it is more

^proper to say that the subject-matter of exposition in the Gita

is THE SCIENCE OF KARMA-YOGA (Karma-Yoga-Sastra),

instead of saying that it is KARMA-YOGA ;
and this word,

rthat is, SCIENCE OF YOGA (Yoga-Sastra) has been used in

the Gita in the concluding portion of every chapter showing

4he end of the chapter. This Science of Karma-Yoga in the

'GitS has been called the Science of Proper Conduct (sadvortana),

'the Science of Good Behaviour (sadaedra), Philosophy of

Ethics, Critique of Ethics, Elements of Ethics, the Science of

Duty, the Discernment of Right and Wrong, or the Science of

.Sociology, by Western philosophers, who either do not believe
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in the life after death, or consider it as inferior. These are

merely Materialistic names; and their way of criticising is -

also a purely Materialistic way. Therefore, the majority of

the persons who have read the books of such Western writers

think that Morality or Ethics has not been dealt with in any
work in Sanskrit literature. The most profound philosophy in

India is the Vedanta philosophy
;
and if one considers our

modern Vedanta works, they are seen to be principally

indifferent about worldly affairs. Then, how can we find in

them any consideration of Karma-Yoga or of Ethics? This

subject-matter cannot be dealt with in books on Grammar, or

on Logic ; and in the Smrti texts, one cannot find anything more

than a code of religious precepts. Therefore, it is the common

belief of many persons, that our ancient writers, being steeped

in the deep contemplation of Release, have forgotten to deab

with the subject-matter of Morality or Ethics. This mis-

understanding will be removed if one carefully considers the

Mahabharata or the Gita. But, as the Mahabharata is a very

extensive work, it is very difficult to read the whole of it and
to give careful thought to the subject-matter in it; and:

although the Gita is small, yet, there is a strong belief, that it

deals only with the question of Release, on account of the

doctrine-supporting commentaries on it But no one has

taken the trouble to think that the Path of Samnvasa and the

Path of Karma-Yoga were both in vogue in India from Vedic

times ; that the numbers following the Path of Karma-Yoga
were a thousand times greater than of those following the Path
of Samnyasa ;

and that the great and noble persons, whose

lives have been described in the Puranas, were supporters of

Karma-Yoga. Then, was not even one of these persons

inclined to vindicate the Path of Karma-Yoga followed by
Mm ? If it is said that there are no works on Karma-Yoga,

because all Spiritual Knowledge is confined to the Brahmin
caste, and the Vedantist Brahmins are apathetic towards

Action, that statement too would be incorrect. Because, in

the times of the Gpanisads, and also afterwards, there were

Jnaninslike Janaka and Sri Krsna among the Ksatriyas; and
even learned Brahmins like Vyasa, have written the biogra-

phies of great Ksatriyas. In writing these biographies, would
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it not be necessary to explain the key-note of the character and
lives of those men? This key-note was Karma-Yoga or the

philosophy of worldly life; and in order to explain this-

principle, subtle points of righteous or unrighteous conduct

have been dealt with in several places in the Mahabharata*

and ultimately the Gita has dealt with those principles of

Ethics, which have been responsible for the maintenance of

the world, consistently with the view-point of Release. There

are also many such instances in the other Puranas. But, as

all other expositions on the subject turn pale by the side of the

brilliance of the Gita, the Bhagavadglta has become the most

important work on the philosophy of Karma-Yoga. I have

dealt with the true nature of this Karma-Yoga in the foregoing

chapters. Yet, it cannot be said that this exposition of the

doctrine of the Gita is complete, unless one compares the

ethical principles propounded by Western philosophers with

the fundamental spiritual principles of the Doable and the

Not-Doable enunciated in the Gita. In making this compari-

son, it is also necessary to compare the Philosophy of the-

Absolute Self in the East with such philosophy in the West.

But the knowledge of the Absolute Self in the West has not

gone much beyond our knowledge. As this fact is commonly

accepted, there is not much of a necessity to compare the-

Eastern metaphysical philosophy with the Western meta-

physical philosophy ;
* and the only thing which remains is

the comparison of the Eastern with the Western science of

Ethics or Karma-Yoga, which science according to many has

not been expounded by our philosophers. But, the considera-

tion of even this one subject is so comprehensive, that it will

be necessary to write an independent treatise in order to

deal with it exhaustively. Yet, as I did not consider it proper

* A comparison of our Vedanta with Western Philosophy

has been made by Prof, Denssen in his book called the Elements', of

Metaphysics] and at the end of the second edition of this book, there is

printed the lecture delivered by Prof. Denssen before the Royal

Asiatic Society at Bombay, when he had come to India in 1893, on

the subject : “ On the Philosophy of Vedanta”. Besides this, the

work, The Religion and Philosophy of the Upanisads, written on this

subject by Prof. Deilssen also deserves to be read.

7-8
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to omit this matter altogether from this book on that account,

I have touched upon only the most salient and important points

in that subject in this concluding chapter.

As the words
1

Righteousness * and * Unrighteousness \ or

‘Morality* and ‘ Immorality \ can, strictly speaking, be

applied only to the Actions of intelligent beings, it can be

realised, after even a little consideration, that Morality does

not rest only on Action, but rests on Reason. This is what is

meant by saying :
“ dharmo hi tesam adhiko visesah ”, i.e.,

44
knowledge of Right and Wrong is the specific quality of

man, that is, of intelligent beings It is true that we refer

to a bullock or to a river, as mischievous or terrible

respectively, having regard to the effect their action or

activity has on us ; but if a bullock gives us a push, no one

files a suit against him
; and if a river gets flooded and crops

are washed away, and thereby “ great wrong to a great many
persons ” is caused, no one on that account calls the river bad,

or refers to it as a marauder. In answer to this position,

many object: once it is admitted that the rules of Right and

Wrong apply only to the affairs of men, what is the objection

to considering the rightness or wrongness of the Action of

men, merely from the point of view of the Action ? But even

this question is nob difficult to answer. Because, even if one

leaves aside lifeless objects or animals born in the unen-

lightened species of birds or beasts, and considers only the

actions of human beings, yet, in as much as the wrongs

committed by men in a moment of insanity or unknowingly,

are considered forgivable by people, or even according to law,

one has necessarily to consider, in the first instance,

the Reason of the doer, that is to say, the motive with

which he did the act, and whether or not he had realised

the consequences of the act, when one is determining the

righteousness or the unrighteousness of the doer. It is not

difficult for a rich man to give large sums of money in charity

as he wishes* But although this his act may be ‘good’,

yet, when one has to decide the true moral value of

it, such value cannot be determined merely by considering

the fact of this gift made in an off-hand way. One has to

consider whether or not the Reason of that rich person was
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^governed by religious faith. (sraddha ) ;
and, though there may

be no other evidence except this off-hand charitable gift for

-coming to a decision on that point, yet, the fact remains that

no one looks upon this gift as of the same moral value as

another gift made by a person with religious faith ; at any

rate there is room for doubt, At the end of the Mahabharata,

after the entire question of righteousness and unrighteousness

has been dealt with, there is a story which very well brings

out this position. In the Asvamedha sacrifice (yajna) made by

Yudhisthira, when he ascended the throne, millions of people

were satisfied, and began to sing his praises for the munificent

,gifts of food and other objects made by him. Then a lustrous

mungoose (nakula) came there and said to them :
“ All your

.praises are useless. However great the Yajna made by

Yudhisthira may be, it cannot be equal in merit to that

sacrifice which was made for a guest in former days, in this

very Kuruksetra, by a poor Brahmin, who lived by unchavrtti
,

that is, by gleaning grain left in the fields, and who gave all

the sattu food, which was spread out before himself and his wife

and children, to a hungry mendicant, who suddenly came to beg

for alms, just when they were about to start to eat, notwith-

standing that he and they had been without food for many
days ” (Ma. Bha. Asva. 90) The mouth and half the body of

this mungoose was of gold ; and the reason given by him for

saying that the merit of the Yajna performed by Yudhisthira

was less than the merit acquired by the poor Brahmin, who

had given one seer of sattu grain to a mendicant was as

(follows :
“ I rolled about in the remnants of food left over

in the house of that Brahmin after the mendicant had

partaken of it, and on that account my mouth and

half of my body has become golden; but although I rolled

about in the remnants of food left over after eating in the

pandal erected by Yudhisthira for the Yajna, the rest of my
body has not become golden”. In this case, if one sees only

what leads to ‘the greatest good of the greatest number’,

by taking into account only the external effects of the Action,

one will have to come to the conclusion, that the merit of

-satisfying one hundred thousand mendicants is a hundred

thousand times more than the merit of satisfying one beggar.
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But, will this conclusion be correct, not from the point of"

view of religion merely, but even of morality? Acquiring

a large amount of wealth, or getting an opportunity of

performing big acts for the benefit of others, does not depend

merely on anybody’s virtuous conduct; and if one has to

consider the small act performed by the poor Brahmin according

to his means as of little ethical or religious merit, because

it was not possible for him to perform a large Yajna for want

of money, one will have to come to the conclusion that the

poor need never entertain the hope of becoming religious or

moral like the rich. According to the principle of Freedom

of Will, keeping his mind pure was a matter within the

control of the poor Brahmin
;
and if there is no doubt that

his charitable instinct was as pure as that of Yudhisthira, then,

notwithstanding the smallness of the act performed by him,

the ethical merit of this Brahmin and of the small act

performed by him, must be considered to be the same as that

of Yudhisthira and of the magnificentYajna performed by him.

Ray ;
from the fact that he made a self-sacrifice by making

a gift of food in order to save the life of a mendicant, not-

withstanding that he himself was poor and without food for

many days, it follows that his Reason was purer than that of

Yudhisthira ;
because, it is a universally accepted fact that

purity of mind, like courage and other qualities, is truly

proved only in times of adversity
;
and even Kant has, in the

beginning of his book on Ethics, expressed an opinion that <

that man whose moral rectitude does not flinch even in times of i

adversity is the truly moral man. The same thing is conveyed*

by what was said by the mungoose. But the purity of the

heart of Yudhisthira had been tested not only by the Yajna*

performed by him after he had ascended the throne, that is,

in times of prosperity, but also before that, that is, on many-'

trying occasions, in adverse circumstances, just as in the

case of the Brahmin; and as the proposition of the writer of'

the Mahabharata was, that Yudhisthira was morally great,

even according to the subtle law relating to righteous and**

unrighteous conduct laid down above, he has called the*

mungoose a ‘reviler’. Still, from the statement in the Maha-
bharata that that Brahmin attained the same final state which*
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is reached by people who perforin the Asvamedha Yajna, it

^follows that though the merit of the act of the Brahmin might

not, in the opinion of the writer of the Mahabharata, have been

greater than that of the Yajna of Yudhisthira, yet, he certainly

‘looked upon the ethical or religious merit of both as at least

-the same. Even in ordinary life, we follow the same principle,

and consider the moral merit of a millionaire giving a thousand

rupees for a pious object, as the same as that of a poor man
who gives one rupee by way of subscription. It is likely that

'this illustration might be considered -by some as new, on

account of the use of the word ‘ subscription I, therefore, say

that in the exposition of Morality and Immorality made in

'the Mahabharata, while the story of the mungoose was being
rtold, it is said

:

sahasmsaktis ca satam satasaktir dasapi ca I

dadyad apas ca yah saktya sarve tulyaphalah smrtah it

(Ma. Bha. Asva.9G.97),

'that is, “aman who owns a thousand giving a hundred, a man who
owns a hundred giving ten, or some one according to his ability

giving only a drink of water, all these (acts) are of the same

merit, and equally beneficial**; and the same is the purport

conveyed by the sentence
“
patram puspam phalam toyam etc.

**

- (GrI. 9. 26), (i. e., “a leaf, a flower, a fruit, or even water*’—-Trans.),

in the Gita. This principle has been adopted not only in our

-religion but also in the Christian religion. The Lord Christ has

said in one place that :
“ For unto whomsoever much is given,

of him shall be much required” (Luke. 12. 48); and there is a

statement in another place in the Bible, that one day, when

the Lord Christ had gone to church and the work of collecting

funds for charitable purposes was going on, He said : “Verily I

say unto to you, that this poor widow hath cast more in, than all

•they, which have cast into the treasury*’ (Mark. 12. 43 and 44),

•on seeing an extremely poor widow giving both the pice which

-she had, in charity. This clearly proves that even the Lord

•'Christ had accepted the position that the merit of an act has to

be determined by reference to the Beason of the doer ;
and that

'when the Beason of the doer is pure, even a small act is very
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often of the same ethical merit as a larger act. If one considers

the effect of the impurity of the Reason on the moral merit of

an Action, in the opposite case, that is, when the Reason is not

pure, it will be seen that killing in self-defence a man who has

attacked you for murdering you, and killing a rich traveller

for the sake of his money, are ethically entirely different,,

though the act of killing is the same in both the cases. The

German poet Schiller has described a similar incident towards

the end of his drama William Tell
;
and the distinction which

has been made by him there between two externally exact

actions, on account of the purity or the impurity of the

Reason, is the difference between the ‘abandonment of self-

interest* (svartha-tyaga) and the ‘destruction of self-interest’

(svartha-hatya). This shows that whether the two acts are

unequal or are equal to each other, the difference between them,

from the point of view of Morality, arises from the difference

-

between the motives of the doers. This ‘motive’ is also known,

as ‘ Intention *, ‘ Desire or ‘ Reason *
; because, although the

scientific meaning of the word ‘Reason’ is the ‘Discerning

organ’, yet, as ‘Knowledge’, ‘Desire’, and ‘Intention’ are all the

results of the activity of this mental organ, it is usual to also

refer to all these as ‘Reason’ ;
and as has been stated before,

the Equable Reason of the Sthitaprajna is a combination

of the steadiness of Pure Reason and the purity of

Practical Reason. The Blessed Lord did not ask Arjuna to

consider how many persons would be benefited or how many
persons ruined by the war being carried on. On the other hand,

the Blessed Lord has said, “Whether Bhlsma will die or Drona

will die as a result of the carrying on of the war, is a minor

consideration
; the principal question is with what frame of

Reason you are going to enter the fight
;
and if your Reason*

is like that of a Sthitaprajna, you will incur no sin if Bhisma
and Drona are killed while you are performing your duty with

that pure and untarnished Reason. You are not fighting with a

Hope of Fruit in the shape of causing the death of Bhlsma.

You have only asked for a share of that kingdom to which you
have acquired a right by birth ; in order to avoid the war, you
have not failed to take it lying down as much as possible, and
hate even tried conciliatory ambassadors

;
but when you saw.”
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that this course of propriety and of gentleness was of no avail*

you have started the war, as there was no other alternative.

For this, you are not to blame at all ; because, it is your duty*

to acquire these rights ultimately by fight, if necessary, in

the interests of public welfare, according to the religion of

Ksatriyas, instead of wasting time in begging like a Brahmin

( Ma. Bha. U. 28 and 72 ; and Vanaparva 33. 48 and 50 )”.

Accepting this logical reasoning of the Blessed Lori Vyasa

has satisfied Yudhisthira later on in the Santiparva (San. ch. 3£

and 33). But though the Reason is thus considered to be the

superior factor in deciding what is right and what is wrong,

it becomes necessary to explain what is meant by Pure Reason;

because, as both the Mind and the Reason are evolutes ( mkara)

of Matter (prakrh ), they can inherently be of three kinds, that

is sattvika (static), rajasa (active) and tamasa (ignorant). There-

fore, the Gita has said that, that Reasoning Faculty which

Realises the Form of the permanent Atman, which (Atman)

is beyond the cognizance of Reason, which (form) is common
to all created things, is to be called the pure or the sattmka

Reason in the Philosophy of Karma-Yoga. The sattvika Reason

is also known as the Equable Reason; and the word ‘Equable*

means “ which recognises and Realises the unity or identity

of the Atman which inhabits all created things”. That

Reason which does not Realise this identity, is neither pure

nor sattvika. When one has thus decided that this Equability

of Reason is the most important factor in determining questions-

of Morality, the next question which naturally arises is, how to*

recognise this evenness or Equability of Reason ;
because, as

the Reason is an internal organ, one cannot see by one’s eyes

whether it is good or bad. Therefore, in order to find out

whether or not the Reason is pure and equable, one must in the

first instance consider the external Actions of the man ; other-

wise, a man will by his mouth say that his Reason is pure and

equable, and by his hands do whatever he likes. Therefore, the

S&stras have laid down the proposition that the true Knower

of the Brahman has to be recognised by considering his natures

and that if he is a mere talker, he is not a true saint. In

describing the characteristics of the Sthitaprajna or of the

Devotee of the Blessed Lord, the Bhagavadglta principally
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describes how such persons behave in the world towards other

people ; and in the thirteenth chapter, ‘ Jnana * (Knowledge)

has also been defined in the same way, that is, by explaining

the effect of Jnana on a man’s nature. From this it will be

seen, that the Gita does not say that one need not at all

consider the external Actions of a man. But, although

behaviour, that is to say, external Action, and principally

external Action in times of adversity, has to be considered

in order to test whether the Reason of any particular

person—and epecially of another person—is or is not Equable,

yet, we must also bear in mind, that we cannot come to a

faultless conclusion as to the morality of a person merely from

his external behaviour. Because, although under certain

circumstances, an external Action may be small, yet, its moral

value is as high as that of a big act, as will be proved from the

•story of the mungoose mentioned above. Therefore, our Sastras

have laid down that (i) whether the external act is big or small,

-and whether it is beneficial to one person or brings happiness

to many persons, that cannot be given higher importance than

-as being an evidence of a pure Reason
;
that (ii) after deciding to

what extent the Reason of the doer is or is not pure, by con-

sidering this external Action, one has ultimately to decide the

morality or otherwise of such Action, by reference to the purity

of Reason to be ascertained in this way ; and that (iii) questions

•of Morality cannot be properly decided merely by con-

sidering external Actions. And, that is why the Equable

and Pure Reason, that is, Desire, has been given a high place

in the Karma-Yoga in the Gita, by saying that “the Reason is

superior to the Action” (2. 49). In the book on the Bhagavata

religion oalled Narada Paficaratra , which is later in date

that the Gita, Markandeya says to Narada r*

manasam prardnam eva sarvakarmdkakaranam \

manonurupatii vakyaih ca vakyem prasphutam rmnah ii

(Na. Pan. 1. 7. 18).

that is, “the Mind is the only cause (the root cause) of all

the Actions of mankind. As the Mind is, so does the man
speok; a man’s Mind expresses itself in what he Says”. In
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short, the Mind (that is, the determination of the Mind) comes

> first, and then all Actions take place. Therefore, Buddhist

writers have also accepted the doctrine of the Gita relating

to Pure Reason for distinguishing between the Doable and

*the Not-doable. For example, in the well-known Buddhistic

work on Morality known as Dhammapada
,
it is stated right

in the beginning that

manopubbamgama dhamma, manoseththa (srestha) manomaya \

manasa ce padutthena bhasati va karoti vd \

tato na dukkham anveti cakkam va vahato padam il

( Dhammapada 1 ).

that is: “the Mind, that is, the activities of the Mind

come first, and the righteous or unrighteous Action comes

afterwards; (this being the order) the Mind is considered

as principal and superior in this matter, and all these

tendencies (dhamma) must be said to be based on the

Mind; therefore, according as the Mind of the doer is

pure or vicious, so does his speech or action become

good or bad ; and he enjoys happiness, or suffers unhappiness,

accordingly later on”*. Similarly, Buddhist writers have

also accepted the corollary drawn from this doctrine in the

Upanisads and in the Gita (Kausi. 3. 1 ;
and Gi. 18. 17), that

the Sthitaprajna, whose mind has once become completely pure

and desireless, cannot afterwards be guilty of any sin, and that

whatever he does, he is free both from sin and merit ; and it is

stated in many places in Buddhistic works that the * arhat *

'that is, the ‘man who has reached the state of perfection *, is

always pure and sinless (Dhammapada, 294 and 295 ; Milinda-

Pra. 4. 5. 7).

Prom what has been stated above the Western Intuitionist

school, which worships and takes the decision on questions of

* This stanza m Pali has been interpreted by different persons

dn different ways; but in my opinion this stanza is based on

the principle, that in order to determine the propriety or

impropriety of any particular Action, one has to consider the

nature of the Mind of the doer. See the commentary of Max
IMtiller on his English translation of the Dhammapada (S. B. E.

“Vol. 3C pp. 3, 4).
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Morality from the deity of Conscience, and the Western*

Materialistic school, which asks you to decide all questions of

Morality by the sole external test of ' the greatest ,good of

the greatest number will both be seen to be one-sided and

scientifically insufficient; because, Conscience is not some
independent thing or deity, but is included in Pure Reason

and when it has been so included, the decision of Conscience

about the Duty and the Non-duty can never be faultless ;

because, the Conscience of every man is sattmka
,
rajasa or

tamasa according to his inherent nature. And if you say that

questions of Morality have to be decided by the purely

external material test of ‘the greatest good of the greatest

number*, the Reason cf the doer is left entirely out of

calculation
;
and if some one has taken in advance skilful

precautions for reducing as far as possible the injurious

external effects of his theft or of his immoral behaviour,

one has to say that his evil doings are less objection-

able from the point of view of Materialistic Morality.

That is why the Vedic religion is not the only religion

which has insisted on the purity of the body, the speech, and

the mind ( Manu. 12. 3-8
; 9. 29 )

;

but, even in the Bible,

adultery or immoral behaviour is not considered purely a

bodily sin; and a man’s looking with immoral intentions towards

a woman not his wife, or a woman looking with similar inten-

tions towards a man not her husband, have also been considered,

adulterous (Matthew. 5. 28). And in the Buddhistic religion,

it is stated that the purity must be not only bodily but also of

the speech, and of the Mind (Dhamma. 96 and 391). Besides,

Green says in addition that if one considers only external

happiness as the highest ideal, there is a chance of rivalry

between men and men or between nations and nations for

acquiring it, and of quarrels arising in consequence
; because,

it is, as a rule, not possible for a person to acquire the external,

means of obtaining external happiness without reducing the

happiness of others. The same is not the case with the

Equable Reason. This internal happiness is self-obtained,

that is to say, it can be acquired by any one for himself

Without interfering with the happiness of another. Not only is*

this so, but that man, who has acquired the inherent nature of
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behaving with equability towards all created things by-

realising the unity of the Atman, cannot either secretly or

openly commit any sin ; and it does not remain necessary to

say to him : “Always consider in what the greatest good of the

greatest number lies’*. Because, in the case of a man, it

necessarily follows that whatever he does, will be done by him

after proper consideration. It is not that proper consideration

is necessary only for determining the correctness of moral

Actions. What should be the state of a man’s conscience when
he makes that proper consideration, is the important question

;

because, the conscience of every one is not the same. Therefore,

when one says that Equability of Reason must always inhabit

the Conscience, it is not necessary to also say that one should

take into proper account the welfare of the greatest number,

or of all created beings, or of the entire creation. Western

philosophers have now started saying that man has duties not

only towards all living beings in the human species, but also

towards living beings among dumb animals; and these duties

must be included in the philosophy of the Doable and the

Not-Doable; and it will be seen that from this comprehensive

point of view, the words ‘welfare of the entire creation’

(sarvabhuta-hita) are more comprehensive than the words “the

greatest good of the greatest number of human beings”;

and that, all this is included in Equability of Reason. If, on

the other hand, one takes the case where the Reason of a

particular person is not pure and equable, then, although he

may be perfectly capable of deciding by calculation in what
‘ the greatest good of the greatest number ’ lies, it is not

possible that he will be inclined towards moral Action;

because, being inclined towards any good Action, is the

quality of a Pure Mind, and not of a calculating Mind. If

some one says that we need not consider the inherent nature or

the mental frame of such a calculative person, and that if his

calculation is correct, a correct decision is arrived at between

the Duty and the Non-Duty, and we get what we want, then,

such a position is wrong. Because, although every one

ordinarily understands what is pain and what is happiness,

yet, in discriminating between various kinds of pain and

happiness, one has in the first place to decide what value*
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has to be assigned to which particular pain or happiness ;

and, as there does not now exist any definite external

instrument like a thermometer for deciding these values,

nor is there any likelihood of such an instrument being

invented in the future, every one has to decide the true value

of any particular pain or happiness with the help only of his

own mind. But, as the man who is not saturated with

ihe feeling of Self-Identification
(atmaupamya), according

to which “ another man has the same feelings as I”,

cannot properly gauge the intensity of pain or happi-

ness, he cannot make a true valuation of this pain or

happiness ; and then there is a natural mistake in the values

of pain and happiness taken by him for arriving at a decision,

and there is very often a chance that all his calculations will

go wrong. Therefore, one must not ascribe much importance

to the calculating process of ‘ considering * in the phrase
4
considering the greatest good of the greatest number’; and

one has ultimately to say that the true seed of Morality is that

Pure, Self-Indentifying and greedless Reason which has

become Equable towards all created things, and by which the true

value of the pain or happiness of the greatest number of other

persons has first to be decided. Morality is the inherent

nature of a Conscience which is mineless, pure, loving, equable,

or, in short, which is endowed with the sattva constituent
;

it is

not the result of mere discriminating calculation. Therefore,

when Yudhisthira had ascended the throne after the Bharatl

war, and Kunti, who had been made happy by the prowess

of her sons, was about to leave the kingdom along with

Dhrtarastra in order to live in the woods, she did not expatiate

on the advice of doing * the greatest good to the greatest

number’, but simply said
“mams te mahad astu ca ” (Ma f Bha.

A6va. 17. 21), i.e., “0, my son, may your Mind be always

great”, Those Western philosophers, who have maintained

that considering in what the greatest good of the greatest

number lies, is the true, scientific, and easiest test of Morality,

have, in the first place, taken for granted that every one has

the same pure Mind as themselves
;
and with that data, they

have given advice as to the way in which questions of

Morality should be solved. But, as the data of these
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questions of Morality becomes one-sided and insufficient.

Not only is this so, but their writings give rise to the

foolish impression that if instead of troubling about

making his Mind, nature, or moral character more and more pure

and sin-fearing, a man learns to make a proper calculation

about the external effects of his Actions, that will be

quite enough for him to become
1

moral and therefore, those

persons who have not overcome their selfish natures, become
crafty, scheming, or hypocritical (Gita 3. 6); and the whole

of society is likely to suffer to that extent. Therefore, the

doctrine of the Gita that, (i) considering the external effects

of Action, even merely as a test of Morality, is insufficient

and inferior (lerparta); and that (ii) in this matter, that is, in

Karma-Yoga (a) one has ultimately to rely on the Equability

of Reason, which is expressed in external Actions, and which

remains unchanged even in times of adversity, and (b) the

true test of Righteous Action is Knowledge-full and

unlimited Pure Reason, or rectitude, is, in my opinion, more

to the point, more comprehensive, more correct, and more

faultless than the Western Intuitionist or Materialistic -

doctrines.

Leaving aside the Materialistic and Intuitionist works

on the Philosophy of Ethics by Western writers, and consi-

dering only those works which deal with the subject purely

from the Metaphysical point of view, it will be seen that in

them, as in the Gita, Purity of Reason is considered of greater'

value than the Action itself. For instance, take the 'Meta-

physics of Morals

*

and other books on Morality written by

Kant. Although Kant has not adopted the doctrine of the unity

of the Atman in all created beings, yet, after minutely con-

sidering the question of Pure Reason and Practical Reason, he

has come to the conclusions* that : (1) rather than determining

the ethical value of any particular act, by considering its

# See Kant’s Theory ofEthics, translated by Abbott, 6th Edition.

This book contains all these propositions; the first proposition is

at pages 10, 12, 16, and 24; the second, at pages 112 and 117; the

third, at pages 81, 58, 121, and 290; the fourth, at pages 18, 38, 55,.,

and 119; and the fifth, at pages 70-73 and 80.
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external result, namely, how many persons will be benefited and

to what extent, one should determine that value by considering

to what extent the Practical Reason {vasana) or Desire of that

person is pure
; (2) this Desire ( or Practical Reason, i. e.,

vasanatmaka buddhi ) of a man can be considered to be pure,

stainless, and independent, only when, instead of being

engrossed in the happiness of the organs, it remains continually

within the control of the Pure Reason (that is to say, when it

acts according to the dictates of the Pure Reason regarding

the Duty and the Non-Duty)
; (3) there is no necessity of laying

down rules of Morality for that man whose Desire has become

purified in this way, as a result of the control of the organs,

after it has been so purified ;
these rules are necessary only for

ordinary persons ; (4) when the Desire has been purified in this

way, whatever acts it inspires the man to do, are dictated after

considering “what will happen to me, if some one else does to

me what I do to him,” and (5) this purity or independence of

Desire cannot be accounted for, unless one leaves the world of

Action ( karma-srsti ) and enters the world of the Brahman
<brahmasrsti). But as the ideas of Kant regarding the Atman
and the world of the Brahman, were to a certain extent

incomplete, Green, though he belonged to the school of Kant,

has, in his Prolegomena to Ethics ( § § 99, pages 174-179 and

223-232) first laid down that the inaccessible Principle, which

'saturates the external world, that is, the Cosmos (brahmay,da)

is partly incarnated in the shape of the Atman in the piqtjia

(that is, in the human body); and he has later on laid down
•the propositions that (i) it is the intense Desire of that

permanent and the independent Principle in the human body,

namely, the Atman, of Realising its most comprehensive,

'social, and all-pervading form, which compels human beings

to perform good actions and that (ii) the permanent and un-

changing happiness of man lies in this Realisation, whereas the

happiness afforded by objects of pleasure is non-permanent. In

short, it will be seen that though this point of view of both

Kant and Green is Metaphysical, yet, Green has justified the

discrimination between the Doable and Not-Doable, and the

freedom of Will, on the basis of the Pure Atmic form which
,:iSi seen uniformly expressed both in the Body - (pirufa ) and in
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‘the Cosmos (brahman<ja\ instead of confining himself to the

activities of Pure Reason. Although, these doctrines of

Western Materialistic moral philosophers are not identical

with the doctrines of the Gita mentioned below, one will

certainly see the strange similarity between the two. These

doctrines of the Gita are as follows: (1) the Desiring (i. e.,

vasanatmika) Reason of the doer, is of higher importance than

his external Actions; (2) when the Pure {vyavasayatmika)

Reason has become Self*Engrossed (atrnctrmstha), and free

tfrom doubt, and equable, the Practical Reason of itself also

becomes pure and holy; (3) that Sthitaprajna whose Reason

has become equable and steady in this way, is himself always

beyond Rules of Conduct; (4) his behaviour, or the Rules of

Morality arising out of his Self-Identifying Reason, become

authoritative and standards for ordinary men; and (5) there

is only one Principle in the shape of the Atman, which

pervades both the Body (pinda) and the Cosmos ( brahrmnda ),

and the Atman within the body craves to Realise (this is

Release, or Moksa) its pure and all-comprehensive form ;
and

when a man has Realised this pure form, he acquires the Self-

Identifying (atmaupamya) vision towards all created things.

Yet, as the doctrines of Vedanta philosophy with reference

•to the Brahman, the Atman, Illusion (Maya), Freedom of

Will, Identity of the Brahman and the Atman, Causality

etc., are much more advanced and definite than the doctrines

of Kant and Green, the disquisition on Karma-Yoga made in

the Gita on the authority of Vedanta and of the Upanisads is

metaphysically much more unambiguous and complete ; and

the modern German Vedantist Prof. Deussen has, in his

book Elements of Metaphysics ,
accepted this same method

of dealing with Ethics. Deussen was a follower of

Schopenhauer, and he has accepted in toto the doctrine

<of Schopenhauer that “it is impossible to destroy unhappi-

ness, unless Desire is destroyed, in as much as Desire

is the cause of worldly life; and it is the duty of every

one to destroy Desire”; and he has clearly shown in

the third part of his book referred to above, how all

principles of Ethics can be substantiated on the basis of this

Metaphysical proposition. After showing that Desireless
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Action is the sign and the result of Destruction of Desire*

since (i) Abandonment of Action is totally unnecessary for

destroying Desire, or after Desire has been destroyed, and (ii)

the fact whether Desire has been destroyed or not, can be

proved by nothing so well as by Actions performed desirelessly

for the benefit of others, Deussen has laid down the proposition

that, Desirelessness of the Mind, is the root of proper behaviour

and of Morality ; and he has at the end of his argument quoted

the verse “ tasmad asaktah satatam karyam karma samacara
”

(Gi. 3. 19), * which shows that he must have thought of this

argument by reading the Gita. Whatever may be the truth,

the fact that these ideas were universally current in our

country long before Deussen, Green, Schopenhauer, and Kant,

and even possibly hundreds of years before Aristotle, is not a

small matter. Many persons are now-a-days under the

impression that Vedanta means giving up family life and enter-

ing the dry process of acquiring Release ; but this idea is not

correct. Vedanta philosophy has come into existence for

considering as scientifically as possible such deep and difficult -

questions as, (i) going beyond whatever can be actually seen

in the world and determining who man is, (ii) determining

what the Principle at the bottom of the universe is, (iii)-

defining the relation between man and that Principle, andi

what the highest ideal of man in this world is, having regard

to that relation; (iv) finding out the mode of life which must be

adopted by man in order to reach that ideal, or (v) in what way,

which ideal can be reached etc. etc. ; and strictly speaking, the

whole of Ethics, or the consideration of how men should be-

have towards each other in worldly life, will be seen to be apart

of that profound philosophy. Therefore, Karma-Yoga has to be

justified on the basis of Vedanta ; and whatever the followers

of the Path of Renunciation may say, Vedanta philosophy

undoubtedly falls into the two divisions of Pure Vedanta and*

Moral or Practical Vedanta, in the same way as Mathematics

is divided into Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics.

Kant even says that the moot questions about the ‘Parame&vara*

(the Highest Atman), Immortality,* and ‘Freedom (of Will)*’

*See Deussen's Elements of Metaphysics
^
Eng. Trans., 1909

p.304.
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have come into the human mind, only as a result of considering

the Ethical questions,
4

4

How should I behave in the world ? ”,

or, “What is my true duty in this world” ? ; and that deciding

questions of Morality by a calculation of the pure external

happiness of mankind, without satisfactorily answering these

ethical questions, will result in encouraging the animal

instincts in the human mind, which are fascinated by objects,

of pleasure, and thereby cutting at the very root of the

principles of true Morality. * It is not necessary now to-

explain in so many words why and how Vedanta has entered the

GltS, even if the subject-matter of the Gita is Karma-Yoga. Kant
has written two books on this subject, which are known as the

Critique of Pure Reason and the Critique of Practical Reason.

But as the Bhagavadglta not only deals with both these

subjects consistently with the philosophy of the Upanisads,

but also includes a disquisition on the Path of Devotion

based on Religious Faith, it has become acceptable and
authoritative on all hands.

If, keeping the question of Release aside for the time

being, ‘Equability of Reason* is accepted as important, as being

the moral principle involved in the discernment of the Doable

and the Not-doable, it also becomes necessary to briefly

consider why and how other paths arose in the Philosophy of

Ethics, in addition to that of the Metaphysics of the Gita.

Dr. Paul Cams*, a well-known American philosopher, answers

this question in his book on Ethics by saying that :

44

a man’s,

ideas about the fundamental principles of Ethics vary accord-

ingto his idea of the mutual relationship between the Body
(pv&da) and the Cosmos ( brahmanda ). Unless there is some-

* u Empiricism, on the contrary, cuts up at the roots of the

morality of intentions (in which, and not in actions only, consists

the high worth that men can and ought to give themselves)...

Empiricism, moreover, being on this account allied with all the

inclinations which (no matter what fashion they pnt on) degrade

humanity when they are raised to the dignity of a supreme

practical example .....is for that reason much more dangerous

than mysticism ” Kant's Theory of Ethics pp. 168 and 236-238.

See also Kant's Critique of Pure Reason (trans. by Max Mailer)
2nd Ed, pp. 640-657.

9—10
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'definite belief regarding the inter-relation between the Body and

the Cosmos, no question of Morality can really speaking arise.

It is possible that we may behave morally, although we may
have no definite belief as regards this inter-relation ; but, as

this behaviour will be like something done in sleep, it would

be more proper to refer to it as some bodily (kayika) activity

resulting from bodily laws, instead of referring to it as moral

behaviour”. For instance, a tigress is ready to sacrifice her

own life for protecting her cubs
;
but we do not say that this

her behaviour is a moral act, but we say that it is her

inherent nature, This answer very well explains how several

schools of thought have arisen in the matter of principles of

Ethics. Because, that principle which solves the questions,

* Who amP’, ‘ How was the world created ? \
‘ What is my use

in this world eta, is the principle by which every thinking

person ultimately decides the question how he is to behave

towards other people in his life. But these questions cannot be

answered in the same way in different countries and at

different times. According to the Christian religion, which is in

vogue in Europe, the Creator of man and of the Universe is

the qualityful Paramesvara mentioned in the Bible; and it is

stated there that He first created the world, and laid down
the Commandments of moral conduct for man ;

and Christian

‘philosophers were originally of the opinion that these

Commandments, which were laid down consistently with the

idea relating to the Body and the Cosmos mentioned in the Bible,

were the root of all Morality. When it was found later on that

these Commandments were insufficient to meet all the ordinary

activities of life, it came to bs maintained that the

* See The Ethical Problem by Dr. Cams, 2nd Ed., p. 1X1.

**Our proposition is that the leading principle in ethics must

be derived from the philosophical view back of it. The

•j world-conception a man has, can alone give character to the

principle in his ethics* Without any world-conception, we have no

ethics (i.e., ethics in the highest sense of the word). We may act

- morally like 'dreamers or somnambulists, but our ethics would in

v that -case be a, mere moral instinct without any rational insight

into its rauon %tre
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Almighty (Paramesvara) had given Conscience to man in

cider to supplement or clarify these Commandments. But,

as they later on realised the difficulty that a thief and an

honest man have not the same kind of Conscience, there

came into vogue the opinion that (i) although the Will of

the Almighty was the foundation of Ethics, yet this His Will

had to be ascertained by considering in what the greatest

good of the greatest number lay; and that (ii) there was no

other means of understanding the nature of that Will. All

these opinions are on the basis of the belief of the Christian

people, regarding the mutual inter-relation of the Body and

the Cosmos, to the effect that some qualityful Almighty is

the creator of the world, and that it is His Desire or Command-

ment that man should act morally. But when, as a result

of the growth of the Material sciences, it came to be seen

that the doctrines enunciated in the Christian scriptures

regarding the creation of the Body and the Cosmos were not

correct, the question whether there was or was not some

•creator of the world like the Paramesvara came to be left

aside, and the question whether* or not the edifice of Ethics

and morality could be erected on the foundation of things

which were actually visible began to be considered; and it

began to be maintained that the greatest happiness or benefit

.of the greatest number, or the growth of 'humanness’, were the

visible principles which were the fundamental principles of

Ethics. In this exposition, no Teason is adduced as to why
a man should try to obtain the greatest good of the greatest

number; and it is only said that such is the constantly growing

inherent tendency of mankind. But, as human nature also

includes other visible tendencies like selfishness etc., there arose

differences of opinion even in this school of thought. It is

not that these expositions of Ethics are entirely faultless.

But, as all the philososhers belonging to this school of thought,

•placed no belief or confidence in the proposition that there is

at the bottom of the universe some imperceptible Element,

•which is beyond the visible objects in the universe, they have

always attempted to somehow or other explain away all the

difficulties which arise in their path by some external or visible

principles. It will be seen from this how, although every one is
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in favour of Ethics and Morality, there is always a divergence-

in the various expositions, on account of there being different

opinions regarding the construction and the inter-relation of

the Body and the Cosmos
; and that is why I have divided the

exposition of Ethics into three divisions in the third chapter

of this book according to the Materialistic, Intuitionist, and

Metaphysical view-points regarding the construction of the

Body and the Cosmos; and have afterwads considered indivi-

dually the most important doctrines of each school of thought.

Those who believe that the entire visible universe was created

by some qualityful Paramesvara, do not consider the question of

Morality beyond considering the Commandments of the

Almighty as given in their scriptures, or the dictates of Con-

science, which according to them, was created by the power of

that Paramesvara. I have called this school of thought

the ‘Intuitionist* (adhidamka) school
;

because, a qualityful

Paramesvara is after all a deity. Those who believe that there

is no invisible Principle at the root of the universe, or that if

any such principle exists, it is inaccessible to human intelli-

gence, erect the edifice of Morality on the foundation of the

principle of the greatest good of the greatest number or the

highest development of humanness, which are visible principles.

I have named -this school of thought, the ‘Materialistic*

{adhibhauhka) school. Those who believe that there is some

eternal and intangible Principle like the Atman at the root of

the Name-d and Form-ed universe, take the exposition of

Ethics beyond the Materialistic exposition; and they decide-

the question of the duty of human beings in this world by
harmonising the Knowledge of the Atman with Morality or

religion. This school of thought has been named by me
‘Metaphysical’ (adhyatmika

)

school. The actual practical

Morality of these three schools is one and the same ; but, as>

the opinion of each school of thought regarding the construct-

ion and inter-relatian of the Body and the Cosmos is different,

the fundamental principles of Ethics are slightly different in

each school. Just as Grammar does not create a new language,

hut only finds out the rules relating to the language in ordinary

use, and helps the growth of that language, so is the case with

Ethics. Ever since the day on which the human being came
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into existence in this world, man has been keeping his conduct

pure with the help of his own intelligence, according to the

circumstances of his country and of his times ; and those high-

principled and noble-minded people, who have come to birth

from time to time, have laid down rules for the purification of

behaviour, in the shape of inspirational commands (codam),

according to their own ideas* The philosophy of Ethics has

not come into existence for breaking up these rules and making

new rules. Eules of Ethics, such as, “Do not commit murder”,

“Speak the truth”, “Do good unto others” etc., have been in

vogue from ancient times. But Ethics has to consider only

what the basic principles of Morality are, in order that it

should be convenient to expand those principles of Morality ; and

therefore, whatever school of ethical thought is taken, the rules

of Ethics, which are now in vogue, are everywhere more or

less the same. The only differences which arise in these rules,

are regarding the form of the exposition of those rules ; and

the statement of Dr. Paul Cams that the chief reason for these

differences is the difference of opinion regarding the construc-

tion and inter-relation of the Body and the Cosmos is seen to

be true*

The fact that Modern Western Materialistic philosophers,

who have written on the subject of Ethics, such as, Mill,

Spencer, Comte etc., have given up the easy and comprehensive

principle of Self-Identification (atmaupamya) and have

attempted to erect the edifice of Morality on the external

principle of ‘Universal benefit’ (sarvabhuta-Mta\ or ‘the greatest

good of the greatest number’, is due to the fact that their

opinion regarding the construction of the Body and the Cosmos
is different from the ancient opinions. When this has been

thus proved by me, those who do not accept these new-fangled

opinions, and wish to give deep consideration to such questions

as “Who ami?”; “What is the thing known as the universe?”;

“How do I perceive this universe ?”
; “Is the external world

independent of me, or not?”; “If so, what is the fundamental

element at the root of it?”; “What is the relationship between

•that Element and myself ?”; “Why should one man sacrifice

his life for the sake of another ?”
; “If it is true, according to

the rule, ‘whatever has come into existence, is sure to die*, that
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the world on which we live along with all created beings is-

sometime or other going to be destroyed, why should we
destroy our own happiness for the sake of future mortaL

generations or, those persons again who are not satisfied

with the solution, that philanthropy and other mental
tendencies are the inherent tendencies of the visible, non-

permanent, world of Action, and who wish to go to the root of

these tendencies, cannot but turn to the eternal philosophy of

the Absolute Self. And that is why Green has started his

book on Ethics with the doctrine that the Atman which
comes to Know the perceptible world, must be different from
that perceptible world

; and that is also why Kant has first

dealt with Pure Reason and then written his Critique of Prac-

tical Reason or of Ethics. Although the statement that man
is born for the happiness of himself or of many, may appear

tempting at first sight, it is not really correct. If one considers

for a moment whether those noble souls, who are prepared to

sacrifice their lives only for the sake of Truth, do so only

with the motive that future generations should have more
and more of physical happiness, one is forced to admit that

man must be having something as his highest ideal in this

world, which (ideal) is more important than the transient

material happiness of himself or of others. Which is that ideal ?

Those who have Realised the permanent, eternal, Element

in the shape of the Atman, which is clothed in the Name-d

and Form-ed, that is, visible, though perishable, Appearance

of the Body and the Cosmos, by personal Realisation,

reply to this question by saying that the first duty of every

intelligent person in this world is to Realise the eternal,

superior, pure, immortal, and all-pervasive form of his own
Atman, and to be merged in it. That man, who has in this

way Realised the Unity of the Atman pervading all created

things, and every atom of whose body and organs is saturated

with this Knowledge, does not stop to contemplate on the

question whether the world is or is not transient, but automati-

cally takes to the work of universal benefit, and becomes the

protagonist of Truth. Because, he has fully Realised the true

nature of the Eternal Truth, which is untouched by past,,

present, or future. This metaphysically perfect state of a man.
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is the original source of all rules of Morality ; and this what

is known in Vedanta as ‘Release* (moksa). Whatever system

of Morality is taken, it cannot be independent of this ultimate

ideal
; and, therefore, in expounding Ethics or the Karma-Yoga,

one cannot but surrender oneself to this principle. The desire

for universal welfare is only a tangible form of the intangible

fundamental principle of the Unity of the Atman in all created

things
;
and the qualityful Paramesvara, and the visible world,

are nothing but visible forms of the imperceptible, all-pervasive,

Atman, which is embodied in all created things. And not only

is Knowledge incomplete, unless one has gone beyond these

visible forms and Realised that imperceptible form, but the

highest ideal of every human being in this world, namely,

reaching the ultimate perfect state of the Atman in the Body,

is not attained unless this Knowledge has been acquired. Take

the case of Morality, or of worldly life, or of religion, or of any
other Science, Metaphysical Realisation is the ultimate culmi-

nation of all of them; cf: “sarvam karmakhlam partha jnane

pansamapyate” (Gi. 4. 33), (1 e., “0 Partha, all Action whatsoever,

ultimately culminates in Knowledge”—Trans.); and as our

Path of Devotion is based on this principle, the doctrine,

‘the principle of Equability of Reason, which comes into

existence as a result of Realisation, is the root of good conduct

(sadacarana) and of Release’, remains unchanged even in the

Path of Devotion. The only important objection against this

principle, established by Vedanta philosophy, is the belief

of some, Vedantists, that it is absolutely essential to abandon

all Action after one has come to the stage of Realisation.

And therefore, the Gita has, after showing that there is no

conflict between Knowledge and Action, expatiated on the

Karma-Yoga doctrine that Jnanins must, notwithstanding that

they have destroyed Desire, perform all Actions, purely as

duties, for universal benefit, and with the intention of

dedicating them to the Paramesvara. It is true that the

advice given to Arjuna is a special advice to fight, as he has

been asked to fight and to dedicate all Actions to the

Paramesvara ; but that advice has been given consistently with

the occasion which then existed (Gi. 8. 7). All persons e. g.

farmers, carpenters, ironmongers, agriculturists/ grain-dealers
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merchants, Brahmins, clerks, etc., must keep going their

various activities pertaining to their respective positions in

life, with the intention of dedicating them to the Paramesivara,

and thereby carry out the maintenance and uplift of the world,

in the same way as Arjuna
;
and the SUMMARY of all this

advice is that when every one in this way sticks to whatever

profession or position in life is his by birth, with a desireless

frame of mind, he, the doer, does not thereby commit any sin

;

that all Actions are essentially the same
; that the fault, if

any, lies in the Reason of the doer, and not in the Action

(Karma); and that, when a man performs all Actions after

equabilising his Reason, he thereby only performs the worship

of the Paramesvara, and, not having committed any sin,

ultimately attains Release. But, those persons, who have made
a firm determination not to enter the deep waters of the

consideration of the Atman and the Non-Atman by
trangressing the borders of the perishable and visible universe,

because it is improper to do so, (especially, in these modern
days), give up the high level of man’s highest ideal of

Realising the identity of the Brahman and the Atman, and
start the exposition of their philosophy of Ethics with the

inconstant, if visible, Materialistic principles of
1

the benefit of

mankind*, or * the benefit af all created things But just as

one cannot say that a tree has become a different tree, as a

result of one’s having lopped off the top of it, so also does the

philosophy of Ethics invented by Materialistic philosophers

not become a new philosophy, merely because it is headless or

incomplete. Even in our India, Samkhya philosophers, who
do not admit the identity of the Brahman and the Atman, and

who look upon each Purusa (Spirit) as a separate entity, have

fixed the characteristics of the three constituents, sattva, rajas

and tamas,
after considering which of those constituents is

responsible for the maintenance of the world, and which, for

the destruction of the world ; and they have maintained that

it is the duty of every man to reach the highest state of the

sattvika constituent, and that by doing so, one attains the state

of the Trigunatita (beyond the three constituents), and acquires

Release ; and the same import has been conveyed, with a slight

difference, in the seventeenth and the eighteenth chapters of
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the GltS. * Whether you call it the
1

highest development of

the sattvika constituent ’ or, you call it the ‘highest expansion of

philanthropy, or humanness ’ in Materialistic terminology, it

is just the same. Not only have all these Materialistic

principles been fully enunciated both in the Mahabharata and

in the Gita, but it is clearly stated in the Mahabharata, that if

one considers the worldly or the external use of rules of Eight

and Wrong (dharmadharma ), one sees that these moral rules are

for the good of all created beings, that is, for universal good.

But, instead of somehow or other getting rid of the matter like

Materialistic philosophers, by relying merely on the Perceptible,

and indulging in verbosity because they have no faith in the

Imperceptible, although they realise that Materialistic

principles are insufficient for philosophically distinguishing

between the Duty and the Non-duty, the Blessed Lord has in the

Gita taken the ladder of these principles right up to the funda-

mental, imperceptible, and permanent Element at the root of

the Body and Cosmos, and established a complete harmony

between Release, Morality, and worldly life on the basis of

philosophy ; and, therefore, it has been clearly stated in the

beginning of the Anuglta (Ma. Bha. Asva. 16. 12) that the

principles, which have been enunciated for distinguishing

between the Duty and the Non-duty, ultimately lead to

Release. Those who are of the opinion that it is not necessary

to harmonise the science of Release with Ethics, or Meta-

physics with Morality, will not realise the importance of

this exposition. But such people as are not indifferent

about this matter, will certainly consider the argument in

support of Karma-Yoga as superior to or more acceptable,

than the purely Materialistic exposition of the subject. As

philosophy was not as highly developed metaphysically in

any country in ancient times as in India, it was not possible

that such a Metaphysical exposition of Karma-Yoga ( Right

Action) should have been made in any country
;
nor has it been

so made.

* The book named, The Hindu System ofMoral Science written

by Babu Kishorilal Sircar M. A,, B. L., is of this kind, that is, it is

based on the foundation of the three constituents, sattm, rajas, and

tarns.
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I have considered in the eleventh chapter above the pros and
cons of the doctrine that, rather than abandoning Action some-

time or other in this life, it is better to continue performing the

same Actions, desirelessly and for the public welfare, cf : “karma

jyayo hy akarmariati ’ (i. e., “Action is superior to Inaction”

—

Trans.), which has been enunciated in the Gita, notwithstanding

that it accepts the position that worldly life is inconstant, and
that there is more of unhappiness than happiness in such

life (Gi, 9. 33). But, in comparing this Karma-Yoga of the

Gita with the Western philosophy of Action, or our philosophy

of Renunciation with the Western philosophy of Abandonment
of Action (karma-tyaga), it is necessary to deal at greater length

with this matter. The doctrine that Release cannot be

attained, unless one goes out of this painful and insipid worldly

life, was first brought into the Vedic religion by the writers

of the Upanisads and the Saihkhya philosophers. The prior

Vedic religion was Energistic, that is to say, it dealt with

ritualistic Action. But, if one considers religions other than

the Vedic religion, it will be seen that most of them had

accepted the Path of Renunciation from the very commence-

ment. For instance, the Jain and Buddhistic religions are*

both from the very beginning in favour of Renunciation; and

the preaching of Christ is also to the same effect. The

original Christian religion has preached the same principle

as was preached by Buddha to his disciples, namely,

:

“abandon worldly life, live like an ascetic, and do not look at

or speak with women” (Mahaparinibbana Sutta 5. 23). Whereas

Christ preached : “Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself”'

(Matthew 19. 19), St. Paul has preached “Whether there-

fore, ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all

to the glory of God”(l Cori. 10.31); and both these com-

mandments are similar to the preaching of the Gita, that

all Actions should be performed by Self-Identification and

with the idea of dedicating them to God (Gi. 6. 29 and 9. 27).

But from that it does not follow, that the Christian religion is

Energistic like the Gita religion ; because, the ultimate ideal

of the Christian religion is, that man should attain immortality,

and be redeemed ; and as the Christian religion has maintained

that that ideal cannot be reached without giving up one’s
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renunciatory. Not only did Christ himself remain unmarried

till the end of his life, but when a young man came and said

to Him : “I have from my youth up followed all such command-
ments as

1

Honour thy father and thy mother * Love thy

neighbour as thyself ' etc.
; what good thing shall I do, that I

may have eternal life ?”, Christ gave him the plain answer :
“ If

thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the

poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven
; and come and

follow me ” (Matthew, 19. 16-30 and Mark, 10. 21-31) ; and
immediately afterwards He turned to His disciples and said r

“ It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than

for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God ”, One may
safely say that this is only a copy of the advice given by

Yajnavalkya to Maitreyl that :
“ amrtatvasya tu nasasti vittena ”

(Br. 2. 4. 2), i.e.,
“ if you have money, you need not entertain

any hope of obtaining immortality ”, Christ has nowhere

preached what has been preached by the Gita, namely, that for

obtaining immortality, it is not necessary to give up worldly

life, and that it is enough if all Actions in such life are

performed desirelessly. On the other hand, whereas Christ has-

preached that, as there is a permanent conflict between worldly

wealth and God (cf :
“ Ye cannot serve God and Mammon ”,

Matthew 6. 24), therefore, “if any man come to me, and

hate not his father, and mother, and wife and children,

and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also,

he cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14. 26), St. Paul, the

disciple of Christ has preached that : “It is good for a man
not to touch a woman” (I. Oori. 7. 1). In the same way, I have

shown above the similarity between the statement in the

Brhadaranyakopanisad (Br, 4.4.22) that, “Idmprajaya karisyamo

yesa?n no *yam atma 'yam lokah”, (i. e., “as we see that the whole

world is nothing but our Atman, why should we have any

(other) generation?”; see p. 433, Vol. I supra—Trans.), and

the following words uttered by Christ : “Who is my mother ?

and who * are my brethern ? For whosoever shall do the will of

* This is the standing advice of those who advocate the Path,

of Renunciation. The words uha te Jcanta has te putrah” (i, e. “what

is thy wife ? what is thy son —Trans.) uttered by Samkaracarya
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my Father, which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and
sister, and mother” (Matthew, 12. 46-50). It follows from
these statements in the Bible itself, that the Christian religion,

like the Jainism or Buddhism, originally advocated the

giving up of worldly life, that is, supported Renunciation;

and if one considers the ancient history of the Christian

religion, it is seen that consistently with the preaching of the

Lord Christ to his disciples that • “Provide neither gold, nor

silver, nor brass, in your purses”, the earliest of Christian

preachers used to live in a state of Renunciation. * The
practice of Christian preachers or of followers of Christ, of

taking up the state of householders and leading a family life,

is the result of the reform which came afterwards
; that was

not the original Christian religion. Even in these days, people

like Schopenhauer maintain that worldly life is full of pain,

and on that account discardable; and I have mentioned

before that the question whether it was better to spend

one's life in philosophical contemplation, or to spend

it in diplomatic activity for public welfare, had arisen

in Greece in ancient times. In short, this Western

philosophy of the Abandonment of Action and our

philosophy of Renunciation are to a great extent similar to

are well known
;
and there is a statement in the Buddhacarita (Life

•of Buddha) by Asvaghosa (6. 45) that Buddha had said :
“Ivaham

rnatuh ha sa mama77
(i, e.

?
“what am I to my mother, what is she

to me ? ”

—

Trans.)

* See Paulsen’s System of Ethics (Eng. trans) Book. I, Chap. 2

and 3 ;
esp. pp 89-97. ‘‘The new (Christian) converts seemed to

renounce their family and conntry. .their gloomy and austere

a«peat, their abhorrence of the common business and pleasures of

life, and their frequent predictions of impending calamities

inspired the pagans with the apprehension of some danger which

would arise from the new sect”. Historian 7

$ History of the World,

Yol. YI. p. 318. The German poet Goethe has, in his poem Faust

said;, Thou Bhalt renounce
;
that is the eternal song which rings

ia everyone’s ears
;

which our whole life long, every hour is

hoarsely singing to us” (Faust. Part I lines 1195-1198). I can

quote many other authorities in support of the position that the

original Christian religion was renunciatory.
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each other ; and one may safely say that the Western method

of supporting that philosophy is the same as the Eastern

method. But, as the reasons given by Western philosophers

for proving that the Path of Action is better than that of

Abandonment of Action are different from the reasons adduced

in the Gita for following Energism, this difference must be

mentioned here. The supporters of the Western Materialistic

Path of Action say, that we must look upon the greatest good

of the greatest number or of all the beings in the world—that

is, their Material happiness—as the highest ideal in this world,

and that it is the duty of everybody, while working for the

happiness of everybody else, to also become engrossed in the

same happiness ;
and for supporting this position, many of the

philosophers say, that there is more of happiness than of

unhappiness in life. From this point of view, one has to say

that the followers of the Western Path of Action are such as

“ take part in the worldly life in the hope of obtaining

happiness ”, and that those who follow the Western Path of

Abandonment of Action are “tired of worldly life”; and for

this reason, they are respectively called ‘ Optimists ’ and
* Pessimists ’*. But the two paths mentioned in the Bhagavad-

glta are different from these paths. By being induced to take

part in worldly life by the enticement of physical material

pleasure, whether one’s own or of other people, the sattviha

mental frame in the shape of Equability of Reason suffers to a

certain extent at least. The Gita, therefore, says that (a) whether

worldly life is productive of happiness or of unhappiness,,

if one cannot give up worldly affairs even if one wants to do

so, there is no sense in considering whether they produce

happiness or unhappiness; that (b) whether there is happiness

or unhappiness, one must consider it a great good fortune

• James Sully has in his book called Pessimism described the

two paths of Optimists and Pessimists. Out of these 4 Optimist 9

means 4 enthusiastic \ and i Pessimist J means 1 tired of life and

I have mentioned in a previous note (see p. 420 supra), that these

words are synonymous with the words *¥oga ? and ‘Samkhya*

used in the Gita
j
and the same idea is explained above in detaiL

There is a third path who ‘ desire to prevent unhappiness \ and

Sully has described this path as * Melhorism 9
.
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that one has got a human birth
;
and that (c) it is the duty of

every human being to (i) suffer whatever fate befalls him
in the inevitable activity of this world of Action, without

allowing his heart to be discouraged, and with an equable

frame of mind, as described in the words, “ duhJcyesv anudvigna-

manah sukhesu vigatahsprhah” (Gl. 2. 56.), (i. e., “with an
undejected mind in the midst of unhappiness, and being free

from desire in the midst of pleasures “—Trans.), and to

(ii) go on performing life-long whatever portion of Action has

fallen on one’s shoulders, for the maintenance of the world,

according to one’s status in life, consistently with the injuctions

of the Sastras, and not for this purpose or that purpose, but

desirelessly. In the times of the Gita, the arrangement of

the four castes was in full swing ; and that is why it is stated

in the Gita that different social duties are allocated to different

persons according to the arrangement of the four castes ; and

it is shown in the eighteenth chapter how these differences

arise according to the divisions of the constituents and of

Karma (Gl. 18. 41-44). But, one must not, on that account
>

draw the conclusion that the principles of Ethics enunciated

in the Gita apply only to the arrangement of the four castes.

The writer of the Mahabharata was fully alive to the fact

that the compass of the principles of Ethics like, Non-Violence

( ohimsa) etc., is not restricted to the four castes, and that these

principles ordinarily apply to the whole of mankind. It is,

therefore, clearly stated in the Bharata, that the maintenance of

the Non-Aryans, who were outside the four castes who observed

these principles, must be made by the king according to these

general Ethical principles (San. 65. 12.-22); and instead of

making the exposition of principles of Ethics depend on any

particular arrangement of society, such as the arrangement of

the four castes, the Gita has based it on universal Metaphysical

"philosophy. The chief conclusion of the Ethics of the Gita is,

that, one must perform all one’s duties according to the

iSastras, desirelessly, and by Self-Identification; and this

Applies equally well to all persons in all countries. But,

although this universal principle Of Ethics of a Self-Identify-

teg vision '.and' of 'Desireless Action is thus established, it is

also necessary to give s$rirexplan&tion~of how those Actions,
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to which that principle has to be applied, fall to the lot of

different persons in this world. The arrangement of the four

castes has, therefore, been mentioned in the Gita, as it was the

most simple and natural illustration, which applied to the

circumstances of that particular age
;
and the arrangement of

•society in those days has been concisely explained in the Gita

according to the division of ‘constituents of Matter’ (guna).

and Action. But this is not the principle idea of the Gita ; and

it must be borne in mind that the comprehensive doctrine of

the Gita is that, even where this arrangement of four castes is

not in vogue, or is not rigorously observed, a human being

comes into existence to perform whatever duties come to his

share, for the maintenance of society, according to the arrange-

ment of society which may then be in vogue, as duties,

desirelessly, courageously, and enthusiastically, for the public

good, and not for the enjoyment of pleasure ,* and the opinion

advanced by some that the Ethics expounded in the Gita is

based on the arrangement of the four castes is not correct.

The Gita says that whether the society is a Hindu society or

a non-Hindu society, whether it is an ancient society or a

modern society, whether it is an Eastern society or a Western

society, if the arrangement of the four castes applies to that

•society, then according to that arrangement, and if it does not

apply, then according to any other arrangement of society

which may be applicable to it, that duty which has fallen on

one’s shoulders or which, being possible, may have been taken

up by one as a duty, of one’s own choice, becomes a moral

duty ; and giving up these moral duties, and, on the spur of the

moment, taking up that which is proper -for some one else, on

•some pretext or other, is wrong from the point of view of

Morality, as also from the point of view of public good. This

is what is meant by the statement in the Gita :
“ svadharme

nidhanam sreyah paradharmo bhayavahdh ” (Ql. 3. 35), 1 e., “even

if one has to die in the performance of those duties which are

one’s own, that is meritorious ;
but, taking up the duties

{dharma) of another person is dangerous1
’; and, it is well-known

in the Maharashtra that Rama Shastribuva said to the- elder

Madhavrao Peshva, who was a Brahmin by caste, andjwho

had taken up the career of a,, soldfer having regard to the
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circumstances prevailing at the time, that :
“ by your not

wasting time in prayer and worship, but spending it for

protecting society by taking up the career of a soldier, you
will acquire happiness in this life and in the next”. The
chief object of the Gita is not to show what would be the

proper arrangement for the maintenance of society. The
summary of the Gita religion is that, whatever the arrange-

ment of society may be, one should enthusiastically perform

all the duties which have come to one ’s share, according to

one’s status in life, and acquire the benefit of the Atman in the

shape of the happiness of all created things. It is true that

the Actions, which the Sthitaprajha of the Gita performs by

way of duties, are naturally productive of public good. But,

the Sthitaprajna of the Gita does not entertain the egotistical

feeling that T am by ‘MY’ actions causing public good; and,

as Equability of Reason has become an inherent nature with

him, all the Actions which are performed by him, purely as

duties, according to whatever arrangement of society may bs

in vogue at any particular time, are naturally productive of

public good. The modern Western moral philosopher, on the

other hand considers worldly life as an embodiment of happi-

ness, and bespeaks the performance of Actions which produce

public good in order to enable everybody to obtain this happiness

of worldly life : this is the important difference between the

Karma-Yoga of the Gita and the Western Materialistic Path

of Action,

Nevertheless, it is not that all modern Western philo-

sophers subscribing to the Path of Action, consider worldly

life as productive of happiness. There is also a class of

Karma-Yogins in the West like Schopenhauer, who, while

admitting that worldly life is principally full of unhappiness,

maintain, that one should not give up worldly life, but should'

try as much as possible to reduce the unhappiness of others**

since it is the duty of a wise man to reduce this general

unhappiness as much as possible; or who desire ‘to reduce

unhappiness*. And there is a great deal of similarity between

this* path and the Karma-Yoga of the Gita. Where it is

stated in the Mahabharata that : “sukhad bahutaram duhkham

fiWe mtra BcMomV\ f “in worldly life, unhappiness-
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is proportionately greater than happiness”, it is also stated

by Manu to Brhaspati and by Narada to Suka that

na janapadikam duhkham ekah sodium arhafi I

aiocan pratikurvita yadi pasyed upakramam H

(San, 205. 5 and 330, 15),

that is, “it is not proper to lament about that unhappiness

which is universal; instead of lamenting about the matter,

one ( the Jnanin ) should use such means as occur to him
for obviating that unhappiness”. From this it becomes quite

clear, that even the writer of the Mahabharata had accepted

the doctrine that, although worldly life is full of unhappiness*

the wise man should busy himself with reducing such

universal unhappiness. But, this is not what the Gita is

trying to preach. There must still be a considerable amount
of improvement in the Western Karma-Yoga which attempts

to reduce unhappiness, before it can come to the level of

the Karma-Yoga in the Gita, which gives greater importance

to the happiness resulting from Self-Identification, than to

mere Material happiness, and which preaches that all worldly

affairs should be carried on, while experiencing this happiness

born of Seif-Identification, merely because they are duties,

and without entertaining the rajasa pride that, “‘I* (the doer)

am performing Action with the idea of reducing the unhappi-

ness of others”. Western philosophers are always more or

less engulfed in the idea that Material happiness, whether of

oneself or of others, is the true highest ideal of man in this

world—whether that ideal is reached by increasing the means

of happiness or by reducing unhappiness—it is not possible to

find in their philosophy, the desireless Karma-Yoga of the

Gita, which looks upon worldly life as inevitable, although it

might be productive of unhappiness, and preaches Action for

universal good ( loka-samgraha ). It is true that all these

persons follow the Path of Action ; but it is easy to see the

difference between the two, even from the point of view of

Pure Morality, namely, that the Western Energism desires

happiness or desires the obviation of unhappiness, that is to

say, in either case, desires something, and is salcdma (based on

Desire), whereas the Karma-Yoga of the Gita is always

11—12
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indifferent about the Fruit of Action—or, if the same meaning
is conveyed in other words, the Karma-Yoga of the Gita is

mttvika and the Karma-Yoga of the West is rajasa ( Gl. 18.

23 and 24 ).

The Energistic path, or the Path of Karma-Yoga based on

Spiritual Knowledge, of continually performing all worldly

affairs as pure duties with the idea of dedicating them to the

Paramesvara, and thereby making a sacrifice to, or worshipping

lifelong, the Paramesvara, which has been preached by the

Gita, is known as the ‘ Bh&gavata religion \ The essence of

this path is contained in the words :
“ sve sve karmany abhiratah

mmsiddhim labhate narah ” (Gl. 18. 45). This doctrine has been

propounded in the Yana-parva in the story of the Brahmin

and the hunter ( Yana. 208 ), and in the Santi-parva in the

conversation between the merchant Tuladhara and Jajali

(San. 261) in the MahabhSrata, and even in the Manu-Smrti,

after the enunciation of the path to be followed by ascetics, it

is stated that this Karma-Yoga of the Yedantist ascetic (veda-

mfnnydsika) should also be followed, and that it will lead to

Release ( Manu. 6. 96, 97 ). It becomes clear from the word
4
veda-samnyasika ’ ( Yedantist ascetic ), as also from the

descriptions to be found in the Veda-Samhitas and in the

Brahmanas, that this path had been in vogue in our India

from times immemorial. Hay, if it were otherwise, our country

would never have reached that prosperity, which it had ; for,

it is clear that in any country whatsoever, the persons who
wield the destinies of the country must be supporters of the

Path of Action. But the important point of our Karma-Yoga

is that even such nation-builders must, without giving up the

Knowledge of the Brahman, keep Action inter-linked with it

;

and, as has been stated above, this path came to be called the

' Bhagavata religion/ because the Blessed Lord Bhagavan

enunciated this path logically, and emphasised it, and gave it

wide circulation. On the other hand, it becomes quite clear

from the Upanisads that some Jnanins were inherently

inclined from the very beginning towards the Path of

Samnyasa
;
or at any rate, that after going through the state of

a house-holder in the beginning, they, towards the end of their

fives, used to conceive the desire of taking up Asceticism,
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•whether they actually took it up or not. Therefore, it cannot

also be said that the Path of Renunciation (samnyasa) was
something new. But; there is no doubt that, although both
lthese paths were in this way in vogue in India since ancient

times, on account of diversity of human nature, yet, in the

times of the Vedas, the path of Ritualistic Action of the

Mimamsa school was more in favour
; and that in the times of

the Eauravas and the Pandavas, the Karma-Yoga had to a

-great extent put the Path of Renunciation into shade.

Because, our religious treatises have clearly said that in the

Kali-yuga, that is, after the date of the Eauravas and the

Pandavas, the Path of Renunciation was prohibited ; and in

as much as every religion is prima facie a sign of whatever is

•customary at that time, according to the rule, “acaraprabhavo

dharmati * (i. e., “Morality springs from custom’
1—Trans.), (Ma.

Bha. Anu. 149, 137 ; Manu. 1. 108), it is quite clear that the

Path of Renunciation (samnyasa) must have lost ground as a

custom long before the writers of the religious Sastras enun-

ciated this prohibitory rule *. The question now naturally

arises as to why this Karma-Yoga based on Spiritual Know-
ledge, which was at one time in full swing, started its

'decadence, if it was in this way predominant in the beginning

and matters had come to the stage of considering the Path of

Renunciation as objectionable in the Kali-yuga ; and why the

opinion has gained ground even in the Path of Devotion, that

*the Path of Renunciation alone was superior. Some persons

say that this difference was brought about by the first

.ISamkaracarya. But if one considers history, it will be seen

that this idea is not correct. As has been stated by me
already in the first chapter, the teachings of the school of

SamkarScSrya fall into two divisions, (1) Knowledge or

Realisation of Non-Duality based on the doctrine of Maya
•(Illusion), and (2) the Path of the Renunciation of Action.

Out of these two, although the Upanisads have advocated

Renunciation along with the Realisation of the Non-Dual

Brahman, yet, as this inter-relatic^i>etweea Ahe two is not of

a permanent nature, it doesjffifollow from the : acceptance of

* Bee the quotations fvek above in the~ foot-no^ to n. 476,

Vol. I of this book.
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the Non-Dualistic Vedanta, that one must also' accept the'

doctrine of Renunciation. For instance, not only were

Janaka and others, who had fully learnt the Non-Dualistic

Vedanta from Yajnavalkya and others, followers of the Path

of Action, but even the Gita has advocated the Path of Action

based on Spiritual Knowledge, instead of advocating, the Path

of Renunciation, although it has adopted the doctrine of the-

Realisation of the Non-Dual Brahman from the Upanisads.

Therefore, it must be first borne in mind that the accusation

against the School of Samkaracarya that it encouraged,

Renunciation, does not apply to the Non-Dualistic basis of

that cult, but may probabely be ranged against the doctrine of

Renunciation included in the cult. Although this Path of

Renunciation was not something new which had been invented!

by Sri Samkaracarya, yet, it is true that he removed the

inferiority which had become attached to it, as it had been,

included among the things prohibited in the Kali-yuga. But,,

if the Path of Renunciation had not acquired favour with*

people before the date of Samkaracarya for some other reason,,

it is doubtful whether his advocacy of Renunciation wouldi

have gained as much ground as it hid. Christ has said that

when one cheek has been slapped, one should proffer the other

cheek also for being slapped (Luke. 6. 29). But if one considers'

how many followers of this position are to be found among;

the European kingdoms, it will be seen that something does,

not come into vogue merely because a religious preacher has*

praised it, but that there are at first some other substantial

reasons why the minds of people are attracted towards it, and

why there is thereafter a change in the public customs, and

sympathetic change in the religious rules. This is what is*

meant by the saying in the Smrtis that ‘Custom is the root of

law or religion’. Schopenhauer sponsored the Path of Renun~

ciation in Germany in the last century
; hut we find that that

seedhas not even yet taken root in that country; and Nietzsche

has found greater favour there than Schopenhauer; and even

if we turn to India, we find that although the Path of

SamnySsa was already in vogue in the times of the Vedas long,

before Samkaracarya, it had never put the Karma-Yoga into-

the shade. It is true that there are directions in the Smrtis.
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^that one should renounce the world towards the end of life.

But they too have not done away with Action in the previous

-stages of life; and although the works of Samkaracarya

advocate Abandonment of Action, yet, his own life bears

testimony to the fact that he had no objection to Jnanins, or

even Samnyasins, performing the Action of universal welfare

according to their own qualifications, e. g., for establishing

religion ( Ye. Su. Sam. Bha. 3. 3. 32 ), If the teaching of

Samkaracarya based on the Smrtis had been responsible for the

predominance of the Path of Renunciation, Ramanujacarya,

vwho belongs to the modern Bhagavata school, would have had
no reason to give an inferior position to the Karma-Yoga in

his commentary on the Gita, in the same way as Samkaracarya.

But, if the Karma-Yoga, which had once been very powerful,

has been put into shade even by the renunciatory Path of

Devotion included in the Bhagavata cult, one must say that

dihere must have been some other reasons for its having thus

lost ground, which apply equally to all countries or all cults.

In my opinion the first and the most important of these

.reasons was the growth and the development of the Jain and

the Buddhistic religions; and as both these religions had

opened the door of Renunciation to all the castes, the Path of

Renunciation has gained ground even with the warrior

{ksatriya) class from the date when these two religions came
into vogue. But although Buddha had in the beginning

preached the inactive Path of Renunciation, yet, soon

‘thereafter, there was a reform in the Buddhistic religion,

consistent with the Karma-Yoga of the Glfe, by it being

preached that Buddhistic ascetics should not remain in the

woods, in solitude, like rhinoceroses, but should continually

exert themselves for the propagation of religion and for public

.good (See Appendices) ; and history proves to us that as a

result of this reform, societies of energetic Buddhistic ascetics

reached Tibet -in the North, Burma, China, and Japan in the

East, Ceylon >in the South, and Turkestan and the adjoining

European countries like Greece, etc., in the West. The

promulgators of the Jain and Buddhistic religions were born

about 600 to >700 years before the Salivahana era, whereas

-‘Samkaracarya was bom about 600 year after that era. As the
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eminence of the societies of Buddhistic ascetics,, working in

the propagation of religion, was before the public eyes in the

intervening period, there arose a kind of liking or respect for

the life of an ascetic in the public mind, long before

Samkaracarya was born; and although Samkaracarya had'

refuted the Jain and the Buddhistic doctrines, yet, he gave a

Vedic turn to the respect which reigned in the public mind for

the life of an ascetic, and brought into existence Vedic ascetics

for the establishment of the Vedic religion, instead of the

Buddhistic religion, who were as active and energetic as fee

Buddhist ascetics. It is true that these (Vedic) Samnyasins

led the lives of celibates, and used to wear clothes and carry

a staff, which were the emblems of Renunciation ; yet, they,

like their spiritual preceptor, continued the work of establish-

ing the Vedic religion. Seeing in this way, that Samkaracarya

had established an institution similar to the Buddhist societies

of ascetics, a doubt may even at that time have arisen as to-

whether there was any difference between the teachings of

Srlmat Samkaracarya and the Buddhistic teachings
;

and*

possibly Samkaracarya has on that account said in his

commentary on the Chandogyopanisad that :
“ Buddhistic and

Samkhya asceticism is outside the purview of the Vedas and

false ; and as the Path of Renunciation enunciated by me is

consistentwith the Vedic religion, it is true” (Chan. Sam. Bha. 2,

23, 1), in order to clear that doubt. Whatever may be the case,,

there is no doubt that Asceticism was first introduced in the

Kaliyuga by the Buddhist and Jain teachers. It is, however,

quite clear from history that even the Buddhist ascetios later on

performed Action for spreading religion or for public good and

that the societies of Vedic ascetics, brought into existence by
Samkaracarya for defeating the Buddhistic ascetics, also-

did not abandon Action altogether, but re-established the Vedic

religion by their activities. But soon after that, our country

began to be invaded by Mahomedans
;
and as the Ksatriya

rulers, who were maintaining and protecting the country by

their prowess against foreign invasions, and also simul-

taneously, the prowess of our country, began to die out during

the Mahomedan regime, the original one-sided opinion that the*

path of sitting idle, taking the name of God (saying ‘ Hari V
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) was the only proper way out of the two paths of

Renunciation and Energism, must have become more and more
acceptable to people for leading their worldly lives, as it was
more in keeping with the particular external circumstances

then prevailing. That state of things did not prevail before,

is apparent from the following stanza adopted in the Sudra
Kamalakara from Visnu-Purana namely

apahaya mjam karma krsna krmeti vadinah I

ie hirer dvesimh pdpah dharmartham janma yad dhareh n*

that is, “those who give up the duties which are theirs (accord-

ing to their religion) and (simply) sit saying ‘Hari’, ‘Hari,’, are

really enemies of Hari, and sinners ; because, even Hari has

taken birth for protecting religion”. Really speaking, such

persons do not belong either to the fold of Samnyasins or of

Karma-Yogins ; because, they do not give up worldly affairs as

a result of Spiritual Knowledge and intense apathy towards

the world, as is done by Samnyasins
;
nor do they desirelessly

perform the duties which have fallen on them as a result of

the injunctions of the Sastras like Karma-Yogins, while they

take part in worldly affairs. Therefore, these nominal

Samnyasins must be classified under a third category, which

has not been mentioned in the Gita. When people acquire

this neutral mentality from any cause whatsoever, Religion

cannot but ultimately be destroyed. This very state of things

was responsible for the Parsi religion being thrown out of

Iran, and the Vedic religion in India was also on the point of

being
“
samulam ca vinasyati” (i. e., “destroyed root and branch’*

—Trans.) for the same reason ; but the recrudescence of the

Bhagavata religion enunciated in the Gita along with

Yedanta after the fall of Buddhism, prevented this evil

consequence from manifesting itself in our country. A few

years before the Hindu dynasty of Daulatabad was destroyed

by Mahomedans, Jnaneswara Maharaj, by our good fortune,

gave “a native clothing” to the Bhagavadgita, and brought

* I have not come across this stanza m the edition of the

Visnu-Purana published in Bombay. Yet, as it has been adopted

by an honest writer like Kamalakara Bhatfca, I cannot say that it

is without authority*
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about an “ over-flow of the knowledge of the Brahman ” pro-

pounded by the Gita into the Maharashtriya provinces ; and

about the same time, other saints were preaching the Path of

Devotion mentioned in the Gita, in other provinces. As the

illustrious teaching of the Gita, which looked equably towards

Mahomedans, Brahmins, and people of lower castes etc., and

which was based on Knowledge, was being preached on all

sides simultaneously, although in the shape of Devotion

combined with Renunciation, not only was the danger of the

Hindu religion being totally obliterated averted, but it began

to gain some kind of influence on the bigoted Mahomedan reli-

gion, and to enter Mahomedan saints like Kabira and others

;

and about the same time, Shahzada Dara, the elder brother of

Aurangazeb, got the Upanisads translated into Urdu under his

own supervision. If the Yedic Path of Devotion had been based

on the pure ritualistic basis of Religious Faith, without being

connected with Spiritual Knowledge, it is doubtful whether it

would have retained this strength. But as this modern revival

of the Bhagavata religion took place during the Mahomedan
regime, it also was more or less devotional, that is, one-sided

;

and the Karma-Yoga of the original Bhagavata religion, which

had once lost its independent importance, did not regain it

;

and the saints, philosophers and preceptors of this period

began to say that Karma-Yoga was only a part of the

Path of Devotion, instead of saying that it was a part of or a

means in the Path of Renunciation. I think that the only

exception to this then prevalent opinion is the works of Sri

Samartha Ramadasa Svami
;
and any one who wishes to see

the true glory of the Path of Action, in pure and inspired

Marathi language, must study the Dasabodha of Sri Samartha

Ramadasa, and especially the latter portion of it. Sivaji

Maharaj was blessed by the advice of Sri Samartha Ramadasa;

and later on, when the necessity of explaining the elements

of the Karma-Yoga was being felt in the time of the

Marathas, prose translations were made of the Mahabharata,

ami not of the Sandilya-Sutras or of the commentary of the

Brahma-Sutras, and they began to be studied in the form of

A* bakhars These translations are still kept in the library at

%p4are. If this course had been carried on further without
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interruption, one-sided commentaries on tine Gita would

have been left in the back-ground, and the fact that the

•essence of Ethics and Morality in the Mahabharata has been

•described in the Karma-Yoga of the Gita, would certainly

have been realised by people. But, by our misfortune, this

Tevival of the Karma-Yoga was not long-lived.

This, however, is not the place to describe the religious

history of India. My readers will have realised from the

brief and succinct statement made above, that the religion

propounded in the Gita contains some sort of life, brilliance,

and power
;
and that this power was not lost in spite of the

fact, that there was an intermediate fortuitous revival of the

Samnyasa religion. The root meaning of the word
1

dharma *

(morality) is “ dharanat dharmah ” (i.e., “ Morality is that

which upholds”—Trans.); and it ordinarily falls into the

two divisions, (1)
‘ dealing with life after death ’

(paralauJdka)

and (2)
‘ dealing with worldly life ’ (vyavaharika), or (1) the

philosophy of Release (moksa-dharma), and (2) Ethics (niti-

dharma), as has been stated by me in the third chapter.

Whether you take the Yedic religion, or Buddhism, or the

•Christian religion, the principal object of each of them is that

the world should be maintained and that man should

ultimately attain Release; and therefore, each of these

'religions deals to some extent or other with worldly notions of

Right and Wrong, simultaneously with the philosophy of

Release. Nay, we may even say that in ancient times, no

difference used to be made between the philosophy of Release

^nd worldly Morality; because, every one then fully believed

<that in order to obtain a proper state after death, one’s conduct

in this world must also be pure* Not only was it so, but

people used to believe that there is one and the same founda-

tion for happiness after death as for happiness during life.

But, as a result of the growth of the Material sciences, this

belief has now lost ground in the Western countries, and

people have begun (i) to consider whether Morality, that is»

those rules by which the world is maintained, can or cannot be

based on something other than the philosophy of Release, and

(ii) to base Sociology on a Materialistic, that is to say, a

visible or perceptible foundation. But, how will all the needs of
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human beings be satisfied by that which is only perceptible 7'

Even the class-denoting words,
4

tree \
' man \ etc., carry an.

imperceptible idea. It is true that a mango-tree or a rose-tree

are specific objects which are visible ; but the common noun*
* tree ’ does not specify any visible or perceptible object i and

all our activities are of the same nature. From this it follows,

that in order that the idea of the Imperceptible should come

into the mind, it is necessary to have some percetible object

before the eyes. But, it is equally true that the Percetible is not

the final stage, and that we cannot take a single step forward

or complete even a single sentence without the support of

the Impercetible. Therefore, if one abandons the imperceptible

idea of the Parabrahman in the shape of the Identity of the

Atman in all created beings, which is taken as a foundation-

for Ethics from the point of view of Metaphysics, it still

becomes necessary to worship as a God, “the whole of

mankind, ” which is a non-visible, that is, an imperceptible

thing
;
and even ninety-nine per cent Materialistic philosophers

have now begun to earnestly preach that we should include in

mankind all the past and future generations, in order to satisfy

the natural desire of human beings for immortality
;
and that

worshipping wholly, solely, and lovingly this magnified God,,

or spending one’s whole life in the service of it (mankind), or

sacrificing one’s selfish interests for it, is the highest duty of

every body in this world. This is the summary of the doctrines

preached by the French philosopher Comte, and this religion has

been given by him the pretty name of “Religion of the entire

mankind” or shortly “Religion of Humanity”. * The same is-

the case with the modern German philosopher Nietzsche. This

philosopher has, in the nineteenth century of the Christian era,

definitely proclaimed that “God is dead”; and he says that

Metaphysics is all bosh. Nevertheless, after admitting the

doctrines of Causality and of Re-incarnation from the

Materialistic point of view, he has admitted in all his books,

# Comte has named his doctrine the Religion of Humanity1
*
5

and the whole of it has been expounded in his work A System of
Positive PoUty (Eng. trans. in four volumes). This book contains a

very clever discussion of the question how society can be established

and maintained even from the purely Materialistic point of view.
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that performing such action as can be again performed by us

birth after birth, and having such an arrangement of society as

will lead to the creation in future of such a human animal as

has all its mental faculties fully developed, and in a state

of complete perfection, is the duty and the highest ideal

of man in this world. From this it will be seen, that even

those, who do not admit the science of Metaphysics, have to*

take something or other as the highest ideal in dealing with

the question of Morality and Immorality, and that such ideal

is in one way ‘imperceptible’ (avyakta). Because, whether you

ask people to worship the magnified deity in the shape of the

‘whole of mankind’, and to thereby bring about the benefit

of the entire human kind, or you ask people to perform Action

in such a way that at some time or other in the future a

human being will be created which is in the most completely

perfect state, both these ideals of the Materialistic moralists*

are invisible or imperceptible to the eyes of those for whom
this preaching is intended. Although this preaching of Comte

and Nietzsche may be contrary to a purely Intuitionist

devotional religion like Christianity, which is devoid of

philosophy, yet, all the above-mentioned Materialistic-

ideals can without any difficulty be included in the highest

ideals of the science of Morality and Immorality, or of Ethics,

based on the foundation of (i) the ideal of the Bealisation of

the identity of the Atman in all created beings, or of (ii) the*

state of perfection of the Karma-Yogin Sthitaprajna (one

whose Beason has been steadied by the practice of Karma-Yoga)

;

and therefore, one need not entertain the fear that this-

Materialistic philosophy will ever give a set-back to the

Vedic religion, which is replete with the Knowledge of

the Absolute Self. If it is necessary to look upon the highest

ideal as imperceptible, why should it be restricted to

•mankind’?; and even if the ‘State of Perfection’ is to be

considered as the highest ideal, how is that ideal better

than the Materialistic ideal which is common both to man
and animal ? These are the questions which now face us ; and

when one attempts to answer these questions, one has*

ultimately to take shelter in the one, indescribable, highest

Element, which is the foundation of the entire moveable and
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immoveable creation from the Metaphysical point of view. The

Material sciences have had an unprecedented growth in modern

times, and our knowledge of the visible world is a hundred

times more extensive than before ; and that Eastern nationwhich

will fail to acquire the knowledge of those sciences, following

the principle of measure for measure’, will undoubtedly fail

to resist the onslaught of new civilised Western countries.

But, however much the Material sciences may grow, the

inherent tendency of the human mind to try to understand the

Boot Cause of the universe, will never be fully satisfied by

Materialistic explanations. The knowledge of the perceptible

world by itself does not account for everything; and even

evolutionists like Spencer frankly admit that there must be

some imperceptible Substance at the root of the Name-d and

Form-ed visible world. But, they say that as it is impossible

to understand the characteristic features of this permanent

and eternal Substance, no science can be based on the

foundation of such a Substance. The German philosopher Kant

also admits the incognoscibility of the imperceptible Substance

at the root of the creation
;
yet, he is of opinion that the

science of Ethics must be based on this incognoscible

Substance. Schopenhauer goes further, and maintains that

this imperceptible Substance is of the nature of Desire, and

the English Moralist Green maintains that this Substance at

the root of the creation has been partially incarnated in the

human body in the shape of the Atman ; and as for the Gita,

it clearly says that, “mamcdvamio jimloke pvabhutah sanatandh”

(Gl. 15. 7), (i. e., “parts of My eternal essence take the form of

Life, in the world of Life (the world of Action)”—Trans.). The

writers of the Upanisads say that this imperceptible Substance

at the root of the universe, is permanent, one, immortal,

independent, and of the form of the Atman, and that nothing

more can be said about it ; and it is^ doubtful whether human
knowledge will ever go beyond this conclusion; because, as

the imperceptible Substance at the root of the world is invisible

to the organs, that is, necessarily qualityless, this qualityless

Substance cannot be described by any words which denote a

iplity, or an object, or an Action ; and that is why it is called

(unknowable).
(
But though this knowledge, which we
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acquire of the imperceptible World-Substance, cannot be des-

cribed to a greater extent in words, and though it may be small tO'

all appearances, yet, as it is the sum and substance of all

human knowledge, the exposition of worldly Ethics must be

made by reference to it; and it will be apparent from the

exposition made in the Gita that there cannot be the slightest

difficulty in the way of doing so properly. In order to properly

understand how the thousands of activities in the world should

be carried on—for instance, how commerce should be carried

on, how wars should be fought out, what medicine should be

given to a sick person and in what circumstancs, or how one

should measure the distances of the Sun and the Moon etc.—one

will always need the knowledge of the Name-d and Form-ed

visible world ; and in order to carry on this worldly activity

more and more skilfully, one must undoubtedly study tho

Material sciences deeper and deeper. But that is not the

subject-matter of the Gita. The chief object of the Gita is to-

explain which is the most excellent state of man from the

Metaphysical point of view, and to decide the fundamental

principles of Ethics as regards the Doable and the Not-Doabla

on that basis. I have shown in the previous chapters that

(i) although the Materialistic view is indifferent about Release

which is the Metaphysical ideal, yet, that view is insufficient

even for definitely deciding the elementary principles of

Ethics; that (ii) that point of view cannot satisfactorily

answer the moot questions of Freedom of Will, or the per-

manence of ethical principles, or the inherent desire in the

human mind to attain immortality ; and that (iii) one has

ultimately to necessarily enter into the question of the Atman
and the Non-Atman. But the province of Metaphysics does

not end there. And it must be borne in mind that the

Materialistic theory of Happiness does not explain what the

most perfect state of a human being is, as satisfactorily as it

is explained by the science of Metaphysics, since the funda-

mental basis of Righteous Action (sadacararia) is the change,,

which takes place in the character or the nature of a man, as a

result of the particular Peace (santi) which is acquired by the*

human Atman by the continual worship and direct Realisation

of that Immortal Substance which is at the root of the world.
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Because, pure bodily pleasures are the ideal only of animals,

and they can never fully satisfy the intelligence of an

intelligent human being; and, it has already been fully

explained in previous chapters, that Happiness and Unhappi-

ness are transient, and that Duty is permanent. Looking at

the matter from this point of view, it will be seen that (i) this

most advanced religion of the Gita will never be found

Inferior to the purely Materialistic philosophy, which considers

human actions from the point of view that man is only a

superior kind of animal, since the religion relating to the life

after death and the Ethics preached in the Gita, have both been

explained with reference to the permanent and immortal

World-Substance ; that (ii) this our Gita religion is a

permanent, undauntable religion; and that (iii) the Blessed

Lord has not left the necessity for Hindus to rely on any other

book, or religion, or opinion in this matter. N;ay, the words

“abhayam vcd prapto'si”, i.e., “Now, you have nothing to fear
"

(Br. k 2. 4), which were addressed by Yajnavalkya to Janaka,

after the entire Knowledge of the Brahman had been explained

to him (Janaka), may literally and in several meanings, be

applied to the religion of the Gita.

The religion of the Gita, which is a combination of

Spiritual Knowledge, Devotion, and Action, which is in all

respects undauntable and comprehensive, and is further

perfectly equable, that is, which does not maintain any

distinction between classes, castes, countries, or any other

distinction, but gives Release to everyone in the same

measure, and at the same time shows proper forbrearance

towards other religions, is thus seen to be the sweetest and

immortal fruit of the tree of the Yedic Religion. In the Vedic

Religion, higher importance was given in the beginning

principally to the sacrifice of wealth or of animals, that is

to say, principally to Action in the shape of ritual; but,

when the Knowledge expounded in the Upanisads taught

later on that this ritualistic religion of the Srutis was
inferior, Samkhya philosophy came into existence out of

it. But as this Knowledge was unintelligible to

•ordinary people, and as it was specially inclined towards

Abandonment of Action, it was not possible for ordinary people
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to be satisfied merely by the religion of the Upanisads, or by

the unification of the Upanisads and the Samkhya philoso-

phy in the Smrtis. Therefore, the Gita religion fuses the

Knowledge of the Brahman contained in the Upanisads, which

is cognoscible only to the Intelligence, with the ‘ king of

mysticisms’ (raja-guhya) of the worship of the Perceptible

which is accessible to Love, and consistently with the ancient

tradition of ritualistic religion, it proclaims to everybody,

'though nominally to Arjuna, that, ‘‘perform lifelong your

several worldly duties according to your respective positions in

ilife, desirelessly, for the universal good, with a Self-Identifying

vision, and enthusiastically, and thereby perpetually worship

the deity in the shape of the Paramatman (the Highest Atman),

Which is Eternal, and Which uniformly pervades the Body of

all created things as also the Cosmos
;
because, therein lies

your happiness in this world and in the next”
;
and on that

account, the mutual conflict between Action, Spiritual

Knowledge (Jnana), and Love (Devotion) is done away with,

and the single Gita religion, which preaches that the whole

of one’s life should be turned into a Sacrifice (Yajna), contains

the essence of the entire Yedic religion. When hundreds of

.energetic noble souls and active persons were busy with the

'benefit of all created things, because they looked upon that as

'their duty, as a result of their having Realised this eternal

religion, this country was blessed with the favour of the

Paramesvara, and reached the height not only of Knowledge

'but also of prosperity
;
and it need not be said in so many

words, that when this ancient religion, which is beneficial

in this life and in the next, lost following in our country, it

(our country) reached its present fallen state. I, therefore,

now pray to the Paramesvara, at the end of this book, that

there should come to birth again in this our country such

noble and pure men as will worship the Paramesvara according

to this equable and brilliant religion of the Gita, which

harmonises Devotion, Spiritual Knowledge, and Energism
; and

I end this Exposition of the Mystic Import (rahasya) of the

<Glta by addressing to my readers the following hymn, with a
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prayer that if there is any omission or excess in this book,,

they should rectify such mistakes with an Equable vision

saniani va akutih samana hrdayani vah I

samanam astu vo mano yatha vah susahasati I

yatha vah susahasati u
*

OM-TAT-SAT-BRAHMARPAJTAM-ASTU

that is,

( OM-TAT-SAT ;
this is dedicated to the Brahman. >

* This hymn has come at the end of the Eg-Veda Samhita.

This is a speech addressed to people assembled in a sacrificial pandal.

It means : “May your opinions be uniform
;
may your hearts be

uniform, may you all be of the same mind
;
thereby you will acquire

the strength of unity”. {asaii
f

is the Vedic form of lasti
}

(i. e,,

fmay it be*—Trans.). The words ^yatha vah msaMsati” have been

expressed twice, in order to show that the book has come to an end.
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(PARIS'ISTA-PRAKARANA)

AN EXTERNAL EXAMINATION OF THE
BHAGAVAD-GlTA.

aviditva rsim ckando daivatam yogam eva cal

yo 'dhyapayej japed vapi papiyan jayate tu sah \\
*

(SMRTI).

I have in th& previous chapters shown how Sri Xrsna

induced Ajjuna to fight, after having proved to him with the

help of the Vedanta-Sastra that (i) the Karma-Yoga was more

meritorious; that (ii) in the Karma-Yoga, Eeason was the

important factor
; that (iii) Release was obtained by performing

Actions according to one’s own status in life with a Reason

which had become Equable as a result of the Realisation of

the Identity of the Brahman and the Atman or by the worship

of the Paramesvara ;
and that (iv) nothing else is necessary for

obtaining Release, and that He did this in order to correct Arjuna,

who, after having first visualised the actual form of the terrible

destruction of the clan and of the community which was sure

to arise on account of the Bharat! war, was on the point

of renouncing his duties as a soldier, and taking up the life

of an ascetic. When I have in this way defined the true

import of the Gita, it is easy to meet the objections, which

have been raised, to the effect that
4

there is no reason to

include the Gita in the Mahabharata \ etc
,

as a result

of the misunderstanding that the Gita is a book which deals

* “That man who teaches or recites any incantation
(
mantra

)

without knowing the $si, metre, (chanda), deity (devata), and

purpose (viniyoga) of it, commits a sin”. This is a statement from

some Smrti text, but I cannot find out from which text. But the

root of it is in the Srseya Brahmana Sruti text (Arseya. 1). That

is, as follows “ yo ha vd aviditar§eyacchandodaivatahrahma%em

mantrena ydjayati va fdkydpayati va sthanum varcchati gartarn vd

pratiyadyate
\

7\ The Rsi, metre, etc., of any incantation are its

external aspects
;
and one should nob recite the incantation unless

one knows these aspects. The same rule must be applied to a book

like the Gita.
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purely with Vedanta and supports Inaction. Because, just as-

SrI-Krsna had compelled Arjuna to abstain from murdering

Yudhisthira, by explaining to him the difference between Truth

{satya) and Falsehood (anrta) in the Karnaparva, so also was the

advice given in the Gita necessary to induce Arjuna to fight

;

and considering the matter even from the literary point of

view, it is clear that the exposition of the principles of Morality
and Immorality in worldly life, or of the Doable and the

Not-Doable, have been ultimately mentioned in the Gita, as-

it was necessary to mention in some place or other the

fundamental principles underlying many similar incidents in.

various places in the Mahabharata. In the Vanaparva, in the

conversation between the Hunter (vyadha) and the Brahmin,

the Hunter has justified why he carries on the trade of selling:

flesh on the authority of Vedanta
;
and in the conversation

between Tuladhara and Jajali in the Santiparva, Tuladhara has-

justified his profession of a merchant in a similar way
(Vana. 206-215; and San. 260-263). But this justification

refers only to those respective professions In the same way,

though there are dissertations in several places in the

Mahabharata on the questions of Non-Violence, Truth, etc. y

yet, as they also are one-sided, that is to say, are made only

with reference to the subject-matter in question, these disserta-

tions cannot be said to be the principal part of the Mahabharata,-

nor do these one-sided dissertations explain whether or not

people should take as illustrations the lives of those great

persons like Sri Krsna and the Pandavas, for describing whose

magnificent deeds, the Mahabharata was written by Vyasa,

and should act accordingly. If worldly life is fruitless, and if it is

the better course to take up the life of an ascetic sometime or

other, one is faced with the questions why Sr! Krsna or the

Pandavas should have taken part in these useless activities,

as also why Vyasa should have laboured for three years (Ma,

Bha. A. 62. 52), and written a book of nearly a hundred

thousand verses for glorifying those activities for the general

good, with whatever motive they might have taken part in

those activities. These questions are not satisfactorily solved*

by saying that the duties prescribed for the various castes and

the different stages of life are for the purification of the Mind

;
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because, acting according to one’s duties, or the other activities

of the world, occupy in any case only an inferior place from

the point of view of the School of Renunciation. Therefore*

it was necessary to answer the above-mentioned objections,

which cut like an axe at the roots (mule kutharah

)

of the

conduct of those noble souls, whose lives had been described

in the Mahabharata, and to explain in detail in some place or

other in the Mahabharata whether or not a man should take

part in worldly affairs, and if so, how a man should perform

his various duties in worldly life without obstructing his own

Release by such Action. But it would not have been proper

to deal with this subject-matter in the Nalopakhyana,

Ramopakhyana, and other subsidiary chapters in the

Mahabharata ; because, in that case, such an exposition would

have been considered subsidiary like those subsidiary chapters.

Also, if the Gita had been crammed into the exposition of the

various subjects which had been dealt with in the Vanaparva

and the Santiparva, it would certainly have lost its importance

;

and that is why this independent philosophy of the Doable

and the Not-Doable has been dealt with, with all the arguments

in support of it, at the psychological moment when the

TJdyogaparva was over, and the Bharatl war, the most

important part of the Mahabharata, was about to start, by

raising to that war an objection, which was seemingly

unconquerable from the point of view of Morality. In short,

•even if we keep aside for the time being the traditional story

that Sri Krsna preached the Gita to Arjuna at the commence-

ment of the war, and consider the matter from the point of

view that the Gita is a Yedie epic included in the Mahabharata

for explaining Morality and Immorality, we will see that the

place which has been chosen in the Bharata for the preaching

of the Gita is such as is even poetically a most proper one for

impressing the importance of the Gita on the minds of people.

When the propriety of the subject-matter of the Gita, as also

•of the place where it has been put in the Mahabharata has been

•explained in this way, the objection that there was no necessity

to preach this Spiritual Knowledge on the battle-field, and

that the text must have been interpolated into the Mahabharata

<at a later date, or the question whether ten stanzas or one
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hundred stanzas are the important stanzas in the Bhagavadglta,

no longer remain; because, when it was once decided that

certain subjects must for certain reasons be included

in certain places in the Mahabharata, in order to explain

Morality, and to justify the Bharata being expanded into-

the Mahabharata, the writer of the Mahabharata did not

care how much space was taken up in fully expounding those

subject-matters, as will be seen from the other chapters of the

Mahabharata. Yet, as it is necessary to consider what amount
of substance there is in the various other theories which have

been advanced as regards the external examination of the Gita,

and as I have now occasion to do so, I have in the following

seven parts of this chapter, dealt seriatim with seven of these

subjects, namely, (1) the Gita and the Mahabharata, (2) the Gita,

and the Upanisads, (3) the Gita and the Brahma-Sutras, (4) the

rise of the Bhagavata religion and the Gita, (5) the time or date

of the Gita as it now exists, (6) the Gita and the Buddhistic

literature, and (7) the Gita and the Christian Bible. I must,

however, make it clear to start with, that, as external critics

examine the Mahabharata, the Gita, the Brahma-Sutras, the

Upanisads etc., merely as literature, that is, from the worldly

and historical point of view, I also propose to deal with the.

above-mentioned subjects from the same points of view.

PART I.—THE GITA AND THE MAHABHARATA.

The statement made by me above that the Gita, which

supports Action, has been included in the Mahabharata for

sufficient reasons, and at a proper place, for morally justifying

the lives of great persons like Sri Krsna, and that it must have

been a part of the Mahabharata, is fully confirmed if one

considers the construction of these two books. But before

entering into such a comparison, it is necessary to, briefly

consider the present form of these two books. Srlmat Samkar-

acarya has stated at the very outset in his commentary on

the Gita, that there are 700 stanzas in the Gita
;
and we find

the same number of stanzas in all the available editions of

the book. Out of these 700 stanzas, there is one stanza of

Dbxtarastra, 40 of Sanjaya, 84 of Arjuna, and 575 of the

Blessed Lord. But the Glta-Mahatmya (Eminence of the
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Gita) of five and a half stanzas at the commencement of that

chapter of the Bhismaparva, which comes ijfter the eighteen

chapters of the Gita are over, that is, of the 43rd chapter of the

Bhismaparva, in the edition of the Mahabharata published at

the Ganpat Krishnaji Press at Bombay, it is stated that

satsatdni savimsani Mokanam praha kesavah \

aijundh saptapancasat saptasastim tu sanjaycth i

dhrtarastrah slokam ekarn gitaya manam ucyate n

that is :
“ In the Gita, there are 620 stanzas of Kesava, 57 of

Arjuna, 67 of Saiijaya, and 1 of Dhrtarastra ”, in all 745 stanzas.

These stanzas are to be found in the edition of the

Mahabharata printed by Mr. Erishnacarya, according to the

reading adopted in the Madras Presidency ; but we do not

find them in the edition of the Mahabharata printed in

Calcutta; and Nilakantha, who has written a commentary on

the Bharata, has said with reference to these five and a half

verses, that “ gaudaih na pathyante ” (i.e.,
“ they are not to be

found in the Gauda, that is, Bengali, reading*’—Trans.). It

would, therefore, appear that these five and a half stanzas

have been interpolated into the Mahabharata; but even if

these five and a half stanzas are considered an interpolation,

yet, it is not possible to say how these 45 stanzas, which are

in excess of the stanzas of the Gita which are now available*

were obtained by anybody. As the Mahabharata is a very

extensive treatise, it is possible to interpolate stanzas into it*

or to take away existing stanzas
;
but the same is not the case

with the Gita. The Gita was a text in daily recital, and there

were formerly many people and there are still some people*

who can repeat the whole of the Gita by heart in the same way

as the Vedas. We do not come across many variant readings

in the present Gita, and that is why the few variant

readings which exist are well-known to the commentators.

Nay, it may even be said that the Gita has been made to

contain exactly 700 stanzas, in order that nobody should be

in a position to add to or take away from that number ; then*

how have 45 stanzas—and those too of the Blessed Lord—been

included in the Gita in the Bombay and the Madras

editions of the . Mahabharata ? The total number of stanzas
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attributed to Sanjaya and Arjuna is the same according to

this arrangement, as in the present available editions of the

Gita, namely, one hundred and twenty-four ; and as there is a
likelihood of ten other stanzas being attributed to Sanjaya, on
account of difference of opinion, just as the seventeen stanzas

“pasyami devan'\ etc., in the eleventh chapter (11. 15-31) have
been so attributed, one can say that although the total of the

stanzas attributed to Sanjaya and Arjuna may be the same,

there might have been a difference in counting the respective

stanzas attributed to Arjuna and Safijaya. But, one cannot

account for the 45 additional stanzas, that is, for 620, instead

of the now available 575 stanzas attributed to the Blessed

Lord. If it is said that a praise (stotra) or ‘ a description for

purposes of meditation *
(dhydm ) of the Gita or some other

similar subject has been included in this chapter, then, not

only is such subject-matter not to be found in the Bombay
edition of the Bharata, but that edition has a Gita of only

700 stanzas. Therefore, there is no alternative except to take

as authoritative the present Gita of 700 stanzas. This

disposes of the Gita. But if one considers the Mahabharata, the

difference in the matter of the Gita is as nothing. There is a

statement in the Mahabharata itself that it contains a hundred

thousand stanzas ;
but we do not come across that number of

stanzas in the now available editions of the Mahabharata, and

the number of chapters in the various Parvas is also not

according to the index given in the beginning of the Bharata,

as has been clearly proved by Rao Bahadur Chintamanrao

Yaidya in his criticism on the Bharata. In these

circumstances, one has to take in hand only certain definite

editions of these two treatises for purpose of comparison ; and

therefore, I have compared them by taking as authoritative

the Gita of 700 stanzas, which was accepted as authoritative by

Srlmat Samkaracarya, and the edition of the Mahabharata

printed in Calcutta by Babu Pratapchandra Roy; and the

references in this book to the stanzas quoted from the

Mahabharata are according to the above-mentioned edition of

the Mahabharata printed at Calcutta. If these verses have to

be referred to in the editions printed by Krishnacharya

according to the Bombay or Madras readings, they will be
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found either in advance of or subsequent to the place mentioned

by me.

If one compares the Gita of 700 stanzas and the edition of

the Mahabharata printed by Babu Pratapehandra Roy at

^Calcutta, it will firstly be seen that it is stated in many places

in the Mahabharata itself that the Bhagavadglta is a part of

the Mahabharata. The first of these references is in the index

given in the second chapter of the Adiparva. There is first

a statement, where the various Parvas have been described,

that
“
purvoktam bhagamdgltaparva bhismctvadhas tatati ’ (Ma.

Bha. A. 2. 69) ;
and afterwards in enumerating the chapters and

the stanzas in the 18 parvas, there is a clear reference to the

Bhagavadglta in the description of Bhlsmaparva as :

—

kasmalam yatra parthasya vasudevo mahamahh I

mohajam nasayamasa hetubhir moksadarsibhih H

that is, “in which treatise, Vasudeva has removed the

dejection of Arjuna, due to Ignorance, by showing him the

Path which leads to Release”. In the same way, in the first

chapter of the Adiparva, where Dhrtarastra is explaining his

growing despair regarding the success of Duryodhana and

others, starting each stanza with the words “yada srausam”, It

is stated that “when Arjuna became confused, and Krsna

showed to him His Cosmic Form, I despaired of victory”

(Ma. Bha. A. 1. 179). After these three references in the

Adiparva, it again became necessary to refer to the Gita in

describing the Narayamya religion at the end of the Santiparva.

The four names Narayanlya, Satvata, Ekantika, and Bhagavata

are synonymous; and this chapter explains the devotional

energistic path preached by Rsi Narayana or by the Blessed

Lord to Narada in the Svetadvlpa. (San. 334. 351). The

underlying principle of this Bhagavata religion is, that by

worshipping Vasudeva in solitude, and by carrying on one’s

duties in the world according to one’s religion, one attains

Release ; and I have already shown in previous chapters that

it has also been maintained in the Bhagavadglta, that the

Karma-Yoga is superior to the Path of Renunciation. In

describing the tradition of this Narayanlya doctrine,

Vaisampayana says to Janamejaya that this doctrine had been
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preached to Harada by Harayana Himself, and that the same

doctrine has been “kalhito HARIGITASU samasavidhi kalpatdti
’

(Ma. Bha. San. 346 10), i. e
,
“mentioned in the Hariglta or the

Bhagavadgita”. It is also stated later on in the eighth stanza

of the 348th chapter, that

:

samupodhe svanikesu kurupandavayor mrdhe I

arjune umanske ca gitd bhaqavata svayam li

that is, “these rites of the solitudinal (ekantika) Harayanlya

doctrine, were taught by the Blessed Lord to the dejected

Arjuna on the occasion of the war between the Kauravas and

the P&ndavas”
;
and the tradition of the Harayanlya doctrine

in that war has been given there
;
and it is again stated that

this path, as also the path of ascetics, that is, the Path of

Renunciation, have both been mentioned in the HARIGlTA
(Ma. Bha San. 348. 53). Besides these six references in the

Adiparva and the Santiparva, there is also one more reference

to the Bhagavadgita in the Anugltaparva included in the

Asvamedhaparva. Some days after the Bharat! war was over,

and Yudhisthira had been placed on the throne, when Sri

Krsna and Arjuna were one day sitting together, and Sii

Krsna had said to Arjuna : “It is no more necessary for me
to stay here; I wish to go to Dvaraka”, Arjuna said to Him,

that he had forgotten what Sri Krsna had preached at the

commencement of the war, and requested Him to preach the*

same thing again (A6va. 16). Then, to satisfy this request,

Sri Krsna preached the Anuglta to Arjuna before going to

Dvaraka. In the beginning of this Anuglta, the Blessed Lord

has Himself said that : “It is your misfortune that you have

forgotten the advice which I gave to you in the commencement

of the war. It is impossible for Me to repeat the same advice

in the same way again, and therefore I will tell you instead

.something else” (Ma. Bha. Asva. Anuglta 16. 9-13); and some

of the chapters of the Anuglta are similar to those of the Gita.

The Gita has thus been referred to SEVER times in the

Mahabharata, including this reference. Therefore, it follows

from the intrinsic evidence in the Mahabharata itself, that the

Bhagavadgita is a part of the present Mahabharata.

But, as the course of doubts is uncontrolled, some persons

are not satisfied even by these seven references, and they
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inquire why it may not be said that these references were

themselves also interpolated into the Mahabharata afterwards

;

and thus their doubt as to whether or not the Gita was a part

of the Mahabharata still remains. This doubt has its origin

in the idea that the Gita deals only with the Knowledge of the

Brahman. But, as I have already shown that this idea itself

is incorrect, this doubt should, strictly speaking, not remain.

Nevertheless, instead of depending solely on this evidence, I

shall now show, by reference to other evidence also, that this

doubt is unfounded. When there is a doubt whether or not

two works were written by one and the same author, literary

critics consider two matters in the first place, namely,

SIMILARITY OF DICTION and SIMILARITY OF
MEANING. Out of these, similarity of diction includes not

only the words themselves, but also the composition.

Considering the matter from this point of view, one must see

to what extent the diction of the Gita is similar to the diction

of the Mahabharata. But as the Mahabharata is a very

extensive work, the diction in it varies according to the

occasion. For instance, if one refers to the description of the

fight between Karna and Arjuna in the Karnaparva, it will be

seen that the diction in this parva is different from the diction

of the other parts of the Mahabharata. Therefore, it is difficult

to definitely say whether or not the language of the Gita is

similar to the language of the Mahabharata. But if one

considers the matter in a general way, then, as Mr Kashinath

Trimbak Telang* says, the language and the metrical

arrangement of the Gita is archaic (arsa) or ancient. For

instance, Kashinathpant has shown that the meanings in which

the words
‘

anta ’ (Gl. 2. 16), 'bhasa* (Gl. 2. 54), ‘Brahma’

( —prakrti. Gl. 14. 3), ‘Yoga* (=Karma-Yoga), and the consonant
‘

ha used for completing the meter (Gl. 2.9) etc, have been used

* The translation of the Bhagavadglta made by the late

Mr. Kasinath Trimbak Telang, has been published in the Sacred

Books of the East Series Yol. VIII, edited by Prof.Max Muller. To

this translation, a critical dissertation has been added by him by way

of introduction in the English language. The references made to*

the opinions of the late Mr. Telang in this Appendix are (with one

exception) to this introduction.
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in the Gita, do not appear to have been used in the same sense

in the poems of Kalidasa etc.
;
and we come across the form

“namaskrtva

”

in stanza 11, 35, and a compound like
“
'sakyaahatii”

in stanza 11. 45, though as variant readings, which are contrary

to the grammar of Panini. Also in the phrase “senaninam aham
skandah

”

(Gi. 10. 24), the sixth case (possessive) form

“senaninam” is not correct according to Panini. The late

Mr. Telang has not given detailed illustrations of archaic

metrical construction. But I think that he has called the

metrical arrangement of the Gita ‘archaic’ (area) with special

reference to the 36 stanzas in the eleventh chapter, which

contain the description of the Cosmic Form (Gi. 11. 15-50).

In each stanza, out of these 36, there are eleven letters to a

line. But there is no meter which is consistently followed, and

we find that if one line is in the indravajra meter, the second

is in the upendravajrd, the third in the salmi, and the fourth

one in a different meter altogether ; and there are thus eleven

different meters to he found in these 36 verses, that is, 144

lines. Nevertheless, each line contains only eleven letters,

and the rule seems to be followed that the first, fourth, eighth

and the last two letters are long (guru) and the sixth one is usually

short (laghu); and therefore, an inference may be drawn that these

stanzas have been written in the tnstupa metre used in the

Rg-Veda or in the Upanisads. We do not come across

odd-numbered meters of eleven letters to a line like this in any

poem of Kalidasa. In the Sakuntala , the stanza:
“
ami vedim

pantah klptadhimyah

”

is in this meter. But Kalidasa himself

has described this meter as ‘Rk.-chanda’ that is, a meter used

in the Rg-Veda. From this it is clear that the Gita was

written when archaic meters were in vogue. We come across

similar archaic words and Vedic metres in other places in the

Mahabharata. But another convincing proof of the similarity

of diction of the two books is the similar stanzas to be found

in the Mahabharata and in the Gita. Examining all these

stanzas in the Mahabharata and ascertaining correctly how
many of them are to be found in the Gita is a very difficult

task. Yet, In reading the Mahabharata, I found stanzas

in it which are either word for word similar to the stanzas in

the Gita, or are similar but with slight verbal alterations, and
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these are not a few in number. This easily solves the question?

of the similarity of language or diction. We find the

following stanzas or semi-stanzas either word for word the

same or with only one or two words different in the Gita and

in the Mahabharata (Calcutta edition)

GITA.

1. 9, riaria sastra praharana

etc.

(semi-stanza).

1. 10, aparyaptam etc.

(whole stanza)

1. 12-19, (Eight stanzas)

1. 45, alio bata makatpapam

etc.

(whole stanza)

19, ubhau tau na vijanitah

etc.

(semi-stanza)

2. 28, avyaktadim bhutani etc.

(whole stanza)

2. 31, dharmyaddhi yuddhac

cheyo etc.

(semi-stanza)

2. 32, yad drcchaya etc.

(whole stanza)

MAHABHARATA.
Bhlsma-parva 51. 4. As in the

Gita, Duryodhana is again

describing his army to

Dronacarya.

Bhlsma. 51. 6.

Bhlsma. 51. 22-29. The stanzas

are just the same as in

the Gita, with slight

verbal alterations.

Drona. 197. 50. Same as in the

Gita, with slight verbal

alterations.

Santi. 224. 14. In the Baliva-

sava-samvada, with verbal

alterations ;
and in the

Kat-hopanisad (2. 18).

Strl. 2. 6; 9. 11. Instead of
1

avyakta \ the word
‘ abhava

*

is used; rest is

the same.

Bhlsma. 124. 36. Bhlsma says

the same words to Kama.

Kama. 57. 2. Instead of

‘ Partha \ the word ‘Kama*

is used in the conversation-

between Duryodhana and.1

Kama,
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46, yavan artha udapane

etc.

(whole stanza)

2. 59, visaya mmvartante etc.

(whole stanza)

2. 67, mdriyanam hi caratam

etc.

(whole stanza)

% 70, apuryamamm acala

pratistMm etc.

(whole stanza)

3.

42, mdnyani paranyahuh

etc.

(whole stanza)

4.

7, yada yada hi dharmasya

etc.

(semi-stanza)

4. 31, nayam loko ’stya yajfia-

sya etc.

(semi-stanza)

4. 40, nayam loko *sti na

paro etc.

(semi-stanza)

Udyoga. 45. 26. Has appeared

with slight verbal altera-

tions in the Sanatsujatlya

chapter.

Santi. 204. 16. Has appeared

word for word in the

conversation between

Manu and Brhaspati

Vana. 210. 26. Has appeared

with slight verbal altera-

tions in the conversation

between the Brahmin and

the Hunter; and there is

also the * rupaka ’ (simile)

of the chariot in the

earlier portion.

Santi. 250. 9. Has appeared

word for word in the

Snkanuprasna.

Santi 245. 3 and 247. 2. Has

appeared with slight ver-

bal alterations twice in

the Sukanuprasna; but

this stanza is originally

from the Kathopanisad

(Katha. 3. 10).

Yana. 189. 27. Has appeared

word for word in the

Markandeyapra^na.

Santi. 267. 40. Has appeared

in the Gokapillya chapter,

and the whole chapter

deals with the Yajna,

Vana. 199. 110. Has appeared

word for word in the

Markandeya-samasya-
parva.
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5 t yat samkhyaih prapyate

sthanam etc.

(whole stanza)

5. 18} vidya vinaya sampanne

etc.

(whole stanza)

f> 5, atmaiva hy atmano

bandhuh etc.

(semi-stanza and half

of the next stanza)

-6. 29, sarvabhutastham citma-

nani etc.

(semi-stanza)

f 44, jijnasur api yogasya

etc.

(semi-stanza)

8. 17, sahasra yuga paryan-

tam etc. This stanza has

been given in the Gita

without first explaining

what ‘ yuga ’ means.

*8. 20, yah sa sarvesu bhutesu

etc.

(semi-stanza)

Santi. 305. 19 and 316. 4. Has
appeared i* these two
places with slight verbal

alterations in the con-

versation between Vasis-

tha and Karala and bet-

ween Yajnavalkya and

Janaka, lespectively.

Santi. 238. 19. Has appeared

word for word in the

Sukanuprasna.

Udyoga 33. 63, 64. Has
appeared word for word
in the Yiduraniti.

Santi. 238. 21. In the Sukanu-
prasna, and also in the

Manu-Smrti (Manu.12.91),

Isavasyopanisad (Isa. 6)

and literally in the Kai-

valyopanisad (Kai. 1. 10).

Santi. 235. 7. Has appeared

with slight verbal altera-

tions in the Sukanuprasna.

Santi. 231. 31. Has appeared

literally in the Sukanu-

prasna; and the method
of computation of a

1

yuga ’

has also been mentioned

previously. This has

appeared with slight

verbal alterations also in

•the Manu-Smrti (Manu.

1. 73).

Santi. 339. 23. Has appeared

twice with slight verbal

alterations in the H&rS-

yanlya-dharma.
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9. 32, striyo vaisyas tatha etc.

(whole stanza and half

of the next stanza)

13. 13, sarvatah panipadam

(whole stanza)

13. 30, yada bkuta prthag

bhavam etc.

(whole stanza)

14. 18, urdhvam gacckanti

satvastha etc.

(whole stanza)

16. 21, trmdham naralcasy edam

etc.

(whole stanza)

17. 3, sraddhamayo yam puru-

sah etc.,

(semi-stanza) .

18.

14, adhisthdmm tatha karta

etc.

Asva. 19. 61 and 62. These 1

verses have appeared with-

slight verbal alterations

in the Anugita.

Santi. 238. 29. and A6va. 19. 49.

This stanza has appeared

word for word in the-

Sukanuprasna and in the

Anugita as also in other

places. It is originally

from the Svetasvataro-

panisad (Sve. 3. 16).

Santi 17. 23. The same words

have been addressed by

Yudhisthira to Arjuna.

Asva. 39. 10 This stanza has

appeared word for word

in the conversation

between the disciple and
the preceptor in the

Anugita.

Udyoga. 32. 70. Has appeared

word for word in the

Viduranlti.

Santi. 263. 17, Has appeared

in the portion on Devotion

in the conversation bet-

ween Tuladhara and

Jajali.

Santi. 347. 87. Has appeared

word for word in the

Narayanlya-dharma.(whole stanza)

In this way, it is seen that 27 whole stanzas and 12

semi-stanzas appear sometimes word for word the same, and

sometimes with slight verbal differences both in the Maha-

bharata and in the Gita; and if a more thorough examination

is made, there is a likelihood that one may come across many
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other stanzas and semi-stanzas which are common to both.

If one wishes to see in how many places there are common
combinations of two words or three words, or of quarter

portions of a stanza, which are common to the Mahabharata
and to the Gita, the above-mentioned list will have to be
considerably increased'"' But, if we leave aside the similarity

of words, and consider merely the question of similarity of

stanzas in the above list, we cannot but say that the

Mahabharata and the Gita musta have been written by the

same hand. Considering the matter with reference to the

different chapters, we see that out of the above-mentioned

33 stanzas, 1 comes in the Markandeya-prasna, l- in the

Markandeya-samasya, 1 in the Brahmin-Hunter conversation,

2 in the Viduraniti, 1 in the Sanatsujatlya, 1 in the Manu-
Brhaspati conversation, 6^- in the Sukanu-prasna, 1 the

Tuladhara-Jajali conversation, 1 in the Vasistha-Karala and
Yajhavalkya-Janaka conversation, 1-J in the Narayanlya-

dharma, 2^ in the Anuglta, and the rest in the Bhisma, Drona,

Kama, and Strlparvas; and in almost all these places, these

stanzas have come at proper places with reference to the

anterior and posterior contexts and are not interpolations.

Nay, some of these stanzas seem to have been taken into the Gita

by way of summarising. For instance, in order to understand

the stanza “ sahasra yuga paryantam
"

etc. (Gi. 8. 17), it would
have been necessary to define the words

4

varsa ’ and * yuga *

;

and in the Bharata (San. 231) and the Manu-Smrti, this stanza

has been given after first defining these words. But in the

Gita, this stanza has been mentioned without defining * yuga
*

* If one considers the whole of the Mahabharata from this

point of view, there will be at least a hundred similar portions of

stanzas • but I will mention only a few out of them here: Mm
bhogair jivitem vd (Gi. 1. 32) • naitat vay ttpapadyaie (GI. 2. 3);

trdyate mahato bhaydt (2. 40); asantasya lutuh mlham (2. 66);

utsldeyur ime loldh (3. 24); mano durnigraham calam(§. So)
5
mam

dim'd bhuiabhavanah (9. 5) ;
mogkdsd mogka larmdmh (9. 12) ;

samah

sarvesu bhutesu (9. 29) ;
diptanalarkadyuiim etc. (11. 17); sarva bhutahite

ratdh (12. 4) ;
iulyct nindd stutih (12. 19) ; sa mtu$to yena kenacit (12. 19);

^amalosta&ma kdmcamh (14. 24); tnvidhd karmacodand (18. 18)

;

nimamah kantah (18. 53) ;
brcthmabhuydya halpate (18. 53) ;

etc., etc.,

15-16
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etc. Considering the matter from this point of view, it cannot

be said that these stanzas could have been adopted from the

Gita into the various chapters of the Mahabharata
;
and it is

improbable that all these stanzas have been taken into the

Gita from all those various chapters. Therefore, one is bound

to come to the conclusion that the writer of the Gita must

have been the same as the person who wrote these chapters.

I must also mention here that, just as, many stanzas from the

Manu-Smrti find their way into the Mahabharata, * so also can

we trace to the Manu-Smrti, the whole of the stanza “ sahasra

yuga paryantam ” (8. 17) in the Gita, with slight verbal

alterations; and the semi-stanza “ sreyan svadharmo vigunah

paradharv/iat svanusthitat” (Gl. 3. 35 and Gl. 18. 47) with the

alteration that instead of ‘ sreyan \ the word ‘ varam
1

has been

used; and the semi-stanza “ sarva bhutastham atmanam
”

{ Gl. 6. 29 ), with the variation
“
sarva bhutesu catmanam

”

(Manu. 1. 73; 10. 97; 12. 91). In the Anusasanaparva of the

Mahabharata, there is even a clear reference to the Manu-
Smrti in the words “ mamma bhihitam sastram ” (Anu. 47. 35).

If instead of considering the similarity of words, one

considers the similarity of meaning, the same conclusion is

fortified. I have in previous chapters shown the similarity

between the Karma-Yoga of the Gita and the Energistic

Bhagvata or Narayanlya religion. It is true that the genesis

of Samkarsana from Yasudeva, Pradyumna from Samkarsana,

Aniruddha from Pradyumna, and Brahmadeva from Aniruddha,

being the genesis of the visible world mentioned in the

Rarayanlya-dharma (San. 339. 71, 72) has not been adopted in-

to the Gita. There are besides other differences between the

religion of the Gita and the Narayanlya religion. But, although

the idea of the four-fold (catur-vyuha) Parames vara is not

accepted by the Gita, yet, if one considers the propositions of

the Gita that, (i) the devotion to the singular (eka-vyuha),

Yasudeva is the ‘king of paths’
;
that (ii) whatever other deities

are worshipped, that amounts to the worship of Yasudeva;

* Prof. Bulker has, in his translation of the Manu-Smrti,

published in the Sacred Books of the East Series (Yol. XXV,

pp. 533, et included a list of the stanzas from the Manu-Smrti

which are to be found in the Mahabharata.
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that (iii) devotees are of four kinds
; that (iv) devotees of the

Blessed Lord must perform their duties according to their

religion, and keep going the cycle of Yajnas; and that (v) it is

not proper to take to Renunciation (samnyasa) etc., one comes

to the conclusion that the Gita religion is the same as the

Bhagavata religion
;
and as I have stated before, the tradition

of Vivasvan-Manu-Iksvaku is common to both. In the same
way, the Vedanta or the Spiritual Knowledge expounded in

the Gita is consistent with the Knowledge of the Brahman
as mentioned in the Sanatsujatlya, the Sukanu-prasna,

the Yajnavalkya-Janaka conversation, or the Anuglta, as

will be appreciated by any one who reads those chapters.

Just as the Gita, while accepting the 25 Fundamental Elements

of Kapila-Samkhya philosophy, and the doctrine of the

efflorescence of the constituents ( guriofkarsa), yet accepts

as Eternal, a further Element beyond Prakrti (Matter)

and Purusa (Spirit), so also has it been maintained in

detail, in the Vasistha-Karala-Janaka conversation, and in the

Yajnavalkya-Janaka conversation in the Santiparva that

there is a * 26th * Element beyond the 25 Elements, and
that one does not obtain Isolation (kaivalya) unless one has
acquired the Knowledge of that ‘26th’ Element. It is not

that this similarity of thought appears only with reference

to Karma-Yoga and Spiritual Knowledge; but there are

many chapters to be found in the Mahabharata which
correspond with the other subsidiary subjects in the Gita.

For instance, in the beginning of the first chapter of the

Gita, Duryodhana has described both the armies to Dronacarya,
and he has again given the same description later on in the

51st chapter of the Bhismaparva to Dronacarya. There is

in the beginning of the Santiparva, a dejection expressed by
Yudhisthira, which is similar to the dejection experienced by
Arjuna in the latter part of the first chapter of the Gita

; and
when there was occasion to kill Bhlsma and Drona by ' Yoga \
Ajjuna has again uttered similar words of dejection (Bhlsma.
97. 4-7 and 108. 88-94). Arjuna has said in the beginning
of the Gita that it was no use obtaining victory if he were
4io kill those very persons for whom that happiness was to
be acquired (Gl. 1. 32, 33) ; and later on, after all the Kauravas
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had been killed in the war, Duryodhana has given expression

to the same sentiment (Salya. 31. 42-51). As in the beginning

of the second chapter, two different paths, namely, the Samkhya
and the Karma-Yoga have been mentioned, so also have two
paths been described not only in the Narayaniya-dharma,

but also in the Japakopakhyana, and the Janaka-Sulabha

conversation in the Santiparva (San. 196 and 320); and the

ideas expressed in the third chapter that Karma (Action) is

superior to akarma (Inaction), and that if one does not perform

Action, he will not find even food to eat, are expressed in the

beginning of the Yanaparva by DraupadI to Yudhisthira

(Yana. 32); and the same ideas have been repeated again in

the Anuglfca. The idea that Brahmadeva created the Yajna

and human beings at the same time etc., which appear in the

Gita, appear also in other places in the Santiparva, besides

in the descriptions of the Narayanlya religion (San. 267), and

also in the Manu-Smrti; and the idea that there is no sin in

performing Action according to one’s own religious duties, has

also appeared in the Tuladhara-Jajali conversation, and

in the Brahmin-Hunter conversation ( San. 260-263 and Vana.

206-215). Besides this, the little information which the Gita

contains regarding the creation of the Cosmos, in the seventh

and eighth chapters, is similar to the description of such

creation given in the Sukanuprasna in the Santiparva

( San. 231 ) ;
and the information regarding the various

physical postures ( asam

)

prescribed in the Patanjala-Yoga,

which appears in the sixth chapter of the Gita is again

repeated in detail in the Sukanuprasna ( San. 239 ), and later

on in the 300th chapter of the Santiparva and also in the

Anugita (Asva. 19) The description of ordinary and best

things given in the conversation between the preceptor and

the disciple (Asva. 43 and 44), and the description of the

manifestations of the Blessed Lord given in the tenth chapter

of the Gita, may without the slightest doubt be said to be

exactly the same in meaning. It is stated in the Maha-

bharata that the Cosmic Form which was shown by the Blessed

Lord to Arjuna, was also shown by Him to Duryodhana and

others at the time of previous conciliatory efforts, and to

TJttanka, after the war was over, when Sri Krsna was
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going back to Dvaraka; and also that it was shown by

Rarayana to Narada, and by Daiarafchl Rama to Parasu-

rama. ( U. 130; Asva. 55; San. 339 ; Vana. 99 ). It is true

that the description of the Cosmic Form given in the

Gita, is more detailed and beautiful than the descriptions

in all these four places; but considering the matter from

the point of view of similarity of subject, there is nothing

new in the description in the Gita, as will be clearly

seen by anybody who reads these various descriptions.

There are to be found descriptions in the Anuglta (Asva. 36-39),

and also in other places in the Santiparva (San. 285 ; and

300-311) as to how diversity comes into being in the world

as a result of the sattva
,

rajas
,
and tamas constituents, what

the characteristic features of these constituents are, and how
all the activity is of these constituents and not of the Atman,

which are similar to the descriptions in the 14th and 15th

chapters of the Gita. In short, although the description of

certain things given in the Gita may be more exhaustive,

having regard to the occasion where it appears in the Gita,

and although the arrangement of those various subjects may
also be different in the Gita, yet, we come across ideas in the

Mahabharata which are more or less the same as those in

the Gita, but are spread out in some place or other ; and I

need not say that with this similarity of ideas, there is also

to some extent a similarity of diction. The similarity in the

matter of the month of Margaslrsa is indeed astounding. As
this month has been given primary importance in the Gita,

as is shown by the words
44

masanam margasirso *ham ” (Gl. 10.

35), so also, where there was twice occasion to mention the

names of months with reference to fasting in the Anusasana-

parva of the Mahabharata, the counting of the months has

been started with Margaslrsa (Anu. 106 and 109). The

ideas of Self-Identification, or of universal good, as also the

difference between the Materialistic, Intuitionist, and Meta-

physical aspects, and the description of the Devayana and

the Pitryana paths taken after death, which appear in the

Gita, have also appeared several times in the Mahabharata;

but as this has been dealt with in great detail in the previous

chapters, I shall not repeat the same subject-matter here.
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Whether one considers the similarity of diction, or the

similarity of subject-matter, or the six or seven references to

the Gita, which we find in the Mahabharata, one cannot but

come to the conclusion that the Gita is a part of the

Mahabharata, and that the same man who wrote the Maha-

bharata as it now exists, must also have written the Gita as

it now exists. But, I have seen people attempting to disregard

all those proofs, and to dispose of them with scant respect in

some way or other, and to prove that the Gita is an inter-

polation. But, in my opinion, the line of reasoning adopted

by these critics, who treat external evidence as no evidence,

and who yield to the domination of the demon of doubt in

their hearts, is illogical, and therefore, unacceptable. If it

could not be reasonably explained why the Gita should be a

part of the Mahabharata, it would be a different matter. But,

when it is proved, as has been stated in the beginning of this

Appendix, that (i) the Gita is not a purely devotional treatise,

or one which deals purely with Vedanta; that (ii) it was

necessary to preach the Activistic Gita, in order to explain

the principles of Morality, or the undercurrents which guided

the lives of exemplary great men, as described in the

Mahabharata, and that (iii) there was no better place, even from

the poetic view-point, for placing the Gita, than the place in

which it appears in the Mahabharata, one comes to the

necessary conclusion that the Gita has been included for

proper reasons and at the proper place in the Mahabharata,

and that it is not an interpolation. The Ramayana is also

an excellent and a universally respected archaic epic like

the Mahabharata ; and in it also the principles of

veracity, filial duty, maternal duty, regal duty etc.,

have been cleverly explained with reference to the

various incidents in it. But, as it was not the original

intention of Valmlki to make that epic “replete with many
incidents, full of numerous doctrines regarding Morality and

Immorality, and capable of giving to everybody exemplary

illustrations of properly moral lives”, it goes without saying

that the importance of the Mahabharata is greater than that

of the Ramayana, from the point of view of the decisions

contained in them respectively with reference to Morality and
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Immorality, the Doable and the Hot-Doable, and Ethics. The
Mahabharata is not merely an epic or merely a history, but

it is a Samhita (summary) dealing with delicate situations of

Duty and Non-Duty ; and if such a religious epitome does not

contain the scientific and logical description of the Philosophy

of Karma-Yoga, where else could it come ? Such an exposition

could certainly not have been included in a treatise which
deals merely with Vedanta. An epitome of religion is certainly

the most proper place for it; and if the writer of the

Mahabharata had not so included it, this immense book, which
deals with religious and moral duties—which is in fact the

fifth Veda—would to that extent have remained incomplete*

The Bhagavadglta has been included in the Mahabharata in

order to fill up this gap, and it is our great good fortune that

India found an excellent Jnanin and a noble soul like the

writer of the Mahabharata, who was as proficient in worldly

affairs as in Vedanta, for sponsoring the subject-matter of

Karma-Yoga

Though it has thus been proved that the present Bhagavad-
glta is a part of the present Mahabharata, yet, this matter

must be dealt with in greater detail. We understand the words
‘Bharata’ and ‘Mahabharata' as synonymous

; but, as a matter

of fact, those two works are different from each other*

Considering the matter grammatically, any book which would
contain a description of the illustrious deeds of the kings of

the Bharata clan could properly be called ‘Bharata’. The
etymology of the words ‘Ramayana’ and ‘Bhagavata’ is the

same; and on that account, any book which contains a
description of the Bharatl war would be sufficiently identified

by being called ‘Bharata’, however extensive it were. The
Ramayana is not a small work ; then why is it not called

‘Maha-Ramayana’ ? ; and why should the Bharata be called

'Maha-Bharata’ ? It is stated at the end of the Mahabharata

that the work has been given the name ‘Mahabharata* on

account of its two features of (i) greatness (mahatva) and of

(ii) dealing with the Bharata clan (bharatatva), (Svarga. 5. 44).

But if we take the mere literal meaning of the word

‘Mahabharata’, it means ‘the big Bharata’
;
and if this meaning

is accepted, the question whether there was a ‘small’ Bharata
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and whether such a small Bharata did not contain the

Gita, naturally arises. There is a statement in the Adiparva

of the present Mahabharata, that the Mahabharata consists of

24000 stanzas, not taking into account the sub-chapters

(upakhyana), (A. 1. 101) ; and it is said later on that this was

originally known as ‘Jay a* (A. 62. 20). The word ‘Jay
a’

seems to intend to convey the idea of the ‘victory* (jaya) of

the Pandavas in the Bharat! war; and if that meaning is

adopted, it will be seen that the book called ‘Jaya* originally

contained only a description of the Bharatl war, and that

several sub-chapters were added later on to this historical book,

so as to make of it the laTge work known as the ‘Mahabharata’,

which dealt both with history and with Ethics. This

conclusion is fortified by the specific reference to two different

works named, ‘Bharata' and ‘Mahabharata’, in the incantation

relating to oblations to Rsis to be found in the

Asvalayana-grhya-sutra, which runs as :~-“sumanhi-jaimini-

misampayam— paila— sutra— bhasya— bharata— mahabharata

— dharmacaryah” (A Gr. 3. 4. 4 ). When the Tittle Bharata’

had thus been included in the ‘Mahabharata’, the ‘little

Bharata’ ceased to exist as an independent work, and

it was naturally believed that only one work, namely the

'‘Mahabharata ' was the Bharata. Even in the present

version of the Mahabharata, there is a statement that the

Bharata was first recited by Vyasa to his own son Suka, and

afterwards to his other disciples (A. 1. 103) ;
and it is clearly

stated that the five disciples Sumantu, Jaimini, Paila, Suka,

and Vai^ampayana wrote five distinct Bharata-Samhitas

or Mahabharatas (A, 63. 90) ;
and there is a story that out

of these five Mahabharatas, Vyasa retained only the Maha-

bharata of Vaisampayana, and the Asvamedhaparva out of

the Mahabharata of Jaimini. This explains why the names

Sumantu etc., appear before the mention of the words ‘ Bharata-

Mahabharata’ in the incantation about oblations to Rsis.

But it is not necessary to enter so deep so into that subject-

matter here. The conclusion which has been drawn by

Rao Bahadur Chintamanrao Vaidya in his criticism on the

Mahabharata, after considering this subject-matter, is in my
opinion correct; and therefore, it is quite enough if I say
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here that the present version of the Mahabharata is not the

original Mahabharata, but that there were various editions

of the Bharata and the Mahabharata
; and that the present

Mahabharata is the form it ultimately acquired. It cannot
be said that the first original Bharata out of these did not

contain the Gita. It is quite clear that the writer of the

Mahabharata has written the present Gita on the authority

of former works, ]ust as the Sanatsujatlya, the Viduranlti,

the Sukanuprasna, the Yajnavalkya-Janaka conversation,

the Visnu-sahasranama, the Anugita, the Narayaniya-dharma
and other chapters were so written, and that it was not
written independently. At the same time, it cannot be
definitely said that the writer of the Mahabharata did not

make any change in the original Gita. From what has been

stated above, anybody will come to the conclusion that the

present Gita of 700 stanzas is a part of the present Maha-
bharata, that both have been compiled by the same hands,
and that the present Gita has not been subsequently interpolated

by anybody into the present Mahabharata. I will say
later on what in my opinion is the date of the present Maha-
bharata, as also what I have to say regarding the original

Gita.

PART II-THE GITA AND THE UPANISADS.

Let us now consider the inter-relation between the Gita
and the various Upanisads. Not only have the various

Upanisads been generally referred to in the present

Mahabharata, but the description about the ^warfare between

the Vital Organs (pranendnya

)

contained in the Brhadara-

nyaka and the Chandogya (Br. 1. 3; Chan. I. 2) appears in

the Anugita (Asva. 23) ; and the words “ na me steno janapade **

etc., uttered by the king Kaikeya Asvapati (Chan. 5. 11. 15),

appear in the Santiparva, where the story of that king is

related (San. 77. 8). Similarly, the principles enunciated in

the Brhadaranyaka, that “ na pretya samjnasti ”, i. e.,
“ after

death, the Knower ( jnata

)

does not any more possess any
name (sn%rca)”, and that the Knower is merged in the

Brahman (Br. 4. 5. 13) appear in the Santiparva in the

conversation between Janaka and Pancasikha ; and in the
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same place, at the end, the illustration of the river and the

sea, which appears in the Prasna and the Mundaka Upanisads

(Prasna. 6. 5 ;
Mun. 3. 2. 8), has been used with reference to

the man who has become free from Name and Form. Besides,

the comparison of Reason with a charioteer, after comparing

the organs with horses, which appears in the conversation

between the Brahmin and the Hunter (Yana, 210), and in the

Anuglta, has been taken from the Kathopanisad (Ka. 1, 3. 3) ;

and the stanzas “ e&a sa? ue&u bhutesu gudhatma ” (Katha. 3. 12),

and
“
anyatia dharmad anyacradhai mat

”
(Katha. 2. 14)

also appear with slight verbal alterations in the Santiparva

(187. 29 and 331. 44). I have already stated above that the

stanza “ sarvatdh pampadam ” etc., from the Svetasvatara

appears several times in the Mahabharata, as also in the

Gita. But this similarity does not end here, and there are

numerous other sentences from the Upanisads, which appear

in various places in the Mahabharata. Nay, we may safely

assert that the Spiritual Knowledge in the Mahabharata has

been practically adopted from the Upanisads.

Not only is the Spiritual Knowledge contained

in the Bhagavadgita consistent with the Upanisads,

like the Mahabharata, but, as has been stated by me in the

ninth and the thirteenth chapters above, the Path of

Devotion described in the Gita is also fully consistent

with this Spiritual Knowledge. Without, therefore, repeating

the same subject-matter, I will only say here in short, that

the non-lamentability of the Atman mentioned in the second

chapter of the Gita, the form of the Imperishable Brahman
described in the eighth chapter, the consideration of the Body

( ksetra ) and the Atman ( ksetrajna ) contained in the thirteenth

chapter, and especially the form of the ‘ Knowable *
(jneya )

Parabrahman described in that chapter, are all subjects which

have been literally copied into the Gita from the Upanisads.

Some of the Upanisads are in prose, whereas others are in

verse. Expressions from the prose Upanisads cannot, of course,

come as they are in the Gita, which is in verse form
;
yet, the

ideas “whatever is, is; and whatever is not, is not” (Gl. 2. 16)>

“yam yam vapi smaran bhavam ” etc. (Gl. 8. 6), (i. e., “whatever

ideas are entertained in the Mind” etc.—Trans.) etc., which
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appear in the Gita, are from the Chandogyopanisad
;
and the

ideas and sentences, “ksine punye” etc. (Gl. 9. 21), “jyotisam

jyotih ” (Gi. 13. 17), or
“
matraspariah” (Gi. 2. 14) etc., are from

the Brhadaranyakopanisad, as will be apparent to anyone

who has read those Upanisads. But, if one does not consider

the prose Upanisads, but considers only the Upanisads in

verse form, this similarity becomes more explicit; because,

some verses from these verse-formed Upanisads have been

taken literally and word for word into the Gita. For instance,

six or seven stanzas from the Kathopanisad have been taken

as they are, or with slight verbal alterations into the Gita.

The stanza
“
dscaryavat pasyati " etc. (2. 29) in the Gita is very

similar to the stanza “ascaryo vakta ” etc., in the second

valh of the Kathopanisad (Katha. 2. 7); and the stanza

“ na jayate mnyate va kadacit” etc. (Gi. 2.20), and the semi-

stanza
“
yad icchanto bmhmacaryam earanti ” etc. (Gi. 8. 11),

are word for word the same in the Gita and in the Katho-

panisad (Katha. 2. 19; 2. 15). I have already mentioned

above that the stanza “ indriyarti paranyahuh ” (Gi. 3. 42)

in the Gita has been taken from the Kathopanisad

(Katha. 3. 10). Similarly, the simile of the pippala (aswttha)

tree in the fifteenth chapter of the Gita, has been taken

from the Kathopanisad; and the stanza “na tad bhasayate

suryo ” etc. (Gi. 15. 6), has been adopted into the Gita,

with slight verbal alterations from the Katha and the

Sveta^vatara Upanisads. Many other ideas and stanzas from

the Svetasvataropanisad find their way into the Gita. I have

shown above in the ninth chapter that the word ‘Maya’ appears-

for the first time in the Svetasvataropanisad, and that it must

have been taken from that place into the Gita and the

Mahabharata. Besides this, the description of the place proper

for the study of Yoga, given in the sixth chapter of the Gita,

namely,
“
sucau dese pratisthdpya” etc. (Gi. 6. 11) seems to be

taken from the incantation
“
same sucau” etc. (Sve. 2. 10), and

the words “ samam kayasirogrivam ” etc. (Gi. 6.13) seem to

have been taken from the incantation “tnr unmtam sthapya

samam sariram” (Sve. 2. 8). if one considers the similarity of

wording between the two. Similarly, the stanza “sarwtah

panipadam” etc. and the following semi-stanza are also seen
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to be word for word the same both in the Gita (13. 13) and in

the Svetasvataropanisad ( Sve. 3. 16 ) ;
and the words

4
'anoraniyamsanC ’ or “adityavarnam tamasah parastaf ’ are also

to be found both in the Gita (8. 9) and the Svetasvataropanisad

(Sve. 3. 9, 20). Further similarity of wording between the

Gita and the Upanisads is apparent from the fact that the two

semi-stanzas “sarvabhutastham atmanam ( Gl. 6. 29 ) and
“vedais ca sunair aham eva vedyo

"

(Gl. 15. 15) are to be found

just as they are in the Kaivalyopanisad. But it is not

necessary to further point out this similarity of wording.

Nobody can entertain the slightest doubt that the Vedanta in

the Gita has been enunciated on the authority of the Upanisads.

What has to be principally considered is whether there is a

-difference between the exposition of it in the Upanisads and

the exposition in the Gita
;
and if so, what that difference is.

We will, therefore, now turn to that subject-matter.

The Upanisads are numerous, and the language of some

of them is so modern, that one can clearly see that these

Upanisads are not of the same date as the older Upanisads.

Therefore, in considering the similarity of sublet-matter

between the Gita and the Upanisads, I have principally referred

in this chapter, for purposes of comparison, to those Upanisads,

which are mentioned in the Brahma-Sutras. If one tries to

examine the similarity between the theories in these Upanisads

and the Spiritual Knowledge in the Gita, one will see, first of

all, that though the characteristic features of the qualityless

Parabrahman is the same in both, yet, in describing how the

Qualityful came into existence out of the Qualityless, the

Gita uses the words or ‘ajnanci instead of the word
‘

avidya\ I have explained above in the ninth chapter that

the word
l

mayd' has appeared in the Svetasvataropanisad, and

that this word is synonymous with
*

avidya

*

embodied in Names

and Forms ;
and I have shown above that some of the stanzas

from the Svetasvataropanisad appear word for word in the Gita.

The first conclusion to be drawn from this is, that although the

doctrine “sarvam hhalv idam brahma” (Chan. 3 14. 1), or “sarvam

atmanam pasyati” (Br. 4. 4. 23), or “sarvabhutem catmanam” etc.

(Isa. 6A or possibly even the whole of the Spiritual Knowledge

in the Upanisads has been adopted into the Gita, yet, it was
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only after the word
‘

maya ’ came to be used in the Upanisads
with reference to Name-d and Form-ed

l

audya\ that the Gita
has come to be written.

Now, if one considers what difference exists between the

respective expositions of Vedanta in the Gita and the Upanisads,
one sees that greater importance has been given in the Gita to
the Kapila-Samkhya philosophy. In the Brhadaranyaka or
the Chandogya, which deal with Spiritual Knowledge,
Samkhya philosophy has not even once been mentioned; and
although the words

4

avyakta

\

‘mahan ’ etc from Samkhya
philosophy are found in the Katha and other Upanisads, yet,

those words are clearly interpreted there according to Vedanta
philosophy and not according to Samkhya philosophy; and the

same argument applies to the exposition in the Maitryupanisad.
The idea of boycotting Samkhya philosophy has been carried

to such an extent, that the diversity of Names and Forms
in the world has been explained in the Vedanta-Sutras by
the ‘Trivrt-karana’ (union of three Elements) consistently

with the Chandogya, instead of by reference to the ‘Panclkarana*

(union of five Elements) of Samkhya philosophy (Ve.

Su. 2. 4. 20). Although this method of explaining the

Perishable and Imperishable in Metaphysics without the
slightest reference to Samkhya philosophy has not been
adopted in the Gita, yet, it must also be borne in mind that

Samkhya doctrines have not been taken as they are into the

Gita. The Samkhya doctrine that the visible world came
into existence from the three-constituented imperceptible Matter
{prakrti) by the process of the ‘developing-out of the consti-

tuents’ ( gunotkarsa ), and that the Spirit (purusa) is

qualityless and is the See-er, is accepted by the Gita. But
the Samkhya doctrine regarding the Perishable ( ksara ) and
Imperishable ( aksara

)

has always been mentioned in the

Gita with the rider of the Non-Dualistic Vedanta that Matter

{prakrti) and Spirit (purusa ) are not independent Elements,

but are the forms or manifestations ( nbhuti ) of one and the

same Parabrahman in the shape of the Atman. This tacking

on of the order of creation of the universe according to the

Dualistic Samkhya philosophy with the Non-Dualistic

doctrines of the Upanisads, which looks upon the Brahman
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and the Atman as one and the same, is to be found in the

exposition of Metaphysics in other places in the Mahabharata,

as in the Gita
;
and thereby the inferenoe made above, that

the Gita and the Mahabharata must have been written by

one and the same person, is intensified.

The Path of Devotion or the worship of the Perceptible

contained in the exposition in the Gita is an important matter

which is not found in the Upanisads. It is true that mere ritualis-

tic performances likeYajnas etc, are considered inferior, from

the point of view of Spiritual Knowledge, in the Upanisads

as also in the Bhagavadgita
;
but we do not come across the

worship of a perceptible human-formed Paramesvara in

the older Upanisads. As the Realisation of the imperceptible and

qualityless Parabrahman is difficult, the writers of the

Upanisads admit the principle that one must worship the

Mind, Ether, the Sun, Fire, Yajha, and other similar

qualityful symbols. But the symbols, which have been

mentioned in the ancient Upanisads for worship, do not

include the human-formed Paramesvara. It is stated in

the Maitryupanisad that Rudra, Siva, Visnu, Acyuta,

Narayana, etc., are all forms of the Paramatman (Mai. 7. 7)

;

and the Svetasvataropanisad even contains
,

the words
1

Mahesvara ’ etc ;
and there are also in the Svetasvatara

such expressions as
“
jfiatva devam mucyate sarvapasaih

M

(Sve. 5. 13), (i. e., “by Realising God, all bonds are broken

Trans.) or,
“
yasya deve para bhaktih ” (Sve, 6 . 23). But one

cannot definitely say that human-formed incarnations of

Narayana, Visnu etc; are intended by these expressions;

because, the deities Rudra and Yisnu are both Yedic, that is,

ancient; and it cannot be said that the above-mentioned

Upanisads did not refer to the ancient sacrificial ritual, which

was later on given the form of the worship of Yisnu, as shown,

by the words
“
yajfio vai visnuh ” (Tai. Bam. 1.7.4). Never-

theless, if some one says that the idea of human-formed

incarnations was conceived in those days, that cannot be

said to be improbable; because, the word
*

bhakti

*

(Devotion)

which is to be found in the Svetasvataropanisad cannot

at first sight hs properly applied to worship in the shape of

a Yajna. As the expressions used in the Mahanarayana
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Nrsimhatapant, Ramatapani, or GopalatapanI Upanisads are

clearer than those in the Svetasvataropanisad, such a doubt can

really speaking not arise at all about them. But, as there are no

means for definitely fixing the dates of these Upanisads, one

cannot, with their help, satisfactorily solve the question as to

•when the worship of the human-formed Visnu came into vogue.

Nevertheless, the fact that the Vedic Path of Devotion is very

ancient is satisfactorily proved in other ways. The

grammarian Panini, after first mentioning in a sutra that the

word ‘ bhaktih * is to be taken as meaning
4

that, towards which

Devotion exists ’ (Pa. 4. 3, 95), says in another sutra, namely,
4t
vasudevarjunabhyam bun ” (Pa. 4. 3 98), that the man who

is devoted to Vasudeva should be called
4 Vasudevaka \ and

the man who is a devotee of Arjuna should be called
4
Arjunaka ’

;
and Patanjali, in commenting on this in his

Mahabhasya, has said that the word ‘Vasudeva’ in this

sutra is the name of a Ksatriya, or of the
4

Bhagavanta

Dr. Bhandarkar has proved that the commentary of Patanjali

was written about 250 years before the Christian era; and

there is no dispute about the fact that Panini belonged to

a much earlier period. Besides, even Buddhistic religious

texts contain a reference to Devotion; and I have proved

later on in detail that the Bhagavata religion must have been

the cause for principles of Devotion entering into the

Buddhistic Mahayana cult. Therefore, it is proved beyond

doubt that the Path of Devotion was well established in

India long before the date of Buddha, that is to say

necessarily more than 600 years before the Christian era.

The Narada-Pancaratra, or the Bhakti-Sutras written by

Sandilya or Narada, are later in point of time. But thereby,

the ancientness of the Bhagavata religion, or of the Path

of Devotion, is in no way affected. It will be seen from the

exposition made in the Glta-Rahasya that (i) the present Path

of Devotion has been gradually evolved out of the forms

of worship of the Qualityful mentioned in the ancient

Upanisads; that (ii) the Patanjala Yoga has given further

importance to the Path of Devotion, as in that Yoga some

perceptible or visible object has to be placed before the eyes

for fixing the mind ;
and that (iii) the Path of Devotion has
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not come into India from anywhere else, nor was there any

necessity for ifc to come from anywhere else. Supporting
,

from the point of view of the Vedanta of the Upanisads*

this Path of Devotion, and especially the worship of Vasudeva,

which had in this way come into existence in India, is an

important part of the subject-matter of the Gita.

But a still more important part of the Gita is the harmoni-

sation of the Karma-Yoga with Devotion and the Knowledge

of the Brahman. Although the Upanisads have considered

the duties fixed for the four castes, or the ritualistic per-

formances mentioned by the Srutis as inferior, yet, some

of the Upanisads say that they have got to be performed for

the purification of the Mind, and that it is not proper to

give them up even after the Mind has been purified. Never-

theless, several of the Upanisads may be said to ordinarily

incline towards Abandonment of Action. There are statements

in some Upanisads, as in the Isavasyopanisad, that Action

must be performed so long as life lasts, such as, “ Icurvann

eveha kanmrji'\ (i. e., “Action must be performed in this

world”—Trans.); but no other Upanisad has justified this

Karma-Yoga, which had been m vogue from ancient times,

by doing away with the conflict between Spiritual Knowledge

and Worldly Action as has been done in the Gita. Nay,

one may safely say that the doctrines of the Gita on this

matter are different from the doctrines enunciated by many
of the writers of the Upanisads, As I have fully discussed

this question in the eleventh chapter of the Glta-Bahasya,

I do not propose to take up more space by dealing with

it here.

The ‘acquisition of Yoga’ ( yoga-sadkana ), which has been

referred to in the sixth chapter of the GltS, has been fully

and scientifically dealt with in the Patanjala Yoga-Siitras

;

and these Sutras are now-a-days considered an authoritative

text on this subject. These Sutras are divided into four

chapters. The word ‘ yoga * has been defined in the commence-

ment of the very first chapter as “ yogas cittavrttmrodkah ”,

(i. e.,“ Yoga means the control of the activities of the Mind”
—Trans. ) : and it is stated that “ abhycisavairagydbhyam tan-

rdrodhah ”, that Is, “ this control ( nirodhah ) can be acquired.
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by practice and by indifference to the world ”
; and afterwards

the means of acquiring the Yoga such as, yama, niyama
, asanay

pranayama
,
etc. have been described

;
and in the 3rd and 4th

chapters, it is explained how perfection and the supernatural

powers of * anmalaghima ’ (i. e, ‘self-contraction, levitation’ etc.

—

Trans.) are acquired by the ‘ asamprajnata ’ or ' mrvikalpa
*

sarnadhi (non-differentiating mental absorption), and how by
this kind of concentration, one ultimately reaches Release in the

shape of * Brahma-nirvana In the Bhagavadglta also, there

is first mentioned the necessity of the control of the Mind
(Gl. 6. 20) ; and after stating that the Mind must be controlled

by the two means of practice ( abhyasa ), and indifference to

the world ( vairagya ), (Gi. 6. 35), it is ultimately stated how
one should acquire the non-differentiating mental absorption,

and what happiness that gives. But on that account, one

cannot say that the Bhagavadglta accepts as correct the

Patanjala-Yoga, or that the Patan^ala-Sutras are earlier in

point of time than the Bhagavadglta. The Blessed Lord

has nowhere advised that one should spend one’s life holding

one’s nose in the hand for controlling the breath, in order

to acquire perfect concentration, as directed in the Patanjala-

Sutras, Control of the Mind and mental absorption have been

mentioned in the Gita as means for acquiring that Equability of

Mind, which is necessary Cor acquiring Karma-Yoga. Therefore,

it must be said that in this matter, the Gita comes nearer to the

Svetasvatara or the Katha Upanisads than the Patanjala-Sutras.

The Dhyanabindu, Churika, and Yoga-tattva Upanisads deal

with Yoga. But, as Yoga is the principal subject-matter in

them, and its praises are sung everywhere, it is not proper to

attempt to fully harmonise these one-sided Upanisads with the

Gita, which considers the Karma-Yoga as the most superior path

;

and such a harmony cannot in fact be brought about. In the

introduction to his English translation of the Bhagavadglta,

Mr. Thompson has said that the Karma-Yoga in the Gita is

a form of the Patanjala-Yoga
; but such a thing is absolutely

impossible ; and I say that this confusion has arisen in the

mind of Mr, Thompson, because he has not understood the

correct meaning of the word ‘Yoga’ in the Gita. Because,

whereas the Gita Karma-Yoga is Energistic, the Patanjala-Yoga

17-18
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is just the opposite, that is to say, renunciatory
; and it is,

therefore, not possible that the one should have come out of

the other; and it is nowhere stated in the Gita that such is

the case. Nay, the original meaning of the word ‘Yoga’ was
Karma-\oga; and one may safely say that that word came to

he commonly understood in the single meaning of ‘Yoga’ in

the shape of ‘Concentration of the Mind’, after the days of the

Patafijala-Sutras, Whatever may be the case, the Desireless

Path of Action adopted in ancient times by Janaka and others

was similar to the Yoga, that is, the Karma-Yoga of the Gita;

and it has clearly been adopted from the Bhagavata religion

traditionally handed down by Manu to Iksvaku etc., and was
not derived from the Patanjala-Yoga.

This will have clearly shown to my readers the similarity

and the dissimilarity between the Glta-doctrine and the

Upanisads. Most of these matters have been dealt with by .me

in the G ita-Rahasya. I shall, therefore, say here only this much
that, although the Knowledge of the Brahman in the Gita

has been mentioned on the authority ot the Upanisads, yet, the

Gita has not merely copied the Metaphysical Knowledge in

the UpanKads, but by adding to it the worship of Vasudeva,

as also the Bamkhya Science of the Perishable and the

Imperishable, that is to say, of the creation of the universe,

it has principally expounded the Yedic religion of Karma-

Yoga, which is easy to follow, and is beneficial in this life and

the next; and in this way the Gita is superior to the Upanisads.

Jt is, therefore, not proper to stretch the meaning of the Gita

iioetrinally, in order to establish a non-existing harmony

between the Gita and the renunciatory Upanisads, except in

the matter of the Knowledge of the Brahman. It is true that

the Metaphysical Knowledge in both is the same. Yet, although

the head in the shape of the Spiritual Knowledge is the same,

the Samkhya path and the Karma-Yoga are the two equally

important hands of the Vedic religion; and the Gita has

emphatically supported Action based on Knowledge, as has

been done in the Isdvasyopanisad, as is clearly shown in the

eleventh chapter of the Gita-Bahasya.
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PART III—THE GITA AND THE BRAHMA-SUTRAS.

Having in this way considered the similarity and the

dissimilarity between the BhagavadgltS and the Upanisads,

which chiefly deal either with Spiritual Knowledge, or with

Devotion, or with Yoga, it is really speaking not necessary to

compare the Gita with the Brahma-Sutras
;

because, as

Badarayanacarya has written his Brahma-Sutras in order to

systematically consider the Metaphysical doctrines mentioned

in the various Upanisads, these Sutras cannot contain any

thoughts which are not in the Upanisads. Still, there is a

clear reference to the Brahma-Sutras at the beginning of the

I3th chapter of the Bhagavadglta, where the subject-matter of

the Body and the Atman is being dealt with, in the words:

rsibhir bahudha gltam chcuiclobhir vvvidhaih prthak I

brahmasutrapadais caiva hetumadbhir vimscitaih li

(GI. 13. 4),

that is, the Body and the Atman have been described “in

various ways, in different metres, by different Rsis, dis-

connectedly ;
and also definitely and logically in the

Brahma-Sutra-padas” ; and, if one considers these Brahma-Sutras

to be the same as the present Vedanta-Sutras, it follows that

the present Gita must have been written after the date of the

present Vedanta-Sutras. It is, therefore, very necessary to

determine which these Brahma-Sutras are, in order to fix the

date of the Gita.* Because, there is no work now available

besides the Vedanta-Sutras, which bears the name of Brahma-
Sutras, nor has such a work been referred to anywhere; and it

is not proper to say that the Gita was written after the date

of the present Brahma-Sutras; because, it is traditionally

believed that the Gita is more ancient than these Brahma-Sutras.

Possibly, the phrase “brahmasufra-padaih” has been interpreted

in the Samkarabhasya to mean “the phrases in the Srutis or

the Upanisads, which refer to the Brahman”, in order to get

over this difficulty. But, on the other hand, Anandagiri, who

* This subject-matter has been considered by the late

Mr, Telaeg; and Frof. Tukaram Ramchandra Amalnerkar B. A has

also published an essay on this subject in 1895.
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has written a commentary on the Samkarabhasya, and
Ramanujacarya and Madhvacarya, who are other commentators

on the Gita, have said that the words
“
brahma-sutra-padais caiva”

mean the Sutras “athato brahma jijnasa” etc. of Badarayanacarya -

r

and Srldhara Svami interprets them in both ways. We have,

therefore, to determine the true meaning of this stanza

independently. This stanza mentions TWO DIFFERENT places,

where the subject-matter of the Body and the Atman have been

described; for, it says that this subject-matter has been

mentioned “in DIFFERENT ways, by different Rsis, DISCON-

NECTEDLY,” and also (caiva) “definitely and logically in the

Brahma-Sutra-padas” ; and this is apparent from the word
4

caiva ’ (i. e., ‘and also’). Not only are these two places different,

but the first place, namely, the description given by Rsis, is

“in different metres, and disconnected, and in different ways”

;

and, as appears by the third case plural termination of the

word 'rsibhih it has been made by VARIOUS Rsis > whereas,

the other description contained in the Brahma-Sutra-pada&

is “definite and logical”. This is the special difference

between the two, which has been brought out in this

stanza. The word
‘

hetumat ’ appears in various places in

the Mahabharata, and means an ‘ exposition made according

to the method of logicians, by showing reason and

conclusion’. Take for instance, the conversation of Sulabha

with Janaka, or what Sri Krsna said in the Darbar of the

Kauravas, when He went there as an ambassador. It is stated

in the Mahabharata itself that the first conversation was

* hetumat * and
‘

arthavat' (San. 320. 191); and that the other

one was
‘

sahetuka ’ (Udyo. 131. 2). From this, it follows

that where pros and cons are discussed, and some unambiguous

and definite conclusion has been drawn at the end, that method

of dealing with the subject is called ' hetumadbhir vinimtaih \

These words cannot be applied to miscellaneous and inconsis-

tent conclusions drawn in one way in one place and in

another way in another place. Therefore, if we have to-

maintain the distinction and contrast between
“
rsibhik

bahudha mvidhaih prthak ” (i. e., “by Rsis, in different places,

in different ways, and disconnectedly”—Trans.) and
“
hetu-

mMbUr vinimtaih
1 *

(1 e., “ definitely and logically Trans,)*
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it becomes necessary to say that the words “the description, in

various ways, by different Rsis, disconnectedly, and in different

metres” intend to mean the disconnected and miscellaneous

sentences appearing in the different Upanisads
;
and that the

words “definite and logically advanced Brahma-Sutra-padas

”

signify the description in the Brahma-Sutras, in which

a definite and unambiguous conclusion has been drawn in the

end by showing pros and cons. It must also be borne in mind
that, as the ideas mentioned by the Rsis in the Upanisads

were related by them, as they occurred to them, that is to say,

disconnectedly, the true import of the Upanisads cannot be

understood unless the ideas contained in them are harmonised.

And, therefore, it becomes necessary to mention the work in

which the Upanisads have been harmonised with each other by
the explanation of reasons and conclusions, at the same time

when the Upanisads themselves are mentioned.

When this stanza in the Gita has been interpreted in this

way, it is quite clear that the Upanisads and the Brahma-
Butras were earlier in point of time than the Gita.

There is, of course, no dispute about the most important

ones of these Upanisads; because, the stanzas from these

Upanisads are found to have been copied word for word
into the Gita. But, there is room for doubt where the

Brahma-Sutras are concerned; because, although the word
4
Bhagavadgita ’ has not appeared literally in the Brahma-

Sutras, yet, the Bhagavadgita is believed by the writers of the

Bhasyas to have been referred to by the word * Smrti * in some
of the Sutras at least. The Brahma-Sutras, which, according

to the Samkarabhasya, refer to the Bhagavadgita by the word
smrti * are principally the following ones.

—

BRAHMA-SUTRAS
chapter, pada, and sutra

1. 2. 6, smrtes ca \

1. 3. 23, api ca smaryate \

% 1. 36, upapadyate capy-

upalabhyate ca \

GlTA

Chapter and sjbanza.

Gi. 18. 61, isvardh sarvabhu-

tanam etc., (whole stanza)

Gi. 15. 6, na tad bhasayate

suryah etc.

Gi. 15. 3, na rupam asyeha tatho-

palabhyate etc. ,
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2. 3. 45, API CA SMARYATE I

3. 2. 17, darkayati catho api

smaryate l

3. 3. 31, amyamah sarvasam-

avirodhah sabdanumana-

bhyam \

4. 1. 10, smaranti ca I

4. 2. 21, YOGIHAH PRATX OA
SMARYATE l

Gi. 15. 7, mamaivdmso jivcdoke

jivabhutah etc,

Gl. 13. 12jfieyam yai tatpravak*

syarm etc.

Gl. 8 . 26, &uklakr$$e gati

hyete etc.

Gl. 6, 11, sucau dese etc.

Gl. 8. 23, yatra kale tvand-

vrttim avrttim caiva yogi-

nah etc.

Even if some out of these 8 references are considered1

ambiguous, yet, in my opinion the fourth (Bra. Su. 2. 3. 45)

and the eighth (Bra. Su. 4. 2. 21) are absolutely unambiguous

;

and it must be borne in mind that on this question the four

commentators, Samkaracarya, Ramanujacarya, Madhvacarya,

and Vallabhacarya, are of the same opinion. The sutra

“ api ca smaryate
”

(2. 3. 45) i e ,
“and the Smrti says the same

thing ”, appears in the Brahma-Sutras, in the course of the

consideration of the mutual inter-relation between the

Personal Self ( jivatman ) and the Absolute Self (paramatman )„

after it has first been definitely stated in the sutra
,

“ ndtma
’

sruter nityatvac ca tabhyah ” (Bra. Su. 2. 3. 17), that the

Individual Self is not created from the Highest Self like

the other objects in the world; after stating in the

sutra,
“ amso nanavyapadesat ” etc. (2. 3. 43), that the Jivatman is

a ‘part’ (amsa) of the Paramatman, and after giving the

authority of the Srutis by saying “ mantra varndc ca ” (2. 3. 44)

This Smrti is the sentence “ mamaivamso jivaloke jivabhutah

samtamh
”

"in the Gita (Gl. 15. 7) according to all the

commentators. But the last reference is even more unambi-

guous than this. I have stated above in the tenth chapter

that the two periods of Davayana and Pitryana occupy the

six months of the Uttarayana and the six months of the

Daksinayana respectively; and that instead of interpreting

these phrases as indicating ‘time’, Badarayanacarya has-
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interpreted them as meaning the respective deities presiding

during those periods of time (Ye. Su. 4. 3. 4). The sutray

“ yoginah prati ca smaryate ” (Bra. Su. 4. 2. 21), that is, “these

periods of time are proper in the case of Yogins according

to the Smrti”, has been written in answer to the doubt whether

the words * daksinayana ' and ‘ uttarayana ’, are never to be

understood as indicating ‘time’; and it has been clearly

stated in the Gita in the following words, that these periods

of time are proper for Yogins, namely, “ yatra kale tvamvrttim

aurttimcaiva yogimh From these references, one has to say

with the commentators that in these two places at least the

word 'smrti* used in the Brahma-Sutras has reference only

to the Bhagavadglta.

But if one believes that the Brahma-Sutras have been

specifically mentioned in the Gita, and that the Gita has been

specifically referred to in the Brahma-Sutras by the word

'smrti*, there arises an inconsistency between the two from

the point of view of date of writing
;
because, as the Bhagavad-

glta contains a clear reference to the Brahma-Sutras, the-

Brahma-Sutras must be looked upon as prior in point of

time to the Gita; and if one interprets the word
‘

smrh
*

in the

Brahma-Sutras as meaning the Gita, the Gita becomes earlier

in point of time than the Brahma-Sutras. The same Brahma-

Sutras cannot once be earlier in point of time and again later

in point of time than the Gita. Well ; if, in order to escape

from this difficulty, we interpret the words “ brahma-sutra-

padaih ”, as has been done in the SarhkarabhSsya, then the words
“
hebumadbhir viniscitcuh” become meaningless; and if we say

that the word
*

smrti
*

used in the Brahma-Sutras refers to soma

Smrti other than the Gita, then we have to say that all the

commentators were wrong
;
and even if we say that they were*

all wrong, the fact still remains that we cannot say what
work is referred to by the word ‘ smrti *. Then, how are wo
to get out of this difficult position ? In my opinion, there

is only one way in which we can escape this difficulty. If wo
say that the same man who wrote the Brahma-Sutras also

gave their present form to the Bharata and to the Gita, tho

difficulty is solved. It is usual to refer to the Brahma-Sutras

as ‘ Vyasa-Sutras’, and Anandagiri has stated in his comment-
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ary on the Samkarabhasya on the sutra, “ sesatvat purusartha-

vddo yathdnyesv iti jaimnih” (Ye. Su. 3. 4. 2), that Jaimini was
the disciple of Vyasa, who wrote the Vedanta-Sutras ; and

in the same way, he has described the Brahma-Sutras in the

opening stanzas of his work in the following terms, namely,

“ srimadvyasapayonidhir mdhirasau”. Vyasa, the writer of

the Mahabharata, had five disciples named, Paila, Suka,

Sumantu, Jaimini, and Vai^ampayana; and I have, on the

authority of the present Mahabharata, referred above to the

story that Vyasa taught the Mahabharata to them. When
one takes both these things together, and considers the matter,

one can draw the inference that the work of giving their

present form to the original Bharata and to the Gita included

in it, as also that of writing the Brahma-Sutras was done

by one and the same Badarayana Vyasa. This does not mean
that Badarayanacarya wrote something new in the shape

of the present Mahabharata. All that I mean to say is that

as the Mahabharata is a very extensive work, some portions

of it may have been lost or become disintegrated at the

time of Badarayana
;
and that Badarayanacarya may, therefore,

have critically examined different portions of the Maha-

bharata which were then available, and either corrected or

supplemented them wherever he found the book to be

disconnected or incorrect or incomplete, or added indexes etc.,

and in that way either revived the book or given it its

present form. It is well known that even in Marathi literature,

Ekanatha has in this way revised the Jnanesvari ; and there

is even a story that as the Vyakarana Mahabhasya in Sanskrit

literature was once lost, Chandrasekharacarya had to revive it

again. In this way, one can easily understand how the

stanzas of the Gita are to be found in the other chapters of

the Mahabharata; and the fact of the clear reference to the

Brahma-Sutras in the Gita and of the reference to the Gita in

the Brahma-Sutras by the word
l

smrti\ is easily explained. As
the original Gits, which is the foundation of the present Gita,

Was available even before the time of Badarayanacarya, it was

referred to in the Brahma-Sutras by the word 'smrti' ; and it

is stated in the Gita, while revising the Mahabharata, that the

subject-matter of the Body and the Atman has been considered
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in detail in the Brahma-Sutras *. There are other references

in the present Mahabharata to sutra-works, similar to the

reference to the Brahma-Sutras in the present Gita. For

instance, in the Astavakra-Dik conversation in the Anu^asana-

parva, we find the sentence,
“
anrtah striya ity evam sutrakaro

vyavasyati ” ( Ann. 19.6). Similarly, there are also clear

references elsewhere in the Mahabharata to the Satapatha-

brahmana (Santi. 318. 16-23), the Pancaratras (Santi, 339. 107),

the Nirukta of Yaska (Santi. 342. 71), and Manu (Anu. 37. 16).

But, as it was not usual for people to learn by heart all the

parts of the Mahabharata, a doubt naturally arises about the

extent to which the reference to other books in the Mahabharata

in other places besides the Gita, can be looked upon as reliable

for the purpose of the determination of the date of either.

Because, those parts which are not learnt by heart can easily be

tampered with by the addition of interpolated stories or stanzas.

Yet, in my opinion, there is no reason why we should not take

.advantage of these other references in order to prove that the

reference to the Brahma-Sutras in the Gita is not a sole, or

an unprecedented, and therefore, an unreliable reference.

* The Brahma-Sutras are the most important book on

Vedanta, and the Gita is the most important book on Karma-Yoga,

as has been shown by me in previous chapters. Therefore, if

my inference that the Brahma-Sutras and the Gita, were written

by one and the same person, that is, by Vyasa, is correct, Vyasa

becomes saddled with the authorship of both these books. I have

proved this above by inferential argument. But in the new

edition of the Mahabharata according to the southern recension,

which has been published by Mr. Krishnacarya of Kumbakonam,

we find the following 34th stanza in the 212fch chapter of the

Santiparva (in the Varsneyadhyatma-prakaraaa) in the description

of how the various sciences and histories came into existence at

the beginning of the Yuga, namely,

mSdntakarmayogam ca vedavid brahmavid vibhufi \

dvaipdyano nijagraha siljpasostram hhrguh punah \\

In this stanza, u vedantakarmayogam v is a compound word in the

singular number. But that has to be interpreted as meaning <Vedanta

and Karma-Yoga7
. Possibly the original reading was i€ vedaniam
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I have proved above by critically examining the meaning

of the words in the stanza “ brahma-sutra-padazs caim ” etc.,

that the Bhagavadglta contains a reference to the present

Brahma-Sutras or VedSnta-Sutras. But, I think there ia

another important and forcible reason for this reference to

the Brahma-Sutras having come into the Bhagavadglta,

and that too in the 13th chapter, that is, in the chapter

which deals with the subject of the Body and the Atman*-

I have already explained in the previous chapters that though

the essential principle of the worship of Vasudeva has

been taken into the Bhagavadglta from the Bhagavata or

the Pancaratra religion, yet, the four-fold (catur-vyuya) theory

of the Pancaratra religion regarding the coming into existence

of Samkarsana, that is Jlva (Personal Self) from Vasudeva,

of Pradyumna, that is, the Mind (mams) from Samkarsana*

and of Aniruddha, that is, Individuation (dhamkara) from

Pradyumna, is not accepted by the Bhagavadglta. The

Brahma-Sutras lay down the doctrine that the Personal Self

( jivatman ) has not sprung from anything else (Ve. Su. 2. 3. 17)

and that it is an eternal ‘ part *
(amsa) of the Highest Atman

karmayogam ca and in writing or m printing, the diacritical

nasal sign 1 m 7 in ‘ntam 1 may have been diopped. It is clearly

stated in this stanza that Vyasa obtained the two sciences of

Vedanta and Karma-Yoga, and that Bhrgn obtained the Hlpa-

Bstra (i. e., <the fine or mechanical arts 7—Trans.). But, this

stanza is not to be found in the edition printed in the Ganpit

Krishnaji Press in Bombay or in the Calcutta edition. The 212th

chapter of the Santiparva in the Kumbakonam edition is the 210th

chapter of the Bombay and Calcutta editions. I am very grateful

to my friend Dr, Ganesh Krishna Garde for having drawn my
attention to this stanza in the Kumbakonam recension. According

to his opinion, the word 4 karmayogct
7 in this place refers to

nothing else but the Gita, and the authorship of both the Gita and

the Vedanta-Sutras is by this stanza given to Vyasa. Some doubt

may arise on this point, because this reading is to be found in

only one out of three editions of the Mahabharata *, but it at least

proves that my inference about the author of Vedanta being

the same as the author of Karma-Yoga, is neither new, nor without

authority.
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( paramatman ), (Ve. Su, 2. 3. 43). Therefore, Badarayanacarya

has, in the second part of the second chapter, found fault with

the Bhagavata doctrine, by saying that the genesis of

Samkarsana from Vasudeva according to that religion is not

possible (Ve. Su. 2. 2. 42) ;
and, by arguing that, since the Mind

is an organ pertaining to the Personal Self, it is impossible

for Pradyumna (Manas) to spring from Jiva (Ve. Su. 2. 2. 43)t

because, we never see it happen in the world that the

cause or the means spring from the doer, he has to that

extent logically refuted the Bhagavata doctrine. To this,

the followers of the Bhagavata doctrine are likely to reply

that they consider Vasudeva (Isvara), Samkarsana (Jlva),

Pradyumna (Manas), and Aniruddha (Ahamkara) as four

equal Jnanins, and look upon the genesis of the one from

the other as merely symbolical or unimportant. But, from this

point of view, instead of there being one Paramesvara, one

gets four Paramesvaras
;
and the Brahma-Sutras, therefore,

say, that even this reply is not satisfactory; and Badarayana

has ultimately expressed his opinion that the idea that

Jlva has sprung from the Paramesvara is not acceptable

to the Vedas, that is, to the Upanisads. (Ve. Su. 2. 2. 44, 45).

It is true that the Bhagavadglta has adopted the principle of

of Action based on Devotion of the Bhagavata religion.

Nevertheless, the doctrine of the Gita is that the Jlva has not

sprung from the Paramesvara, and is not a ‘son’ of the

Paramesvara, but a part (amsa) of the Paramatman (Gi. 15. 7).

This doctrine about the Jlva does not form part of the original

Bhagavata doctrine
;
and it was, therefore, necessary to explain

on what authority it had been based
;
because, if that had not

been done, there was a likelihood of a misunderstanding arising

that while accepting the Energistic Devotional principle of

the Bhagavata doctrine, the Bhagavadglta was also accepting

the arrangement of the ‘four-folded genesis* (caturvyuha) in

that doctrine. Therefore, when there was occasion to refer to

the nature of the Individual Self (Jlvatman) in the chapter on

the Body and the Atman, that is to say, in the very beginning

of the 13th chapter, it became necessary for the Blessed Lord

to explain that “My opinion about the Atman (ksetrajna ), that

is, the Jiva, is not the same as in the Bhagavata doctrine, but
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is consistent with the opinion of the Rsis, who have written

the Upanisads”. And thereafter, it became necessary for Him
to say in the natural course, that, as different Rsis had given

disconnected descriptions in the different Upanisads, He
accepted the harmonisation of all those opinions in the

Brahma-Sutras (Ve Su. 2. 3. 43). Considering the matter from

this point of view, it will be seen that the Path of Devotion

in the Bhagavata doctrine has been adopted in to the Gita in

such a way that the objections taken to that doctrine in the

Brahma-Sutras could be obviated. Ramanujacarya has in

his commentary on the Vedanta-Sutras given a different meaning

altogether to these Sutras (Ye. Su. Ra. Bha. 2. 2. 42-45). But,

in my opinion, these interpretations are stretched, and not

acceptable. Thibaut seems to be inclined to accept the view

of the Ramanujabhasya ; but from the writings of Thibaut; one

does not get the idea that he has properly understood the true

nature of this discussion. Even in the description of the

Harayaniya doctrine, which is made at the end of the

Santiparva of the Mahabharata, it is first stated that “Vasudeva

IS ALSO (sa eva) Samkarsana, that is, Jlva, or the Atman” (See

Ban. 339. 39 and 71 and 334. 28 and 29) ;
and the further descent

•of Pradyumna from Samkarsana etc. has then been mentioned

;

and in one place, it is clearly stated that some consider the

Bhagavata doctrine as four-folded (catur-vyuha), others as three-

folded (tri-vyuha), others as two-folded (dvi-vyuha), and others

again as single-folded (eka-vyuka), (Ma. Bha. San. 348. 57). But

instead of accepting these various aspects of the Bhagavata

doctrine, the present Gita has accepted only that aspect of it,

which would be consistent with the opinions of the Upanisads

•and the Brahma-Sutras on the question of the mutual inter-

relation between the Body and the Atman; and when this

matter is taken into account, one clearly understands why
it was necessary to refer to the Brahma-Sutras in the Gita.

Hay, we may even go so far as to say that the present Gita

has made an improvement in this respect on the original

Gita.
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PART IV—THE RISE OF THE BHAGAVATA
RELIGION AND THE GlTA.

I have stated in several places in the Glta-Rahasya, and

also above in this Appendix, that the principal subject-

matter of the Gita is to harmonise the Spiritual Knowledge

of the Upanisads, and the Samkhya theories about the Mutable

and the Immutable, with Devotion, and principally with

Desireless Action; and thereby to fully justify the Karma-
Yoga scientifically. But, those who do not realise the skilful-

ness of the Gita in harmonising these various subjects, or

those who have a pre-conceived notion that it will be difficult

to harmonise all these subjects, get the impression that many
of the statements in the Gita are mutually conflicting For

instance, these critics object that the statement in the

thirteenth chapter, that all whatsoever, which exists in this

world, is nothing but the qualityless Brahman, is inconsistent

with the statement in the seventh chapter that all this world

is nothing but the qualityful Vasudeva (7. 19); as also that

the statement that “Friend and foe are alike tc Me*’ (9. 29)

is inconsistent with the other statement that “ Jnanins and

Devotees are much beloved of Me” (7. 17; 12. 19), both of

which statements have been made by the Blessed Lord. But
I have explained in many places in the Glta-Rahasya, that

there is no real conflict between these statements, and that

although it was necessary to make these apprently conflicting

statements in considering the same question, once from the

Metaphysical point of view and again from the point

of view of Devotion, yet, the Gita has finally harmonised

them from the comprehensive philosophical point of view.

But, even to this explanation it is objected by some, that

(i) although it is now possible to thus harmonise the

Realisation of the imperceptible Brahman, with the Devotion

to the perceptible Paramesvara, yet, it is impossible that

there could hare been any such harmonisation in the

original Gita; that (ii) the original Gita was not full of

conflicting statements like the present Gita, and that

(iii) Vedantists or the protagonists of Samkhya doctrines

interpolated statements in favour of their respective doctrines

into the original Gita, For instance, Prof. Garbe says that
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the original Gita contained a harmonisation of Devotion

with only Samkhya and Yoga; and the harmonisation of

Divotion with Vedanta and with the Karma-marga of the

Mlmamsa School was brought about by somebody afterwards

;

and he has even appended to his German translation of the

Gita, a list of those stanzas, which according to him had been

subsequently interpolated into the original Gita' These

theories are entirely wrong in my opinion. These people

have conceived these wrong ideas as a result of their having

failed to understand the historical tradition of the various

aspects of the Vedic religion, and the real meanings of the

words
1

bamkhya

'

and ‘yoga’ used in the Gita, and especially

because these people had before their eyes the history of the

unphilosophical, that is, purely devotional Christian religion.

The Christian religion was originally purely devotional ; and

the attempt to harmonise it with the philosophical doctrines

of the Greeks, or with other philosophies, was made afterwards.

But that is not the case with us. The Eitualist path of the

Mlmamsa school, the Knowledge preached by the writers

of the Upanisads, and Samkhya and Yoga, had all reached

their highest development before the Path of Devotion arose

in India, Therefore, it was impossible from the very

beginning that our people should countenance an independent

Path of Devotion, which would be independent of all these

sciences, and especially independent of the Knowledge of

the Brahman preached in the Upanisads; and when this

impossibility is taken into account, one is forced to come

to the conclusion, that the form of the preaching of the

Glta-religion must, from the very beginning, have been more

or less similar to the exposition contained in the present Gita.

The exposition of the Gita in the GJta-Bahasya has been made

by me on this basis ; yet, as this is a very important question, I

shall here briefly state what results are arrived at, according to

me, regarding the original form and the tradition of the Glta-

religion, from the historical point of view.

I have shown in the tenth chapter of the Gita-Bahasya

that the most pristine form of the Vedic religion was not

pre-eminently Devotional, or Bealisational, or Yogie, but was
ritualistic, that is, Actional; and that the Veda-Samhitas, and
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the Brahmanas have principally enunciated this Activistic

religion of sacrificial Yajnas. As this religion was later on

systematically expounded in the Mimansa-Sutras of Jaimini,

it acquired the name ‘Mimamsaka-marga*. But although the

name ‘Mlmamsa’ was new, yet, the sacrificial religion was

undoubtedly ancient, and was probably the first stage of the

Yedic religion from the historical point of view. Before

acquiring the name ‘Mimamsaka-marga*, it used to be known
as ‘Trayl-dharma’, that is, ‘the religion supported by the three

Vedas’; and the same name is to be found in the Gita (See

Gl. 9. 20 and 21). When this ritualistic Trayl-dharma was
being rigorously observed, how was it possible to Realise the

Parame^vara by this Karma, that is, this external para-

phernalia of Yajnas and sacrificial rites ? There then gradually

arose the doubts and objections, that as Realisation was a

mental process, it would be impossible to acquire Realisation,

unless one contemplated on the form of the Paramesvara etc.;

and this Trayl-dharma gradually came to include the

Knowledge contained in the Upanisads, as is evident from the

introductory passages at the commencement of the Chandogya
and other Upanisads. This Knowledge of the Brahman
contained in the Upanisads has subsequently acquired the name
‘Vedanta*. But although this word ‘Vedanta* has come into

existence subsequently like the word ‘Mlmamsa’, yet, the

Knowledge of the Brahman, or the Path of Knowledge, does

not, on that account, become something new. It is true that

the Jnana-kanda came to be formulated after the Karma-kanda;

yet, one must not forget that both of them were ancient. The
Kapila-Samkhya philosophy is another and an independent

branch of this Path of Knowledge. I have stated in the

Glta-Rabasya, that whereas Vedanta was Non-Dualistic,

tSSmkhya philosophy was Dualistic, and that the Samkhya
doctrines regarding the genesis of the Cosmos are fundamentally

different. But although the Non-Dualistic Knowledge of the

Brahman mentioned in the Upanisads is fundamentally

different from the Dualistic Samkhya philosophy, yet, from the

point of view of Knowledge, both these paths were equally

antagonistic to the prior ritualistic Path of Action (karma*

marga). This naturally gave rise to the problem of the
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harmonisation of Karma with Knowledge; and there had

arisen two sects in this matter already in the times of the-

Upanisads. The Brhadaranyaka and other Upanisads and the

Samkhya philosophers began to say that on account of the

perpetual conflict between Karma and Jhana, it was not only
proper but even necessary to give up Karma after the

Acquisition of Knowledge
; and on the other hand, the Isavasya

and other Upanisads began to say, that one cannot give up
Karma even after the Acquisition of Knowledge, and that a,

Jhanin must continue performing Action for the purpose of

carrying on the affairs of the world, after making his Reason
desireless, by cultivating apathy towards the world. An
attempt has been made in the commentaries on these Upanisads*

to do away with this conflict. But, these doctrine-supporting

interpretations in the Samkarabhasya are stretched; and they

cannot be accepted if one considers the Upanisads independently*

as has been stated by me at the end of the eleventh chapter of

the Gita-Rahasya. It becomes clear from the exposition in

the Maitryupanisad that this attempt was not restricted only

to the harmonisation of Karma in the form of ritualistic

performances with the Knowledge of the Brahman
; but that

about this time, attempts were also made to harmonise, as far

as possible, the Science of the Mutable and the Immutable, which

had arisen independently in the Samkhya philosophy, with

the Knowledge of the Brahman in the Upanisads. The

Brhadaranyaka and other ancient Upanisads do not attach much
importance to the Kapila Samkhya philosophy. But, the

Maitryupanisad wholly adopts the Samkhya terminology, andL

propounds the theory that the 24 Elementary Principles of the

Samkhyas have originally sprung from one Parabrahman.

But even the Kapila Samkhya philosophy is in support of

Renunciation, that is to say, contrary to Energism (karma).

Therefore, it is seen that from very ancient times there were

already three schools of Vedanta philosophy, namely, (1) the

path of merely performing ritual in the shape of Sacrifice etc.

(2) the path of abandoning Action, by means of Knowledge

and Apatby to the world, that is to say, the Path of Knowledge

or the Samkhya Path; and (3) the Knowledge-Action ( jnam*

harrm-samuccaya) path of continually performing Action*.
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with Knowledge, and with an apathetic frame of mind. From
the Path of Knowledge, out of these three paths, the two
subsidiary branches of Yoga and Devotion have subsequently

come into existence. It is stated in the Chandogya and other

ancient Upanisads, that it is necessary to meditate on the

Brahman in order to acquire the Knowledge of the Para-

brahman; and that it is necessary to concentrate the Mind, and
for that purpose, to place before the eyes, in the first place*

some qualityful symbol of the Parabrahman, in order

to succeed in this thought, contemplation, or meditation.

As the Concentration of the Mind acquired in worshipping

the Brahman thus acquired a special importance later on*

Yoga, in the shape of the ‘ Concentration of the Mind’, became

an independent path by itself
;
and, by a tangible human-

formed Paramesvara being taken for worship, instead of

a qualityful symbol, the Path of Devotion gradually came
into existence. This idea of Devotion in the Path of Devotion

has not come into existence independently, at some intermediate

period of time, and inconsistently with the Spiritual Know-
ledge contained in the Upanisads; nor has it been imported

into India from some other country. When one considers

seriatim all the various Upanisads, one comes to the conclusion

that, in the beginning, the various parts of the Yajna, or

the OM-kara, and later on, Vedic deities like Rudra, Visnu, etc.*

or qualityful perceptible symbols of the Brahman like Ether

etc., came to be worshipped for the purpose of the meditation

on the Brahman ; and that with the same end in view, that

is, with the idea of reaching the Brahman, the Devotion to,

that is, a kind of worship of, Rama, Nrsimha, Sri Krsna,

Vasudeva, etc., came to be started thereafter. Out of these,

the Yoga-tattva and other Upanisads on the Yoga, or the

Nrsimha-tapam, Rama-tapani, and other Upanisads, which

are devotional, are clearly seen to be more ancient than the

Chandogya and other Upanisads, when one considers their

language. Therefore, it becomes necessary to say from the

historical point of view, that the Paths of Yoga and" of

Devotion, acquired importance only after the three paths of

(i) Karma, (ii) JIana, or Samnyasa, and (iii) Jnana-Karma-

samuccaya, described in the Chandogya and other ancient

19—20
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Upanisads had come into existence. But, although the paths

of Yoga and of Devotion acquired importance later on, the

importance of the previous Knowledge of the Brahman was

not thereby diminished; and it was not possible that it should

be so diminished; and therefore, even m those Upanisads, which

support Yoga or Devotion, we find statements that the

Knowledge of the Brahman is the ultimate ideal of Devotion

and of Yoga; and that Rudra, Yisnu, Acyuta, Narayana, or

Yasudeva and other objects of worship, are only forms of the

Paramatman or of the Parabrahman (See Maitryu 7 7 ,
Ramapu.

16 ;
Amrtabindu 22 etc.). In short, the vanous sub-divisions ot

religion, which have from time to time been promulgated by

various Self-Realised (atma-jtiamn) sages into the Yadic religion,

at different times, have arisen from the aspects of religion

which were then already in vogue; and it has been the principal

tendency of the growth of the Yedic religion, from the very

beginning, to harmonise new aspects of religion with the older

aspects
,
and the writers of the Smrtis have later on expounded

the arrangement of the various stages of life, by adhering to

this tendency of harmonising various aspects of religion.

When one considers this ancient Indian tendency of harmonising

various aspects ot religion, it is not proper to say that the Glta-

religion was the only exception to this previous and subsequent

tendency.

I have mentioned above the general history of the growth

of the principal aspects of the Yedic religion, namely, the

ritualistic Karma mentioned in the Brahmanas, the Spiritual

Knowledge in the Upanisads, the Kapila-Samkhya philosophy,

Yoga in she shape of Concentration of the Mind, and

Devotion. Let us now consider the origin of the consideration

of all these various aspects of religion which has been made in

the Git§.—that is, whether it has been taken into the Gita

directly from various distinct Upanisads, or there is any
intermediate stage, Where the Knowledge of the Brahman
alone is being considered in the Gita, stanzas from the Katha

and other Upanisads have been adopted word for word into the

Gita; and where the Jnana-Karma (Knowledge-Action)

combination path is being dealt with, illustrations have been

taken from the Upanisads of persons like Janaka etc. From
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these facts, one would think that the Gita must have been

based on the Upanisads themselves. But, if we consider the

genesis of the Gita-religion, which has been given in the Gita

itself, we find that the Upanisads are nowhere mentioned in it.

Just as Sacrifice included in Knowledge is considered superior in

the Gita to the sacrifice of wealth (Gi. 4. 33), so also does the

Chandogyopanisad say that human life is a kind of Yajna

(sacrifice), (Chan 3 16, 17); and in describing the worth of such a

sacrifice, it says that, “the Cult of this Yajna was taught by a

Rsi named Ghora Angirasa to Devaklputra Krsna”. There is no

authority for looking upon this Devaklputra Krsna as the same as

the Krsna of the Gita. But, even if it is assumed for a moment that

both of them were one and the same, yet, it must still be borne

in mind that Ghora Angirasa has nowhere been mentioned in

the Gita as an authority ior considering the Sacrifice included

in Spiritual Knowledge as superior Besides, although the path

followed by Janaka was a combination of Jiiana and Karma,

yet, Devotion had not been incorporated into that path in

his times, as is quite clear from the Brhadaranyakopanisad;

and, therefore, Janaka does not appear in the traditional history

of the path, which combines Jnana and Karma with Devotion

;

nor has the Gita so included him. It is stated at the beginning

of the fourth chapter of the Gita (Gi. 4 1-3) that the religion of

the Gita was first taught by the Blessed Lord to Vivasvan in

the beginning of the Yuga, then by Vivasvan to Manu, and

then by Manu to Iksvaku
;
but that, as it got lost in course of

time, it had again to be preached to Arjuna. Although these

stanzas are of utmost importance for understanding .the

growth of the Gita-religion, commentators have not gone beyond

giving their literary meaning, in order to elucidate them ; and

it would appear that doing so would even not have been in

their interests. Because, if it were admitted that the Gita-religion

was originally of a particular cult, other religious cults could

not but to that extent suffer in importance. But, I have

shown with authorities in the commencement of the

Gita-Rahasya, as also in my commentary on the first and second

stanzas of the fourth chapter of the Gita, that the tradition of

the Gita is consistent with the tradition of the Bhagavata

religion in the Tretayuga, that is, the last Yuga, which has
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been mentioned in the Narayaniya Upakhyana of the Maha-

bharata. Considering this similarity between the tradition of

the Bhagavata doctrine and of the Gita-religion, one is forced

to admit that the Gita is a book which supports the Bhagavata

religion; and if there is any doubt about it, that is fully

removed by the statement of Vaisampayana in the Mahabharata

(Ma. Bha. San. 346. 10), that: “in the Gita, only the Bhagavata

religion has been mentioned”. When it has been thus proved,

that the Gita is not an independent treatise dealing with

Vedanta, that is to say, with the Spiritual Knowledge of the

Upanisads, but that it supports the Bhagavata religion, it

need not be said that any criticism on the Gita, which does

not take into account the Bhagavata religion, must be

incomplete and confusing, I will, therefore, give here in short,

all the available information regarding the date when the

Bhagavata religion was first promulgated, and as to what

its original form was. I have stated above in the Gita-Rahasya

that this Bhagavata religion was also known as the
4

Naraya-

niya the
£

Satvata ’, or the ‘ Pancaratra ’ religion.

As, many of the Vedic religious treatises written after

the date of the Upanisads and before the date of Buddha, have

been lost, the only available principal works relating to the

Bhagavata religion, in addition to the Gita, are the Narayaniya

Upakhyana mentioned in the 18th chapter of the Santiparva

of the Mahabharata (Ma. Bha. San. 334-351), the Sandilya-

Sutras, the Bhagavata-Purana, the Narada-Pancaratra, the

Narada-Sutras, and the works of Ramanujaearya and others.

Out of these, the works of Ramanujaearya have been avowedly

written in about the twelfth century of the Salivahana era

for supporting a doctrine, that is to say, in order to harmonise

the Gita with the Qualified-Monistic ( vi&istadvcdta

)

Vedanta

of the Bhagavata religion. Therefore, one cannot rely on

these books for determining the original form of the Bhagavata

religion; and the same is the case with the books written by

Madhvaearya and other followers of the Vaisnava doctrine*

The Srlmad Bhagavata-Purana is earlier in point of time than

these. But, it is stated in the very beginning of this Purana

(Bhag. Skan. 1. Ch. 4 and 5) that, because the exposition of

the Renunciatory Bhagavata religion contained in the Maha-
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bharata, and necessarily also in the Gita, had not been made as

it ought to have been made, and as Vyasa on that account felt

sorry, since “Desireless Action (mtskarmya) by itself was useless

without Devotion”, he, at the instance of Narada, and in order to

put an end to his mental anguish, wrote the Bhagavata-Purana*

which maintained the worth of Devotion. If this story is

considered from the historical point of view, it will be seen

that when the doctrine of Desireless Action to which importance

had been given in the original Bhagavata religion of the Bharata,

lost its influence in course of time, and Devotion acquired

importance instead, the Bhagavata-Purana came to be written

in order to expound this second Bhagavata religion (that is,

in which Devotion was predominant) The Narada-Pancaratra

is also of the same kind
;
that is, it deals purely with Devotion,

and contains a specific reference by name to the Bhagavata-

Purana of 12 slmndhas
,

the Brahma-Vaivarta-Purana,, the

Visnu-Purana, the Gita, and the Mahabharata ( see Na. Pan. 2.

7 28-32
; 3 14 73 and 4 3 154) It, therefore, follows that

this work is less important than the Bhagavata-Purana for

determining the original form of the Bhagavata religion. It

is possible that the Narada-Sutras and the Sandilya-Sutras

are earlier in date than the Narada-Pahcaratra. Still, as the

Narada-Sutras contain a reference to Vyasa and to Suka

(NS Su 83 ), there is no doubt that they are later in point

of time than the Bharata and the Bhagavata; and as the

Sandilya-Sutras contain stanzas taken from the Bhagavadglta

(San. Su 9. 15 and 83), they must be later in point of time

than the Gita and the Mahabharata, though earlier than the

Narada-Sutras (Na. Su. 83). Therefore, in order to determine the

original and the ancient form of the Bhagavata religion, one

has ultimately to rely on the Narayanlya Upakhyana of the

Mahabharata. Both in the Bhagavata-Purana (1. 3, 24) and in

the Narada-Pancaratra (4. 3. 156-159
; 4. 8. 81), Buddha has been

referred to as an incarnation of Visnu. But the ten incarna-

tions mentioned in the Narayanlyakhyana do not include

Buddha ;
and Hamsa is stated to be the first incarnation, whereas

the incarnation of Kalki is mentioned immediately after that

of Krsna (Ma. Bha. San. 339. 100). This fact also proves that

the Narayaniyakhyana is earlier in point of time than the
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Bhagavata-Purana and the Narada-Pancaratra, In the

Narayanlyakhyana, there is a statement that the Bhagavata

religion, that is, the Narayanlya religion, was originally founded

by the two Rsis Kara and Narayana, who were the incarnations

of the Parabrahman
;
and that when the Rsi NSrada went at

their direction to the Svetadvlpa, the Blessed Lord Himself first

preached this religion to him there; the statement in the

Narayanlyakhyana that the Svetadvlpa, where the Blessed

Lord resided, was in the Kslra-samudra, which was stated to be

to the north of the Mountain Meru, is consistent with the ancient

description of the Cosmos given in the Puranas
;
and no one on

our side attaches much importance to it But the Western

Sanskritist Webber has perverted this very story, and started the

argument that the Philosophy of Devotion mentioned in the

Bhagavata religion was imported into India from the Svetadvlpa,

that is to say, from some country outside India
; and that in

as much as this Philosophy of Devotion was in those days not

in vogue in any religion except the Christian religion, the idea

of Devotion was picked up by the followers of the Bhagavata

religion from Christian countries But, there is proof that

Panini knew the doctrine of Devotion to Vasudeva, and there

are references to the Bhagavata religion or to the Philosophy of

Devotion both in the Buddhistic and Jain religious treatises

;

and there is no doubt that both Panini and Buddha lived before

Christ. Therefore, even Western philosophers have now pro-

nounced this argument of Webber to be without foundation.

I have stated above that Devotion, as a part of religion, came

into existence in India after the date of the Upanisads which

contain Spiritual Knowledge. It is, therefore, beyond doubt

that the Bhagavata religion, which consisted of Devotion to

VSsudeva, came into existence after the Upanisads, which

preached Spiritual Knowledge, and before Buddha. The only

question is how many centuries * before Buddha that religion

* The word ‘bkaktiman9 { in Pali, ‘bhattima
7

) appears in tJa©

Ther G&fcha. (stanza 370) ;
and one Jafcaka even contains a reference

to Devotion. Besides this, the well-known French Pah scholar

Seoarfe, delivered a lecture on the subject of *The Origin of the

Buddhistic religion 7 in 1909, in which ho has clearly said that the

Bhagavata religion existed before the Buddhistic religion, cf:
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came into existence
; and although it is not possible to answer

that question with absolute precision, yet, as will appear from

what follows, it is not at all impossible to get a rough idea of

its date.

It has been stated in the Gita that the Bhagavata religion

preached by Sri Krsna to Vivasvan was lost before that date

(Gi. 4. 2) ;
and the philosophy of this religion gives the name

‘Vasudeva’ to the Paramesvara, ‘Samkarsana’ to Jlva,

‘Pradyumna’ to Manas, and ‘Aniruddha’ to Ahamkara. Out of

these, Vasudeva is the name of Sri Krsna himself
;
Samkarsana

is the name of his elder brother Balarama
;
and Pradyumna and

Aniruddha are names of his son and grandson Besides, the

word ‘Satvata*, which is another name for this religion, is also

the name of the community, namely, the Yadava community
in which Sri Krsna was born. From this it is clear, that this

religion was promulgated in the family and the community
in which Sri Krsna was born, and that it was preached by
Sri Krsna to his dear friend, Arjuna ; and the story in

the Puranas is the same. Besides, as there is also a tradition

that the Satvata community came to an end with the death of

Sri Krsna, it was impossible that this religion could have been

further promulgated even in the Satvata community after the

death of Sri Krsna. It is possible to historically explain the

“No one will claim to derive from Buddhism, Vishnuism or the

Yoga. Assuredly Buddhism is the borrower” “To sum up, if

there had not previously existed a religion made up of the doctrines

of Yoga, or Vishnuite legends, of devotion to Yishnu-Krishna,.

worshipped under the title of Bhagavata, Buddhism would not have

come to birth at all This essay of Senart has been published in

the form of a translation in the issues of the Indian Interpreter
,
a

Missionary quarterly published at Poona, for the months of October

1909 and Jan. 1910
;
the passages quoted above will be found at

pages 177 & 178 'of the January issue Dr. Buhler also has said

that “the ancient Bhagavata, Satvata or Paficaratra sect, devoted to

the worship of Narayana and his deified teacher Krishna-Devaki-

putra, dated from a period long anterior to the rise of the Jainas in

the 8th Century”—Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXXII (1894), p. 248.

A further detailed exposition of this matter has been made in the.

sixth part of this Appendix below, to which the reader is referred.
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various names of this religion, by saying that this religion,

which was thus promulgated by Sri Krsna, may have been in

existence before His time to some extent or other under the

name of the ‘Narayanlya’ or ‘Pancaratra’ religion ; and that it

later on acquired the name of ‘Satvata’, after it was spread in

the Satvata community ; and that it came to be called the
4 Bhagavata ’ religion in the belief that the Blessed Lord Sri

Krsna and Arjuna were respectively the incarnations of Nara

and Narayana. Thus, it is not necessary to imagine that there

were three or four different Sri Krsnas, and that each of them

added a little to the religion
;
and there is in fact no evidence

for coming to such a conclusion This idea has gained ground

on account of the good or bad changes which have taken place

in the original religion. But if, though Buddha, Christ, or

Mahomed were each one individual by themselves, there came

about many good or bad changes in their religions, then there

is no occasion in my opinion for believing that there must have

been several Sri Krsnas, on the ground that the original

Bhagavata religion later on acquired different forms, or that

different ideas later on gained ground regarding Sri Krsna,

Whichever religion is taken, it is quite easy and natural that it

should change its form in the course of time ; and it is not neces-

sary on that account to believe that there were several Krsnas, or

Buddhas, or Christs, or Mahomeds. * Some people—especially

* The Jife of Sri Krsna includes amorous passages with Gopis

(cowherdesses) side by side with prowess, devotion and philosophy

;

and these things are mutually inconsistent. On this ground, many

learned people maintain nowadays that the §ri Krsoa of the

Mahabharata was a different person from the Sri Krsqa of the Gita

or of Gokul
;
and this opinion has been accepted by Dr. Bhandarkar

in his book ‘Vaisnavism, Saivism, and other sects'*. But, according

tome, such an opinion is incorrect. It may be that the amorous

descriptions which we read in the stories about G6pis may have been

added afterwards
j
and it is not necessary on that account to believe

that there were various persons bearing the name of Sri Krsna
5
and

there is no authority except imagination for doing so. Besides, it is

not that stories about Gopis came into vogue for the first time in

the days of the Bhagavata
\

for, Gopis are referred to in the

Buddha-carita (4. 14) written by Asvagbosa in the beginning of the
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Western imaginative people—have raised a doubt that Sri Krsna,

the Yadavas, the Pandavas, or the Bharati war, were not historical

facts at all, but are mere imaginary personages or stories; and

in the opinion of some other persons, the Mahabharata is nothing

but a tremendous metaphysical allegory dealing with the

Absolute Self. But, any impartial man will have to come to

the conclusion that all such doubts are without any basis, if

he considers the evidence of ancient works There is no doubt

that there is historical authority at the root of these stories. In

short, in my opinion, there were not four or five Sri Krsnas, but

there was only one historical personage of that name. Now, in

considering the date of this Sri Krsna, Rao Bahadur Chintamanrao

Vaidya has expressed an opinion that Sri Krsna, the Yadavas,

the Pandavas, and the Bharati war, were all synchronous, that

is to say, they all existed at the commencement of the Kaliyuga;

that according to the method of calculation of time mentioned

in the Puranas, a period of five thousand years or more has

elapsed since then ; and that, this is the true date of Sri Krsna. *

But if one considers the generations of various kings from the

Pandavas upto the Salivahana era, which have been described

in the Puranas, this date is inconsistent with that calculation.

Therefore, on the authority of the statement in the Bhagavata,

or in the Visnu-Purana, that “there are 1115 (or 1015) years

from the birth of the king Pariksita upto the coronation of

Nanda” (Bhag. 12 2, 26; and Visnu. 4. 24. 32), historical

scholars have now come to the conclusion that the Pandavas

and the Bharati war must have been at least 1400 years before

the Christian era. Necessarily, this will also be the date of

Sri Krsna; and if this date is accepted, it follows that Sri Krsna

promulgated the Bhagavata religion at least 1400 years before

Christ, and about 800 years before Buddha Some persons have

Saka era, as also in the JBalacarita (3. 2) written by Bhasa. I,

therefore, consider the opinion of Chintamanrao Vaidya more to

the point than that of Dr. Bhandarkar.

*This opinion of Rao Bahadur Chinatamanrao Vaidya has

b en expressed in his English criticism on the Mahabharata; and

ho a!so made the same statement in the lecture delivered by him on

on the same subject in Poona in 1914 on the occasion of the

anniversary of the Deccan College.
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raised an objection to this argument, that although Sri Krsna

andthePandavas may be historical personages, yet, a considerable

time must have elapsed between the death Sri Krsna and the time

when Brahmins gave to a Ksatriya warrior like Him the position,

first ot a superman, then 0/ Visnu, and ultimately of the

Parabrahman
; and that on that account the date of the rise of

the Bhagavata religion cannot be looked upon as the same as

the date of the Bharat! war But, this opinion seems to be

worthless. There is a world of difference between the ideas of

the modern critics as to who should be deified and who not, and

similar ideas of people living three or four thousand years ago

(Gl. 10. 41); and there are statements in Upanisads, which

existed prior to the date of Sri Krsna, that a Jnanin himself

becomes merged in the Brahman (Br 4 4.6): and it is clearly

stated in the Maitryupanisad that Rudra, Visnu, Acyuta and

Narayana are all Brahman (Maitryu. 7 7). Then, why should there

have been delay in the matter of Sri Krsna acquiring the Para-

brahman status? If we consider history, Buddha used to call

himself ‘brahmahhuta' (See Seiasutta, 14; Theragatha, 861); and he

was worshipped as a god in his life-time ;
and it appears from

reliable Buddhistic works that shortly after his death, he had

acquired the position of ‘ deuadhideva \ or of the Parabrahman

according to Vedic religion; and the same is the case with

Ghrist. It is true that Sri Krsna was not an ascetic like Buddha

or Ghrist, and that the Bhagavata religion does not support

Renunciation. But, there could have been no difficulty on that

account in the promulgator of the Bhagavata religion acquiring

the form of a god or of the Brahman from the very beginning,

as was acquired by the promulgators of the Buddhist and

Christian religions.

Though the date of Sri Krsna has bean defined in this way,

goad. although it is proper and logical to look upon that date

as the date of the rise of the Bhagavata religion, Western

scholars are, for quite a different reason, unwilling to do so.

Many of these scholars are still of opinion that the Rg-Veda

is* not more ancient than 1500 or perhaps 2000 years before

Christ, and therefore, they think it improbable that the

devotional Bhagavata religion could have come into existence

about 1400 years before Christ; because the Vedic religious
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literature itself establishes the order that the Rg.-Yeda was
followed by the Yajurveda and the Brahmana treatises, and
that the Upanisads dealing with Spiritual Knowledge and
the Samkhya philosophy came afterwards, and that the devo-

tional philosophical books came into existence last of all;

and if one considers the treatises on the Bhagavata religion

themselves, one also clearly sees that the Spiritual Knowledge

of the Upanisads, the Samkhya philosophy, Yoga in the form

of ‘ Concentration of the Mind ’, and other aspects of religion

were current long before the advent of the Bhagavata religion.

Even if we economise time considerably, we have to admit that

a period of at least ten to twelve hundred years must have

elapsed between the date of the Rg-Yeda and the advent of the

Bhagavata religion, in order to give sufficient time for these

various aspects of religion to have come into existence and fully

developed themselves; and if it is believed that the Bhagavata

religion was promulgated by Sri Krsna in His own time, that

is to say, about 1400 years before Christ, then a sufficient period

of time is not allowed for the growth of these various aspects

of religion according to the opinion of these scholars
;
because,

these scholars place the Rg-Yeda itself at 1500 to 2000 years

before Christ ;
and on that computation, one has to say that the

Bhagavata religion came into existence about 100 years or

at most 500 to 600 years after that date
;
and therefore, some

Western scholars have even come forward to dissociate Sri

Krsna from the Bhagavata religion on this or on some other

meaningless excuse, and to say that the Bhagavata religion

must have come into existence after the date of Buddha But,

the references to the Bhagavata religion, which the Jain and

Buddhistic treatises themselves contain, clearly show that

that religion must have been in existence before the date of

Buddha; and therefore, Dr Buhler has said that instead of

placing the date of the advent of the Bhagavata religion after

the date of Buddha, the date of the Rg-Yeda itself must be pushed

back, as has been stated by me in my book called Orion.*

The dates fixed by Western scholars for our Yedic literature on

* See the Review made by Dr. Buhler of my book Orion m
the issue of the Indian Antiquary for September 1894

(
Yol.

XXJII
9 pp. 288-249).
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some insufficiently sound grounds, are wrong ; and the date of

the starting-point of the Vedic era cannot be taken at less than

4500 years before Christ, as has been proved in my book Orton

on the strength of the phrases in the Yedas, which show the then

existing Udagayana ( i.e
,
period during which the Sun seems

to travel towards the North—Trans. ); and this conclusion has

now been accepted by many Western scholars. When in this

way, the date of the Rg-Veda has been taken back, a sufficient

period of time can be allowed for the growth of all the

various aspects of the Vedic religion, and there is no more any
necessity for pushing forward the date of the rise of the

Rhagavata religion As the Brahmana treatises written after

the Rg-Veda contain the astronomical calculation of the year

starting with the Sun in the Krttika constellation, their date

has to be fixed at about 2500 years before Christ, as has been

shown by the late Shankara Balkrishna Dikshit in his History

of the Indian Astronomical Science ( bharat.iya-jyohh-sastra

)

written in the Marathi language. But, I do not see this method

of fixing the dates of ancient books by considering how the

Udagayana was then started being applied to the Upanisads.

Some scholars have come to the conclusion that none of the

Upanisads can be more than 400 to 500 years before Buddha, on

the ground that the language and construction of devotional

Upanisads like the RamatapanI, or Yogic Upanisads like the

Yogatattva, is not archaic. But, if one considers the matter

according to the abovementioned method of calculation of time,

it will be seen that such a conclusion is wrong. It is true

that the dates of all the Upanisads cannot be fixed according to

the astronomical method of calculation ;
yet, this method is very

useful for fixing the date of the principal Upanisads. Prof. Max
Muller* has said that, from the linguistic point of view, the

Maitryupanisad is more ancient than Panini, because, we find

in this Upanisad, many compounds of words, used in a ckanda,

which had gone out of vogue at the date of Panini, but

which are to be found in the Maitrayani Samhita. But the

Maitrayanyupanisad is not the very first nor a very ancient

Upanisad. Not only has harmony been established between

See Saered Books of the East Series Vol. XV Intro pp.
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Knowledge of the Brahman and Samkhya philosophy in the

Maitrayanyupanisad, but in many places, phrases or even

stanzas from the Chandogya, Brhadaranyaka, Taittirlya, Katha,

and Isavasya are seen being taken as authorities. The actual

names of these Upanisads are not mentioned in the Maitryu-

panisad; but as, in quoting these phrases, words implying

quotation such as ‘ evam hyaha
’

or ‘ uktam ca ' ( i. e., ‘so it is

said’ ) are placed before the quotations, there is no doubt that these

quotations are taken from some other book, and are not written

by the writer of the Maitryupanisad ; and one can easily

determine which Upanisad has been quoted from, by a reference to

these other Upanisads. Now, where the description of the

Brahman in the shape of ‘Jcala (Time) or
'

samvatsara ’ (Year) Is

made in the Maitryupanisad (Maitryu. 6 14), it is stated that

;

“the Daksinayana ( i. e., when the Sun seems to travel towards

the South—Trans ) lasts from the day when the Sun enters to

Magha constellation until it reaches the centre-point of the

Sravistha, that is, the Dhanistha constellation (cf. “maghadyam

srausthardham” ) ; and that the Uttarayana ( or Udagayana,

during which the Sun seems to travel towards the North

—

Trans. ) used to be from the beginning of the Sarpa, that is, the

Aslesa constellation, in an inverse order upto the centre-point

of the Dhanistha constellation, that is, counting backwards as

Aslesa, Pusya, etc.”. It is quite clear that these expressions,

which show the method of calculation of the Udagayana^

must have been used with reference to the period of the

Udagayana which was then in vogue
;
and in this way, the date

of that Upanisad can easily be mathematically calculated But

no one seems to have considered the matter from this point of

view. This state of the Udagayana, referred to in the

Maitryupanisad, is earlier than the state of the Udagayana

referred to in the Vedanga-Jyotisa
;
because, it is clearly stated

in the Vedanga-Jyotisa that the commencement of the

Udagayana is from the beginning of the Dhanistha constella-

tion, whereas in the Maitryupanisad, the commencement is from

the middle of the Dhanistha. There is a difference of opinion as

to whether the term
'

ardham ’ in the phrase
'

srausthardham* is

to be interpreted as meaning ‘exactly half or ‘somewhere

between Dhanistha and Satataraka’. Whatever may be the
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case, there is no doubt about the fact that the state of the

Udagayana mentioned in the Maitryupanisad is earlier in point

of time than that mentioned in the Vedanga-Jyotisa. Therefore,

it must be said that the Udagayana at the date of the Vedanga-

Jyotisa was about half a constellation behind the Udagayana at

the date of the Maitryupanisad. It is proved by astronomical

calculations that the state of the Udagayana mentioned in the

Vedanga-Jyotisa existed about 1200 to 1400 years before Christ;*

and in as much as the Udagayana takes about 480 years

to recede by half a constellation, it follows by mathematical

calculation that the Maitryupanisad must have been written

somewhere between 1880 to 1680 years before Christ. At

any rate, there is no doubt that this Upanisad was previous

in point of time than the Vedanga-Jyotisa. It need not,

therefore, be said that the Chandogya and other Upanisads,

from which quotations have been taken into the Maitryu-

panisad, are still earlier in point of time. The date of

the Bg-Veda being in this way fixed at 4500 years before

Christ, that of the Brahmanas, dealing with sacrificial

ritual, being fixed at about 2500 years before Christ, and that

of the Chandogya and other Upanisads dealing with Spiritual

Knowledge being fixed at about 1600 years before Christ, the

reason for which Western scholars bring forward the date of

the Bhagavata religion ceases to exist, and there is no more

any difficulty in the way of Sri Krsna and the Bhagavata

religion being tied together by the cord of synchrony, like a cow

and a calf; and then, this date also becomes consistent with

the state of things mentioned in Buddhistic treatises, or

established by other historical evidence. The Vedic age comes

to an end, and the Sutras and the Smrtis begin, at about

this time.

The above-mentioned calculation of time prdves beyond

doubt that the Bhagavata religion came into existence about

* I have discussed the date of the VedaGga-Jyotisa ia my work

Orion in English
;
the late Shankara Balkrishna Diksit has also

done so in his book called historical Sumy of th MTmUya-

Jyotih $astra {pp. 87 to 94 and 127 to 189). The date oi Vedic

Metises according to* the Udagayana, has been considered in the

JiMjbe*. '•
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1400 years before Christ, that is to say, about 700 to 800 years

before Buddha. This age is very ancient; yet, the Path of Action

mentioned in the Brahmana-treatises is still more ancient, and, as

has been stated above, the Spiritual Knowledge contained in the

Upanisads and in Samkhya philosophy was fully in vogue

long before the promulgation ol the Bhagavata religion It is
}

in mv opinion, entirely wrong to imagine that a clever Jnanin

like Sri Krsna would have promulgated His religion at such

a time without reference to this Spiritual Knowledge or these

aspects of Religion; and that, even if He had done so, it

would have become acceptable to the Rajarsis and Brahmaisis

of those days or found circulation among the people As

the Jews to whom Christ first preached His religion, ware

not acquainted with religious philosophy at the time. He
had no need to harmonise His own religion with any religious

philosophy. It was enough for Him to show that His

Philosophy of Devotion was only a continuation ol the

Ritualistic religion described in the Old Testament of the

Bible ;
and that was all He attempted to do. But, when one

compares this history of the Christian religion with the

Bhagavata religion from the historical point of view, one must

not forget that the people to whom tk8 Bhagavata religion was

preached were, at the time at which it was preached, fully

conversant, not only with the Path of Action, but also with the

Vedantic Knowledge of the Brahman and the Kapila Samkhya

philosophy, and that they had by that time also learnt to

harmonise those three religion*. It would have been most

unreasonable to ask such people to put on th9 shelf their

Ritualistic religion, or the Spiritual Knowledge derived from the

IJpanisads, or Samkhya philosophy, and to accept the Bhagavata

religion merely by faith. Unless the Bhagavata religion

satisfactorily answered such questions as, ‘what is the result of

the sacrificial ritual described in the Vedie treatises and in

vogue at the time’ ?, ‘whether the Spiritual Knowledge mentioned

in the Upanisads or in Samkhya philosophy is futile?', or,

*whether the Philosophy of Devotion can be harmonised with

Yoga in the shape of Concentration of the Mind?’, which

questions would naturally arise, it would have been impossible

for that religion to gain any ground at all It, therefore, follows,
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logically that, it was necessaiy to discuss all these matters, to

start with, in dealing with the Bhagavata religion; and the same

conclusion is emphasised, if one considers the Karayanl-

yopakhyana included in the Mahabharata. In this Akhyana,

the Spiritual Knowledge of the Upanisads and the Samkhya
theory of the Perishable and the Imperishable have both besn

harmonised with the Bhagavata religion; and it is clearly stated

that: “it is called the ‘Pancaratra’ religion because the four

Vedas and Samkhya and Yoga are all included in it” (Ma.

Bha. San. 339. 107); and that “all these (philosophies) includingthe

Vedas and theAranyakas (naturally also, including the Upanisads)

are all parts of each other” (San. 348. 82) Although this expla-

nation of the meaning of the word ‘Pancaratra’ may not be

grammatically correct, yet, it clearly shows that the Bhagavata

religion had, already to start with, harmonised all kinds of philo-

sophies Still, harmonising the Philosophy of Devotion with other

aspects of religion is also not any important part of the Bhagavata

religion It is not that the religious principle of Devotion was-

first enunciated in the Bhagavata religion. Worship of Rudra

or of Visnu in some form or other had been started before the

advent of the Bhagavata religion; and it becomes clear from

the phrases quoted above from the Maitryupanisad (Maitryu. 7. 7),

that the idea that any object of worship whatsoever is a symbol,

or some kind of form of the Brahman, had also previously come

into existence. It is true that the Bhagavata religion has

taken Vasudeva as an object of worship instead of Rudra etc.

;

but at the same time, it is admitted both in the Gita and also

in the Narayanlyopakhyana, that whatever may be the object

of worship, the worship reaches one and the sameBhagavanta, and

that Rudra and Bhagavana are not two. (Gl. 9. 23 ; Ma. Bha. San*

341. 20-26). Therefore, one cannot consider the worship of

Vasudeva as the principal aspect of the Bhagavata religion. The

Satvata community by which the Bhagavata religion was ob-

served, produced Satyaki and other warriors, as also devotees of

theBlessed Lord like Bhlsma and Arjuna, and also Sri Krsna, who

engaged and caused others to be engaged in numerous activities,

involving personal prowess. Therefore, the most important

teaching of the original Bhagavata religion was, that the

lustration of these persons should be copied by other devotees
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of the Blessed Lord, who should perforin worldly activitiesllike

warfare, etc., which were then in vogue, according to the

arrangement of the four castes. It is not that those times did

not produce persons with a renounced frame of mind, who had

adopted the principle of Devotion as a result of intense renun-

ciation, and given up worldly life; but that was not the

principal element of the Bhagavata religion of the Satvatas or

of Sri Krsna. The sum and substance of the advice of Sri Krsna

is, that after the Devotee of the Blessed Lord has acquired the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara, by means of Devotion, he must,,

like the Paramesvara, exert himself for the maintenance

and upkeep of the world. Already at the time of the

TJpanisads, Janaka and others had laid it down that even

those people, who had Realised the Brahman, might with-

out any difficulty take part in Desireless Action. But
in those days, the Philosophy of Devotion had not entered,

their doctrine; and whether or not to perform worldly

Action after the Acquisition of Knowledge was in those days,

considered a matter of personal volition only (Ve. Su. 3. 4. 15).

The Bhagavata religion went beyond this and laid down that

Desireless Energism {naiskarmya) was better than Total Renun-

ciation
; and it brought about a proper fusion of Energism, not

only with Spiritual Knowledge, but also with Devotion. This

is the most important achievement of the Bhagavata religion

in the history of the Vedic religion, and is something which is

different from what was done by the Smarts religion. The
original promulgators of this religion, namely the Kara and
Narayana Rsis, also engaged in Desireless Energism in this,

way; and it is stated in one place in the Mahabharata that

every one must do what was done by them (Ma. Bha. Udyo. 48.

21, 22); and in the Narayanlyakhyana, the characteristic

feature of this religion is clearly defined as “pravrtti laksanai

caiva dharmo narayanatmakah ” (Ma. Bha San. 347. 81), i. e.*

“the Narayana or Bhagavata religion is Energistic or

Activistic ” This principle of Desireless Action of the

Narayanlya or the Bhagavata religion is known as
*

naiskarmya*

;

and this was the most important aspect of the original Bhagavata

religion. But later on in course of time, this principle lost

importance, and Devotion to Vasudeva combined with apathy

21—22
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logically that, it was necessary to discuss all these matters, "to

start with, in dealing with the Bhagavata religion; and the same

conclusion is emphasised, if one considers the Narayani-

yopakhyana included in the Mahabharata In this Akhyana,

the Spiritual Knowledge of the Upanisads and the Samkhya
theory of the Perishable and the Imperishable have both besn

harmonised with the Bhagavata religion; and it is clearly stated

that: “it is called the ‘Pancaratra’ religion because the four

Vedas and Samkhya and Yoga are all included in it” (Ma.

Bha San 339. 107); and that “all these (philosophies) including the

Vedas andtheAranyakas (naturally also, including the Upanisads)

are all parts of each other” (San. 348. 82) Although this expla-

nation of the meaning of the word ‘Pancaratra’ may not be

grammatically correct, yet, it clearly shows that the Bhagavata

religion had, already to start with, harmonised all kinds of philo-

sophies Still, harmonising the Philosophy of Devotion with other

aspects of religion is also not any important part of the Bhagavata

religion. It is not that the religious principle of Devotion was
first enunciated in the Bhagavata religion. Worship of Rudra

or of Visnu in som9 form or other had been started before the

advent of the Bhagavata religion
;
and it becomes clear from

the phrases quoted above from the Maitiyupanisad (Maitryu 7. 7),

that the idea that any object of worship whatsoever is a symbol,

ot some kind of form of the Brahman, had also previously come

into existence. It is true that the Bhagavata religion has

taken Vasudeva as an object of worship instead of Rudra etc.

;

but at the same time, it is admitted both in the Gita and also

in the Narayanlyopakhyana, that whatever may be the object

of worship, the worship reaches one and the same Bhagavanta, and

that Rudra and Bhagavana are not two. (Gi. 9. 23 ; Ma. Bha. San*

341. 20-26), Therefore, one cannot consider the worship of

Vasudeva as the principal aspect of the Bhagavata religion. The

Satvata community by which the Bhagavata religion was ob-

served, produced Satyaki and other warriors, as also devotees of

theBlessed Lord likeBhisma and Arjuna, and also SrlKrsna, who*

engaged and caused others to be engaged in numerous activities,

involving personal prowess. Therefore, the most important

teaching of the original Bhagavata religion was, that the

ftate&tion of these persons should be copied by other devotees
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of the Blessed Lord, who should perform worldly activitieslik©

warfare, etc., which were then in vogue, according to the

arrangement of the four castes. It is not that those times did

not produce persons with a renounced frame of mind, who had

adopted the principle of Devotion as a result of intense renun-

ciation, and given up worldly life; but that was not the

principal element of the Bhagavata religion of the Satvatas or

of Sri Krsna. The sum and substance of the advice of Sri Krsna

is, that after the Devotee of the Blessed Lord has acquired the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara, by means of Devotion, he must*

like the Paramesvara, exert himself for the maintenance

and upkeep of the world. Already at the time of the

Upanisads, Janaka and others had laid it down that even

those people, who had Realised the Brahman, might with-

out any difficulty take part in Desireless Action. But
in those days, the Philosophy of Devotion had not entered

their doctrine; and whether or not to perform worldly

Action after the Acquisition of Knowledge was in those days

considered a matter of personal volition only (Ve. Su. 3. 4. 15).

The Bhagavata religion went beyond this and laid down that

Desireless Energism (miskarmya) was better than Total Renun-

ciation ; and it brought about a proper fusion of Energism, not

only with Spiritual Knowledge, but also with Devotion This

is the most important achievement of the Bhagavata religion

in the history of the Vedic religion, and is something which is.

different from what was done by the Smarta religion. The
original promulgators of this religion, namely the Kara and
Narayana Rsic, also engaged in Desireless Energism in this,

way; and it is stated in one place in the Mahabharata that

every one must do what was done by them (Ma. Bha. Udyo. 48.

21, 22); and in the Narayanlyakhyana, the characteristics,

feature of this religion is clearly defined as, “pravrtti laksmai

caiva dharmo narayanaimakah
" (Ma Bha. San. 347. 81), i. e.,

“the Narayana or Bhagavata religion is Energistic or

Activistic This principle of Desireless Action of the

Narayaniya or the Bhagavata religion is known as 'miskarmya'

and this was the most important aspect of the original Bhagavata

religion. But later on in course of time, this principle lost

importance, and Devotion to Vasudeva combined with apathy

21—22
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towards the world came to be looked upon as the important part

of this religion, as is apparent from the Bhagavata
;
and in the

Narada-Pancaratra, mantras and tantras are included in the

Bhagavata religion along with the Philosophy of Devotion.

Yet, it is patent from the Bhagavata itself, that these are not

the fundamental aspects of this religion
; because, wherever

there has been occasion in the Bhagavata to refer to the Satvata

or the Narayanlya religion, it is stated that the religion of the

Batvatas or of Narayana Rsi (that is, the Bhagavata religion)

is
4

of the nature of naiskarmya ' (Bhag 1.3 8 and 11. 4. 6 )

;

and it is statsd that it had become necessary to preach the

Devotional Bhagavata-Purana ( Bhag 1. 5. 1% ), because

due importance had not been given to Devotion in the

* naiskarmya religion. This proves beyond any doubt that

the original Bhagavata religion was based on naiskarmya

or Desireless Action, and that later on its form was changed in

the course of time, and Devotion became the principal factor in it.

I have already dealt above in the Gita-Rahasya with the other

various historical questions, namely, (i) what was the difference

between the original Bhagavata religion, which maintained

a permanent fusion between Spiritual Knowledge, Devotion,

and Prowess, and the path prescribed by the Smrtis in the

shape of the arrangement of the various stages of life; (ii) how,

as a result of the growth of the purely ascetic Jain and Buddhist

religions, the Karma-Yoga in the Energistic Bhagavata religion

lost ground, and it ( the Bhagavata religion ) acquired its new

form of Denunciation with Devotion
;
and (iii) how the Vedic

sects which came into existence after the fall of Buddhism

gave to the Bhagavadgita itself either a renunciatory, or a

purely Devotional, or a Qualified-Monistic ( visistadmita) form,

I shall, therefore, not repeat the same subject-matter here.

Prom the short dissertation made above, my readers will

have seen (i) when, the Bhagavata religion first came into

prominence in the ancient course of the Yedic religion, (ii) how,

a|though it was Energistic in the beginning, it later on became

dfvbtional ; and (iii) how, still later on, in the time of Rama-

nujScSrya, it acquired the form of Qualified-Monism. The most

j^cient of these various forms of the Bhagavata religion, that

i%fb:$ay, the Desireless Activistic form, is the form of the Gits-
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religion. I shall now briefly explain what inferences can be

drawn about the date of this original Gita. Although the time

of Sri Xrsna and of the Bharat! war may be the same, that is

to say, about 1400 years before the Christian era, yet, it cannot

be said that the original Gita and the original Bharata, which

are the two principal treatises dealing with the Bhagavata

religion, were also written at the same time. Whatever

religious sect may come into existence, literature on it does

not come into existence immediately; and the same argument

applies to the Bharata and to the Gita. There is a story

recited at the commencement of the present Mahabharata,

that after the Bharat! war was over, Janamejaya, the great-

grandson of the Pandavas made a sacrifice of serpents
; that,

Vaisampayana recited to him for the first time the whole

'Of the Bharata including the Gita; and that, when it had

been recited by Sauti to Saunaka, the Bharata was thereafter

promulgated. It is quite clear that some period of time

must have elapsed between the date when the Bharata came

to be preached by Sauti and other preachers, and the date when
it acquired its present tangible literary form

; but there is now
no means by which to definitely decide what that period of time

was. Still, if one draws the conclusion that the archaic original

epic-formed Bharata came to be written within 500 years after

the Bharat! war, that will not be too daring a surmise ; because,

Buddhistic treatises were written in even a shorter period of time

.after the death of Buddha. In writing an archaic epic, it is not

enough to merely describe in it the feats of the principal hero;

hut it is necessary to say whether or not what was done by the

hero was right. Nay, that this is possibly one of the most
important parts of an archaic epic, appears from other such

epics, in literatures other than the Sanskrit literature. Prom the

modern point of view, this justification of the deeds of the heroes

must be made on the pure basis of Ethics. But, in ancient

times, there was no difference between Religion and Ethics
; and,

therefore, there was no way in which to make this justification

other than from the point of view of Religion; and then, as need

not be said, it was necessary to justify their deeds on the basis

of that very Bhagavata religion, which had been promulgated

‘by the heroes in the Bharata, or which was acceptable to them.
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But another reason for doing so was that, it was not possible to

fully justify the deeds or prowess of the heroes of theMahabharata

on the basis of the religious principles of other religious paths,,

as all the other Vedic religious paths, besides the Bhagavata reli-

gion, which were then in vogue, were more or less renunciatory.

Therefore, it became necessary to expound the Energistic Bhaga-

vata religion in the original epic Bharata. This was done in

the original Gita; and although it might not have been the first

treatise to categorically expound the original form of the

Bhagavata religion, yet, it is one of the principal books on that

religion; and there seems to be no reason why its date should not

be roughly fixed at about 900 years before Christ. Since the Gita

is, at any rate, the most important, if not the first treatise on the

Bhagavata religion, it was necessary to show that the Desireless

Karma-Yoga promulgated by it was not inconsistent with the

other religious paths then in vogue, namely, the Karma-kanda,

the Spiritual Knowledge in the Upanisads, the Samkhya
philosophy, the Yoga philosophy dealing with ‘Concentration

of the Mind
1

, and the Philosophy of Devotion
; and I may

even say that that was the principal object of this book. Some

persons raise the doubt that, the systematic sciences of Vedanta

andMimamsa could not have been dealt with in the original Gita,

as they came into existence only at a later date; and that,

therefore, Vedanta must have been subsequently interpolated

into the Gita. But, although the systematic sciences of

Vedanta and Mimamsa may have come into existence later on,,

yet, as has been stated above, the subject-matter dealt with by

them was very ancient Therefore, there is no difficulty, from

the point of view of time, in the way of these subjects having

appeared in the original Gita, Nevertheless, I do not say that

no change was made in the original Gita, when the original

Bharata became the Mahabharata. History shows us that

whatever religion is taken, sub-sects come into existence in it in

course of time, as a result of differences of opinion; and the same

law applies to the Bhagavata religion. It is clearly stated in

"the Nax&yaniyopakhyana itself, that the Bhagavata religion

was considered by some as four-folded (catur-vyuha), that is,,

made up of the four aspects of Vasudeva, Samkarsana,

.fkadyumna, and Aniruddha; and that it was considered by
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others as three-folded, and by others as two-folded, and by others

again as single-folded (Ma. Bha. San. 348. 57) ; and some such

other differences may also have arisen later on. At the same

time, the Spiritual Knowledge contained in the Upanisads and the

Samkhya philosophy were being further developed. Therefore, if

there was any dis-arrangement in the original Gita, it would

not have been unnatural, or inconsistent with the purpose of

the original Gita, for the writer of the new Bharata to see that

that defect was removed, and that the Bhagavata religion was

made consistent with the growing knowledge of the Pinda and

the Brahmanda; and I have, therefore, shown in the Part of this

Appendix headed ‘the Gita and the Brahma-Sutras’ above, that

the present Gita contains, on that account, a reference to the

Brahma-Sutras. There might also have been other similar

differences in the original Gita Still, it was not possible that

many such changes should be made in the original Gita It

does not appear that the authority of the Gits was acquired

by it after the date of the Mahabharata. I have stated above

•that the Brahma-Sutras themselves have taken the Gita as

authoritative by using the word ‘ Smrti If a material change

had been made in the original Gita, when the original Bharata

was changed into the Mahabharata, this authoritativeness

•of the Gita would certainly have suffered. But instead of that,

its authority has, on the other hand, increased. We have,

therefore, to draw the inference that whatever changes were

made in the original Gita, they were not material, and that

the changes which were made, were made in such a way as

do promote and carry out its original import. It is clear from

the various Gitas which have been mentioned in the different

Puranas on the basis of the present Bhagavadgita, that the

form which it then acquired was a permanent form, and that

there were no further changes in it. Because, if the Gita had

not become fully authoritative, that is to say, invariable, at least

-some centuries before the date of the most ancient of these

Puranas, it would not have been possible to conceive the idea

of including other Gitas on the basis of this Gita

in those Puranas. And the attempts made by various

-doctrine-supporting commentators to stretch the mean-

ings of the words in one and the same Gita in order to show
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that the purport of the Gita was consistent with their own
doctrines, would also in that case not have become necessary.

A doubt is raised by some scholars that many changes must

hare been made from time to time in the Gita in the present

Mahabharata, on the ground that the present Gita contains

many mutually contradictory doctrines. But, I have shown
above that these inconsistencies are not substantial, and that

this mental confusion is due to people not having properly

understood the previous and subsequent Yedic methods of

expounding religion. In short, it will be seen from the above

exposition that (i) the original Bharata and the original

GltS, which propounded the original Bhagavata religion, were

written about 500 years after the rise of the Bhagavata religion,

which harmonised the various ancient Yedic aspects of religion,

and specially supported the Path of Energism, that is to say,

about 900 years before Christ
;
that(ii) though, when the Bharata

was changed into the Mahabharata, there might have been some

minor improvements in the original Gita, which would be

promotive of its purport, yet, the form of the original Gita was

not then substantially changed
;
and that (iii) after the present

Gita had been included in the present Mahabharata, there was

no subsequent change in it, nor was it possible that any such

change should take place, The fixing of the form and the

date of the original Gita and the original Bharata have been

made by me approximately and in a liberal way, because that

amount of information which would be necessary for fixing those

matters definitely is not now available. But, the same is not

the case with the present Mahabharata and the present Gita

;

and there are ways available for fixing their respective dates.

I have, therefore, discussed that matter separately in the next

part of this Appendix. My readers must, however, bear it in

mind that the present Gita and the present Mahabharata, that

is to say, the forms in which the Gita and the Mahabharata are

now found by us, after changes have taken place in their

respective forms in course of time, are not the original forms

of those respective books.
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PAET V—-THE DATE OF THE PRESENT GITA.

I have proved above in a general way that the Bhagavadgita

is the most important work dealing with the Bhagavata religion;

that this Bhagavata religion came into existence about 1400

years before Christ; and that the original Gita must have

come into existence some centuries after that ; and I have also*

said that though the original Bhagavata religion favoured

Desireless Action, it gradually assumed a Devotional form, and

ultimately came to include the principles of Qualified-Monism

( wsistMvaita). More information about the original Gita or

the original Bhagavata religion is not available, at least at the

present day; and the same was the case with the present

Mahabharata and the present Gita about 50 years ago. But, as

a result of the efforts of Dr Bhandarkar, the late Mr. Kashinath-

pant Telang, the late Mr. Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit, and

Eao Bahadur Chintamanrao Vaidya, many proofs have now

become available for fixing the date of the present Bharata and

the present Gita; and very recently, the late Mr Tryambak

Gurunath Kale has also adduced some more proofs. This part

of the Appendix has been briefly made up by me by putting

together all these matters and adding to them whatever

addition was necessary in my opinion. In the beginning of

this Appendix I have shown with proofs that the present

Mahabharata and the present Gita must have been written by

one and the same hand. When these two treatises are accepted

as being written by the same hand, and therefore necessarily

contemporaneous, one can easily fix the date of the Gita by

fixing the date of the Mahabharata. I have, therefore, in this

part of the Appendix mentioned first the various important

proofs which are now available for fixing the date of the present,

Mahabharata, and then shown independently those proofs, which

are useful for fixing the date of the present Gita. I have

followed this course in order that the fixing of the date of the

Gita should not suffer, if some one finds the proofs adduced by

me for fixing the date of the Mahabharata not sufficiently

definite. _ _
THE FIXING OF THE DATE OF THE MAHABHARATA-*

The Mahabharata is an extremely extensive work; and it

is stated in that book itself, that it consists of one hundred
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thousand stanzas. But Bao Bahadur Yaidya has shown
in the first Appendix to his criticism in English on the

Mahabharata, that the present edition of the Mahabharata

consists of less than that number of stanzas, and that we do not

arrive at that total, even by adding the Harivamsa to it.
*

Nevertheless, there is no reason for not accepting the position

that the larger book, which came into existence when the

Bharata became the Mahabharata, must have been more or less

the same as the present edition of the Mahabharata. I have

stated above that this Mahabharata makes a mention of the

Nirakta of Yaska and of Manu-Samhita, and that the Gita even

mentions the Brahma-Sutras. The other proofs which are avail-

able for fixing the date of the Mahabharata are as follows :~

(1) This book of eighteen parvas and the Harivamsa, found

their way into the Java and Bali Islands before Saka 400 to

500 ;
and it has been translated into the ancient language of

those places known as ‘ Kavi *
;
and the following eight parvas

of that translation, namely, the Adi, YirSta, Udyoga, Bhisma,

A^ramavasi, Musala, Prasthanika, and Svargarohana parvas

are now available
;
and some of them have been printed. But,

although the translation has been made into the Kavi language,

the original Sanskrit stanzas from the Mahabharata have

been retained in many places I have considered some of the

stanzas from the Udyogaparva. All these stanzas can be found

here and there in the chapters of the Udyogaparva of the

Calcutta edition of the present Mahabharata. This proves that

the Mahabharata of a hundred thousand stanzas had become

authoritative in India at least 200 years before Saka 400;

because, it would otherwise not have been necessary at all

to take it into the Java and Bali Islands. The Mahabharata

has also been translated into the Tibetan language, but, that Is

later in point of time than this, f

* “ The Mahabharatat a Criticism ” p. 185, Wherever this

criticism of Bao Bahadur Yaidya on the Mahabharata has been

referred to, this book is meant,

t See the reference to the Mahabharata of the Java Island at

pp. 32-38 of the issue of the Modern Review for July 1914. A
reference to the Mahabharata in the Tibetan language has been

made in RockhilFs Life ofthe Buddha, p, 228, Note I.
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(2) There is now available a stone inscription of the

Gupta kings made in Cedi Samvat 197, that is to say, the

367th year of the Saka era, which contains a clear reference

that the Mahabharata was a book of a hundred thousand verses

;

and this reference clearly proves that the Mahabharata must

have been in existence at least 100 to 200 years before

Saka 367.
*

(3) Many of the dramas of Bhasa, which have now been

published, have been written on the basis of certain chapters of

the Mahabharata. It, therefore, follows that the Mahabharata

was then available and was looked upon as authoritative The

^drama, Balacarita of Bhasa contains a reference to the incidents

•of the youth of Sri Krsna and to Gopis. Therefore, we have to

say that the Harivamsa must also then have been in existence.

There is no doubt that Bhasa lived before Kalidasa. Tanjore

Ganapati Sbastri, who has edited the dramas of Bhasa, has stated

•in his preface to the drama Svapnavasavadatta that Bhasa lived

even before Canakya; because, a stanza found in the dramas of

Bhasa, is to be found in the Artha-Sastra of Canakya
;
and it is

-clearly stated in that place that that stanza is a quotation.

But although this period of time is not definite, yet, Bhasa can

•certainly not be placed in my opinion later than the second or

third century A. D.

(4) It is established from Buddhistic treatises, that a
Buddhist poet named Asvaghosa lived at the beginning of the

Salivahana era. This Asvaghosa wrote two epics in Sanskrit on

the Buddhistic religion, called Buddhacanta and Saundardnanda*

In both these epics, stories from the Bharata have been referred

to. There is besides a book in the » shape of a lecture on the

Vajrasucikopanisad which is attributed to Asvaghosa; or it may
even be said that this Vajrasuci Upanisad was written by him.

Trof. Webber published this book in Germany in 1860, and it

contains the stanzas
“
saptavyadha dasarhem” etc. from the

.Sraddha-Mahatmya, in the Harivamsa (Hari. 24. 20 and 21); and

some other stanzas from the Mahabharata itself (such as, Ma.

* This stone inscription has been fully reproduced at page

134 of the third part of the book called Inscriptionum Indicarum, and

it has been referred to by the late Mr. Shanker Balkrishna Dikshit

in Ms Bharatiya Jyotih-Sastra at page 108.
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Bha. San. 261. 17) This clearly proves that the present

Mahabharata of a hundred thousand stanzas including the

Harivam&a was in existence before the commencement of the

Saka era.

(5) The Bharata and the Mahabharata have been inde-

pendently referred to in the Asvalayana-Grhya-Sutra (3. 4. 4),

and a stanza from the Yayati Upakhyana of the Mahabharata
( Ma. Bha. A. 78 10 ) appears in one place in the Baudhayana-
Dharma-Sutra (2. 2. 26). Buhler says that this one stanza is

not sufficient proof for saying that the Mahabharata existed

before Baudhayana *
; but this objection is groundless, because

the Grhyasesa-Sutra of Baudhayana contains a reference to the

Visnu-Sahasranama (Bau. Gr. Se. 1. 22. 8) ;
and further on, in the

same Sutra (2. 22. 9), the stanza “patrath puspam phalam toyan”
etc. from the Gita ( Gl. 9 26 ) has been mentioned These

references in the Baudhayana-Sutra were first pointed out by the

late Mr Tryambak Gurunath Kale 1 ; and they prove that the

objection raised by Prof. Buhler is groundless, and that both

Aivalayana and Baudhayana were conversant with the

Mahabharata. Buhler has established on other evidence that

Baudhayana must have lived about 400 years before Christ

(6) Where the incarnations of Visnu have been mentioned

in the Mahabharata itself, there is no reference to Buddha; and

where the ten incarnations are mentioned in the Narayaniyo-

pakhyana (Ma. Bha. San. 339. 100), the Hamsa is taken as the

first incarnation, and Kalki is placed immediately after Krsna

to make up the total of ten. Yet, where the future state of the

Kali-Yuga is referred to in the Vanaparva, it is stated that :

—

“
edukacivha prthivlm demgrha-bhusita ”, i. e., “on the earth,,

there will be ‘edukd instead of temples of gods” (Ma, Bha,

Yana. 190. 68). An e<juka is a pillar, tower, and other edifice,

erected as a memorial over some buried hair, tooth etc. of

Buddha; and it is now-a-days known as
l

dagoba\ 'dagoba? is a

corruption from the Sanskrit word
4

dMtu-garbhd

'

(in Pali, dagaba\

Sacred Books of the East. Vol. XIV. Intro, p. xli.

f The whole of the essay of the late Mr. Tryambak Gurunath Kale

has been published in The Vedic Magazine and Gnrukul Samackar

Vol. VII Nos, 6
? 7, pp. 528-532. There the name of the writer is*

wrongly mentioned as 'Prof. Kale’,
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end *dhatu' means the ‘memento which is buried’. In Ceylon and

in Burma there is many a dagoba in numerous places. This shows

that the Mahabharata must have been written after the date of

Buddha, but before he was looked upon as an incarnation.

The words ‘Buddha’ and ‘Prati-Buddha’ occur in various places in

the Mahabharata (San. 194. 58; 307. 47 ;
343. 52). But there the

words only mean a Jnanin, a Knower, or a Sthitaprajna. That

word does not seem to have been taken from the Buddhist

religion ; nay, there is good reason for believing that the Buddhists

themselves have taken these words from the Yedic religion

(7) In the Mahabharata, the enumeration of constellations

does not start with AsvinI, but with Krttika. (Ma. Bha. Anu. 64

and 89) ; and the zodiacal signs Mesa, Vrsabha, etc. are nowhere

mentioned. This is a matter of very great importance from the

point of view of the date of the Mahabharata; because, one can

easily draw the inference from this fact that the Mahabharata

must have been written before the zodiacal signs Mesa, Vrsabha

etc. were known in India as a result of contact with the Greeks,

that is to say, before the date of Alexander. But a still

more important fact is the enumeration of the constellations

starting with Sravana. It is stated in the Anugita that

Visvamitra started the enumeration of the constellations with

Sravana ( Ma. Bha. Asva. 44. 2, and Adi 71 34 ). That has been

interpreted by commentators as showing that the Uttarayana

then started with the Sravana constellation, and no other

interpretation is proper* At the date of the Vedanga-Jyotisa,

the Uttarayana used to start with the Sun in the Dhanistha

constellation. According to astronomical calculations,
%
the date

when the Uttarayana should start with the Sun in the

Dhanistha constellation comes to about 1500 years before the

Saka era
;
and according to astronomical calculations, it takes

about a thousand years for the Uttarayana to start one

constellation earlier. According to this calculation, the date

when the Uttarayana ought to start with the Sun in the Sravana

constellation comes to about 500 years before the Saka era.

Therefore, it can be proved mathematically that the present

Mahabharata must have been written about 500 years before

the Saka era* The late Mr. Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit has

drawn the same conclusion in his Bharatiya Jyotih-Sastra.
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(Bha. Jyo. pp. 87-90, 111 and 147). The important feature of this

evidence is that the date of the present Mahabharata cannot be

Aaken to much more than 500 years before the Saka era.

(8) Rao Bahadur Yaidya has in his criticism in English on

ethe Mahabharata shown that the Greek ambassador named
Megasthenes, at the Court of Chandragupta (320 B. C ), knew
some of the stories in the Mahabharata. The works of

Megasthenes are not now available in their entirety. But

extracts made from them by other persons have been collected

together, and were first published in German
;
and they have

been translated into English by M’Crindie It is stated in this

book, (pp. 200-205), that the Heracles mentioned by Megasthenes

was none but Sri Krsna
; and that at the date of Megasthenes, this

.Sri Krsna, used to be worshipped by the Sauraseni people, and

that these Sauraseni people used to live in Muttra * It is

Also stated there that Heracles was the fifteenth in line of

descent from Dionisus
;
and there is a statement even in the

Mahabharata ( Ma. Bha Anu. 147. 25-33 ) that Sri Krsna was
fifteenth in line of descent from Daksa Prajapati. Also the

descriptions given by Megasthenes (p. 94) of the karna-pravarana,

-ekapada (one-footed—Trans.), lalataksa (cyclops, with one eye

* See M’Ormdle’s Ancient India—Megasthenes and Arnan pp. 200-

*205. This statement of Megasthenes has been fortified in a very

•carious way by a recent discovery. The Progress Report of the

Archaeological Department of the Bombay Government for the year

1914 has been recently published. It reproduces the inscription on

a gantdadhvaja
(
eagle monolith ) known as ( KhSmbababa 3

at

Besanaga^near Bhilsa in the Gwalior State In that inscription it

is stated that a Greek or yivana named Heliodorus who had been

converted to Hinduism, had constructed a temple to Yasudeva in

front of that monolith
5
and that this Heliodorus was the ambassador

sent by the Greek king Antioeledes who ruled at Taksasila, to the

Court of the king Bhagabhadra ruling at Bhilsa. It has now been

established from the coins of the king Antioeledes, that he was

ruling in 140 B, O. This, therefore, clearly establishes not only

that the worship of Yasudeva was already in vogue at this time, but

also that yavanas had started building temples to Yasudeva. 1 have

Mated above that not only Megasthenes, but also Panini knew of the

worship of Yasudeva.
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only in the forehead—Trans.) and other strange people, and of

ants (pipihka ) who bring up gold are also to be found in the

Mahabharata (Ma. Bha. Sabha. 51 and 52). These and other

facts clearly prove that not only the Mahabharata but also the-

history of Sri Krsrta and the worship of Sri Krsna were in vogue-

already at the date of Megasthenes.

When it is remembered that all the proofs mentioned above

are not mutually inter-dependent but are independent, it becomes

clear beyond doubt that the present Mahabharata was in vogue at

least about 500 years before the Saka era. It is quite likely that

some stanzas have been interpolated into or deleted from the

Mahabharata after that date. But we are now dealing with the

question not of any particular stanzas but of the principal book

itself; and it is quite clear that this book must have been

written at least 500 years before the Saka era. I have shown

at the commencement of this Appendix that the Gita is a part

of the Mahabharata, and has not been interpolated into it

subsequently; therefore, the Gita must be considered to be of

the same date. The original Gita may have been earlier

than this; because, as has been shown in the fourth part of

this Appendix, the tradition of the original Gita has to be

taken much further back. But, whatever may be said, it is

absolutely clear that its date cannot be placed after the date

of the Mahabharata. This fact is established not merely by

the evidence mentioned above
;
for, there is also independent

evidence about it, which I shall now place beforejny readers.

THE FIXING- OF THE DATE OF THE GITA—The evidence

mentioned above does not contain a clear reference by name
to the Gita. Its date has been fixed there by reference

to the Mahabharata. I shall now set out the evidence which

contains a clear reference to the Gita. But before I do so, it

.

must be mentioned that the late Mr. Telang has fixed the date of

the Gita as being before Apastarhba, that is to say, at least

300 years before Christ
;
and Dr. Bhandarkar has in his book

in English named Vaisnavism, Saivism, and other sects accepted

the same opinion. * Prof. Garbe is of the opinion that the date

% See Telang’s Bhagavadgita, S. B, E. Vol. YIII Intro pp. 21

and 34; Dr. Bhandarkar’s VaUnavism, Saivism, and other sects, p. 13

Dr. Garbe’s Die Bhagavadgita p. 64.
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fxed by Mr. Telang is not correct, and that the original Gita

must have been written about 200 years before Christ, and
that it was revised in the second century after Christ. But it

will be seen that the opinion of Dr. Garbe is incorrect for

the following reasons r-

(1) The Samkarabhasya is the most ancient among the

criticisms and commentaries on the Gita which are now avail-

able. Sri Samkaraearya has also written a commentary on

the Sanatsujatiya chapter of the Mahabharata: and he has

in many places in his works taken the statements from the

Anugita, the Manu-Brhaspati conversation, and the Sukanuprasna

in the Mahabharata as authoritative. It is, therefore, clear

that in his times, the Mahabharata and the Gita used to be

looked upon as authoritative. The birth of Sri Samkaraearya

is fixed at Saka 710 on the authority of a sectarian stanza,

as has been proved by Prof. Kashinath Bapu Phatak. But

in my opinion this date must be taken back by another hundred

years ; because, it is stated in the book named Darsam-Prakasa,

which belongs to the Mahanubhava sect, that Sri Samkaraearya

entered the cave in the year
“
yugma payodhi rasanuta sake*

9

,

that is, in Saka 642
'A

;
and at that time, the Acarya was only

32 years old Therefore, the date of his birth is proved to be

Saka 610. In my opinion, this date is more correct than the

date fixed by Prof. Phatak But I cannot deal with that question

in detail here. In the Samkarabhasya on the Gita, many

previous commentators are referred to ;
and Samkaraearya has

in the very beginning erf that commentary stated that he has

refuted the opinions of all the previous commentators and

written a new commentary on the Gita Therefore, whether one

takes the date of the birth of the Ac&rya as Saka 610 or Saka 710,

the Gits must undoubtedly have been in vogue at least 200 to

300 years before that time. Let us now see in what way and

to what extent we can go further back than that date, for fixing

the date of the Gita.

* This is a peculiar Sanskrit way of describing dates
$
yugma

means tm
$
payodhi means 'ocean 7

,
of which there were believed to

be four
$
and rasa means 'taste

7

,
of which there are six kinds

;
and

these digits are to be read from right to left
j
thus we get the Saka

year 642—Trans.
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(2) The late Mr. Telang has shown that Kalidasa and

Banabhatta both knew of the Gita. The stanza
44

anavdptam

avaptavyam na te hmcana vidyate ” in the Visnu-Stuti in the

Raghuvam^a (10 31) of Kalidasa, is similar to the stanza

“nan avaptam avaptavyam ” etc., in the Gita (Gl. 3 22); and in

the paranomastio (
slesa-pradhana ) sentence “ mahabJiaratam

ivananta gita karnan ananditataram" in the Kadambarl of

Banabhatta, there is a clear reference to the Gita. Kalidasa

and Bharavi are clearly referred to in a stone inscription

‘dated Saka 556; and it is now definitely proved, as shown

by the late Mr. Pandurang Govind Shastri Parakhi, in his

essay in Marathi on Banabhatta, that Banabhatta was in the

service of the king Sri Harsa, in about Saka 528.

(3) In the Bhlsma-parva of the Mahabharata, which has

found its way into Java, there is a chapter called the ‘ Gita ’

;

and in it, we find word for word 100 to 125 stanzas from various

chapters in the Gita But there are no stanzas in it from the

12th, 15th, 16th, and 17th chapters. Yet, there is no objection,

-on that account, to saying that the Gita was then as in its

-present form; because, the Gita has been translated there

into the Kavi language, and the Sanskrit stanzas found in it

-are taken by way of extracts or illustrations here and there.

'Therefore, it would not be proper to draw the conclusion that

the Gita then contained only as many stanzas as are found

in this translation Dr Narhar Gopal Sardesai got this infor-

mation in Java when he went there ;
and he has published it

in the issue of the Modern Review for July 1914 as also in

the Magazine called Chitramaya Jagat. It is clear from this,

that the Bhlsmaparva of the Mahabharata contained the Gita

at least 200 years before Saka 400 to 500, and that the stanzas

in it were in the same sequence as in the present Gita,

(4) In the first chapter of this book, I have given some

information about the references to the Gita or the other

•Gitas written on the basis of the Bhagavadglta, which

are found in the Visnu-Purana, the Padma-Purana etc. In

order that the Gita should have been adopted in this way,

it must have become authoritative and an object of

respect even in those days. It is clear that nobody would

otherwise think of imitating it. It is, therefore, also clear that
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the Gita must be at least 100 to 200 years earlier in point of
time than the earliest of these Puranas One cannot take the

commencement of the age of the Puranas at later than the

second century A D.
; and therefore, the date of the Gita is

taken back at any rate to somewhere about the beginning of the

Saka era.

(5) It has been stated above that both Kalidasa and Bana
knew about the Gita. The dramas of Bhasa, who lived before

Kalidasa, have been recently published In the drama called

Karnabhara, out of these dramas, we find the following as the

twelfth stanza :~

hato 'pi labhate svargam jitva tu labhate yasah l

ubhe bahumate loke nasti nisphalata ray# w

This stanza is exactly the same as the stanza :
“ hato va

prapsijasi svargam ” etc. (Gl 2. 37) ;
and, as it is proved from the

other dramas of Bhasa that he was fully acquainted with the

Mahabharata, one can safely draw the conclusion that in-

writing the stanza mentioned above, he had in mind the stanza

in the Gita referred to above It, therefore, follows that the

Mahabharata and the Gita existed before the date of Bhasa.

Pandit Ganapati Shastri has proved that Bhasa must have lived

200 to 300 years before the Saka era But;, some are of the opinion

that he lived 100 to 200 years after the Saka era. Even if this

latter opinion is correct, the Mahabharata and the Gita must have

become commonly accepted books at least 100 to 200 years

before the date of Bhasa, that is to say, about the beginning of

the Saka era.

(6) But, the late Mr. Tryambak Gurunath Kale has

published in the English magazine issued by the Gurukul and

called the Vedic Magazine
,
a forcible proof about old writers

having adopted stanzas from the Gita (Yol. 7, Kos. 6 and

7 pp. 528-532, Margaslrsa and Pausa Samvat 1970). Before

this publication, Western Sanskritists were of opinion that the

Gita was not found referred to in any books more ancient than

the Sanskrit dramas or the Puranas, e. g., in the Sutra treatises

etc.; and that therefore, the Gita must have been written

shortly after the age of the Sutras, that is to say, in about

second century of the Christian era. But the late Mr. Kale
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lias shown that this surmise is wrong. In the Baudhayana-

Grhyasesa-Sutra (2.22.9), the stanza,
“
patram puspam” etc.

(Gl. 9. 26) has been taken verbatim with the opening remark
“
tadaha bhagavari' in the following words :

—

desabhave dravydbhdve sddharane kuryan manasd varcayed

iti I tadaha bhagavdn—
patram puspam phalam toyam yo me bhaktyd prayacchati l

tad aham bhakly upahrtam asnami prayatdhnanah II iti ;

and it is stated further on, that one should become meek-minded

by Devotion and then recite these incantations, cf
“
bhakhnamrah

etdn mantrdn adhiyita”’, and it is stated at the end of the third

prasna of this Grhyasesa-Sutra. that by reciting the twelve-

lettered incantation “ om namo bhagavate vdsudevdya'\ one

acquired the same merit as that of performing an Asvamedha-

Yajna. From this it is clear that the Gita, as also the worship

of Ya&udeva, was fully in vogue before the date of Baudha-

yana. Besides this, there is the following sentence in the

Pitnnedha-Sutra of Baudhayana, in the beginning of the third

prasna
,
namely,

jdtasya mi manusyasya dhruvam maranam iti vijamydt

tasmaj jate na prahrsyen mrte ca na visidet I

,

which can clearly be seen to have been inspired by the following

stanza in the Gita :

—

jdtasya hi dhruvo mrtyuh dhruvaih janma mrtasya ca l

fasmadaparihdrye ’rthe na ivarh sodium arhad II

(Gl.2,27);

and when, in addition to this, you take the stanza “ patram

puspam ” etc., there remains no doubt whatsoever about the

matter. It has been stated above that we find in the

Baudhayana-Sutra, one stanza from the Mahabharata itself.

The date of Baudhayana is about 100 to 200 years before

Apastamba; and Prof. Buhler has come to the conclusion

that the date of Apastamba cannot be more than 300 years

before Christ. * But, in my oninion, that date must be taken

* Bee Sacred Books of the East Series, Yol. II. Intro, p. gliH

and also the same Series Yol. XIY. Intro* p, xliii.

23-24
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slightly forward; because, there is no mention in the Maha-

bharata of the zodiacal signs Mesa, Vrsabha etc ; and the sentence
<l
mlnamesayor mesavrsabhayor vavasantah ” of Baudhayana has

been quoted in the Kala-Madhava
,
and has also been taken

in the Bharatiya-J\yohh-Sastra (p. 102) written by the late

Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit. From this also, one can draw the

definite inferences, that the Mahabharata is earlier in point

of time than Baudhayana; that Baudhayana lived at least

400 years before the Saka era; and that the Mahabharata and

the Gita were written at least 500 years before the Saka era*

The late Mr. Kale has placed the date of Baudhayana at 700 to

800 years before Christ, but that is not correct. He has

evidently lost sight of the statement of Baudhayana regarding

the zodiacal signs.

(7) It will be clearly seen by anybody from the above

evidence that the present Gita was in existence at least 500 years

before the Saka era
;
that it was known both to Baudhayana

and Asvalayana; and that one can trace the gradual history

of it uninterruptedly right down to the date of Sri Samkaracarya.

But all this evidence is from Vedic religious treatises; the

evidence which I am now going to mention is from literature

other than Yedic literature, that is to say, from Buddhistic

literature; and the above-mentioned ancientness of the Gita is

more forcibly and independently established, in an unambi-

guous way, by that evidence. I have stated above the opinions

of Buhler and of the celebrated French scholar Senart that the

Bhagavata religion had come into existence before Buddhism

;

and I have dealt with the question of the growth of Buddhism

and of its relation to the Hindu religion etc., independently, in

the next part of this Appendix. I am giving here in short only

such references as are necessary for fixing the date of the

Gita. From the sole fact that the Bhagavata religion was

previous to Buddhism, one cannot draw the definite conclusion

that the Gita was also prior in point of time to Buddha; because,

there is no definite evidence for saying that the Bhagavata

religion came into existence simultaneously with the Gita.

It is, therefore, necessary to see whether or not Buddhist

waiters refer anywhere specifically to the Gita. It is clearly

stated even in the ancient Buddhistic treatises, that the four
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Yedas, the Yedangas, the Yyakarana, Astronomy, Itihasa,

Nighantu and other books relating to the Yedic religion existed

•at the time of Buddha. There is, therefore, no doubt that the

Yedic religion had reached its perfection before the date of

Buddha. Although the new religious sect which was formed

after that date by Buddha, was, from the Metaphysical point

of view, un-Atmic (denying the existence of the Atman—Trans.),
yet, from the point of view of conduct in life, it followed the

Path of Renunciation preached in the Upanisads, as will be

•shown in the next part. But at the date of Asoka, this state

•of Buddhism had changed and Buddhist mendicants had given

up living in the woods, and are seen to have gone as far as

China towards the East, and as far as Alexandria and Greece

towards the West, for the propagation of religion, and on

other philanthropic missions. Why Buddhist mendicants gave

up living in the woods and started doing philanthropic works

is a question of immense importance in the history of Buddhism.

If one considers the ancient Buddhistic treatises, it is stated

in the Khaggavisana-Sutta in the Sutta-nipata that the

* bhiksu
*

(mendicant), who reached the state of an arhata

((Perfect) should live in the woods like a rhinoceros, without

doing anything ; and it is stated in the Mahavagga (5. 1. %1)

in the story of Sonakolivisa, the personal disciple of Buddha

»that :
“ for the mendicant who has reached the state of

nirvana (Annihilation)
—

“ katassa paticayo natthi karariiyam na

bijjati ”
—

“ nothing remains to be done, and nothing of what

has been done remains to be suffered for” This is Pure

Renunciation, similar to the Path of Renunciation of our

TJpanisads. Not only is the sentence “ karaniyam m vijjati ”

similar in meaning to the words “ iasija karyam na ndyate ”

in the Gita, but it is word for word the same. But when this

original renunciatory mode of lif# of Buddhist mendi-

oants changed, and they began to perform philanthropic

works, there arose a conflict between the old thought and the

new thought, and those who belonged to the former began to call

themselves 'theravada' (older sect), and the new school of thought

called their sect nahayam’ (superior path) and began to refer

to the older sect as
4

hmayand* (inferior path). Asvaghosa
belonged to the Mahayana sect, and was of the opinion that
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Buddhist yatins should take part in philanthropic works,

Therefore, in the advice which Buddha is shown to have given3

to Nanda, at the end of the poem Saundarananda, when Nanda
had reached the state of an arhata

, he first says

aidptakaryo *si param gahm gatah

na te ’sti hmcii karctmyam anvapi \

(Sau. 18. 54)

that is, “your duty in life is over, you have acquired the

highest state ; now there does not remain for you even the least

duty (of your own)”. And then, he goes on to say :

—

vihatja iasmdd iha Mryam atmanah

kuru sthiratman parakaryam apy atho \

(Sau. 18. 57)

that is, “therefore, give up Action for yourself, hut become

perfectly equable in Reason, and perform Action for others”;

There is a world of difference between the preaching of Buddha

in the ancient books, which advocated Abandonment of Action,

and the words put by Asvaghosa into the mouth of Buddha in

the Saundarananda-kavya

,

and it will be seen that this argument

of Asvaghosa, is similar not only in meaning but also literally

and word for word to what is stated in the third chapter of the

Gita, namely, “tasya kdryam na ndyate ” (f. “for him no duty

(for his ownbenefit) has remained”—Trans.)... &nd“tasmad asakfali

satatam karyam karma samacara ”, i a, “therefore, perform

desirelessly that duty which has befallen you” (Gi. 3. 17, 19).

From this, one can draw the inference that this argument has beem

borrowed by Asvaghosa from the Gita ; because, as has been shown

above, the Mahabharata existed before Asvaghosa. But this fact

does not remain only in inference. It is stated in the book called

Tdranatha, which is a history of
^
Buddhism written in the

Tibetan language, that the “Jnanin Sri Krsna and Gane&a” were

responsible for Rahulabhadra, the preceptor of Nagarjuna, who

was the principal protagonist of the Mahayana sect, getting the

idea of this Activistic improvement in the original renunciatory

path of the Buddhists. This book (Tarandtha) was translated

into, German from the Russian, but not into English, I have’
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taken an extract from it (Taranatka) from the book written by

Dr. Kern in 1896 on the Buddhist religion. * Even Dr. Kern

is of opinion that there is a reference to the Bhagavadglta,

by the word ‘ Sri Krsna \ There are some stanzas in the book

named Saddharina-Pundarika out of the Buddhist religious

treatises of the Mahayana sect, which are quite similar to the

stanzas in the Bhagavadglta. But, this and all other matters

'will be considered by me in the next part of this Appendix All

'that 1 have to say at present is that Buddhist writers themselves

admit that though the original Buddhistic religion advocated

Asceticism, the Bhagavadglta was responsible for the coming

into existence of the Mahayana sect, which advocated Action and

Devotion; and the similarity shown above between the

'writings of Asvaghosa and the Gita only strengthens this

'Conclusion. Western scholars have come to the conclusion that

Nagarjuna, the first promulgator of the Mahayana sect, lived

100 to 150 years before the Saka era
;
and it is quite clear that

the Mahayana doctrine must have been initiated during the

reign of the king Asoka. Therefore, it is proved independently

from Buddhistic books and from the histories of Buddhism

-written by Buddhist writers themselves, that the Bhagavadglta

*was in existence before the rise of the Mahayana sect, and

possibly even before the date of Asoka—that is, at least 300 years

before the Christian era.

When one considers all the proofs mentioned above, there

does not remain the slightest doubt that the present Bhagavad-

glta was in existence at least 500 years before the Saka era.

The opinions of Dr Bhandarkar, the late Mr. Telang, Rao

Bahadur Ghintamanrao Yaidya, and the late Mr. Dikshit were

more or less the same, and they must be taken as correct on

this point. The opinion of Prof, Garbe is different; and he has

taken the words “yogo mstah”—i. e.,
“ in whom Yoga has been

destroyed”, from the stanzas relating to the tradition of the Gita

doctrine in the fourth chapter of the Gita, as an authority for his

-opinion; and he has interpreted the word
‘

yogo ’ there to mean
* Patanjala-Yoga \ But I have shown above with authorities

* See Dr. Kern's Manual of Indian Buddhism
,
Grmdriss HI.

8, p. 122, The principal book of the Mahayana sect called

Amitdyu-Sutta was translated into Chinese about 148 A. D,
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that the word
l

yogd in this place does not mean ‘Patanjala-Yoga
r

but means Karma-Yoga. Therefore, the opinion of Prof. Garbe
is wrong and unacceptable. It, therefore, follows beyond!
doubt that the date of the present

,
Gita must be taken as

not later than 500 years before the Saka era. I have shown
in Part IY above that the original Gita must have been some
centuries older.

PART VI—THE GITA AND BUDDHISTIC LITERATURE-
In order to fully realise the importance of the evidence of

Buddhistic works adduced by me above for fixing the date of

the present Gita, it is necessary to consider here shortly the

general similarities and dissimilarities between the Gita on the

one hand and the Buddhistic treatises or Buddhistic religion

on the other hand. I have mentioned above in any number
of places that the Sthitaprajna of the Gita belongs to Path of

Energism
;
and that that is the most important feature of the

(xitS-doctrine. But, if one keeps aside for a moment this special

feature of the Sthitaprajna, and considers only his mental and
moral qualities, one sees a very strange similarity between

the character it*tics of the Sthitaprajna (Gl. 2. 55-72), the Brahma-

nistha (4. ID- 23; 5. 18-28), and the Bhakti-yogin (12. 13-19),

mentioned in the Gita, and the characteristics mentioned'

in various Buddhistic works oi an arbatci who has become

fit for Nirvana, that is to say, of a Buddhist ijatin, who has reached

the state of perfection (Dhammapada stanzas 360-423 and

Muni-Sutfca and Dhammika-Sutta out of the Sutta-nipata).

in these descriptions, we also find similarity of words where,

like the SthiUprujfia, or the "hhakfnmu, the true mendicant

jhhiksuj is described as being 'peaceful’ (sunfa), ‘desireless*

\m%kama)i * mine-less * (ninmum), ‘desireless’ (wards?), or (ninssita),

‘equal In pain or happiness’ (mma-tluhkkhsukha), * non-

eramendng ’ (wmruinhhu), ‘homeless’ ( anikftam or ammsam ),

‘equal towards praise or disparagement’ {mim~nindastuti), and

*oms who considers respect or disrespect, profit or loss, as the

game* (Bee Dhammapada 40, 41 and 91 ;
Sutta-nipata, Muni-sutta

L 7 and 14* DvayaUnupassana-sufcta 21-23 ; and Vinaya-pitaka,

Culla-vagga 7, 4. 7), The idea that what is light to the

Jftinin is darkness to the AjMnin (Ignorant) conveyed by the

words “yfintiu sutvobhufuttfiki ta^jakijugutii saktyatni ” (Gl 2, 69)*
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is to be seen in the 40th. stanza of the Dvayatanupassana-sutta

and the words “arosaneyyo na roseti”—i. e., “one who is himself

not worried, and who does not worry others”, in the 10th stanza

of the Muni-sutta, is similar to the description in the Gita in the

words yasman no’dwjate loko lokdn nodujate ca yah” (Gi. 12. 15)*

Similarly, we find in the Salla-sutta, with slight verbal

differences, the following ideas of the Gita, namely, ‘that which

has come to birth, is sure to die’, or, ‘in as much as the beginning

or the end of created things is imperceptible (<avyakta), it is futile

to lament over them’ (Bee Salla-sutta, 1 and 9 ;
and Gi. 2. 27 and

28); and the description to be found in the tenth chapter of the

Gita and in the Anuglta (Ma. Bha. Asva. 43, 44) in the words

“the Sun out of the luminaries, the Moon out of the constellations,

Gayatri out of the Vedic incantations” etc is repeated just as it

is in the Sela-sutta (21, 22) and Mahavagga (6. 35. 8). There

are besides numerous other similarities of ideas which have

been shown in the notes appended by the late Mr. Telang to his

English translation of the Gita. But, on account of the

insufficiency of the means then available for determining how
these similarities came to be, or* whether these ideas were

originally from the Buddhistic literature or from the Vedic

religious literature, and what inferences can be drawn from

these facts, the late Mr. Telang has not written anything in

this matter beyond merely showing this strange similarity

of words and meaning But much more information

about the Buddhistic religion has now become available; and as

these questions are solved by that information, I will now
briefly mention that information about the Buddhistic religion

here. The English translation of the Gita, made by the late

Mr. Telang, has been published in the Sacred Books of the East

Series. English translations of Buddhistic religious treatises

have been published further on in the same Series. This;

information has been principally taken from those translations

;

afid the references to these Buddhistic treatises, as authorities,

are to the translations in this Series; and the Pali words or

sentences quoted in some places have been taken from the

original Pali books.

The Buddhistic religion is, like the Jain religion, somewhat

like a son who has separated from his father after taking from
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Mm as much of his wealth as he wanted. Therefore, it is not a

stranger religion, but is only a branch, which has come into

existence in India, out of the previous Brahmin religion. This

position has now been established beyond doubt. In the old

Pali treatises to be found in Ceylon, such as, the Mahavamsa or

the Dlpavamsa, there is a description about the kings who ruled

after Buddha, as also the historical tradition of the various

Buddhistic preceptors. Calculating time by reference to these

books, one comes to the conclusion that Gautama Buddha
reached the age of 80 years and died 543 years before Christ.

But some of the stories in these books are inconsistent with

each other. Therefore, Prof. Max Mailer has made a critical

examination of this calculation of time, and laid down the

proposition that the true date of the death of Buddha must

have been 473 years before the Christian era; and Dr. Buhler

has shown that the same date is arrived at from the

stone inscriptions of Asoka. But some critics like

Prof. Rhys-Davids or Dr. Kern say, that this date must he

pushed forward by between 65 to 100 years; and Prof. Geiger

has very recently examined all these opinions, and drawn the

conclusion that the true date of death of the Buddha must

have been 483 years before the Christian era.* Whichever

date is accepted, this much at least is beyond doubt, that the

Vedic religion had reached its fullest expansion before the

birth of Buddha ; and that, not only the Upanisads but also

other religious works like the Dharma-Sutras, were in existence

before that date ; because, there are statements in the ancient

Buddhistic religious treatises in the Pali language, that

Gautama Buddha had personal discussions and conversations

with some highly moral Brahmins, and bearded ascetics, who

were well-versed in “the four Vedas, the Vedangas, Vyakarana,

' * Some information about the date of the death of Gautama

Buddha will be found in the Introduction to the English translation

of the Dhammapada made by Pro! Max Muller (S. B. B. Vol. X,
< Intro, pp. xxxv~xlv)

$
and that matter has been examined by

Dr. Geiger in his Introduction to the translation of the Mahavamsa,

published in 1912 (The Mahavamsa by Dr. Geiger, Pali Text

/Society, Intro, p, xxii st seq.\
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Astronomy, Itihasa (history), Nighantu (medicine) etc., and

had converted them to his own religion. (See the description

of Sela in the Sela-sutta out of the Sutta-nipata and Vaththu-

gatha 30-45). And just as ritualistic srauta sacrifices have

been deprecated in the Katha and other Upanisads (Katha. 1.

18; Munda. 1 2. 10), or in the Gita, consistently with those

Upanisads (2. 40-45 ;
9. 20 and 21), so also, and to a certain extent

in the same words, has Buddha proved in the Tevijja-sutta

'(Traividya-Sutra), that
“
yajnas,

yagas
,

etc. are useless and

•discardable’
* ;

and he has explained how that state, which is

•described by -Brahmins as ‘ brahmasahavyataya' ( brahma-

sahamjatyaya=brahnn~sayu;jyala) can, according to him, be

attained. From this it is clear, that the Buddhistic religion

has come into existence by bringing about an improvement

in the two branches of the Brahmin religion, namely,

the Karma-kanda and Jnana-kanda—that is, the state of a

householder and the state of an ascetic, or in other words,

Activism ( pravrth ) and Renunciation ( mvrth )—after those two

branches had become fully established. The ordinary rule of

every reform is that some of the former matters remain and

-others change ; and let us now consider, according to this rule,

which things out of the Vedic religion remain in Buddhism and

vwhich have been given up. This question must be considered

from the point of view of the state of the householder and of

Asceticism. But as Buddhism was originally renunciatory

or purely Inactivistic, we will first consider the aspect of

Renunciation in both the religions, and then consider the state

of the householder in both.

If one considers the Yedic Path of Renunciation, the

principal element in it, will be seen to be the belief that all the

activities in the world of Action are productive of Desire, that is

to say, full of unhappiness; and that, in order to enable the

Atman to permanently escape from it, that is, from the cycle of

births and deaths, (i) the Mind has to be made desireless and

renounced, and must be fixed on the eternal Parabrahman in

the form of the Atman, which forms the foundation of the entire

visible universe, and (ii) one has to totally abandon the duties

'Of family life and remain perpetually steeped in this Atmified

.state. Out of these, the visible world is defined by Name and
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Form, and is perishable; and its unobstructed activity

continues as a result of Causality (karma-mpaka).

kammam vattati loko kammana vattatl pajd (praja ) l

kammambandhana satta (satvani)ratha$sa *niva yayato u

(Suttani. Vasethasutta, 61).

that is ;

44

the world, as also its inhabitants, continue in life as

a result of Karma
; just as the course of the moving chariot is

regulated by its axis, so also is every created being bound by
Karma”. This principle of the Jnana-kanda of the Vedic

religion, or perhaps even the idea of the cycle of birth and death,

as also the Yedic deities, Brahma, Indra, Mahesvara, Isvara,

Yama etc., and their various spheres, such as, sicirga, (heaven)

patala (antipodes) etc
,
described in the Brahmin religion, were-

acoepted by Buddha; and on that account, such technical

words of Vedanta and Samkhya philosophy, as
4

nama-rupa
'

4

karrm-mpaka \
4

awdija
s

upadana *
,

* prakrti etc., as also the tra-

ditions about Brahma and other Vedic deities (maintaining

always the superiority of Buddha) are always to be found with

some difference or other in Buddhistic literature But, although

the doctrines of the Vedic religion, regarding the world of

Action, that the visible world is perishable and non-permanent,

and that its activities are going on as a result of Causality,

were accepted by Buddha, yet, the doctrine of the Vedic religion

or of the Upanisads, that there is some eternal, all-pervasive,,

element like Parabrahman, which is uniform with the Atman,,

and is undefined by Name and Form, and which is the founda-

tion of the perishable universe defined by Name and Form,

was not accepted by Buddha, This is the crucial difference

between the two religions. Gautama Buddha has clearly said

(Sabbasava-sutta 9-13), that the Atman or the Brahman does*

not exist in reality, but is a mere illusion : and that, therefore,

no one should waste his time in thinking about the Atman
and the Non-Atman, or on the meditation of the Brahman.

That Buddha did not admit any theory about the Atman, is

patent from the Brahmajala-sutta out of the Digghanikaya. *

* The Brahmajala antta has not been translated into English j.

but a summary of it has been given by Prof. Rhys-Davids in the

Sacred Books of the East Series Vol. XXVI. Intro, pp. xxiii-xxv*

to which the reader is referred.
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In this sufta after mentioning 62 different ideas about the

Atman, as to whether the Atman and the Brahman are one

or two, it is stated that they are all illusory ‘visions’ (drsti);

and even in the Milinda-prasna, it is clearly stated by Nagasena

to the Greek Milinda (Minander), that according to Buddhism,

“the Atman is not something which really exists” (ML
Pra. 2. 3. 6 and 2. 7. 15) When one accepts the position

that both the Atman and the Brahman are illusions, and not

real, the very foundation of religion is really speaking des-

troyed; because, in that case, all that remains is non-

permanent things; and permanent happiness, as also some

one who can realise that permanent happiness, ceases to exist ^

and it is on this account that Srlmad Samkaracarya has

condemned that opinion as unacceptable even on logical

grounds. But, as we have now to consider only what the

original Buddhistic religion was, we will not enter into that

discussion here, but will see how Buddha has further justified

his own religion. Although Buddha did not accept the existence

of the Atman, yet, he has fully accepted the two positions that

(1) as a result of Causality, the Body which is defined by Name
and Form (and not the Atman) has to take birth over and over

again in this perishable world ;
and that (2) this cycle of

re-incarnation or worldly life itself, is full of unhappiness, and

it is necessary to acquire permanent peace or happiness by

escaping from it. When in this way, the unhappiness of

worldly life, and the necessity of overcoming such unhappiness

have been admitted, the Vedic question about the way in which

that unphappiness can be removed, and how the highest happi-

ness can be reached, still remains; and it becomes necessary to*

give some satisfactory answer to that question. The writers of

the Upanisads themselves have said that one cannot escape the-

Cycle of Worldly Life (bham-cakra) by performing sacrificial

ritual ;
and Buddha has gone even further than that, and said

that all these sacrificial Actions involved destruction of life*

and were on that account totally prohibited and unacceptable.

Also, if the Brahman itself is considered to be a stupendous

‘Illusion’, then the Knowledge of the Brahman also becomes

an illusory and impossible path for destroying unhappiness.

Then, in what way can one escape from this unhappy Cycle of
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Worldly Life ? The reply of Buddha to this question is that

a good doctor first determines the root cause of any disease, and

then removes that cause in order to cure the disease. In the

same way, in order to cure the disease of worldly unhappiness,

a wise man must (3) understand what the cause of that unhappi-

ness is, and (4) follow that path by which that cause can be

totally destroyed. Now, when one considers the question of

the cause of this unhappiness, one sees that Thirst or Desire

is the root of all the unhappiness in the world
;
and that when

once the Name-d and Form-ed Body has been destroyed, other

Name-d and Form-ed Bodies come into existence one after the

-other from this seed of Desire, which survives the destruction

of the Name-d and Form-ed body. And Buddha has come to

the conclusion that (i) in order to escape the painful cycle of

birth and death, the path of becoming a Samnyasin or a bhiksu,

after having destroyed Desire by control of the organs, by

meditation, and by asceticism, becomes the only true path;

and that (ii) eternal peace and happiness can be reached only

by this Renunciation based on indifference to worldly life*

In short, Buddhism does not attach any importance to sacrificial

ritual etc ,
nor to the meditation on the Atman and the Non-

Atman; but rests on the four visible factors, (i) the fact of the

existence of worldly unhappiness, (ii) the cause of such unhappi-

ness, (iii) the necessity of controlling or removing it, and

(iv) the means in the shape of Renunciation, for totally doing

away with it; or, in Buddhistic terminology, on ‘unhappiness’

(duhkha), ‘origin of unhappiness’ (samudaya), ‘control of un-

happiness’ ( nirodha ), and ‘the path of destroying it ’ ( marga )

;

and Buddha has called these four fundamental elements of his

religion, the ‘Sublime Verities’ (urya-satya). Although the

Buddhistic religion is in this way founded on the visible

foundation of the four ‘Sublime Verities’, instead of on the

Upanisadic Knowledge of the Atman, yet, as the Path (the

fourth Verity) preached by Buddha for acquiring eternal peace

-or happiness, namely, the path of making the Mind desireless

by destroying Thirst or Desire, is the same as the path mentioned

in the Upanisads for obtaining Release, it becomes quite

clear that Desirelessness of the Mind is .the ultimate visible

Med according to both these religions. But the writers of
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the Upanisads, who look upon the Brahman as identical

with the Atman, refer to this Desirelessness of the Mind

as ‘atmanistha*, ‘ brahma-samtha

\

‘ brahma-bhutata

\

or
e

brahma-

nirvana* (Gl. 5. 17-25; Chan. 2. 23. 1), that is to say, the

merging the Atman into the Brahman, all which words

are denotative of the Ultimate Root
;
whereas, Buddha refers

to that state as merely * nirvana *, which means ‘ obtaining

Rest \ or
4

the destruction of Desire in the same way as a lamp 1

goes out \ which definition merely denotes some Action. This

is the difference between the two religions Because, when you

say that the Brahman or the Atman is an illusion, the questions

* who acquires the rest ? *, and, ‘ in what does he rest ? do not

any more remain, {cf.- Ratana-sutta, 14, and Vangisa-sutta 12

and 13, out of the Sutta-nipata); and Buddha has clearly said,

that a wise man should not waste time in thinking about

‘these moot questions (Sabbasava-sutta 9-13, and Milinda

Prasna 4 2 4 and 5). As there is no re-birth after

this state has been reached, the word
c

death \ which is applied'

to the ordinary phenomenon of one body being destroyed

and another body being acquired, cannot be applied to "nirvana \

even according to Buddhism. ‘ nirvana
*
is the ‘ death of death’,

or, as is stated in the Upanisads, it is * the path of overcoming

death and not merely ‘ death ’. When any man has reached

this state, he does not any more care for his body, just as the

serpent does not care for the slough which it has thrown away.

This illustration which has been given in the Brhadaranya-

kopanisad (4. 4. 7) has been given in each stanza in the Uraga-

sutta in the Sutta-nipata in describing the true Buddhist

mendicant (<bhiksu). And, as the Atman is always free from sin as

also from merit (Br. 4. 4. 23), he the bhiksu does not suffer from such

sins as matricide, patricide etc. This principle of the Yedic

religion (Kausi. 3. 1) has also been adopted just as it is in the

Dhammapada (Dhamma. 294 and 295, and Milinda-Prasna, 4. 5..

7). In short, although Buddha did not accept the existence of

the Brahman and of the Atman, yet, as that very path which has

been mentioned in the Upanisads as leading to Release, namely,

the path of making the Mind peaceful, apathetic, and desireless,

is also the path for the acquisition of Nirvana according to

Buddhism, the descriptions of the Buddhist monk and of the
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Yedic Samnyasin are exactly similar to each other from the

point of view of their mental condition. And, therefore, the

doctrines regarding the responsibility for sinful or meritorious

actions, or regarding the escape from the cycle of birth and

death, are the same in the Yedic Paths of Renunciation as in

Buddhism. But, as the Yedic religion was prior in point of time

to Gautama Buddha, there is not the slightest doubt that these

ideas were originally from the Vedic religion.

I have so far pointed out the differences and the similarities

“between the Yedic and the Buddhistic Paths of Renunciation.

Let us now see what Buddha had to say regarding the state

of a householder. Although Buddhism is based on four

visible foundations, namely, the existence of unhappiness in

worldly life, etc., and does not attach any importance to the

Philosophy of the Atman and the Non-Atman, yet, it must

be borne in mind that Buddhism was not fundamentally

Energistic, like the purely Materialistic religion of modern

philosophers like Comte, or even like the Glta-religion. It is

true that Buddha does not accept the philosophical ‘vision’

( drsti

)

of the Knowledge of the Atman described in the

Upanisads. But, as Buddhism has adopted m toto the doctrine

enunciated hy Yajnavalkya in the Brhadaranyakopanisad (Br. 4.

4. 6), that it is the highest duty of every man in this world to

give up worldly life altogether, and to make the Mind desireless

and free from slavery to the objects of pleasure, that religion

has fundamentally become a religion of Renunciation purely.

The sum and substance of the whole advice of Buddha is,

that it is impossible to acquire the highest happiness,

or the position of an arhata
,

if one remains in the state of a

householder. Still, it is not that Buddhism does not at all deal

with the state of a householder. Buddhistic treatises have

given the name ‘upasaka’ to those persons who, without becoming

monks, put faith in BUDDHA, in his RELIGION, and in the

SOCIETIES of MONKS, and who surrender themselves to these

three, by reciting the incantation ‘buddham saranam gacchanu’,
4

dharmam iaramih gacchdmi ‘sangham saranani gacchami i. e„

‘I surrender myself to Buddha, to his religion, and to the

religious societies’. These Upasakas may be taken to be the

householders of Buddhism; and Buddha himself has in some
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places preached how these Upasakas should live in the state of

householders, when he had occasion to give this advice

Mahaparinibbana-sutta, 1 24). Buddha did not accept either

the Srauta religious sacrifices pertaining to the state of a

householder, which involved the slaughter of animals, or the

--division of society into the four castes. When these things are

.eliminated, all that remain out of the duties of a householder,

.are the five Mahayajnas of the Smrtis, philanthrophy and other

•charitable duties, and leading a moral life ;
and in describing

the state of a householder, these are the only things which are

referred to in Buddhistic religious treatises. Buddha has said

that every householder, .or Upasaka, must perform the five

Mahayajnas; and he has also clearly laid down that the Buddhist

Upasaka must observe such rules of Morality as, Non-Violence

(ahimsa), Veracity {satyam), Not-Stealing (asteyam), Sympathy

towards all created things {sanabhutamkampa), Self-Identification

({although he did not accept the existence of the Atman), Purity,

-or mental chastity, and especially, making charitable gifts of

food, raiment etc. to Buddhist monks or Buddhist monastaries.

‘This is technically known in Buddhism as 'sila' (Morality);

And these rules of Morality have, like the five Mahayajnas, been

adopted by Buddha from the Dharma-Sutras or the ancient

.Smrti treatises (Manu. 6. 92 and 10. 63) of the Brahmin religion,

as becomes quite clear when one compares both * Nay, Buddha
himself has praised the old Brahmin race with reference to this

mode of life the Brahmana~Dhammika~sutta
; and some of

the stan? . om the Manu-Smrti have been adopted word for

word into the Dhammapada (See Manu 2. 121, and 5. 45 ; and

Dhammapada, 109 and 131). But, it is not that Buddhism has

Adopted only the five Mahayajnas and the principles of Morality

from our Vedic treatises. Buddha had also accepted the opinion

-expressed in some of the earlier Upanisads, that Release is

.never attained according to the Vedic religion by remaining in

the state of a householder. For instance, while comparing the

Upasaka with a Bhiljsu in the Dhammika-sutta in the

rSuttanipata, Buddha has clearly stated that a householder may,
by living a pure life, at most reach the sphere of the

^self-illumined’ (svayamprakasa) gods
;
but that in order to escape

* See Dr. Kern's Manual of Buddhism (Grundriss, III. 8) p. 68.
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the cycle of births and deaths, he must give up his wife and
children, and ultimately take up the life of a monk. (See

Dhammika-sutta, 17. 29; and Br. 4. 4. 6; Ma. Bha. Yana. 2. 63).

There is a statement in the Tevijjasutta that in arguing with
ritualising Yedic Brahmins, Buddha used to adopt the following

argument in order to justify his advocacy of Renunciation,

namely, “if your Brahman does not have any wife or children

or any mental emotions, how will you reach that Brahman
by remaining with your wife and children and performing
ritualistic sacrifices (Te. Su 1. 35; 3 5); and it is well

known that Buddha himself acquired the state of Release

after having given up his wife and son in the bloom of youth

and lived the life of a monk for six years. The same is the

teaching of the Jain saint Mahavlra, who lived at the same
time as Buddha, but who entombed himself (became samadkstha)>

before Buddha. But the important difference between these

two religions is that Mahavlra did not deny the existence

of the Atman like Buddha, and that Jain monks followed-—and

even to this day follow—the rules of abandoning clothes and

other worldly pleasures, and the creed of Non-Violence ( ahima) it

even more rigorously than Buddhist monks Buddha himself

used to eat the flesh known as ‘ pavatta (in Sanskrit, pravrtta),

i. e., ‘flesh which is already there’, of animals which had not

been killed for eating, except the flesh of elephants, lions, and

some other animals; and he had also permitted Buddhist monks

to eat ' pawtta' flesh and fish; and according to Buddhism, going,

about naked without clothes, is a crime (Mahavagga. 6. 31. 14;

and 8. 28. 1 ) In short, although the definite advice of Buddha to.

his disciples was that one should become a monk, denying

the existence of the Atman, yet, he was not in favour of severe

religious austerities entailing bodily pain (Mahavagga. 5. 1. 16,.

and Gi. 6. 16); and the normal arrangement in the monasteries.

(uhdra) built for the residence of Buddhist monks was such,

that they could perform the Yogic practices of prayayama etc.,,

without suffering bodily pain. Nevertheless, as it is a fixed

principle of Buddhism that the state of a householder must be

given up in order to acquire the bliss of Nirvana, or the state

of an arhata (Perfect), that mode of life does not contravene

the statement that Buddhism supports Renunciation (samnyasal/
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Although Buddha was firmly of opinion that the Knowledge
of the Brahman, or the meditation on the Atman and the

Non-Atman, was a great net of confusion, yet, he had accepted

the Upanisadic procedure of making the Mind ‘ free from the

slavery to objects of pleasure’ ( nirvisaya

)

by cultivating-

indifference towards worldly life, which (procedure) pertained

to the Path of Renunciation, in order to achieve the visible

object of escaping from the painful cycle of birth and death*

and obtaining perpetual Peace (santi); and when it has once

been proved that Buddhism accepts all the Vedic moral precepts-

relating to the state of a householder, with only slight modi-
fications here and there, except those relating to the division

of society into four castes and to the slaughter of animals for

ritualistic sacrifice into the fire, there is no wonder that the

descriptions of Vedic Samnyasins given in the Upanisads or in

the Manu-Smrti etc., and the descriptions of Buddhist monk®
or of an arhata , or such rules of Morality as Non-Violence
etc., should .be the same—nay, sometimes word for word the

same—in both the religions. All these things are originally

from the Vedic religion
;
but, these are not the only things which

have been taken by Buddhists from the Vedic religion.

Buddhistic Jataka-treatises like the Dasaratha-Jataka, are

in the same way only transformations of ancient Vedic stories

from the Puranas, which have been made consistent with

Buddhism. Not only Buddhists, but even Jains, have in this

way transformed Vedic stories in their Abhinava-Purana; and
the Mahomedan religion, which came into existence after the*

death of Christ, has similarly perverted one story from the life

of Christ, as has been stated by Prof. Sale *
; and it has been

established by recent researches, that Jews in the same way
transformed the religious stories of the ancient Chaldeans, for

describing the creation of the Universe, the Deluge, or the*

Arc of Noah, in their Old Testament. If we see that the

Buddhistic religious treatises have thus adopted—and that too,

sometimes absolutely literally—the descriptions, stories, or

ideas to be found in the Upanisads, the ancient Dharma-Sutras,

* See Sale's Koran u To the Reader ”, (Preface), p, X*, and

the Preliminary Discourse, Sec. IV, p. 58, (Chandos Classics

Edition).

25—26
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or in the Manu-Smrti, then, one can naturally draw the

inference that the stanzas ‘ enmity is increased by victory

and
4

enmity does not destroy enmity \ from the Udyogaparva

*(Ma. Bha. Udyo. 71. 59 and 63), or the stanza, ‘the anger of

another should be conquered by peacefulness’ from the

Yiduraniti (Ma Bha. Udyo. 38. 63), or the statement of Janaka

that, “ if you annoint one of my hands with sandalwood-paste

and cut off the other hand, it will be all the same to me” (Ma.

Bha, San. 320. 36), as also the several other stanzas from the

Mahabharata, which are seen to be word for word the same in

Buddhistic treatises (Dhammapada 5 and 223, and Milinda-Pra&na

7. 3. 5), must have been originally in the Mahabharata, from where

they were adopted by Buddhists. But, though one can, without

fear of contradiction, say that the stanzas or ideas from the

Vedic Upanisads, Brahma-Sutras, or the Manu-Smrti, which

one comes across in the Buddhistic treatises, were copied by

them from those Yedic treatises, since those treatises were

undoubtedly more ancient than Buddha, one cannot say the

same thing about the Mahabharata. As the Mahabharata

contains a reference to Buddhistic Dagobas, it is quite clear

that the last edition of that work must have been made after

the date of Buddha
;
but one cannot merely on the ground of

similarity of stanzas, draw the conclusion that the present

Mahabharata must have been prior in point of time to the

Buddhistic treatises
;
and as the Gita is a part of the Maha-

bharata, the same argument may be applied to the Gita.

Besides, as has been stated above, the Gita contains a reference

to the Brahma-Sutras and the Brahma-Sutras contain a

refutation of Buddhistic opinions. Therefore, we will now
consider whether or not we can find some other evidence

in Buddhistic treatises, in addition to the similarity

between the descriptions of the Sthitaprajna etc., in the Gita

and the Buddhistic treatises, which will remove such a douht,

and establish beyond question the fact that the Gita was

earlier in point of time than the Buddhistic treatises

I have stated above that the original form of Buddhism

totally denied the existence of the Atman, and was in favour of

Renunciation; but it did not retain this its form for long.

Not only did several sub-sects come into existence after the
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death of Buddha, as a result of differences of opinion about

the rules of conduct to be followed by monks, but such

-differences of opinion came into existence also as regards the

philosophy of Buddhism. And now-a-days there are even

people, who assert that Buddha, by saying that there was no

Atman, intended only to say that, “instead of wasting your

time in dry discussions about the Knowledge of the

unimaginable Atman, make the Mind desireless by practising

indifference to worldly life
;

let there be an Atman, or no

Atman, concentration of the Mind is of primary importance,

and you must first make an effort to acquire that concentra-

tion” And these critics say that Buddha did not intend to

deny the existence of the Brahman or of the Atman, because,

in the Tevij]a-Sutta, Buddha himself has described the state of

* brahma-sahavyataya and in the Sela-sutta and the Theragatha,

he has described his own state by saying * “ I am Brahmabhuta ”

(Bela. Su. 14; Ther Ga. 831). But, whatever the original

intention of Buddha may have been, yet, there is no doubt

that various philosophical opinions, arguments, or doctrinal

sects, saying “neither the Atman nor the Brahman, nor

any other Eternal Substance is the fundament of the universe

;

all that we see is transient and non-existent”, or, “whatever

can be seen is only Knowledge”, came into existence later

on out of his doctrines (Ve. Su. Sam. Bha. 2. 2. 18-26). This

atheistic or un-Atmic Buddhistic doctrine is also known
as

*

ksaqikavada ’ (Theory of Transience), ‘sunyavada* (Theory

of Non-Existence), or ‘ vijnana-vada * (Theory of Know-
ledge). But it is not necessary for us to deal with all these

various sects here. We have to deal with the historical

aspect of the matter; and I shall, therefore, mention

here only as much as is necessary for solving that historical

question, namely, the history of only the Mahayana sect

As the existence of the Atman or the Brahman (and necessarily

also of the Paramatman, or the Paramesvara), had been denied or

considered of minor importance in the religion originally

preached by Buddha, it was hardly possible that he could have

personally preached in his lifetime the path of reaching the

Paramesvara by means of Devotion; and so long as his

imposing figure and his course of life were before the eyes of
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tb.© people, there was no necessity for that religious path. But the

path of devotion gradually came into favour with ordinary people*

and it became necessary to show them some easier and more

practical course than the atheistic renunciatory path of giving up
worldly life, becoming a monk, and ( without knowing in what

to become annihilated) attaining Annihilation (inirvana), where

one was. Nay, it is even possible that the ordinary devotees of

Buddha, followed the Yedic Path of Devotion, which *was then

in vogue, and started the worship of Buddha of their own accord.

Therefore, shortly after the Annihilation (nirvana) of Buddha,

some Buddhist philosophers gave to Buddha himself the form of

a “ self-created ([svayambhu), and eternal (anadyanta), Highest

Spirit (purusottama)” ;
and preached that attaining Annihilation’

(rnridma) was only his pastime, and that “ the true Buddha can

never be destroyed and is always eternal ” And it also came

to be preached in Buddhistic treatises, that as “ the true Buddha

is the father of the world and the people are his children ”, he is

“ equable towards everybody, and loves none and hates none”;

and that, “ when the state of religion gets disrupted, he takes

incarnations from time to time, for * propagating religion ’ in

the shape of Buddha”
; and that “by worshipping this devatideva

(god of gods) Buddha, by worshipping his religious books, and by

preaching before his Dagoba”, nay, “by devoutly offering to

him a few lotus-buds or even a single flower ”, man attains the

highest of states (Bee Saddharma-Pundarlka 2. ?7-98 ; 5. 22;

15. 5-22 ; and Milinda-Prasna 3. 7. 7). * It is even stated in the

Milinda-Prasna that “ although the whole of the life of a man
may have been spent in *vil actions, yet, if he surrenders

himself to Buddha at the moment of death, he will without

doubt reach heaven ” (ML Pra. 3. 7. 2) ;
and it is stated in detail

in the second and third chapters of the Saddharma-Pundarlka,

that “ as the spiritual status, inherent nature, and spiritual

knowledge of all persons is not the same, Buddha, out of

kindness and by his skill (upayakauscdya), created this path

(yam) of Devotion, in addition to the Renunciatory un-Atmie

* The work Saddharma-Pundarika has been translated in

Volnme XXI of the Sacred Books of the East Series. This book is

originally in the Sanskrit language ;
and the original Sanskrit tent

i&as also now been published.
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path *\ It was not possible at any time to entirely discard the

-doctrine preached by Buddha himself that one must take up the

state of a monk in order to reach ‘Annihilation’ (nirvarta);

because, doing so would have amounted to cutting at the very

foundation of the original preaching of Buddha. But there was

no objection to saying that it was the duty of Buddhist monks

“to/ perform philanthrophical and charitable acts like the

propagation of religion with a desireless (mnssita) frame of

mind, instead of living alone and in dejection in the forest

like a ‘rhinoceros’, though they might be monks. * This

opinion has been advocated in the SaddharmarPundarlka and

•other treatises of the Mahayana sect, and [Hagasena has told

Milinda (Mi. Pra. 6. 2. 4), that, “ it is not impossible to attain

Annihilation {nirvana) Lby remaining in the state of a house-

holder, and that many such cases are to be seen”. Anybody

will easily realise that these ideas are not from the original

un-Atmic and renunciatory Buddhistic religion, and that they

•cannot be supported on the basis of the Theory of Non-Existence

isunya-wada), or the Theory of Knowledge {vijnana-vada) ;
and

.many Buddhists at first thought that these ideas were

inconsistent with the original preaching of Buddha. But

this new opinion naturally became more and more popular

later on, and the Path followed by^ those who adhered

i>o the original preaching of Buddha acquired the name

of ‘Hinayana’ ( inferior path ), and the new path came

to be known as * Mahayana ’
( superior path ) t . The

# The refrain {dhruva-pada) of the 41 stanzas of the

Khaggavisana-sutta out of the Sutfca-nipata is eko care khaggavisdna

kappo ”, * khaggavisdna 7 means i rhinoceros \ and the refrain means

•that the Buddhist monk should live alone in the woods like a

rhinoceros.

t In describing the difference between the Hinayana and the

Mahayana sects, Dr. Kern says as follows :
—

"

Not the Arhat,

who has shaken off all human feeling, but the generous, self-

-sacrificing, active Bodhisattva is the ideal of the Mahayanists, and

this attractive side of the creed has, more perhaps than anything

«else, contributed to their wide conquests, whereas Southern

Buddhism has not been able to make converts, expect where the soil

Mi been prepared by Hinduism and Mahayanism ”—Manual of
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Buddhistic religion now in vogue in China, Japan, Tibet etc.,,

is of the Mahayana sect ; and the societies of monks belonging,

to the Mahayana sect were principally responsible for the

vigorous expansion of Buddhism after the Annihilation

{nirvana) of Buddha. Dr. Kern has come to the conclusion that

this reform in Buddhism must have taken place about 300 years,

before the Salivahana Saka, * because, there was a big conference

of Buddhist monks in the reign of the Saka king Kaniska.

We find statements in Buddhistic works that monks of the

Mahayana sect were present at that conference
;
and the Chinese

translation of the most important sitfra-book of this Mahayana

sect called Amitayu-sutta, made in about 148 A. D., is now

available. But in my opinion, this date must be taken still

further back; because, the stone inscriptions made by Asoka

about 230 B. C. do not contain any reference to the atheistic

Buddhistic religion, but to the humanitarian and Activistic

Buddhistic religion. It is, therefore, clear that the Mahayana
doctrine of Buddhism had begun to acquire the Activistic form-

before that date. The Buddhist monk Nagarjuna was the

principal protagonist and not the originator of this sect.

. As it was not possible that the original atheistic Buddhistic

religion, which denied the existence of the Brahman and the

Atman, and accepted only the Renunciatory path of the

Upanisads which (path) aimed at freeing the mind from the

slavery to objects of pleasure, should gradually and naturally

Indian Buddhism
f p. 69. * Southern Buddhism 7 means Hinayana

$

the Philosophy of Devotion has found a place in the Mahayana

creed.
i( Mahayanism lays great stress on devotion, in this respect

as in many others, harmonising with the current of feeling in

India which led to the growing importance of Bhakti
13

(Ibid. p. 124),

* See Dr. Kern 7
s Manual of Indian Buddhism pp. 6, 69 and 119,

Milinda (the Greek king named Minander) ruled in the country

called Bactria, in the north-west of India about 140 or 150 B. C. *

audit is stated in the Milinda- Prasna that N&gasena then con-

verted him to Buddhism. As this work of proselytising, was

carried on only by the Buddhists belonging to the Mahayana path,,

it is quite clear that the MahaySna path was in existence at that

time,
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give rise to the Activistic path of Devotion, it is quite clear that

there must have been some other contemporary cause outside

the Buddhist religion which was responsible for giving to the

Buddhist religion this Activistic devotional form, which it

acquired soon after the death of Buddha
;
and when one considers

what that cause must have been, one cannot but think of the

Bhagavadgita. Because, out of the other religions which were

then in force in India, the Jain and the Upanisadic religions

were wholly renunciatory
;
and although the Pasupata or Saiva

or other sects of the Vedic religion advocated Devotion, yet, as

has been clearly shown by me in the eleventh chapter of the

Glta-Rahasya, Activism has not been harmonised with Devo-

tion, anywhere except in the Bhagavadgita. In the Gita, the

Blessed Lord has called Himself ‘the Most excellent Spirit*

(purusottama) ;
and there are such statements in the Gita as “I am

the Purusottama, Who is the ‘ father ’ and
4

grand-father
*

(9. 17) of all” ; or, “I am 4

equable ’ towards all, for, to Me none

is dear, nor inimical” (9. 29); or, “though I am unborn and

inexhaustible, yet, I have to take incarnations from time to time

for the protection of the religion ” (4. 6-8) ; or, “however sinful

a man may be, he becomes a saint by beginning to worship Me ”

(9. 30); or, “if any flower, leaf, or even a little water, is

offered to me with Devotion, I accept it with pleasure”

(9. 26); or, “ Devotion is a very easy path for persons,

who have not acquired Knowledge” etc.; and the doctrine

that the Brahman-devoted (brahmanistha) must accept the

Path of Activism has not been expounded in detail any-

where except in the Gita. Therefore, one is forced to draw the

conclusion that, just as the purely renunciatory path of the

Destruction of Desire has been taken into the original Buddhistic

religion from the Upanisads, so also has the principle of

Activistic Devotion been adopted into the Mahayana sect from

the Bhagavadgita. But, this fact does not rest only in inference

;

for, it is clearly stated in the book written by the Buddhist

Taranatha in the Tibetan language, which deals with the

history of the Buddhistic religion, that “ Rahulabhadra, the

preceptor of Nagarjuna, was a Brahmin converted to Buddhism

;

and the Jnanin Sri Krsna and Ganesa were responsible for this.

Rahulabhadra getting these ideas (of the Mahayana sect)” ;
and
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there is a similar statement in another Tibetan book.* It is

true that this book of Taranatha is not very ancient;

but, I need not say that the statements in it have

not been made without the authority of ancient works

;

because, it is not likely that any Buddhist writer will,

without any reason, make a reference in this way to saints

from another religion in explaining the principles of

his own religion. Therefore, the fact that a Buddhist writer

has himself, clearly and by name, referred to Sri Krsna,

is a matter of very great importance; because, as there is

no other book in Yedic religion dealing with the path

of Aetivistic Devotion except the Bhagavadgita written by

Sri Krsna, this reference clearly shows that not only the

Bhagavata religion but also the Bhagavadgita written by Sri

Krsna for expounding the Bhagavata religion, were already

is existence before the Mahayana sect
;
and Dr. Kern is of the

same opinion. When it is proved that the Gita existed before

the date of the Mahayana sect, one can immediately draw the

inference that the Mahabharata must also have then been in

existence. It is true that it is stated in Buddhistic treatises

that the doctrines expounded by Buddha were collected together

immediately after his death. But from that it does not follow

that the very ancient Buddhistic treatises which are now
available had also been written at that date. The Mahaparini-

bhana-sutta is considered to be a very ancient treatise out of

the now available Buddhistic treatises. But Prof. Rhys-Davids

has shown that this book could not have been written for at

least a 100 years after the death of Buddha, having regard to

* See Dr. Kern’s Manual of Indian Buddhism p. 122 <{ He
(Nagarjuna) was a pupil of the Brahmana Rahulabhadra, who

himself was a Mahayanist. This Brahmana was much indebted to

the sage Krishna and still more to Ganesha. This quasi-historicai

notice, reduced to its less allegorical expression, means that

Mahayanlsm is much indebted to the Bhagavadgita, and more

even to Shaivism”. It would seem that Dr. Kern understands the

Word 'gatysfo
7
as indicating Saivism. Dr, Kern has translated

the book Saddharma-Pundarika in the Sacred Books of the East

Series; and this opinion has been advocated by him in the

Introduction to that book (8. B. E. Vol. SKI. Intro, pp. xxv-xxviii).
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the reference made in it to the city of Pataliputra ;
and it is

stated in the Vinayapitaka, at the end of the Cullavagga, that

there had been a second conference of Buddhistic monks a 100

years after the death of Buddha. Prom this it follows, that

the Vinayapitaka and other Buddhistic Pali works found In

Oeylon, had been written after the date of this conference. * It

is stated by Buddhist writers themselves that these works were

taken there by Mahendra, the son of Asoka, when he started the

preaching of the Buddhistic religion in the Simhaladvipa

{Ceylon) about 241 B. C. : and that they must first have

appeared in book-form about 100 to 150 years after that date.

It was usual in those times to learn these books by heart, and

therefore, even if one assumes that there was no change in

them on that account after the date of Mahendra, yet, one

cannot say that nothing was added to these treatises from the

then available Vedic treatises when they were first prepared,

after the death of Buddha, or after that, upto the date of

Mahendra or Asoka. Therefore, as it is proved by other

evidence also, that the Mahabharata was certainly in existence

at any rate before King Alexander, that is to say, 325 B. C.»

though it may have been written after the date of Buddha, it

is not impossible to find some stanzas from the Mahabharata

in the books taken into Ceylon by Mahendra, as other stanzas

are found taken into them from the Manu-Smrti. It is seen,

in short, that seeing that the Buddhistic religion was being

propagated after the death of Buddha, ancient Vedic Gathas

and traditions came to be collected together in the Mahabharata;

that the stanzas from that work which appear in Buddhistic

treatises have been taken by the Buddhist writers from the

Mahabharata
;
and that the writer of the Mahabharata did not

take those stanzas from Buddhistic works. But even if one

assumes for the sake of argument that (a) these stanzas were
not taken by the Buddhist writers from the Mahabharata,

but were taken from some other Vedic treatises, which were

the basis of the Mahabharata, but which are not now to be

found, and that, (b) on that account, the date of the Mahabharata

cannot be fixed from this similarity of stanzas, yet, the following

four facts, namely, (1) principles of Activism and Devotion

* See S, B. E. Vol. XI. Intro, pp, xv-xx, and p. 58.
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cannot gradually and naturally be evolved from the un-Atmic and)

renunciatory original Buddhistic religion, (2) the specific reference
by name to Sri Krsna made by Buddhist writers themselves
in connection with the origin of the Mahayana sect, (3) the
similarity in meaning and terminology between the Activistic
and Devotional doctrines in the Gita and the doctrines of the
Mahayana sect, and (4) the absence of Activistic devotional
principles in the other Jain or Vedic schools of thought, which
were then in existence, prove beyond the slightest doubt,

that (i) the Bhagavata religion was in vogue before the growth,

of the Mahayana sect of Buddhism
,
that, (ii) the Bhagavadgita

had then become an accepted work on all hands; that, (iii)the

Mahayana sect has been formed on the authority of this Gita

;

and that (iv) the doctrines enunciated by Sri Krsna in the Gita

were not borrowed by Him from Buddhism. The date of the

present Gita which has been fixed by me by reference to the other

pieces of evidence mentioned above is fully consistent with this.

PART VII—THE GITA AND THE CHRISTIAN BIBLE.

When it has in this way been definitely established, as

mentioned above, that the devotional Bhagavata religion came

into existence in India about 1400 years before Christ, and that

the Gits written by Sri Krsna was, according to the opinion

of Buddhist writers themselves, responsible for Activistic

Devotional doctrines entering the original renunciatory

Buddhistic religion promulgated before the date of Christ, the

the argument advanced in certain Christian Missionary treatises*

that, because many of the doctrines of the Gita are to be found

in the Christian Bible, that is, in the New Testament, these

doctrines must have been taken into the Gita from the Christian

religion, and especially the statements made by Dr. Laurincer

in his German translation of the Gita, published in 1869, will

necessarily be seen to be absolutely false. Dr, Laurincer has

shown at the end of his book (that is, of his German translation

of the Gita) more than a hundred cases of similarity of words

between the Bhagavadgita and the Bible, and principally the

Hew Testament. For instance, the sentence “At that day, ye

shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in

you
1
* (John 14, 20), is not only similar in moaning but also

almost word for word the same as the following sentences from
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the Gita, namely, “ yena bhutany asesena draksyasy atmany atho

mayi ” (i. e.. “by this Knowledge, yon will realise that all beings

are in yon, and also in Me ’—Trans.), (Gf. 4. 35), and “yo mam
paiyati sarvatra sarvam ca mayi pahyaii ”, (i. e., “he who sees that

I, the Paramesvara Paramatman am everywhere, and sees all

beings in Me ’’—Trans.). Similarly, the sentence
‘
* he that loveth

me, shall be loved of my Father and will love him ” (John 14. 21)

is in every way similar to the sentence “priyo hi jnamno

’tyartham aham sa ca mama priijah ” (i. e.,
“ I am much beloved of

the Jnanin, and Itoo love (much) the Jnanin”—Trans.), (Gl. 7. 87).

From this and many other similar sentences, Dr. Laurincer has

drawn the conclusion that the writer of the Gita knew about

the Bible
; and he has said that the Gita must have been written

about 500 years after the Bible. An English translation of

this portion of the work of Dr. Laurincer had been published in

Vol. II. of the Indian Antiquary, and the late Mr. Telang has,

in the introduction to his versified translation of the Bhagavad-

glta, fully refuted that argument * Dr Laurincer is not

looked upon as a Western Sanskritist, and his knowledge and

pride of the Christian religion was more than his knowledge of

the Gita. Therefore, his opinions have not been accepted not

only by the late Mr. Telang, but also by important Western

Sanskritists like Max Muller and others. That all the state-

ments made by him, showing hundreds of similarities of ideas

and words between the Gita and the Bible, would turn round on

him like ghosts, when once it was proved that the Gita was

earlier than Christ, had possibly never entered the head of poor

Laurincer ! But the saying that, things which one does not

see even in one’s dreams, sometimes actually happen, is true

;

and, really speaking, it is not even necessary now to give any

reply to the arguments of Dr. Laurincer. Yet, as these false

opinions of Dr. Laurincer are seen being repeated in authorita-

tive English works, it is necessary to mention here in short

what has now been found, after modern researches in this

matter. It must first be borne in mind that from the mere fact

* See Bkagamdglta translated into English blank verse, with

notes etc. by K. T. Telang 1875 (Bombay), This book is different

from the translation in the Sacred Books of the East Series by the

same author.
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that there are similar doctrines in two different books, one cannot

definitely determine which* book was written first and which

afterwards. Because, there arise the two possibilities that

{1) the ideas in the first book may have been taken from the

second book, or (2) the ideas] in the second book may have been

taken from the first book. Therefore, after one has first

independently determined the dates of two books, one has to

subsequently decide who has taken from whom. Besides, as it

is not impossible that similar thoughts should strike two writers

in two different countries independently of each other, whether

at the same time or at different times, one has, in considering

the similarity between the two books also to consider whether

or not that similarity could have arisen in an independent way;

and whether or not there was any mutual intercourse between

the two countries in which these two books were written, and, on

that account, a chance of these ideas having gone from one

country to the other. When once the matter has been considered

from all points of view, it is not only impossible that anything

should have been taken into the Gita from the Bible, but on the

other hand, it will be seen to be perfectly possible that such of

the doctrines enunciated in the Christian Bible as are similar

to those in the Gita, must have been taken into the Bible from

Buddhism—that is, ultimately from the Gita, or from the Vedic

religion—by Christ or by His disciples ;
and some Western

scholars have now begun even to openly say so. When in this

way, orthodox Christians saw that the scales were turned

against them, it is no wonder that they were greatly surprised

about the matter, and felt inclined to flatly deny this fact.

But all that I have to say to such persons is that, as this

question is not religious, but historical, the only logical and

honest thing which every one—and especially those who have

themselves raised the question of the similarity of ideas—can

do, is to joyfully and impartially accept all the inferences which

can be drawn according to ordinary historical methods from the

material which has now become available to us.

The Hew Testament has been written as an improvement

on the Jewish religion propounded in the Jewish Bible, that is

to say, in the Old Testament of the Bible. God is known in

the Jewish language as ‘ Iloha * (Ilaha, in Arabic)
;
but accord-
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ing to the rules made by Moses, the principal deity of worship in

the Jewish religion has been given the special name of ‘Jehovah*.

Western scholars themselves have now proved that the word

‘Jehovah* is not an original Jewish word, but has come from

the Chaldean word ‘yavhe' (in Sanskrit, yavha). Jews are not

idolators. The principal observance of their religion consists in

pleasing the Jehovah by sacrificing animals or other things into*

the fire, and following the code of religion and morality

laid down by God, and thereby obtaining the happiness

of themselves and of their community in this world To*

mention the matter in short, the Jewish religion is Activists

and ritualistic like the Vedic Karma-kanda. Christ has, on

the other hand, preached in numerous places that, “I will have

mercy, and not sacrifice” (Matthew 9. 13); “Ye cannot serve

God and Mammon” (Matthew 6. 24) ;
“If thou wilt be perfect,

go and sell that thou hast and come and follow me”
(Matthew 19. 21) ;

and when He sent His disciples to different

countries for propagating His religion, He told them :
“ Provide

neither gold, nor silver, nor brass in your purses, nor scrip for

your journey, neither two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves*’

etc., (Matthew 10. 9-13), and asked them to follow other similar

rules of Renunciation. It is true that the modern Christian

countries have coolly shelved this preaching of Christ. But,

just as the cult of Samkaracarya does not become a cult of

royal pleasure, because, the present Samkaracarya owns*

elephants and horses, so also can we not, on account of this*

behaviour of the Western Christian countries, say that the

original Christian religion supported Activism. Just as,

though the original Vedic religion was based on ritualistic-

performances (Karma-kanda), the Path of Knowledge (Jfiana-

kanda) later on sprang out of it, so also are the Jewish and the

Christian religions mutually inter-related But, the Christian

religion did not gradually come out of the Jewish religion,

as the Jnana-kanda, and later on, the Devotional Bhagavata

religion, came out of the original ritualistic Karma-kanda in

hundreds of years. History tells us that a sect of ascetics

called ESI or ESIN suddenly came from somewhere into-

the Jewish countries about 200 years at most before Christ,

Although these Esis belonged to the Jewish religion, yet*
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they had given up sacrideal ritual, and used to spend their

lives in a peaceful place in contemplation of the Almighty,

and they used at most to take part in harmless occupations

like agriculture etc. for maintaining themselves. The most

prominent principles of this sect were to remain celibates, to

eschew meat and liquor, not to kill animals, not to take oaths,

and to live together socially in monasteries
;
and, if any one of

them acquired any property, to look upon that property as the

common property of the society
;
and if any one had a desire

to enter their sect, it was necessary for him to serve as an

apprentice for at least three years, and after that to consent

to observe certain rules. Their monastery was at Endgi on the

western coast of the Dead Sea, and they used to live there

peacefully and as ascetics. The respectful references made by

Christ Himself and His disciples in the Hew Testament to the

opinions of the Esi sect (Matthew 5. 34 ; 19. 12 ; James 5. 12 ;

The Acts 4. 32-35), clearly show that Jesus Christ was a follower

of this sect, and He has to a great extent furthered the

renunciatory religion of this sect. But though the renuncia-

tory devotional path of Christ is in this way traced to the Esi

sect, still it is necessary to give some satisfactory explanation

from the historical point of view, as to how the renunciatory

Esi path suddenly came into existence out of the original

Activistic Jewish religion. Some answer this question by

saying that Christ did not belong to the Esi sect. But though

this statement is taken as correct, one cannot in that way
escape the questions, (i) what was the origin of the renunciatory

religion preached in the Hew Testament of the Bible, and

*(ii) how such a religion suddenly entered the Activistic Jewish

religion
;
for, the only difference is, that instead of having to

explain the origin of the Esi sect, one has to answer these

two questions ; because, nothing comes into existence anywhere

suddenly. It grows gradually, and the growth starts from a

much earlier period; and it is a well-established rule of

Sociology, that where such a growth is not noticed, the matter is

usually found to have been adopted from a foreign country or

from a foreign people. It is not that the former Christian

writers had not realised this difficulty ;
but before Europeans had

c&ne to know abouf Buddhism, that is to say, upto the 18th cen**
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tury of the Christian era, Christian research scholars were of the

-opinion that the renunciatory doctrines of the Esi sect must

have entered the Actrvistic Jewish religion, as a result of the

philosophy of the Greeks, and especially of Pythagoras, after

an intimate relationship had been established between the Greeks

and the Jews. Recent researches prove this inference to be false.

Tet, this shows that the idea, that it was not naturally possible

for the Esi or Christian renunciatory religion to have come

out of the ritualistic Jewish religion, and that there must have

Been some reason for it which was outside the Jewish religion,

is not a new idea ; and that this idea had been accepted as

correct by Christian scholars before the 18th century.

Colebrooke has said that there is a great deal of similarity

between the philosophy of Pythagoras and that of Buddhism *;

.and therefore, if the above theory is accepted, the parentage of

the Esi sect naturally comes to be traced to India
;
but it is also

mot now necessary to mince matters about this question. It will

be seen by a comparison of the Buddhistic religious works with

the New Testament of the Bible that the similarity between

not only the Esi religion but also the life of Christ and the

preachings of Christ on the one hand and the Buddhism on the

•other hand, is a hundred times greater than the similarity

between the Esi or the Christian religion and Pythagorian

philosophers. Just as the Devil tried to tempt Christ, and just

as Christ fasted for forty days when He acquired the state of

a Siddha (perfect man), so also did Mara tempt Buddha, and
Buddha on that occasion fasted for forty-nine days (seven weeks)

as has been stated in the biography of Buddha. In the same
way, performing by the force of Paith alone such things as

walking on water, making one’s face or body suddenly appear

brilliant like the Sun, or redeeming even thieves or prostitutes,

who had surrendered themselves, are similar in the case of

Buddha and of Christ; and the principal moral precepts of

•Christ, such as, “Love thy neighbour”, or “ Love thy enemies”

etc* will sometimes be found to have been given word for word,

before the date of Christ, in the Buddhistic religion. The

philosophy of Devotion did not originally form part of

Buddhism. But, as has been stated above, that principle had

# See Colebrooke^ Miscellaneous Essays
,
Vol. I. pp. 399, 400;
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been adopted by the Mahayana Buddhist sect at least 200
to 300 years before Christ, from the Bhagavadglta. But
Mr. Arthur Lilly has authoritatively shown in his books that

this similarity does not exist only as regards these things,

but that there are hundreds of other small and big incidents,

in which there is a similar similarity between the Christian

and the Buddhist religions. Nay, the symbol of the Cross,

which has become sacred to Christians on account of the fact

that Christ was crucified on a Cross, had also become a holy

symbol in the Yedic and Buddhistic religions in the shape

of a
*

svastika \ hundreds of years before Christ; and modern

research scholars have proved that not only in Egypt and other

countries in the ancient continents of the earth, but even in

Peru and Mexico in America, the svastika was looked upon as

an auspicious sign many centuries before Columbus*. From

this one has to draw the conclusion, that the svastika sign,

which had become a matter of regard and reverence long

before the date of Christ, was made use of in one particular

way by the devotees of Christ. There is also a great deal

of similarity between the Buddhist monks and the old Christian

missionaries (specially the earliest preachers) so far as their

dress and religious observances are concerned. For instance,

the ceremony of initiation after a bath, that is to say * baptism

was in vogue long before the date of Christ; and it has now

been proved that Buddhist monks had wholly adopted the

procedure of sending religious preachers to different countries

and thus propagating their religion, long before the date of

Christian missionaries.

It is quite natural for a thinking person to ask himself why
there should he such a strange and comprehensive similarity

between the lives and the moral preachings of Buddha and Christ,

andaisobetween the religious observances of both these religions!*

* See The Secret of the Pacific by 0. Reginald Enoch, 1912,.

pp« 243—252.

f Kr. Arthur Lily has written a separate book on this subject-

called Buddhism in Christendom
;
and he has also briefly expressed

his opinion in the last four chapters of his book, Buddha and'

Buddhism . The exposition made by me in this part of the Appendix,

h^ ^e^mado principally on the authority of this book* The*
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When this similarity first came to the notice of Western

scholars by the study of Buddhistic treatises, some Christian

scholars began to say that Buddhists must have adopted these

principles from the Asiatic Christian sect known as the

‘ Nestorian ’ sect. But such a thing is absolutely impossible;

because, the founder of the Nestorian sect himself came into

existence about 425 years after Christ, whereas Buddha was
born about 500 years before Christ, that is to say, nearly 900

years before Nestor ; and it has now been established beyond

doubt from the stone inscriptions of Asoka that in his times,

that is to say, at least 250 years before the Christian era,

Buddism was followed to a very large extent in India and in

the surrounding countries, and works containing the life of

Buddha etc. had also been written. The ancientness of

of the Buddhistic religion being in this way undoubtable, there

remain only two possible conclusions regarding the similarity

to be seen between the Christian and the Buddhistic religions,

namely, that (1) this similarity must have arisen in the two

places independently of each other, or that (2) these principles

must have been taken by Christ or His disciples from Buddhism.

Prof. Rhys-Davids says that this similarity has arisen as a

result of the similarity between the. circumstances of both

Christ and Buddha, and that it has arisen in both the places

naturally and independently * But any one will realise after

a little consideration that this solutionis not satisfactory;

because, when anything comes into existence anywhere

independently, it grows very gradually, and we can also

gee the course of the growth. For instance, we can logically

show the gradual growth of the Jnana-kanda out of the

Karma-kanda, and also how the philosophy of Devotion,

the Fatanjala-Yoga, and ultimately the Buddhistic religion

grew gradually out of the Jnana-kanda, that is, from the

IJpanisads. But the renunciatory Esi or Christian religions

have not grown in the same way from the Activistic Jewish

book Buddha and Buddhism was published in 1900 in The World's

Epoch Makers Series
;
and in the tenth part of that book, about

50 similarities between the Buddhist and the Christian religions

have been shown.

* See Buddhist Suttas, g. B. E. Series, Yob XI, p. 163.

27—28
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religion. And I have stated above that modern Christian

scholars have now admitted the position that the Christian

religion came into existence suddenly, and that there was some

•cause outside the Jewish religion which was responsible for its

having done so. Besides, the similarity between the Christian

and the Buddhistic religions is so strange and so complete, that

it is impossible for such a similarity to arise in an independent

way. It would be different if it could be proved that it was

totally impossible for Jewish people to have come to know
anything about Buddhism. But history clearly proves that

after the date of Alexander—and certainly at the date of Asoka

{that is, at least 250 years before Christ)—Buddhist monks had

found their way to Alexandria in Egypt, and Greece, in the east

-of Europe. It is stated in one Asokan stone inscription itself that

Asoka had entered into a treaty with Antiochus, who was a

Greek king ruling over the Jewish and the surrounding countries.

In the same way, there is a statement in the Bible itself, that

learned persons had travelled into Jerusalem from the East when
Christ was born (Matthew 2. 1 ). Christians say that these sages

were Magis, belonging to the Iranian religion, and not from

India. But whatever is said, the meaning is the same. Because,

history clearly tells us that long before this date, Buddhism had

spread to Kashmir and Kabul, and that it had travelled to the East

of Europe as far as Iran and Turkey. Besides, Plutarch himself

has cleaily recorded * that a monk from India used to come every

* See Plutarch's Morals—Tkeosophical Essays, translated by

C. N. King (George Bell & Sons), pp. 96 and 97, There is a

reference in the Mahavamsa written in the Pali language (29. 39) to

a Greek, that is, yavana town named Alasanda
(
yona-mgara }la$anda) 5

and it is stated there that some years before the Christian era, while the

work of building a temple was going on in Ceylon, many Buddhist

monks had gone from that place to Ceylon for the celebration. The

English translator of the MahavamSa says that a town named

Alasanda established by Alexander in Kabul is meant in this

place, and not Alexandria in Egypt. But this is not correct

$

because, this small place would not have been referred to by anybody

as a city of yavanas. Besides, the stone inscription of Asoka

mentioned above, itself contains a clear reference to Buddhist monks

having been emit to the, kingdom of the yavanas.

,
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year to the shore of the Red Sea, that is to say, somewhere near

Alexandria during the life of Christ. In short, there is now no

doubt whatsoever that Buddhist monks had started entering

Jewish countries two or three hundred years before Christ; and

•once the fact of this intercourse is admitted, it naturally

follows that Buddhism was principally responsible for the

renunciatory Esi religion, and later on, for the renunciatory

and devotional Christian religion finding entry into the

Jewish countries. The English writer Lilly has drawn this

very inference; and he has mentioned in his book the similar

opinions of the French scholars E mile Bournouff and Rosni in

support of his opinion *
; and Prof. Sedan, who was the

Professor of Philosophy at Leipzig University in Germany,

has also expressed the same opinion in his books on this subject.

The German Professor Schroeder has said in one of his Essays

that the Christian religion is not exactly similar to Buddhism

;

that, though there may be a similarity between the two in some

matters, there is a great deal of dissimilarity in other matters

;

and that, therefore, the opinion that the Christian religion was

derived from the Buddhistic religion cannot be accepted. But,

as this statement is irrelevant, it does not carry any weight

whatsoever. It is nobody’s case that the Christian and

Buddhistic religions are similar to each other in all respects

;

because, if such were the case, nobody would have said that

rthese two religions are, different from each other. The principal

question is, what was the reason for the renunciatory devotional

Christian religion being promulgated as an improvement on

the fundamentally purely Activistic Jewish religion; and

when one thinks of the history of the Buddhist religion, which

was undoubtedly more ancient than the Christian religion, it

does not appear historically logical to say that the renunciatory

principles of Ethics and Devotion in Christianity were

discovered by Christ independently. There is no information

to be found in the Bible as to what Christ was doing from the

12th to the 30th year of His life, or where He was during that

period. And it is quite clear that He must have spent this

time in the acquisition of knowledge, in religious meditation,

and in travel. Therefore, it is impossible to say definitely

* See Lilly's Buddha and Buddhism pp. 158 ff
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that He could not have come into contact, directly or indirectly,

with Buddhist monks during this period of His*life; because,

the activities of Buddhist monks had at that date gone as far

as Greece. There is a clear statement in a book to be found

in a Buddhist monastary in Nepal that Jesus Christ had at

that time come to India, and that He there acquired the

knowledge of Buddhism. This book was found by a Russian

named Nicholas Notovisch, and he published a translation of

it into the French language in 1894. Many Christian scholars

say, that though the translation of Notovisch may be correct,,

the original book itself is a fraud written by some one; and I

too am not very emphatic on the position that these scholars

should accept that book as authentic. Whether the book found

by Notovisch was reliable or not, it will be quite clear from

the dissertation made by me above that, from the purely historical

point of view, it was not impossible, at least for the

disciples of Christ who wrote His life in the New Testament,

if not for Christ Himself, to have become acquainted with

Buddhism; and if this position is not improbable, it does not

appear logical to say that the strange similarity to be found

between the lives or the preachings of Christ and Buddha, was
something which came into existence independently* In short,

the purely ritualistic path of the Mlmamsakas, the Knowledge-

Action (miskarmya ) path of Janaka and others, the Path of

Knowledge and Renunciation of the writers of the Upanisads

and the Samkhya philosophers, the Patanjala Yoga in the shape

of ‘Concentration of the Mind’, and the Panearatra or the

Bhagavata religion, that is, the Philosophy of Devotion, are all

religious paths which grew originally from the ancient Vedic

religion. Leaving aside, out of these, the Path of the Knowledge of

the Brahman, the Path of Energism, and the Path of Devotion,

Buddha has preached his renunciatory religion to the four castes

on the basis of the philosophy of (i) Yoga in the form

of ‘Concentration of the Mind’, and (ii) Karma-SSmnyasa

* The same is the opinion of Mr, Rameshchandra Dutt, and

he has expressed it in detail in his book. See Rameshchandra
Duttfs History of Civilisation in Ancient India YoL H

;
Chapter XX

pp; 328-340.
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<Abandonment of Action); but tbe supporters and followers of

Buddha, later on added to bis religion tbe principles of Devotion

and of Desireless Action, and spread this reformed Buddhistic

religion on all sides. After tbe Buddhistic religion bad in this

way spread everywhere at tbe date of Asoka, tbe principles of

Renunciation began to find a way into tbe purely Activistic

Jewish religion; and Christ ultimately added to it tbe Philosophy

-of Devotion, and established His own religion. When one gives

proper weight to this gradual growth, which is established by
historical facts, one comes to the definite conclusion that far

from the Gita having taken something from the Christian

.religion, as suggested by Dr. Laurincer, there is a very strong

probability, and almost a certainty, that the principles of Self-

Identification, Renunciation, Non-Enmity, and Devotion, to be

found in the New Testament of the Bible, must have been taken

into the Christian religion from Buddhism, and therefore,

indirectly from the Vedic religion; and that, Indians had no

need to look to other people for finding these religious principles*

I have in this way considered the seven questions mentioned

by me at the beginning of this Appendix. Other important

-questions such as, what was the effect of the Bhagavadglta on the

Path of Devotion now followed in India etc., arise in the train

of these questions. But, instead of saying that these questions

have a bearing on the Gita, one must say that they deal with the

ancient history of the Hindu religion. For this reason, and

principally because this Appendix has been lengthened out

beyond my expectations, although I have attempted to make it

as short as possible, I shall now finish this External Examination

*of the Gita,
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AUTHOR’S PREFACE.

I have explained in detail in the various chapters of the

GitaRahasya, that (i) the highest benefit of every human being

in this world and in the next, lies in first acquiring as much

Equability of Reason ( buddhi

)

as possible by Knowledge and

Faith, but withal and principally, by the easy and royal road

of Devotion, and thereafter doing his duties till death, desire-

lessly, according to his own religion, in the interests of

universal welfare; that (ii) it is not necessary, to give up

Action or to practise any religious austerities for attaining

Release
; and that (iii) this is the sum and substance of the

Glta-Religion, In the same way, I have shown in the fourteenth

chapter of this book the clear continuity of the eighteen

chapters of the Gita from this point of view, as also which

parts of the other methods of attaining Release have been

included in the Activistic religion of the Gita, and how. When
the whole matter has been thrashed out in this way, there

remains really nothing to be done beyond giving the plain

translation of the stanzas in the Gita, according to my
Tendering of them, in their proper order, in the Marathi

vernacular. But, it was not possible for me to show in the

general Exposition in the GitaRahasya how the subject-matter

of each chapter of the Gita has been divided, or how commen-

tators have stretched the meanings of certain words in the

.stanzas for supporting their particular doctrine. Therefore,

taking both these matters into consideration, I have thought it

necessary to give some notes, in the shape of a commentary,

immediately after the translation of each stanza, in order that

the prior and subsequent context should be understood on the

spot. Nevertheless, in these commentaries, I have only touched

in passing on those matters, which have been fully dealt with

in the GitaRahasya, and I have given the reference to the parti-

cular chapter of the GitaRahasya in which that particular

subject-matter has been dealt with. In order to enable the

reader to distinguish these commentaries from the original

matter, I have enclosed them within square brackets, thus, [ },
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and put a dotted line by the side.
*

I have translated the stanzas-

as far as possible literally, and in several places I have retained

the original word in the translation, and given after it its

meaning in Marathi, saying ‘that is, so and so’; t and I have

thus included in the translation itself, what -would otherwise

have to be given as small foot-notes. Even though this has been

done, it has also become necessary to add some words here and

there in the translation, in order to give the complete meaning of

the original Sanskrit stanza in Marathi, on account of the differ-

ence between the Sanskrit and the Marathi idiom
;
and very often,

the word used in the original has also to be given in the translation

by way of reference. In order to distinguish these additional

words, I have placed them within round brackets, thus, ( ).

In Sanskrit books, the number of the stanza is always given at

the end. But, in the translation I have given it in the beginning.

So that, if some one wants to find out the translation of aparticular

stanza, he must refer to what follows the figure showing the

number of the stanza. I have arranged the translation in such

a way that, if one reads only the translation, omitting the

commentaries, there is no break in the sense. Similarily, where a

sentence has been finished in the original in more than one

stanza, I have completed its purport in the translation of the

same number of stanzas. Therefore, the translation of some of

the stanzas has to be read in continuity. Where such stanzas

occur, I have not placed a full stop at the end of the translation

of the stanza. Still, it must not be forgotten that a translation

will be a translation in any case. It is true that I have attempted

to bring out the plain, broad, and principal meaning of the Gita

in the translation; yet, it is impossible to transport into the

translation, by means of other words, and just as it is, the power

bf metaphorically creating numerous figurative meanings, which
exists in Sanskrit words, and especially in the loving, sweet, and

* Instead of using a dotted margin for distinguishing the

eowjaentary, as was done by the author, I have made the distinction

by putting the commentary within square brackets, and using a

different type—Translator.

t This, too, hns been placed by me within round brackets,

V( ), though in the original author's test, it is not within

bracketSr-.Trans.
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exhaustive speech of the Blessed Lord, “giving new pleasures

at every step”. Evidently, one who merely reads the

Marathi translation cannot make a metaphorical use of the

stanzas in the Gita on various occasions, as can be done by

a person who understands the Sanskrit language. Nay, there

is very often a chance of such a person making mistakes. It

is, therefore, my earnest entreaty to everybody that, whoever

can do so, should not fail to study the original Gita in Sanskrit;

and that is one of the reasons why I have given the

original stanza side by side with the translation In order

that it should be convenient to grasp the subject-matter of each

chapter of the Gita, I have given separately, in the beginning,

the contents showing all these subjects, according to stanzas,

and in the order of the chapters, on the basis of the groups

of sections adopted in the Vedanta-Sutras. If one does not

read each stanza separately, but reads the groups of stanzas

as a whole by reference to this index, the present misunderstand-

ing about the import of the Gita will to a considerable extent

be reduced; because, the different meanings of some stanzas

which have been given by doctrine-supporting commentators,

who have stretched the meaning of the stanzas for proving

their doctrines, have been usually given, disregarding this

previous and subsequent context. (For example, see my com-

mentary on Gi. 3. 19; 6. 3; and 18. 2). Considering the matter

from this point of view, it may well be said that this translation

of the Gita and the Glta-Rahasya are mutually complementary.

And he who wishes to fully understand what I want to say,

must read both these parts. As it is usual to learn by heart

the whole of the Gita, one does not come across important

variant readings in it. Nevertheless, I must state here that

I have accepted as genuine the text of the Gita as given in the

Samkarabhasya, which is the most ancient of Bhasyas on the

Gita now available.



Detailed contents showing the subjects mentioned

in the various chapters of the Gita, according

to the stanzas.

Note j—The divisions of the various subjects in the different

chapters of the Gita, which have been made in these contents

according to the stanzas, have been shown in the original

stanzas printed further on by the sign §§ printed at the begin-

ning of the stanza ; and, in the translation, a separate paragraph

has been started from that stanza.

CHAPTER I-AEJUNA-VISADA YOGA.

(The Yoga of the Dejection of Arjuna).

1, The question of Dhrtarastra to Sanjaya. 8—11. The

description given by Duryodhana to Dronacarya of the armies

on either side. 12—19. The blowing of conches by way of

greetings to each other in the beginning of the war. 20-27.

The survey of the army after the chariot of Arjuna has been

brought forward. 28-37. The dejection of Arjuna at seeing his

own relatives in both the armies, and realising that the

generation will become extinct by their being killed. 38-44.

The results of sins like extinction of the kula (family). 45-47.

The decision of Arjuna not to fight, and his throwing away his

bow and arrows.

CHAPTER II-SAMKHYA YOGA

(The Yoga according to the Samkhya system).

1-3. The encouragement given by Sri Krsna. 4-10, The

reply of Arjuna, his doubt as to his own duty, and his surrender-

ing himself to Sri Krsna for an elucidation of what his dharma

(duty) was. 11-13. The non-lamentability of the Atman. 14-15.

The inconstancy of the Body ;
and, of pain and happiness. 16-25.

The discernment between the Peal {sat) and the Unreal (asat), and

the justification of the non-lamentability of the Atman by the

description of the immortality, and other features, of the Atman.

26, 27. The reply, on the basis of the immortality of the

Atman. 28. The inconstancy and non-lamentability of the

^perceptible creation according to the Samkhya system. 29, 30,

% Urtete that the Atman is difficult to Realise, but you should
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acquire true Knowledge, and give up lamentation. 31-38,

The necessity of warfare according to the religion of the

Ksatriyas. 39. The conclusion of the argument on the basis

of the Samkhya system, and the beginning of the argument

on the basis of Karma-Yoga. 40. Even a little observance

of Karma-Yoga is beneficial. 41. The steadying of the

Discerning (vyavasayatmika) Reason. 42-44. A description

of the unsteadiness of Mind of the followers of the Mlmamsa
school, who are engrossed in the Karma-kanda (ritual). 45, 46,.

The advice to perform Action with a steady and concentrated

( yogastha

)

Reason. 47. The four canons ( catuh-sutri) of the

Karma-Yoga. 48-50. The nature of Karma-Yoga, and the

superiority of the Reason of the Doer ( karta

)

over the Action

(karma). 51-53. Release, by following the Karma-Yoga. 54-70

A description of the qualities of the Sthitaprajna in reply to

the question of Arjuna, including, as occasion arises, a des-

cription of the growth of Desire ( kama ), Anger ( Jcrodha ), and

other emotions, as a result of Attachment ( asakti ) to the object!

of pleasure. 71, 72. The Brahml state.

CHAPTER III—KARMA-YOGA
( The Yoga of Right Action ),

1, 2. “Should Action (ritual) be abandoned or performed;

what is the truth?”, being the question askedby Arjuna. 3-8. The

definite advice to Arjuna that, although there are the two paths

( nistha ), (i) Samkhya (karrm-samnyasa or Abandonment of

Action ) and (ii) Karma-Yoga, yet, as nobody can escape Karma
( Action ), Karma-Yoga is superior, and the path to be followed.

9-16. The advice to perform even the sacrificial ritual of the

Mlmamsa school after abandoning Attachment; the antiquity of

the Yajna-cakra (cycle of sacrificial ritual), and the necessity of

it, for the continuance and maintenance of the world. 17-19. In

as much as the Jnanin (one who has acquired Knowledge) has

no more any self-interest left, he must perform all Action*

which befalls him, with a disinterested, that is, desireless frame

of mind ; because, no one can escape Karma (action or ritual).

20-24. The illustration of Janaka and others ; the importance

of universal welfare (lokasamgraha), and the illustration of the

Blessed Lord Himself. 25-29. The difference between tho
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Actions of the Jnanin and the Ajnanin (one who is ignorant); and,

the necessity for one, who has acquired Knowledge, to give an

illustration of righteous action, to the one who has not acquired

Knowledge, by his own conduct in performing Action desire-

lessly. 30. The advice to Arjuna to perform warfare like a

Jnanin, that is, with the intention of dedicating it to the

Paramesvara. 31,32. The result of performingAction, by Faith,

according to this advice of the Blessed Lord, and of not

doing so. 33, 34 The overpowering influence of Prakrti, and

the control of the organs. 35. The Desireless Action to be

performed, should be according to the duty prescribed for the

doer, even if one meets his death in the performance of such

Action. 36-41. Desire (kama) compels a man to commit sin

in spite of his Will ;
and, the destruction of that Desire by the

control of the organs. 42, 43. The order of superiority among

the organs; and, the control of the organs by means of the

Knowledge of the Atman.

CHAPTER IV—JNARA-KARMA-SAMNYASA YOGA
( The Yoga of Jnana, and Abandonment of Action ).

1-3. The doctrinal tradition of Karma-Yoga. 4-8. An
explanation of why, when, and how the Paramesvara, Who is

free from birth, takes transcendental births or incarnations by

Maya. 9, 10. Reincarnation is escaped from, and the Blessed

Lord is reached, by understanding the principle underlying these

transcendental births and Karma. 11, 12. If the worship is

performed in some other way, the Fruit obtained, is relative

to the worship ;e. g. worship of deities for obtaining Fruit

relating to this life. 13-15. The unbinding (mrlepa) Action of

the Blessed Lord relating to the four castes ;
the destruction

of the bond of Action by understanding the underlying

principle ; and the advice to perform Action (karma) accordingly.

16-23. The difference* between
4

karma * (Action),
4

akarma ’

'(Hon-Action), and
‘

viJcarma ’ (Wrong Action); akarma means
unattached-Action ; that, is the correct Karma ; and, the bond

of Karma is destroyed only by such Action. 24-33. Description

of various kinds of Metaphorical Yajnas (sacrifices); and the

superiority of the Sacrifice performed with the
4

brahmarbuddhi *

;

the Jlana-Yajha \ 34-37. Advice about Knowledge
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from one who has acquired Knowledge
;
Self-Identification ; and,

the annihilation of sin or merit by Knowledge. 38-40 The

means of acquiring Knowledge; buddhi (-Yoga) and sraddha

'-(Faith)
;
ruin, in the absence of these 41, 42. A description of

the individual uses of (Karma-) Yoga and Jnana (Knowledge),

'and the advice to engage in warfare with the help of both.

CHAPTER V-SAMNYASA-YOGA.

(The Yoga of Renunciation).

The direct question of Arjuna whether Samnyasa (Renun-

ciation) or Karma-Yoga is superior. The definite answer of the

Blessed Lord, that though both lead to Release, Karma-Yoga is

.superior. 3-6. By giving up Desire, the Karma-Yogin becomes

•a nitya-samnyasin (a perpetual ascetic) ;
and Samnyasa (renun-^

ciation) itself is not successful without Karma (Action);

therefore, both are the same in principle. 7-13. As the mind

of the Karma-Yogin is always in a state of Renunciation and

his Actions are only the actions of the organs, he is always

unattached, peaceful, and Released. 14, 15. The real Activity,

.and Enjoyment is of Matter ( prakrti ), but as a result of

ignorance, it is supposed to be that of the Atman or of the

Paramesvara. 16, 17. Release from re-birth as a result of the

annihilation of this ignorance. 18-23. A description of the

Equability of vision, the steadiness of the Reason, and the

indifference towards pain or happiness, resulting from

'brahmajndna (Knowledge of the Brahman). 24-28. The

Karma-Yogin is always brahma-bhuta (merged in the Brahman),

samadhfitha (mentally absorbed) and mukta (Released) in this

very life, though he may be performing Action for the benefit

of the entire creation. 29. The result of Realising that the

Paramesvara is the recipient of all Yajna (sacrificial ritual) and

Mpa (austerities), (though He does not take on Himself the

Eoership), and that He is the friend of the whole creation.

CHAPTER VI—DHYANA-YOGA

( The Yoga of Meditation ).

1, 2. The one who performs Action without entertaining

any Hope of Fruit {phddw) is the true Samnyasin or Yogin;
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‘Samnyasin’ does not mean one who is niragrd (one who does

not perform Fire-Worship, or other ritualistic Action), and alcriya

(one who performs no Action at all). 3, 4. The mutual interchange

of of karya (Result), and karana (Cause) of sama (Abandonment)

and karma (Action) in the
‘

siddhavastha’ (perfect state), and

the sadhanavastha (preparatory stage) of the Karma-Yogin; and*

the characteristic feature of the Yogarudha (one who is

installed in Yoga). 5, 6. The freedom of the Atman to success-

fully acquire Yoga. 7-9. Even among the jitatmariryogayukta

(those who have conquered Self and are steeped in Yoga), the

one who has attained Equability of Reason is the best. 10-17.

A description of the bodily postures (asana), and food, and

recreation, necessary for yoga-sddhana (the successful practice

of Yoga). 18-23. A description of the Yogin, and of the beatific

thappiness of the yoga-samadhi (mental absorption resulting

from Yoga). 24-26. How to gradually make the Mind, Absorbed

( samadhistha ), Peaceful ( idnta\ and Self-devoted (atmanistha).

27, 28. The Yogin alone is ‘Merged in the Brahman’ (brahmabhuta)

and intensely happy. 29-32. The Self-Identification of the

Yogin with the entire creation. 33-36. The control of the restless

Mind by Practice (abhydsa), and by Indifference to worldly affairs

(vairagya). 37-45. A description of how the yoga-bhrasta (one

who has abandoned the practice of Karma-Yoga), or the jijnasu

(one who has got the desire to understand what the Karma-

Yoga is) acquires growing merit, birth after birth, and ultimately

complete Release, given in reply to the question of Arjuna. 46, 47.

The Karma-Yogins, and among them those who are Devout,

are better than the tapasvms (those who perform religious

austerities), the Jnanins (the scients), and mere Karmins (those

who merely perform Action or Ritual)
; and, the advice to Arjuna

to become a (Karma-) Yogin.

CHAPTER YII—JNAKA-YIJNAKA YOGA*
r

(The Yoga of Spiritual and Worldly Knowledge)*

1—3. The beginning of the disquisition on Jmana (Spiritual

Knowledge) and Yijiana (worldly knowledge), for the attainment

of KarmaYoga; the rarity of persons who make an effort to

attain Karma-Yoga. 4-7. Consideration of the ksara

*and- the aksard (imperishable); the eight-fold
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apard-prakrti (inferior material manifestation), and the ( para-

prakrti (superior material manifestation), in the shape of Jlva, of

the Blessed Lord; and the further development of everything

out of it. 8-12. A brief survey of the form of the Paramesvara*

which pervades the sattvika (equable) and other divisions of that

development. 13-15. This is the qualityful (guyamayi) and

insuperable (dustara) Maya (Illusion) of the Paramesvara
;
and

the overcoming of that Maya by surrendering oneself to the

Paramesvara. 16-19. Devotees are of four kinds; and the

Jnanin is the most superior among them. The completion of

JnSna (Knowledge) after innumerable births, and the permanent

fruit in the shape of assimilation with the Blessed Lord.

20-23. The worship of deities in the hope of obtaining non-

permanent objects of Desire ; but even there, the Blessed Lord

wields the power to give fruit or benefit according to one’s Faith

in the Blessed Lord. 24-28. The real form of the Blessed Lord

is imperceptible (avyakta)
;
but that form becomes difficult of

Realisation on account of ‘Maya’ (Illusion); the mental

confusion about the couples of opposites (dvamdva); and the

Realisation of the true form of the Paramesvara by the

destruction of the confusion created by Maya. 29, 30. Ultimate

Acquisition of Knowledge by Realising that the Brahman, the

adhydtma ( Absolute Self), karma (Action), the adhi-bhuta

(absolute Matter), adhi-daiva (the highest Deity), and adh-yajna

(the highest sacrifice) are all Paramesvara.

CHAPTER VIII—AKSARA-BRAHMA YOGA -

i > (The Yoga of the Imperishable Brahman) ’

*

1

1L4. The definitions of the terms 'brahma', * adhyatrm
*

adM-bhutd\ ‘adhi-daiva', ‘adhi-yajnd

\

and *adtt-deha\ inreply to the

„

question of Arjuna; all of these contain the same Isvara, 5-8.

Release by thinking of the Blessed Lord at the moment of

death; but, that which is always in the mind, is also in the mind
at 'the moment of death; therefore, the advice to always think

of' ;the Blessed Lord;
1

and, to fight. 9-13. The concentrated

meditation on the Om-kara, that is, on the_ Paramesvara at, the >

moment of death; and the result of it. 14-16. ‘The annihilation

of re-birfai as a result of constant thinking of the Blessed Lord,

the states of Brahma-loka eta, are not permanent. 17-19. The
*

29—30 '
' *
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day and night of Brahmadeva, the creation of the Cosmos from

the Imperceptible in the beginning of his day, and the merging

of it, in that same Imperceptible, in the beginning of his night.

20-22. The Imperceptible (avyakta) and Imperishable (aksara)

-Spirit ( purusa ) is even beyond that Imperceptible ;
the possibility

of attaining the Ultimate Imperceptible, by means of Devotion

;

and, the end of re-birth as a result of such attainment. 23-20.

The paths of Devayana and Pitryana
;
the first puts an end to

re-birth, the second is just the opposite. 27-28. The result which

is obtained by the Yogin who understands the principle

underlying these two paths is the highest, and therefore, the

advice to act accordingly.

CHAPTEB IX-BAJAYIDYA-BAJAGUHYA YOGA.

(The Yoga of the ‘King of Cults’ and the ‘King of Mysticisms’),

1-3. The Path of Devotion, which, includes Spiritual

Knowledge (jftana) and Worldly Knowledge (vijnam)
9i

is

productive of Release and is nevertheless easy and realisable

;

therefore, it is the King of Paths ( raja-marga ). 4-6. The

unintelligible Yogic activity of the Paramesvara; being in the

entire creation, He is nevertheless, not in it; and the entire

creation being in Him, is yet not in Him. 7-10. He makes use

of the illusory Prakrti for the construction and destruction of

the Cosmos, and the creation and destruction of created beings

(bhuta); and in spite of all this, He is untouched by Desire, that

is to say, Unattached (alipta). 11, 12. Those who do not realise

this, and defy the Paramesvara, Who has taken a human form,

are fools, and asuri (ungodly). 13-15. On the other hand, those

who go in for various other devotional practices by means of k

the Jnana-yajfia are daivi (godly). 16-19, The Isvara is All-

pervading, and He is the parent, the owner, and the maintainer

of the universe, and the doer of whatever is good or bad. 20-22,

Although the paraphernalia of Yajnas and Yagas according to

the Srutis may be productive of heaven, yet, that fruit is

non-permanent; if it is said that the same is necessary for

(maintenance and protection), then, that can be

obtained ' even by Devotion. 23-25. Devotion to other

Is indirectly Devotion to the Paramesvara, but the

#ith fee deity and the mental belief.
‘

26. If
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there is Devotion, the Paramesvara is satisfied even by the

•offering of a petal of a flower. 27, 28. The advice to dedicate all

acts to the Isvara ; escape from the bonds of Karma, and Release

by doing so. 29-33. The Paramesvara is equal to all; whether

•one is a sinner, or born in a low caste, or a woman, a Yaisya,

or a Sudra, all attain the same end, if they become unlimited

Devotees. 34, The advice to Arjuna to adopt this path,

CHAPTER X. YIBHUTI-YOGA,

( The Yoga of Manifestations

)

1-3. The destruction of sin by realising that the unborn

Paramesvara is prior to the gods and the Rsis. 4-6. Manifesta-

tions of the Isvara, and Yoga; the origin of Reason (buddh\

and other qualities (bhava), the origin of the seven Rsis and of

Manu, and of everything in order of succession from the Isvara,

7-11. The Acquisition of Knowledge by the Devotees of the

Blessed Lord, who have Realised this ;
but to these too, %uddhi~

stddhV (the success of buddhi) is given by the Blessed Lord,

12-18. The request of Arjuna to the Blessed Lord to describe to

him, His manifestations and Yoga. 19-40. A description of the

most important out of the innumerable manifestations of the

Blessed Lord. 41, 42. All that which is
4

vibhutimat' (manifested),

*iri-mcit' (illustrious) and
‘

urjita ' (elevated) is the effulgence of

ithe Paramesvara, but only in part.

CHAPTER XI—YISYA-RtJPA-DARSANA YOGA,

(The Yoga of the Showing of the Cosmic Form)

1-4. The request of Arjuna to the Blessed Lord to show to

him His fsivaric form, as described in the previous chapter. 5-8,

The giving to Arjuna of transcendental vision to enable him to

see this wonderful and transcendental form. 9-14. The
^description of the Cosmic Form (uiva-rupa) by Sanjaya. 15-31.

‘The praise of the Cosmic Form by Arjuna, who had become

humble as a result of surprise and terror; * and, his request to the

Cosmic Form-ed Lord to become propitious and explain who He
was. 32-34. The reply that : “I am Time’ or ‘Death’ (Mg)”;
And the encouraging advice to Arjuna to become the instrument

for killing those warriors, who had already become engulfdd In
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that ‘Time* or ‘Death’. The praise, the beseeching for for-

giveness, and the request to resume the former form made by

Arjuna to the Cosmic Form-ed Lord 47-51. Impossibility of

visualising the Cosmic Form otherwise than by exclusive

worship; resuming by the Blessed Lord of His former form.

52-54. A vision of the Cosmic Form impossible even to gods in

the absence of Devotion. 55. Therefore, the final advice, in the

form of a general summary, to Arjuna to perform Action after

becoming ‘ mhsanga
9

(unattached) and * rdrvavra ’ (non-inimical),

with the intention of dedicating everything to the Paramesvara,

CHAPTER XII—BHAKTI-YOGA

(The Yoga of Devotion)

1. The question of Arjuna, with reference to the summari-

sing advice given at the end of the last chapter, as to whether

the ‘worship of the Perceptible* {vyaktopasana\ or, the ‘worship

of the Imperceptible’ (avyaktopasam) was superior. 2-8. The

end of both is the same; but, the worship of the Imperceptible is

arduous, whereas, the worship of the Perceptible is easy and

speedily successful; the advice, therefore, to worship the

Perceptible with a desireless frame of mind. 9-12. The various

devices, such as, Practice ( abhyasa ), Knowledge (jnana ).

Meditation (dhyam) etc., for concentrating one’s attention

on the Blessed Lord,; and the best path, in any case, is the'
4 Abandonment of the Fruit . of Action ’

( karma-phala-tyaga )*

13-19, A description of the mental condition of the Devotee

and the love of the Blessed Lord for him. 20. Those believing.

Devotees* who live according to this religion, are most /beloved

of the Blessed Lord.

CHAPTER XIH-KSETRA-KSETRAJXA-VIBHAGA YOGA.
4 (The Yoga of the Division of the Cosmos into the
- Body and the Atman)

‘
1, 2, Definitions of the terms

‘

ksetra * and 'ksetrajna';

acquaintance with them, ' means acquaintance with the
taraipe^vara. 3, 4. The consideration of the Body ( ksetra

)

and,

the Atman (ksetrajna) according to the TJpanisads, and according
tothe Brahma-Sutras, 5, 6* The nature of the form of the Body,

fttil

:

of fom of Knowledge {jftamh ite
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opposite of it, that is, Ignorance ( ajnam ). 12-17, The nature

of the form of the Knowable (jfieya). 18. The result of Realising

all this. 19-21. The consideration of Matter (prakrti) and

Spirit (purusa), Prakrti is the active agent, and Purusa is

inactive, but is the one who derives the benefit, "sees, etc.

22, 23, The Purusa is the Paramatman within the Body;
the end of re-birth as a result of the Realisation of

this Prakrti and Purusa. 24, 25. The ways of acquiring the

Knowledge of the Atman, namely, meditation (dhyana), the

Samkhya-Yoga, the Karma-Yoga, and Devotion by hearing

sermons with a believing frame of mind. 26-28. The birth of

the moveable and immoveable creation from the union between

the Body and the Atman; that which is imperishable in it, is

the Paramesvara
;

reaching the Paramesvara by ones own
efforts. 29, 30. Prakrti is the active agent, the Atman is

inactive
; all created things are contained in One, and they all

spring from One; attainment of the Brahman by Realising this.

31-33. The Atman is eternal and qualityless, that is to say,

though it enlightens the Body, it is unattached (rdrlepa). 34.

The highest Perfection as a result of Realising this difference

between the Body and the Atman. *

CHAPTER XIV-GUNATRAYA-YIBHAGA YOGA.

(The Yoga of the division of Matter into three constituents.)

1, 2. A consideration of the diversity of created beings

included in Spiritual Knowledge and Worldly Knowledge,

having regard to the different constituents
;
this too is productive

of Release. 3, 4. The Paramesvara is the father of all created

beings; and, Prakrti, which is dependent on the Paramesvara,

is their mother. 5-9. The influence of the sattva^ rajas,
and

tamos constituents on the created universe. 10-13. Impossibility

of there being only one constituent; the growth of the third

constituent by the defeat of the other two ;
and, the nature of

the growth of each. 14-18. The result of Action, according to

the predominance of any particular constituent, and the state

which is obtained after death. 19-20. The attainment of

Release by going beyond the three constituents. 21-25. A
description of the nature and the mode of living of the

Trigunatita (one who has gone beyond the three constituents)
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given in answer to the question of Arjuna. 26, 27. The acquiring

of the Trigunatlta state by solitudinal (ekantika) Devotion, and

the attainment thereafter of the Paramesvsra, Who is the

ultimate resolution of all Release, all religion, and all

happiness.

CHAPTER XV—PURUSOTTAMA-YOGA.
(The Yoga of the most Excellent Spirit).

1, 2. The similarity between the Vedic and the SSmkhya

descriptions of the Cosmic Tree ( brahma-vrksa

)

in the form of

the ‘ asvattha
1

(pippala) tree. 3-6. The cutting of that tree by

* asanga
9
(unattachment) is the only way for the attainment of

the Immutable State (avyaya-pada), which is beyond it; a

description of this Immutable State. 7-11. The forms of the

'jiva' and the
1

hnga-sarira (Subtle Body), and their mutual

relationship, which can be realised by scients. 12-15. The

all-pervasiveness of the Paramesvara. 16-18. The nature of the

Jcsara (perishable) and the aksara (imperishable) ; the Purusottama

is beyond both. 19, 20. By the Relisation of this mystic

Purusottama, one acquires All-Knowledge (sarvajnata) and

Accomplishment (krtakrtyata).

CHAPTER XVI—DAIVASURA-SAMPAT-VIBHAGA YOGA.

(The Yoga of the division into godly and ungodly endowment).

1-3, The 26 qualities of godly (daim) endowment. 4. The

nature of ungodly (asun) endowment. 5. Godly endowment is

productive of Release, and ungodly endowment is productive of

bondage. 6-20, A detailed description of the ungodly; they'

are destined to perdition, birth after birth. 21, 22. The three-

folded door of Hell—Desire (kam), Anger (krodha), and Avarice

ilabjia)—bliss, as a result of giving these* up. 23, 24, The advice

ha. Arjuna to decide about the Doable and the Rot-Doable

consistently with the Sastras, and to act accordingly.

ltfflSPTlR XVn—SRADDHA-TRAYA-VTBHAGA YOGA.
y^| t h , .

, ^ (TheToga of. the Division into three kinds of Faith)

A Jfot Ascription of three kinds of Faith, such as, the

3$^ iaccprdlpg to the inherent nature of Prakrti, in

a; as the Faith, .so the man. ,5, 6*
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The asura is different from this. 7-10. The sattvika, rajasa, and

>

tamasa kinds of food. 11-13. The three kinds of Yajna. 14-16.

The /three divisions of Austerity (tapa) namely, sarlra (bodily),
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CHAPTER I.

[In the present Mahabharata, the tradition as to how the

"Gita preached to Arjuna by Sri Krsna in the beginning of

the Bharatl war, was subsequently promulgated, has been

described as follows: In the beginning of the war, Vyasa

went to Dhrtarastra and said to him, “If you desire to see

the war, I will give you your eye-sight
” * But, Dhrtarastra

l

said that he did not wish to see the destruction of his own
clan (kula). Thereupon, Vyasa gave to a bard (suta) named

Sanjaya such spiritual eye-sight as would enable him to

actually see everything that was taking place on the

hattle-field, while sitting where he as, and made arrange-

ments that he should relate to Dhrtarastra what was

happening in the war, and then went away. (Ma. Bha.

Bhisma. 2). When, according to this arrangement, Sanjaya

first went to give to Dhrtarastra the news of the fall of

Bhisma in the war, Dhrtarastra lamented the death of

Bhisma and commanded Sanjaya to relate to him the entire

history of the war. Sanjaya has first described the armies

on both sides, and then started to recite the Gita in answer

to the question of Dhrtarastra The same history was later

on related by Vyasa to his disciples, and thereafter, by

Vaisampayana, one of those disciples, to Janamejaya, and

finally by Sauti toSaunaka; and the Gita is comprised in

all the printed editions of the Mahabharata, from the 25th

to the 42nd chapters of the Bhismaparva. According to

this tradition—]

Dhrtarastra said
: (1) 0 Sanjaya, what did my sons

* Dhrtarastra was totally blind, having lost both his eyes—Trans.
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and the sons of Pandu, desirous of war, do, when they

assembled together, on the sacred field, the Kuruksetra ?

[The Kuruksetra is an open space of ground surrounding

the city of Hastinapura. The present city of Delhi stands on

this field, Kuru, the common ancestor of the Kauravas and

the Pandavas, was ploughing this field laboriously by his

own hands. That is why it is called
4

ksetra ’ (or, field). It

is said in the Bharata, that, when Indra thereafter gave

to Kuru the blessing that all those who would die on that

field in war or while performing religious austerities,

would obtain Heaven, Kuru stopped ploughing the field.

(Ma. Bha. Salya. 53). As a result of this blessing, this field

came to be called
4

dharmaksetra * or
4

sacred ground \ There

is also a story that Parasurama killed all the Ksatriyas on

twenty-one successive occasions on this field, and in that

way offered a pious oblation to the manes of his deceased

ancestors (made a pitr-tarpana)

;

and there have been big

wars, even in modern times, on this field.]

Sanjaya said : *(2) Thereupon, seeing that the army of

the Pandavas was (standing) drawn up in battle-array, the-

prince Duryodhana went to the Preceptor (Drona), and said-

tit is stated in the chapters of the Mahabharata before

the Gita that when Bhlsma had first arranged the

array of the Kaurava army, the Pandavas, in accordance

with the rules of war, arranged their army in an array

{vyuha) called the ‘Vajra \ (Ma. Bha. BhI. 19. 4-7
; Manu.

7.191). During the course of the war, these military arrays

used to be changed every day. ]

(3|!0 Acarya l behold this mighty host of the sons of

Fancfu, of which the array has been arranged by your

The words 1 Dhrtarastra said \ i Safijaya said 7
etc. have been

leferltned Byrne, for distinction, though in the author's text they
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talented pupil, the son of Drupada (Dhrstadyumna)
, (4) In

it there are heroes, mighty bowmen, the equals of Bhlma

and Arjuna in battle, (namely) Yuyudhana (Satyaki)

Virata, and the maharathi Drupada, (5) and Dhrstaketu,

Cakitana, and the valiant king of Kasi, Purujit Kuntibhoja,

and that eminent man named Saibya, (6) as also the

heroic Yudhamanyu, and the valiant Uttamauja, and the

son of Subhadra (Abhimanyu), and the (five) sons of

Draupadl all of whom are holders of great chariots.

[That warrior who could fight single-handed with ten

thousand archers was known as
1

maharathi that is,

‘holder of a great chariot’. A description has been

given in the 8 chapters (164th to 171st) of the Udyoga-

parva, stating which warrior in both the armies was

a ‘ rathi \ or a * maharathi \ or an * atirathl \ There it is stated

that Dhrstaketu was the son of Sisupala ; similarly, Purujit

Kuntibhoja are not the names of two persons. It is

stated there that Purujit was the legitimate son of the

king Kuntibhoja, to whom Kunti had been given in

adoption ; that, Kuntibhoja was his family-name ; and that,

he was the maternal uncle of Dharma, Bhlma, and Arjuna

(Ma. Bha. U. 171. 2). Yudhamanyu and Uttamauja were

both from the Pancala country, and Cekitana was a

Yadava, Yudhamanyu and Uttamauja were the protectors

of the wheels of Arjuna’s chariot. Saibya was the king of

the Sibi country.]

(7) 0 best of the twice-born 1 I shall now mention to

you the names of the most distinguished on our side,
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-who are the leaders of my army, for your information ;
learn,

who they are. (8) They are yourself and Bhisma, and Karna,

and Krpa, the victorious m battle, Asvatthama, and Vikarna

(one of the hundred brothers of Duryodhana), as also the

son of Somadatta (Bhurisrava)
; (9) and there are besides

several other valiant men, who are ready to to sacrifice their

lives for me, and all of them can fight with various weapons,

and are proficient in the art of war. (10) This our army,

which is protected by Bhisma is aparyapta,* (that is,

unlimited or boundless), whereas that their army, protected

by Bhima, is paryapta
,

(that is, parimita, or limited).

[There is a difference of opinion as to how the words

\
paryapta

*

and
4

aparyapta are to be understood,
*

paryapta

*

ordinarily means ‘sufficient’. Therefore, some interpret

this stanza as meaning,
4 4

the army of the Pandavas is

sufficient, and our army is insufficient (aparyapta)”. But,

this interpretation is not correct. In the foregoing chapters

of the TJdyogaparva, Duryodhana, while describing their

army to Dhrtarastra has given the names of the above-

mentioned commanders of his army, and has said : “As my
army is very large and well-trained, I am bound to win the

war” (IT. 54. 60—70) ; similarly, when Duryodhana again

describes his army to Dronacarya, further on in the

Bhlsmaparva, he has uttered the words of the above stanzas

* Br. Annie Besant translates ‘aparyapta? as ‘insufficient’ (See

The Bhagawdgita translated by Annie Besant and Bhagvandas.

%faee. Pub. House, 1926 p. 5 ). But Telang translates it as

(See, & Series Vol. YIH p. 38)—Trans. *
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of the Gita (Bhlsma. 51. 4-6) ; and as this description has
been given in a joyful frame of mind, in order to encourage

the whole army, the word
*

aparyapta\ cannot possibly be

interpreted otherwise than as meaning ‘unlimited’, ‘bound-

less*, or ‘ innumerable ’. The root meaning of the word
‘ paryapta ’ is ‘th&t which is capable of being surrounded,

(apa = to occupy), on all sides (pari)'. But, when the word
'paryapta', is used after some word in the fourth (dative^

case, as in ‘for a particular purpose, paryapta \ or ‘to some
person (or thing), paryapta then the word 'paryapta', means
‘that which is sufficient for, or capable of performing that

particular purpose’
;
and if there is no word before the word

'paryapta', it, by itself, means ‘sufficient’, limited’, or

‘countable*. For instance, take the words
‘

grasun takanya

sarakhem' (that which is capable of over-whelming) in the

Marathi language, which are synonymous with the Sanskrit

word
9
paryapta*. When you say

‘

amakyala grasun takanya

sarakhem (that which is capable of overwhelming some
- thing or some one), it means that it is ‘sufficient for him or

it*, and remains over; but, if you simply say
‘

grasun

takanya sarakhem it means that ‘some one else can over-

whelm it’. In the present stanza, as there is no word

before the word
*
paryapta *, this latter meaning is the

Correct meaning; and the Brahmanandagir! commentary

gives illustrations of the word being used in that sense in

books other than the Bharata. The explanation given by’

some, that Duryodhana, getting frightened, says that his

army is
‘

aparyapta\ that is, ‘insufficient*, is not correct

;

because, there is no description anywhere of Duryodhana

having got frightened ;
on the other hand, it is stated that

the Pandavas arranged their army in the military array

known as Vajravyuha, because the army of Duryodhana

was large ; and that, Yudhisthira was dejected at seeing the

huge army of the Rauravas (Ma. Bha. Bhlsma. 19. 5 -and

21). The reason for saying that the Pandava army was'

‘protected by Bhlma*, although Dhrstadyumna was-
1

the

; generalissimo, it’that Bhlma had been posted in the front of

f
of the Vajravyuha, in which the Pandoras had arranged

^
their ^rmy

:
on^e first day of the war, for protecting it;
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and because he was the only person whom Duryodhana

•could see in the forefront as the protector of the army.

{Ma. Bha. Bhisma. 19. 4-11, 33 and 34) ;
and that is why

these two armies have been respectively described as

'bhimanetra ’ (of which, Bhlma is the eye) and
‘

bhtsmanetra
*

( of which, Bhisma is the eye ) in the chapters of the

Mahabharata prior to the Gita (Ma. Bha. Bhisma. 20, 1).]

(11) (And therefore) Do you all respectively stand in all

the various ‘ayanas', (that is, ‘openings in the army'), as you

have been directed to do, and do you all protect Bhisma

on all sides.

[Duryodhana has elsewhere (Ma. Bha. BhI. 15. 1-20
; 99.

40, 41) given his reasons for directing that Bhisma, who was

himself a powerful warrior, and who could not be defeated

by anybody, should be protected on all sides, by saying

that it was necessary for all to be careful, because Bhisma

had resolved not to fight with Sikhandi, and was liable to

he killed by him.

&
araksyamanam hi vrko hanyal simharn maJiabalam I

ma simharn jambukeneva ghatayethah sikhantjim it

that is,
“ If the extremely powerful Lion is not protected,

even a wolf will kill him; therefore, do not allow the Lion
to be destroyed by a fox like Sikhandi*V Bhisma was
capable of dealing single-handed with any person whosoever
except Sikhandi; and, he did not look for help from anybody
else.]

P2) (At this moment), The oldest of the Kauravas, the

(powerful) grand-sire ( the gemralissmo Bhisma ) roared

•tod like a €bn in order to ehgladden him (Duryodhana),

(as a sigh of readiness for battl&).
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«(13) Thereupon, conches, kettle-drums, tabors, drums,

'Cowhorns, these ( martial musical instruments ) suddenly

blared forth; and that sound was tumultuous, (that is to

say, saturating all the four sides), (14) Thereupon,

Madhava ( Sri Krsna ), and the son of Pandu (Aijuna), who
were seated in a large chariot, to which pure white hprses

were yoked, also blew their divine conches (in order to

•say
,
by way of reply that their side was also ready),

<(15) Hrsikesa, (that is, Sri Krsna), (blew) the (conch called)

Pancajanya; Arjuna (blew) the Devadatta; Vrkodara, the

doer of terrible deeds (that is, Bhlmasena) blew the mighty

eonch named Paundra ; (1 6) king Yudhisthira, the son of

Kunti, blew the Anantavijaya ; and Nakula and Sahadeva blew

the Sughosa and the Manipuspaka. (17) Similarly, Kasiraja,

holder of an excellent bow, Sikhan&i, the mighty car-warrior,

and Dhrstadyumna, Virata, and Satyaki, the unconquered,

(18) Drupada, and the (five) sons of Draupadi, and the mighty-

armed Saubhadra (Abhimanyu), all these, 0 King ( Dhrta-

rastra ) 1 blew severally their 'respective conches on all sides.
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(19)

That tumultuous din, which shook the earth and the<
;

firmament, rent the hearts of Kauravas.

(20)

Then, seeing that the Kauravas were properly *

arrayed, and ‘when the attack by weapons was about to

start, the Pandava, on whose , standard is depicted MarutiV

(that is to ‘say, Arjuna), took up his bow, and spoke thus,
*

(21) 0 king Dhrtarastra, to
1

&r! Kxsna,—Arjuna said :—- 1

(Please)' station my chariot between the two armies, 1

(22) so that I will, in the meantime, observe these people

who stand here desirous to engage 'in battle; and T shall'

abo see those persons with whom I have to fight in this
*

war, and (23) gaze on those fighters who have collected

here* with the intention of helping the cause of the evil-

minded 1 Duryodhana. Safijaya said :—(24) O Dhrtarastra V

fthen Gudakesa, (that is, the bonquerer of idleness, namely*

'

Arjuna), had spoken* thus to Him, Hrs&esa, (that is, the,

&g|uerot^of title ' organs, namely, Sri Krsna), drove and/
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placed the splendid chariot (of Arjuna) between the two

armies; and

—

[The meanings given by me above to the two words
* hrsikesa ’ and

4

gudakesa ’ are consistent with the inter-

pretations of the commentators. In the Narada-Pancaratra,

the etymology of ‘Hrsikesa’ has been given as:
‘

hrsika

*

means ‘the organs’, and their
‘

isa that is, ‘the Lord’,

is the ‘hrsikesa*. (Na. Panca. 5. 8. 17). And it is stated

in Kshirasvami’s commentary on the Amarakosa that

the word
‘

hrsika \ that is, ‘the organs’, is derived from the

root
‘

hrs ’—
‘to give pleasure’; and that the organs are

called ‘hrsika*, because they give pleasure to the human
being. Nevertheless, there is a doubt whether the meanings

of the words
‘

hrsikesa ’ and
‘

gudakesa* given above arc

correct; because, the word * hrsika ’ as meaning ‘the organs’,

and the word ‘ gudaka as meaning ‘ idleness ’ or * sleep ’ are

not in common use ; and the words
1

hrsikesa
*

and
‘

gudakesa
”

can be etymologically derived in another way. Instead of

breaking up the word ‘ hrsikesa
*

into * hrsika* 4- ‘isa*, and

the word
‘

gudakesa

*

into
'*
gudaka ’ + 6

isa*, they -can

respectively be broken up as, hrsi+ kesa, and, guda + kesa;

and then
*

hrsikesa

*

will mean “one whose hair ( kesa

)

are

standing up ‘as a result of joy’ (hrsi) ”, and are flowing, that

is to say, Sri Krsna ; and
‘

gudakesa

*

will mean, “one whose hair’

(kesa) are guda or gudha, that is, closely growing or matted’V 1

that is to say, Arjuna. Nilakantha, who has written a com-

mentary on the Bharata, has suggested this alternative

meaning of the word * gudakesa
*

in his commentary on Gita
, r

10. 20 ;
and having regard to the name Romaharsana, of the

father of Suta, this second interpretation of the word
’

‘ hrsikesa

*

can also not be said to be improbable. Nay, in

the Narayanopakhyana in the Santiparva of the Maha-

bharata, in giving the etymological meanings of the
,

"principal names of Yisnu,
‘

hrsi* has been interpreted as

meaning ‘joy-giving’ and
‘

kesa* has been interpreted as

meaning ‘rays’; and the word * hrsikesa ’ has been interpreted

as meaning “One who fills the world with joy by means of
„

the rays of His incarnations, the Bun and the Moon”; and

31-32
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It is stated that He is on that account called
4

hmkesa
9

{San. 345. 47 and 342. 64, 65; Udyo, 69. 9) And it is

similarly stated in the previous stanzas that the word

*kesava' is derived from ‘ kesa\ i. e., ‘rays’ (San. 341. 47).

Whichever of these meanings is taken, it is impossible to

give a fully satisfactory reason as to why Sri Krsna and

Arjuna got these names. But this is not the fault of the

etymologists. When it comes to defining proper names

which have become very common, these kinds of difficulties

or differences of opinion are quite likely to arise.]

(25) HE said, in the presence of Bhlsma and Drona, and

all other kings: “0 Arjuna! look at these Kauravas

assembled (here)”. (26) Then Arjuna noticed that all who

were assembled there, were (his own) elders, ancestors,

preceptors, maternal-uncles, brothers, sons, grand-sons, and

friends, (27) and fathers-in-law, and dear ones in both the

armies; (and, in this way) when he had seen that ah who

had assembled there were his kinsmem, Arjuna, the son of

Kunti, (28) being filled with intense pity and despair,

began to say as follows

;

Arjuna said :
“ 0 Krsna ! seeing these my kinsmen,

assembled (here) desirous of engaging in battle, (29) my
’ droop v down, my mouth is parched up, my body
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shivers, and my hairs stand on end, (30) the Gandxva (bow)

slips from my hand, and the whole of my body is hot
; I

cannot also stand, and my mind is awhirl; (31) similarly,

O Kesava I all omens appear adverse (to me), and I do not

perceive (that) any good will come from killing my own
kinsmen in war. (32) O Krsna ! I have no desire for victory,

nor for sovereignty, nor for pleasures. O Govinda ! of what
use is having sovereignty or enjoyment or life itself to us?

(33) (Even) those for whose sake we desire kingdom, or

enjoyments and pleasures, are standing here for battle,

•having given up (the hope of) life or wealth
; (34) though

preceptors, fathers, sons, as well as grand-fathers, maternal-

uncles, fathers-in-law, grandsons, brothers-in-law, as also

relatives (35) have all uprisen to kill (us), yet, I do not

wish to kill (them), 0 Madhusudana, even for obtaining the

kingdom of the three worlds
; then, why (talk) of the earth ?

•(36) 0 Janardana ! what pleasure may be ours by killing

these Kauravas ? Although they are felons, yet, by killing

them, sin will but attach (itself) to us.
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[agnido garaM caiva sastrapamr dhanapahah \

ksetradaraharas caiva sad ete dtatayinah ft

( Vasistha-Smr. 3. 16 ),

that is, “he who has come to burn one’s house, he who
administers poison, he who comes to kill with a weapon in

his hand, he who robs one of one’s money, or of one’s wife,

or of one’s field, these six are ‘felons’ (atatayimh)”. Even
Manu has said that such felons should be killed without
any qualm of conscience, and that there is no sin in doing
so (Manu. 8. 350, 351).]

(37) Therefore, it is not proper that we ourselves should kill

the Kauravas, who are our kinsmen
; for how, 0 Madhava !

can we become happy by killing our own kinsmen ?

(38) Although these, whose minds have been over-

powered by greed, do not see the guilt resulting from the
extinction of a family, and the sin of treachery towards a
friend, (39) yet, 0 Janardana ! when we clearly see the guilt

of the extinction of a family, how can it not enter - our minds
to turn away from this sin ?

[See my disquisition in the first, and again in the
fourteenth chapters of the Glta-Rahasya, on the questions

;

(i) what is the import of the fact that Arjuna became doubt-
ful regarding his own duty to fight, when he saw in
advance with his own eyes that the war would entail the
killing of elders, the death of relatives, and the

^extinction of families
;

(ii) what is the relation between
jbat fact and the subsequent argument in the Gita, and
,(mj what is the importance of the first .chapter of the' Gita

Jwm this point of view, etc. 'To what .extent the argument
those wHo are wise should follow the doctrine “rnfpape

pratipapah syai
,y

(i. e., ‘Do not commit a sin in retaliation of
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another’s sin’—Trans.), and should remain inactive, but

should not become wicked for punishing the evil-minded,

though the latter might not realise ‘their own wickedness as

a result of their minds having been over-powered by avarice,

and the other common arguments mentioned in this place,

are applicable or should be made applicable to the present

circumstances, is a question as important as the ones

mentioned above
; and I have explained in the Chapter XII

of the Glta-Rahasya at pages 544 to 554 what, in my
opinion, is the answer of the Gita to these questions. If -

one bears in mind the fact that the exposition to be found'

in ‘the subsequent chapters df'the Gita has been made In
,

order to solve the doubt Which had arisen in the mind of

Arjuna as shown in the first chapter, one' can no more have

any doubt about the import of the Gita. These doubts

arose in the mind, of Arjuna, because the Bharatl war was a

civil war, due to a split between persons belonging to the

same kingdom and the same religion, who had come

forward to kill each other. Whenever similar circumstances

have * arisen in modern history, similar doubts have also -

arisen. Arjuna now clearly
r
specifies the evils which flow

from the extinction of a family.]

(40) On the extinction of a family, the eternal rites of families

are destroyed ; and when these rites (of the family) have

perished, lawlessness predominates over the whole family,

(41) When lawlessness prevails, 0 Krsna, the women of the

family become corrupt ; and when they have become corrupt,

then, O Varsneya 1 (‘descendant of Vrsni’—Trans.), there fol-

lows caste-confusion* (42) And when there is caste-confusion,
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it (necessarily) leads the destroyer of the family and the

(entire) family to hell ; and as a result of the cessation of the

ritual of offering rice-balls and water, their ancestors also fall

down (to hell-—Trans.). (43) By these sins of the destroyers

of families, which result in caste-confusion, the eternal caste-

rites and family-rites are abolished
; (44) and O Janardana

!

we have heard that persons whose family rites are abolished,

must necessarily undergo residence in hell.

(45) Alas I we are engaged in committing a heinous sin

in that we have uprisen to kill our own kinsmen out of

greed of the pleasures of sovereignty. (46) If, rather

than this, (these) Kauravas, bearing arms slay me in the

battle, I having become unarmed and having given up

retaliation in return, that would be happier for me.

Sanjaya said ; (47) Having spoken thus on the battle-field,

Arjuna, whose mind was agitated by grief, casting aside the

bow and arrows (in his hands), sat down (quiet) on his seat

in the chariot.

‘ X&b it was customary to fight standing in the chariot, the

words “sat down on his seat in the chariot” more clearly

bring out the idea that he had no desire to fight, as a result

It would appear from the descriptions of
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chariots given in some places in the Mahabharata that in

the times of the Mahabharata these chariots were ordinarily

two-wheeled, and that larger chariots were sometimes drawn,

by four horses, and that both the master of the chariot

(the rathi) and the charioteer ( sarathi ) used to sit in the

anterior part of the chariot, side by side. In order that it

should be possible to find out whose the chariot was, they

used to erect a particular ensign {dhvaja) on the chariot

It is a well-known tradition that Maruti himself used to sit

on the ensign of Arjuna.]

Thus ends the first chapter entitled The Dejection of

Arjuna in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on

the Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman that is*

on the Karma-Yoga, in the Upanisad sung, (that is, told) by

the Blessed Lord.

[I have interpreted these concluding lines as showing that

the Gita does not deal only with the Science of the Brahman

(brahma-vidya), hut contains an exposition of the Karma-

Yoga consistently with the Science of the Brahman. See

Chap. I (page 4), Chapt. Ill (page 82) and Chap. XI (page

489) of the Gita-Rahasya. Although these concluding lines

are not to be found in the Mahabharata, yet, they must have

come into existence before the date of the commentaries in

support of Renunciation (samnyasa) ; because, no scholar*

who is a follower of the doctrine of Renunciation, will give

the concluding lines as above. This clearly shows that the

Gita does not support the doctrine of Renunciation, but

contains an exposition of Karma-Yoga, as a science, in the
*

form of a conversation. I have shown the difference between

the scientific method and the catechismal method in the

beginning of Chap. XIV of the Gita-Rahasya.]
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CHAPTER II.

Sanjaya said : (1) To himr (Aijuna, who Was), thus- filled

with pity, and whose eyes were filled with tears and turbid, and

wfio was dejected, Madhusudana (Sri Krsria) spoke these words:

The Blessed Lord said : (2) 0 Arjuna ! how has this

infamous conduct (kamalam

)

not practised (at anytime)

by th^ Aryas, (that is, by good men), "which leads to hell, "and

which brings one into disrepute, entered your mind, in this

time of peril ? (3) 0 Partha 1 be not effeminate (like this)

:

this is not worthy of you. 0, (thou) harasser of foes, casting

off this base weakness of heart, stand up (to fight)*

[ Hr is true that I have in this place given the literal

meaning of the word ‘ parantapa
1

as ‘harasser of foes’. But

I do not consider logical/ the theory of-most of the ’comment-

ators, that these oft-recurring adjectival epithets,or namesW
Kmna and Arjuna, have been used in the Gita in a hidden

meaning, or with a particular intention. In my opinion, these

names have been used as was convenient for prosody, and do

not convey any intentional meaning
;
and, therefore, I have

,

on many occasions not reproduced in the translation, the

name used in the stanza, but have generally translated

fen as ‘ Arjuna * or ‘ Sri Krsna \ ]
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Arjuna said : (4) O Madhusudana ! how shall I counter-

attack in battle with arrows, Bhlsma and Drona, who, O
Destroyer of enemies, are entitled to (high) reverence?

(5) It is meritorious to live in this world even by begging,

without killing one’s reverend elders ;
for by killing such

elders, (though they might be) abashed by monetary consi

derations* I shall have to enjoy in this world blood-tainted

enjoyments.

[ The plural word ‘gurun must be taken here as meaning
*

elders ’ and not as ‘ preceptors *
; for there was no precep-

tor in the army other th^n Dronacarya, who taught the

martial arts. When, before the commencement of the

war, Yudhisthira took off his shield on the battle-field,

and went in all humility to such ‘elders’, that is, to

Bhlsma, Drona, and Salya in order to place his head on

their feet, and to beseech their blessings, they gave due

praise to him, who had followed the course of conduct laid

down by propriety, and they all explained to him their

reason for fighting on the side of Duryodhana as follows:—'

* arthasya puruso daso dasastv artho na kasyacd l

iti satyam maharaja baddho ’my arthem kauravaih \\ -

that is,
“ Man is the slave of wealth, wealth is the slave of

nobody; this being the true state of things, 0 Maharaja

Yudhisthira, the Kauravas have tied me by the bonds of

wealth” (Ma. Bha. BhI. 43. 35, 50 and 76). The words

‘abashed by monetary considerations ’ used above signify

the meaning conveyed in this stanza.]

(6) Nor do we know which of the two is more meritorious

* Dr. Besant & Bhagvandas translate * arthakamm 3
as 1 well-

wishers 9
( see footnote on p. 24, The Bhagvadglta, 1926)

—

Trans.
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for us, whether we should vanquish, or that we should be

vanquished (by them). To live by killing whom, we have

no desire, those very Kauravas are standing here in front

(to fight).

[This stanza refers to a test of the respective merits of

Action or Inaction, which is similar to the theory of
4

the

greatest good of the greatest number ’
;
and its net import

is that it is impossible to decide by that test whose victory

is better (See Gita-Rahasya, p. 115 and 116).

(7) As, on account of my natural temperament having been

destroyed by adverse circumstances, my mind is in doubt as

to (my) *dharmd (that is, my duty), I am asking You. Tell

me that which is assuredly meritorious. I am your disciple,

instruct me, who have surrendered myself to You.

(8) For, though I might win a prosperous kingdom on the

earth free from foes, or even the sovereignty of the gods-

(of heaven), yet, I do not see aught (any means) which will

remove this my grief, which is drying up my organs.

Sanjaya said : (9) After Gudakesa, the harasser of enemies,

(that is* Arjuua), had spoken thus to Hrsakesa (Sri Krsna), he

became quiet after saying to Govinda : “ I shall not fight ”.

(10) ( Thereafter ) 0 Bharata ( Dhrtarastra
) 1, Sri Krsnar

fading as it were, spoke thus to Arjuna, who was sitting

dsilttSfijjetweea-ftietwo armies.
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[The Blessed Lord is now going to give advice on the

question of one’s duty in this world, to Arjuna, who
was pulled on one side by the inherent duty of the

Ksatriyas, and on the other side by the fear of the sin of

killing one’s elders, and causing the extinction of families;

and who was engulfed in the doubt whether he should ‘kill

or be killed’, and was prepared to give up the fight and

live the life of a mendicant. Arjuna’s objection was that

his Atman would not be benefited by a terrible act like

war. Therefore, the advice in the Gita starts by showing

how those great men, who have attained the fullest bliss of

their Atmans by Realising the Farabrahman, live in this

world. The Blessed Lord says that if one scrutinises the

affairs of the world, one sees that from times immemorial

there are two ways in which persons, who have acquired

the Knowledge of the Brahman, have been leading

their lives. (See Gita, 3. 3 ; and Glta-Rahasya, Chap. XI).

After acquiring the Knowledge of the Self, men like Suka,

gave up worldly life and led the lives of mendicants,

whereas, other men like Jan^ka, who had also acquired the

Knowledge of the Self, spent their time in numerous-

worldly activities according to their own dharma,
even

after the Acquisition of Knowledge, for the universal good.

The first mode of life is known as the ‘ Samkhya or the

Samkhya-nistha, and the other is known as ‘Karma-Yoga’

or *Yoga ’
( cf. stanza 39). But the Gita has laid down the

doctrine that though both these modes of life were in vogue,

the Karma-Yoga was the superior mode, as will be shown

later on (Gl. 5. 3). Out of these two Nisthas, the mind of

Arjuna was inclined towards the Sarimyasa (Renunciation)

-Nistha. Therefore, the Blessed Lord has first brought home to*

him his mistake, on the basis of the philosophy relating to*

that path of life; and then, from the 39th stanza onwards,

He has started the exposition of KarmaYoga. Though the

followers of the Samkhya path do not take part in Action

after the Acquisition of Knowledge, yet, there is no*

difference between the Knowledge of the Brahman according

to the Samkhya path and according to Karma-Yoga. There-

fore, the Blessed Lord has first explained to Arjuna in a.
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ridiculing way that if the Atman is indestructible apd

permanent, even according to the Samkhya system, then

his' question, “How shall I kill so and so” was mere worth-

less talk.]

The Blessed ,.Lord said (11) You are lamenting for

those* for whom you should not lament, and yet talk about

Knowledge kKnowers do not lament (whether) the dead or

the not^dead.

[ In this stanza it is stated that one should not lament

whether life continues or has become extinct.. Out of these,

lamenting over one who is dead, is only natural; and

it is proper to give advice not to do so. But a doubt having

arisen as to why and in what manner it is possible to lament

the fact ‘of some one not being dead, commentators have

indulged in a considerable amount of discussion on- this

point ; and many have said that it is a matter of lamenta-

tion that the lives of fools and ignorant people should be

spared. But, instead of hair-splitting in this way, we
should interpret the word ‘ lament ’ in a broad way, as

meaning ‘to feel happy or unhappy’, or
4

to mind’. All that

is intended here is, that the Jnanin looks upon both these

matters as one and the same.' ]

{12) Just realise that not only is it not that I was not (in

the past), but it is not that you and these kings were not

{in the past) ; nor is it that all of us will not be again in

the future.

[In commenting on this stanza, it is stated in the

B&manujabhasya that, if.both.T, that is, the Supreme Being,

arid’ ‘you and these kings
4

,
that is, the other Atmans,

existed in the past and Will he born again in the future,

according to, this stanza, the Supreme Being, and the
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Atman both become separate, independent, and permanent

entities. But, this argument is not correct. It is a

partisan argument in support of a particular doctrine;

because, this stanza is intended to explain only that both

are permanent; and their mutual inter-relation is not stated

here, nor was there any occasion for doing so. When that

occasion arose later on, we find stated in clear terms in the

Gita itself, the Non-Dualistic (advaita) doctrine that the

Paramesvara, that is, th8 Blessed Lord, is the embodied

Atman in the bodies of all created beings (Gi. 8. 4 ; 13. 31) ]

(13) Just as, for the One Which assumes a corporeal form,

there is (acquired) infancy, youth, and old age, in this Body,

so also, is another Body (later on) acquired ; (therefore) those

who have acquired Knowledge, do not suffer from any

ignorance in this matter.

[The great ignorance or fear in the mind of Arjuna was
“How shall I kill a particular person?” Therefore, in

order to dispel that ignorance, the Blessed Lord first

philosophically examines the questions ‘what is death’, and

‘what is killing’ (Stanzas 11 to 30). Man is not merely some-

thing encased in a body, but an aggregate of the Body and the

Atman. Out of these, the Atman, which becomes percepti-

ble as ‘I’, as a result of Individuation (ahamlcara), is*

permanent and immortal. It is to-day, it was yesterday,

and it will also be to-morrow. Therefore, the words ‘to kill’ or

‘to die’ cannot be properly applied to the Atman, and there

is no room for lamentation in that matter. Then remains

the Body. That, of course, is admittedly non-permanent

and destructible, and will come to an end, if not to-day or to-

morrow, at least after a 100 years. Of.
“adya vU ’bdasatante va

mrtrur vai praniriam dhruvah ( that is, “Death is certain for

living beings, whether to day, or after a hundred years”

—

Trans.), ( Bhag. 10. 1. 38 ) ;
and as the Atman definitely

acquires later on another body in accordance with the

previous Action (karma), though it gets out of one body, it is

also not proper to lament over the loss of that body. In short.
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it is definitely proved, that whether one looks at the matter

from the point of view of the Body or of the Atman,

lamentation on account of death is foolish. But, though

this fact is thus proved, yet, it is necessary to explain why

one should not lament, on account of the suffering which

one goes through while the existing life is being destroyed.

Therefore, the Blessed Lord now deals with the form of this

bodily happiness and unhappiness, and shows that it is not

proper to lament on account of that suffering. ]

(14) 0 Son of Kunti ! these contacts (with bodily organs)

of ‘matra’, (that is, of things in the external world), which

produce cold and heat, or happiness and unhappiness, come

into existence and die out; (therefore) they are non-per-

manent (that is, destructible). O Bharata ! do you bear these

’(without lamentation)
; (15) because, O, pre-eminent among

men 1 it is the Jnanin alone, (who is) equal towards happiness

.and unhappiness, who (on that account) is not affected by

them, that becomes capable of attaining immortality, (that is

to say, the state of the Immortal Brahman).

(The man who has not Realised that the Name-d and

Form-ed Cosmos is illusory, by Realising the identity of the

Brahman and the Atman, looks upon as real, the happiness

and unhappiness or the cold and heat arising from the

contact of the physical organs with the external world, and

wrongly attributes those properties to the Atman ; and, on

that account, suffers grief. But the man who has realised

that all the emotions are of the Prakrti, and that the

Atman (Self) is a Non-doer and Unattached, looks upon

happinesss and unhappiness as alike; and the Blessed

Lord is now telling Arjuna,„that he (Arjuna) should bear

u^iftppmess and happiness with such an equable frame of

3ljqij^ and the,same- import. , has been explained in a xam
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exhaustive manner in the subsequent chapters. The word
4
?nafra ’ has been interpreted in the Samkarabhasya as

meaning ‘the organs, by which external things can be

measured or known’, Cf. t
‘ miyate ebhirih matra \

But, some commentators interpret ‘matra* as meaning

‘the external objects, such as, sound, touch, etc., which

<can be measured by means of the physical organs’
; and

they interpret ‘matrasparsa* as meaning ‘the contact of those

external objects with the physical organs’ ; and that is the

interpretation which has been accepted by me ; because,

where the ideas appearing in this stanza, appear again

later on in the Gita (Gl. 5. 21, 23), the word ‘ bahya-spar&a
'

has been used ; and if the word ‘ matra-sparsa
*

is interpreted

in the way in which I have interpreted it, both these words

become consistent with each other. But, though these two

words can be made consistent with each other in this way,
the word * matra-sparsa * seems to be the more ancient of

the two ; because, the word fmdtra-sanga ’ has been used in

the Manu-smrti in the same sense (6. 57) ; and it is stated

in the Brhadaranyakopanisad, that the Atman of a Jnanin

becomes
‘

asamsarga * (Cf. matra *samsargah), that is, de-

tached from the Matras, that is to say, that he becomes free;

and there is no connotation (rnmjna) for him after his death

<Br. Madhyan. 4. 5. 14 ;
Ye. Su. Sam. Bha. 1. 4. 22). The

words * heat and cold or,
4

happiness and unhappiness ’ are

synecdochial, and include the opposite couples (dvamdva)

of ‘ love and hostility ‘ real and unreal ‘ death and im-

mortality’ etc. As these opposite couples belong to the

Maya-world and the true Parabrahman is, as described in

the Nasadlya-Sukta, beyond this duality, one cannot attain

the Brahman, otherwise than by peacefully bearing these

opposite couples and releasing the Reason from the grip of

these couples (Gi.2. 45; 7. 28 and Gi. Ra. Oh. IX p. 314 and

351). The same meaning is now made clear from the

point of view of the Philosophy of the Absolute Self— ].

(16) That which is not (asai), cannot be as if it is ; and
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that which is (sat), cannot be as if it is not ;
in this way, the

see-ers of the Essence of things have perceived the truth

about ‘is’ and ‘js not’ (sat and asat), (that is to say, they

have defined their connotation, after having perceived the

truth).

[The word
4

anta ’ in this stanza has the same meaning as

in the compounds ‘ raddhanta \ * siddhanta \ or * krtanta *,

(Gi. 18, 13) ;
and the Sasvatakosa defines the various mean-

ings of the word ‘ anta
'

as
“
svarupaprantayoi* antam antike

'pi prayujyatd' (Sa. 381) (that is,
“ the border of a form

(body), or of a region, as also Death—-Trans.).According

to this stanza *saf means the ‘Brahman’, and, 'asaf means

the Name-d and Form-ed visible world (See Gl Ra. Ch IX,

p. 307 and pp. 335 to 339). Although the doctrine “that

which is, cannot cease to be”, looks like the Satkaryavada

theory, (See Gita-Rahasya Ch. VII, p. 210 and Ch. IX. pp. 325

and 335—Trans.), one must bear in mind that its meaning

is slightly different. Where one thing is produced out of

another thing, e. g., the tree from the seed, the only

principle which can be applied is that of the Satkaryavada.

That is not the idea to be conveyed in the present stanza

;

and, all that is being said is that, the existence (astitva or

bhdva) of
l

sat\ that is, of ‘that which exists’, and the ‘non-

existence’ (abhava) of
l

asat\ that is, of ‘that which does not

exist’, are both permanent, that is, ever-lasting. When we
thus look upon the respective existence and non-existence

of these two as permanent, it follows as a matter of course

that W’ is not the result "of the destruction of that which

was
*

sat\ But this doctrine is not the same as the

Satkaryavada doctrine, which initially takes for granted the

coming into existence of one thing from another thing, as

an effect from a cause (Gl.Ra. Ch, VII, p. 211). The Madhva-

bhaeya reads the words “vidyate bhavah

"

out of %asato

mkfate bhavah", which is the first quarter of this stanza, as

'rndyaie^abhamh'
; and it has interpreted these words as

meaning that “there is no ‘abhava' that is, ‘destruction’ of

(unreal), that is,
*

avyakta* (imperceptible) Prakrti

;
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and, as it has “been stated in the second quarter of the

stanza that the ‘sat* too is not destroyed, Madhvacarya has,

according to his Dualistic doctrine, interpreted the entire

stanza as meaning that both the ‘asat* and theW are

permanent. But, this meaning is not the straight-forward

meaning of the stanza. It is a stretched meaning
; for, it

can be seen that the two mutually opposite words
*

abhava
*

and
l

bhava* have been used in this place in the same way as

the mutually opposite words,
*

asat

*

and ‘sat*; and if the word
1

abhava* has beed used in the second line of the stanza, name*
ly, in the phrase, "nabhavo vidyate satah**, it is quite clear that

the word intended to be used in the first line of the stanza

must have been * bhava ’ and not ‘ abhava
*

; besides, it was
not necessary at all to use the words ‘ abhava

* and * vidyate *

twice, in order to say that both
4

asat
*

and * sat
*
are per-

manent. But, even if this repetition is looked upon

as a respectful repetition, as suggested by Madhvacarya*

it has been clearly stated later on in the 18th

stanza, that the human body to be seen in the percepti-

ble or visible world is destructible, that is to say, non-

permanent. It, therefore, clearly follows that according to

the Bhagavadgita, the Body cannot be looked upon as

permanent, in the same way as the Atman. Whereas the

latter is permanent, the former is non-permanent. Never-

theless, I have given here the meaning of this stanza

according to Madhvacarya, by way of example, in order

to show my readers how the meanings of words are

stretched by doctrine-supporting commentators with the

intention of supporting their own doctrine. However, as that

which is * sat
*

can never cease to exist, it is no use lament-

ing over the sa/-formed (satsvarupa) Atman; and as the

Name-d and Form-ed Body etc,, as also the emotions of

pleasure or displeasure, are essentially destructible from

the philosophical point of view, it is also not proper to

lament their loss. This justifies the words “you are lament-

ing that over which you should not lament” used in speak-

ing to Arjuna. The Blessed Lord now further explains the

meanings of the words
4

sat
* and

4

asat \ in the next two

stanzas—

}

33—34
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(17) Know that That (fundamental Atman-formed Brahman)

Which has pervaded or occupied this whole (world) is

indestructible* The destruction of this Inexhaustible

(Principle), none can bring about.

[This is the description of what has been referred to as

‘ sat' in the last stanza. Now, the Blessed Lord says, that

the Atman, which is the Owner of the Body, falls into this

category of the Permanent, and He goes on to explain what

is to be called ‘Non-permanent’ or ‘ ami ’—

]

(18) These bodies acquired by the eternal, indestructible,

and unimaginable Owner of the Body (Atman) are said to

be perishable, (that is non-eternal). Therefore, fight! O
Bharata

!

[In short, if one thus discriminates between what is

eternal and what non-eternal, the idea that T am killing a

particular person* is proved to be false; and the reason

given by Axjtma for not fighting falls to the ground, This

conclusion is now made more clear—

]

(19) He who thinks that It (the Owner of the Body or the

Atman) is the killer, or, who thinks that It is slain, both

these do not possess true Knowledge
; (because) this (Atman)

does not kill, and is not killed.

[Because, the Atman is permanent and itself a Non-Doer,

and the whole activity is of Prakrti, This and the

next stanza appear in the Kathopanisad (Katha. 2.

18,19). It is also stated in several places intheMaha-

bhfeafea that everything is swallowed up by ‘kata’ (Time,

or Death) j and that ‘kills’ or ‘is killed’ are worldly names

for this pastiine of Death (San. 25. 15). The Blessed Lord

again explained to Arjuna later on (11. 33) this very
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principle in terms of the Philosophy of Devotion when He

says that He himself has already killed Bhisma, Drona,

and the others in His form of Death, and that Arjuna should

now become only the nominal implement (rdmitta). ]

(20) This (Atman) is never born nor does It ever die ; nor

is it that It, having (once) existed, will not be again ; It is

unborn, ever-lasting, immutable, and primeval ; and it is

not killed, though the Body is killed. (21)0 Partha!

that man who has Realidbd that It is indestructible,

ever-lasting, unborn, and inexhaustible, how and whom can

he cause to be killed, and how and whom can he kill ?

(22) Just as a man, casting off old clothes puts on others

and new ones, so the dehi, (that is to say, the Atman, which

owns the Body), casting off old bodies, becomes united with

others and new bodies.

{This simile of clothes is in ordinary use. In another

place in the Mahabharata, the illustration has been given

of leaving one house {sala), and going to another house

(San. 15. 56) ; and one American writer has expressed the

same idea by giving the illustration of putting on a new

cover on a book. The same argument is here applied to the

Body, which was applied above in the 13th stanza to the

states of infancy, youth, and old age.]

(23) Weapons do not cut It (that is, the Atman)
;
fire does

not burn It ; so also does water not moisten It ; the wind
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does not dry It up. (24) This (Atman), which is uncleave-

able, uncombustible, not-to-be-moistened, and not-to-be-

dried up, is permanent, all-pervading, stable, immoveable,

and, eternal (that is, everlasting). (25) This (Atman) is

said to be imperceptible (that is, not perceptible by the

organs), unthinkable (that is, impossible of being under-

stood even by the Mind), and immutable (that is, such as is

not subject to the attribute of any modification). Therefore,

knowing this (Atman) to be such, it is not proper that you

should grieve over It.

[This description has been taken from the Upanisads, and

is of the qualityless Atman, and not of a qualityful Atman;

because, the adjectives
4

aiikarya
1

(immutable), or "acmtya

(unthinkable) cannot be applied to the Qualityful. This

reason for not grieving has been given on the authority of

that description. Now, some one may advance the argu-

ment that, as he does not accept the Atman as eternal, this

argument is not acceptable to him. Therefore, the Blessed

Lord first mentions this assumptive proposition (purva-

palcsa) and replies to it as follows—]

(26) Or, even if you believe that this Atman, (is not

permanent, but with the Body) is constantly born, and

constantly dies, even then, O Mahabaho 1 (mighty-armed

—

Trans.), it is not proper that you should grieve over It;

(27) because, to one that is born, death is certain, and to

one that dies, birth is certain ; therefore, about an (this)
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unavoidable (according to your abovementioned opinion)

matter, you ought not to grieve,

[The argument, mentioned in the two above stanzas 26 and

27, is not for supporting the doctrine of the Gita. It must be

remembered that this is a reply to the assumptive proposition,

raised by the words
4

aiha ca * = ‘ or \ The only thing to be

shown is: whether one looks upon the Atman as permanent,

or as non-permanent, there is no room for lamentation in

either case. I have already mentioned above that the doctrine

advanced by the Gita is, that the Atman is existent (sat),

unborn, immutable, and un-imaginable, or qualityless. The

Blessed Lord now gives another argument, on the basis of the

Samkhya system, in support of the theory that there should

be no lamentation over the Body, as it is non-permanent—J.

(28) All created beings are imperceptible in the beginn-

ing, perceptible in the middle, and imperceptible again in

death
;
(if this is the case wftn every being) then, O Bharata !

where is (there room for) lamentation ?

[The word ‘ avyakta ’ means * that which is not perceiva-

ble by the organs *
;
the argument advanced in this stanza

is based on the Samkhya doctrine that the entire percep-

tible universe has come out of One original imperceptible

.Substance by gradual degrees, and that in the end, that is,

at the time of the final Dissolution (prcdaya ), the entire

perceptible universe is again dissolved into the same Im-

perceptible (GL 8 18). See the explanation of this Samkhya

doctrine in the seventh and the eighth chapters of the

Glta-Rahasya. If the perceptible form of anything soever

is, in this way, going to be destroyed sometime or other,

there remains no cause at all for lamenting over some-

thing, which, by its very nature, is liable to destruction.

This same stanza appears in the Strlparva of the Maha-

barata (Ma. Bha. Strl. 2. 6), where the word ‘ abhava
*

(non-

-existent) has been used instead of * avyakta \ Also, later on,

the word * adarsana ie., ‘to go out of sight’, has been
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used with reference to death in the stanza: “adarsariad

apatitah punas cddarsanam gatah t na te tava na teiam tvoM

tatra kti parideoana ll
” (Stri 2.13), (that is, “emerged from

the Invisible, and returning into the (same) Invisible*

these are not thine, nor art thou theirs; wherefore, then

(any) lamentation (for them )?”—Trans.). If lamentation

is futile both according to the Samkhya and the Vedanta

philosophies, and if the same conclusion is reached, even

looking upon the Atman as non-permanent, why do people

lament over death ? The reply is : this is due to ignorance

of the nature of the Atman, because—]

• (29) Some look at this (Atman—-Trans.) as a wonder

(wonderful thing), others speak of It as a wonder, and some

others (than them) hear (of It—Trans.) as a wonder ;
but

even after (seeing and describing in this way, and) hearing#-

no one (out of these) Knows It (really).

[Though learned people enter into discussions about the

JLtman, as a wonder, yet, as very few persons ever realise

the true nature of It, many people lament over death. Do

not you do likewise, but Realise the true nature of the

Atman after mature deliberation, and cease to lament ; that

Is what this stanza means. The Atman has been described

in the same way in the Kathopanisad (Katha. 2. 7) ]

(30) The Owner of the Body, (that is, the Atman), (which is)

in every Body, is always unkitlable, (that is, never liable-

to r destruction) ;
therefore, O Bharata (Arjuna) 1

!

it is not

proper that you should lament about all (i. e., any) created

things.
^

' r
[it has thus far been proved that there" is no reason to

* lament ’ if some one kills dr is killed, because according

* ife; fte SarhMya philosophy, or the philosophy of the Path

'-Wp^^Bcy^On, ' tb®*' Atman -is immortal, and the Body
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is inherently mortal, But if, on that account, some one

draws the conclusion that there is no ‘ sin ’ in somebody

killing someone else, that will be a very serious mistake.

Only the meaning of the words ‘dying’ and ‘killing’"

has been analysed here, and this explanation has been,

given only for the purpose of first removing the fear

attendant on death or on killing. Man is a combination

of the Body and the Atman. As the Atman, out of these,

is immortal, the words * dying ’ or ‘ killing ’ do not apply

to -It. Then remains the Body ;
but as the Body is

naturally mortal, there is no reason for lamentation if it is

destroyed. But, even accepting the position that one

should not lament over death, or become happy or unhappy

if some one dies or is killed accidentally or in course of

time, one does not thereby solve the question, why a person

should enter upon such a tenable act as war and destroy

the bodies of others. Because, although the Body is mortal*

yet, as the Body is the only means by which one can

attain the permanent benefit of the Atman or obtain

Release, both suicide and the unjustified killing of another

person are looked upon as grave sins by religion. There-

fore, though it is not proper to lament over death, yet, it is.

necessary to give some other satisfactory reason why one

.

person should kill another. This is known as the discri-

mination between
‘

dharma

’

(Right) and ‘adharma
1

(Wrong)

;

" and this is the subject-matter really propounded in the

Gita. The Blessed Lord, therefore, first tells Arjuna that

as fighting is the duty of all Ksatriyas according to the

arrangement of four castes accepted even in the Samkhya
philosophy, not only should he not lament over the fact of

death or of killing, but that both dying or being killed in

war were things which were his lot according to the religion

of Ksatriyas—

]

, £31) Besides, even if you consider your own duty, you

ought not. to ^falter (on this occasion) ; because, there ia
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nothing more meritorious to a Ksatriya than warfare enjoined

by duty.

IThis argument about “one’s own duty” (smdharma)

appears twice later on (GL 3. 35 and 18. 47). This and the

subsequent stanza say, that although the fourth stage

(airama) in the shape of Renunciation of Action (karma-

mmnyasa), is the last step according to the Path of

Renunciation or the Samkhya philosophy, yet, as it had

been enjoined by Manu and other writers of the Smrtis that

before reaching that stage, Brahmins had to follow the

duties of Brahmins, and Ksatriyas, the duties of Ksatriyas,

and in that way to complete the state of a householder

(grhasthasrama), it was the duty of Arjuna, who was in the

state of a householder, to fight, ]

(32) And O Partha ! this war, which is indeed a door of

Heaven, found open without effort, falls to the lot of only

those Ksatriyas, who are fortunate. (33) But, if you will

not carry on this (for you) righteous warfare, then you Will

have abandoned your duty and lost your honour, and
incurred sin

; (34) (not only that, but) also (all) men will

tell of your everlasting infamy ! And to one who has been

honoured, infamy is (a) greater (death) than death.

[This same principle has been explained by Sri Krsna to

Yudhisthira in the Udyogaparva (Ma. Bha, U. 72. 24). The
stanza there is as follows: “kulinasya ca yd rrinda vadho

m ’mitrakarsaria \ mahaguno vadho rdjan m tu mnda
hijtvika” ( that is, ‘ill-fame of a well bora ( person ) is ( his

)

murder; it is not only an ill-fame which spoils life, but

indeed the highest- form of murder’—Trans.). But, as this

i^has been conveyed in the Gita in a shorter form, and
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.also as the Gita is more in vogue, the line,
“
saihbhavitasyd

”

etc., from the Gita gets .easily fixed in the memory, and

people use it as a proverb. Many other stanzas from the

Gita are similarly to be heard quoted everywhere. The

Blessed Lord now explains what the form of the infamy is,

on the present occasion— ]

<35) (All ! Masters of great chariots will think that you with-

drew from the battle on account of fear
;
and those by whom

you are highly thought of ( to-day ), will hold you in less

•esteem. (36) Also, your enemies, decrying your power, will

speak much (about you) that should not be spoken; and

what indeed more painful than that ? (37) Killed, you will

go to heaven ;
victorious, you will enjoy the earth

;
therefore,

=arise, O Arjuna 1 determined on battle.

[Though the above exposition has shown that, according

to the Samkhya philosophy, not only should one not lament

the fact of death or of killing, hut that fighting according

to the rules laid down for one’s own caste is a duty, yet,

the Blessed Lord now answers the doubt whether the killer

is responsible for the ‘sin’ of the deaths caused in

warfare. Strictly speaking, the argument in reply to this

question pertains to the Path of Karma-Yoga, and the

introduction to that doctrine starts here. ]

•(38) Looking upon happiness and unhappiness, gain and

loss, victory and defeat, as alike, then start the battle ; acting

thus you will not incur (any) sin.

[There are two paths of leading one’s life in the world

;

the one is the Samkhya, and the other is the Yoga. Out of
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these two, it is not proper to lament over the Atman or the

Body according to the philosophy of that very Samkhya

Path, or the Path of Renunciation, by considering the-

doctrines of which, Arjuna had come to the point of giving,

up warfare and starting begging. The Blessed Lord has.

proved to Arjuna> that happiness and pain have to be borne

with an equable frame of mind
; that, warfare was the only

proper thing to do for Ksatriyas having regard to the rules

of conduct applying to them; and that, if warfare was

carried on with an equable frame of mind, a man incurs no.

sin whatsoever. But as Samkhya philosophy is of the

opinion that it is the highest duty of everyone in this

world, under any circumstances, to give up worldly life

and take up Samnyasa (Renunciation), that philosophy

does not solve the questions
:
(i) why Arjuna should not

take up Samnyasa at that very moment, giving up warfare;

or, (ii) why he should follow the rules of conduct laid down
for his own caste

;
and then, the original objection of

Arjuna may be said to remain unanswered. Therefore, the

.

Blessed Lord now says as follows—]

(39) This buddhi (that is, Knowlege, or argument)

stated to you is according to the Samkhya (that is, the

Samnyasa)-Nistha. Now hear that buddhi (that is, Knowledge)

according to the (Karma-) Yoga, (which I am describing to

you), being possessed of which, 0 Partha, you will (even

without giving up Action) cast off the bonds of Action*

phis stanza is of very great importance in order to

understand the import of the Bhagavadgita. The wofd
‘Samkhya* is not to be understood here as meaning
* Eapila-Samkhya *, or only ‘ Vedanta nor is the word
^Ydga’ to be understood as meaning

1

Patanjala-Yoga *

;

'‘Samkhya’ must be taken here as meaning the
4

Sarhnyasa-marga * (Path of Renunciation) and
4

Yoga * as
anbaning the ‘ Karma-Yoga ’ (Path of Proper Action), as is

& 3. - These two paths are independent of
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each other, andthe followers of these paths are known respect-

ively as * Samkhya’ =‘ Samnyasa-mSrgin * and ‘Yoga ’=

* Karma-Yoga-margin ’ (Gl. 5. 5). As the followers of the

Samkhya-nistha out of these consider it more meritorious to

give up Action in the end completely some time or other, the

philosophy of this path does not completely answer

Arjuna’s question :
“ Why should I fight T\ Therefore, the

Blessed Lord now starts to impart the Knowledge pertain-

ing to the Histha of Karma-Yoga, or shortly Yoga,

according to which true manhood consists in continuing to

perform Action lifelong, with a disinterested frame of

mind, and without adopting Samnyasa, even after the

acquisition of true Knowledge ; and this Path of Action has

been emphasised from now on right to the last chapter of

the Gita, by showing many reasons for following that path

and by giving satisfactory explanations of many doubts

When one bears in mind this explanation of the exposition

of the subject-matter of the Gita, given by the Blessed Lord

Himself, there remains no doubt any more that the Gita

supports the path of Karma-Yoga. The Blessed Lord first

states the most important propositions of Karma-Yoga-]

(40) Here, (that is, in this path of Karma-Yoga), Action

(once) commenced is not destroyed, (and afterwards>

obstacles do not arise; even a little (practice) of this

religion protects (one) from great danger.

fThe importance of this doctrine has been shown in

Chapter X of the Gita-Bahasya (p. 392, bottom); and a
fuller explanation is also given later on in the Gita

(Gi. 6. 4046). This stanza means that according to the

path of Karma-Yoga, even if perfection is not reached in

one life, the Action performed is not wasted, but comes in

useful in the subsequent births, and the merit being thus

accumulated from birth to birth, true Release is reached

ultimately, sometime or other. The Blessed Lord now
propounds the second important doctrine of Karma-Yoga—]
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(41) 0 Kurunandana, ( that is, descendant of Kuru, or

Arjuna—Trans. ), in this (path) the (mental organ in the

shape of) Reason, which performs the vyavasaya, (that is, the

discernment between the Doable and the Not-Doable), has

got to be one, (that is, concentrated); but, the buddhayah (that

is, the Desires) of those whose Reason is not (in this way)

^concentrated, are many-branched and (of) endless (kinds),

[The word
1

buddhi ’ has many meanings in Sanskrit. Of

these, it has been used in the meaning of * Knowledge * in

the 39th stanza; and later on in the 49th stanza, * buddhi * is

to be interpreted as meaning ‘understanding’, ‘desire’,

wish or
4

motive \ But as the adjective ‘ vyavasayatrrtika ’

precedes the word * buddhi * in the first line of this stanza,

it there means the “organ of Reason which performs
‘ vyaiasaya\ that is, which discerns between the Doable and

-the Rot-Doable” (Glta-Raha. Oh. VI, pp. 179 to 187).

When this organ of Reason has first decided whether any

matter is good or evil, the Mind conceives the desire or

wish to act accordingly ;
therefore, this Desire or wish is

.also called * buddhi \ But the adjective ‘ vyctvasayafmika’

does not in the latter case precede that word. If it becomes

necessary to show the difference, the phrase * msanatmaka ’

buddU is used. In the second line of this stanza, the word
4
buddhi ’ has been used by itself. It is not preceded by the

adjective ‘ vyavasdyatmika *. Therefore, the word ‘ buddhayah ’

in the plural form means ‘ desires ’ or * flights of imagina-

tion ’
; and the second line of this stanza means :

“ Those

whose ‘ vyavasdyatmka buddhi\ that is to say, the discerning

mental organ of Reason, is not steady, (that is, the

avyavasayinah—Trans. ) conceive ever new waves of imagi-

nation or desires every moment”. Unless one keeps in

mind these two meanings of the word
4

buddhi \ namely,

(i) the discerning and deciding mental organ, and

r
(ii) Desire, it will not be possible to clearly understand the

of the exposition of the word ‘ buddhi ’ in the
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doctrine of Karma-Yoga. The Blessed Lord now shows-

how when the Discerning Reason is not steady or con-

centrated, the Mind is continually disintegrated by

different desires, and the man runs after different pursuits,,

wishing to-day to do something for getting a son, and

to-morrow something else for attaining heaven, eta—

]

(42) O Partha 1 (those) fools who rejoice in the words-

(showing the gain to be made) appearing in the Vedas

(Karma-kanda), and who say that nothing else is of

importance, say in a flowery way that
: (43) “ By means of

many Actions (such as, Yajnas, Yagas, etc.), one obtains the

fruit of (re-)birth, and (birth after birth) pleasures and-

prosperity are obtained ”
; and these (people) with a desire-

filled Mind, who run after heaven, (^4) are attracted by -

those words, and become immersed in pleasures and

prosperity, and thereby their vyavasdydtmikd buddhi (that

is, their Reason which decides between the Doable and the

Not-Doable) cannot (ever) be concentrated (that is, fixed on

:

one point).

[The above three stanzas make up only one sentence, and

contain a description of Jnana-1ess ritualists following

the Mimarhsa path, who are continually engrossed in the

performance of sacrificial rites in the shape of Yajnas or

Yagas solely for the selfish purposes of attaining one object

to-day and another object to-morrow according to the

Karma-kanda prescribed by the Srutis and the Smrtis ;
and

this description has been made on the basis of the-
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Upanisads. For instance, it is stated in the Mundako-

panisad that

:

istapurtafa manyamana varistham nanyac ckreyo vedayante

pramufftiah I

nakasya prsthe te sukrte 'nubhutvemam lokam Mnataram

va visanh u

(Mun. 1. 2. 10).

that is, “these fools, who believe that only the ‘performance

of sacrificial ritual’ (istapurtam) is meritorious and that

nothing else is meritorious, come back to this mortal

world after having enjoyed happiness in heaven”;

and similar statements, derogative of Jnana-less Karma

{ritual) are also to be found in the Isavasya and Katha

Upanisads (Katha. 2. 5 ;
Isa. 9. 12). It is true that these

people, who, without acquiring the Knowledge of the

Paramesvara, are steeped in the performance of Karma
{ritual), obtain the fruits of their respective ritual in the

shape of heaven etc. But, as their Desire is entangled to-day

in this ritual and the next day in some other ritual, and is

straying about in all directions, they never attain Belease,

how many soever times they may have gone to heaven. In

order to obtain Belease, the organ of Beason must be

steady or concentrated on a single point. For the present,

the Blessed Lord says only as follows—]

(45) 0 Arjuna ! as the Vedas (consisting of the Karma-

han&a) deal (in this way) only with the subject-matter of the

three constituents, do you become Hnistraigunya' (that is,

trigumtUa), (that is, 'beyond the reach of the three consti-

tuents'—Trans.\ 'nitya-saUvasthd (that is, abiding in eternal

Truth—Trans*), and free from the Opposites fofhappiness and

unhappiness etc.); and without being steeped in the selfish

interests of ‘yogaksema etc., become Self-devoted (atmavan )«— - \ ,

...

„ .

*>The author has retained in Ms Marathi translation, the word
*nityasattM8tha/ from the original, and in the commentary he has

it as being synonymous with lni$traigmya 9 or Hrigunatita
9

1
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[ 'traigunya means the ‘worldly life (samara) of Prakrti

made up of the three constituents sattw , rajas, and tamos';

and it has been clearly shown in the Glta-Rahasya (p. 314

and 353) that the true Brahmana is beyond that, and that

worldly life is made up of the perishable Opposites of happi-

ness and unhappiness, life and death etc. It has been

stated in the 43rd stanza of this very chapter, that people,

who follow the Mlmamsa doctrine, perform the Yajnas etc.

prescribed by the Srutis, in order to obtain the happiness

pertaining to this worldly life of Prakrti or Maya, and that

they are entirely steeped in these practices ; some perform a

sacrificial ritual in order to obtain a son, whereas others

perform some other sacrificial rite in order that rain should

fall. All this ritual is necessary for ‘the maintenance of

worldly life’,that is, for ‘yogaksema’. It is, therefore, clear

that one who wishes to attain Release, must go beyond these

ritualistic practices, which are the result of the sattm, rajas

and tamas constituents, and which bring about only yoga-

ksema
,
and must concentrate his attention on the Parabrah-

man, Which is beyond all this. And the words
'

mrdwmdvd*

{beyond the Opposites—Trans.) and
*
mryogaksema

*

(beyond

the anxiety for new acquisitions and the protection of old

acquisitions—Trans.) have been used above to convey this

idea In this place, a doubt is likely to arise as to how yoga-

ksema will be carried on, if these desire-prompted (kamya)

but this is difficult to understand, as there seems no reason for

repeating the idea. The late Mr. Telang, therefore, translates lmttva*

here as ‘courage* * and Dr. Besant as ‘purity*. As ‘sattoa* is one of the

three constituents, and as the Blessed Lord has just asked Arjuna

to he ‘beyond the three constituents*, ‘nityasativastha<* cannot be

understood as referring to the ‘sattm7

constituent. Therefore,

Prof W. D. P. Hill (
Bhagavadpta

t
Ox. Univ. Press, 1928, p. 120)

has translated the word l
sattva

7 in its more general sense of ‘Truth*,

which has been adopted by me. Sadashiva Shastri Bhide has got

over the difficulty by explaining fmstiaigunya* as ‘free from the

desires to enjoy pleasures arising from the three constituents*, and

by then explaining ‘

nityasattmstha;* as meaning ‘possessing the

Mtoikt qualities of equability, perseverance, enthusiasm* etc*—

Translator.
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ritualistic performances prescribed in the Karma-kanda are

not carried on (Gl. Ra. pages 405 and 535). The reply to

that question is not given here ; but when this subject

comes again later on in Chapter IX, it is stated that the

Blessed Lord looks after this yogaksema (i. e., ‘bestows the

things wanted and preserves the security of the things

possessed*—Trans.) ; and it is only in these two places that

the word
'

yogaksema ’ appears in the Gita (See Gl 9. 22, and

my commentary thereon). The word
*

mtycmttvastha
7 means

the same as *;triguyatita ' (beyond the three constituents);*

because, it is stated later on that by the continual growth

of the sattva constituent, one acquires the Hngunatltavastha*

(the state of being beyond the three constituents—Trans )r

and that that is the true ‘siddhavastha’ (the state of Perfec-

tion'—Trans.), (Gl. 14. 14 and 20, Gl. Ra. pp. 226 and 227). In*

short, the advice given here is that one should give up the

desire-prompted ritual prescribed by the Mlmamsa school for

obtaining yogaksema
,
which is based on the three consti-

tuents, and go beyond the Opposites of happiness and
unhappiness etc

,
and become brahma-mstha (devoted to the

Brahman) or atma-mstha (devoted to the Atman). But, it

must be borne in mind at the same time that the injunction

to become atma-nistha does not mean that all this ritual

should totally and for all intents and purposes be given up.

The adverse criticism made in the above stanza of the

desire-prompted ritual prescribed by the Vedas, or the

inferiority which is shown of that ritual, is not the

inferiority of the ritual itself, but of the desire-prompted

Reason behind it. If this desire-prompted Reason does not

govern the Mind, mere sacrificial ritual does not in any

way close the door to Release (G! Ra. pp. 404 to 408). That

is why the Blessed Lord has given it as His definite an<j,

most valuable opinion later on in the beginning of the 18th:

chapter (Gl 18. 6), that these very ritualistic performances

prescribed by the Mlmamsa writers should certainly be

performed, for the purification of the Mind (atfamddhi), and

for public welfare (lokasamgraha), giving up the Hope for

Fruit ( phalaid

)

and Attachment (sanga). When you take

jggethei these two statements made in two different places-
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in the Gita, it becomes quits clear that the inferiority of

the Mimamsaka Karma-kanda shown in the stanzas in this-

chapter has reference to the desire-prompted Reason, and
not only to the ritual. With this object in mind, it has

been stated in the Bhagavata that

:

vedoktam eua kurvano mhsahgo ’rpitam ttvare \

naiskarmyam labhate stddhtm rocanartha phalairutih »

(Bhag. 11. 3.46),

that is, “the recital of fruits (phalasrutiY to be

obtained by the performance of Vedic ritual, which has

been given in the Vedas, has been given * rocanartha \

that is, only in order that the person who performs

the ritual should find it agreeable ; and therefore, that

man who, instead of performing such ritual for obtain-

ing the promised fruit, performs it unattachedly (with a

nihsahga Reason), that is to say, after giving up the Hope
for Fruit and with the sole intention of dedicating it to the

Isvara, attains the * noisharmija-siddhi
9

(the Perfection

of Desireless Action)’*. In short, the summary of the advice

in the Gita is, that although it has been stated in the Vedas

that a particular sacrificial ritual should be performed for

a particular purpose, yet, one should not be taken in by

that Desire, but should perform the ritual because it is

* yastavya \ that is, because the performance of the ritual is a

duty; that, one should give up the desire-promptedness-

of one’s Reason, but not the ritualistic sacrifices (Gl. 17. 11)

;

and that the other rites should also be performed in the

same way. And the same meaning has been expressed in

the subsequent stanzas. ]

(46) To that extent to which there is a use (that is,

necessity) for a well when there is a flood of water every-

where (clearly, there is no necessity whatsoever), to the

same extent is there any necessity of the Vedas (containing

the ritualistic Karma-kanda) for the enlightened Brahmana

(that is to say, for him, there is no more any necessity of the

Vedic Karma-kanda which describes desire-fulfilling ritual)*

35—36
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[ There is no difference of opinion as to the broad meaning
( phaiitartha) of this stanza

; but, commentators have entered
into a useless hair-splitting discussion about the terms used
in it. vat vafcihmtnplutodake” is a compound phrase in the
seventh case (locative case)

; but if it is looked upon not
merely as the locative case, nor as an adjectival phrase
qualifying the word udapana \ but as the

4

sati saptami ’

(locative absolute), one can syntactically work out the
sentence in a simple way as: “ sarvatahsamptutodake sati

ndttpunv yama arthah (na si atpaw api pvayajanatn vidyate)

famu rijdnaiah bnthmaiiasya sarvesu vedesu arthah ”,

without taking any outside words as implied ; and this also

gives the following clear and simple meaning:
—
“Just as

no one cares for wells when there is water everywhere,

(because drinking-water can be had anywhere without

difficulty and sumptuously), so has the man, who has

attained Knowledge, no more any use for mere ‘ Yedic
’

ritual like sacrificial Yajfias etc ”, The Yedic ritual has

to be performed for obtaining the final Release-giving

Knowledge, and not merely for obtaining heaven ; and that

man who has already obtained this Knowledge, has nothing

new to learn by performing Vedic ritual. That is why it is

stated later on in the 3rd chapter of the Gita (3. 17) that “to

him who has acquired Knowledge, there is no more any duty

left in the world”. When one can without difficulty obtain

as much pure water as desired from a large lake or from

a river, who will even look at a well ? In such circum-

stances, no one attaches the slightest importance to a well.

In the last chapter of the Sanatsujatiya (Ma. Bha.

Udyo. 45. 28), this very stanza occurs again with a slight

verbal difference ; and the meaning of it has been given in

the commentary on it by Madhvacarya in the same way

as above ; and in the Suk&nuprasna, where the relative

worth of Jfi&na (Knowledge) and Karma is being described,

it Is clearly stated that "«a ie (jMmnah) karma prasam-

Stiff kUpaih nadyUrk pihann im*\ that is, “ just as one who

gets Water from the river, does not attach any importance to

^wdUL'ffO do *thsy\ that is, the Jnanins, not attach the

'UtfS * Karma” (Ma. Bha. Saa MO. Ml
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In the same way, in the 17th stanza of the Pandavaglta,

the simile of a well is used for saying that the

man who, ignoring Yasudeva, worships other gods, is

like a fool who,
44

trsito jahnavitire kupam vancchaii

durmatih”, that is,
44

being thirsty, and being able to get

drinking-water on the banks of the Bhagirathl (Ganges),

still craves for a well”. It is not that this simile

appears only in the Yedic Sanskrit texts; but it has

been adopted even in the Pali Buddhistic books. The

dictum that the man who has destroyed Thirst does

not have anything further to acquire, is acceptable also

to Buddhism; and in referring to it, it is called a
* drstdnta', and appears in the Pali text called Udana

{U. 7. 9) in the form of the stanza
44
kirn kayira udapadena

upa ce sabbadd siyurn *\ which means,
4

what is the use of a

well after water can be had in all places *. We experience

it even now-a-days in big towns, that when a person has

taken a water-pipe in the house, he does not any more care

for a well. From these facts, and especially from the

exposition in the Sukanupraina, the reader will realise the

appropriateness of the simile used in the Gita, and see that

the meaning of this stanza as given by me above is straight-

forward and correct. But commentators on the Gita

analyse the sentence in this stanza in a slightly different

way, whether because by accepting this interpretation

some inferiority becomes attached to the Yedas, or because

they wish to keep intact the doctrinal proposition, that
4

a

Jnanin need no more perform Action, because Knowledge

includes the performance of Action \ They take the word
11

tavan * as implied in the first, and the word
4

yavan

'

as

implied in the second part of the stanza, and analyse the

stanza as follows

:

44

udapdne yavan arthdh tavan eva sarmtah-

samplutodake yatha sampadyate tatha yavan sarvesu vedesu

arthah tavan vijanatah brahmanasya sampadyate ”, that is to

say,
44
to that extent to which wells can be put to use for

the purpose of bathing and of drinking water, to the same

-extent can use be made of large lakes (sarvatdhsampluto-

dake) for the same purpose ; in the same way, Jnanins can,

by means of their Knowledge, obtain from the Yedas as
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muck benefit as it is possible to obtain *\ But as, accord-

ing to this interpretation, the word
4

tavan
9

has to be taken

as implied in the first part of the stanza, and the word
4

yavan * in the second part of the stanza, I have not

accepted it The interpretation and working out (anvaya

)

of the stanza adopted by me is arrived at without taking

any words as implied; and, as is quite clear from the

previous stanzas, this stanza is intended to give expression

to the inferiority of the pure (that is, JIana-less) Karma-

kanda in the Vedas. But, the inference that because a

person who has attained Knowledge has no use for the

ritual of Yajnas or Yagas, he need not perform them, and

may give them up altogether, is not borne out by the Gita

;

because, although a Jnanin does not care for the fruit to be

obtained by this ritual, yet, he must go on performing the

ritual, if not for the fruit, at least because the performance of

Yajnas and Yagas is his duty as laid down in the Sastras;

and, therefore, he can never give up the ritual The Blessed

Lord has given it as His definite opinion in unmistakeable

terms in the 18th chapter, that though a Jnanin may have

no Hope for Fruit, yet,he must desirelessly perform Yajnas

and Yagas in the same way as he desirelessly performs

other acts (See my commentary on the previous stanza and

on Gl 6, 19) ; and the Blessed Lord now further clearly

states this version about Desireless Action in the next

stanza—]*

* Annie Besant and Bhagvaadas (BhagavadgUd, Theo. Pub.

House, 1926, p 42) translate this stanza as :
•< All the Vedas are

as useful to an enlightened Brahmapa as is a tank in a place covered

all over with water7;

,
which is similar to the interpretation

of the author. Telang translates it as : “To the instructed

Brahmapa, there is in all the Vedas as much utility as in a reservoir

of water into which waters flow from all sides n (S, B. E. Series,

Yol VIII# p. 48); and W. D, P. Hill’s translation is practically

ihe^ame (the Bhugmadg%i\ Oxf. TJniv. Press, 1928, p. 121), Both,

these* ktter authors have attached explanatory notes# to which the

reader is referred. The divergence is based on the interpretation of

which is translated by some as filled from all

'

Imntors'ia&a ftwhen there is a flood on all sides
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(47) Your authority extends only to the performance of

Action; (obtaining or not obtaining) the Fruit, is never

within your authority (that is, never within your control)

;

(therefore,) do not be one who performs Action with the

(avaricious) motive (m the mind) that a particular fruit should

be obtained (of his Action); nor do you also insist on not-

performing Action.

[The four quarters of this stanza are mutually comple-

mentary; and, therefore, without their overlapping each

other, the entire import of the Karma-Yoga is given in a

short and beautiful form
;
nay, one may even safely say

that these four parts of the stanza are the eatuh-sutrl of the

Karma-Yoga. It is stated to begin with, that “you*

authority extends only to the performance of Action”. But

as the Fruit of an Action is inseparable from the Action,

there is room for the doubt that,
8

he who has the authority

to perform the Action, has also the authority to take the

fruit, since he who owns the tree, also owns the fruit’;

therefore, in order to solve that difficulty, the Blessed Lord

has pronounced in a clear way in the 2nd quarter of the

stanza that, “your authority does not extend to the Fruit”

;

and then He has pronounced the 3rd proposition, which arises

from that dictum, namely,
8 8

do not be one who performs

Action having in mind the Hope for Fruit”. ( karmapkda

-

hetuh\ is a Bahuvrihi-samasa
, thus,

8

karmapkale hetur _

yasya sa karmaphalahetuh ')
,

(that is,
8

he is a karrmphda-

Muh
, whose motive is in the Fruit of the Action’—Trans.).

But someone may advance the argument that because

an Action and the fruit of it are mutually interlinked, one

must give up the fruit ( Action ?—Trans. ) at the same time

as giving up the Hope for Fruit. In order to make it clear

that such an inference would not be correct, the clear advice

has been given, that one should give up the Hope for Fruit

but, at the same time,
8 8

one should not insist on not doing

Action, that is, on giving up Action”. In short, saying

that one should perform Action, does not amount to saying
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that one should entertain the Hope for Fruit; and con-

versely, saying that one should give up the Hope for Fruit*

does not amount to saying that one should eschew Action

The meaning of this stanza is, that one should necessarily

perform one’s duty, having given up the
£

Hope for Fruit

and that, one should not be attached to the Action, and

at the same time should not give up the Action-—'
4

tyago

na yukta iha Jcarmasu napi ragcih ” (Yoga* 5. 5. 54);

and the meaning has been emphasised again in the

18th chapter, where it is stated that the obtaining of

Fruit is not a matter within one’s own control, and that it

is necessary to have the co-operation of many other things

for that purpose (Gl. 18. 14-16 and Rahasya, Chapter Y.

p. 154 and Ch. XII ). The Blessed Lord now clearly defines

the characteristics of Karma-Yoga by saying that, such

Action means
6

Yoga ’ or
4 Karma-Yoga ’

*
1

(48) O Dhananjaya I casting off Attachment and looking

upon as alike the being fruitful and unfruitful ( of Action >
perform Action being ‘yogasiha' (that is, 'steadfast in

the path of Karma-Yoga'—Trans.); the (mental) state

of being Equable (towards the Action being fruitful

or unfruitful ) is known as (Karma-) Yoga. (49) For,,

(external) Karma is by far inferior to the Yoga (of the

Equability )
of Reason; (therefore) surrender yourself

to (this equable) Reason; the ‘ phalahetavah (that is#

those, who perform Action only with an eye to the Fruit)

are (that is, low, or on a lower level). (50) He,

who*is steepedin the (equable) Reason remains untouched

botjj by sin or merit in this (world) ;
therefore, take shelter

/ iH

^

^ -Th^,cby^ness (skilfulness or trick) of performing
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Action (without acquiring merit or sin ) is known as (Karma-)

Yoga.

[ The description of the nature of Karma-Yoga given in

these stanzas is very important, and I have to refer the

reader to the discussion of that subject in Chapter III

of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 76 to 87) But, the proposition

of Karma-Yoga mentioned in the 49th stanza, namely that,

‘the Reason is superior to the Action is of utmost

importance. As the word
‘

buddhi * (Reason) in these

stanzas is not preceded by the adjective ‘ vyavasayatmikd', it

must be understood in this stanza as meaning ‘ desire * or

‘understanding*. Some persons try to interpret the word
‘

buddhi' here as meaning
k

Jnana’, and to interpret the

stanza as meaning that * Karma is of less importance than

Juana’; but this interpretation is not correct. Because, as

the description of Equability given in the 48th stanza

is continued in the 49th and the subsequent stanzas, the

word ‘ buddhi * must be interpreted as meaning an * equabi-

lising buddhi \ The goodness or badness of an act does not

depend on the act itself, and though the act may be one and

the same, it becomes good or bad according to the good or

evil intention of the doer; therefore, the Reason is superior

to the Action. As this and other principles of morality

have been dealt with in Chapters IV, XII, and XV
of the Gita-Rahasya (p 119; p. 530; and pp. 668 to 675),

I do not propose to deal with them here in a more ex-

haustive way. It has been stated above in the 41st

stanza that in order that the Desiring Reason (vasamt-

maka buddhi) should remain equable and pure, the Discerning

Reason (vyavasaydtmaka buddhi)
t
which decides about the

Doable and the Hot-Doable must in the first instance become

steady, This has been already stated above in the 41st

stanza. Therefore, the word ‘ samyabuddhi ’ (Equable Reason)

means and includes both the steady Discerning Reason

(vyavasayatmaka buddhi) and PureDesire (vasanatmaka buddhi);

as this Equable Reason is the basic structure on which

whether Pure Conduct or Karma-Yoga is based, the Blessed

Lord has, with reference to His statement in the 39th stanza

(that He would explain to Arjuna the ‘device’ or ‘Yoga’ by
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means of which Arjuna would not be affected by Action,

though he might perform it), explained to Arjuna in this

stanza that, that ‘device’ or ‘skill* consists in ‘keeping

one’s Reason, steady, holy, equable, and untainted’, and
that it is known as ‘Yoga’; and He has in this way defined

the word ‘Yoga’ twice over. Although the words
“
yogah

karmasu kausalam** appearing in the 50th stanza are thus

•capable of being interpreted in a straightforward way,

some commentators have attempted to stretch the words,

and to interpret them to mean that,
‘

karmasu yogah

kausalam \ that is to say,
“
kausala or skill, means the

Yoga in the performance of Action”, But, as there was
no occasion here to give a definition of the word

l

kausala\

and the matter in point was to show the meaning of the

word ‘Yoga’, this interpretation cannot be looked upon as

correct. Besides, when It is possible to inter-relate the

words in a simple and straightforward way as ‘karmam

kausalam it is not proper to transpose the words so as to

inter-relate them as
‘

karmasu yogah*. The Blessed Lord now

says that when a man performs Action in this way with an

equable Reason, there is no neglect of worldly activities,

and at the same time, one cannot but achieve complete

Perfection or Release—

]

(51) The Jnanins, when acting in union with (Equable)

Reason* having abandoned the Fruit of Action, and becoming

free from the shackles of births, reach the state (of the

Paramesvara) where there is no unhappiness. (52) When

your Reason shall have crossed the turgid enclosure of

Ignorance, you will become indifferent towards whatever you

have heard or have to hear.

' to say, yon will not desire to hear anything more;

because* ypu will have already obtained the Fruit which

'

f -.3 /lltr Trfa’ rn*
"us^ffiiESgnify * being tired of worldly life’, or.
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‘Renunciation’. In this stanza, it ordinarily means

‘tiredness’ or ‘not wanting’. It will be seen from the

subsequent stanzas that this ‘tiredness’ is only with

reference to the ritual prescribed in the Srutis, which

relates to the objects of the three constituents J

(53) When your Reason, confused by (all kinds of)

sentences from the Vedas, will become fixed and immoyeale

in the state of mental absorption, then will you attain this

Yoga (in the shape of an Equable Reason).

[In short, as has been stated above in 2. 44, when a

person, being taken in by the description of obtainable

fruits given in Vedic hymns, falls into the turmoil of

performing a particular act for obtaining a particular fruit,

his Reason gets all the more confused instead of becoming

steady. Therefore, Arjuna is advised to give up paying

attention to such statements of advice, and to attain a fixed

•concentration of the Mind, so that he would attain the

Karma-Yoga consisting of Equability of Reason, and be

able to perform Action without incurring any sin, and

without being in need of any further advice. It is stated

that the Karma-yogin, whose Reason or prajna has become

steady ( i. e., sthta

)

in this way, is called a ‘ Sthitaprajna *;

- and Arjuna now asks how such a person acts or behaves.]

- Arjuna said : (54) OKesaval who should be called a

* samadhistha sthitaprajna ’ ( that is, the Steady-in-Reason*

steeped in Mental Absorption—Trans. ) ? How does such a

Sthitaprajfia, speak, sit or walk ?
A
(tell me that).

[In this stanza, the word ‘ bhdsa * has been used in the

meaning of ‘ laJcsana ’ (characteristics) *, and I have trans-

lated it as meaning ‘ who should be called *, having regard

to the root,
4

bhas \ of the word ‘ bhasa \ It has been made
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clear in Chapter XII of the Glta-Rahasya (p. 510

to 527) that the mode of life of the Sthitaprajna is the

basis of the doctrine of Karma-Yoga, and from this fact

* the importance of the description which follows will

become apparent.]

The Blessed Lord said : (55) 0 Partha 1 when (a person)

abandons all desires (that is, vasana ) of his heart, and is

pleased by himself in his own self, then he is called a

Sthitaprajna. (56) He, whose heart is not agitated in the-

midst of calamities, who is void of longing in pleasures, and

from whom affection, fear, and wrath have departed, iff

called a Steady-in-Reason sage (sthitaprajna muni—Trans.)

(57) His Reason is (said to be) steady whose Mind is without

Attachment in all things, and who feels no exultation

or aversion about the agreeable or disagreeable which

befalls him. (58) When a person draws in (his) senses from

the objects (such as, sound, touch etc.) of the senses, as the

tortoise draws in its limbs (such as, hands, feet, etc.) from,

all sides, then his Reason is (said to be) steady. (59) The

objects of sense leave the foodless person, yet, the relish

(that is, .the sweetness) in them, does not leave him
;
but

after he has experienced the Parabrahman, (all the objects

together with) the relish also (in them), (that is, the objects

.the relish, in them) leaves him.
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[The senses are fed by food. Therefore, when a person

does not take food, or fasts, the senses become weak, and
incapable of enjoying their respective objects. But getting

rid in this way of the enjoyment of objects of sense, is the

external action of enforced weakness. The desire (relish)

for the objects of sense is not thereby reduced ; therefore*

one should acquire that Knowledge of the Brahman, by
which such Desire will be destroyed

;
when a person has thus

experienced the Brahman, his Mind, and at the same time,

his senses also come automatically under control ;
and it is

not necessary to fast or do anything else in order to obtain

control over the senses. That is what this stanza means.

And the' same meaning is clearly conveyed later on in

the stanzas in Chapter VI (See Gl. 6. 16, 17; as

also 3. 6, 7), where it is stated that the Yogin should eat

moderately, and that he should not give up food or pastime

altogether. In short, it must be borne in mind that the

Gita looks upon fasting and other practices, which weaken

the body, as one-sided, and therefore, eschewable; and lays

down the doctrine that, moderate food and pastime, and

the Knowledge of the Brahman, are the best means of

controlling the senses. Some commentators interpret the

word * rasa * in the stanza as meaning * the sweet, bitter*

and other tastes experienced by the tongue ’, and interpret

the stanza to mean that though one can overcome the

objects of the other senses by fasting, the relish of the

tongue, that is, the desire fox food and drink, is intensified,

instead of being destroyed, by fasting for many days ; and*

there is also a stanza to the same effect in the Bhagavata

(Bhag. 11. 8, 20). But in my opinion, -it is not correct to

interpret this stanza in the Gita in that way ; because, that

meaning becomes inconsistent with the second part of the

stanza. Besides, the word used in the Bhagavata is not
‘ rasa * but

4 rasamm *
;
and we also do not find there the

second part of the stanza in the Gita. It is, therefore, not

proper to consider the stanza in the Gita, as meaning the

same thing as the stanza in the Bhagavata. The Blessed

Lord now says in more explicit terms, in the two following

stanzas, that it is not possible to obtain complete control
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over the senses, except by the Eealisation of the

Brahman—]

(60) Because, 0 son of Kunti, these boisterous senses forcibly

carry away in an improper direction, the Mind of even the

intelligent person, who makes efforts merely (for controlling

the senses). (61) (Therefore), one should control all these

senses and become (yukta* (that is, yoga-yukta) and solely

devoted to Me, His Reason is (said to have become)

steady, whose senses are thus subject to his control.

[In this stanza, it is stated that one should obtain control

over the senses by moderate eating, and should at the same

time, become * matparayam \ that is, should fix Ms mind on

the Isvara, in order to obtain the Knowledge of the

Brahman
;
and the reason for that will be clear from my

interpretation of the 59th stanza. Even Manu has given

a warning to the man who merely controls his senses, when
he says:

“
balavan indnyagramo vidvamsam api karsati”

(Manu. 2. 245), (that is ,

"

the powerful group of the senses

drags about even the wise man”—Trans.); and the same

meaning is conveyed by the 60th stanza above. In short,

the implied import of these three stanzas (that is, 59, 60,

and 61—Trans. ) is as follows; namely that, one who
has to become a ‘ Sthitaprajna* must moderate his food

and pastimes, and acquire the Knowledge of the Brah-

man; that, the Mind becomes free from the slavery of

the senses only when one acquires the Knowledge of

the Brahman; and that, the device of mortifying the

body is only external and not efficacious ; and the words
4
matparayana ’ also give the first indication of 4he Path of

Brtilion (See Gi. 9. 34). The word
4

yukta \ which has been

used in the above stanza, means
4

one who has been perfected

by means of Yoga V In Gita 6. 17, the word
4

yukta * means
,^^toate 1

i. But tMs word is used in the Gita mostly to
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mean ‘ the person who has become an adept in bearing both

pain and pleasure with a placid mind, by practising the

Yoga of Equable Reason, which has been prescribed in the

Gita \ (Bee Gl. 5. 23). A person who has become an adept

in this way is known as a
1

sthitaprajfia \ and his state is

known as the ‘ siddhavastha * (the state of Perfection)
; that

state has been described at the end of this chapter,

and also again at the end of Chapter V and of Chapter XII.

The Blessed Lord has so far explained what is

necessary for becoming a Sthitaprajna, after having lost

pleasure in the objects of the senses. HE now first explains

in the following stanza how pleasure arises in the objects

of the senses, how this pleasure gives rise to the emotions of

Jcama (Desire), krodha (Anger), etc., how man is thereby ulti-

mately ruined, as also how it is possible to overcome them.]

(62) The sanga (that is, intimacy) of the man, who contem-

plates on the objects of the senses, with these objects

of sense, continually grows. From this intimacy, there

grows later on kdma (that is, the Desire to possess those

objects of the senses) ;
(and when there is an obstruction in

the matter of the satisfaction of this Desire) from this Desire^

there arises Anger; (63) from Anger, there arises saihmoha

(that is, Indiscrimination); from Indiscrimination, confused

memory ; from confusion of memory, destruction of

Reason; and from destruction of Reason, there arises

the total destruction (of the man). (64) But he (the man)*

.whose Atman '(that is, whose internal sense) is within his

control, is satisfied (in his Mind), though he moves about

among the objects of the senses, with senses which have

escaped from love and hate, and which are perfectly within
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his control. (65) When the Mind is satisfied, all his un-

happiness is destroyed, because the Reason of the man,

whose Mind is satisfied, is also immediately steadied.

[It must be borne in mind that these two stanzas

(that is, 64 and 65—-Trans ) clearly lay down the

following propositions, namely, (i) the Sthitaprajna does

not give up either Action or the objects of sense, but

merely the * sanga * (intimacy), and moves about among

the objects of the senses with an unattached frame of mind;

and that (ii) the peace of mind which he obtains is not the

result of giving up Action, but of giving up the Desire for

T’ruit of Action; because, except for this, there is no

difference between this Sthitaprajna and the Sthitaprajna

who follows the Path of Renunciation. Both of them need

the qualities of absence of Desire and peace of Mind; but

the Sthitaprajna of the Gita does not renounce Action, but

- desirelessly performs every kind of Action for universal

good, and the other Sthitaprajna does not do so : this is

the important difference between the two (See Gi. 3. £5).

But the commentators on the Gita, who favour the Path of

Renunciation, look upon this difference as a minor difference,

and for supporting their own doctrine, insist that the

description of a Sthitaprajna given here is of the Sthita-

prajna according to the Path of Renunciation. The Blessed

.
‘ Lord now describes those whose mind is not at peace, thereby

more fully describing the nature of the Sthitaprajna—]

The man, who is pot
\
yukta

\

(that is, who has not

beoerde yoga-yukia as mentioned above), possesses neither

.(steady) Reason, nor bhavam (that is, Nistha, or fixedness,

jjoi the shapq of a firm Reason) ;
who has ndt fixedness, ean

, tranquility ; /and how can he who is not tra^gpl,
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acquire happiness ? (6?) The Mind which follows in the

wake of the senses, which roam about (that is, move), (among

the objects of sense), enslaves the Reason of a man, just as

the wind (enslaves) a boat in the water. (68) Therefore,

O Arjuna ! his Reason is (said to have become) steady, whose

senses (are) controlled on all sides from the objects of sense.

[In short, control of the senses by means of the control of

the Mind is at the root of all means of reaching Perfection.

When the senses have become disintegrated on account of

the objects of sense and run in all directions, it is not

possible for a man even to get the desire of obtaining Self-

knowledge. As the desire is wanting, there is no resolute

endeavour in that direction, and then there is neither

tranquility nor happiness. Though this is what is meant,

control of the senses does not mean totally destroying the

senses and giving up all Action altogether ; and, as is stated

in the 64th stanza, the message of the Gita is that

one should perform all Action desirelessly, as has been

shown in Chapter IV of the Glta-RahasyaJ

(69) The Sthitaprajna is awake in that which is night for

everyone else ; and such a Jhanin looks upon that as night in

which every other living being is awake.

[This paradoxical description is metaphorical. Ingnorance

means ‘ darkness* and Knowledge means ‘light* (Gi. 14. 11).

That which the Ignorant dislike, that is, what to them is

darkness, is desired by the Jnanin; and that in which the

Ignorant are engrossed*—that is, what for them is light—

is ‘darkness* for the Jnanin, that is to say, he

does not want it. This is what is meant. For instance,
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a Jnanin looks upon desire-prompted Action con-

temptible, whereas ordinary people are steeped in such

Action; and that Desireless Action, which the Jnanin

likes, is disliked by others ]

-(70) Just as all water enters, from all sides, the sea, of which

the shores are not transgressed, though it is being filled on

•all sides, so is (true) tranquility obtained only by that person

who is entered by all objects of sense (without disturbing

his tranquility) ;
not by one, who desires the objects of sense

(is it possible that this tranquility is acquired.)

[This stanza does not mean that one should abandon

Action in order to attain tranquility
; what is meant is that

the minds of ordinary people are confused by the Hope of

Fruit, or by Desire, and their peace of mind is destroyed by
the Action they perform ; but the Mind of the man who has-

reached the Siddhavastha (the state of Perfection) is not

distressed by Hope of Fruit. Whatever the number of

Actions he has to perform, his peace of Mind is not

disturbed, and he performs them remaining as peaceful as

the sea ;
and he does not, therefore, suffer from pain or

happiness. (Bee stanza 64 above and Gi. 4. 19). The

Blessed Lord now summarises this subject, and tells Arjuna

what this state of the Sthitaprajna is called—]

(71) He alone acquires tranquility, who performs Action

having given up all Desire (that is, all Attachment) and.

become desireless, and who has not got mine-ness and

egoism.

-- [The word * carati
9

(performs Action) has been interpreted

commentators who support the doctrine of Benuneiation

~ai3leaning
4

goes about begging’; but, that interpretation

is wrong. - The meaning which has been given to the words

and
*

' in the 64th and the 67th stanzas*
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above must also be taken here. The Gita has nowhere

preached that the Sthitaprajna should become a mendicant.

On the other hand, it has been clearly stated in the 64th

stanza, that he should freely
4

move about among the objects

of sense’, keeping his senses under control Therefore, the

word
4

carati ’ must be interpreted here as
4

performs Action
’

or
4

takes part in worldly affairs \ Sri Samartha (Ramadasa)

has given, in the latter half of the Dasabodha, an excellent

description of how the ‘desireless scient’ (Sthitaprajna)

takes part in worldly affairs ; and the same is the subject-

matter of Chapter XIV of the Glta-Rahasya. ]

(72) O Partha 1 this is (called) that Brahmic state
;

having'

attained this, the man does not remain in ignorance ; and

remaining in this state even at the end (that is, at the

moment of death), he attains Release in the shape of
i brahmanirvana’ (that is, of merger in the Brahman).

[The Brahmic state is the ultimate and the best state in

Karma-yoga (See Gl. Ra. Ch. IX pp. 319 and 344) ;
and the

important point about it is, that when this state has been

reached, there is no more any Ignorance. This important

point is particularly mentioned here, because, even if a
man on any particular day experiences the Brahmic state

for a short time, he does not thereby get any permanent

benefit. Because, if that man is not in that state of mind
at the moment of death, he cannot escape re-birth according

to the desire which may be in his mind at the moment of

death (See Gl. Ra. p. 398). Therefore, in describing the

Brahmic state in this stanza, it is particularly mentioned

that the Sthitaprajna maintains this state of mind even at

the moment of death (cf. “antakale 'pi ”, that is, ‘ even at the

moment of death’). The importance of the Mind being

pure at the moment of death has been described in the

Upanisads (Chan. 3. 14. 1 ; Prasna. 3. 10.), and later on in

the Gita itself (Gl. 8. 5-10). As desire-prompted Action

is the reason for being re-born several times, it is clear

37—38
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that Desire should he annihilated at least at the moment
of death. And it naturally follows that in order that
Desire should be annihilated at the moment of death, one
must have practised the annihilation of Desire before one
reaches the point of death

; because, the act of destroying
Desire is extremely difficult, and it is not only difficult but
absolutely impossible for any one to be easily able to

annihilate Desire, except by ‘special divine blessing’.

(viseMrmgraka). The doctrine that Desire should be pure

at the moment of death has been accepted not only in the

Vedic religion but also in other religions (See Gita Ra,

p. 614.

)

Thus ends, the Second Chapter entitled Samkhya-
Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the

Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman, (that is, on

the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung, (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.

(As there is a description of the Samkhya or the

Samnyasa doctrine in the beginning of this Chapter, it is

called ‘ Samkhya-Yoga But one must not, on that

account, think that the whole of the chapter contains no

other subject. There are usually many subjects in one and

the same chapter ; but the chapter is named by reference

to the subject which is in the beginning, or is the most

important one in the chapter (See Glta-Rahasya Ch. XIV,

p. 625,1
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CHAPTER III.

[After the Blessed Lord had proved to Arjuna that the

dread which he had felt about killing Bhlsma, Drona, and

others was foolish, having regard to the immortality and

the non-lamentability of the Atman according to Samkhya

philosophy, and made to Arjuna a short exposition of his

own duty, the principal subject-matter of the Gita, namely,

the exposition of the Karma-Yoga, was started in the

Second Chapter; and, after stating that the only skilful

way, or Yoga, by which it was possible to perform Action

without incurring either merit or sin, was to perform it

with a disinterested frame of mind, there is given a

-description, at the end, of the Karma-Yogin Sthitaprajna,

whose Eeason has thus become Equable. But, that does not

exhaust the exposition of the Karma-Yoga. It is true that

if any act is performed with an equable frame of mind, one

does not incur sin. But, if it cannot be disputed that

Equability of Reason is superior to Action (Gl. 2. 49), then

it would be quite enough if one makes one’s Reason equable

like that of a Sthitaprajna ; and it does not follow that it

is necessary to perform Action. Therefore, when this

doubt bas been raised by Arjuna in the shape of a question,

the Blessed Lord lays down in this and in the next chapter,

that
4

Action must be performed ’.]

Arjuna said (1) 0 Janardana ! if it is Your opinion that

the (Equable-) Reason is superior to Action, then, 0 Kesava l

why are You engaging me in a terrible Action (of war) ?

<2) By this seemingly mixed (that is, double-meaninged)

advice, You are, so to say, confusing my understanding

;
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therefore, tell me definitely only that thing by which I shall

attain ireya (that is, bliss).

The Blessed Lord said (3) 0 sinless Arjuna 1 I have

said before (that is, in the Second Chapter) that in this worlds

the path is of two kinds : that of the Samkhyas, by the

Jnana-Yoga, and that of the Yogins, by the Karma-Yoga.

[I have translated the word 'pur

a

’= 4

before \ as meaning,
1

in the Second Chapter ’, and that is the straightforward

meaning: because, the Blessed Lord has, in the Second

Chapter, first described the Samkhya philosophy, and then

the Karma-Yoga philosophy. But, the word * pura ’ can

also be interpreted to mean ‘from the beginning of the

world’; because, where the Narayanlya or Bhagavata

religion has been described in the Mahabharata, it is stated

that the Blessed Lord created the two independent paths of

Samkhya and Yoga [mvrtti (Renunciation) and
^
pi'avrtti

(Action)], in the beginning of the world (See San. 340

and 347). As I have shown in great detail in Chapter XI of

the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 420 to 437) that (i) the word ‘ moksa
*

(Release) is to be taken as understood behind the word'

* nitfha that (ii)
‘ mstha

9

means ‘ that path by following

which one ultimately attains Release and that (iii) there

are only two such paths, according to the Gits, which are

independent of each other, and are not parts of each other*

I shall not repeat the same subject-matter here. The.

difference between these two paths has also been shown by
me in the form of a tabular statement at the end of

Chapter XI of the Glta-Rahasya (p. 491). The Blessed Lord

has thus mentioned the two paths of attaining Release.

No# He clearly defines the nature of that naisharmya-siddM

(Perfection by Desireless Action) which is incidental to

Jhem-4
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•(4) (But) It is not that a man attains naiskarmya (that is, per-

forming Action after destroying its binding force—Trans.)

by not commencing Action; nor does one attain Perfection by

merely making a Renunciation (tyaga) of Action; (5) because,

whoever he may be, he does not remain even for a moment
without performing (some or other) Action. The constituents

of Prakrti compel every being, that has become dependent, to

(always) perform (some or other) Action.

[Commentators, who support the Path of Renunciation,

have interpreted the word * naiskarmya ’ occurring in the

first part of this stanza, as meaning ‘ Jnana and in order

to support their own doctrine, they have interpreted the

stanza as meaning, “Knowledge is not acquired by not

starting Action, that is to say, Knowledge can be acquired

•only by performing Action, in as much as Action is the

instrument by means of which Knowledge can be

acquired But this interpretation is neither straight-

forward nor correct. The word * naiskarmya * occurs any

mumber of times both in the Vedanta and the Mimamsa
philosophies, and Suresvaracarya has even written a book

entitled Naiskarmya-siddhL But these principles of

Naiskarmya are not new, but have been in vogue from

before the time not only of Suresvaracarya but even of the

Sutras on the Mimamsa and the Vedanta. It need not be

said that Karma (Action) is necessarily binding. Therefore,

it is necessary to devise some means whereby the binding-

force or faults of Karma or Action can be destroyed,

in the same way as Doctors purify mercury by ‘killing’

it before it is used ; and the state of performing Action

by this device is known as ‘Naiskarmya’. As Action,

thus crippled, does not become an obstruction to Release,

how to acquire this state is an important question in

the science of Release. The Mimamsa school answers
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this question by saying that if one performs the * Daily
*

(mtya) ritual, daily, and the ‘Occasional* (naimithka)

ritual, when there is occasion for it, and eschews the
* Desire-prompted *

(kamya) and ‘ Prohibited * (msiddha) acts,

one will escape the bond of Action, and can without

difficulty obtain the
4

naiskarmyavastha ’ (the state of Absten-

tion from Action). But Vedanta science has proved that

this device of the Mlmamsa school is wrong; and this

'matter has been discussed in Chapter X of the Gita-Rahasya

(pp. 378, 379). There are others who maintain, that Action

(‘Karma*) will not bind a person, if he does not perform it,

and that therefore, one should abandon all Action, is order to

attain the state of Inaction (imskarmyavastha). In their opi-

nion
*

miskarmya* means ‘Absence of Action’ (karma-sunyata).

But it has been stated in the fourth stanza that this is not

correct, and that Perfection (fdddhi\ that is, Release (moksa

}

cannot be attained in that way ; and the reason for saying

so has been given in the fifth stanza. Even if one contem-

plates giving up of Action, yet, in as much as Action, like

sitting, sleeping etc., does not stop so long as the Body
exists (Gi. 5. 9 and 18. 11), no man whosoever can at any
time totally abstain from Action. Therefore, Naiskarmya
in the shape of total Abstention from Action is impossible.

In short, the scorpion of ‘ Karma ’ never dies. Therefore,,

one must devise some means whereby that scorpion will

become poisonless. The doctrine of the Gita is that this

device consists in destroying the Attachment which ties a

person to the Action, and this device has been later on
described several times in an exhaustive manner. But
even to this position an objection may be raised that r

though Xaiskarmya may not mean * total Abstention from
Action*

,
yet, in as much as, those who follow the Path of

Renunciation, obtain Release by giving up all Action, the

giving up of all Action is necessary for obtaining Release.

But to this line of reasoning the reply of the Gita is that,

though the followers of the Path of Renunciation attain

Release, that is not because they have given up Action

;

for, their attaining Release is the result of their Jnana
Pynowiedge). If Release were to be obtained merely by
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abstaining from Action, even a stone ought to obtain it

Therefore, the following three facts stand proved, namely*

(1) Naiskarmya does not mean total Abstention from

Action
; (2) no one can possibly give up Action even if he

says that he will do so ;
and (3) giving up Action is not a

means for obtaining Siddhi (Perfection) ;
and this is what

has been stated in the above stanza When these three

conclusions have been arrived at, the only way in which

Naiskarmya-siddhi (Perfection by Desireless Action) can

be attained is, by not giving up Action, but continually

performing Action after destroying the
*

asakfi
9

(Attach-

ment) by means of Jnana (Knowledge) Because, though

Jnana alone does not give Release, yet, in as much as it is

impossible to totally abstain from Action, it is necessary

to perform Action, after having destroyed one’s Attach-

ment (asakti) to Action, in order to get rid of the Bond

of Action. This is what is known as
4 KABMA-YOGA ’

;

and the Blessed Lord now says that this method, which

combines Jnana (Knowledge) with Karma (Action) is of

higher importance, that is, superior—]

(6) That fool, who merely controls the Action (of the hands

and feet etc.), but continually thinks by his Mind ofthe objects

of the senses, is called miihyacara (that is, a hypocrite).

(7) But the worth of that man, who controls his senses by

means of his Mind, and starts the Karma-Yoga by means

(solely) of the organs of Action, with an unattached Reason

is, 0 Arjuna ! very great.

[ These two stanzas amplify the statement in the pre-

vious chapter that: ‘in the Karma-Yoga, the Reason is

superior to Action’ (Gl. 2. 49). This stanza clearly says

that the man, whose Mind is not pure, but who restrains

the activities of his organs of Action only out of fear of

others, or in order that other persons should call him good*
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is not really a virtuous man, but a hypocrite. Those who

point to the dictum: “kalau Icarta ca hpyate ”
,
that is,

“in the Kaliyuga, fault is found not with Reason, hut with

the Action” f and who say that, whatever the state of one’s

Reason, one’s Action should not be bad, should carefully

note the principle laid down in the above stanza of the

Oita. It becomes clear from the 7th stanza, that the name
* Karma-Yoga ’ has been given in the Gita only the ‘ Yoga

of performing Action desirelessly Some supporters of

the Path of Renunciation interpret this stanza as meaning

that though this Karma-Yoga may be superior to the Path

of Hypocrisy described in the 6th stanza, yet, it is not

.superior to the Path of Renunciation. But this argument

is only a doctrine-supporting argument; because, the

doctrine that Karma-Yoga is more worthy than, or superior

fo, the Path of Renunciation has been laid down not only

in this stanza, but again in the beginning of Chapter V,

as also in several other places (Gita-Ra. p. 425 and 426).

As the Karma-Yoga is, in this way, proved to be superior,

the Blessed Lord now advises Arjuna to follow that Path

only—]

(8) Perform the Action which has been niyata (that is,

prescribed), (according to your dhaima) ; because, it is better

to perform Action than not to perform Action
;

(see) besides,

(that), if you do not perform Action, (you will not get even

food to eat and) even the Body will not be maintained.

[By the words ‘ besides * and ‘even’ (cf. :
“ api ca ”) it has

been shown that
4

keeping alive the body (sarira-yatra) is a

very secondary object. How the Blessed Lord starts the

subject of Sacrificial Ritual (yajna-karma) in order to show

what Action is
4

niyata * that is,
4

prescribed’, and for what

other important reasons that Action has to be performed.

As the Sruti religion of sacrificial ritual has now become

extinct, readers do not now-a-days attach much importance

to this subject. But, as these Yajnas and Yagas (that is,
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sacrificial ritual) were in full swing in the days of the

Gita, those were the things which were principally under-

stood by the word * Karma *
; and it was, therefore, neces-

sary to expound in the Gita whether this religious ritual

should be performed or not, and, if so, in what way.

Besides, it must be borne in mind, that the word
4

Yajna
*

does not mean only
4

the Jyotistoma and other Yajnas

prescribed by the Srutis ’ or,
4

sacrificing something or other

into the Fire ( agni)\ (Gi. 4. 32). The word
4

Yajna

’

embraces all Action, which was enjoined by Brahma-

fieva on all created beings, in accordance with the four

different castes, after he had created the Cosmos, in order to

achieve the smooth running of the Cosmos, that is to say,

for
t

lokasamgraha
>

(universal welfare), (Ma. Bha, Anu. 48, 3;

and Gi. fta. pp. 400-408)
;
and these very rites have been

described in our religious texts ( dharma-sastra ), and are

what are here meant by the word ‘ niyata ’ (prescribed rites).

’Therefore, though the sacrificial ritual of the Srutis is

now extinct, this exposition of the cycle of Yajnas cannot

be said to be meaningless in these days. From the point

of view of religion, all this ritual has been prescribed

because, it is
4

karnya that is, in order that man should

thereby derive benefit and become happy. But in the second

chapter above (Gi. 2. 41-44) is stated the doctrine that these

purposeful or desire-prompted rites of the Mlmamsakas

obstruct Belease, that is to say, are inferior in worth. And
here it is shown that it is necessary to perform that very

ritual. Therefore, the Blessed Lord has explained in an

exhaustive manner in the following stanzas how the good

or evil contact or binding effect of these Actions can be

made to disappear, and how the Naiskarmyavasths (state

<of Desireless Activity) is reached while performing Action

;

and all this is consistent with the Narayaniya or

Bhagavata religion described in the Bharata ]

(9) This world is bound by Action other than that which

is performed for the Yajna
;
perform (even) the Action (to be
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performed) for at, (that is, for the Yajria), abandoning the*

Attachment or Hope of Fruit.

[ In the first half of this stanza is given the doctrine of

the Mimamsa school, and in the other half, the doctrine of

the GitA The Mimamsa school says that in as much as the

ritual of Yajnas and Yagas has been placed on everybody’s

shoulders by the Vedas themselves, and in as much as

this cycle of Yajnas is necessary in order that the affairs

of the world created by the Isvara should go on smoothly,

nobody can give up Action (ritual) ;
and that if he does so,

he is to be looked upon as lost to the religion of the Srutis.

But it is a doctrine of the Law of Causality (karmavipaka-

prakriya) that, man has to suffer the consequences of each

one of his acts ;
and according to this doctrine, it follows

that man has to suffer the good or bad consequences of even,

the Action performed by him for the Yajna. To this the*

reply of the Mimamsa school is that, in as much as the

Vedas themselves have enjoined the performance of the

‘Yajnas’, and in as much as all Action which has to be

done for the purpose of the Yajiia must consequently be

deemed to be acceptable to the Isvara, such Action cannot

be a source of bondage to the doer ; but any other Action,

performed for any purpose except for a Yajna, e. g., for

one’s own living, is an act not for the purpose of a Yajna*

but merely for the benefit of oneself. Therefore, the-

Mimamsa school refers to such Action as ‘ puru§artha-

karma ’ (Action performed for oneself)
;
and it has laid down

that every person must suffer the consequences, good or

evil, of all such Action, that is, of Action other than that

performed for the purposes of a Yajna, or in other words, of

Purusartha-karma
;
and this is the proposition referred ta

in the first line of the above stanza (Gi. Ra. Oh. Ill, pp. 72“

to 75). The meaning, which some commentators arrive

at, by taking ‘Yajna’ to mean ‘Visnu’ (which is a secondary

interpretation) so as to explain ‘Yajnartha’ as meaning

‘for the sake of Visnu’, or ‘in order to dedicate it to the

* Parame§vara’, is, according to me, a stretched and uncouth

-'hjganing. But here a question arises, namely : if a man
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does no other Action except what is necessary for the

performance of a Yajna, does he escape the bondage of

Action? For, Yajna is also an Action, and one cannot

escape the fruit of it in the shape of obtaining heaven*

mentioned in the Sastras. And it has been clearly stated

in Chapter II of the Gita ( Gl 2. 40-44 and 9. 20, 21 ),

that this Fruit in the shape of obtaining Heaven is

obstructive to Release. Therefore, in the second part of

the above stanza, it has been again emphasised that even

the prescribed (myata) ritual, which a man has to perform

for the purposes of a Yajna, should be performed by him

without entertaining the Hope of Fruit, that is to say,

merely as a duty; and the same doctrine has been

propounded later on when the *sattvika sacrifice’ has been

defined ( Gl. 17. 11 and 18. 6 ). When in this way all

Actions are performed for the purposes of a Yajna, and that

too without entertaining the Hope of Fruit, (1) they cannot

affect a person adversely in any other way, according to

the Mlmamsa doctrine, because they have been performed

for the purpose of a Yajna, and (2) one does not thereby

obtain the Sastric, yet non-permanent, Fruit in the shape

of heaven, as they have been performed ‘without enter-

taining the Hope of Fruit’, but attains Release. Such is

[* the import of this stanza ; and the same meaning has been

again emphasised later on in the 19th stanza, as also in the

23rd stanza of Chapter IY. In short, the doctrine of the

Mlmamsa school that “one should perform Action for the

purposes of the Yajna, as it has not a binding effect”, has

been amended and amplified by the Bhagavadglta as;

“even the Action to be performed for the purposes of the

Yajna, should be performed without entertaining the Hope

of Fruit”. But even to this position an objection is raised,

by asking whether it is not better, for obtaining Release by

escaping the bond of Karma, that one should take

Samnyasa (renounce the world) and give up all ritual,

rather than go through the useless effort of amending this

doctrine of the Mlmamsa school, and keeping alive the duty

of a householder to perform Yajnas and Yagas. The clear

answer of the Bhagavadglta to this is in the negative

;
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because, but for the cycle of Yajnas, the affairs of the

world will not go on. Nay
;
this cycle has been created

by Brahmadeva in the beginning of the world in order to

maintain the world ;
and in as much as the well-being or

the welfare of the world is what is desired by the Blessed

Lord, no one can escape the performance of this Yajha-

ritual. And this very import is embodied in the next

stanza. In reading this chapter, my readers must bear in

mind that the word ‘Yajna’ has not been used in the narrow

meaning of the Yajna prescribed by the Srutis, but that it

includes the Yajnas prescribed by the Smrtis as also all

worldly Action prescribed for the four castes, according to

their respective authority. J

(10) In ancient days, Brahmadeva created living beings

( praja ) together with the Yajna and said (to them) :
fBy

means of this (Yajna), may you grow
;
may this be to you a

Mma-dhenu (that is, something which fulfils all desires).

(11) By this Yajfia, do you give pleasure (that is, prosperity)

to the gods ;
(and) may those gods (in return) give you

pleasure (that is, prosperity)
;

pleasing each other (in this

ay), may you (both) attain the highest sreya (that is,

benefit); (12) because, the gods, being satisfied by the

Yajfia, will give you (all) desired enjoyments. He who

•enjoys ( by himself alone ) what has been given by them, not

giving it (back) to them, is indeed a thief’.

[After Brahmadeva created this Universe that is, the

world of the gods and all the other worlds,he was filled with

anxiety as to how all these worlds would be maintained.

He, therefore, performed austere religious practices for a

thousand years ; and having thereby pleased the Blessed

(the Blessed Lord) created the Activistic cycle
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of Yajnas for the maintenance of all these worlds, and

directed both the gods and the men to follow that arrange-

ment and thereby protect each other : such is the

description given in the NarSyanlya doctrine mentioned in

the Mahabharata ( Ma. Bha. San, 340, 38 to 62 ) ; and the

same has been repeated in the above stanza, slightly

differently and with minor verbal alterations. This fort-

ifies the proposition that the doctrine enunciated in the

Activistic Bhagavata religion is propounded in the Gita.

But, as the Bhagavata religion considered the slaughter of

animals included in the Yajnas as objectionable (Ma Bha.

San. 336 and 337), Yajnas by sacrifice of wealth took the

place of the sacrifice of animals; and ultimately, the

opinion that the Yajna by means of prayer (japayajfla), or

by means of Knowledge ( jnana-yajna ) was the most

superior Yajna, came into vogue (Gl. 4. 23-33). It is clear

that the word ‘Yajna* means, all the Action (duties) prescri-

bed for the four castes; and that this Yajna-ritual or Yajna-

cabra (cycle of Yajnas) has to be kept going without a

hitch in the interests of the maintenance of society (Manu.

1. 87). Nay, the ‘Yajna-caftm* (cycle of Yajnas) mentioned

later on in the 28th stanza is a kind of universal service

(lokosawgraha), (See Gl Ra. Ch. XI). It is, therefore, stated

even in the Smrtis that the Action productive of universal

welfare, which the Blessed Lord thus created in the

beginning of the world for the welfare both of the world of

men and of the world of gods, should necessarily be kept

going ; and the same meaning has been made perfectly

clear in the next stanza. ]

(13) Those good men, who partake of what remains after the*

performance of the Yajna, are redeemed from all sin. But

those, who (without performing the Yajna) cook (food) for

themselves (only), such sinful persons eat only sin.

[ In the Rg-Veda hymn 10. 117. 6, the same meaning is

conveyed
; and it is stated that : “ndrymayam pusyati no

sakhayam kemlagho bhavati kevcdadi that is, “he who does
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not feed the
e

aryama’, that is, the friend, hut eats alone,

should be looked upon as a sinner”. Similarly, there are

to be found such stanzas in the Manu-Smrti, as : “agham sa

kevalam bhunkte yah pacatyatmakarayM \ yajmsistasamm hy

etat satam annam udhiyate” ll (3. 118), that is, “He who cooks

(food) only for himself, eats only sin
; what remains over

after the performance of the Yajna is called amrt and what

remains oyer after everybody else has eaten (bhukta-sesa

)

is called wdhas” (Manu. 3. 285) ;
and that food alone is the

proper food for respectable people ( see, Gi. 4. 31 ). The

Blessed Lord now gives a more detailed explanation of how

the Yajna is necessary for the maintenance of the world, or

how the world depends on the performance of Yajnas,

instead of the Yajna and other ritual being merely for the

purpose of burning rice and sesamum into the fire, or

merely for the purpose of obtaining heaven— ]

.(14) Living beings come into existence from food ; food

results from ram ; rain results from the Yajna ; and the Yajna

results from Karma (that is, ritual—Trans.).

[ Even the Manu-Smrti describes the origin of man, and

of the food necessary for his sustenance, in the same way.

The stanza in the Manu-Smrti is : “the oblation made into the

Fire in a Yajna reaches the Sun, and then rain results from

the Sun, that is, ultimately from the Yajna ; food results

from the rain, and life, from food” (Manu. 3. 76) ; and the

same stanza appears in the Mahabharata (Ma. Bha. San.

262. 11). In the Taittirlya Upanisad (2. 1), this evolution

is taken even further back, and the order of evolution is

given as : “from the Paramatman was first born ether ; and

^afterwards, air, fire, water, and earth came into existence,

, one after the other ; and from the earth spring the vegeta-

bles, and from the vegetables, man”* Therefore, the

Blessed Lord, consistently with that order of creation, takes

the.eyolution of created beings, which, in the last stanza

1^ #been brought as far as Karma, still further back to
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Prakrfci (Nature or Matter), and behind Prakrti, right upto

the Imperishable (aksara) Brahman ]

{15) Know (that) the origin of Action (is) from the Brahman

{that is, from Prakrti', and this Brahman has sprung out of

the aksara * (that is to say, from the Paramesvara) ; there-

fore, ( know that ) the All-pervading Brahman is always

^primarily worshipped' (adhisthita—Trans) in the Yajna.

[Some commentators interpret the word ‘Brahman’ in this

stanza, not as Prakrti, but as Veda. Although this inter-

pretation would be correct in the meaning that “the Brah-

man, that is, the Vedas, originate from the Paramesvara”,

yet, the words “the All-pervading Brahman is in the

Yajna”, do not become intelligible according to that

interpretation. Therefore, the meaning of the word
4

Brah-

man’, given in the Ramanujabhasya, consistently with its

meaning in tha stanza,
“ mama yomr mahat brahma

”

Gl. 14. 3), (where it means Prakrti), namely, ‘Prakrti, which

is the Fundamental Substance of the world’ appeals to me

as better. Besides, the description, “ anutjajnam jagat sarvam

yajnas canujagat sadci ”, that is, “the Yajna is followed

by the world, and the world is followed by the Yajna”,

which appears in the Santiparva of the Mahabharata,

where the chapter of Yajnas is going on (San. 267, 34),

also becomes consistent with the present stanza, if the word

is taken to mean Prakrti. For, I have explained at con-

siderable length in Chapters VII and VIII of the Glta-

Rahasya, that the world is nothing but Prakrti, as also

how Prakrti springs from the Paramesvara, and how the

entire activity of the world springs from the three-con-

stituent8d Prakrti. Besides, there is a description even

* in the Purusasukta that the Gods created the world by first

performing a Ya^na. ]

* ‘aksara
1

}
means Hhe Imperishable’—*Trans.
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(16) The life of that man who does not move the cycle:

(that is, the cycle (<cakra), whether of Action, or of sacrificiaL

ritual), which has thus been started (for the maintenance of

the world), is sinful; and the existence, 0 Partha ! of this

slave of the senses (that is, of the person, who enjoys all

by himself, without giving anything to the gods) is worthless.

[ It has thus been proved that sacrificial Action, or the

respective duties of the four castes, have been created by

Brahmadeva—and not by man—and that these duties are

necessary both for keeping the world going on (stanza 14),

as also for maintaining oneself (stanza 8); and that,,

therefore, the Cycle of Sacrifice ( yajm-cakra ) has got to be

continually kept going on in this world, unattachedly.

That is to say, I have shown how the Karma-kanda in the

Mlmamsa philosophy, or in the * trayl clharma ’ has been

left untouched in the Glta-religion by the device of the

Unattached Reason (See Gita-Rahasya, Ch. XI, pp. 478-

to 482). But some commentators belonging to the School

of Renunciation take exception to this by saying that,

as the Self-Knower ( atma-jndmn

)

obtains Release in this

world, and as he has already acquired here all that is to be

acquired, it is not necessary for him to perform any Action

whatsoever in the world, nor should he perform Action,

Therefore, the Blessed Lord now gives in the three following

stanzas the answer of the Gita to that objection—]

(17) But, for the man who is merged only in the Atman,

content in the Atman, and pleased with the Atman, nothing

(as of his own) remains (in balance). (18) Similarly, here

(that is, in this world) he has nothing to gain whether by

,45 by not doing (any particular thing); and thereto

tsr wrier sug^d'iTcfi^
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no purpose (as of his own) which is mixed up with all created

beings; (19) tasmdt, (that is, because the Jfianm does not

in .this way set store by anything in this world), you too

do not have any Attachment (to the Fruit), but perform (your)

duty ; because, the man who performs Action, having given

up Attachment, attains the highest (state).

[As commentators have very much distorted the meaning

of these three stanzas (17 to 19), I will first explain their

plain meaning. These three stanzas form really speaking

only one sentence, in the shape of a reason and an inference.

Out of these, the 17th and 18th stanzas first show the

reasons generally given for the Jnanin not performing

Action; and the inference drawn by the Gita is stated

in the 19th stanza, which starts with the word * tasmat
*

(that is, * therefore ’), which shows the inference. It has been

clearly stated in the 4th and 5th stanzas in the beginning

of this chapter, that the Actions of sleeping, sitting, getting

up, nay, of existing itself etc., cannot be given up in this

world, even if one wants to do so; and that, therefore,
‘
ncdskarmya

'

is not achieved by giving up Action, nor is

such Renunciation of Action any means for attaining

Perfection ( siddhi ). Rut the argument advanced against

this point of view by the School of Renunciation Is: “It'

is not that we give up Action in order to obtain Perfection.

Whatever anybody does in this world, "he does it either

for his own gain or for the gain of another. But the

highest ideal of every man, namely, the Siddhavastha

(State of Perfection), or Moksa (Release), is attained by
a Jnanin as a result of Knowledge

; and therefore, as there

does not remain any more anything else .which he has to

acquire (stanza 17), it is all the same to him. whether he
perforins a particular Action or does not perform it. Very
well, if it is said that he must perform such Action for the

benefit of other people, then he has nothing to do with

other people (stanza 18). Then, why should he perform

39—40
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in the same words as the Gita ; and it is stated in the

second line that, “why should I insist on not performing
Action ? I am performing whatever befalls me according
to the Sastras” Also, a little higher up, the Yoga-Vasistha
has borrowed verbatim from the Gita the stanza: “naiva

{
tasya krtenartho” etc., and in the next stanza, it says:

yad yatha ndrna sampannam tat tathastv itarma Jam ”, that

is, * therefore, (the jlvan-mukta) performs whatever befalls

him, and does not pay attention to anything else”. (Yo-

6 TJ. 125. 49, 50). Not only in the Yoga-Vasistha, but

also in the Ganesagita, where the same meaning is to be

conveyed, the stanza is :

kimcid asya na sadhyam syat sarvajantusu sarvada \

afo ’saktataya bhupa kartavyam Jcarma jantubhh u

(Ganesagita 2. 18),

that is, “there is nothing left for him to earn from other

living beings
;
for this reason (atah >, 0 Raja 1 everybody

has to perform his duties with an unattached Reason”.

From this it will be clear that the mutual relation between

the three stanzas as showing respectively the reason and

the inference, as stated by me, is correct. As the Yoga-

Vasistha gives in one stanza what is shown in three
*

stanzas in the Gita, there remains no room for doubting

the relation of reason and inference in that stanza. This

line of reasoning of the Gita has been later on adopted

by the Buddhist writers of the Mahayana sect(Gl. Ra.

pp. 798 and 816). The Blessed Lord now gives an

illustration for emphasising the statement made above

that, there no more remains any self-interest for the person
'

who has attained Knowledge ; that, he must perform Ms

duties with a desireless Reason ;
and that, Desireless Action

'of this kind ends in Release, instead of obstructing it ]

(20) Janaka and others thus attained Release by

performing Action. In the same way, it is proper that you

awsBild perform. Action, keeping an eye to universal welfare.
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[ The first part of this stanza contains an illustration of

how Release is attained by means of Desireless Action;

and a different subject-matter has been started from the

second part of this stanza. It has been proved that

although a Jnanin has nothing to do with other people,

yet, as such a person cannot escape the performance of

Action, he must perform Action desirelessly. Although

the argument that, ‘since one cannot escape the perform-

ance of Action, one must perform it ’, may be perfectly

logical, yet, it does not satisfy ordinary persons as much
as it should. They are afraid in their minds that Action

is to be performed merely because it is unavoidable, and

that nothing else is to be gained thereby. Therefore, the

Blessed Lord starts the second part of the stanza in order

to show that securing universal welfare by one’s Action is

a real ideal to be reached in this world by the Jnanin.

This is the reason for the words ‘ evapi ’ in the phrase

* lokasamgraham evapi' \ and these words clearly show that

a different subject has now been commenced. The word
‘ loka

'

in the phrase
4

lokasamgraha ’ has a comprehensive

meaning, and includes the putting, not only mankind, but

the entire world, on a proper path, and making a
4

samgraha * of it, that is, maintaining, feeding, protecting,

and defending it in a proper way, without allowing it to

be ‘ destroyed. As these and other matters have been

dealt with by me in an exhaustive manner, in Chapter XI
of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 455 to 467), I shall not deal with

them again here. The Blessed Lord now first explains why
this duty or right of achieving

4

lokasamgraha ’

(universal welfare) falls to the lot of the Jnanin—]

(21) Ordinary people do what is done by the Exalted

(that is, by the Self-Realised Karma-Yogin). That thing

which is accepted by him as correct is followed by people, -

[ The Taittirlya Upanisad, after first giving the advice,

‘ satyam vada ’ (speak the truth),
4

dharmam earn' (act

righteously) says :

44

if you are in doubt how to act in any
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particular contingency of life, act as the knowing, Yoga-

practising, religious Brahmin acts in that matter
”

(Tai. 1. 11. 4); and a stanza to the same effect also appears

in the Narayanlya-dharma (Ma. Bha. San. 341, 25). The

Marathi stanza of Sri Samartha,
4

jasa vartato lokakcdyana-

kart [ jagim vartati sarvahi tya prakarim ”, (that is, “as the

public benefactor acts, so also do all act in the world”

—

Trans.), is nothing but a translation of this stanza. This
* lokakalyaruikarV person (1 e., ‘public benefactor ’—Trans.)

erf Sri Samartha is the
4

irestha ’ Karma-Yogin of the Gita.

The word ‘ srestha * does not mean a Self-Realised Ascetic

( atrm-jnanin samnyadn ), (See Gl. 5. 2). The Blessed Lord

now points to Himself as an illustration, for further

emphasising the proposition that although a Self-Realised

person may have got over his selfishness, he does not escape

the performance of Actions for public welfare— ]

(22) 0 Partha l (see this that,) there is left no duty

(of mine) in the three worlds for Me ; nor ia there any not.

acquired (thing left) to acquire; yet, I am performing Action *

(23) because, if I, giving up idleness, do not take part

in Action, then, O Partha 1 all men will follow in all respects

the path followed by Me. (24) If I do not perform Action,

these worlds will become utsanna (that is, extinct); I shall

be the cause of saihkara (that is, caste-confusion—Trans.);

and these created beings will be destroyed by my hands.

. [The Blessed Lord has made clear in this stanza in a very

n|ce way that
4

lokasamgraha ’ (universal welfare) is not

some humbug,- So also does the illustration of Himself

given by the Blessed Lord fully bear out the inter-

pretation put by me on stanzas 17 to 19 above, namely, that.
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though, no duty remains to be performed for the Jnanin

(for himself), after he has acquired Knowledge, yet, he must

perform all Action desirelessly. Nay, otherwise this illus-

tration will be out of place and meaningless (See GL
Ra. pp. 446-7). The important difference between the

Samkhya path and the Karma-Yoga path is that the

Jnanins following the Samkhya path do not attach the

slightest importance to what will become of the world if

the cycle of Yajnas come to an end, and they give up all

Action, whereas the Jnanins following the Karma-Yoga

path keep performing all their various Actions, according

to their respective religion (dharma), for the purpose 'of

universal welfare ( lokasamgraha ), looking upon it as

an objective of the utmost importance and necessity, and

though they may not need to perform such Actions for-

their own benefit. (See Gita Rahasya, Chapter SI, p. 491).

The Blessed Lord has thus told Arjuna what He Himself

does. HE now shows in the following stanzas the difference

between the Actions of the Jnanin (scient) and the Ajnanin

(ignorant), and explains what a Jnanin has to do in order

to reform the Ajnanin— ]

(25) 0 Arjuna
!

(therefore) the Jnanin who desires

to achieve universal welfare must behave in the same way as

Ajnanins, who are attached to (worldly) Action, but having

given up Attachment. (26) The Jnanin should not unsettle

the buddhi (that is, Faith—Trans.) of Ajnanins attached to

Action, but should (himself) become yukla (that is, yoga-

yukta), and a performer of all Actions, and make others

perform them willingly.

[This stanza means that one should not unsettle the

faith, or conviction of the Ajnanins (ignorant), and the same
direction is again given in the 29th stanza. But, this does

not mean that people are to be kept in ignorance. In the
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25th stanza, it has been stated that the Jnanin must achieve

universal welfare ( loJcasamgraha ) ;
and ‘universal welfare’

means enlightening people. But to this an objection may
be raised that though

‘

lolcasamgrahd

'

may be a duty, yet, it

is not necessary on that account that a Jnanin should

personally perform Action
;
and it will be quite enough if

he imparts wisdom to people. To this objection, the Blessed

Lord replies that : ‘if knowledge is merely orally imparted

to those persons, who have not got into the firm habit of

righteous Action, (and ordinary people belong to this

category), we see that they make use of that Knowledge of

the Brahman for supporting their own misdeeds ; and they

talk nonsense, saying, “such and such a Jnanin says so”

Besides, if a Jnanin absolutely gives up all Action, that

becomes an illustration for the Ajnanin to become idle.

When people thus become wicked in thought, or mischievous,

or idlers, a
‘

buddhi-bheda ’ is said to have taken place ; and

it is not proper that a Jnanin should in this way unsettle

{make a bheda of) the conviction (buddh) of other people.

Therefore, the Gita has laid down the important doctrine

that, it is an important duty of a man who has become a

Jnanin, to remain himself in worldly life, for the purpose

of LoJcasamgraha
,
that is, in order to make people wise, and

put them on the righteous path, and thus to give a living

example to others of performing righteous, that is, Desireless

Action, and make them act righteously. (Bee Gita-Rahasya

pp. 561-2). But some commentators disregard this import of

the Gita, and put a perverse interpretation on this stanza to

mean: “the Jnanin should hypocritically perform the same

acts which are performed by the Ajnanins, in order that the

Ajnanins should remain Ajnanins, and perform Actions ”
1

As if the Gita has been written in order to teach people

hypocrisy; and in order to keep people in ignorance and

make them perform Actions like beasts! Those persons,

who firmly believe that Jnanins should not perform Action

will naturally look upon
*

lokommgraha ’ as hypocritical.

But, that is not the true message of the Gita. The Blessed

Lord says that * loJcasamgraha’ is one of the important

duties.of a Jnanin, and that a Jnanin must perform Action
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not for keeping people in ignorance, but in order to place

before them an excellent example, and to thereby improve

them, (See Gita-Rahasya, Chapters XI and XII). To

proceed further ; there is the likelihood of a doubt that if a

Self-Realised Jnanin begins to do all worldly Actions in

this way for universal welfare, he too will become an

Ajnanin. Therefore, the Blessed Lord now shows the

difference between the conduct of a Jnanin and an Ajnanin,

though both may take part in worldly life, as also what the

Ajnanin has to learn from the Jnanin— ]

(27) Though all Actions take place as a result of the consti-

tuents (sattvctj rajas
, and tamas) of Prakrti, the (Ajnanin per-

son) befooled by egoism looks upon himself as the doer. (28)

But, O mighty-armed Arjuna 1 he (the Jnanin), who realises

the principle that the constituents, as also Actions, are both

different .from himself, and that all this is nothing but the

mutual inter-play of the constituents, does not become

attached to it. (29) People befooled by the constituents of

Prakrti become attached to the constituents and to Actions

;

such non-scient and dull-minded people should not be spoiled

by the Jnanins (by putting them on a wrong path by
abandoning Action themselves).

[This stanza repeats the exposition made in the 26th

stanza. The propositions laid down in the above stanzas,

namely : Prakrti and the Atman are different from each

other; Prakrti or Maya does everything, the Atman does

nothing; and he, who has Realised this, is the true Buddha'

or 'jnanin' etc., form part of the Kapila-Samkhya philosophy

;

and the reader is referred to ‘the exhaustive exposition of

this subject made in the seventh chapter of the Gita-Rahasya

(pp. 222 to 226). Many persons interpret the 28th stanza as
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meaning that the 'guyati, that is, the ‘senses’, rove about in

the 'gunali, that is, the ‘objects of the senses’. This interpreta-

tion is not incorrect
;
because, the eleven organs of sense and

the five ‘objects of the senses’ (that is, usaya), such as, ‘sabcla

(sound), ‘ sparsa ’ (touch) etc. form part of the 23 qualities of

the original Prakrti according to Samkhya philosophy
;
but I

think that, the statement, “ guna gunesu vartante ”, has been,

made with reference to all the twenty-four qualities (Gl. 13.

19-22; and 14. 23). I have translated those words literally

and in an exhaustive way. And saying that, although the*

Jnanin and the Ajnanin may both perform the .same act,

yet, there is a great difference between them from the point

of view of Reason (See Gita-Rahasya, pp. 430 and 450), the

Blessed Lord now advises as follows, by way of summarising

all this exposition— ]

(30) (For this reason, O Arjuna ! ) making a ‘ samnyasa ”

(that is, dedication) of all Actions to Me * with a mind fixed

on the Highest Self’ (that is, with an adhyatmabuddhi—
Trans.), and giving up Hope (for the Fruit) as also Mine-ness,.

fight, without any mental perturbation.

[ The Blessed Lord now explains the result of acting

according to this advice and of not so acting— ]

(31) Those devout (persons), who always act according

to this advice of Mine, without finding fault with it, they too

become free from Karma, (that is, from the bonds of Karma).

(32)

But, know that those, who do not act according to this

My teaching, finding fault with it with a fault-finding vision,

such 1 sarvajnana-vimudha * (that is, utter fools), thoughtless,

persons, ate utterly ruined.

[The description of .the consequences of following or not

following Karma-Yoga, given above to prove that the
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Kaama-Yoga, which prescribes Desireless Action, is the

best, clearly shows wh%t the doctrine propounded by the

Gits is. In order to supplement this disquisition on the

Karma-Yoga, the Blessed Lord now describes the strength

of Prakrti (inherent nature), and the control of the senses

necessary for resisting that power— ]

(33) Even the Jnanin acts according to the natural

tendency of his Prakrti
;

all created beings act according to

the inclination of (their respective) Prakrtis; (in these

circumstances) what can restraint (that is, pressure) do ?

(34) The liking and repulsion between the senses and

the objects of sense (such as, sound, touch, etc.) are both

vyavasthita (that is, fundamentally fixed). One should not

become subject to this affection and repulsion, because, they

are the (highway-robbing) enemies of men.

[ The word ‘ nigraha * in the 33rd stanza does not mean
mere * control hut means

4
coercion \ or * insistence \ The

Gita favours the proper control of the senses. What is

meant here is that it is not possible to totally destroy the

natural tendencies of the senses by self-coercion or

persistence. For instance, so long as the body exists* a

man leaves his home to go and beg when he is hungry,

however much he may be a Jnanin or wise, because hunger,

thirst, etc. are natural tendencies. Therefore, this stanza

means that the duty of a wise man lies, not in uselessly

determining to totally kill the senses by force, but in

keeping them within his control by
4

samyamana J

(concentration), and turning his natural tendencies to

universal welfare. Similarly, it is quite clear from the

word
4

vyavasthita ’ in the 34th stanza that pain and
happiness are two independent emotions, and that the one

is not the absence of the other (Gl. Ba. Oh. IY pp. 136 and

182). In the incessant activity of Prakrti, that is, of the
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creation, it very often happens that we have to do things,

which we do not want to do (G-1. 18. 59). It is impossible

for us to refuse to perform them. On these occasions, the
Jnanin performs these acts with a desireless frame of mind
and purely as a matter of duty, and remains untouched by
the sin or the merit of the Action, whereas, the Ajnanin
becomes Attached to these things and thereby suffers pain.

This is the great difference between the two from the

point of Reason, as has been stated by the poet Bhasa. But
mow the following difficulty arises: even taking it for

granted that one should not forcibly kill the senses, nor

give up Action, but should perform all Actions with an
unattached Reason, yet, is it not more proper for the Jnanin
to take to agriculture, commerce, mendicancy, cr other

similar mild and harmless Action, rather than to terrible

and destructive acts like warfare? To this the Blessed

Lord replies as follows—]

(35) Even if it may be easier to follow the religion of

another, yet, one’s own religion (that is, according to the

religion of the four castes) is more meritorious, though it

might bQ ( vigum* (that is, full of faults); though death results

(while acting) according to one’s own religion, there is bliss

in that
;

(but) the religion of another is risky !

[‘One’s own religion’ means the ‘code of duties prescribed

for every one by the Sastras according to the arrangement

of the four castes laid down by the writers of the Smrtis

it does not mean the science of Release (moksa-dkarma).

As the arrangement of the four castes, made by the writers

of the Sastras by allocating activities consistently with the

special qualities of each, is for the benefit of everybody

(Gi. 18. 41), the welfare of Brahmins and Ksatriyas and the

welfare of the entire society, lies in their respectively

performing their own duties, notwithstanding that they

become Jnanins (sages)
;
and it is not proper for them to

meddle with that arrangement every now and then. This

is what the Blessed Lord says (Gi. Ra. pp. 464 and 697).
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There is a Gujarati proverb in vogue which has the same

meaning namely, “jerium kama tenathi thaya I bijo hare to

gotfiam khaya Anybody will admit that, even where the

four-caste arrangement is not in vogue, it is in the best

interests of everybody, that the man who has spent the

whole of his life in the army should, when the occasion

arises, do the business of a fighting-soldier, rather than that

of a tailor
;
and the same argument applies to the tour-

caste arrangement. The question whether the four-caste

arrangement is good or bad, is a different question

altogether, and does not arise here. It is an unquestionable

fact that other forms of activity are as necessary for the

proper maintenance and protection of society as agriculture

or other similarly harmless and gentle occupations. This

stanza means that whatever occupation one may have once

adopted, whether according to the four-caste arrangement,

or of one’s own free will, it becomes one’s * religion ’, and it

is not proper to find fault with it when occasion arises

and to forsake one’s duty; and if necessary, one must
die in the performance of one’s own duty in life.

Whatever occupation is considered, some fault or other

can certainly be found with it (Gi. 18. 48). But it is not

proper that one should, on that account, give up one’s pres-

cribed (niyata) duty. This very principle has been enun-

ciated in the Brahmana-Hunter dialogue and Tuladhara-

Jajali dialogue in the Mahabharata; and the first half

of the 35th stanza is to be found in the Manu-Smrti

(Manu. 10. 97), and also later on again in the Gita (18. 4*7).

With reference to the statement, “one cannot carry out

one’s determination to kill the senses” in the 33rd stanza,

Arjuna "now asks why that should be so, and why a man
is pulled towards evil deeds, against his will ]

Arjuna said : (36) 0 Varsney-al (that is, 0 Sri Krsna)

now tell me by what inspiration does ,a man commit sin, not
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himself desiring it, as though coerced ? The Blessed Lord

said: (37) Know that in this matter, the enemy is that

Desire, which is most greedy and most sinful, born out of

the rajas constituent, and that Anger; (38) just as fire

is covered by smoke, or a mirror by dust, or as the embryo

is enveloped by the amnion, so has everything been

enveloped by it; (39) 0 Kaunteya! that which is an

insatiable fire, that constant enemy of Jnanins in the shape

of Desire, has enveloped all Knowledge.

[ This is a repetition of the statement of Manu that

:

m jatu kamah kdmamm upabhogena samyati i

kavisa kr&navartmeva bhuya evdbhivardhate H

(Manu. %. 94);

that is, “Desire is never satisfied by the enjoyment of the

objects of Desire; it grows more and more as does the fire

to which fuel is added” (See Gi. Ra. Ch. V, p, 143)],

(40) The Senses, the Mind and the Reason are said to

be the adhisthma (that is, the house, or fortress) of it; by

the support of these, it puts aside Knowledge and throws

the man into confusion. (41) Therefore, 0 most excellent

Bharata ! first control the senses and destroy this sinner,

who is the destroyer of Jfiana ( Spiritual Knowledge ) and

Vijnana (specified Knowledge). ~ -
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(42) It is said that the senses (which know material

external objects as they experience them) are *para
*

(that is,

beyond) ; the Mind is beyond the senses, the vyauasayatmika

(that is, discerning—Trans.) Reason is beyond the Mind;

and It (the Atman) is beyond the Reason. (43) O Mighty-

armed Arjuna I thus Realising that, which is beyond the

Reason, and controlling yourself by yourself, destroy this

•enemy, which is difficult to conquer, in the shape of Desire.

[In order that a person should be able to perform all

Actions according to his own religion, and for universal

welfare, having got rid of Attachment (asakti) in the shape

of Desire, one must have perfect control over his senses ; and
that is the only control over the senses, which is meant
here. The Gita does not say that one should forcibly kill

the senses, and give up all Action (see Gl Ra. Ch. V, p. 153).

The stanza “ indriyam paranyahuh etc.” above (3.42) is from
the Kathopanisad, and I have shown in the Glta-Rahasya

that four or five other stanzas have been taken into the

Gita (see Appendix p. 741) from the Kathopanisad. The
purpose of the senses is to collect the impressions of the

external world ; and after the Mind has co-ordinated them,

the Reason distinguishes between them; and the Atman
(Self) is beyond all these, and different from all these.

‘This is, in short, the summary of the Science of the Body
and the Atman. (See the exhaustive consideration of

this subject-matter at the end of Chapter VI of the Glta-

Rahasya pp. 179 to 201). As I have exhaustively

•considered in the tenth chapter of the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 383
to 395) the moot questions relating to the doctrine of

Causality (karma-vtpaka), such as, how a man is incited

to a particular act as a result of the emotions of Desire,

Anger etc., notwithstanding that he may not wish tc
perform it, or how a man finds out a way even out of this
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situation by means of sense-control, as he has Freedom of

Will, I shall not take up space by repeating the same
subject-matter here. The question of the control of the

senses has been considered later in Chapter YI of the GitaJ

Thus ends the third chapter, entitled Karma-Yoga.

in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the Yoga

included in the Science of the Brahman (that is, on the

Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is told) by the

Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER IY.

[This chapter further emphasises the ‘principles of

Karma-Yoga which have been explained so far, namely, (i)

as nobody can escape Karma (Action), Action must be
performed, though the Reason may have become desireless

;

(ii) ‘ Karma ’ means, such karma as Yajhas and Yagas etc.;

(iii) but, as this Karma (ritual) of the Mlmamsa school ia

productive of heaven, and consequently to a certain extent
binding, it must be performed having given up Attachment
(asakti) ; (iv) even though selfishness disappears as a result

of Knowledge, Action does not cease to be necessary
; and,

therefore, even a Jnanin must perform Desireless Action,
as such Action is essential in the interests of universal
welfare. In order that Arjuna should not suspect that this
course of conduct, or Nistha was something new, which had
been prescribed for him, the Blessed Lord now first explains
the ancient tradition of this teaching which has been,
handed down from preceptor to disciple.

]

(1) I expounded this avyaya (that is, inexhaustible, or
which is not touched by past, present, or future, and is

permanent) (Karma-) Yoga to Vivasvat (that is, the Sun);
Vivasvat expounded it to (his son) Manu; and Mann
expounded it to (his son) Iksvaku. (2) This Yoga, come
into existence by this tradition, came to be known to the
Royal Sages; but, 0 Satrutapana

!
(Arjuna), after the

lapse of considerable time, it ceased to exist on this world.

(3) That same ancient Yoga (Karma-Yoga-marga) has been
41—42
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expounded by Me to you to-day, as being the most supreme

mystery (of all mysteries), because you are My disciple, and

and are beloved of Me.

[ I have proved in Chapter III of the Glta-Rahasya

(pp. 76-88) that the single word ‘ Yoga ’ used in these three

stanzas has been used in the meaning of ‘Karma-Yoga’,

that is,
‘ the method of performing Action with an Equable

Reason \ out of the two paths of life, namely, the Samkhya

and the Yoga. Although the tradition of this path of life

which has been stated in these stanzas is of the utmost

importance for understanding its origin, commentators do

not seem to have paid much attention to the matter. In

the description of the Bhagavata religion given in the

Rarayanlya Upakhyana of the Mahabharata, Vaisampayana

says to Janamejaya that in the Svetadvipa, this religion

was, from the Blessed Lord,

naradena tu samprdptah sarahasyah sasamgrahah \

esa dharmo jaganndthat saksan narayanan nrpa «

evamesa rmlidn dharmh sa te purmm nrpottama I

katliito hangitasu simasavidhikalpitah U

(Ma. Bha. San. 346. 9, 10)

that is,
“ acquired by Narada

;
and 0 Raja ! the same

illustrious religion has been imparted to you in the Hari-

gita, that is, in the Bhagavadgita, together with the briefly

stated ritual (mmasaudhikalpitah)”. Later on, it is again

stated (Ma. Bha. San. 348. 8) that, “ this religion was

expounded to Arjuna, who had become despondent in the

war”. This clearly shows that the Karma-Yoga in the

Gita has arisen out of the Bhagavata doctrine (Gl. Ra. pp. 1%

to 16). The tradition of this doctrine from the beginning of

"the universe has not been given in the Gita out of fear of its

taking up too much space
;
and reference has been made

only to Vivasvan, Manu, and Iksvaku
;
but the real mean-

ing of this statement becomes clear when one considers the

entire tradition of the Narayaniya doctrine. Brahmadeva

had seven lives. After the description of the tradition of

the hfarayanlya religion given in the first six of these lives

is over, Vaisampayana has again said to Janamejaya in
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the course of the further description of the Narayaniya

doctrine as follows .—When the Krta-Yuga of the seventh,

that is to say, the present life of Brahmadeva was over,

tretayugadau ca tato uvasvan manave dadau I

manus ca lokabhrtyartham sutayeksvakave dadau It

iksvakuria ca kathito vydpya lokan aoasthitah I

gamisyah ksayante ca punar riardyayam nrpa t

yatmam cclpi yo dharmah sa te purvam nrpotiama I

kathito hangitasu samasavidhikalpitah u

that is, “this doctrine was propounded by Vivasvan to

Manu in the beginning of the Treta-yuga; Manu gave

it to his son Iksvaku for universal welfare, and

Iksvaku then propounded it to the world; O Raja

!

when the world has been destroyed, (this doctrine) will

go back to Narayana. This doctrine, and side by side

with it, “ yatindm capi”, that is, ‘ the Samnyasa doctrine

also has been explained to you before in the Bhagavad-

glta” (Ma. Bha. San. 348. 51-53). From this, it becomes

clear, that the tradition of the Bhagavata doctrine given

here relates only to the Tretayuga, which came before the

Dvapara-yuga at the end of which the Bharatiya war took

place ;
and that more has not been described out of fear for

the amount of space which the description would take up.

This Bhagavata doctrine is nothing else but ' Yoga * or
4 Karma-Yoga *

;
and this tradition of the Karma-Yoga

having been propounded to Manu, appears not only in the

Gita, but has also been referred to in the Bhagavata-purana

(Bhag. 8. 24. 55) ;
and the importance of the Karma-Yoga

propounded to Manu has also been described in the 52nd

chapter of the Matsyapurana. But the subject-matter

stated in any of these places is not as exhaustive and
complete as in the Narayanlya Upakhyana. When one

realises that the tradition of ‘Vivasvan to Manu to

Iksvaku ’ does not at all apply to the Samkhya doctrine;

and that no third Nistha in addition to the Samkhya and
the Yoga doctrines has been propounded in the Gita, the

fact that this tradition is of the Karma-Yoga comes to be

proved in a second way (Gl. 2. 39). But, although the

tradition of the Samkhya and the Yoga doctrines may not
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be the same, yet, as the exposition of the Samkhya or
Samnyasa doctrine is incidentally included in the
exposition of Karma-Yoga (Gl. Ra. Gh. XIV, p 660)
VaiSampayana has said that the yah-dharma, or the

Samnyasa doctrine, has been described in the Bhagavad-
glta. In the description of the duties applicable to the four

stages of life, given in the Manu-Smrti, there is at the end
of the sixth chapter a description of the Yati-dharma
(religion of Ascetics), which is followed by a description,

as of an alternative path, of the Karma-Yoga described in
the Gita or in the Bhagavata doctrine, under the name of
the ‘Karma-Yoga of Vedic Samnyasins’; and it is clearly

stated there, that “the highest Release is ultimately

obtained by continually doing one’s duties desirelessly
,y

(Manu. 6. 96); and this clearly shows that the Karma-Yoga
was acceptable to Manu. And I have quoted authorities

at the end of Chapter XI of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 505 to

509) to show that it was also acceptable to the other Smrti-

writers. Arjuna now raises the following doubt as to this

tradition—].

Arjuna said : (4) Your birth is subsequent, and that

of Vivasvat was beyond (that is, earlier); (that being so)

how can I realise that You expounded (this Yoga) 'Man'
(that is, before—Trans.) ?

[In replying to this question of Arjuna, the Blessed Lord
describes the work done by Him in His various'

incarnations and again emphasises the Attachment-less

KarmarYoga or the Bhagavata doctrine, saying “ I too have
been performing Actions in this fashion”—].

Tfee Blessed Lord said: (5) O Arjuna l both yourself and
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Myself have lived through many lives. I know all this; (and)

O Parantapal you do not (this is the difference). (6) Being

the Lord of (all) created beings, and free from births, (and)

though the form of My Atman never suffers ' vyaya' (that is,

modification), yet, governing My own Prakrti, I come to

birth by My own Maya.

[ In the Spiritual Knowledge contained in this stanza, a

fusion has been made of the Kapila-Samkhya with the

Vedanta philosophy. The Samkhya doctrine is that the

Prakrti creates the world of its own accord; but the

Vedantins look upon Prakrti as a form of the Paramesvara,

and believe that the world is created as a result of

the Paramesvara governing (becoming adkisthta in)

His own Prakrti. This unimaginable power of the

Paramesvara to create the entire cosmos from His Imper-

ceptible form is called
4

Maya ’ in the Gita
;
and there are

similarly such statements in the Svetasvataropanisad as

“ mayam tu prakrtim vidyan mayinam tu mahesvararrT (Sve.

4. 10), that is, “Prakrti is nothing else but Maya, and the

Paramesvara is the Lord of that Maya”, and “asman mayl

srjate visvam etat" (Sve. 4. 9), that is, “from it, the Lord of

Maya, creates this world”. See the exhaustive discussion

made by me in Chapter IX of the Glta-Rahasya on the

questions, (i) why is Prakrti called ‘Maya’? (ii) what is

the form of this Maya ? (iii) what is meant by saying that

the world is created as a result of Maya? etc. Having thus

explained how the Imperceptible (avyakta) Paramesvara

becomes Perceptible (vyakta), that is to say, how Karma
, is seen to have come into existence, the Blessed Lord now
explains when and why He does so— ].

(7) 0 Bharata! whenever Righteousness declines and,

Unrighteousness becomes powerful, then I Myself come to
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birth. (8) I take birth in different Yugas for protecting the

Righteous and destroying the Unrighteous, and for establi-

shing Righteousness.

[ In both these stanzas, the word * Dharma ’ does not mean
* the Yedic religion relating to life in the other world’. The

word principally means and includes the duties of the four

castes, justice, morality, and other similar things. The

import of this stanza is that when injustice, immorality,

cruelty, and tyranny begin to rule in the world and the.

righteous are harassed and the unrighteous predominate, the

Blessed Lord becomes incarnated in the shape of a brilliant

and powerful human being, in order that proper order

should rule in the world which He created, and that

the world should derive happiness (GL 10. 41) ;
and He thus

re-establishes the disorganised condition of the world. It

has been stated in the previous chapter that ‘ lokasamgraha ’

(Universal welfare) is only another name for the work

which the Blessed Lord does by becoming incarnated in this

manner; and that the Self-Realised ( atma-jnamns ) must do

the same work as far as their power or authority extends.

(Gl. 3. 20). It has thus been stated when and for what

reason the Paramesvara becomes incarnated. The Blessed

Lord now explains what state is attained by those persons

who realise this principle and act according to it— ]

(9) He, who understands the principle underlying these

transcendental births and Actions, he, O Arjuna I, after

shedding the Body, comes and joins Me, without being

re-born. (10) Many people, whose love, anger, and fear

have gone, who are devoted to Me, and seek '.shelter in Me,
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becoming (thus) pure by the austerity in the shape of

Knowledge, have come and become merged in My Form.

[ In order to understand the transcendental births of the

Blessed Lord, it is necessary to understand how the Para-

mesvara becomes qualityful as a result of Maya ; and when
one understands that, one acquires Spiritual Knowledge;

and when one fully understands the transcendental Karma
or Action of the Blessed Lord, one becomes acquainted with

the principle of remaining unattached to Karma even

after performing it. In short, when one has fully under-

stood the transcendental births and the transcendental

Karma of the Paramesvara, one becomes fully acquainted,

with both Spiritual Knowledge and Karma-Yoga; and, as

that is all which is necessary for obtaining Release, such

a person cannot but ultimately obtain union with the Blessed

Lord Therefore, when a man has Realised the transcen-

dental births and the transcendental Karma of the Blessed

Lord, that is all he need Realise
;
and it is not necessary to

separately study Spiritual Knowledge or the Desireless

Karma-Yoga. Therefore, the Blessed Lord asks you to

contemplate on His births and deeds, and understand

the principle underlying them, and act accordingly ; and

says that, having done this, nothing else is required to bo

done for obtaining union with the Blessed Lord This is

indeed the true worship of the Blessed Lord. The Blessed

Lord now mentions the fruit and the usefulness of inferior

kinds of worship— ]

(11) In that way in which they worship Me, I give them

Fruit accordingly. 0 Partha ! whichever path is followed,

a man ultimately comes and joins into My path.

[The latter portion of this stanza, namely, “ mama
mrtmanuvartante ” etc., has come above (3.23) in a some-

what different meaning; and that will show how the

meaning of words differs in the Gita according to anterior

and posterior contexts. The Blessed Lord now explains why
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different persons reach Him by different paths, if it is true

that by whichever way one goes, one ultimately reaches

the Paramesvara—

]

(12) People, who desire (only) the Fruit of Action

( and not the destruction of the bonds of Karma ), worship

deities in this world; because, (that) Fruit of Action is soon

obtained in this world of human beings.

[These very ideas have appeared again later on in

Chapter YII (See Ql, 7. 21, 22). The true fruit of the

worship of the Paramesvara is Release, and it is obtained

only after the bond of Action has been fully destroyed,

after a considerable length of time and by deep and solitary

worship; but, very few persons are so far-sighted or

industrious. This stanza means that almost all people

want to have something or other in this world, as the Fruit

of their Action; and that such people run after deities

(Gi. Ra Ch. XIII p. 589). But the Gita says that this is

in the end a kind of worship of the Paramesvara, and that

when this Yoga grows, it ultimately culminates in Desireless

Worship, and eventually Release is obtained (Gi. 7. 19).

The Blessed Lord has explained before that the Paramesvara

becomes incarnated for the re-establishment of Righteous-

ness. HE now explains in short what is necessary to be done

for the re-establishment of Righteousness.— ]

(13) I Myself have created the arrangement of the

four castes (into Brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras),

consistently with the differences in their qualities and

Actions. It is I, Who am the Maker of it, and (I am) also an

<tkarta (that is, One Who has not made that arrangement),

and anyaya (that is, inexhaustible—Trans.).

[This stanza means that although the Paramesvara is the

Boer (karta), yet, as He is always unattached (nihsanga

)

as
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described in the next stanza, He is necessarily a Non-Doer

{akarta\ (See Gita. 5. 14). There are also other apparently

inconsistent descriptions later on of the form of the

Paramesvara, e.g., “ sarvendnyagmabhasam sarvendnyavi-

mrjitam ” (Gl 13. 14). See the description of the difference

between the qualities of the four different castes later on in

Chapter XVIII (18 41-49). The Blessed Lord now explains

the hidden meaning of the words, ‘ One Who does, and at

the same time, does not do \ which the Blessed Lord has

used with reference to Himself—

]

(14) I am not touched by the lepa, (that is, the adverse

effect) of Karma, because, My Desire is not in the Fruit of

Action. He who Knows Me m that way, is not affected by

Karma.

[It has been stated above in the 9th stanza that “ he who
understands My birth and My Action attains Release ”,

This stanza contains an elucidation of the principle of
4
Action’ mentioned in that stanza. The word ‘under-

stands’ means and includes ‘understands and acts

accordingly \ This stanza means that the Blessed Lord is

not affected by the Action which He performs, because He
does not perform the Action, entertaining the Hope of

Fruit; and he who understands this principle and acts

accordingly cannot be affected by Action. The Blessed

Lord now fortifies the proposition laid down in this stanza

by an actual example—]

(15) Knowing this, those who strove after Emancipation

in ancient times, also perfoimed Action ; therefore, do you

also perform the Action (Karma) performed by the ancients

in the past.

[A definite advice has been given to Arjuna to perform

Action, as there is no antagonism betweenAction and Release.

But this gives rise to a doubt as to what is essentially
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meant by the opinion of the School of Renunciation that

‘ Release is attained by Abandonment of Action, that is,

by Inaction (akarma) \ Therefore, the Blessed Lord now
starts a disquisition on what Action is

; and He ultimately

lays down in the 23rd stanza the proposition that Non-

Action {akarma) does not consist in giving up Action; and

that, Desireless Action is to be called Non-Action (akarma),]

(16) Even the Wise are confused as to what is karma

(Action—Trans.); and what is akarma (Abandonment of

Action—Trans.) ;
(therefore,) I shall explain to you that hind

of Karma, by knowing which, you will be free from sin.

[
* akarma ’ is a ‘ nafi-samasa

*

;
and the ‘ a ’=* nan \ in it,

grammatically means both * absence of * (abhava\ or

‘impropriety of’ (aprasastya)
;
and it cannot be said that

both these meanings may not be meant here. Nevertheless,

as a third division of Action called * vikarma' has been

mentioned in the next stanza, the word ‘ akarma
y

in this stanza must be taken to mean particularly,

that * Abandonment of Action * which the School

of Renunciation called ‘the literal abandonment of

Action \ Nay, it will be seen from my commentary on the

18th stanza, that it is not necessary to totally abandon

Action, as prescribed by the School of Renunciation
; that,

such Abandonment of Action is not true ‘ akarma
9

; and

that, the true meaning of the word
‘

akarma

'

is quite

different.]

(17) The path ( gatih—'Trans, ) of Karma is moot;

(therefore,) it is necessary to understand what is karmaf

(that is, Action—^Trans.) and it is necessary to understand

what is vikarma (viparita karma), (that is, Wrong Action—

Trap&); and.it is also necessary to understand what is
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akarmct (not performing Action). (18) That man, who

sees Inaction in Action, and Action in Inaction, is the

Jnanin (sage—Trans.) among men; he is
1yukta

\

(that is,.

(yoga-yukta (that is, steeped in the Karma-Yoga—Trans.),
and one who performs all Actions.

[This and the following five stanzas contain a

description of
4

Jcarma and
4

akarma * and
4

vikarma ’
;
and

whatever has been left over here has been made up later on

in Chapter XVIII, where the three kinds of Abandonment

of Action (ka?'ma-tyaga\ the three kinds of Action (kai mi)

and the three kinds of Doers (karta) have been explained

(Gl. 18. 4-9
;
23-25

;
and 26-28). It is necessary to explain

here in short and clearly what the doctrines of the Gita are

about karma
,
akarma

,
and akarma , having regard to the

disquisitions on Karma in these two places; because, the

commentators have created a considerable amount of

confusion about these things. The followers of the School

of Renunciation favour the
4

literal * abandonment of

Action ; and, therefore, they try to stretch the meaning of

the term
4

akarma
9

here in support of their own doctrine

;

and the followers of the Mlmamsa school favour desire-

prompted Action like Yajnas and Yagas ; and look upon

everything else as
4

ukarma *. There are besides, the

differences of the Mimamsa school between the Daily {mtya)

and the Occasional (naimittika) Action; and the supporters

of the Sastras try at the same time to push forward their

own doctrine. In short, as a result of this stretching in all

directions, it ultimately becomes very difficult to understand

what the Gita understands as
4

akarma
9

and what as
4

vikarma \ Therefore, it must be borne in mind in the first

instance, that the scientific basis on which this pointhas been

considered in the Gita is the path of the Karma-Yogin, who

performs Action desirelessly ; and not of the Mimamsakas,

who perform Desire-prompted Action, nor of the followers of

the School of Renunciation, who abandon Action. When
one accepts this basis of the Gita, it follows first of all that
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* akarma '

cannot possibly mean ‘ karmasunyata ’ (total

absence of Action) ; and that no man can under any circum-

stances be Inactive (Gi 2.5; 18.11); because, nobody can

escape sleeping, sitting, or at any rate, being alive ; and
if it is impossible to be totally Inactive (karma-sunya),

one has to decide what is meant by ‘ akarma *. To this

the reply of the Gita is : Do not look upon ‘Karma* as ‘the

mere performing of Action ’
; but decide as to whether an

Action is * karma ’ or ‘ akarma '

by considering the good or

bad results which flow from it. If the Cosmos itself is

karma, man cannot escape karma
, so long as he exists in

the Cosmos. Therefore, the consideration of what a man
should do or not do, must be from the point of view of to

what extent such Action will prejudicially affect him.

That Action, which being performed, does not prejudicially

affect the Doer, must be deemed to have lost its nature of

being a ‘ karma ’ (that is, its * karmatva ’
), or its binding

force (bandhakafva); and if in this way, any Karma loses its

'karmatva' or
‘

bandhakatva\ then necessarily that
‘

karma
’

becomes an
4

akarma ’. It is true that the ordinary meaning
of the word 'akarma' is‘ total absence of Action’ ( karma-

sunyata); but considering the matter scientifically, that

meaning is not appropriate here, because even ‘sitting

quiet*, that is, ‘not doing anything’, is very often an
Action in itself. For instance, if one sits quiet, when
someone is hammering one’s parents, and does not do

anything to protect them, that is ‘Inaction’ (akarma )

,

that is, ‘total absence of Action’ ( karmasunyatva ), according

to the ordinary meaning of the word. It is nevertheless

an ‘Action
’ ( karma ), nay, even a Wrong Action ( bikarma);

and, according to the doctrine of Causality, one cannot

escape the evil results of this kind of Action. Therefore,

the Gita says paradoxically and very skilfully in this

stanza that he who understands that even
‘

akarma

*

amounts to ‘ karma ’ ( sometimes, even very terrible karma

)

;

and also that even in performing Action, such Action

is ‘dead action* or
‘

akarma ’ from the point of view of

Causality, is the real Jnanin ; and this meaning has been

explained in different ways in the subsequent stanzas.
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According to the Gita science, the only true means by which

one escapes the bondage of Action is by performing Action

unattachedly, that is, ‘giving up the Hop8 of Fruit’ (See

Gl. Ra. Ch, V. pp. 148 to 156 and Gh. X. p. 394). Therefore,

that Action alone, which is performed in this way, that is,

unattachedly, is the proper, that is, the sattvika Action,

according to the Gita (Gi. 18. 9). That is the true

‘Non-Action’ {akarma) according to the Gita
; because, its

‘ karmatva ’ (that is, its nature of being a
4

karma ’), or its

binding force ( bandhakatva) according to the law of

Causality ( karma-vipaka-prakriya) is lost. When, from all

that men do, (and even sitting idle is included in the word'
4

do’), Action of the above kind, that is, sattvika Action, or,
4

akarma ’ according to the Gita, is deducted, all that

remains can be divided into two parts, namely, (i) rajasa

Action and (ii) tamasa Action. Out of this, tamasa Action:

is the result of Ignorance (moha), and therefore, it falls into

the category of Wrong Action (vtkarma). Thus, if Action

is abandoned as a result of Ignorance, it is still a ‘uikarmaV
not an 4

akarma ’ (Gi. 18. 7). Then remains the rajasa

Action. This Action is not of the first class, that is, sattmka

;

nor is it what the Gita describes as true
4

akarrm \ The Gita

calls this
4

rajasa Action’ ; but if any one wants to do so,

he may use the single word
4

karma ’ to mean this kind of

rajasa Action. In short, whether a particular Action is a
4

karma ’ or an
4

akarrm ’ is to be decided according' to the

binding force of the Action, and not from its nature of

being an act, nor also according to what may be laid down
in barren religious treatises. The Astavakra-Glta supports-

the Path of Renunciation. Yet, even in it, it is said that

:

nivrttir api mudhasya pravrthr upajdyate \

pravrthr api dhirasya nivrttiphalabhdgini n

(Asta. 18. 61);

that is: “ the
4

nivrttV of fools, that is, their turning away

from Action, as a result of perversity or of Ignorance, in

itself amounts to
4

pravrtti ’ or
4 Karma ’

; and the
4

pravritt of

the wise, that is to say, their Desireless Action, gives the

same benefit as nivrtti (i.e. }
Renunciation) or karmatyaga
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-(that is, Abandonment of Action)”. This very meaning has

been very skilfully, paradoxically, and metaphorically set

out in the above stanza
;
and unless one carefully bears

in mind this definition of ‘ akarma \ he cannot fully

understand the argument about
4

karma ’ and
4

akarma'

in the Gita. The Blessed Lord now explains this very

meaning more explicitly in the following stanzas ]

(19) He, whose samarambhah (that is, Actions) are devoid

of the Desire for Fruit, is referred to by Jnanins, as the

learned man, whose Actions are reduced to ashes in the

Fire of Knowledge.

[This clearly shows that,
11

karma (Action) is reduced

to ashes by jfiana ”, is not to be understood as direc-

ting Abandonment of Action, but the performance of

Action, having abandoned the Desire for Fruit. (GI. Ra.

Ch. X. pp. 394-400). Similarly, the meaning of the words
4
sarvarambha-parityagl \—that is,

4

one who gives up all

arambha or activity’,—which appear later on in the

description of the devotee of the Blessed Lord (Gl. 12. 16

;

14. 25), is also made clear by this. Now the Blessed Lord

makes the same meaning more explicit as follows— ]

(20) (The man) Who, having given up the Attachment

for the Fruit of Action, is always happy and nirasraya [ that

is, one who does not possess a Reason, which has taken
i shelter' (cisraya—'Trans.) in the means of obtaining the

Fruit of Action, by wishing to do a particular Action, for a

particular result] is (said to be) doing nothing whatsoever,

though he may be engrossed in performing Actions. (21)

When a person, who gives up the asih (that is, the Desire for

Fruit), who regulates his Mind, and who has become free
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kafira (that is, performed by the Body, or only by the organs

of Action), he does not incur sin.

[Some commentators interpret the word * nirasraya
*

in the

20th stanza as ‘ one who has no home that is, a

Samnyasin
; but that is not correct. The word

4

airaya * may
be interpreted to mean ‘house’ or ‘home*

;
but what is meant

in the present place is not the * home ’ of the person who does

the act, but the ‘home ’ in the shape of ‘ a motive for the act

which he performs ’
; and what is meant is, that there

should be no such ‘ home *
;
and the same meaning has been

made clear in the words ‘ anasritah karmaphalam
*

(Gi. 6. 1)

;

and the same meaning has also been adopted by Waman
Pandit in his Marathi commentary on the Gita known as the

Yatharthadlpika. Similarly, the word ‘ sarira ' in the 21st

stanza does not mean the Action of begging alms sufficient

for the maintenance of the body, etc. The true meaning of

the words
4

kevalam sariram karma ’ is consistent with the

•description contained later on in Chapter V (5. 11) that,
44
Yogins, that is, Karma-Yogins perform all Actions merely

by their organs of Action, without entertaining any Attach-

ment or Desire in their minds ” It is true that the organs

•of Action perform the Action, but as the Mind is equable,

the person who performs the Action, does not incur either

sin or merit.]

<22) The man, who is satisfied with whatever falls to his lot

.according to fortuitous circumstance, who is free from the

pairs of Opposites (such as, happiness and unhappiness etc.),

who is devoid of jealousy, and who considers it the same,

whether there is success ior the Action or not, is not bound

by the merit or the sin of Actions, even though he performs

(Actions). (23) (He) Who is without Attachment, free (from

love and hate), whose Mind is concentrated on Knowledge
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(in the shape of an Equable Reason), and who performs*

Actions (merely) for the purpose of a Yajfia, his entire Karma,

is destroyed,

[The doctrine explained in Chapter III above (3. 9), that

Action or ritual performed for the sake of a Yajna does

not become binding according to the MimSmsa school, and

that when the same Action is performed with Attachment,

it becomes productive of Release instead of leading

to heaven, is again referred to in this stanza. The word
4

samagram ’ in the phrase * samagram praudiyate ’ is very

important. The Mimamsa school looks upon the happiness

of heaven as the highest ideal, or the summum bonum;

and in their opinion, Action which leads to heaven i&

not binding; but the Gita aims beyond heaven, that

is, at Release; and from this point of view, even that

Action which leads to heaven, is binding. Therefore, it is

said that if Action is performed, even for the purpose of a

Yajna, but with an unattached Reason, it is ‘totally*

(samagra) destroyed, that is to say, it does not become

productive even of heaven but leads to Release. But,

nevertheless, there is an important distinction to be borne

in mind in the portion of this Chapter which deals with the

Yajnas. In Chapter III, it has been stated that these same-

Yajnas, that is, the immemorial Yajna-cakra or the

paraphernalia of ritualistic performances, prescribed by

the Srutis and the Smrtis, must be kept going
; but the

Blessed Lord now says that the word ‘Yajna’ is not

to be taken in the limited meaning of
4

offering til (sesamum)

or rice or animals into the fire as offerings to deities, or as

meaning the performance of the duties relative to the four

castes, in accordance with their respective religion, though

desirefully. The words
4

idam na mama ’ uttered at the end'

,

of the hymn, while throwing the offering into the fixe, which

mean
4

this is not mine contain a selfless, non-egotistical

principle, which is the most important part of the Yajna;

and, performing in this way all the Actions of one’s life,

saying
4

na mama *

(that is,
4

this is not mine ’), that is,,

giving up mine-ness and performing them merely with the

idea of dedicating them to the Brahman, is in itself a
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stupendous Yajna, or ‘ homa ’
;
and by means of this Yajna,

an offering of oblation ( yajam ) is made to the deity of all

deities, that is, to the Paramesvara, or the Brahman.

Needless to say, the doctrines of the Mlmamsa school

relating to the sacrifice of wealth apply equally well to this

stupendous sacrifice; and the person who performs every

Action in the world unattachedly, and for the sake of

Universal Welfare (lakasamgraha) becomes liberated from

the ‘entire’ ( samagra

)

consequence of the Action, and

ultimately attains Release (GT. Ra. Ch. XI, pp. 478 to 483).

This stupendous Yajna in the form of dedicating everything

to the Brahman is described in the beginning of the next

stanza ;
and the Blessed Lord after describing thereafter the

form of other specific Yajnas of lesser importance, sums up

the whole thing in the 33rd stanza by saying that, “such a
* Jmana-yajna’ (sacrifice of Knowledge) is the best of all”.]

(24) He, whose belief is that the arpana (that is, the act

of offering) is Brahman
;
that, the havi (that is, the oblation

which is to be offered) is Brahman
;
that, the Brahman offered

a sacrifice into the Brahman-fire ; and that, (all) Karma is

(in this way) Brahman, attains the Brahman.

[In the Samkara-bhasya, the word 'arpaya
9

has been

interpreted as “the means by which the ‘offering’

( arpaya ) is made, such as a ladle etc.”; but that inter-

pretation is rather far-fetched. It is more to the point to

take the word * arpaya \ as meaning the * act of offering * or
‘ the act of offering into the fire \ Thus far, there has been

a description of persons who perform the Yajna desirelessly,

that is, in order to dedicate it to the Brahman (that is, make

a ‘ brahmarpaya ’ of it). The Blessed Lord now describes the

desire-prompted Yajna addressed to particular deities— ]

(25) Some (Karma-) Yogins perform sacrifice addressed to

deities (instead of for dedicating it to the Brahman)
; and

43*—44
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others make a sacrifice of a Yajfia, by a Yajfia, into the
Brahman-fire.

[The latter portion of this stanza refers to the description

In the Purusa-Suirfa that the gods
,
offered a sacrifice to the

Virata-formed Yajfia-pimisa, cf. “ yajnena yajnam mjajanta

dewh ” (Rg. 10. 90. 16) ; and the words, “ yajnam yajfienaiv-

opajuhvati" in this stanza are synonymous with the words
u
yajflem yajfiam ayajanta” in the Rg-Veda, and seem to

he used accordingly. It is evident that the Virata-formed

animal, which was sacrificed into the Yajfia performed in

the beginning of the world, and the god, for propitiating

whom the sacrifice was made, must both have been of the

form of the Brahman. In short, as the Brahman con-

tinually pervades all things in the world, the statement

in the 24th stanza that, in performing all Actions desire-

lessly, the Brahman is always sacrificed by the Brahman,

is scientifically correct ; all that is wanted is that one’s

Mind has been formed accordingly. This is not the only

stanza in the Gita which refers to the Purusa-Sukta, but

later on, the description in Chapter X, is also consistent

with that Sukfa. The Blessed Lord has now described the

Yajfias performed for propitiating particular deities. HE
now explains how the Yogic performance of Breath Control

( pranayama ) etc., prescribed in the Patafijala-Yoga, or even

the performance of religious austerities, is a kind of Yajfia,

if the words
‘
agni ’ (fire), 'ham' (sacrificial offering) eta,

are taken in their symbolical meanings— ]

(36) Others sacrifice the srotradi (that is, ears, eyes, etc.)

organs into the Fire {agni) in the shape of a Limit

(satityamana); and others again, sacrifice the objects of sense,

such as, sound etc, into the Fire in the shape of the senses.

(37) Others still, sacrifice all the Actions (that is, functions) of

the various organs, and vital forces (prana) into the Fire of
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Yoga in the shape of Mental control, which has been lit by

Knowledge (jmm ).

[ In the above stanza, are described two or three different

kinds of symbolical Yajnas e. g., (1) controlling the senses,

that is, allowing them to perform their respective functions

within proper limits; (2) totally destroying the senses, by

wholly giving up the objects of sense, which go to feed

the senses
; (3) putting an end to the Actions, not only of the

senses, but even of the vital forces (pram ) themselves,

by entering into a complete mental absorption ( samddhi ),

and remaining steeped in the joy of the Atman Now,

if these are compared with a Yajna, then, in the first

kind of Yajna, the limit (
samyamana

)

which is placed

on the senses becomes the Fire ( agni ) ; because, by

* working out the simile, all that enters the limit may

be said to have been offered into the Fire. Similarly, in

the second kind of Yajna, the organs themselves, and

in the third kind of Yajna, both the organs and the

prana (vital forces) are compared with the material

offered up as a sacrifice-offering, and the Control of the

Atman (atrrmamyamana) becomes the Fire. There are,

besides, others, who only perform the Pranayama (i. e.,

control of the Prana (life) in the shape, of the breath—

Trans. ) ;
and these are described further on in the 29th

stanza. This idea of symbolically extending the original

meaning of the word
*

yajna

\

namely, ‘a Sacrifice of

various materials’, and making it include religious

austerities (tapa), Renunciation ( samnyam ), Mental

absorption (samadhi), control of the prana or breath

(pranayama), and other means of getting merged into the

Blessed Lord, has not been mentioned for the first time
' in the Gita. In the 4th chapter of the Manu-Smrti, where

the state of the house-holder is being described, after

stating that no house-holder should give up the five

w
-principal sacrifices (maha-yajna) prescribed by the Smrtis,

namely, the Rsi-yajna, the Deva-yajna, the Bhuta-yajna,

the Manusya-yajna, and the Pitr-yajna, it is stated that

many persons “sacrifice the speech into the organs, or the1

Prana (life) into the speech, or ultimately even propitiate
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the Paramesvara by a Jnana-yajna (that is, the sacrifice by
Knowledge, or sacrificing everything into the sacrificial

fire of Knowledge—Trans ) ”, (Mann. 4. 21-24). Considering

the matter from the historical point of view, it can be seen

that when the sacrifice of wealth of various kinds

prescribed in the Sruti-texts for propitiating India, Varuna,

and other deities fell into disuse, and the devices of

attaining the state of the Paramesvara by Patanjala-yoga,

Samnyasa, or Metaphysical Knowledge came more and

more into vogue, the meaning of the word ‘Yajna’ was

widened, and it was made to symbolically include all

the various devices of obtaining Release. The principle

at the root of this is the tendency to indicate subsequent

religious methods by the same technical terms as had
come to be formerly accepted in the religion. Whatever

may be the case, it is clear from this exposition in

the Manu-Smrti, that this idea had acquired general

acceptance before, or at any rate at the same time as,

the Gita.]

(28) In this way, some Yatins observing severe vows (that

is, persons who have acquired mental control) perform the

sacrifice of wealth ;
others perform the sacrifice by austerity,

others by Yogic practices, others by svadhydya (that is, by

observing the ritual prescribed for one’s own caste), and

others by Jnana Knowledge—Trans.). (29) Others taking

to prUndydma, and controlling the movements of the prana

(outgoing breath—Trans.) and the apdna (incoming breath—

Trans.) breaths, sacrifice the prana-breath into the apdna-

breath, while others sacrifice the apma-bieath into the prana-

breath.

[The idea conveyed by this stanza is that performing

the Pranayama (breath-control) according to the Patafgala

Yoga is a kind of Yajna. As this Yajfia in the form of
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the Patanjala-Yoga has been mentioned in the 29th

stanza, the words ‘ sacrifice by Yogic practices * (‘ yoga-

yajna
f

) in the 28th stanza must be taken to mean
the Yajna according to Karma-Yoga. The word
* prana * in the term

4

pranayama' usually indicates

both the svasa ( inhaling ) and the ucchvasa (exhaling)

of the breath
; but when a distinction is made

between
4

prarta ’ and
4

apana \ the word
9

praria * means the
4

out-going * breath, that is to say, the
4

ucchvasa
9

breath

;

and the word
4

apana

'

means the
4

incoming * breath (Ve.

Su Sam. Bha. 2. 4. 12 ;
and Chandogya Sam Bha 1. 3 3),

It must be borne in mind that these meanings of the words
'4

prarta * and
4

apana * are different from their ordinary

meanings. Taking these meanings, when the pram ,
that

is, the exhaled breath or the
4

ucchvasa ’ has been sacrificed

into the apana
, that is, the intaken breath, the pranayama

which is performed, is known as the
1

puraka' ; and

conversely, when the apana has been sacrificed into the prarjia^

the pranayama which is performed is named 4

recaka \

When both the prana and the apana are controlled or stopped,

the pranayama which is performed is named
4

kumbhaka *

;

now there remain besides these, the three breaths named

vyana, udana ,
and samana. Out of these, the breath

4

vyana
9

is

located at the meeting point between the prana and the

apana , and comes to be used when one has to perform

actions requiring force, when one partially controls the

breath, such as, in drawing a bow or lifting up weights

etc. (Chan. 1. 3. 5), The udana breath is the one which

leaves the body at the moment of death (PraSna 3. 7) and

the samana breath is the breath which continually takes

food-juices to every part of the body (Prasna. 3. 7). These

are the ordinary meanings of these various kinds of breath

according to the Vedanta-Sastra ; but in some places even

quite different meanings are intended ; for example, in the

212th Chapter of the Vana-parva of the Mahabharata, quite

different characteristics are mentioned of the prana and

other breaths; and
4

prana ’ is explained as meaning the

breath in the head, and the apana is described as meaning

the breath which escapes downwards from the body
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(Prasna. 3-5 and Maitryu. 2-6). According to the above

stanza, the breath which is controlled is said to be
4

sacrificed * into the other kinds of breath.]

(30) Others still moderating their food, sacrifice the prana

(vital airs) into prana itself. All these being sm-diminished

as a result of sacrifice, and (being) well-versed in sacrifice,

(31) and partaking of the amrta (food), which remains over

after the sacrifice, attain the eternal Brahman. The non-

performers of sacrifice have not (success even in) this world

;

how then, O Kurusrestha, (can they obtain) the next world l

[ In short, although the performance of Yajmas is the duty

of every human being, according to the directions of the

Yedas, yet, it is not that this Yajna is only of one kind.

Whether one performs Pranayama, or religious austerities,

or the reading of the Yedas, or the Agnistoma-yajna, or the

Pasu-yajna (sacrificing animals), or throws til, rice, or

clarified butter into the fire, or performs worship, or

perforins the five domestic sacrifices ( grha-yajna ), such as,.

Timvedya ( food offered to household gods ), vaisvadeva (food

offered into the fire), etc., if one has destroyed the Attach-

ment for the Trait of Action, all these become Yajnas in

the wider meaning of the word ; and then, all the doctrines

of the Mimamsa school relating to the partaking of what

remains after the performance of the Yajna, become

applicable to each of them. The first of these rales is that
4

no Action performed for the purpose of a Yajna has a

binding effect and that rule has been mentioned above in

the 23rd stanza (See commentary on Gl. 3. 9). The second

rule is, that every householder should partake of food in the

company of his wife, after he has performed the five

principal sacrifices, and given food to guests, beggars etc.,

and that when a person lives in this manner, the house-
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holder-state becomes profitable, and leads to a happy state

after death. It has been stated in the Manu-Smrti, and in

other Smrtis, that every house-holder should always become

a vighasasV (i. e., one who eats the vighasa-—Trans.), and
* amrtasV (i. e., one who eats the amrta—Trans ), after the word
4

mghasa * has been defined as meaning 'whatever remains

over after the guests have eaten’, and the word
c

amrta ’ has

been defined as meaning * that which remains over after the

performance of the Yajna’
; cf. t

vighasam hhuktasesam tv,

yajfiasesam athamrtam”—Manu, 2. 285 (Bee Gl. 3. 13 and
Gita, Ra. p. 403). The Blessed Lord now says that this rule

which applies to the ordinary domestic sacrifices also applies

to all the various Ya]nas mentioned above. Not only is

any act performed for the purpose of a Yajna not binding,

hut if any portion of these acts, which remains over after

the performance of the Yajna, is utilised by one for his own
use, even that is not prejudicial (See Gita Ra Chapter XII
p. 535 bottom). The last sentence in this stanza, namely,

“the non-performers of sacrifice have not (success even in>

this world”. Is fraught with deep meaning and is important.

It does not mean only that in the absence of the Yajnas

there is no rain, and that in the absence of rain, the course

of life on this world cannot go on
;
but, taking th8 word

‘Yajna’ in its wider meaning, the social principle, that

unless every one sacrifices something or other dear to him,

the ordinary course of the world cannot go on, by all

getting equal opportunities, is necessarily included in it.

For instance, the Western socialistic doctrine that

unless every one controls his own freedom of action,,

all others cannot enjoy equal freedom of action,

is an example of this principle ; and if the same meaning

is to be conveyed in the terminology of the Gita, one will

have to speak here in terms of a Yajna, by saying that

‘unless every one to some extent performs a Yajna of his

Freedom of Action, the course of life on this world cannot

go on \ When the Yajna has thus been made the founda-

tion of the entire social structure by thus giving it an

extended and wide meaning, it need not be said in so many
words that the social arrangement will not continue
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properly, unless every human being learns to perform these

Yajnas as pure duties. ]

(32) In this way, various kinds of Yajnas, are always taking

place in the mouth of the Brahman ;
know that all these

arise from Karma
;
when you have acquired this Knowledge,

you will obtain Release*

[The Yajnas of physical materials prescribed by the

Gratis, such as, the
4

jyotistoma
9

etc., are performed by

throwing oblations into the Fire; and as the sacrificial

fire is supposed to be the mouth of the gods, these sacrifices

are stated by the Sastras to reach the various deities. But,

some one may raise the doubt that since the symbolical

Yajnas mentioned above are not performed in Fire,

which is the mouth of the gods, how can merit be acquired

by performing them ? Therefore, in order to remove this

doubt, the Blessed Lord now says that these Yajnas are

performed into the mouth of the Brahman itself. The

purport of the second part of the stanza is that he who
understands this extended meaning of the performance of

a Yajna, and does not understand that word in the narrow

meaning given to it by the Mlmamsa school, does not

remain narrow-minded, but is enabled to understand the

form of the Brahman. The Blessed Lord now explains

which is the most superior of all these kinds of Yajnas—]

(33)

0 Parantapa! the jfiana-maya yajna (that is, the

Yajfia peformed by sacrificing everything into the Fire of

Realisation—Trans.) is better than the dravya-maya

yajna (that is, the Yajna, performed by sacrificing materials

—

Trans.)
;

because, 0 Partha ! all Actions of all kind9

are ultimately merged in Jnana.

[The word
1

Jnana-yajna * has occurred twice later on in

the Gits (Gl 9. 15 and 18. 70). The Yajflaof materials
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performed by men, is performed by them for attaining

the Paramesvara. But one cannot attain the Paramesvara,

unless one is acquainted with His form. Therefore, the

method of acquiring the Knowledge of the form of the

Paramesvara and of attaining the Paramesvara by leading

a course of life which is consistent with that Knowledge,

is known as the * Jhana-yajna \ This Yajha is mental,

and is performed with the help of the Reason, and it is

naturally considered more worthy than the Yajna of

wealth. This Jnana included in the Jnana-yajna is of

supreme importance in the Science of Release
;
and it is

the firm doctrine of the Gita that (i) all Karma is destroyed

by means of this Jnana; that, (ii) in any case the

Jnana of the Paramesvara must ultimately be obtained;

and that, (iii) there is no Release except by the Acquisition

of Jnana. Nevertheless, I have proved in detail in

Chapters X and XI of the Glta-Rahasya that the words
u

all Actions of all kinds are ultimately merged in Jnana’

*

in this stanza are not to be understood as meaning that

‘after a man has acquired Jnana, he may give up Karma’.

The Gita preaches to everybody that (i) all Actions must

be performed as a matter of duty for universal welfare,

though they may not be needed for one’s own self ; that,

(ii) as all these Actions are performed with JnSna, that is,

with an equable Reason, the person, who performs them, is

c not affected by the merit or sin of that Action (see, stanza

37 later)
;
and that (iii) as this Jnana-yajna leads to Release,

one must perform the Yajda, but with Jnana, and with a

desireless frame of mind. ]

(34) Remember that, philosopher-Jnanins will, by your

offering obeisance (to them—Trans.), and questioning and

service, teach you that Jnana, (35) by having acquired which,

O Pandava i you will not again be overcome by mental
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confusion in this fashion, and by means of which Knowledge,,

you will come to see everything created as located in your-

self and ultimately m Me.

[ There is a reference here to the Knowledge of the iden-

tity of the Atman with all created beings, that is, to seeing

the entire creation embodied in oneself, and seeing oneself

embodied in the entire creation, which has been dealt with

later on (Gl. 6. 29). As the Atman (Self) and the Bhagavan

(Blessed Lord) are fundamentally uniform, the entire

creation is comprehended in the Atman, that is, ultimatelyr

also naturally in the Bhagavan, or the Blessed Lord; and the

three-fold distinction between the Atman (one’s Self), the

rest of the creation, and the Blessed Lord, naturally dis-

appears. It is, therefore, said in the Bhagavata-purana, in

describing the Bhagavad-bhakta (the devotee of the Blessed

Lord) that “ that man is the best Bhagavata or devotee of

the Blessed Lord, who sees the entire creation in the Blessed

Lord and in himself (Bhag. 11. 2. 45). See the further

explanation of this important principle of the Gita in

Chapter XII of the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 543 to 555) ; and also

in Chapter XIII, from the point of view of Devotion

(pp. 600-601).]

(36) Even if you are a sinner, greater than any other sinner,

you will sail over the whole sin by (this) ship of Jnana,

(37) Just as the kindled fire reduces to ashes (all) fuel, in the

same way, O Arjuna
!

(this) Jnana-formed Fire reduces to

ashes (the prejudicial or unprejudicial binding force of) all

Action*

[The Blessed Lord has described the worth of Jnana. HE
,
now explains how this Jnana can be acquired ]

(38)

There/ is nothing indeed in this world so holy as

fHrfsr- ^t^RTTSt cT«IT
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Jnana. That Jfiana is automatically acquired in course of

time by the person who has mastered the Yoga (that is,

the Karma-Yoga).

[The word
4

Action ’ in the 37th stanza means ‘the

binding force or effect of Karma or Action * (Gi. 4. 19).

Acquiring Knowledge by means of desireless Actions,

which one has started by one’s Reason, is the principal

means of acquiring Knowledge, or the means accessible

to Reason (buddhi) ;
but, for those who cannot acquire Know-

ledge in this way by their own Reason, the Blessed Lord

now prescribes the other path, namely, the Path of Faith—]

(39) That person having Faith, who, having acquired control

over the senses, pursues this Knowledge, (also) acquires it

;

and when he has acquired Knowledge, he immediately after-

wards experiences the highest peace.

[In short, that Knowledge (Jnana), and the tranquility

{santi) which is acquired by means of the Reason (lbuddhi),

is also acquired by Faith (sraddha) But he who has

neither Reason nor Faith—]

(40) But (he) who has himself neither Knowledge nor Faith,

such a doubter is utterly destroyed. For the doubter, there

is neither this world, nor the next, nor any happiness

whatsoever.

[The Blessed Lord has shown two ways of acquiring

Knowledge, namely, (i) one’s own Reason and (ii) Faith.

HE now explains the respective uses of the Jnana-Yoga and

the Karma-Yoga, and summarises the whole subject-

matter—]
‘

(41)

0 Dhananjaya ! Actions cannot bind the dtma-jnanin

(Self-Realiser—Trans.) who has cast off Karma (that is, the.
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bondage of Karma) by taking shelter in the (Karma-) Yoga,

•and whose doubts have been annulled by means of Jfiana.

(42) Therefore, cutting off with the sword of Knowledge,

this doubt, which has arisen in your heart as a result of

Ignorance, take shelter, in the (Karma-) Yoga, (and)

O Bh&rata l stand up (and fight).

[ Just as in the Isavasyopanisad ( Isa. 11 ; Gl. Ra. Ch. VI,

p. 501 ), after shortly showing the respective uses of ndya

and avidya
,
a direction has been given to act without

giving up either vidya or avidya, so in the Gita, in these

two stanzas, after shortly showing the respective uses of

Jnana and (Karma-) Yoga, the advice has been given

to Arjuna to perform Action with the joint help of Jnana

and Yoga. The respective uses of these two are that when

a man performs Action by the Desireless Jnana-Yoga,

the binding effect of Karma (Action) is destroyed, and

it does not obstruct Release; and as a result of Jnana, all

doubt or mental confusion is annihilated and one attains

Release. Therefore, the ultimate and final advice to

Arjuna is, that he should not seek the protection of either

Karma alone, or of Jnana alone, but should make use of

both, and fight. It has been shown in the Glta-Rahasya

(Oh. Ill, p. 80) that because Arjuna has to stand up and

fight here by taking shelter or protection from Yoga, the

word ‘Yoga’ must here be interpreted as meaning the

Karma-Yoga. This fusion of Jnana and Yoga, is also

again referred to later on in the Gita (GL 16. 1), in de-

scribing the characteristics of ‘godly endowment’ ( dam
sampatti ), by the words “jnana-yogauyavasthitih ’\ ]

^
Thus ends the fourth chapter entitled the Jnana-Karma-

$AWYasa Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and
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Arjuna on the Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman

(that is, on the Karma-Yoga), in the Upanisad sung (that

is, told) by the Blessed Lord,

[ It must be borne in mind that the word
4

samnyasa * in

the phrase ‘ jmm-karma-samnyasa
#

is not literal karma-

tyaga (Abandonment of Action), but is the Desireless
4

samnyasa ' or the ‘Dedication’ of all Action to the

Paramesvara; and the same explanation has been giyen

later on in the beginning of Chapter XVIII, ]
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CHAPTER Y.

[In this chapter, has been given the clear answer of the

Blessed Lord to the doubts likely to be raised by the

followers of the Path of Renunciation to the doctrines laid

down in Chapter IV, after expressing those doubts through

the mouth of Arjuna. If Juana is the ultimate resolution

•of all Action (4. 33); if allAction is destroyed by Knowledge

-(4 37); and if the sacrifice into Knowledge is superior to the

sacrifice of wealth (4. 43), then, why has the Blessed Lord,

after saying in the second chapter that “it is most

meritorious for a Ksatriya to fight the battle prescribed by

his religion” (2. 31), summarised the fourth chapter by

saying “ therefore, stand up to fight, taking shelter in the

Karma-Yoga” (4. 42)? To this the reply of the Gita is

-that what is needed is the fusion of (i) Knowledge, which is

necessary for Release, by removing all mental confusion

.and of (ii) Karma, which cannot be escaped from, and

which though not necessary for Release, is yet necessary

for Universal Welfare (4. 41). But, even to this an

objection may be raised to the effect that, if both the

Karma-Yoga and the Samkhya-Yoga are proper according

fo the Sastras, why should not a person adopt the Samkhya-

Yoga and abandon Action, if that pleases one better?

Needless to say, there must be made a clear decision as to

which of these two paths is the better one
;
and as Arjuna

was seized with the same doubt, he now raises the

following question, in the same way as he had raised the

question in the beginning of the third chapter—]

(1) Arjuna said 0 Krsna 1 once you say that the Path

of Renunciation is superior, and again that Karma-Yoga

(that is, the path of continuing to perform Action) is

superior; therefore, tell me definitely that one, of these
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two, which is really sreya, (that is, more praiseworthy).

(2) The Blessed Lord said Karma-sarhnyasa and Karma-

Yoga, both these (paths or Nisthas) are nihsreyasakara (that

is, producing Release) ; but, (that is, though both may be of

the same value from the point of view of Release), the worth

*(that is, the efficacy) of Karma-Yoga, out of these two, is

greater than that of Karma-Samnyasa.

[This question and answer are both unambiguous and

clear. The word
1

sreya ’ in the first stanza means * more

praise-worthy or, better ;
and, to the question of Arjuna

about the relative value of the two courses, the reply of the

Blessed Lord is, “ karma-yogo msisyate ”, that is “the

Karma-Yoga is the better (path)”. Nevertheless, as this

doctrine is not consistent with the Samkhya theory, that

a man must abandon or make a literal Samnyasa

(Renunciation) of Action, after he has acquired Knowledge,

some commentators, have taken hold of the word
* msisyate ’, and contented themselves with saying that that

was a mere hollow praise of the Karma-Yoga by way of

an arthavada, after they had ineffectually struggled to

twist this plain-meaninged question and answer; and

saying, that the true intention of the Blessed Lord was

not to praise the Karma-Yoga 1 If it was the opinion of

the Blessed Lord that there should be no Action after the

acquisition of Knowledge, could He not have replied

to Arjuna that: “out of these two paths, the Path of

Renunciation is the better one”? But, as instead of

•doing so, the Blessed Lord, after saying in the first

part of the second stanza that, “the paths of perform-

ing Action and abandoning Action, are both equally

productive of Release”, uses the word *tu% that

is, ‘but’, in the second part of the stanza and

unambiguously lays down the doctrine that, ‘ tayoh \ that

is, ‘out of these two paths’, “the path of Performing
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Action is more praise-worthy (sreya) than the path

Abandoning Action ”, it is clearly proved that He was of

the opinion that in the siddhavastha (state of Perfection),

the Jnanin must still go on performing desirelessly, till

death, as a duty, and for Universal Welfare, the same
selfless Action, which he was performing in the
4

sadhanavastha ’ (the state of Perfecting) for acquiring

Knowledge. The same meaning has been made clear in
Gita 3. 7, and the term

4

visisyate ’ has also been used there

;

and in the next stanza, that is, in Gita 3. 8, the words
“Action is superior to Inaction” were again clearly

repeated. Now, it is true, that there are descriptions in.

several places in the Upanisads (Br. 4. 4. 22) to the effect

that Jnanins (those, who have acquired Knowledge) roam
about begging, without having any ‘ lokaisana ’ (desire for

society), or ' putraisana ’ (desire for children). But, it has

not been stated in the Upanisads that this is the only path,

which can be followed after a man has acquired

Knowledge, and that there is no other path. Therefore, it

is not proper to attempt to harmonise the Gita with the

above-mentioned sentences from the Upanisads. The Gita

does not say that this Path of Renunciation described in

the Upanisads is not productive of Release. But, the firm

doctrine of the Gita is, that though the Karma-Yoga and 1

Renunciation are both equally productive of Release,

that is to say, though, from the point of view of Release, the

effect of both is the same, yet, considering the course of

life in the world, the better or more praise-worthy path is

to continue to desirelessly perform Action even after one

has acquired Knowledge. This interpretation of mine is

not the one which has been accepted by the majority of

commentators ; and, they have treated the Karma-Yoga as

secondary ; but, in my opinion, these interpretations of the*

commentators are not plain and straight-forward ; and, as

I have given a detailed statement of my reasons for my
interpretation in Ohapter XI of the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 420

to 431), I shall not take up space here by saying more*

about it. After the Blessed Lord had thus given His clear

'decision as to which of the two paths is more praise-worthy*
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HE now proves that though these two paths might appear

different to people in ordinary life, yet, they are not

essentially different—]

(3) He, who does not hate (anything) and who does not

desire (anything), that man should be looked upon as

a ‘permanent ascetic’ (though he might be performing

Action); because, O Mighty-armed Arjuna! he, who has

been liberated from the pairs of Opposites (such as, pain and

happiness, etc.), is, without effort, liberated from (all) the

bonds (of Karma). (4) Fools say that Samkhya (Karma*

Samnyasa) and Yoga (Karma-Yoga) are different ; the learned

do not say so ;
if any one path is properly followed, the

result of both is achieved. (5) That (Released-) state, which

is reached by the (followers of the) Samkhya (Path), there

too do the Yogins (that is, the Karma-Yogins) go ; he who-

sees that the (two paths of) Samkhya and Yoga are (in this

way) the same, may be said to have seen (the true principle).

(6) Even Renunciation, 0 Mahabaho I is difficult to achieve,

in the absence of Yoga, (that is, in the absence of Karma)-

That sage who has become steeped in the Karma-Yoga, i&

not long in attaining the Brahman.

[A clear and exhaustive explanation has been given later

on from the seventh to the seventeenth chapter of the Gita

as to how the same Release can be obtained by Karma-Yoga,

that is, by not abandoning Action, as can be obtained

by the Samkhya-Yoga. All that is intended to be said for

45—46
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the present is, that as there is no difference between the two

paths from the point of view of Release, it is not proper to

magnify the difference between these two paths, which

"have been in vogus from times immemorial, and to quarrel

about it ; and the same logical argument has been repeated

over and over again later on (See Gi. 6. 2 and 18.1, 2;

and my commentary on it). The stanza “ ekam samkhyam

<ca yogam ca yah pasyati sa pasijati ” has appeared twice

with slight alterations in the Mahabharata (San. 305.

19; 316 4). Though Jnana is considered of supreme

importance in the Path of Renunciation, that Jnana is

not perfected unless Action is performed; and though in

the Karma-Yoga, Action is performed, yet, one does not

fail to reach the Brahman by it, since such Action is

performed with the help of Jnana (Gi. 6. 2) ; then, where

is the sense of raising a cry that these two paths are

different? If it is said that the performance of Action

has in itself a binding-effect, the Blessed Lord says that

such objection does not apply to Action performed

desirelessly—

]

(7) (He/l Who has become steeped in the (Karma-)

Yoga, whose conscience is pure, who has conquered his Mind

and his senses, and whose Atman has become the Atman of

all created beings, remains untouched (by the merit or sin of

Action), though he performs (all Actions). (8) (He,) Who
has understood the basic principles, and is steeped in

the Yoga, should realise that :
“ I do not do anything (and)

in seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, walking, sleep-

ing, breathing, (9) speaking, excreting, taking, opening the

eye-lids, and closing them, (should act) believing that (merely)
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the senses are acting with reference to their respective

’Objects.

[The last two stanzas form one sentence
; and the various

Actions described in them are the Actions of the different

-organs of the body; for instance, excretion is the action of

the anus ; taking, that of the hand ;
moving the eye-lids,

that of the Vital Airs
;
seeing, that of the eyes, etc “I do

not do anything ” does not mean that one should allow

-one’s senses to do what they want. What is meant is that

when once one has lost the egotistical sense of * I the

unprompted senses are not capable of performing any evil

action of their own accord, and remain under the control of

the Atman. In short, even if a man becomes a Jnanin, the

organs of breathing etc., will continue to perform their

respective functions. Hay, even remaining alive for a

fraction of a second is in itself an Action; then, where

-remains the difference that the Jnanin, who follows the

Path of Renunciation, gives up Action, and that the

Karma-Yogin performs Action ? Both are bound to perform

Action. But, as the same acts cease to have a binding

effect when the Attachment based on Egoism has been

discarded, giving up the Attachment remains the only

basic principle ; and the Blessed Lord now further amplifies

the same idea—]

(10) He, who performs Actions, dedicating them to the

Brahman and unattachedly, to him sm does not adhere

(touch), just as water does not adhere to the leaves of a lotus-

plant. (11) Therefore, the Karma-Yogin performs all

Actions (without entertaining the egotistical notion that he is

performing them) for Self-purification, unattachedly, by the

body (merely), or by the Mind (merely), or by the Reason

(merely), and even by the senses merely
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{The words
4

Body
',

4

Mind *, and
4

Reason * in this stanza
have been used with reference to the bodily (Jcayiko), vocal
(vacika) and mental (manasika) divisions of Action.

Although the adjective 'kevcdazh' (merely) is placed, in the

original, behind the word ‘ mdnyaih ’ alone, it also applies to

the words ‘ Body \
1

Mind *, and * Reason ’ (Gi. 4. 21). There-

fore, in my translation, I have placed it behind all the

other words, as behind the word ‘ Body The meaning is,

as explained in the 8th stanza above, that if a man
performs any act, which is merely bodily (kayika), or merely

vocal (vdaka), or merely mental (manasika), giving up<

egoism, and without any Attachment to the Fruit of

Action, he does not incur any sin (See Gita 3. 27 ; 13. 29

;

and 18. 16). When there is no egoism, all the Action which

is performed is merely the Action of the organs
;
and as the

Mind and the other organs are only the evolutes (akara)

ofPrakrti, the doer does not incur the binding effect of

such Action. The Blessed Lord now proves this doctrine

according to the Sastras—

]

(12) He, who has become ‘yuktd (that is, Yoga-yuktd), (that

is, steeped in Yoga—'Trans.) gives up the Fruit of Action and

attains the final complete tranquility ; and the ‘ayuktd (that

is, one who is not Yog^-yukta), becoming attached to the

Fruit, as a result of Kama (that is, of desire ), becomes bound

(by the merit or the sin). (13) The embodied (man), who

has controlled the senses, renouncing all Actions mentally

(not literally), inhabits happily this (body-) city with its nine,

entrances, doing nothing and causing nothing to be done.

[That is to say, he realises that the Atman is a non-doer,

and that the entire activity is of Frakrti ;
and therefore,

+

he lives quietly, or in a state of indifference (See Gita 13. 20

and 18. 59). The two eyes, the two ears, the two nostrils*
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the mouth, the opening for urinating, and the anus are

looked upon as nine openings or doors of the body. The
Blessed Lord now gives a metaphysical explanation of the

fact that the Karma-Yogin remains ‘ yukta \ though he is

performing Actions—]

(14) The prabhu (that is, the Atman or the Paramesvara)

• does not create either the capacity of men for Action, nor

their Actions, nor the attendant Fruit ofAction (accruing to the

doers). Inherent nature, (that is, Prakrti) performs (every-

thing). (15) The mbhu (that is, the all-pervading Atman or

Paramesvara) does not acquire either the merit or the sin of

anybody. As Knowledge is covered by the covering of

Ignorance (that is to say, as a result of Maya), all created

beings are confused.

[The principle involved in both these stanzas is

originally from the Samkhya philosophy (See Glta-Rahasya

pp. 222 to 224). But, as according to Vedantists, the

Atman= the Paramesvara, they extend the principle that

‘the Atman is a non-doer’ to the Paramesvara. The

Samkhyas look upon Prakrti (Matter) and Purusa (Spirit)

as the two fundamental principles, and look upon the

Prakrti as the active agent and the Atman as inactive;

but the Vedantists go even beyond that, and say that the

root of both Purusa and Prakrti is a quality-less Parame-

6vara, who is a Non-Doer (udasin) like the Atman of the

Samkhyas; and that the entire activity is of Maya or of

Prakrti (Gi. Ra p. S69). The Blessed Lord now explains
*

that the ordinary man does not understand these things

• on account of Ignorance; and that, as the Karma-Yogin

understands the difference between the Doer and the

Non-Doer, he remains unscathed, notwithstanding that

he performs Action—

]
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(16) But those, whose own such Ignorance has beem
destroyed by Knowledge, their Knowledge throws light on
the Highest Principle like the Sun; (17) and those, whose
Reason has become engrossed in this Highest Principle,

whose Internal Sense
(aniahkarana) has found happiness in

It, and become fixed on It, and devoted to It, their sin is-

entirely washed away by Knowledge ; and they do not come
to birth again.

[The Blessed Lord now gives a further description of the

state of the ‘ brahma-bhuta * (merged in the Brahman) or

*
fimmmkta (Released in this life) state of these Karma-
Yogins (not Samnyasins), whose Ignorance has thus been

destroyed—]

(18) Those who have become Pandits (that is, Jnanins),

their vision is the same towards the Brahmin endowed with,

Knowledge and humility, as towards a cow, or an elephant,

or a dog, ora candala
. (19) Those, whose Mind, has thus

become steady in a state of Equability, conquer the mortal

world, wherever they are (that is, without having to wait for

death); because, the Brahman is faultless and equable;;

therefore, these persons (with an equable Reason) are

(always) merged in the Brahman (that is, they have become-

brahma-bhuta already in this world).

[ This is a repetition of the statement in the Upanisads

that he, who has Realised that the Atman-formed

Paramesvara is a Non-Doer, and that the entire activity is
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of Prakrti, has 'become steeped in the Brahman’ ( brahma-

samstha

)

; and he attains Release, cf.
“ brahma-samtho

9

mrtatvam eti
99

(Chan. 2. 23. 1). Yet, it is clear from stanzas

1 to 12 above that, according to the Gita, a man does not

escape Action even though he has reached this state. This

sentence from the Chandogyopanisad has been interpreted

by Samkaracarya so as to support the Path of Renunciation;

but, if one considers the anterior and posterior context in

the original Upanisad, it will be seen that the greater

possibility is of this statement having been made with

reference to the person who performs Actions appropriate to

the three stages of life, even after having become brahma-

samstha ;
and this same import has been very clearly set

out at the end of the Upanisad ( See Chan. 8. 15. 1 ). As

this state is reached during life after a man has attained

the Knowledge of the Brahma ( brahma-jnam ), it is called

the
6

jivan-muktauastha
9

(state of being Released in life),

( See Gl. Ra. Ch. X, pp. 413 to 415 ). This is the highest

pinnacle of Metaphysics, and the Yoga devices, such as,

the control of the mental tendencies ( citta-vrth-mrodha) etc.,

by which this state can be reached, are explained at length,

in the next chapter. This chapter contains only a further

description of this state. ]•

(20) One should not become glad because one has got the-

priya{that is, the desired thing); nor should one become

dejected, if something undesirable happens. One whose mind

has (thus) become steady, and who does not suffer from

mental confusion, such a Knower of the Brahman is (said to

have become) ‘steady in the Brahman*. (21) He (alone),

whose mind is not attached to the contacts (with the senses)

of external objects, (that is, to the enjoyment of objects of

sense), obtains (whatever) the happiness, which pertains to

the Atman ; and such a person, who has become yuktct as a
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result of union with the Brahman, enjoys inexhaustible

happiness. (22) As enjoyments, born of contacts (with ex-

ternal objects), have a beginning and an end, they become

the cause of unhappiness. The wise man, 0 Kaunteya!

-does not find happiness in them. (23) He, who has become

capable (by control of the senses) of bearing in this world,

before leaving this body (that is, till death), such pain as is

born of Desire and Anger, is the liberated and the (truly)

happy man.

[This is an expansion and elucidation of the advice of the

Blessed Lord to Arjuna in the second chapter that he must
hear pain as well as happiness (Gi. 2. 14). In Gita 2. 14,

the adjective “ agamapayinah ” ( i. e.,
* coming and going ’

)

has been applied to pain and happiness; whereas, here in

the 22nd stanza, the word used is “ adyantavantah ” (i. e.,

*

with a beginning and an end’); and here the word
* bahya ’ has been used instead of the word ‘ matra

*

used

there ; this stanza ( i. e., stanza 21) also defines who is to be

called ‘ yukta ’. Bearing pain and happiness equably, and

not avoiding them, is the true characteristic of yukta-ne&s.

See my commentary on Gita 2. 61. ]

(24) He who has thus become internally (that is, in his

conscience) happy (without laying any store by external happi-

ness or unhappiness), who has found tranquility within

himself, and similarly, who has acquired (this) internal light,

such a' (Karma-) Yogin has become Brahman-formed, and

attains the brahma-nirvana Release (that is, the Release of

feeing merged in and unified,with the Brahman), (25) Those
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Esis, who have lost the sense of duality (that is, who have

realised the principle that there is only one Paramesvara in

all places), whose sins have been dissolved, and who have

.“become engrossed in achieving the welfare of the entire

creation by means of Self-control, attain Release m the shape

of brahma-nirvana. (26) Theyalms who are free from Desire

and Anger, who are self-controlled and possessed of Self-

Knowledge, attain the brahma-nirvana Release 'abhitah

\

(that

is, as if it is placed all round them, or in front of them ; that

is to say, wherever they are). (27) That Release-desiring

Muni, who keeps outside the (painful or pleasing) contacts

‘(of the organs) with external objects ; who, having fixed his

gaze between the two eye-brows, and equalised the prana

-and the apana breaths passing through his nostrils, (28) has

obtained control over the senses, the Mind, and the Reason
;

.-and, who has become free from Desire, Fear, and Anger, may

.be said to be ‘ perpetually Released \

[It will be seen from Chapter IX (pp. 320 and 344) and

Chapter X (p. 414) of the Glta-Rahasya, that this

description is of the Jivan-muktavastha (state of being

Released, while alive). But, the assertion of some

commentators that it is a description of a man who follows

the Path of Renunciation is not correct in my opinion.

Whether in the Path of Renunciation, or in the Path of

Karma-Yoga, ‘ tranquility
5

(sanh) is one and the same ; and

to that extent, this description might apply to the Path of

Renunciation; this cannot be denied; but, as in the

beginning of this chapter, the Karma-Yoga has been

mentioned as the superior path, and again in the 25th

stanza, it is stated that Jnanins (sages) are engrossed in
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achieving Universal Welfare, it is clear that this description

is of the Karma-Yogin Jlvan-mukta (Released-in-life) and

not of the Samnyasin (See Gi. Ra. p. 520). To proceed;

since, Realising the Paramesvara, Who pervades the entire

creation, is the highest ideal even according to the Path of

Action (karma-marga), the Blessed Lord finally says that—]

(29) Realising, (in this way), Me, Who am the Recipient

of (all) sacrifice and austerities, the Overlord of all spheres

(such as heaven, etc.) and the Friend of the entire creation,

he attains tranquility.

Thus ends the fifth chapter entitled Samnyasa-Yoga in,

the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the Yoga in-

cluded in the science of the Brahman (that is, on the Karma-

Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the Blessed

Lord.



CHAPTER ¥1.

[Thus far it has been proved that, (i) though nothing

except Knowledge is necessary for attaining Release, the

Jnanin must continue to perform Actions even after the

Acquisition of Jnana, for universal welfare; but that, (ii) he

must perform these with an Equable Reason, and having
given up the Desire for Fruit, so that they may not have

any binding effect ; that, (iii) this is known as the Karma-
Yoga ; and that, (iv) this path of life is more praise-worthy

than the path of Renunciation of Action (Icarma-samnyasa).

Nevertheless, the justification of Karma-Yoga is not

thereby finished. Already in Chapter III, in describing

Desire, Anger, etc., the Blessed Lord has explained to-

Arjuna, that these enemies make their home in the organs,

the Mind, and the Reason of humans, and destroy their

Spiritual Knowledge (jnana) as also their Specified

Knowledge (mjnana), (3. 40) ;
and advised him that

he should, therefore, first conquer these enemies by con-

trolling his senses. In order that this advice should be

complete, it was necessary to explain (1) how to acquire

control over the senses, and (2) what is Spiritual Knowledge

and what Specified Knowledge ;
but, in the meantime, the

Blessed Lord, in reply to the question of Arjuna,

(i) explained to him which path of life, out of the paths of

Karma-Yoga and Karma-Samnyasa, was the better one ;

(ii) harmonised these two paths of life as far as possible ; and

(iii) showedhow the Brahma-nirvana Release could be obtain-

ed without giving up Action, and by performing Action

with an unattached Reason. The Blessed Lord now starts

in this chapter a description of the means by which it is

possible to acquire this unattached (nihsariga\ or Brahman-

devoted (brahma-mstha) state, which is necessary even in.

Karma-Yoga. Nevertheless, in order that it should be

clear that this explanation has not been given for

preaching the Patanjala-Yoga independently, the Blessed

Lord, to start with, repeats here what has been expounded
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in the previous chapters, namely that, the true Samnyasin

is the person, who performs Actions, having given up the

Hope for Fruit of Action, and not the one, who abandons

Action (5. 3)—]

The Blessed Lord said :

—

(l) That man is to be called a Samnyasin and a Karma-

'Yogin, who performs (his Sastra-enjoined) duties, without

taking shelter in the Fruit of Action (that is, not having in

his Mind a 'home' in the shape of Hope of Fruit). The

niragm (that is, one who has given up Fire-ritual, *such as,

agnihotra etc.), or the akriya (that is, one who sits abso-

lutely quiet, without performing any Action whatsoever),

such a man is not (the true Samnyasin, or the true Yogin).

(2) O Pandava, understand that what is known as Samnyasa

is (Karma-) Yoga, because no one can become a (Karma-)

Yogin unless he makes a Samnyasa (i. e., Renunciation

—

Trans.) of the samkalpa (that is, of the Hope of Fruit in

-the shape of a Desireful Reason).

[ This is only a repetition of the statements made in the

previous chapters, such as, “ ekam samkhijam ca yogam ca
”

(5. 5) ; or, “ there is no Samnyasa except by Yoga ” (5. 6)

;

or, “jneyah sa nitya-samnyasi ” (5. 3); and later on, where

the whole subject-matter has been summarised in Chapter

XVIII, the very same import is again repeated. In the

‘State of a house-holder, one has to maintain an agnihotra

(a perpetual sacrificial fire), and perform Yajnas, Yagas

etc. But, as it was not necessary for a person, who had

become an ascetic, to thus maintain a perpetual fire, it is stated

in the Manu-Smrti, that he should become mragni (i e., free

from Fire-ritual), and live in the forest, and maintain

.himself by begging, and not take part in worldly affairs
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( Manu. 6. 25 etc. ). This dictum of Manu has been referred

to in the first stanza above, and with reference to it, the

Blessed Lord says that, “ becoming
1

mragni ’ or *mskriya * is

not a feature of true Samnyasa” True Samnyasa

consists in giving up a Desireful Reason, or the Hope of

Fruit. Samnyasa consists in the frame of the Mind, and

not in the external act of giving up the maintenance of the

sacrificial fire, or ritual. Therefore, that man alone, who
gives up the Hope of Fruit, or the samkalpa, and thus

performs his duties, can be called the true Samnyasin.

This doctrine of the Gita is different from the doctrine of

the Smrti-writers ;
and I have to refer the reader to

Chapter XI of the Ulta-Rahasya (pp. 480-496), where I have

clearly shown how the Gita harmonises it with the doctrine

of the Smrtis. Having in this way explained what

true Samnyasa is, the Blessed Lord now explains the

difference between the Actions to be performed in the

sadhanavastha, that is, in the state before Knowledge has

been acquired, and those to be performed in the siddhavastha

that is, after the Acquisition of Knowledge, giving up the

Hope of Fruit—]

(3) To the Muni who desires to become (Karma-)

yogarudha (that is, enthroned on the Karma-Yoga—Trans.),

Karma is said to be the kdrana, (that is the means); and

when that same man has become yogarudha (that is, has

become a complete Yogin), the sama (that is serenity—

Trans.) is said to become later on the kdrana (for the

Karma).

[Commentators have utterly misinterpreted the meaning

of this stanza. The word
1

yoga ’ used in the first part of

the stanza means Karma-Yoga ; and it is accepted by every-

body that, for acquiring that Yoga, Karma is the karaqa,

or the means; but commentators have interpreted the

words, “ after having become * yogarudha sama becomes

the karana for him ”, as supporting the Path of Renuncia-

tion. What they say is :
* sama * means

4

upaiama ’ (that
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is,
4

cessation ’—Trans.) of Karma
;
and he who has acquired

Yoga must, therefore, give up Karma ! Because, according

to them, the Karma-Yoga is a part (anga), that is, a

preliminary accomplishment, of Samnyasa. But, this

interpretation is only a doctrine-supporting interpretation,

and not the correct interpretation. For, (1) if the Blessed

Lord has stated already in the first stanza of this chapter,

that that man alone is a true Yogin, or yogarudka, who
44
performs his duty ” without taking shelter in the Fruit

of Action, and that the person who does not perform

Action (who is an akriya) is not a true Yogin, it would be

totally illogical to imagine, that the Blessed Lord could

have in the third stanza advised the Yogin, or the yoga-

ru^ha, to make the sama of Karma, that is, to give up Karma.

Although it may be the opinion of the Samnyasa school,

that the yogarutfha should not perform Action, after having

attained tranquility, yet, that opinion is not acceptable to

the Gita ; and there is clear advice in several places in the

Gita to the effect that the Karma-Yogin should, even in the

State of Perfection (siddhavastha

)

continue to perform all

Actions, desirelessly, and merely as duties, and so long as

he is alive, in the same manner as the Blessed Lord. (Cf.

Gl. 2. 71 ; 3. 7 and 19 ;
4. 19-21

; 5. 7-12
; 12. 12 ; 18. 56

and 57 ; and Gl. Ra. Ch. XI and XII). (2) The second

reason is : How is it possible to interpreie
4

sama 9

as mean-

ing the
4

sama
9

of Karma ? The word
4

sama
9

appears three

or four times in the Bhagavadglta ( GL 10.4 ; 18.42 ) ; and in

those places, as also in common parlance, it means 4

peace

of Mind’. Then, why should it be interpreted to mean the

* peace or the ending of Karma ’ ? In order to get over this

difficulty, commentators have, in the Paisacya-bhasya on

the Gita, treated Stasya
9

as being the sixth (possessive)

case of the neuter gender, and read the line as:
4

tasyaiva karmartah samah ( that is,
4

the sama , which is

tasya ,
namely, of the Karma, referred to in the first half of

the stanza ), instead of referring the demonstrative pronoun
4
tasyaiva

9

in the phrase
4

yogaru$hasya tasyaiva
9

to the word
4

yogarudhasya
9

1 But, this syntax of the sentence is also

mot plain; because, undoubtedly, the second part of the
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stanza has been started in order to show the state reached

afterwards, that is, after he has completed his training, by

the man studying the Yoga, who has been described in the

first part of the stanza; therefore, the word
*

tasyaiva
9

cannot

be interpreted as meaning ‘ karmanah eva
9

; and even if that

interpretation is taken, then, that word should be joined to

the words
4

koranam ucyate \ instead of to the word
4

sama \

'Then, the syntax of the sentence will run as follows,

namely,
4

samah yogarudhasya tasyaiva karmanah karartam

ucyate
9

,
which means, “the

4

sama ’ now becomes the kararia

for the Karma of the yogarudha
9

. (3) The third reason for

rejecting the interpretation of the commentators is as

follows: according to the Path of Samnyasa, nothing

remains to be done for the yogarudha. and all his Karma
ends in

4

sama 9

; and if this is true, the word ‘ karana
9

in the

sentence, “the
‘

sama
9 becomes the

4

karana
9

for the

yogarudha ”, becomes totally meaningless. The word
4

karana
9

is always a relative ( sapeksa ) term. As soon as

you say
4

karana
9

(means), there must be some
4

karya
9

(effect) of it. But, according to the Samnyasa doctrine,

there is no more any karya left for the yoqarudha.

If
4

sama
9

is taken as the
4

karana *, or the means for

Kelease, even that interpretation is not proper. Well
; if

it is said that
4

sama
9

is the
4

karana *, that is, the means,

for the Acquisition of Knowledge, then, this being a

'description of the yogarudha
,
that is, of one, who has

already reached the state of complete perfection, he has

already acquired Knowledge by means of Karma.

’Then, of what is this
4

sama ’, the
4

karayn

C

? The commenta-

tors of the Samnyasa school cannot give any satisfactory

solution of this question. But, if one considers the matter,

disregarding the interpretation of the commentators, then,

in interpreting the second part of the stanza, the word
*

karma
9

in the first part of the stanza comes before the mind

by reason of its proximity; and then, one gets the

interpretation that: as the yogarudha cannot escape Action

for Universal Welfare (lokasamgraha), though he has no

self-interest left (Gl. 3. 17-19),
4

sama
9 now becomes the

*kararia
9

or the means, for him to perform that Action,
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The same interpretation is arrived at, if one considers the

statement in the previous chapter that, “yuktah Icarma-

phalam tyaktva santvrn apnoti nmsthikim” (Gi. 5. 12), that is,

“the Yogin attains complete tranquility by abandoning the

Fruit of Action” ; because, in that stanza, ‘tranquility* is

related not to the ‘Abandonment of Action’, but to the

^Abandonment of the Hope of Fruit’ ; and it has been

clearly stated in that place, that the karma-samnyasa,

which the Yogin has to perform, has to be performed
‘manasa,

’, that is, by the Mind (Gi. 5. 13) ; and that, by the

Body, that is, by the organs of Action, such a Yogin must

perform all the various Actions In my opinion, the

present stanza is an example of what is known in the

damkara-sastra (science of Figures of Speech) as the ‘anyonya-

lamkara ,
as it embodies some strangeness of meaning, or

sweetness of sentiment as is produced by that damkara ;
for,

after stating, in the first part of the stanza, when Karma

becomes the
‘karma’ of

l

sama\ the latter part of the stanza

states conversely, when ‘sama’ becomes the 'karawi of the

Karma. The Blessed Lord says that in the beginning, that

is, in the preparatory stage (sadhanavastha), Action (Karma)

becomes the means (karana

)

of tranquility (sama), that is,

of Yoga-siddhi ;
that is to say, when a person goes on

performing, as far as possible, all Actions with a Desireless

Mind, his Mind becomes peaceful, and he thereby

ultimately attains complete perfection of Yoga (yoga-

siddhi). But, when the Yogin has become yogarudha

( steeped in Yoga ), that is to say, when he has

reached the state of perfection, ( siddhavastha ), this

relation of cause and effect between Karma and

‘ sama ’ is reversed; and instead of Karma being the means

of obtaining ‘sama’, or its
‘

karana \ the ‘sama’ itself

becomes the means for the Karma; that is to say, the

yogarudha,
thereafter performs all his Actions merely as

duties, and without entertaining any Hope of Fruit, and’

with a peaceful Mind. In short, this stanza does not mean

that a man becomes free from Karma in the state of

Perfection; and all that the Gita says is that, the

relation of cause and, effect between Karma and ‘sama*
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in the preparatory stage (sadhamvastfia) becomes changed
or inverted in the State of Perfection (tiddhamsiha), (GL
Ba. Ch. XI, pp, 449 to 451). It is nowhere stated in the

Gita that the Karma-Yogin must ultimately give up*

Action; nor is it intended to say so. It is, therefore, not

proper to take some stanza or other from the Gita,

wherever there is a chance of doing so, and by some
stratagem or other to give it a renunciatory meaning, That

is why the Gita has become so difficult to understand for

many in these days. The proposition, that the yogarudha

must continue to perform Actions, is also borne out by
the definition given in the next stanza. That stanza is as

follows—]

(4) Because, when a man does not become attached to

these objects of sense (such as, speech, touch etc.), nor

to Karma, and when he makes a Renunciation of all samkalpa

(that is, of the Hope of Fruit in the shape of a Desireful

Reason, and not of Action, literally), he is called a
( yogarudha \

[This stanza may be said to be a continuation of the

last stanza or perhaps even of the last three stanzas.

This clearly shows that the Gita advises the Yogarudha

to give up not Action, but the Hope of Fruit, or the

Desireful Reason, and to perform Action desirelessly,

and with a peaceful frame of mind. The words
* samnyasa of samkalpa

9
appear in the second stanza above;

and they must be given the same meaning here, as in that

stanza. Karma-Yoga includes Samnyasa in the shape of

the Abandonment of the Hope of Fruit, and that man alone

is the true Sarimyasin, or Yogin, or the true Yogaruffiia who

performs all Actions, having abandoned the Hope of Fruit.

The Blessed’ Lord now says that succeeding in such a

Desireless Karma-Yoga, or Renunciation of Hope of Fruit*

is a matter within the control of every man; and if he

47—48
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himself makes the effort, [it ‘is ;not impossible for him to

achieve it—

]

(5) (Man) should himself bring about his own emanci-

pation; -one should not (at any time) discourage oneself;

because, (every man) himself is (said to be) his own bandhu

{ that is, helper), or his own enemy. (6) Who has himself

conquered himself, becomes his own helper
; but who does

not understand himself, acts towards himself as his own

enemy.

[ These two stanzas contain a description of the doctrine ,

of Free Will (at.ma-svatamtrya), and propound the principle

that every one must bring about his own emancipation;,

and that, however powerful Prakrti (Nature) may be, it is

within one’s own hands to conquer it and to bring about

one’s own betterment (Gi. Ra. Ch. X, pp. 383 to 391). In

order that this principle should be firmly impressed on the

mind, ithasbeenstated (i) positively, that is,by showing,when

the Atman becomes one’s friend; and again (ii) negatively,

by showing when the Atman may be said to be one’s enemy

;

and this very principle is again referred to in 13. 28. An

the word ‘ atma * has three meanings in Sanskrit, namely,

(1) the
* antaratman ’, (2) one’s self, and (3) the Internal Sense

or the Mind, this word, * atma ’ appears several times in this

and the following stanzas. The Blessed Lord now explains

what result is obtained by bringing the Atman under

control—]

(7) Who has conquered the Atman (that is, his Internal

Sense)* and who has attained tranquility, his *paramatmm

*

becomes samhifa (that is, equal npd*, steady ) , towards hqat

and cold, pain and happiness* honour And dishonour** < ; ;
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[ In this stanza, the word ‘ paramatman * has been used

with reference to the Atman itself. The Atman within the

body is ordinarily engrossed in the turmoil of pain and

happiness ; but, when this turmoil has been conquered by

means of control of the senses, the same Atman acquires

the form of a
6

paramatman \ or of the * paramesvara \ It is

stated further on in the Gita itself ( GL 13. 22 and 31 ) that

the Paramatman is not some substance, different in nature

from the Atman, but that the Atman within the body of a

man is essentially the Paramatman; and even in the

.Mahabharata, there is a statement that—

atma ksetrajfia tty uktah samyuktah prakrtazr gunaih I

fair em tu vimrmuktah paramatmety udahrtah fi

(Ma. Bha. San. 187. 24),

that is, “ when the Atman is prakrta, that is, bound by the

constituents of Prakrti ( by emotions, such as, happiness,

pain etc.), it is called the ‘ ksetrajfia ’ or the ‘ jivatman\

within the body; and when it has become free, from

"these constituents, the same Atman is called, the

Paramatman ” It will be seen from Chapter IX of the

Gita-Rahasya, that the same is the doctrine of the Non-

Dualistic "Vedanta. Those who are of opinion that the

Gita does not support Non-Dualism, but supports Qualified

Monism (usistadvaita), or pure Dualism, do not take the word ,

"paramdtma ’ here as a single word, but break it up into

,

‘ param * and ‘ atma and look upon the word * param * as an

adverb qualifying the verb
4

miriahtah This * interpreta-

tion is far-fetched; but it will show how commentators,,

who want to establish a particular doctrine, stretch the

meaning of the Gita to support their own point of view.]

(8) He, whose Atman has become satisfied by jmna (that is,*

Spiritual! Knowledge—Trans.) and by vijmna, [that Js, by

specified (mvidka) Jfiana], who has conquered his senses,

who has become ‘kutastka* (that is, who has reached the

origin), and has begun to look upon the earth, stone, and

gold as one and the same, such a (Karma-) Yogin (alone)
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is said to be l yuMa' (that is, to have reached the siddha-

vastha). (9) That man, whose Reason has become equal

towards dear persons, friends, enemies, udasinas
,
madhya-

persons fit to be hated, and brethren, as also towards

saints, and evil-minded persons, may be said to be of special

worth.

[ suhrd ’ means a friend, who helps without expecting a.

return; * udaslrn
5

is a person, who, where there are two*

factions, does not desire the good or the evil of either party

* madhyastka ' is a person, who wishes well by both sides

;

and * bandhu ’ is a relation. Such are the meanings given

by commentators to these words. But it will do, if

slightly different meanings are taken instead of taking these

meanings ; because, these words have not been used with

the intention of showing a different meaning in each case r

and several words are sometimes used in this way in

order that an exhaustive meaning may be conveyed by

the combination, and that nothing should be left

over. In this way, after having briefly explained who*

may be called a *yogV, or a
4

yukta \ or a ‘ yogaru$ha ’

(GL %. 61 ; 4. 18 ; and 5. 23), the Blessed Lord has also said'

that every man is free to achieve this Karma-Yoga for

himself ; and that it is not necessary for him to depend

for assistance on anybody else for that purpose. The

Blessed Lord now explains the means for achieving this-

Karma-Yoga—]

(10) He, who is a Yogin (that is, a Karma-Yogin) should,

remaining alone in solitude ; controlling his Mind, and his*

Atman ; not entertaining any desire whatsoever ; and giving

up parigraha (that is, bonds), take constantly to his Yoga-

practice*

[It becomes clear from the next stanza that the word

* yrnjita ’ refers to the Yoga described in the Patanjala*
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sutras. But, this does not mean that the man, who wishes

to achieve the Karma-Yoga must spend his entire life in

the practice of the Patanjala-Yoga. The Patanjala-Yoga

has been described in this chapter as a means for acquiring

that Equable Reason, which is necessary in the Karma-
Yoga ; and solitude is necessary only to that extent. As a

result of Prakrti, many persons are not able to acquire in

one life the Mental Absorption (sarriadhi) described in the

Patanjala-Yoga ;
and the Blessed Lord has said at the end

of this very chapter, that such persons should practise the

Karma-Yoga by steadying their Reason, as far as possible,

instead of wasting their whole life in the practice of

Patanjala-Yoga
;
and that by doing so, they will ultimately

attain Perfection (siddhi) after many births (Gi Ra. Gh. X,

pp. 389 to 390)—]

((11) Having unchangeably fixed one’s * asana ' (that is, place

of sitting—Trans.) on dried grass, covered by a deer-skin,

over which too has been placed a piece of cloth, neither too

high nor too low, in a pure place, (12) and controlling in

that place the activities of the * Mental Vision (i. e., cilia—

Trans.) and of the senses, and concentrating the Mind,

one should practice Yoga, sitting on that seat, for self-

purification. (13) Becoming steady, holding the kaya (that

is, the back), the head, and the neck fixedly in a vertical

straight line, not looking towards the cardinal directions

*(that is, around oneself), and fixing the, gaze on the tip of

* See, Apte, Practical Samfoit-English Dictionary
, 1924, p. 435

—

Trans.
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one's nose, (14) not entertaining any fear, keeping a

peaceful frame of mind, observing brahmacarya (that is,

celibacy—Trans.)* controlling the Mind, fixing one's Mental

Vision on Me, becoming devoted to Me, one should become

yukta (i. e .,

‘

steeped in Yoga '—Trans.)

[The words
41
* in a pure place

"
* and “holding the back,

neck, and the head fixedly in a vertical straight line ” are

from the Svetasvataropanisad ( see Sve. 2. B and 10 ) ; and*

the whole of the description given above is not from the

Hatha-Yoga, but is more consistent with the description of

Yoga given in the ancient Upanisads. In the Hatha-

Yoga, there is a coercive control of the senses ; but it is

stated later on in the 24th stanza of this very chapter, that
“ the senses should be controlled by the Mind ” Cf.
tl
mam$qzva indriyagramam limyamya”. This clearly shows

that the Gita does not countenance the Hatha-Yoga.

Similarly, it has been stated at the end of this chapter,

that this description is not to be understood as directing a

person to spend his whole life in the practice of Yoga. The

Blessed Lord now further expounds the concrete results of

this Yoga-practice—]

(15) By thus continually practising the Yoga, the Mind1

comes under control
;
and the (Karma-) Yogin attains the

tranquility, to be found in Me, and which is ultimately

productive of ‘nirvana’ (that is, which causes assimilation,

iqto Me).
k

[The word ‘continually’ in this stanza is not to be taken

(as meaning for twenty-four hours a day. All that is

meant is, that one should perform this practice, for a few

hours every day (see commentary on stanza 10). The

•Reason for saying: “become
*

macdtta’ and
*

maiparayayd

*

while thus practising Yoga”, is that the Patamjala-Yoga is
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only one of the devices or processes for controlling the

Mind. When the Mind has been controlled by this,

practice, it is possible to fix it on other things instead of on

the Blessed Lord. Therefore, the Gita says that, (i) one

should not thus misapply the concentrated Mind, but

should utilise this concentration or * samadhi
1

of the Mind,

for acquiring the Knowledge of the form of the

Paramesvara
;

Ghat, (ii) it is only when this is done that

Yoga becomes beneficial ; and that, (iii) otherwise, the

practice is only productive of useless trouble ;
and the same

meaning is conveyed later on in the 29th and 30fch stanzas*

and again in the 47th stanza at the end of the chapter.

Those, who have only practised the physical control of, or

acquired the Yoga of, the organs, without being devoted to

the Paramesvara, only become adept in such practices, as
1

jarava' (incantations to produce impotency, diseases, or

Infirmities),
4 maram *

( incantations to destroy or kill ),

‘va&ikararia (incantations for fascinating or enchanting

and subduing), which are harmful to others. This state of

'things is not desirable either for the Gita or for any other

path of Release. The Blessed Lord now gives again a

further elucidation of this Yoga-practice—

]

(16) O Arjuna! he who eats too much, or who eats nothing:

at ah, and he who sleeps too much, or who keeps awake

too much cannot succeed in (this) Yoga. (17) Whose food

and pastime are moderate, whose Action is just sufficient,

and whose sleep and keeping awake are measured, to him,

(this) Yoga becomes a destroyer of pain (that is, a producer

of happiness).

t [In this stanza, the word
4

yo'ga
9

means the practice of

the Patafijala-Yoga ; and the word
l

yukta * means, moderate,

enough, or measured ; and further on also, in one or two

places the word 'yoga,' has been used to mean the
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Patanjala-Yoga. Nevertheless, it does not, on that account,

follow that this chapter deals independently with the

Patanjala-Yoga. It has been clearly stated in the forego-

ing lines that one’s most important duty in life is to

successfully practise the Karma-Yoga
;
and that this

description of the Patanjala-Yoga has been given as being

a means for attaining that Karma-Yoga, and for that

purpose only ; and it becomes clear from the words “whose

Action is just sufficient ”, that this Yoga-practice has to be

carried on, without giving up other Action. The Blessed

Lord now first gives a short description of a Yogin, and

describes the nature of the happiness of mental absorption

(samadh)—

]

' (18) When the controlled Mind becomes fixed on the

Atman, and when there does not remain the desire for any

•enjoyment, the man is said to have become ‘yukta'. (19)

Just as a lamp (that is, the flame of a lamp) kept in a breeze-

less place, remains unflickering, that same simile is applied to

the Yogin, who practices Yoga, having controlled the Mind.

[Besides this simile, there are other similes in the

Mahabharata, such as, “the mind of a Yogin becomes
*

4

yukta \ just as a man becomes
4

yukta

'

(concentrated) when
taking a utensil filled with oil down a stair-case, or when
protecting a boat in a storm (Santi. 300. 31, 34). The

jsimile in the Kathopanisad of the charioteer and the horses

-of the chariot, is well-known ; and although that simile has

not been clearly used in the Gita, yet, the 67th and 68th

stanzas of the second chapter, and the 25th stanza of this

chapter, have clearly been written with that simile in mind.

Although the word * yoga
*

has the technical meaning of
4
Karma-Yoga * in the Gita, yet, that word has been used in

^various other meanings in the Gita ; for instance, in 9. 5

’and 10. 7, the word
4

yoga ’ has been used to mean “the
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•power to do something supernatural, or whatever is

desired Nay, as the word ‘ yoga
*

has several meanings,

the supporters of the Patahjala-Yoga, or of the Samkhya-

Yoga, have found an opportunity of making use of that

fact for saying that the Gita supports their respective

doctrines. The Blessed Lord now describes in a more

exhaustive manner the
‘

samadhi ’ in the shape of ‘total

control of the Mental Vision * prescribed by the Patanjala-

Yoga—]

<20} That state in which the Mind remains entranced after

.it has become controlled by Yoga-practice, and seeing one's

Atman in which, one remains contented in the Atman itself

;

‘(21 ; in which It experiences that summit of happiness, which

is only Mmd-Realised ( buddhigamya ) and imperceptible to

the senses ; and, having (once) become steady in which, It

* does not swerve from the ‘ tattva
’

(that is, principle—Trans.);

<22) similarly, having acquired which state, It does not con-

sider any other attainment as greater, and having become

steady in which, no pain, however big can move (It) there-

from; (23) that state is known as the “viyoga (i.e., disunion

—

Trans.) from the contact of pain ", that is, as ‘ yoga
9

;
and

this ( Yoga ’ must be practised determinedly, without

.•allowing the Mind to get tired.

[These four stanzas make one sentence. The demonstra-

tive pronoun “ to him ” (‘ tarn ’), used at the beginning of

the 23rd stanza, refers to the description given in the first

three stanzas ; and the four stanzas complete the
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description of the
4

samadhi \ The words used in the

beginning of the 20th stanza are similar to the description

of
4

Yoga’ as,
44

yoqas cittavrttmirodhah'\ that isr
44

Yoga means the control of the activities of the Mental

Vision (citta
;)*' given in the Patanjala-Yoga-Sutras. The

4

samadhi ’ is the culmination of this control of the activities

of the Mental vision
;
and that is called

4

Yoga’ • this is the

new definition of the word
4

yoga!’, which has now been inten-

tionally given. It has been stated in the Upanisads and in

the Mahabharata, that a determined and industrious man.

can accomplish this Yoga in six months (Maitryu. 6. 28

;

Amrtanada. 29 ; Ma. Bha. Asva. Anuglta, 19. 66)- Never-

theless, it has been stated above in the 20th stanza, and

later on also in the 28th stanza, that this happiness, arising

out of the samadhi of the Patanjala-Yoga, is not the result

merely of the control of the activities of the Mind, but

arises after one has become acquainted with the nature of

the Atman, after having controlled the activities of the

Mind. This painless condition is known as
4

brahmananda
*

(the Brahmic bliss), or,
4

atmaprasadaja happiness* (the

happiness resulting from the Realisation of the Atman), or,

4

atmanandd

'

(the Atmic bliss), (Gi. 18. 37, and Gl. Ra. Oh. IS,

p. 320). It is not that this Equability of the Mind,

necessary for acquiring the Knowledge of the Atman, can

be acquired only by the Patanjala-Yoga ;
and it is stated

in the following chapters that the same result, namely, the

purification of the Mind, can also be achieved by means of

Knowledge ( jflana ) and Devotion (bhakti

)

; and, that course

“ is usually considered more proper and easier. The Blessed

Lord has thus given a description of the samadhi ; He now

explains how that samadhi is to be brought about—]

,(24) Abandoning all the Mma (that is, wishes) arising

out of safhkalpa (that is, imagination—Trans.), and controlling;

the senses on all sides by the Mind, (25) you should gradually'
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become tranquil, with a courageful Mind
; and steadying the:

Mind on the Atman, you should allow no thought to enter

the Mind. (26) (while you are concentrating the Mental

Vision in this fashion) Controlling the volatile and unsteady

Mind in every direction, from which it may seek to escape,

you should bring it within the control of the Atman.

[The description of this process of attaining the samadfa

(absorption) of the Mind is well-exemplified by the

- illustration of a chariot given in the Kathopanisad

(Katha. 1. 3. 3). Just as the skilful charioteer takes the

horses along a straight road, without allowing them to rush

jn this direction or that, the same kind of effort has a man to

make in order to attain samadhi. He, who is accustomed to

concentrate his mind on any particular subject, will easily

understand the meaning underlying this stanza. When
the Mind is controlled in one direction, it breaks out in

^another direction; and unless this is stopped, it is not

possible to attain samadhi. The Blessed Lord now describes

the result which can be obtained by controlling the Mind

in this way—]

(27) The (Karma-)Yogin, who is thus peaceful-minded,

devoid of the rajas quality, sinless, and brahma-bhuta, attains

the highest kind of bliss. (28) The (Karma-) Yogin, who

continually practises Yoga in this fashion, becomes liberated

from all sins, and happily 'enjoys the beatific happiness-

arising from brahma-samyoga (i. e., union with the Brahman

—

Trans.).

[I have interpreted the word
4

yogi \ in these two stanzas,

as meaning * Karma-Yogin *
; because, as the Patanjala-

-Yoga has been mentioned as one of the means for attaining
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the Karma-Yoga, such a man who practises the Patafijala-

Yoga must be a Karma-Yogin. Nevertheless, it will do if

.the word
4

yogi
*

is taken to mean a person, who is in

samadhi It must not, however, be forgotten that the

course of conduct advocated by the Gita is beyond this.

The same argument is advanced in the next two or three

^stanzas. The Blessed Lord now describes the Self-

Identifying (atmaupamya) vision towards the entire

creation, acquired after a man has in this way experienced

the happiness of the nirvana (Absolute) Brahman—]

(29) Whose Atman has (thus) become yoga-yukta (i. e.,

-steeped in Yoga—Trans.), his vision becomes equalised in all

^directions, and he sees himself in all things, and sees (that)

all created things (are) within himself. (30) Who, sees Me
(the Paramesvara, Paramatman), (to be) everywhere, and

who sees everything, within Me, him, I never abandon ; nor

vdoes he ever abandon Me.

[ The description in the first out of these two stanzas*

•where the word
4

atmari has been used, is from the impercept-

ible, that is, the metaphysical point of view ;
and the second

description, where the first personal pronoun
4

1 ’ has been

used, is from the perceptible, that is, the devotional point

of view. But both these things mean the same (Gl. Ra.

‘Ch. XIII, pp. 598 to 605). This vision of the identification

of the Brahman with the Atman, 3s the foundation both of

Release and of Xarma-Yoga. The first part of the 29th

stanza has appeared with a slight difference in the Manu-
r

Smrti (Manu. 12. 91), in the Mahabharata (San. 238. 21 and

268. 22), and also in the Upanisads (Xaiva. 1. 10 ; and

Isa. 6). Nay, the realisation of the identity of the entire

creation with the Atman is the origin of all Metaphysics

.and of Karma-Yoga, as has been shown by me at great
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length in Chapter XII of the Glta-Rahasya (see p. 537 etc.).

Although a man may have obtained control over the

senses, such control is useless in the absence of this Jnana

;

and therefore, the Blessed Lord starts from the next chapter

to speak about the Knowledge of the Paramesvara. ]

(31) He, who worships Me (the Paramesvara), Who pervade

every created thing, keeping in mind the idea of Unity, (that

is, of the Identity of the Atman with all created things), that

Karma-Yogin, though he may be acting in all manner, is in

Me. (32) O Arjuna I that (Karma-) Yogin, who has begun to

look everywhere with a (Self-Identifying-) Vision according to

which, others are the same as himself, such a man is

considered parama (that is, most superior).

[The idea, that there is only one Atman in the entire

creation, is common to the Samkhya-marga as also to the

Yoga-marga; in the same way, even according to the

Patamjala-Yoga, this Equability is attained after a

man has Realised the Paramesvara. But as both the

Samkhya-Yogins and the Patanjala-Yogins support the

Abandonment of Action, they never make occasion for

utilising in actual life this feeling of Equability; and the

Karma-Yogin of the Gita, on the contrary, continually

-

utilises in every day life this Equability of Reason, acquired

by Metaphysical Realisation, and goes on performing all

the different affairs of the world for Universal Welfare: this

is the great difference between the two ; and, that is why it

is stated at the end of this chapter, that the Karma-Yogin is

superior to the Hapamn', (that is, the Patanjala-Yogin) on

the one hand, and the
6

jftamn
’

(that is, the Samkhya-Yogin)

on the other hand (stanza 46). Having heard this

description of the Yoga of Equability, Arjuna now raises

the following doubt—]
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Arjuna said :—(33), 0 Madhusudana, I do not think that

Jthis Yoga (that is, Karma-Yoga), acquired by samya (that is,

hy Equability of Reason), which You have preached will

last permanently, having regard to the inconstancy (of the

Mind); (34) because, 0 'Krsna! the Mind is volatile,

.rebellious, powerful, and drdha (that is, difficult to mould)

;

I think that the control of it is as difficult as of the wind;

(that is, as trying to bind the wind in an envelope)..

[The woxd
4

yoga ' in the 33rd stanza must be taken as

meaning ‘ Karma-Yoga ’
;
because, it is qualified by the

.adjective
4

by means of samya \ that is, ‘by means of

Equability of Reason \ Although the sarmdhi according to

the Patafijala-Yoga has been described in the foregoing

lines, yet, the Patanjala-Yoga is not meant by the word'

"yoga ’ in these stanzas ;
because, in Chapter II, the Blessed

.Lord has Himself defined Karma-Yoga as : “ samatvam yoga

uceyate ” (2.48), that is,
£!<

Equalness of Reason, or Equability,
1

is known, as ‘Yoga*” The Blessed Lord admits the

correctness df the doubt of Arjiina and says—

]

1

The Blessed Lord said (35) 0 Mighty-armed Arjuna, there

is not the slightest doubt that the Mind is volatile, and that

controlling it,, is difficult .; but, 0 Kaunteya, it can be kqpt

und^r control by abkyqsa (that is,, by practice—Trans.), and

by vairdgya (that; is, absence of Desire—Trans.). • (36) That

*man whose Inner Sense (antahkarana} is not within control,
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ffor him, it will be difficult in My opinion to achieve this

Yoga (of Equable Reason)
;
but, if one makes the effort,

.after controlling the Inner Sense, it is possible to acquire

this Yoga.

[ In short, that which appears difficult in the beginning-

can ultimately he achieved by practice and by industry.

* abhyasa * means ‘doing any particular thing over and

over again’ ; and ‘vairagya' means “absence of Waga or of

‘love”*, that is to say, “absence of desire”. In the

Patanjala-Yoga-Sutras, after first describing the nature of

Yoga, as
“
yogas cittavrttinirodhati that is, “controlling the

activities of the Mental Vision is Yoga”, (see the 20th stanza

of this Chapter), it is stated in the next sutra that
“
abhyasa

wiragydbhyam tan mrodhah' ’, that is, “Mental Vision is

controlled by practice and by indifference to the world**.

‘The same words have been used in the Gita, and the meaning *

is the same ;
but it cannot be stated, on that account, that,

these words have been taken from the Patanjala-Sutras

-{See Gl. Ra. pp. 746-747). Although it is thus possible to

attain samadU (mental absorption) in this way, by

'Controlling the Mind, and although it might be possible for

some determined persons to acquire it by practice in six

months, yet, another difficulty now arises, to the following

•effect, namely, this highest stage of the Karma-Yoga cannot

be acquired by many people even after several births, as a

result of their inherent nature. How are such people to

.attain this Perfection? Because, even if such a person

begins to practise Karma-Yoga, in one life, after having

practised the control of the senses as far as possible, yet,

that practice is bound to remain incomplete at the moment

•of his death; and if in the, next birth, he is to start over

again from the beginning, the same thing will * be repeated

in his next birth. Therefore, the 1 next 5
- question ' of Arjuna

is as to what such'persons should don-]* . w r b j u.

Arjuna said (3 7) 0 Krsna, what^ated&&ttained by
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a man, instead of acquiring success in Yoga, who has .Faiths

but whose Mind, on account of his being ayati (that isr

wanting in sufficient effort, or sufficient control, as a result

of his natural proclivities), has moved from the (Karma-)

Yoga, (consisting of an Equable Reason) ? (3?*) 0 Mighty-

armed Krsna ! is such a man, who, being encompassed by

Ignorance, and not having become steady in the path of

attaining the Brahman, has become bhrasta (that is, alienated)^

from both sides, ruined (in the middle) like a broken cloud ?

(39) 0 Krsna ! You it is, Who must remove this doubt in-

my mind; because, no one other than You will begot for

removing this doubt.

[Though in the nan-samasa
,
the prefixed nan (i.e., a) is

commonly taken to mean * absence of *, yet, as it is very,

often also used to denote dimunity
,
the word * ayati ’ in the

37th stanza has to he interpreted as meaning, ‘one who
makes little, that is, insufficient effort or control \ The

words “ alienated from both sides” that is, “tfo bkrastas

tato bkrastah ’* used in the 38th stanza must be taken to>

refer to the Karma-Yoga. If Action is performed accord-

ing to the directions of the Sastras, though desirefully, one

obtains heaven ; and if it is performed with a Desireless-

Reason, one, obtains Release, without being bound by the

Action; these are the two results of Karma; but, this manr
who is neither here nor there, does not get the Desire-horn’'

Fruit in the shape of heaven, etc., because, that has not?

been his motive ; and cannot also attain Release, as he has-

not acquired Equability of Reason. Arjuna’s question iff

whether, in this way, heaven is lost and Release is also lost

to him; whether, ghee is. lost to him, as also the oil, and
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there remains in his hands the empty vessel*, like a person

abandoned by both sides. It is not that this question

applies only to the means for the acquision of the Karma*
Yoga in the shape of the practice of Patanjala-Yoga. It

has been stated in the following chapters, that the

Equability of Reason necessary for Karma-Yoga can be

acquired either by the Patanjala-Yoga, or by Devotion, or

by Knowledge; and ]ust as the means in the shape of

Patahjala-Yoga are likely to remain incomplete in one

life, so also are the means in the shape of Devotion, or

of Knowledge,—if those paths are followed,—also likely to

remain incomplete in one life. Therefore, the reply given

by the Blessed Lord to this question of Arjuna may be said

to apply equally to all the various means in the path of

Karma-Yoga.]

The Blessed Lord said :—(40) O Partha ! such a man does not

come to grief, whether in this world or in the next

;

because, my friend, no man, who performs beneficial

Actions, ever reaches an unhappy end. (41) This Yoga-
bhrasta (that is, this man, who has fallen from the Path of

Karma-Yoga), takes (re-) birth in the family of pure-minded

rich people, after reaching the spheres (like heaven, etc.),

which are attained by people, who perform good Actions, and

(after) having remained there for many years
; (42) or, he is

* This is a reference to the story of a foul, who went to buy
clarified butter, as also oil, with a vessel (usually used for burning
incense), which has openings on b >th sides and a partition in the
middle

$
and who, putting the clarified batter on one side inverted

the vessel to put the oil in on the other side, and thus lost the

clarified butter ; and then lost the oil also, in inverting the vessel

again, to see what had become of the clarified butter.—Trans.

49—50
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bom in the family of intelligent (Karma-) Yogins
; such (re-)

births are very rare in (this) world. (43) The spiritual

impressions acquired in the previous births, come to him

again here (that is, in the birth which he has thus acquired)

;

and, 0 Kurunandana! he attempts to acquire success (in

Yoga), which is
1 bhuyah

9
(that is, even higher). (44) As a

result of that practice, made by him in the previous births,

he is necessarily (that is, though he may not wish it) drawn

(towards complete siddhi). He, who has experienced

the jijmsd (that is, the desire to possess the knowledge) of

(Karma-)Yoga, such a man also goes beyond the mbda»brdhma

(that is, the desire-prompted ritual, such as, Yajnas, Yagas,

etc., prescribed by the Vedas—Trans.). (45) Becoming

absolved of sin, while (thus) practising industriously, the

(Karma-) Yogin, acquires success, after many births, and

reaches a most superior state.

[The words 'yoga
9

,
* yoga-bhrasta ’ and ‘ yogi ’ in these

stanzas have been used as meaning
4

Karma-Yoga’, ‘one

who has fallen from the Karma-Yoga’ and
4

Karma-Yogin
*,

respectively ; because, being born in a rich family cannot

be proper for anyone else. The Blessed Lord says that one

should start the practice of the Karma-Yoga with as much
pure-mindedness as possible in the beginning. Whatever

Action is performed in this way, however little it be, that

will gradually bring more and more of success ; and in the

next life, if not in this life, it will ultimately lead to

Belease. The stanzas, “if this ‘course of conduct’

(* dharma ’) is observed even to a small extent, it saves a

person from the great danger” (Gl. 2. 40), and “one

reachesVasudeva after many births” (Gi. 7. 19) further
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support this proposition. For further discussion on this

subject, see pp. 389-395 of Chapter X of the Glta-Bahasya.

The word ‘ sabda-brahma * used in the 44th stanza means
4

desire-prompted ritual, such as, Yajnas and Yagas*

prescribed by the Vedas*; because, that ritual is enjoined by the

Vedas ; and it is performed, keeping faith in the Vedas ;
and

the ‘Veda* is the
4

sabda * (word), that is, the
4

sabda-brahma \

•which was in existence before the entire creation came into

-existence. Any person whosoever performs all Actions with

some desire in the first instance; but, as the Mind is

gradually purified by the performance of such Action, he

gradually acquires the inspiration of performing Action

desirelessly. That is why it is stated in the Upanisads, as

-also in the Mahabharata that :

dve brahmam veditavye sabda-brahma param ca yat i

sabda-brahmani msnatah param brahmadJugacchati u

that is, “it must be understood that the Brahman is of

two kinds, namely, the sabda-brahma
,
and the other (that is,

mrguya-brahma) beyond it
;
when a person has become well-

versed in the sabda-brahma , he reaches the nirgum-brahma,

which is beyond it” ( Maitryu. 6. 22 ; Amrtabindu, 17

;

Ma. Bha. San. 231. 63 ; 269. 1). Getting tired of the desire-

prompted ritual prescribed by the sabda-brahma (that is, the

Vedas), the man gets the desire to practise the Karma-Yoga,
which prescribes the same Actions, but for Universal

Welfare
; and in this way, this Desireless Karma-Yoga is

for the first time practised to a certain extent. Later on,

according to the rule “ svalpdrambhah ksemakarah ”, this

little practice slowly drags the man more and more forward

by gradual degrees ; and, ultimately gives him complete

Belease, This is the meaning of the words, “who has

experienced the desire to possess the knowledge of Karma-
Toga, such a man also goes beyond the sabda-brahma ”,

which appear in the 44th stanza ; because, such a desire, or
4
jijndsa \ is the mouth of the grinding-mill in the shape of

Karma-Yoga
;
and once one gets into this mill, then, either

in this life or in the next, and sometime or other, one
^cannot but get complete success, and reach the (nirguna)

IBrahman, which Is beyond the sabda-brahma. It would
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"becomes the most beloved of the Blessed Lord, as when
sugar is added to milk. It does not mean that Devotion is

better than the Desireless Karma-Yoga
; because, later on in

Chapter XII, the Blessed Lord has Himself clearly stated

that Renunciation of the Fruit of Action is better than.

Meditation ( dhyana ), (Gi. 12. 22). It is one thing to say

that the mixture of Devotion and of Desireless Action is-

valuable, and it is quite another thing to say that the

Desireless Karma-Yoga is useless, and that Devotion is

superior to it. The doctrine laid down by the Gita is of the

first kind
; and that laid down by the Bhagavata-purana is

of the second kind. It has been stated in the first, and.

again in the last chapter of the Bhagavata, after declaring

that all kinds of kriyayoga (ritual) are destructive of Spiri-

tual Knowledge (see Bhag. 1. 5. 34), that,

nazskarmyam apy acyuta bhavavarjitam

na sobhate jnanamalam mranjanam \

( Bhag. 1. 5. 12 and 12. 12. 52 ),

that is, “even naiskarmya
,

i. e., ‘Desireless Action
5"

(Bhag. 11. 3. 46), does not seem good, is useless, without

devotion to the Blessed Lord
55

. This will show that as the

entire bias of the writer of the Bhagavata is on Devotion,

he even goes beyond the Bhagavadglta, when occasion

arises. This Purana came to be written in the belief that

due stress was not laid on Devotion in the Mahabharata*

and necessarily, in the Gita. Therefore, it is not a matter

of surprise, if one finds in it statements similar to those

above. But, what we have to see is the summary or the

import of the Gita, and not what the Bhagavata says. The

occasion for writing, as also the time of writing, was

different in each case ; and, therefore, it is not possible to*

fully harmonise them with each other. This chapter has

described the devices from the Patanjala-Yoga, which ara

part of the devices necessary for cultivating the Equability

of Reason required in Karma-Yoga. Knowledge, and

Devotion, are other such devices ;
and their description starts,

from the next chapter. ]
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Thus ends, the sixth chapter entitled Dhyana-Yoga ia
the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the Yoga
included in the Science of the Brahman (that is, on the
Karma-Yoga), in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.



CHAPTER YU.

[After having proved that the Karma-Yoga is as much
productive of Release as the Samkhya-marga, and yet,

independent and superior to it; and that even a little

practice of this Yoga is not useless, the Blessed Lord has

explained how to acquire the control of the senses necessary

in that path of life. But, the control of the senses is a

purely external Action, and the purpose for which this

exercise of the senses is necessary, has not yet been

-considered. The Blessed Lord had already explained to

Arjuna in the third chapter that, enemies like Desire, Anger

etc. fix their abode in the senses, and destroy both Spiritual

Knowledge (jaana

)

and Specified Knowledge (vijnana), and

that he should, therefore, first control the senses and

destroy these enemies; and He had thus shown the necessity

for the control of the senses
;
and He has also described the

Yoga-yukta person in the last chapter as one who, after

having controlled the senses, “has become satisfied by

Jnanaand Vijnana” (6. 8), and “sees the Paramesvara

in all created beings, and all created beings in the Parame-

svara ” (6. 29). Therefore, as He has explained to Arjuna

what is meant by the control of the senses, it has become

necessary for Him, as a matter of course, to also explain to

him what is ‘ Jnana ’ and what is ‘Vijnana’, as also the

methods (udhi) of the Karma-Yoga, by which one can

acquire the complete Knowledge of the Paramesvara,

without abandoning Action, and ultimately attain Release

with certainty ;
and this same subject has been explained

in the eleven chapters of the Gita from the seventh chapter

to the end of the seventeenth chapter ;
and in the last, that

is, in the 18th chapter of the Gita, a summary of the

Karma-Yoga has been made. Realising that there is only

One Indestructible Paramesvara, Who pervades all the

various perishable things which fill the world, is known as
4
Jnana*; and understanding in what way the various

payable things come into existence out of one permanent
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Paramesvara, is known as ‘ Vijfiana’ (Gi. 13. 30); and this

is also known as * ksaraksara-ucara * (the Consideration of

the Mutable and the Immutable). But, in addition to this,

one can also acquire the Knowledge of the form of the

Paramesvara by understanding what is the nature of the

Atman or Self, to be found within the body or
*

ksetra
9

of

every person. This method of consideration is called
4
ksefra-ksetrajna-vicara * that is, the, Consideration of the

Body ( ksetra) and the Atman ( ksetrajm ). Out of these,

the Blessed Lord has first started the Consideration of the

Mutable and the Immutable; and taken in hand the

Consideration of the Body and the Atman in Ghapter

XIII. But, although the Paramesvara may be One, He
has two aspects from the point of view of Worship, namely,

the Imperceptible (avyakta) one, which is realisable only

by the Reason ; and the Perceptible ( vyakta) one, which is

empirical, that is, which can be actually experienced. It

is, therefore, necessary to explain, as a part of this subject-

matter, how one can Realise the Paramesvara by means
^ of Reason, as also how it is possible to Realise the

Imperceptible, by worshipping the perceptible form, in the

first instance, with Faith or Devotion. One should not,

therefore, be surprised if this subject-matter has taken up

eleven chapters. Besides, as both these paths of life

automatically produce the control of the senses, simultane-

ously with the Knowledge of Paramesvara, the Path of

Knowledge and the Path of Devotion are both considered

. to be of greater value in the science of Release, than the

Patanjala-Yoga path. Nevertheless, it must be borne in

mind that all this exposition is a part of the justification

' of the Path of Karma-Yoga, and is not something

independent. Therefore, the division of the Gita into three

parts, according to which the first six chapters deal with

Karma, the next six chapters deal with Devotion and last

six chapters deal with Knowledge, is not a scientifically

correct division. Broadly speaking, all these three subjects

have been dealt with in the Gita; but they are not

independent, and have been dealt with as being parts of

.the Karma-Yoga, as has been explained by me in chapter
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XIV of the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 638 to 644). Therefore,

instead of repeating the same subject-matter here, let us

see how the Blessed Lord starts the 7th chapter—]

The Blessed Lord said (1) 0 Partha ! hear yatha (that

is, in which manner or by what method) you will acquire-

complete and unquestionable knowledge of Me, while you.

are practising the Karma-Yoga, keeping your mind on Me*-

and taking shelter in Me. (2) Leaving nothing in balance*-

I am explaining to you this ‘ Jnana * together with ‘ Vijnana''

by knowing which, there remains no other thing in this,

world to know.

[ From the words “taking shelter in Me” and specially the

word * Yoga ' used in the first stanza, it becomes quite clear

that the ‘ Jnana 5

and ‘ Vijnana ’ explained further on, has

been explained, not independently, but as a means for

perfecting the Karma-Yoga, which has been described in

the previous chapters (Gi. Ra. Ch. XIV, p. 641). Not only

in this stanza, but also in other places in the Gita, the

words “ mad yogara asritah” (Gi. 12. 11)
“
mat parah”'

(Gi. 18. 57 and 11. 55) have been used with reference to the

Karma-Yoga ; and therefore, there remains no doubt that

the Yoga which the Gita ordains for practice, after one has

taken shelter in the Paramesvara, is the Karma-Yoga,

which has been dealt with in the last six chapters. Some-

persons interpret the word
1

vijftana ’ as meaning the

* brahmajftana (Knowledge of the Brahman), which is.

acquired by experience’, or the ‘ brahmasaksatkara \ But,

as the knowledge of the Paramesvara is divided into

synthetic (samastirupa) Knowledge, (that is, Jnana), and

analytical ( vyastirupa ) Knowledge, (that is, Vijnana), I

- think those are the two meanings* which are here conveyed
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by the words 'jnancC and
‘

vijnana ' (See Gl. 13. 30 and 18. 20).

The words “there remains no other thing in this world to

know” in the second stanza, have been stated on the

authority of the Upanisads. In the Chandogyopanisad, the

father of Svetaketu, after asking him:
u
yena

amjnatam ujnatam bhavah ”, that is, “what is That, by

knowing Which, one can know everything”, has explained

to him that problem by saying : “ yatha somyaikem mrt-

pindem sarvam mmmayam ujnatam syad lacarambhanam

vikciro namadheyam mrttikety eva satyam ” (Chan 6. 1. 4), that

is, “ just as, after once knowing what is contained in a ball

of clay, one knows that all earthenware articles are only

different evolutes of clay, bearing different Names and

Forms, and nothing else, so also after knowing the

Brahman, nothing else remains to be known” ; and even-

in the Mundakopanisad ( Mun. 1. 1. 3 ), the first question is

;

“ kasmin nu bhagavo mjnate sarvam idam ujnatam bhavati ”,

that is, “by knowing what, is knowledge of all other things

acquired ? ” From this, it is clear that what is meant here

is the Non-Dualistic Vedanta doctrine that, (i) when one

has acquired the Jnana and the Vijnana of the Paramesvara,

nothing else remains to be learnt in this world ; because,

the Fundamental Element of this world is only one ; that,

(ji) this Fundamental Element pervades everything in

different Names and Forms
; and that, (iii) there is no other

thing besides it in the world. Otherwise, the statement

made in the second stanza does not become intelligible. ]

(3) Only some persons out of thousands make an attempt to*

attain Perfection; and out of these (numerous) Perfect

Beings, who make the attempt, only some gam true Know-
ledge of Me.

[ Though the persons who are making the attempt, are

referred to as
‘

siddha-purusa ’ (Perfect Beings) in this

place, yet, it must be borne in mind that they attain ‘siddhi*

(Perfection) only after having acquired the Knowledge off
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the Parame^vara. The Blessed Lord now starts the

Consideration of the Mutable and the Immutable, being one

of the two sub-divisions of this Knowledge of the

Paramesvara, namely, (i) the Consideration of the Mutable

and the Immutable and (ii) the Consideration of the Body

and the Atman—

]

(4) The earth, water, fire, air, and ether (these five subtle

elements), the Mind, the Reason, and Individuation, this is

My Prakrti divided into eight-divisions. (5) This Prakrti is

‘ apart* (tnat is, of an inferior order). 0 Mahabaho, Arjuna,

know that there is besides this, yet another Prakrti of Mine,

in the form of Jlva, which is para (that is superior), by which

this world is maintained. (6) Bear in mind that from both

these, all created beings are created. I am the 1 prdbhaw*

( that is, the origin ) and the ‘ pralaya
*

( that is, the end ) of

the entire Cosmos. (7) Beyond Me, O Dhananjaya, there is

nothing else. Just as several beads are strung on a string,

so is all this strung on Me.

[These four stanzas contain a summary of the science of

the Mutable and the Immutable ;
and the same has been

dealt with in extenso in the subsequent stanzas. The

Samkhya system says that (l) there are two independent

Elements of the universe, namely, (a) the acetam

(inanimate) or jada (gross) Prakrti (Matter) and (b) the

* sacefana * (conscious) Purusa (Spirit) ;
and that, (ii) every-

thing is created out of these two Elements. But, as the

Gita does not admit this Duality, it looks upon Prakrti and

as two manifestations (vibhuti) of one and the same
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Paramesvara, of which Gross Matter ( ja$a prakrti) is an

inferior manifestation, and the
4

Jlva ’ or * Purusa ’ (that is,

Spirit) is the superior one (See the 4th and 5th stanzas)

;

and it further states that all moveable and immoveable

creation is created out of these two (Gl. 13. 26). Out of

these, the superior Prakrti in the form of Jlva, considered

as the Atman (ksetrajna\ has been fully considered later on

In the Chapter XIII. Then remains Gross Matter (jada

prakrti). The Gita does not look upon this as independent,

but considers that the entire creation is created out of this

Gross Matter, under the supervision of the Paramesvara

(Gl. 9. 10). Nevertheless, though the Gita does not look

upon Prakrti as independent, yet, the divisions of Prakrti

according to the Samkhya system have been accepted with

minor differences by the Gita (Gl. Ra Chapter VIII,

p. 244-250) ;
and the Gita also accepts the Samkhya theory

of gunotkarsa regarding the subsequent creation of all

things out of Prakrti (Gl. Ra. Ch. IX, p 334-335), after

Gross Matter has come into existence out of the

Paramesvara (Gi. 7. 14) as a result of Maya, According to

the Samkhyas, Prakrti and Purusa make up 25 Elements

;

out of these, Prakrti gives rise to 23 Elements. Out of

these twenty-three, the five Gross Elements, the ten senses,

and the Mind, these 16, arise out of the remaining seven,

that is, are Evolutes (mkara ) of those seven. Therefore, in

considering the Fundamental Elements, these sixteen ele-

ments are left out of account ;
and when that is done, there

remain only seven Elements as Fundamental Elements,

namely, the Reason (mahan), Individuation (ahamkara) and

the five Fine Elements {tanmatra). These seven have been •

named
4

prakrti-vikrti * in the Samkhya system, and these

seven prakrti-vikrti and the Fundamental Prakrti, now
make up what is known as the ‘ Eight-fold Prakrti ’

; and

this known as the * astadha prakrti

'

(that is, Eight-fold

Prakrti) in the Mahabharata (San. 310. 10-15). But the

Gita has not considered it proper to place the original

Prakrti in the same grade as the seven prakrh^dkrti
;

because, if that is done, the distinction that there is one

Fundamental Prakrti and that the remaining seven are its
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Evolutes (vikara) is not shown. Therefore, there is a

^difference between the classification in the Mahabharata

and the classification in the Gita, according to which

latter, the seven prakrti-vikrh and the Mind make up

the Fundamental eight-fold Prakrti (Gl. Pa. p 249). In

short, it must he borne in mind that although the Gita

•does not accept the independent Prakrti of Samkhya

philosophy, the description of the further growth of Prakrti

is essentially the same in both places. As in the Gita, so

also in the Upanisads, there is a statement that,

efasmaj jayate prano manah sarvendriyam ca \

kkam vayur jyotir apah prthivi usvasya dharini U

that is, “from this (para-purusa), Prana (Vitality), the Mind,

all the senses, ether, air, fire, water, and the earth, which

supports the Universe, these (all) are created” (Munda,

2.1.3 ;
Kai. 1. 15 ;

Prasna. 6. 4). For further details, see

Chapter VIII of the Glta-Fahasya. It has been stated by

the Blessed Lord in the 4th stanza that He Himself is the

jfive Elements, namely, the Earth, Water, etc. How, saying

that He is also the qualities which are to be found in these

Elements, the Blessed Lord makes clear what is meant by

the statement made above, that all these things are strung

on a string like beads—]

(8) 1 am the Liquidity, of water, 0 Kaunteya ; I am the

Effulgence, of the Sun and the Moon; I am the ‘pranava*

•(that is, the Om-kara), in all the Vedas ;
I am the Sound, of

'Ether; and 1 am also the Manhood, in all men. (9) And I

ram the punyagandha (that is, the smell), of the earth
;
and

.also, the Lustre, of fire
;
I am the Life-Force, in all created

*beings; and I am the Austerity, in those who perform

austere practices. (10) 0 Fartha 1 know that I am the
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^Eternal Seed, of all created beings
;

I am the Intelligence, of

all intelligent people; and the Brilliance, of those who are

bright. (11) I am the Strength, of all the strong, but not

their Mma (that is, Desire) or raga (that is, Attachment to

objects of sense); and O Bharatasrestha 1 I am also the

Mma

,

which dwells in all created bemgs, which is not

antagonistical to Morality. (12) And know also that the

Mttvika, rajasa, and tamasa * Bhava ” (that is, objects) are all

sprung out of Me; but they are in Me, and I am not

in them.

[The meaning of the words “ they are in Me and I am not

in them” is very deep. The first, that is, the broad

meaning, is that, all things have sprung from the

Paramesvara, and that though the Paramesvara is the

‘substratum in the shape of the qualities in all things, like

the string round which the beads are strung, yet, the

pervasiveness of the Paramesvara does not end there ; and

that, the Paramesvara pervades all these things and is

•also beyond
;
and the same meaning is brought out later

on in the words, ‘‘I have occupied the whole of this

universe by only a part of Myself ” in Gi. 10. 42 ; but,

there is another meaning, which is always implied, namely,

“though the diversity in the three-constituented universe

seems to have sprung from Me, yet, that diversity does not

exist in My qualityless (nirguna) form”; and there are

descriptions of the supernatural powers of the Paramesvara

later on (Gi. 13. 14-16), which have been made on the basis

of this second meaning; such as, “bhutabhrt na ca

bhutasthah” (Gl. 9. 4 and 5) etc. If the pervasiveness of the

Paramesvara is thus more than that of the universe itself,

then it is clear that one must go beyond the Mayic
universe in order tojfully understand the true form of the
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Paramesvara; and this meaning is now plainly brought

out by the Blessed Lord—

]

(13) This entire universe, being confused by the three

‘bh&vct (that is, objects), which are the embodiment of the-

three ( sattva, rajas and tamas

)

constituents, does not-

realise Me, the Inexhaustible ( Paramesvara ), Who Am
beyond them (that is, necessarily qualityless).

[ Maya, or ignorance is the inherent quality of the senses

and of the Body, in which the three-constituents are embodied

;

it is not the quality of the Atman
; the Atman is Jnana-

formed, and is permanent ;
and It is thrown into confusion,

by the senses : this Non-Dualistic proposition, which has

been mentioned in Chapter IX of the Glta-Rahasya with

reference to Maya, has been stated in the above stanza.

(See GL 7. 24 and Gl. Ra. Ch. IX, pp. 325 341. ]

(14) This My divine Maya, which is the embodiment of the

constituents, is difficult to understand ;
and therefore, they

alone, who surrender themselves to Me, can swim through

this Maya.

[ This clearly shows that the Blessed Lord refers to the

three-constituented Prakrti of the Samkhya system as His

Maya. It has been stated in the Narayanlyopakhyana of

the Mahabharata that, the Blessed Lord, after showing His,

Cosmic Form to Narada, said in the end :

—

maya hyesa maya srsta yan mam pahyasi narada i

sarvabhutagmairyukfam naiva tvam jnatum arhasi n

( San. 339. 44

)

that is, “0 N§rada, that which you see, is the Maya,

which has been created by Me. Do not think that I possess

the qualities, which are to be found in the created world”.

The same proposition has now been stated here. For a.

description of the nature of Maya, please refer to Gl. Ra*

Ch*IX andX.3
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(15) Those fools and evil-doers, whose Jhana has been:

annihilated by Maya, they, being inspired by an ungodly

Reason, do not surrender themselves to Me.

[The Blessed Lord has explained that those, who are

engulfed in Maya, forget the Paramesvara and are

destroyed. HE now describes what happens to those, who
do not do so, but surrender themselves to the Paramesvara,

and worship Him—]

(16) O Bbarata-srestha Arjuna ! four kinds of virtuous

people worship Me, namely, the 1 (irta
9

(that is, those who
are affected by disease), the ‘jijndsu'-s (that is, those who
desire to acquire Knowledge), the ‘artharthi -s (that is, those

who entertain the desire for money or other desirable

things), and the ‘jnanin -s (that is, those who, although

they are Accomplished (krtakrtya), as they have acquired the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara, and have nothing more to-

gain, yet, worship Me desirelessly). (17) Out of these, that

Jnanin, who is an 1 ekabhakti ’ (that is, one, who, believing*

that there is no other, worships Me alone), and who always

behaves like a ‘yukta
f

(that is, with a desireless frame of

mind), is the highest in worth. I am most beloved of the

Jnanin, and the Jnamn is (most) beloved of Me. (18) All

these Devotees are ‘ uddra
9
(that is, good) ; but, (among all

of them) I hold the Jnanin as equal to Myself; because,

having become yukta-citta (that is, having his Mind united

(to Me)—Trans.) he has become steady in Me, Who Am the

51—52
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highest Goal (of every one). (19) After many births, the

Jnanin, having come to the empirical conclusion that

‘whatever is, is Vasudeva’, comes and reaches Me. Such a

‘ mahatma
’

(that is, noble soul—Trans.) is rare.

[One must thoroughly understand the import of the

statement, made by the Blessed Lord, that by worshipping

His form, a man acquires the Knowledge of the Parame-

svara, after He had described that form, from the point of

view of the Mutable and the Immutable, by saying that,

(i) both Matter and Spirit are His forms, and that, (ii) He
pervades everything on all sides homogeneously. Every

one needs to perform worship, whether it is of the

Perceptible, or of the Imperceptible
;
but, as, out of these

two, the worship of the Perceptible is easier, that kind of

worship has been described here; and that is known as

*bhakh* (Devotion). Nevertheless? that kind of Devotion, in

which a man entertains some kind of desire in his heart,

and worships the Paramesvara for some particular object,

is inferior ;
and, even those ‘Knowledge-seekers’ ( jijnasus ),

who are devoted with the intention of acquiring the Know-

ledge of the Paramesvara, must be considered as imperfect

;

because, their knowledge is not yet complete, as is apparent

from their state of being ‘Knowledge-seekers’. But, as all

these are worshippers, they have all been referred to as Warn*
(that is, ‘going by a good path’), (stanza 18). But, the

import of the first three stanzas is that, the worship desire-

lessly offered (Bhag. 1. 7. 10) by those Jnanins, who have

gone further, that is, who have become Accomplished as a

result of the Acquisition of Knowledge and for whom, there

is nothing more left in this world to do or to acquire

{ Gi. 3. 17-19 ), is the highest kind of Devotion, The

Devotion of devotees like Prahlada and Narada falls into

this excellent category; and that is why the ‘Yoga of

Devotion* (bhakti-yoga

)

has been defined in the Bhagavata

as the ‘desireless and endless worship of the Paramesvara*

(Bhag. 3. 29. 12; and Gi. Ra. Ch. XIII, p. 572). It may
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safely be said that the words
‘

ekabhakti\ and
‘

vasudeva* in

the 17th and 19th. stanzas are from the Bhagavata religion

;

nay, even that the above description of devotees is from the

Bhagavata religion. Because, in the Mahabharata, while

the description of this religion is being given, and after

the four kinds of devotees have been first described, we find

it stated that

:

caturmdha mamajana bhakta evam hi me srutam I

tesam ekdnhmh srestha ye caivananyadevatahw

aham eva gahs tesam mrasih karmakannam ii

ye ca sistas trayo bhaltah phalakdma hi te matah I

sarve cyavana-dharmas te pratibuddhas tu sresthabhak II

( Ma. Bha. San. 341. 33-35 ).

that is,
“ the other three kinds of devotees do not perform

Actions like the
‘

ananyadaivata
9

( ‘no-other-deity’ ) and the

‘ekantin (solitudinal) devotee, but perform Action with some

desire or other ;
and therefore, they are

‘

cyatansila
1

, whereas,

the
*

ekantiri-s are
‘

prahbuddha ’ ( that is, scients )> and su-

perior. And later on the word ‘Vasudeva’ has been given a

metaphysical etymology by saying “ sarvabhutadhivasas ca

vasudevas tato hy aham ”, that is,
“ I am called

4

Vasudeva \

because I reside (have my vasa) in everything which is

created” (San. 341. 40). The Blessed Lord now explains

why different people worship different deities, though there

is only one Parame&vara everywhere—],

<(20) Various persons, being befooled by their respective

desires, (such as, fruit in the shape of heaven etc.), according

to their respective natures, follow those respective rules (of

-worship), and take to the worship of other (various) deities

.

(21) Whatever form or deity any devotee may desire to

worship with Faith, I steady such his Faith therein.
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(22) Then, being full of that Faith, he becomes engaged in

the ‘radhand (that is, the worship) of that deity ;
and then

he obtains those very desired fruits, which have been
created by Me Myself. (23) But, this fruit, which (these)

short-sighted people obtain, is perishable (and not permanent
like Release)

;
those, who worship deities, reach the deities ;

and those who worship Me, come to Me.

[It is the common belief that though the Paramesvara is

the One, Who gives Release, yet, the power to give the

various things, which are necessary for the ordinary worldly-

life, can be given only by deities
;
and that, it is necessary

to worship the deities for that purpose. How various people

run after various deities ( Gl. 17. 1-6. ), after it has thus

become necessary, according to them, to worship deities,

some running after Mhasoba, others observing Saturday,

after the deity Saturn, etc., has been very nicely described in

the above stanzas. But, what must be borne in mind here is

that, though the fruit to be obtained by worshipping various

deities, may be looked upon as having been given by those

respective deities, yec, ultimately that worship amounts to

a worship of the Paramesvara (GL 9 23) ; and, that fruit

also is essentially given by the Paramesvara ( stanza 22 )„

Hot only is this so, but even this idea of worshipping the

various deities is given by the Paramesvara, according to-

the previous destiny of a particular person (stanza 21)

;

because, in this world, there is nothing else but the

Paramesvara. The same doctrine has been laid down in

the Vedanta-Sutras (3. 2. 38-41), and in the ITpanisads-

(KausL 3. 8). The utility of these diverse kinds of worship

is, that after worshipping various deities, the Mind becomes

* steady and pure, and one ultimately acquires the

Knowledge of the One, and Permanent, Paramesvara. But,

* felt obtained before the acquisition of that Knowledge is.
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non-permanent. Therefore, the advice of the Blessed Lord

io every one is, that he should not be enmeshed in this

Hope of Fruit, but should aspire to become a
4

Jnanin
’

devotee. As the Blessed Lord gives reward to every one

according to his own Actions, (GL 4. 11), although He does

everything, and gives all kinds of rewards, it is also said,

that He essentially does nothing whatsoever Himself

(Gi. 5. 14). The reader is referred to the further elucidation

of this matter at page 369 in Chapter X and at pages 595-6

in Chapter XIII of the Gita-Rahasya. The Blessed Lord

now further explains what is meant above by saying that

people run after deities according to their own natural

inclinations, forgetting that the fruit of the worship of the

deities is given by the Paramesvara Himself—]

(24) The fabuddhi' (that is, fools), not recognising my
4para' (that is, superior), best of all, and imperceptible form,

look upon Me, Who am imperceptible, as having become

perceptible. (25) As I am enveloped in My Yoga-formed

Illusion (that is, Maya—Trans.), I do not (clearly) appear

to all (in My own Form). Fools do not Realise, that I am
Unborn, and Inexhaustible.

[The device of giving up the Yoga-form, that is, imper-

ceptible form, and taking up the perceptible form (GL 4. 6

;

7. 15 ; 9. 7), is called
44 Maya ”, by Vedantists ; and when

the Paramesvara becomes enveloped in this Yoga- Maya,

He begins to possess a perceptible appearance. In short,

the import of this stanza is, that the perceptible universe is

Mayic, or non-permanent; and that, the Paramesvara is

Real, and Permanent But the word
4

maya ’ in this place,

and also in other places, is taken by some as meaning
4

a super-natural or wonderful power *
;
and these say that

this Maya is not Unreal, hut is as permanent as the

Paramesvara Himself. As the form of Maya has been
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considered by me at great length in Chapter IX of the

Glta-Rahasya, I will here only say that the proposition

that Maya is some wonderful and eternal pastime of the

Paramesvara is acceptable even to the Non-Dualistic

Vedanta, because, although Maya is an * Appearance \
created by the senses, yet, as this is done by the senses at

the direction of the Paramesvara, Maya must be ultimately

said to be the pastime of the Paramesvara. The only point

at issue is, whether this Maya is essentially Real, or

Unreal ; and on this point the doctrine of the Gita clearly

appears from the above stanzas to be the same as that of the

Non-Dualistic Vedanta, namely that, that Maya expressed

by Name and Form, by which the Imperceptible

Paramesvara is considered to have become perceptible

—

whether it is called a super-natural power or anything

else—is merely an ‘ Appearance ’, or ‘ moha ’, created by
‘

ajnana* or Ignorance; and that the true essential

Paramesvara is different from it Otherwise, there seems

to be no reason for using the words
1

abuddhi ’ or * mudha *

in this place. In short, Maya is not Real, and the

^ Paramesvara alone is Real, and the Gita says that, being

, confused by this Maya, people run after various deities.

In the Brhadaranyakopanisad (Br. 1. 4. 10), there is a

similar statement
;
and it is stated there that those persons

who, not recognising that the Atman and the Brahman are

one and the same thing, run after various deities,,

with a distinguishing mind are the ‘animals of the

gods \ that is to say, just as men benefit from cows

and other animals, so do these deities benefit from these

ignorant devotees, and that these devotees do not obtain

Release. So far, the Blessed Lord has given a description

of those, who being fooled by Maya, worship diverse deities,

with a distinguishing mind. HE now explains how one

escapes from this Maya—]

(26) I know all bhuta-s (that is, created beings), (who>

existed, or exist, or will be) in the past, present, and future ;
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but, O Arjuna, none know Me; (27) because, 0 Bharata, all

created beings are steeped in ignorance in this world, as a

result of the confusion created by the pairs of Opposites

(such as, pain and happiness etc.) arising, 0 Parantapa, from

Desire and Hate. (28) But, the virtuous people, whose sin

is exhausted, become fixed in purpose, escaping from the

ignorance created by the pairs of Opposites (of pain and

happiness etc ), and worship Me.

[The Blessed Lord now describes the state of these people

after they have thus become free from Maya—]

(29) All those, who (thus) taking shelter in Me, attemp

to escape from jardmarana (that is from the cycle of re-births)

Realise what (all) Brahman, (all) Absolute Self, and all Karma

(is). (30) Those, who know Me, along with the adkibhutaf the

adhidaiva, and the adhiyajna (that is, who know that I am all

that), such (being) yukta-citta (that is, Mind-united with

Me—Trans.), Know Me, even at the time of death.

[See the explanation given in the next chapter of the

words adhyatma
,
adhibhuta

,
adhidaiva ,

and adhiyajna. The

words
£t

even at the time of death ” in the last stanza have

reference to the doctrine of the Dharma-Sastra and of the

Upanisads that a man has his next birth according to the

desire which is most prominent in his mind at the moment

of his death Nevertheless, the word “ even ” clearly shows

that, unless a man has acquired complete Knowledge of the

Paramesvara in his lifetime, he cannot acquire that
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Knowledge light at the moment of death (See Gl. 2. 72).

A further explanation has been given in the next chapter.

It may be said that the next chapter has been introduced by

the words * adhibhuta \ etc., in this stanza.]

Thus ends the seventh chapter entitled Jnana-Vijnana

Toga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the

Toga included in the Science of the Brahman (that is, the

Karma-Toga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.



CHAPTER ¥111.

[ The explanation of the Jnana and Yijnana included in

"the Karma-Yoga is continued in this chapter, and after first

explaining the meaning of the various forms of the

Paramesvara, such as, Brahman, adhyatma , karma
,

adhi-

bhuta
, adhidaiva ,

and adhiyajna,
mentioned at the end of the

last chapter, the inner import thereof is explained. But,

as this explanation has been given merely by defining

those several worlds, that is to say, in an extremely concise

way, it is necessary to give a somewhat exhaustive ex-

planation of this subject in this annotation. Different

people form different ideas in different ways about the

creator of the universe, on looking at the external universe.

Some say that all things, which exist in the world, are only

evolutes of the five primordial Elements (mahabhuta), and

that there is no other Original Principle, except these five

primordial Elements. There are others, who maintain that

all this world has been created from a Yajna as stated in

the fourth chapter of the Gita; and that, therefore, the

Paramesvara is of the form of a yajm-narayam ; and that

He can be worshipped only by a Yajna. A third class say

that the various activities of the world are not carried out

by the material objects by themselves
;
but that, in each of

them, there is some active (sacetana) deity (or purusa), and

that these deities carry on all these activities; and that,

therefore, we must worship these deities. For example, the

act of giving light is performed by the 'purusa' called Sun,

embodied in the globe, made up of the five primordial

Elements, which is known as ‘the Sun*
;
and this purusa is

the subject-matter of worship. A fourth class says, that it is

not proper to imagine that there exists in everything, some

deity, other than the thing itself. Just as the Atman
exists in the body of a man, so does there also exist in

everything, some subtle form of that very thing, that is to

say, some subtle force, like the Atman ;
and that thing is

the original and true form of it. For instance, they say

that the five gross primordial Elements have, at their core,
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the five Fine Elements (tanmatra-s); and that in the

material organs, such as, the hand or the foot, there are

similar fundamental subtle organs. The Samkhya doctrine

that each person has a different Atman, and that there are

innumerable such Atmans, is based on this fourth theory.

But in this stanza, the Samkhya doctrine seems to be

included in the adhideha class. These four schools of

thought are respectively called the adhibhuta, the adhiyajna

the adhidaivata ,
and the adhydtmaka. Whenever the prefix^

‘adhi is placed behind any word, it conveys the meaning of

*;tamadhikrtya' ,

‘

tadnsayaka'

,

that is, ‘in that matter’, or,

‘embodied in it’. According to this interpretation,
‘

adhidai-

vata;’ means ‘the Principle existing in many deities’.

1

adhyatma' ordinarily means ‘the science which maintains

that there is only one Atman pervading everything’ ; but

this is the interpretation by way of ‘conclusion drawn’

(siddhdnta-paksa) ; that is to say, this is the conclusion

(siddhanta) arrived at by the Vedanta-sastra, after con-

sidering the pros and cons of the theory that there are

numerous Atmans in numerous human beings or things,

which is the hypothetical position (pTLrvapaksa). So,,

when the hypothetical position has to be considered, it

is assumed that the subtle form of the Atman in every-

thing is different, and this is the meaning conveyed by the

word
‘

adhyatma
9

in the present stanza. How one and the

same exposition becomes diversified into different classes,

from the adhyatma
,
the adhidaivata and the adhibhuta points,

of view, has been made clear in the Mahabharata, by

giving an example of the organs of a man (See Ma. Bha.

San. 313 and A§va. 41). The writer of the Mahabharata

says, that the question of the organs of human beings can

be considered from three points of view, namely, the
*

adhibhuta the *adhydtmaka ’ and the ‘adhidaivata'. AIL

those things, which are perceivable by these organs, namely,

that which has to be taken by the hands, that which has to^

be heard by the ears, that which has to be seen by the eyes*,

or that which has to be contemplated by the Mind, all this

is the
*

adhibhuta’
; and the subtle capacities of these organs^,

namely, the hands, feet, etc., (according to the Samkhya.
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system), that is to say, the subtle senses are the 'adhyatmas
of those organs

;
but when one keeps aside both these points

of view, and considers the matter from the ‘adhidaivata

point of view, Indra is said to be the deity of the hands,

Visnu, of the feet ; Mitra, of the anus
;
Prajapati, of the

organ of generation ;
Agni, of the speech

;
Surya (Sun), of

the eyes
;
the eight cardinal points or Ether, of the ears

;

water, of the tongue
;
the earth, of the nose ; the wind, of

the skin; the Moon, of the mind; buddhi (Reason), of

Individuation, and purusa (Spirit), of the Reason ;
and these

various deities are said to be performing the various

functions of these organs. Among the symbols of the form

of the Brahman, which have been described in the

Upanisads for purposes of worship, the Mind is described as

the adhyatma symbol, and the Sun or the firmament as the
*

adhidaivata' symbol ( Chan. 3. 18. 1 ). It is not that the

distinction between the
‘

adhyatma ’ and the
4

adhidaivata

'

has

been made only for the purpose of worship. But, in com
sidering the respective superiority of the organs of speech,

or of seeing, or of hearing, eta, and of Vitality ( prana ),

the matter is considered once from the Metaphysical

(adhyatma) point of ‘view by taking the subtle form of the

organs of the voice, the eyes, and the ears, and again from

the Intuitionist {adhidaivata) point of view, taking the

Agni, the Sun, and Ether, as the deities of those organs

(Br. 1. 5. 21-23
;
Chan. 1. 2, 3 ;

Eausl. 4 12, 13). In short,

the distinction between
*

adhidaivata\
l

adhibhuta\
4

adhyatma

*

etc. has been in vogue since very old times; and the

question as to which of these various ideas regarding the

form of the Paramesvara is the correct idea, or as to the

inner import of such ideas, having arisen in those times,

Yajnavalkya has told Uddalaka Aruni in the Brhadaranya-

kopanisad (Br. 3. 4), that there is only one Paramatman,

Which subsists at the core of all created things, all deities,

all adhyatma,
all spheres, all Yajnas, and all bodies what-

soever, and Which makes them unwittingly perform their

respective functions. This doctrine of the Upanisads has'

been accepted in the Antaryamyadhikarana of the Vedanta-

Sutras (Ve. Bu. 1. 2. 18-20), where it has been proved that
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“this Principle, which exists at the inner core of everything,

is not the Prakrti or the Jlvatman of the Samkhya system,

hut the Paramatman. The Blessed Lord now tells Arjuna,

with reference to this proposition, that there is only one

Paramesvara, Who pervades every human body, all created

beings (as adhibhuta), all Yajnas (as adhiyajfia), all deities

( as adhdaivata ), all Karma, and all the subtle (that is,

Metaphysical) forms of everything
;
and that the diversity,

or the various kinds of Knowledge of deities, Yajiias etc.

is not true Knowledge. The words
1

adhibhuta ’ etc., used

by the Blessed Lord at the end of the seventh chapter,

create in Arjuna a desire to learn their meaning, and he

tot asks as follows—]

Arjuna said :—(1 )
O Purusottama, what is that Brahman ?;

what is adhydtma ?; what is karma?; what is to be called

adhibhuta ?; and what is called adhidaivata?

;

(2) of what

kind is the adhiyajna ? and 0 Madhusudana, Who is (the

adhidcha) m this Body (that is, deha—Trans.) ? ;
and how

do those, who control their senses, Realise You, at the

moment of their death ? (Tell me this).

[The words ‘ brahma \
4

adhyatma ’,

4

Jcarma \ ‘ adhibhuta ’,

and
4

adhiyajfia
9

are to be found in the last chapter; but, in

addition to these, Arjuna has asked something new, namely,
44

who is the ‘ adhideha ’ If this is borne in mind, it will

not be difficult to understand the meaning of the following

answer.]

The Blessed Lord said

:

—(3) That Element, which is
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parama (that is, higher—Trans.), (than anything else)
f

and aksara ( this is, immutable ), is Brahman ;
(and) the

fundamental quality of each and every object itself

(that is, its sva-bhdva) is called 1 Adhyatma That

< msarga ’ or ' creative activity ' which creates ( the move-

able and immoveable) created things (from the im-

mutable Brahman) is called Karma. (4) The ksara (that

is,
i conditioned by Name and Form or ‘ perishable ’) state

(of all things which have come into existence) is the

( ADHIBHUTA *
;

and the purusa (that is, the conscious

(sacetana) Overlord (
[adhisthtito,), Who exists in all things) is

the * adhidaivata HE, who is called the adhiyajna

[that is, the Lord (adhipati) of all Yajnas] is Myself, Who

am (adhideha), (that is, am the Installed—Trans.), in this

Body, O Most Superior among all embodied beings 1

[The word
‘

parama ’ in the third stanza is not an

adjective of Brahma, but of
‘

aksara \ In Samkhya

philosophy, the imperceptible Prakrti is also called

* aksara * (immutable), (GI. 15. 16). But, the Brahman of the

Vedantists is beyond this imperceptible and immutable

Prakrti (see stanzas 20 and 31 of this chapter); and

therefore, although the word
4

aksara * alone is used, it may
mean either the Samkhya Prakrti, or the Brahman. In

order that such a doubt should not arise, the adjective

* parama ’ has been placed before the word
4

aksara ’ in

defining the word Brahman (GI. Ra. Chap. IX, pp. 274-277),

I have explained the word
4

svabhava ’ as
44 4

the subtle form
’

(suksma-svartipa) of any and every object ”, following the

example given above from the Mahabharata. In the

Nasadlyasukta. the visible world is called the
4

msrsti ’

(msarga), that is, ‘growth’ of the Parabrahman (Gi. Ra.

p. 351) ;
and the word

4

msarga * must be understood here in

the same meaning. It is not necessary to interpret the

word
4

visarga
*

as meaning the
4

hamrutsarga of the Yajnas \

Why this visible world is itself called
4 Karma * has been

SR Hi
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explained at p. 362 of Chapter X of the Glta-Rahasya.
* ksara ’ is the mutable Name-d and Form-ed

4

Appearance

*

of everything created; and, the Immutable Principle

beyond it, is to be understood as the Brahman. The word
*

purusa ’ includes the * purusa' in the Sun, the Varuna-

purusa or the deity in water, and other conscious (sacetana

)

subtle-formed deities, as also the Golden Embryo (hiranva-

garbha). The word
4

adhiyajna ' has not been defined here by
the Blessed Lord; because a detailed description of the

Yajna has been given above in the 3rd and 4th chapters, and

the Blessed Lord has again later on stated (Gi. 9. 24 ; 5. 29;

and Ma. Bha. San. 340), that
44

1 am the Lord and the

recipient of all Yajnas ”. After having in this way des-

cribed the characteristic features of the
4

adhyatma ’ etc., the

Blessed Lord has ultimately said shortly that
44

(that which

is called) the
4

adhiyajna * is Myself, Who Am in this deha ”,

that is to say, that He is the adhideha as also the adhiyajna

in the human body. The Samkhyas believe that every

body has a different Atman (purusa), and these Atmans are

innumerable; but this doctrine is not acceptable to

Vedanta Philosophy, which holds that although there may
be innumerable bodies, there is only one Atman in all of

•them (Gi. Ra, Ch. VII, p. 225). This very proposition is

borne out by the sentence
44

1 am the adhideha ” Neverthe-

less, the words
44

1 am ” in this sentence have not been said

only with reference to the
4

adhiyajna ’ or the
4

adhideha ’
; and

•their reference to the previous words adhyatma
,

etc., is

patent. Therefore, the sum and substance of the whole

seems to be :—take the various Yajnas, take the various

deities in various things, take the five perishable elemental

principles, take the subtle forms of substance, take the

•diversity of Atmans, take Brahman, take Karma, or

.take the various bodies of different human beings, I am
everywhere, that is, there is only one Paramesvara-

principle in all things. According to some, there is no

independent description here of the
4

adhideha' form ; and

the
4

adhideha
1

has been mentioned by implication in

giving a definition of the
4

adhiyajna ’
; but, I do not

consider this interpretation as correct. Wherever this
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subject-matter has been referred to, not only in the Gita,

but also in the Upanisads and in the Vedanta-Sutras,

{Br. 3. 7 ;
Ve Su. 1. 2 20), the embodied Atman has been

considered side by side with the adhbhuta and the other

forms of the Paramesvara
;
and the doctrine has been laid

down, that everywhere there is only one Paramatman.

Besides, as there has been previously asked a question

about the adhideha ,
it is logical to conclude that that aspect

"has been mentioned here distinctly and not by implication.

One is likely to think at first sight that if all that which

is, is the Parabrahman, then, in describing the various

forms of the Parabrahman, such as. the adhbhuta etc
,
it

was not necessary to consider the Parabrahman also. But,

as this description of diversity has been addressed to

people, who are engrossed in the different kinds of worship

on the basis that the Brahman, the Atman, the deities, the

Yajnanarayana, etc., are all different from each other, the

•declaration that “ I am all this ”, has been made after

explaining the characteristics of the differences arising on

account of the different beliefs of different people. When
one looks at it from this point of view, no such doubt can

arise. The Blessed Lord has thus explained this diversity by

.saying that although various distinctions may be made for

purposes of worship, such as, the adhibkuta
,
the adhidmuata,

the adhydtma ,
the adhyajha, the adhideha , etc., yet, this

diversity is not real ; and that, as a matter of fact, there is

only one Paramesvara, Who pervades everything. HE
now gives His reply to the last question of Arjuna, namely,

how the All-pervading Paramesvara is Realised at the

moment of death—]

*(5) And there is no doubt that he who leaves his body,

thinking of Me at the moment of death, is merged in My
form. (6) 0, Kaunteya, thinking of whatever form (bhavct—

Trans.) a man ultimately leaves his body, because, he has
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sada, (that is, for the whole of his life) been engrossed in

thinking of that form, that is the form (bhava) in which he is

(later on) merged.

[In the fifth stanza, the Blessed Lord has explained the

necessity and the result of thinking of the Paramesvara at

the moment of death
;

but, that is likely to give rise to the

misunderstanding, that it will be enough if a person thinks

of the Paramesvara only at the moment of death. There-

fore, it is stated in the sixth stanza, that whatever is in

the mind throughout life, does not leave the mind at the

moment of death
;
and, the necessity of remembering and

worshipping the Paramesvara throughout life, and not only

at the moment of death, is made clear (Gl. Ra. Ch. X,

p. 398). When one accepts this proposition, it naturally

follows that those, who worship the Paramesvara at the

moment of death are merged in the Paramesvara
; and that

those, who worship other deities at that moment, are

merged in the other deities (Gl. 7. 23 ; 8. 13 ; and 9. 25)

;

because, as has been stated in the Chandogyopanisad,

“ yatha kratur asmirnl loke puruso bhavah tathetah pretya

bhavati” (Chan. 3. 14. 1), that is, “ a man gets a state after

death, which is consistent with his
1

kratu' or samkalpa,

that is, his resolution”. There are similar sentences in

other Upanisads as in the Chandogya (Prasna. 3. 10

;

Maitryu. 4. 6). But the Gita now says that unless the

Mind is steeped in one particular aspiration throughout,

life, it is not possible to have that aspiration during the

throes of the passing away of life. Therefore, consistently

with the doctrine that it is necessary to meditate on the*

Paramesvara * amararianta * that is, throughout life-

(Ve. Su. 4. 1. 12), the Blessed Lord now tells Arjuna that—}

(7) Therefore, think of Me at all times (that is, always), and

fight; when you have dedicated your Mind and your

Reason to Me, you will, (notwithstanding that you have

fought), undoubtedly come and be merged in Me*
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(8)

0 Partha ! when a man, with the help of practice, steadies

his Mind, without letting it stray elsewhere, and meditates

on the Highest Spirit, he goes and is merged m that Spirit.

[Those ,who maintain that according the Bhagavadgita,

one must give up worldly life and take to Devotion, should

pay attention to the proposition laid down in the seventh

stanza. It is unquestionable that Release is obtained by

Devotion combined with the Knowledge of the

Paramesvara ; and that, in order to possess that frame of

mind at the moment of death, it is necessary to have that

practice throughout life. But, it is not necessary, accord-

ing to the Gita, for this purpose, to give up Action. On
the other hand, it is the proposition of the Gita-science,

that even the Devotee of the Blessed Lord must desirelessly

perform all Actions, which fall to his lot, according to the

duties allocated to him ;
and the same meaning has been

conveyed by the words “ continually meditate on Me, and

fight The Blessed Lord now describes how the Karma-

Yogin, who desirelessly performs Action throughout life,

with the Idea of dedicating it to the Paramesvara,

meditates on the effulgent Highest Spirit at the moment of

death—

]

(9)

That (man), who meditates on the Purusa, Who is the

kavi (that is, omniscient), Who is the Ancient, the All-ruler,

the Minuter-than-the-atom, the dhata (that is, the supporter,

or the doer) of everything, Whose form is unimaginable, and

Who is as brilliant as the Sun beyond the darkness,

(10)

after steadying his Mind by force of Yoga (in the shape

of control of the senses), and being imbued with Devotion,

and properly keeping the prana (that is, the Vital breath—

53—54
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of the Brahman has ceased to exist; therefore, all these

states are of a lower order ; and as there is no re-birth after

the Realisation of the Paramesvara, that state is the

highest : such is the import of the 16th stanza ( See

Gi. 9. 20, 21). In support of the statement that even the

sphere of the Brahman is non-permanent, the Blessed Lord

now explains how the entire cosmos, including the sphere

of the Brahman, is created and destroyed over and over

again—-]

(17) Those persons, who (essentially) understand what

is meant by ‘day’ and 'night', realise that the day of

Brahmadeva is made up of a thousand (maha-) Yugas (each

mahayuga being made up of the four Yuga periods called

Krta, Treta, Dvapara, and Kali respectively), and that one

thousand (similar) Yugas make one night (of Ins).

[This stanza has appeared in the Gita without there being

a previous explanation of the calculation of a Yuga;

and it has to be understood by reference to such a table,

which is to he found elsewhere. This table, as also this

stanza from the Gita, are to be found in the Bharata (Sin.

231. 31), and in the Manu-Smrti (Manu. 1. 73) ; and the

same description has been given in the Nirukta of Yaska

(Nirukta, 14. 9). The day of Brahmadeva is also known
as a

l

kalpa\ The word
1

avyakta\ used in the next stanza,

means the avyakta (that is, imperceptible) Prakrti of

Samkhya philosophy, and not the Parabrahman ; because,

it is clearly stated later on in the 20th stanza, that the

Imperceptible in the form of the Brahman, is something

beyond the
‘

avyakta

*

described in this stanza. How the

Perceptible Avyakta) universe springs from the Imperceptible,

as also the method showing how the
i

kalpa* haste be compu-

ted, has been given at p. 264 in Chapter VIII of the Glta-

Rahasya, to which the reader is referred. ]

(18) When this day (of Brahmadeva) starts, all perceptible
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(objects) are created out of the Imperceptible ;
and when

(his) night starts, (they) become dissolved into the above-

mentioned Imperceptible. (19) This collection of beings,

coming (thus) to birth again and again, is dissolved when the

night starts (as though put into a machine), being ‘avasa
*

(that is, whether they personally wish it or not) ; and 0
Partha

!
(it) comes to birth (again) when the day starts.

[ That is to say, although a man may have acquired a

permanent residence in the sphere of the Brahman, as a

result of his meritorious Actions, yet, as even the Brahma-

loka is destroyed when Destruction (pralaya) starts, created

beings cannot escape coming to birth again at the begin-

ning of a new Kalpa. The Blessed Lord now explains the

only way in which this can be avoided—]

(20) But, the other eternal Imperceptible, which is

heyond the Imperceptible mentioned above, which does not

come to an end even if all created things come to an end,

(21) that Imperceptible, which is (also) called 1 aksata
*

which

is said to be the parama (that is, the most excellent or the

ultimate) state, (and) having reached which, there is no return

(to birth), that, indeed is My super-excellent sphere. (22) 0
Partha 1 that para (that is, highest) Spirit, within Which all

created beings are contained, and by Which all this has been

enclosed or pervaded, can be reached only by Devotion,

which is anctnya (that is, to-none-other—Trans.).

[The 20th and 21st stanzas make together only one

sentence. The word * avyakta ’ in the 20th stanza, has first

been applied to the Samkhya Prakrti, that is, to the
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Imperceptible mentioned in the 18th stanza ; and later on,

the same word has been applied to the Parabrahman,

Which is beyond the Samkhya Prakrti
; and it has been

stated in the 21st stanza that this second Imperceptible is

also called * aksara ’ (that is, the Immutable)
; similarly, in

the beginning of this chapter, there is the phrase “ aksaram

brahma paraman", (that is, ‘‘the immutable highest

Brahman ”
;

c/., 8. 3—Trans.). In short, the word ‘ aksara
9

(Immutable) like the word * avyakta
9

( Imperceptible )

has been used in two meanings in the Gita
;

it is not

that the Samkhya Prakrti alone is imperceptible and

immutable, but the Paramesvara or the Brahman, Which
“is not destroyed, even when all created things are

destroyed
1
* is also immutable and imperceptible. This

clearly shows that the word ‘ aksara \ used in giving the

characteristics of the “ Purusottama
11

in Chapter XV,
where it is stated that He, is beyond the ksara (mutable)

and the aksara (immutable), has been used with reference

to the Samkhya Prakrti (see, Gl. 15. 16-18). In short, it

must be borne in mind that, both the adjectives * avyakta
r

and 'aksara
9

have been used in the Gita, sometimes with

reference to the Samkhya Prakrti, and sometimes with

reference to the Parabrahman beyond this Prakrti (Gl. Ka.

pp. 275-277). The form of the Parabrahman, which is beyond

the Perceptible and the Imperceptible has been referred

to in the ninth chapter of the Glta-Rahasya, to which the

reader is referred. So far, there has been a description of

the ‘ aksara brahma
9

(Immutable Brahman), that is, of the

goal, having reached which, a man escapes from the

necessity of re-birth. The Blessed Lord now describes the

difference, from the point of view of time of death and goal

reached, between those for whom there is no ‘ anavrtti \ that

is," no coming back after death, and those for whom there

is ‘ ctvrtti
9

, that is, those who have to come back from

heaven and take birth again—]

(23) I shall now mention to you, O Bharatasrestha i the
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time of death, having died when, the (Karma-) Yogins do not

come back (to birth in this world); and (the time of death*

having died) when, they come again. (24) The Fire,;jyo/fA

(that is, flames), daytime, the bright half (of the month), and

the six months of the uttarayana (that is, northern solstice—

Trans.), those men, knowers of Brahman, who die in these,

attain the Brahman after death (and do not come back).

(25) (Fire), smoke, night, the dark half (of the month), and

the six months of the daksimyana (that is, the southern

solstice—Trans.), the (Karma-) Yogin (who dies) in these,

going to the light of the Moon, (that is, the sphere of the

Moon), returns (after his acquired merit is over). (26) In this

way, the white and the black (that is, the light and the dark),

have been considered the two f
sasvate gatV (that is, the

eternal paths) of the world
;
going by one path, one does not

return ; and by the other path, one returns.

[These two paths are known in the Upanisads by the

names ’ devayam ’ (bright half) and
1

pitryana
’

(dark half)*

or the
‘

artiradi-marga' and the
‘

dhumradi-marga *
;
and

these paths have been described even in the Rg-Veda.

When fire is set to the dead body of a man, that is, from

fire itself, both these paths commence
;
therefore, the word

‘ Fire ’ must be taken as implied from the previous stanza

into the 25th stanza. As the only object of the 25th stanza

is to show the difference between the path described in the

previous stanza and the second path, the word ‘ Fire ’ has

not been repeated in it. A further explanation about this

matter has been given towards the end of Chapter X of the
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Gita-Rahasya (pp. 408 to 412), to which the reader is

referred, and which will clearly explain the import of this

stanza. The Blessed Lord now explains the benefit of

realising the principle underlying these two paths—

]

(27) 0 Partha l no (Karma-) Yogin, who (essentially)

understands these two srti-s (that is, paths) is overcome by

Ignorance ; therefore, 0 Arjuna ! become (Karma-) Yoga-

yukia at all times. (28) Understanding this (principle!

which has been explained above), the (Karma-) Yogin

transcends the fruit in the shape of merit mentioned in the

Vedas, in the Yajnas, for austerity, and for chanty, and

reaches the highest state, which lies beyond

lit is clear that the man, who has understood the

principle underlying these two paths, namely, the deiaydm

and the ptiryana, that is, who has understood that, by going

by the devayam path, he does not incur re-birth, and that

the pitryaya path, though productive of heaven, is, yet, not

productive of Release, will, of course, choose that path out

of the two, which is truly beneficial to him
;
and will not

ignorantly follow the path, which is of a lower order ; and

it is to convey this idea that the words, “one who
(essentially) understands these two srti-s, that is, paths

"

have been used in the former stanza. These stanzas mean
that the Karma-Yogin understands which path, out of the

devayam and the piiryana leads where; and that he,

therefore, naturally goes along that path, which is the

better one, and acquires Release, avoiding the trips to and

from heaven ; and in the 27th stanza, the Blessed Lord has

advised Arjuna to act accordingly.]
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Thus ends the eighth chapter entitled Akshara-Brahma

Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the

Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman, (that is, on the

Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER IX.

[In order to show how a man, by practising the Karma-
Yoga, acquires peace of mind or Release as a result of his

acquiring full Knowledge of the ParameSvara, an

exposition of Jnana (Spiritual Knowledge) and Vijnana

(empirical Knowledge) has been started in Chapter VII ; and

the form of the immutable and imperceptible Spirit has

been described ; and the Blessed Lord has explained in the

last chapter how the worship of the OM-kara (omkaropasana)

should be performed at the moment of the close of life, after

entering into mental absorption according to the

Patanjala-Yoga, in order that that form of the Paramesvara

should remain fixed in the mind even at the moment of

death. But, acquiring the Knowledge of the immutable

Brahman is in itself difficult
;

and if, in addition to that,

mental absorption is prescribed as an essential, this path of

life will haye to be given up by ordinary people ! Bearing

this difficulty in mind, the Blessed Lord now explains a

royal road, by following which the Knowledge of the

Paramesyara will become easy for everybody. This path is

called the Path of Devotion (bhaktimarga) ; and I have fully

discussed that path in Chapter XIII of the Glta-Rahasya.

In this path, the form of the Paramesyara can be realised

by means of love, and is vyakta,
that is, actually perceptible;

and the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th chapters contain an

exhaustive description of that perceptible form. Neverthe-

less, it must not be forgotten that this Path of Devotion is

not something independent, but a part of the Jnana and

Vijnana necessary for acquiring the Karma-Yoga, of which

a description was started in Chapter VII; and this

chapter has been opened as being a part of the previous

exposition of Jnana and Vijnana].

The Blessed Lord said (1) Now, as you are not a.
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fault-finder, I will expound to you the most mysterious

Spiritual Knowledge, coupled with empirical Knowledge, by

knowing which, you will become free from sin (to which,

listen). (2) This (Knowledge) is the king, (that is, the

most superior
)
of all mysteries, it is a rajavidya [that is, the

most superior science (
vidya ) of all], it is holy, excellent,

actually realisable, easy to observe, consistent with religion,

and inexhaustible. (3) Those persons, O Parantapa I who

do not put faith in this religion, return to the path of worldly

life, circumscribed by death, instead of coming to Me (that

is, they do not attain Release).

[The meanings of the words * rajavidya \ ‘ rajaguhya ’ and
* pratyaksavagama' in the second stanza, have been fully

considered in Chapter XIII of the Gita-Rahasya, at pp. 574

to 582, to which the reader is referred. The means of

attaining to the Paramesvara are referred to as
k udya ’ in

the Upanisads; and it was usual to keep these Vidyas

clothed in mystery. It is said here that the bhaktimarga

(that is, the Path of Devotion, or the worship of the

Perceptible) is a Vidya, which is the king or the most

superior of these mysterious Vidyas, and also that this

religion, being something which is actually visible to the

eyes, is easy to follow. Nevertheless, as this Yoga has

come into vogue by the tradition of Iksvaku and the other

kings (Gl. 4. 2), it may also be said to be the path followed

by Rajas or eminent persons, and to be a ‘ rajavidya ’ also

in that sense. Whichever meaning is taken, it is quite

clear that this stanza does not refer to the Knowledge of

the immutable or the imperceptible Brahman
;
and that the

word ' rajavidya ’ indicates in this place the Path of

Devotion. Having in this way praised this path of life, to

start with, the Blessed Lord now describes it at length—]
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(4) 1 have occupied or pervaded this universe by My
imperceptible form. All created beings are in Me, I am not

in them ; (5) and at the same time, all created beings are

not in Me l See this My divine Action or power of Yoga I

My Atman, which created (these) created things, although

it is embodied in the created things, (yet,) is not in them
; (6)

just as, the great vayu (atmosphere), which reaches every-

where, is perpetually in space, so are all created things in

Me, this believe*

[This apparent contradiction in terms results from the

Paramesvara being qualityless as also qualityful (see my
commentary on stanza 12 of Chapter VII of the Gita, as also

Glta-Bahasya, Chapter IX, pp. 281, 285, 286, and 287). Hav-

ing in this way excited the curiosity of Arjuna, by giving

him a surprising description of His own form, the Blessed

Lord now again describes here how the universe is created

from Him, and which His perceptible forms are, which

(descriptions) are slightly different from those given above

in Chapters VII and VIII of the Gita (Gi. 7. 4-18 ; 8. 17-20).

Although the word
1

yoga ’ is interpreted as meaning some

supernatural power or device, yet, this Yoga or device for

transforming the Imperceptible into the Perceptible is

nothing but Maya, as has been proved in my commentary

on Gita 7. 25, and in Chapter IX of the Glta-Bahasya

(pp. 825 to 350). As this Yoga is very easy for the

Paramesvara, nay even His slave, He is referred to as the
4
Lord of Yoga

1

(ycgesmra), (Gi. 18. 75). The Blessed Lord

now explains how the transformations of the universe are

carried on by the power of this Yoga—]
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(7) At the end of a Mjto, 0 Kaunteya ! all created beings

are merged into My Prakrti
;
and in the beginning of a kalpa,

(that is, at the beginning of the day of Brahmadeva), I

Myselfcreate them again. (8) Taking in handMy own Prakrti,

I create again and again all this collection of created beings,

which has become avasa (that is, dependent, or, in other

words, bound by its respective Karma) as a result of its

having become subject to (that) Prakrti. (9) (But) O
Dhananjaya! as I am not attached to this My Action (of

creating the universe), and as I live like an 1 udasin
9

(that

is, apathetically—Trans.), these Actions do not bmd Me.

(10) Becoming the adhyaksa (that is, Superintendent—

Trans.), I cause Prakrti to give birth to the moveable and

immoveable universe. By reason of this, O Kaunteya 1 the

make and break of this world is going on*

[It has been stated in the previous chapter that the

perceptible universe begins to come to birth out of the im-

perceptible Prakrti, when the day of Brahmadeva (that is,

the Jcalpa) starts (8. 18) ;
but, as the Paramesvara gives to

every one a good or bad birth according to his own Karma,

the Blessed Lord has explained here that He Himself is

untouched by (that is, is not responsible for) this Karma.

In a scientific exposition, all these principles are stated in

one and the same place
;
but as the cateekismal system has

been adopted in the Gita, the same subject has been dealt

with partly in one place and partly in another place, as

occasion arose. Some commentators have raised a point
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that the words “jagad upanvariate ” used in the 10th stanza

have reference to the Vivartavada (See p. 331 in Chap. IX
of the Glta-Rahasya—'Trans.). But I do not think that

the word ‘ viparivaiiate * means anything more than that

“the make and break of this world is going on ” or, that

“the Perceptible is transformed into the Imperceptible, and

the Imperceptible re-transformed into the Perceptible”;

and even the Samkarabhasya does not say that anything

more is meant. How a man becomes * avasa * ( that is,

dependent), as a result of Karma, has been explained in

Chapter X of the Glta-Rahasya, to which the reader is

referred—]

(11) Those foolish people, who do not realise my parama

(that is, super-excellent—Trans.) form, namely, that I am the

Highest Isvara of all created beings, do not pay respect to

Me, Who have taken a human form, (considering Me to be

human-formed). (12) Their hopes are futile; (their)

Actions, useless; (their) Knowledge, barren; (their)

Mind misguided
;
and they have given shelter to a devilish

and ungodly temperament, based on Ignorance*

[ This is the description of the ungodly person ; now the

Blessed Lord describes the godly (dam) nature—]

(13) But, OPartha! those mahatmas (that is, noble

souls-—Trans.), who have taken shelter in a godly nature

{prakrti), realise and recognise (that) Me, Whoam the supreme

inexhaustible source of all created beings; and believing that

there is no one else, worship Me
; (14) and being industrious,
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fixed of purpose, and continually steeped in Yoga, they

continually praise Me and bow to Me, and worship Me with

devotion. (15) Similarly, others worship Me, Who am
sarvatomukha ( that is, all-facing—Trans.), looking at Me on

the basis of *ekatva' (that is, synthetically), or, on the basis of
4prtkaktvc'! (that is, analytically), or in many other ways, by

means of a Jfiana-yajna (that is, sacrifice by Knowledge

—

Trans.)

[The brief description given here of people of godly and

ungodly natures has been amplified in Chapter XVI. As
has been explained before, a Jnana-yajna means, ‘ compre-

hending the form of the Paramesvara by Juana

(Knowledge), and thereby acquiring Release*. (Bee my
commentary of Gl. 4. 33). But, this Knowledge of the

Paramesvara can also be of different kinds, such as dualistic,

non-dualistic, etc.; and therefore, the Jnana-yajna, may
also be of many kinds; and stanza 15 says that,

although the Jnana-yajna may thus be of many kinds,

yet, in as much as the Paramesvara is All-facing

(mvatomukka), He becomes the recipient of all these

Yajnas. It is clear from the words “on the basis of ekatva”,

and “on the basis of prthaktva”, that these ideas were

ancient, though the dvaita (Dualistic), advaita (non-dualis-

tic), and visistadvaita ( qualified monistic ) systems are

modern. The Blessed Lord now further exhaustively deals

with the one-ness and diversity of the Paramesvara referred

to in this stanza, and also explains how the one-ness exists

in the diversity—]

(1 6) kratu (that is, the Yajna according to the §rutis) is

Myself; Yajfia (that is, the Yajfia according to the Smrtis)

is Mj^self; svadha (that is, the food offered to one’s ancestors
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in the death-anniversary ceremony) is Myself 5 ausadka

(that is, the food prepared from vegetables for the purposes

of a Yajha) is Myself; the hymns (chanted while offering

sacrifice into the Yajna) are Myself; I (am) the clarified

butter, I (am) the Fire; and, the offering, which is throwa

into the Fire, is also Myself.

[The words 'kratu
1

and 'yajna' were originally synony-

mous; but, though the word 'yajfia
1

acquired later on a

wider significance, by being applied to the worship of the

household deities, the worship of the household Fire, the

feeding of guests, breath-control, reciting prayers, and
performing other ritual, the meaning of the word

1

kratu
*

has not been extended. The Yajnas, such as the asvamedhat

etc., to which this word had been applied according to the

Sruti religion, were the only Yajnas, which were even

later on signified by it. It is, therefore, stated in the

S&mkarabhasya that the word ‘ kratu * in this place should

be taken to mean the Yajna according to the Srutis, and

that the word * Yajna * should be taken to mean the Yajnas

according to the Smrtis ; and the same meaning has been

given by me above ; because, if this distinction is not made,

the words * kratu
*

and * yajna * will become synonymous,

and the stanza will become liable to the fault of containing

a meaningless repetition of the two words.]

(17) I (am) the father, mother, supporter (support), grand-

father of this world ; I am also all that which is holy, or which

is kndwable ; and I am the OM-kara, the Rg-Veda, the Sama-

Veda and the Yajur-Veda; (18) I (am) the Ultimate State

(of all), the Maintainer (of all), the Overlord, the Witness, the

Rest, the Refuge, the Friend, the Origin, the Destruction, the

Existence, the Repository, and the Imperishable Seed*
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(19) I cause the Sun to shine, I restrain and let loose the

rain; (and) O Arjuna I I am Immortality as also Death; and

the Imperishable as also the Perishable.

[A description of the form of the Paramesvara similar to

this description has again appeared in detail in

Chapters X, XI, and XII. But the difference between the

two descriptions is, that in this
'

place instead of merely

mentioning the manifestations of the Paramesvara, there is

a specific statement, that the relationship of the Param-

esvara to all created beings in the world is like that of a

father, a mother, a friend, etc. It must be borne in mind
that though causing the rain to fall or preventing the rain

from falling, is either profitable or unprofitable from the

human point of view, yet, scientifically speaking and
essentially, both the acts are the acts of the Paramesvara.

With this idea in mind, the Blessed Lord has said before

(Gi. 7. 12) that He Himself creates all the things which are

sattvika , rajasa or tamasa ; and later on in Chapter XIV,
there is an exhaustive description of how diversity is

created in this world as a result of the difference between

the three constituents of Prakrti. Looking at the matter

from this point of view, the words ‘ sat * and ‘ asat ’ in the

19th stanza can also be translated as meaning ‘good’ or
* bad ’

; and later on in the Gita (Gi. 17. 26-28), such a
meaning has once been given to those words. But the

ordinary meaning of those words namely,
4

sa£* meaning
4
imperishable * and

4

asat ’ meaning
4

perishable * (Gi. 2. 16)

must have been meant here ;
and it would appear that this

pair of opposites, namely, * sat ’ and ‘ asat
9

must have been

inspired by the Nasadiya-Sukta in the same manner as the

words * mrtyu ’ and
4

amrfa \ nevertheless, whereas in the*

Nasadlya-Sukta, the word
4

sat ’ has been applied to the

visible world, the Gita applies the word
4

sat * to the

Parabrahman, and the word
4

asat ’ to the visible world;

this is the difference (See Gi. Ra. Ch. IX, pp. 336-339). But

although there may be this terminological difference, yet,

55-56
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when the two words * sat
*

and * asat
*

are used together, they

clearly include both the visible world and the Para-

brahman. Therefore, in order to show that both the sat and

the asat are the forms of the Paramesvara, although people

might call this ‘ sat
9

and that * asat \ as a result of termino-

logical difference, one may interpret this description by

saying that a vague definition has been given of the words

* sat ’ and * asat

'

in the expression ‘ I am both the sat and

the asat ’, instead of defining those words (Gl. 11. 37 and

13. 12). The Blessed Lord now shows the difference

between worshipping the forms of the Paramesvara looking

upon Him as One, and worshipping such forms looking

upon Him as Diverse, though the forms of the Paramesvara

may thus be numerous—

]

(20) The sinless (persons) and the somapi-s (that is,

performers of the Soma-yajna), who are tramdya (that is, who

perform the ritual prescribed in the three Vedas, namely,

the Rg, Yajuh, and Sama); who, worshipping Me by means

of a Yajna, entertain u desire to obtain heaven, reach the

holy sphere of Indra, and enjoy the numerous divine

enjoyments of the gods, in heaven. (21) And when they

have exhausted their merit, by enjoying that expansive

heaven, they take birth again and come to the mortal world.

In this way, those people, who observe the irayx-dharma (that

is, the Sruti religion, consisting of Yajfias aad Yagas

prescribed in the three Vedas ), and who entertain a desire

for desirable enjoyments, have to go backwards and forwards

(from heaven).

I The proposition that, although residence in heaven for

some time becomes possible by worshipping various deities,

and by performing such religious observances as Yajnas
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the mortal world when the acquired merit is over, has been

mentioned several times before (Gl. 2. 4244; 4.34 ; 6. 41; 7. 23;

8. 16 and 25). Release is not like that, but is permanent

;

that is to say, when once a person has reached the Param-

esvara, the- cycle of birth and death does not any more exist

for him. The description of the happiness of heaven given

in the Mahabharata (Yana. 260) is similar. But a doubt

may arise as to how the
‘

yoga-ksema’ (that is, security

and prosperity in life—Trans. ), in the world will go on, if

Yajnas and Yagas are given up, seeing that the Yajhas

and Yagas are responsible for rain, etc., (see my com-

mentary on Gl. 2. 45 and Gi. Ra. pp. 404-405). Therefore,

.the Blessed Lord gives a reply to that doubt, immediately

after the above stanza—

]

(22) Those none-other-worshippmg persons, who, meditating

(only) on Me, worship Me, of those perpetually steeped-in-

Yoga persons, I carry on the yoga-ksema (that is, security

and prosperity—Trans.).

[Even the Sasvatakosa defines
‘

yoga-ksema' by saying

that ‘getting the things one has not got* is
*

yoga and

‘protection of the things one has got’ is
‘

ksema

'

(see

stanzas 100 and 292); the sum and substance of the

expression is ‘daily maintenance in worldly life*. The

reader is referred to the explanation of what this means
m the path of Karma-Yoga, given in Chapter XII of the

Glta-Rahasya (see pp. 535 to 537 ). It has been similarly

stated in the Rarayanlya doctrine that :

—

manisino hi ye kedt yatayo moksadharmiriah \

tesam vicchinnatrsmnam yogaksemavaho harih il

(Ma. Bha. San. 348. 72).

And it is also stated there that such persons, though they

may be ‘ ekanta-bhakta-s (that is, worshippers in solitude

—

Trans.) belong, nevertheless, to the Path of Action, that is,

they perform Action with a desireless frame of mind. The

Blessed Lord now explains what happens to those persons
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who worship the Paramesvara, looking uponHim as diverse

(that is, analytically—Trans.

)

(23) Even those, who, becoming faith-filled, and

(becoming) devotees of other deities, perform sacrifice, they

too, 0 Kaunteya I (indirectly) sacrifice to Me, though not in

the prescribed way
; (24) because, I am the recipient and

the Lord of all Yajfias; but, as they do not understand

Me essentially, they slip.

[See the explanation given by me in Chapter XIII of

the Glta-Rahasya ( pp. 586 to 591 ) of the importance of the

proposition laid down in these two stanzas. The principle

that, whatever deity is taken, it is a kind of form of ther

Paramesvara, has been in vogue from very ancient times

in the Vedic religion. For instance, it has been stated
'

in the IJg-Veda that “ ekam sadvipra bahudha vadanty agnim

yamafii matarisudnamdhuh ”
( Rg. 1. 164, 46 ), that is, “ though

the Paramesvara is only One, sages give Him such

different names as, Agni, Yama, Matarisva ( Wind )
” And

consistently with that doctrine, there is a description of

the various manifestations of the Paramesvara in the

next chapter though He is only One. So also in the

Xarayanlyopakhyana of the Mahabharata, after stating

that the devotee, who performs Actions in solitude, is

the most excellent one out of the four kinds of devotees,

(see my commentary on Gi 7. 19 ), it is stated as follows r*

brahmawm ksitika^tham ca yascanya devatah smrtah, i

prdbhuddhacaryah semnto mdmevaisyanti yat param W

(,Ma. Bha. San. 347. 35.)

that is, “even those saints, who worship Brahmadeva or

Siva or the other deities, also ultimately come and reach

Me’*; and the ideas in the above stanzas in the Gita have

also been adopted in the Bhagavata-Purana ( Bhag. 10,
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pp. 408-10 ). In the same way, it is again stated later on

in the Narayanlyopakhyana, that :

—

ye yajanh pitrun deian guruns caivatithims tatha \

gas caiva dnjamukhyams ca prthivtm mdtaram tatha u

karmaya manasa vaca usrtum eva yajanh te \

(Ma. Bha. San. 345. 26, 27).

that is, “those who worship deities, ancestors, preceptors,

.guests, Brahmins, cows, etc., indirectly worship only Yisnu/'

It is surprising that even the followers of the Bhagavata

religion should quarrel with the followers of Saivism,

though the Bhagavata religion itself thus clearly states

that Devotion should be taken as the principle factor,

and that the symbol in the form of a deity is a matter

of minor importance, or that though there may be a

difference in the form of worship, yet, the worship is only

of the One Paramesvara. To proceed: the Blessed Lord

now explains how though the proposition, that whatever

deity is worshipped, the worship is ultimately received

by the Bhagavanta, is true, worshippers miss the Path of

Release, as they do not realise that the deity is one and

the same; and the Blessed Lord Himself gives different

Fruits of Action to different persons according to their

respective faith—]

(25) Those, who worship deities go to and are merged in the

deities; those, who worship ancestors, in the ancestors!

those, who worship (different) past beings, in ' (those

respective) past beings
;
and those who worship Me, in Me.

[In short, although one Paramesvara alone pervades

everything, yet, the fruit of the worship is of a higher or

lower grade to every one according to his respective faith.

Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten, that the act of giving

the reward is not performed by the deity, but by the Para-

mesvara, as has been stated above ( Gi. 7. 20-23 ). The

statement made above by the Blessed Lord, in the 24th

stanza that, “I am the recipient of all Yajnas” means the
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same thing. Even in the Mahabharata, it is stated as

follows :

—

yasmm yasmins ca visaye yo yo yati uniscayam i

sa iam evabhijanati nanyam bJiaratasattama H

(San, 352.3);

that is, “on whatever form ( bhava

)

any man is fixed, he gets

a fruit, which is conformable to that form”; and there is a

Sruti text that
11

yam yatha yathopasate tad eua bhavati ”

(see my commentary on Gi. 8. 6). After having described

the state obtained by those, who worship the Paramesvara,

analytically, in the first part of the stanza, the second

part states that those, who worship the Blessed Lord with

the faith that there is none other, are really merged in

the Blessed Lord. The Blessed Lord now enunciates the

important principle in the Path of Devotion, that He does

not pay any attention to what His Devotee offers to Him,

but merely takes into account his faith or devotion—-]

(26) Whoever with devotion offers Me a leaf, or a flower,

or a fruit, ox (according to his means) even a little water,

that devotional offering of that ‘ prayatatma* (that is, person

with a regulated Mind ), I accept (gladly).

[The above stanza enunciates the devotional trans-

formation of the principle of Karma-Yoga, that “the

Reason is superior to the Action” (See Gl. Ra. Chap. XV,

pp. 668 to 672). In this connection, the tradition of the

boiled rice offered by Sudama to Sri Krsna is well-known;

and in the Bhagavata-Purana, this stanza has appeared

in the Sudamacaritopakhyana itself ( Bhag. 10. U. 81.4),

Having a large or a small quantity of the material for

worship, is not subject to the control of a person, under all

circumstances, and at all times. It is, therefore, said in the

Sastras, that the Blessed Lord is satisfied, not only with'

whatever little material for worship may be available-

according to one’s means, but even by the mental material

of worship offered with a pure mind. The Blessed Lord;
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does not crave for materials of worship, but is concerned

only with Devotion This is the most important difference

between the Mlmamsa Path and the Path of Devotion. For

performing Yajhas and Yagas, it is necessary to spend

a lot of money, and also many other things have got to be

done ; but the devotional sacrifice can be performed even

with a single leaf of the tulsi plant. There is an incident

described in the Mahabharata of DraupadI having performed

this kind of Yajna when Durvasa had come as a guest to

her place, and having thereby pleased the Blessed Lord.

To proceed: the Blessed Lord now advises Arjuna to perform

various Actions in the way, in which the devotee of the

Blessed Lord performs them ; and explains to him what is

obtained by doing so—]

(27) O Kaunteya ! whatever you do, whatever you eat*

whatever you offer as sacrifice, whatever you give, whatever

austerity you perform, dedicate all that to Me. (28) Acting

thus, (even performing Actions), you will be free from the

bonds of Action, in the shape of a good or evil result ; and,

becoming a 1 yuktatma’ (that is, pure-hearted), and

(becoming) Released, by means of this Yoga of Renunciation

(of the Fruit of Action), you will come and reach Me.

[From this it becomes quite clear, that even the Devotee

of the Blessed Lord ( the bhagavadbhakta ) has to perform

all Actions with the idea of dedicating them to Sri Krsna,

and that he cannot give up Action; and from this point

of view, these two stanzas are important. The principle

of the Jnana-Yajna, namely, “ brahmarpanam brahma havih”

(Gl. 4. 24), has now been enunciated in the 27th stanza

in the terminology of Devotion. ( See Gi. Ra. Oh. XIII,

pp. 602 to 604). The Blessed Lord has advised Arjuna

already in Chapter III that: “ maiji sarvani karmaqi
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samnyasya ” (Gi. 3. 30), that Is, “ making a Renunciation

of all Action in Me—'light”; and in Chapter V, the

Blessed Lord has again said, that the person, who performs

Actions nnattachedly, dedicating them to the Brahman,
is not affected by the Action (5. 10 ) This is true

Renunciation according to the Gita ( Gi. 18. 2 ) ; and, one who
performs all Actions, in this way, giving up ( samnyasya

)

the Hope for Fruit of Action, is a
4

mtya-samnyasm*

{ perpetual ascetic ), (Gi. 5. 3 ). The Gita does not approve

of Renunciation in shape of the Abandonment of Action.

It has been stated in various places before, that performing

Actions in this way, is not obstructive of Release ( Gi. 2. 64;

3. '19; 4. 23; 5. 12; 6. 1; 8. 7); and, the same thing has been

repeated here in the 28th stanza. In the Bhagavata-

Purana, the Nrsimha-formed Lord has advised Prahlada

as follows namely, “ mayi/avesya manastat kuru karmanz

matparah ”, that is, “perform all Actions, fixing your mind
-on Me” ( Bhag. 7. 10. 23 ) ;

and later on, in the 11th skandha ,

the principle of Yoga by Devotion has been enunciated

t

by saying, that the Devotee of the Blessed Lord should

dedicate all Actions to Rarayana ( See Bhag. 11. 2. 36 and

11. 11. 24). To proceed * it has, been stated in the beginning

of this chapter that the Path of Devotion is pleasant and

easy. The Blessed Lord now describes the other great

special quality of that Path, namely, Equability, as

follows:*—}
,

(29) I am the same towards all created beings; to Me
(there) is not (some one, who is) dvesya (that is, un-liked),

nor (some one, who is) priya (that is, dear). But, those who

worship Me with devotion, I am embodied in them, and they

are embodied in Me, (30) Be he a great evil-doer, yet, if

he worships Me with the faith that there is no one else, then

he must be considered a saint; because, the determination of
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his Reason is proper. (31) He soon becomes a ‘dharmatma’

> (that is,

1 a pious soul'—Trans.); and attains eternal tran-

quility. O Kaunteya! know this to be certain, that no

'devotee of mine is (ever) destroyed.

[The third stanza is not to be understood as meaning that

the Blessed Lord loves his devotee, even if he is an evil-

doer. All that the Blessed Lord says is that, even if a man
is an evil-doer in the beginning, yet, when his mind has

become definitely directed towards the Paramesvara, he

cannot afterwards perform any evil Action; and, that he

gradually becomes a pious soul ( dharmatma ), and attains

Perfection; and by such Perfection, his sin is ultimately

fully destroyed. In short, the proposition stated in

Chapter VI, that even if a man is merely inspired by the

desire to know what Karma-Yoga is, he becomes helpless, as

if he was put into a grinding-mill, and gradually goes

beyond the fruit-promising ritualism ( sabda-brahma), is now
made applicable to the Path of Devotion. The Blessed

Lord now explains more clearly how He is equable towards

all created beings— ]

'(32) Because, O Partha! taking shelter in Me, women,

Vaisyas, Sudras, and others born in a sinful class (such as

the lowest classes, etc.) obtain the highest state; (33)

then, all the more so, those, who are holy Brahmins and also

King-Sages (i. e.,
1 rajarsi-s ’—Trans.), (Ksatriyas), who are

My devotees. As you are living in this transient and

nnhappy (that is, painful) mortal world, do you be devoted

-to Me.

[Some commentators have said that the word
‘

papaymi
9

in the 32nd stanza is not independent, but applies equally to
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women, Vaisyas, and Sudras, because no one is born as

a woman, or a Vaisya, or a Sudra, unless he has committed

some sin in previous births. According to them, the word

‘papayoni ’ is a common word, and women, Vaisyas, and

Sudras, are specific divisions of such papayoni,
given by

way of illustration. But this interpretation is not correct

according to me. The word
‘

papayoni ’ indicates such

tribes as are referred to as ‘criminal tribes’ in present

legislation ;
and, the doctrine laid down in these stanzas is,

that people belonging to even these classes obtain Perfection

by means of Devotion to the Blessed Lord. Women,
Vaisyas, and Sudras do not come under these tribes, and

their difficulty in obtaining Release, is that they are not

authorised to hear the Vedas; and it is, therefore, stated

in the Bhagavata-Purana that :

—

stri sudra dvija-bandhunam trayl na srufigocara l

karmasreyasi\ mudhanam sreya evam bhaved iha I

iti bharatam akhyanam krpayd munina krtarn \\

( Bhag. 1. 4. 25 )

that is,
** in order that women, Sudras, and the nominal

Brahmins of the Kali-Yuga ( i. e., the present age ), who do

not get a chance of hearing the Vedas, should not remain

ignorant, the sage Vyasa has benevolently and intentionally

written the Mahabharata,—and necessarily also the

Gita—for their benefit”. The above stanzas from the

Bhagavadglta have, with minor alterations of reading*

also appeared in the Anuglta ( Ma. Bha. Asva. 19.

61, 62). The true worth of this royal road of Devotion

to the Blessed Lord, which gives a good final state to all*

without considering the difference between castes, or

between classes, or between women and men, or between

persons of black or white colour,, will become fully

intelligible to any one who considers the history of the

Maharastra saints. A fuller explanation of the above

stanza has been given in Chapter Kill of the Glta-Rahasya

at pp. 613 to 618, to which the reader is referred. The advice

given to Arjuna in the latter part of the 33rd stanza,

to follow this religion of Devotion, is continued in the

34th stanza. ]
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(34) Keep your mind fixed on Me, become My devotee,

worship Me, offer sacrifice to Me, and bow down before Me,

When, becoming thus devoted to Me, you perform your

Yoga, you will come and reach Me.

[Strictly speaking, this advice has been started in the

33rd stanza. The word
4

anitya in the 33rd stanza, has

been used consistently with the Metaphysical doctrine,

that the expansion of Prakrti, or the Name-d and Form-ed

visible world, is non-permanent
;
and, that the Atman, or

the Paramatman alone is permanent ; and the word
* asukha * echoes the proposition, that there is more of unhappi-

ness than of happiness in this life. Yet, this description does

not pertain to the Philosophy of the Absolute Self, but to the

Path of Devotion
;
and, that is why, instead of using the

words
1

parabrahman' or
‘

paramatman \ the Blessed Lord

has used words indicative of the first person, with reference

to His perceptible form, and said “Worship Me, keep your

Mind concentrated on Me, and bow down before Me”; and

advised Arjuna, that, if he thus performed this Yoga or

Karma-Yoga, with Devotion, and becoming attached to

Him, (Gl. 7. 1), he would be free from the bonds of Action,

and ultimately come and be merged in Him; and that is

the final admonition of the Blessed Lord. And the same

advice has been repeated later on at the end of Chapter XL
This is, indeed, the mystic import of the whole of the

Gita. The only difference is, that it has once been,

expressed from the Metaphysical point of view, and at

another time, from the Devotional point of view.]

Thus ends the ninth chapter named Rajvidya-Raja-

guhya Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna,

on the Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman, (that is,

the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER X.

[The description of the royal road in the shape of the

worship of the Perceptible, prescribed by the Blessed Lord

for acquiring Karma-Yoga in the last chapter, is continued

in this chapter ;
and in reply to the question of Arjuna, He

gives in the end a description of the various perceptible

forms or manifestations {vibhuti) of the Paramesvara ; and

hearing this description, Arjuna is filled with the desire of

seeing the Form of the Paramesvara with his own eyes

;

therefore, in the next, that is, the eleventh chapter, the

Blessed Lord has shown him His Cosmic Form, and satisfied

his ambition.]

The Blessed Lord said :—(1) 0 Mahabaho I to you, who

are gratified ( by My speech ), I am once more describing

(one) excellent thing, for your benefit, to which listen.

-(2) My origin is not understood even by the multitude of

gods, or by great Rsis; because, 1 am, indeed, in every way,

the Fundamental cause of the gods and the great Rsis. (3) He,

who realises that I am the Great Isvara of all spheres, ( such

as, the earth, etc. ), and that there is no birth or origin for

Me, he alone, among all men, becoming free from Ignorance,

becomes free from all sins.

[The idea that the Parabrahman, or the Blessed Lord, was

in existence even before the gods, and that the gods came

afterwards, is to be found in the Kasadlya-Sukta in the

Rg-Veda (See Gi Ra. Cb. XX, p. 351). To proceed: this
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is, so far, the introduction; the Blessed Lord now explains

how He is the Great Isvara of all—

]

(4) Reason, Knowledge, Non-delusion, forgiveness, Truth*

sensual restraint, tranquility, happiness, unhappiness, ‘bhava

( that is, coining to life ),
< abhava

*

( that is, death ), as also>

fear and fearlessness, (5) harmlessness, equability
,

1 tusli
*

(satisfaction), austerity, charity, 1 yaka
9

(that is, glory— -

Trans.), ‘ayaka
9

(that is, disgrace—Trans.), and other similar

i bhava ’-s ( that is, temperaments ) of all living beings,

,

are born from Me alone.

[The word
‘

bhava
9 means ‘condition’, ‘state*, or

* temperament ’
;

and Samkhya philosophy makes a

distinction between the bliava-s of Reason, and the bhava-s

of the Body. As the Spirit is non-active, and Reason is

an evolute of Prakrti according to the Samkhyas, they

say that the various conditions or bhava-s of the Reason,

existing in the Subtle Body (Uhga4artra) are responsible for

the various births, as a bird or a beast, which the Subtle

Body assumes (see Gi. Ra. Oh. VIII. p. 261, and Sam. Ka.

40 to 55) ;
and most probably, these axe the bhava-s which

have been referred to in the above two stanzas. But, as

Vedanta says that there is only One Permanent Principle,

in the shape of the Faramatman, Which is beyond both

Matter and Spirit, and that the entire visible universe

comes to birth as a result of the desire to create the'

universe, which arises in the mind of that Paramatman, as

described in the Nasadiya-Sukta, even Vedantists say, that

all the created things in the world, which are embodied in

in Maya, are the Mental bhava-s of the Parabrahman (see -

the next stanza). The words ‘austerity’, ‘charity
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‘ Yajna " etc. are to be understood as the frames of mind
indicating faith in those things To proceed : the Blessed

Lord now says that—)

(6) The seven Great Rsis, the former Four, as also the

Manu-s from whom this generation was created in this ‘ loka
*

( that is, world-Trans. ), are My mental ( that is,
{ created by

the Mind
*

)
1 bhava ’-s ( that is,

‘ states '-Trans, ).

[Although the words used in this stanza are easy, yet,

there is great difference of opinion between the commentators

about the legendary personages to whom this stanza refers.

Especially the explanation as to the terms to which the

words “the former” and the word “Four” are to be

applied, has been given by different commentators in

different ways The seven Maharsis ( i. e.,
“ Great Rsis ”)

are well-known ; but one kalpa of Brahmadeva consists of 14

Manvantaras (See Gl Ra p 264) ; and for each of these

Manvantaras, the Manu, the deity, and the seven Rsis were

different (See Harivamsa 1 7; Visnu. 3.1, and Matsya.

9). Therefore, some commentators have taken the words

“the former” as an adjective qualifying the ‘Seven

Maharsis ”
; and have explained the stanza by saying that

the seven Maharsis of the Caksusa Manvantara, tbit is, of

the Manvantara previous to the present Yaivasvata

Manvantara, are indicated here. These seven Rsis were

Bhxgu and others, namely, Bhrgu, Nabha, Yivasvan,

Sudhama, Yiraja, Atinama, and Sahisnu. But according to

me, this interpretation is not correct ; because, there seems

no reason to say anything in this context about the seven

Great Rsis in the Manvantara, previous to the present one,

that is, Yaivasvata Manvantara, in which the Gita was told.

Therefore, one must take the seven Rsis to be those of the

present Manvantara. Their names have been mentioned in

* The word £ Yajna } appears in the author’s text
$
but I think

1
y&fa

7
is meant, as that is the word used in this stanza of the

Gita—Trims
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the Narayanlyopakhyana of the Santiparva of the Maha-

bharata as : Marici, Angirasa, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha,

Xratu, and Vasistha (Ma. Bha. San. 335. 28, 29 ; 340. 64

and 65) ;
and in my opinion those are the seven Rsis who are

indicated here ; because, it is the Narayanlya or Bhagavata

religion, with its relative ritual, which has been supported

in the Gita (Sse Gl. Ra. pp. 12 and 13). However, it must
be mentioned here that the names of the seven Rsis

mentioned above, namely, Marici, etc, are sometimes

found started from Bhrgu instead of from Angirasa ; and

in some places, there is even a description that the

seven Rsis of the present Yuga are Kasyapa, Atri,

Bharadvaja, Visvamitra, Gautama, Jamadagni, and Vasistha

(Visnu. 3. 1. 32 and 33 ;
Matsya. 9. 27 and 28 ; Ma. Bha.

Anu. 93. 21). In the Visnu-Purana, Bhrgu and Daksa
have been added to these seven Rsis, namely, Marici and

the others, so as to make out nine (Yisnu, 1. 7. 5. 6) ; and

one more, namely, Narada has again been added to those

nine in the Manu-Smrti in describing the ten Mind-born

sons (manasa-putra) of Brahmadeva (Manu. 1. 34, 35) ;
and

the etymology of the words Marici, etc., has been given in

Bharata (Ma. Bha. Anu. 85). But, as we have to see for

the present only which these seven Great Rsis were, it is

not necessary to consider here those nine or ten Mind-

born sons or the etymological significance of their names.

It is quite clear that the words
‘ 4

the Former” cannot be

interpreted as meaning the seven Rsis of the previous

Manvantara. Let us now see to what extent the inter-

pretation of some commentators, who have taken the words

“the former Four” as referring to the word ‘ Manu-’s is

correct. There are in all fourteen Manvantaras, of which

there are fourteen Manus ;
and these are sub-divided into

two classes of seven each. The first seven are called

Svayambhuva, Svarocisa, AuttamI, Tamasa, Raivata,

Caksusa, and Vaivasvata; and they are referred to as

‘Svayambhuva and others ' (Manu. 1. 62 and 63). Of these,

the first six Manus are over ; and the seventh, that is to say,

the Yaivasvata Manu, is now going on, When this Manu
is over, the seven subsequent Manus (Bhag, 8. 13. 7) are
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called the Savarni Manus. Their names are, Savarni,.

Daksa-Savarni, Brahma-Savarni, Dharma-Savarni, Rudra-

SSvarni, Deva-Savarni, and Indra-Savarni (Visnu. 3. 2;

Bhagavata. 8. 13 ; Harivamsa, 1. 7). Considering that there

are seven Manus in each class, it cannot be explained why
the Gita should have referred only to

44
the former Four”,

that is to say, the
44

first four ” only from either class. On.

account of the tradition in the Brahmanda-Purana, that out

of the Savarni Manus, the four after the first one, namely,

the Daksa-, Brahma-, Dharma-, and Rudra-Savarni

Manus, were all created at the same time, some commenta-

tors say that the Gita refers to these four Savarni Manus.

But to this suggestion, an objection is taken by others that

as the Savarni Manus are all to come in the future, the'

words
44

from whom this generation was created in this

world ”, which are indicative of the past tense? cannot be

applied to the Savarni Manus, which are to come in the*

future. In short, the words
44

the former Four ” cannot be

taken to refer to the word
44 Manus Therefore, the words

“ the former Four ” must be taken to have independent

reference to some former four Rsis, or four personages
; and-

if you say so, the question who these
44
former Four ” were,

naturally arises Those commentators, who have inter-

preted this stanza in that way, say that these
44

former Four
”

were the four Rsis named Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana, and'

Sanatkumara (Bhag. 3. 12, 4). But, to this interpretation,

there is the objection that although these four Rsis were

the Mind-born sons of Brahmadeva, yet, as they were

Samnyasins from birth, they refused to raise progeny
;
and,

on that account, Brahmadeva had got angry with them

(Bhag. 3. 12 ;
Yisnu. 1. 7); and, therefore, the sentence

44
from whom this generation was created in this world—

44
yesam loka mah prajah:”—cannot under any circum-

stances be applied to the Rsis. Besides, although it is

stated in the Puranas, that these Rsis were four, yet, in the

Bharata, in the Narayaniya, that is, the Bhagavata

doctrine, Sana, Kapila, and Sanatsujata have been added

to these four, and these seven Rsis are said to be the Mind-
born sons of Brahmadeva; and it is stated that they
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followed the Path of Renunciation from birth (Ma.

BhS. 340. 67. 68). Besides, even if the Rsis are thus taken

to be seven, that is, Sanaka and others, yet, there seems to

be no reason why only four of these should have been

referred to here. Then, who are these “ former Four ” ? In,

my opinion, the answer to this question must be given from
the legendary stories pertaining to the Narayanlya, or, the

Bhagavata religion ; because, in my opinion, it is

unquestionable that the Bhagavata doctrine alone is

supported in the Gita. Now, if one considers the Bhagavata

conception of the creation of the universe, the four entities

Vasudeva (Atman), Samkarsana (Jlva), Pradyumna (Mind),

and Aniruddha (Individuation) had come into existence-

before the seven Rsis ;
and, it is there stated that, from the

last of them, namely, from Aniruddha, that is, from
Brahmadeva, the Mind-born sons Marlci, etc., came to be born

(Ma. Bha. San. 339. 34 to 40 and 60 to 72 ; 340. 27 to 31).

The four entities, Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna, and
Aniruddha, are collectively known as the ‘ Caturvyuha

*

and whereas one sect of the Bhagavata doctrine says that

these four entities were all independent of each other, other

sects look upon two or three, out of these four, as the more'

important ones. But, these conceptions are not acceptable

to the Bhagavadgita, which pertains to the
4 Ekavyuha ”

school, that is, which is of the opinion that the four

Vyuhas and everything else was created from ‘ eka * or

One, Parame^vara, as has been shown by me in the Glta-

Rahasya (Gl. Ra. p. 266 and 756). It is, therefore, stated

in this stanza, that the four entities, Vasudeva, etc.,

forming the ‘Caturvyuha* are not independent of each

other, and that all these four Vyuhas are the bhava-s or
*

states * of One Paramesvara, that is, of the All-pervading

Vasudeva (Gl. 7. 19). Looking at the matter from this

point of view, it will be seen that the words “ the former

Four *’ have reference to the Caturvyuha of Vasudeva and

the others, who had come into existence before the Seven

Rsis according to the Bhagavata religion. It has been

stated in the Bharata itself, that the distinction between

the four Vyuhas according to the Bhagavata religion was
57—58
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in vogue from former times (Ma. Bha. San. 348. 57) ; this

idea is not something new invented by me. In short, on

the authority of the Narayanlyopakhyana of the Bharata,

I interpret “ the seven Maharsis ”, to mean, Marlci and

others ;
“the former Four ”, to mean, Vasudeva and others

forming the Caturvyuha
; and

4

Manu-s \ to mean, the six

previous Manus, and the seventh Manu then current,

making up the Svayambhuva group of Manus. The idea

of looking upon the four entities, namely, Aniruddha, ( that

is, Individuation), and the others, as the sons of the

Paramesvara is also to be found in another place in the

Bharata (Ma. Bha. San. 311. 7, 8). The bhava-s or mental

states of the Paramesvara have thus been mentioned. The

Blessed Lord now explains the result of worshipping Him,

after one has realised this fact—]

(7) He, who understands the principle of this my ‘vibhuti

*

(that is, manifestation) and this my Yoga (that is, device or

power by which I cause this manifestation), undoubtedly

attains the permanent (Karma-) Yoga. (8) Wise men, realising

that I am the Origin of everything, and that all things spring

from Me, become imbued with My bhava-s ( that is, states

—•Trans. ) and thus worship Me. (9) Concentrating their

minds on Me, fixing their life on Me, giving counsel to each

other and telling each other legends about Me, they are

always happy and engrossed (in doing that ). (10) To those,

who thus always remaining <yukta

*

(that is, content),

worship Me, I give the Yoga of the ( Equable ) Reason,
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'which enables them to come and reach Me. (11) And in

order to bestow favour on them, I enter their * tymabhava ’

(that is, their Inner Sense); and by the brilliant Lamp of

Knowledge, destroy the darkness born of Ignorance ( in

their Minds ).

[It has been stated above in Chapter VII that it is the

Paramesvara Himself, Who creates the faith towards

various deities (7. 21) ; in the same way, it is now stated in

the 10th stanza that the act of increasing Equability of

Reason in persons, who have taken to the Path of

Devotion, is performed by the Paramesvara Himself ; and

this proposition in the Path of Devotion is similar in

.meaning to the statement made above (G-I. 6. 44) that once

.a man is inspired by a desire for Karma-Yoga, he is

dragged towards complete perfection, as if he had been put

into a grinding-mill. It is said that this capacity arises

from Free Will according to the doctrine of Causality.

But, even the Atman is the Paramesvara ; therefore, it is

stated in the Doctrine of Devotion, that this Fruit or this

Frame of Mind is given by the Paramesvara to each one

according to his actions in previous births (G-I. 7. 20 and

Gl. Ra, Ch. XIII, p. 596). After the Blessed Lord has in

this way explained the principle underlying the Path of

Devotion—]

Arjuna said ;—(12) That You (are) the Highest Brahman,

.the most Exalted State, the most Sacred Thing, the Brilliant

and the Permanent Spirit, the Highest Deity, the Unborn,

the sarva-vibhu (that is, the All-pervading), (13) is said

with reference to You by all Rsis, as also by the Devarsi
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Narada, by Asita, Devala, and even by Vyasa; and You

also tell me the same thing. (14) 0 Kesava ! all this which

You tell me, I look upon as true. O Blessed Lord ! Your
‘ vyakti ' (that is, Your origin) is known neither to the gods

nor to the demons. (15) O Bhutesa, Who have created 1

all these created beings ! 0 God of gods, and Lord of

the Universe I You alone are the one, 0 Purusottama ! Who*

know Yourself! (16) Therefore, those your divine mani-

festations, by which You have pervaded all these spheres,

(please) describe all those in detail to me. (17) OYoginl

how shall I Realise You, by continually meditating on You ?'

and O Blessed Lord ! in what different objects should I

meditate on You? (Tell me that). (18) 0 Janardanat'

tell me again in full detail Your vibhuti-s (that is, mani-

festations) and Your Yoga, because, 1 cannot hear enough,

of this (Your) nectar-like (conversation).

[The words * vibhuti
9

and ‘ yoga
*

have appeared in the*

7th stanza of this chapter, and Arjuna has repeated them,

here. See the meaning of the word ‘Yoga’ which has

been given before (Gi. 7. 25). It must be borne in mind, as

has been stated in the 17th stanza, that Arjuna’s reason

for asking about the different manifestations of the Blessed

Lord was not in order to meditate on those different

manifestations as deities, but in order to look upon all

those different manifestations as being the All-Pervasive-
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Paramesvara. Because, the Blessed Lord has already

explained before that there is a world of difference, from

the point of view of the Path of Devotion, between believing

that there is only one Paramesvara in all places, and

looking upon the different manifestations of the Param-

esvara as different deities ( Gi. 7. 20 to 25, 9-22 to 28).]

Ths Blessed Lord said :—(1 9) Very well ! 0 Kurusrestha I

I shall now describe to you the most important of My divine

manifestations, because, there is no end to My expansion.

[ There are descriptions of the form of the Paramesvara
in the Anusasanaparva ( 14, 311-321 ) and in the

Anu-gita (Asva. 43-44), which are similar to the

description of manifestations given here. But, as the

description in the Gita is sweeter than those given else-

where, it seems to have been copied in the other places.

For instance, a similar description of manifestations has

been made in the 15th chapter of the eleventh skandha of

the Bhagavata-Purana by the Blessed Lord to Uddhava;

and it has been stated there (Bhag. 11. 16. 6-8), that the

description is similar to the description given in this

chapter. ]

(20) 0 Gudakesa! I am the l dtmd' (that is, Self—Trans.),

which exists m the heart of all created beings ;
and I am

also the origin, the middle, and the end of (all) created

beings. (21) I am the Visnu among the (twelve) dditya-

s

(that is, Suns—Trans.)
;
I am the radiating Sun, among the

brilliant bodies; I am Marici out of the (seven or forty-nine *)

* In the 1915 edition of the text, these are stated to be

.thirty-nine—Tran s.
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Maruta-s; I (am) the Moon, among the lunar asterisms.

(22) I am the Sama-veda, among the Vedas; (I)am Indra,

among the gods
;
( I ) am the Mind, among the senses

; ( 1 ) am
the cetaria, (that is, the movement of vitality) in created^

beings.

[Just as it is stated here, that “I am the Sama-Veda
among the Vedas ” that is to say, that the Sama-Veda is the

principal Veda, so also is it stated in the Anu^asanaparva

of the Mahabharata (14. 317) that “ samavedas ca vedanam

yajusam satarudriyam”. But in the Anu-gita, supreme

importance among the Vedas is given to the Om-kara by

the words “ Om-karah sarva-veddnam, etc.” (Asva. 44. 6); and

it has been stated in the Gita itself, in a previous chapter

(Gi. 7. 8), that “jpranavah sarvavedesu ” (that is, “ I am the

pramva (Om-kara) in all the Vedas—-Trans.). So also in

the Gita (9. 17) a higher place has been given to the

Rg-Veda than to the Sama-Veda by the words “ rk-sama-

yajur eva ca ”
; and the ordinary belief is the same. As

these statements have been looked upon as mutually

contradictory, several persons have come out with different

explanations about them. In the Chandogyopanisad, the

Om-kara is given the name ‘ udgitha *: and it is stated there,

that this ‘ udgitha ’ is the summary of the Sama-Veda, and

that the Sama-Veda is the summary of the Rg-Veda

(ChSn. 1. 1. %). This statement in the Chandogya harmo-

nises the various statements regarding which is the most

superior among the Vedas; because, even in the Sama-

Veda, the hymns have been taken from the Rg-Veda. But,

some persons are not satisfied with that ; and say that there

must be some deep reason for giving prominence to the

Staa-Veda in the Gita in this place. Although the Sama-

Veda has been given prominence in the Chandogyopanisad,

yet, Manu has said “ the voice of the Sama-Veda is

impure *’ (Manu. 4. 124). From this fact, one critic has

drawn the inference that the Gita, which gives prominence

to the Sama-Veda, must be anterior in point of time to
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Manu
; and another critic says that the writer of the Gita,

was possibly a Sama-VedI; and that he has, on that
account, given prominence to the Sama-Veda. But, in my
opinion, it is not necessary to go so far for giving a
satisfactory explanation of the words “ I am the Sama-Veda
among the Vedas”. The worship or praise of the

Paramesvara in the form of a song is always given,

prominence in the Path of Devotion. For instance, in the
Narayamya-dharma, Narada has described the Blessed
Lord as “ vedesu sa puranesu sangopangesu giyase ** (Ma.
Bha. San. 334. 23); Vasurajahas been described as ‘singing

*

the ‘japya ’
: cf., “japyamjagau ” (San. 337. 27 ; and 342.

70 and 81), by making use of the root
l

gm' (to sing).

There is, therefore, nothing to be surprised at in prominence
being given in a devotional religion to the musical Sama-
Yeda over the ritualistic Yeda consisting of Yajnas
and Yagas ; and in my opinion, this is the simple reason for

saying “ I am the Sama-Yeda among the Vedas ”.]

(23) And, among the (eleven) Rudras, I am Samkara;.

Kubera, among the Yaksa-raksasa-s; I am the Pavaka, among
the (eight) Vasu-s ; I, the Meru among the ( seven) mountains

;

(24) 0 Partha ! and understand that among the preceptors *

lam the principal one, namely, Brhaspati; I (am) Skanda

(Kartikeya) among the commanders of armies; I am the

Samudra (the ocean), among collections of water. (25) I*

Bhrgu, among the great Rsis
;
I am the one-syllabled sound

‘om-Mra’ in speech; I am the japa-yajna, among Yajnas ; and

from among the immoveable (that is, steady) things, I am
the Himalaya

;
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[The sentence “ I am the japa-yajila among the Yajnas
”

is of importance. In the Anu-gita, it is stated that

“ yajnanam hutam uttamam ” that is, “out of the Yajnas,

that Ya]na, which consists of offering ‘ ham ’ (into the fire)

is the most important ” (Ma. Bha. Asva. 44. 8) ; and the

same is the opinion of Vedic ritualists ; hut, as the nama-

yajna or the japa-yajna is of greater importance than the

havir-yajfia in the Path of Devotion, the words “ yajflanam

japa-yajnosmi ” have appeared in the Gita. Manu has

stated in one place (2.87) that :
—

“ whatever else the

Brahmin may do or not do, he attains Release by japa

(silent meditation) alone The reading in the Bhagavata

is “ yajflanam brahmayajn oham ”—

]

(26) among the trees, the asvattha ( that is, the pippal) tree;

Narada, among the god-Rsis
;
Citraratha, among the Gandhar-

vas; Kapila Muni, among the Siddhas; (27) and the

Uccaisravas horse, which came into existence at the time

of the churning for nectar, among horses ; know that I am
.all these

;
the airavata, among the excellent elephants ; and

the king, among men. (28) I, the sword, among instruments

,of war-fare; lam the kama-dhenu among cows; and I am
Kama, which is responsible for the creation of progeny;

I am Vasuki among the serpents; (29) I am Anauta

among the Mga~s; I, Varuna, among the yadas> (that is,

the aquatic creatures); and I am the aryamd among the

ancestors ; I am Yaraa, among those, who regulate.

[The meanings of Vasuki as the ‘ king of serpents * and

of Anauta as
4

Sesa * are to be found in the Amarakosa,
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as also in the Mahabharata (Ma. Bha. Adi 35-39). But

one cannot definitely say what the difference between

naga-s and serpents, is. In the Astikopakhyana of the

Mahabharata, these words have been used as synonymous

;

but the use of the words * sarpa ' and * naga ’ in this place,

shows that two different kinds of the common class of

serpents are intended. It is stated in Sridhara’s com-

mentary that the ‘ serpent ’ is poisonous, and the ‘ naga \

non-poisonous ; and in the Ramanujabhasya, the distinction

is made by saying that serpents have only one head, and

naga-s have many heads
;
but, both these distinctions do

not seem to me correct; because, in some places, in

mentioning the important families among the naga-s,

Ananta and Vasuki are both mentioned in the beginning

;

and both are described as being many-headed and

poisonous, but Ananta is described as fire-coloured and

Vasuki as yellow-coloured. The reading in the Bhagavata

is the same as in the Gita. ]

-(30) And I am Prahlada, among the demons; I, Kala, among

the $wallowers-up
;
and I, the e mrgendra * (that is, the lion)

among the animals
; and the eagle, among birds. (31) lam

the wind, among the speeders. I (am) Rama, among

arms-bearers ; I am the alligator, among fishes; and the

Bhaglrathl, among the rivers. (32) 0 Arjuna ! I am the

origin, the middle and the end of the entire creation;

Metaphysics, among all sciences; I, the logic of all

•controversialists.

[It has been stated in the 20th stanza above, that the

Blessed Lord is the origin of all activated (sacetana) things;

and He now says, that He is the beginning, middle, and
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end of the entire moveable and immoveable creation
; this

is the distinction.]

(33) I am the aMra (the letter i
ct

i

) t
among the letters

,

and among compounds, lam the
( ubhaya-pada-pradhma ),

(that is, copulative—Trans.) * dvamdva ’; I am the in-

exhaustible Time (such as, nimesa-muhUrta etc.); Iam the

< sarvatomukha' (that is, having mouths or faces on all the
four sides) ‘(Mat'S ( creator—Trans. ) or Brahmadeva. (34) L
am death, the destroyer of all; and I am the origin of all

to be born in the future; among females, I am fame*
fortune, speech, ‘smrU* (that is, memory—Trans.), ‘medha
(that is, intellect—Trans.), * dhrtV (that is, courage—Trans.)-

and ' ksama ' (that is, forgiveness— Trans.).

[The words
*

klrti

\

* sri\ ‘ vak\ etc., indicate the several

respective deities. The five out of these, excepting speech
and forgiveness, and the other five (pusti sraddha, kriya,

lajja, and mati, (that is, sound-bodiedness, faith, action,

shame, and understanding), these ten are the daughters
of Daksa; and, as they had been given in marriage
to Dharma, they are all described as “ dharrria-patni--s’*

in the Mahabharata (Adi. 66. 13, 14).]

(35) Similarly, among the Sima, (that is, those Vedic

hymns, which are to be sung) I am the Brhatsama; and
among the metres, I am the Gayatrl-metre ; I am Marga-*

sirsa among the months, and the Spring, among the six

seasons.

[The first place has been given to the month of Marga-

iirsa among the months, because, it was usual in those days

to start with the month of Margasirsa in counting the

months (Ma. Bha.Am 106 and 109 ; Valmiki Ramayana
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3, 16). There is a similar reference in the Bhagavata (11.

16. 27). I have pointed out in my book called ‘Orion * that

the Mrgaslrsa constellation is called the agrahayani
,

or,

‘ the constellation at the commencement of the year that,

the Mrga constellation must have got the first place, when,

the computation starting with the Mrga constellation was

in vogue, and that the Margasirsa month must also

have acquired importance later on, on that account ;
and

I have to refer the reader to that book. I am not going

into the matter here for fear of taking up space.]

(36) I am the gambling, of those, who deceive; I, the

brilliance of the brilliant; I am the victory (of the victorious);

and I, the determination (of those who are determined);

and I, the faithfulness of the faithful. (37) Among the

Yadavas, I am Vasudeva ; among the Pan&avas, Dhananjaya;

among the sages too, I am Vyasa; and among the learned,

I am Sukracarya. (38) I am the rod (of authority) of those,

who punish; I am the niti (that is, the diplomacy) of those,

who desire success; and among (all) mysteries, I am silence.

I am the knowledge of the knowers. (39) Similarly,

O Arjuna 1 I am the seed of all created beings
;
and there

is not a single moveable or immoveable being, which can

exist without Me. (40) 0 Parantapa ! there is no end

to My divine manifestations; I have mentioned this expanse

of My emanations merely directionally.
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[ Having thus mentioned His principal emanations, the

Blessed Lord now summarises the chapter—]

(41) Anything whatever, which is invested with power,

glory, or splendour, has come into existence out of a portion

of My brilliance. (42) Or, 0 Arjuna ! what use have you

forknowing all this emanation? (To tell you the whole,

in short) by (only) one portion of Myself, have I pervaded

the whole of this Cosmos.

[The last stanza is based on the red “ padosya visva

bhutani tripadasya * mrtam dm ” ( Rg 10 90. 3) from

the Purusa-Sukta ;
and this hymn has also appeared in the

Ohandogyopanisad (Cham 3. 12. 6). The meaning of the

word ‘amsa’ has been explained at the end of Chapter IX

of the Gita-Rahasya (see pp. 338 to 343), to which the

reader is referred. If the Blessed Lord has pervaded the

whole of this universe with only a portion of Himself, it

is quite clear that the entire emanation of the Blessed

Lord must be still greater ;
and this last stanza has been

added only to make that clear. In the Purusa-Sukta, it is

stated that
lt

etavan asya mahima 'to jydydms ca purusah ”,

that is, “ this is only a description of His greatness, the

’ Purusa Himself is much greater than this”. ]

Thus ends the tenth chapter entitled Vibhuti-Yoga in

the dialogue between S>ri Krsna and Arjuna on the Yoga

included in the Science of the Brahman, (that is, the

Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER XI.

[After the Blessed Lord had described His own mani-

festations in the last chapter, Arjuna was filled with the

desire of seeing this Cosmic Form ( msmrupa ) ; and the

description given in this chapter of the Cosmic Form

shown by the Blessed Lord to Arjuna, at his request, is so

entrancing that it is looked upon as an excellent part of

the Gita
;
and those who have written the other Gitas,

have copied it. To begin with, Arjuna asks as follows—]

Arjuna said:—(1) That greatest mysticism known as

‘Adhyatma’ (that is, Metaphysics—Trans.), which You

explained to me in order to show favour to me, has destroyed

my ignorance. (2) In the same way, 0 Thou with eyes

like lotus-leaves ! I have heard from You in detail about

the origin and the end of all created beings and about (Your)

inexhaustible greatness. (3) (Now) 0 Paramesvara ! as You

have thus described Yourself, in that way, 0 Purusottama 1

I wish to see (actually) Your divine form. (4) 0 Lord!

if you think that it is possible for me to see such a form,

then, 0 Yogesvara ! show me Your imperishable form.

[Arjuna has, in the first stanza, signified by the word

* adhyatma \ the Knowledge of the imperishable or the

imperceptible form of the Paramesvara, which was

described by the Blessed Lord in Chapters VII and VIII
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and the Knowledge of the various perceptible forms

mentioned in Chap. IX and X, after He had started

explaining Jhana and Vijnana in Chap. VII; and the

words “ the origin and the end of all created beings ” in

stanza 2, refer to the description of how numerous

perceptible objects come out of one Imperceptible, which

has been given in Chap VII (7. 4-15), Chap, VIII (8. 16-21)

and Chap. IX (9. 4-8). Some commentators consider the

two halves of the third stanza as two independent sentences

and interpret them as follows: “0 Paramesvara! that

description of Yourself, which You have given (of

Your form) is true (that is, I have understood it). How,

0 Purusottama, I desire to see Your divine form” (see Gi.

10. 14). But, it is better to consider the two halves as

making up one sentence ; and that has been done in the

Paramarthaprapa commentary. The word “ yogesvara ”

in the 4th stanza means “ the Isvara or Lord of Yoga,

(not of Yogins), (Gi. 18. 75). The interpretation of the

word ‘Yoga" as the power or device of creating the

perceptible universe from the Imperceptible has appeared

before (Gi. 7. 25 and 9. 5) ; and as the Blessed Lord is now

going to show His Cosmic Form by the use of that power,

the appellation ‘Yogesvara’ seems to have been used

here intentionally. ]

The Blessed Lord said (5) 0 Partha 1 look at these

thousands and thousands of My forms* of various kinds,

of various colours, and of various sizes. (6) See these

(twelve) Suns, (eight) Vasus, (eleven) Rudras, (two)

Asvinikumaras, as also (forty-nine) Marudganas. 0 Bh&rata 1

•.see these wonders which you have never before seen.
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[ The description of the Cosmic Form ( visvarupa) shown

to Narada in the Narayanlya doctrine is more specific;

and says that the twelve Suns were on the left side

;

the eight Vasus, in the front
;
the eleven Budras, on the

right side ;
and the Asvinlkumaras, at the back (San. 339.

50-52). But this description does not seem to have been

accepted everywhere (See Ma. Bha. U. 130). The Adityas,

Vasus, Budras, Asvinlkumaras, and Marudganas are Vedic

deities, and a division into four classes among them has

been made in the Mahabharata by saying that the Adityas

were Ksatriyas ;
the Marudganas, Valyas; and the

Asvinlkumaras, Sudras (San. 208. 23, 24). See also

Satapatha-brahmana, 14. 4. 2. 23. ]

(7) O Gudakesa! the entire moveable and immoveable

universe, which has been collected here to-day, and whatever

else you may desire to see, see that in (this) My Forml

-(8) But, with this vision of yours, you will not be able

to see Me* Therefore, I am giving to you a supernatural

vision; (by it) see this My divine Yoga (that is, Yogic

Power).

Safijaya said:—(9) Having spoken thus, 0 Dhrtarastra

!

the great Lord of Yoga, namely, Had, showed to Arjuna

{His) excellent divine form (that is, the Cosmic Form or

vmarupa ). (10) To that (that is, to that Cosmic Form),

there were innumerable mouths and eyes, and many

wonderful sights were to be seen in it; (and) on it there
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were shining ornaments of numerous kinds and there were*

erected (shining) in it numerous instruments of warfare.

(11) To that, endless, all-facing and wonderful deity was

applied an unguent of celestial smell, and it wore celestial

flowers and clothes. (12) If the effulgence of a thousand

suns arose at once in the firmament, it would be somewhat

like the brilliance of this great Atman. (13) Arjuna then

saw that in this Body of the God of gods, the world, divided

into numerous divisions, was to be seen synthesised.

(14) Then, being filled with surprise, the hairs on his body

rose; and joining his hands and lifting them to his forehead,

Arjuna said to the God—]

Arjuna said:—(15) OLord! in this Your body, I can

see all the gods, and collections of various kinds of created

beings, as also Brahmadeva, the lord (of all gods) seated

on a lotus-seat, all Rsis, and also all brilliant serpents

(including Vasuki and others). (1 6) I see, on all sides, You

of endless form, Who have innumerable arms, innumerable

Stomachs, innumerable mouths, and innumerable eyes.
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O Lord of the Cosmos ! 0 Cosmic-formed ! I do not see

(anywhere) either Your end, or Your middle, or Your

beginning, (17) I see everywhere, You, Who are wearing

a diadem, and holding a mace, and a discus, Whose effulgence

is spread out in all directions, Who are a mountain of

brilliance, unbearably hot, effulgent like Fire and the Sun,

impossible to look at by the eyes, and boundless (~ly per-

vading). (1 8) I think that You are the ultimate Knowable,

the imperishable Brahman, the ultimate support of this

Cosmos; that You are imperishable, and the protector of

the permanent religion, and the eternal Spirit. (19) I see

that You, Who have no beginning, middle, or end, Who have

innumerable arms, Whose eyes are the Sun and the Moon,

Whose mouth is burning Fire, and Who possess in-

exhaustible strength, are giving warmth to this world by

Your own shine. (20) Because, the (entire) distance

between the earth and the firmament, as also all the cardinal

points, have been pervaded by You alone; and, seeing this

Your wonderful and terrible Form, 0 Great Atman 1 the

three spheres are, confused (by terror). (21) See! these

multitudes of gods are entering Your body; (and) some,

being frightened, ate praying to You with folded arms; aijd

multitudes of great J&sis and Perfect beings are praising

59—fiO
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You, uttering such words as * svash *
‘ svasti'l (22) Similarly,

the Rudras, the Mityas, and the Vasus, as also the Sadhya-

ganas, the Visvedeva-s, (both) the Asvurikumaras, the Marud-

ganas, and the Usmapa-s (that is, the ancestors
) and groups

of Gandharvas, Yaksas, Raksasas, and Siddhas, being

astonished, arc everywhere, looking at you.

[The food offered to the ancestors in the performance of

the death-anniversary ceremony is accepted by them only

while it is hot ; that is why they are called “ itmapa-s
*'

(Manu. 3. 237); and the Manu-Smrti enumerates seven

groups of ancestors, such as, somasad, aqniuxilta, barhisad

,

somapa,
havisman,

ajyapa
,
and sukalin (3, 194-200), Aditya-s

and others are Vedic deities. See stanza 6 above. It is

stated in the Brhadaranyakopanisad that the eight Yasus,

eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, Indra, and Prajapati make
in all thirty-three gods; and their names and etymology

have been stated in the Mahabharata, Adi-parva, Oh. 65

and 66 and Santi-parva Ch. 208.]

(23) O Mahabaho ! by seeing this Your immense, many-

mouthed, many-eyed, many-armed, many-thighed, many-

footed, many-stomached, and many-teethed—and conse-

quently terrible—Form, everybody and I myself are

frightened. (24) Seeing You, heaven-reaching, brilliant,

many-hued, open-mouthed, and with tremendous and shining

eyes, my heart has become restless j and, on that account,

© Visnu I I have lost both courage and peace. (25) And

seeing these mouths of Yours, which are terrible on account

-of rows of teeth, and are like the Destructional Fire, I cannot
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make out the cardinal directions, and I have become

discomposed. O God of gods 1 0 Cosmos-Pervader I be

appeased ! (26) See how all these sons of Dhrtarastra, with

multitudes of kings, this Bhisma, Drona, and also this Suta-

putra (Kama), together also with the most prominent

warriors on our side, (27) are rapidly entering into these

many terrible mouths of Yours, with frightful rows of teeth

;

and the heads of some of them are seen being crushed, as a

result of having come between Your teeth. (28) Just as the

many waves of the waters of a river rush towards the sea,

so are these warriors from the world of humans entering

Your several burning mouths. (29) Just as butterflies jump

with great speed into the ignited fire, only to be killed,

•so also are all {these) people entering Your numerous

mouths, with great velocity, only to be killed. (30) 0
Visnu 1 You are licking Your tongues, while swallowing

all persons around You, through Your fUme-filled

mouths! and, pervading the entire universe, Your fiery

effulgence is shining (m all directions). (31) Tell me Who
You are, Who have assumed this frightful form ! O Super-

excellent God of gods ! I bow down to You ! be appeased

!

I am desirous of knowing what Fundamental Spirit You are,

because I do not (at all) understand this doing of Yours

!
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The Blessed Lord said::—(32) I am the destroyer of all

peoples; I am immerisified u kala ” (that is, ‘death*—Trans.);

and I have come heie for destroying everyone. Even if

you aie not there, (that is, even if you do not do anything),

all these different warriors, standing in the various armies,

are all going to be no more (goingto die). (33)
( tasmdt

9

"(that is/ therefore ’—Trans.), arise! win success ! and

conquering your enemies enjoy opulent kingdoms ! I have

already killed these m advance. (Therefore) 0 Savyasacin

(Arjuna) ! do you (come forward to ) become the nominal

cause. (34) Drona and Bhisma and Jayadratha and Kama,

and also other warriors have been killed by Me (long ago);

kill them ! do not be afraid l fight
!
you are going to conquer

your enemies in the fight

!

[In short, Sri Krsna has actually shown to Arjuna, the

vision of what Bhisma had said merely by words to Him,

, in the IJdyoga-parva, when He had gone to the fCauravas to

bring about a compromise, and Duryodhana would not listen

,

to any talk of compromise, namely,
**

kalapakvam idam manye

sarvam ksatrenh janardam” (Ma. Bha. U. 127.32), that is,

0 Janardana 1 all these ICsatriyas have already become
v ripe for death (kalapakva)*\ (See stanzas 26 to 31 above).

The 1 33rd stanza enunciates the doctrine of Causality that,

i a all wicked persons die as a result of their own acts ; that, the

,
one. Who kills them, is only a nominal cause; and that,

therefore, the one who kills is not to blame

J
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Sanjaya said:—(35) Hearing this speech of Kesava,

Arjuna, getting extremely frightened, having a choking

sensation in his throat, and trembling, and folding his

hands, bowed down low again, and said to &ri Krsna.

Arjuna said:—(3 6) O Hrslkesa ! the (whole) world is en-

gladdened by singing (Youi qualities), and is happy (in

that); demons becoming frightened of You, run away in the

(ten) cardinal directions, and concerts of Perfect beings

are bowing down before you. (All) This is only proper.

<(37) O Noble Soul ! You are the origin even of Brahmadeva,

^re even superior to him ;
why will they not worship

You ? 0 Ananta ! 0 God of gods ! O Pervader of the

Cosmos! You are the sat (that is,
* immutable '—Trans.)

and asat (that is, ' mutable '—Trans.)
;
You are also the

*aksard (that is, immutable—Trans.), Which is beyond both.

[It will appear from Gita 7. 24
;

8. 20
;
or 15. 16 that the

words ‘ sat ’ and ‘ asat ’ in this place mean respectively

perceptible and imperceptible, (vyakta and avyakta), or

mutable and immutable (ksara and aksara) ;
that Principle,

which is beyond both sat and asat , has been described in the

Gita, as the Immutable Brahman (aksara-brahma) in the

words “ I am neither sat nor asat " (Gita 13. 12) The word
1

aksara * is applied in the Gita sometimes to Prakrti and

sometimes to the Parabrahman. See my commentary on

Gita 9. 19; 13. 12; and 15. 16.]
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(38) You are the Fundamental God; (You are) the

primordial Spirit ; You are the supreme Support of this

universe ;
You are the Knower and the Knowable

;
You are

the Exalted State ; and You, 0 Endless-formed ! have

entirely pervaded or occupied (this) Cosmos. (39) You are

Vayu, Yama, Agni, Varuna, Prajapati (that is, Brahmadeva),-

and also the Great-grand-father I I bow down before You

a thousand times l and once more again do I bow down

before You I

[Seven mind-horn sons, named Marloi and others, were

born from Brahmadeva ; from Marlci, was born Kasyapa ;

and from Kasyapa, all other progeny. (Ma. Bha.

Adi. 05. 11); and therefore these Marici and others, are

known as * Prajapatis ’ (the lords of progeny), (San. 340. 65>,

Therefore, the word
4

Prajapati ’ is interpreted by some as

* Kasiyapa and other Prajapatis \ But, as the word ' Praja-

patf has been used here in the singular number, the inter-

pretation of
4

Prajapati ’ as
4

Brahmadeva ’ seems more accept-

able. Besides, as Brahmadeva is the father of Marlci

and others, that is, the grand-father ( pitamaba ) of all. the

subsequent expression
4

great-grand-father ’
( prapitamahd)

follows as a matter of course; and its propriety becomes

clear.]

(40) I prostrate myself before You ;
and behind You ; and on

all sides, O Soul of everything I do I prostrate myself to

You. Your procreativeness is inexhaustible. Your prowess

is incomparable, and as You overcome everyone, You are

* sarva ’ (that is, < all-in-all ’—Trans.).

[The words
44

1 prostrate myself before you, and behind

you’* show the all-pervasiveness of the Paramesvara. This
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praise in the form of prostrations in the Path of Devotion

is consistent with the descriptions of the Brahman given

in the Upanisads
;

e. g., “ brahmanedam amrtam purastat

brahma pascat brahma daksmatas cottarerta\ adhas cordhmfit

ca prasrtam brahmaivedam usvam idam varistham u ** (Mnn.

2. 2. 11; Chan. 7. 25).]

(41) Whatever I may have said disrespectfully to You, by
mistake or by familiarity, considering you as my friend, not

recognising this Your greatness, in addressing you as
* O Krsna !

* ( O Yadava T or ‘ O Friend !', (42) and what-

ever insult I may have offered to You in joke, when alone

with You, or in the presence of others, while eating or

sporting-, or while sleeping or sitting, O Acyuta, for that

forgive me, such is my prayer to You, O Immeasurable l

(43) You, being the father of this moveable and immoveable

world, are worshippable, and the Preceptor of preceptors. In

the three spheres, there is none, who is Your equal
;
then,

O One of immeasurable prowess ! how can there be any one

greater ? (44) Therefore, to You, Who are praiseworthy, and

powerful, I pray : “ Be appeased", bending my body and

bowing down to You. As a father (forgives the faults) of his

son, or a friend (forgives the faults) of his friend, m the same

way O God 1 the ‘ pnyah ' (that is, Yourself) should

forgive tpriydyd (that is, to me or on account of me, who

am priya or beloved of You), (all my) faults.

[Some persons interpret the words “ priyah priyayarhasi”

as “ as the lover, in the case of a woman, beloved by him
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But according to me that interpretation is not correct

;

because, the words ‘ priyayorhasi * cannot grammatically

be broken up into prigayah -4- arhasi or priyayai + arhasi ; and
the word

£

iia \ which is indicative of a comparison, has ap-

peared only twice in this stanza. Therefore, it is more proper

to consider *pnyah pnyayarhasi * as the subject-matter of

comparison ( upameya ) instead of looking upon it as a third

comparison. It would have been much better if there had
been a word in the possessive case, such as,

4

priyasya’ (of

the * pnya *) in the subject-matter of comparison ( upameya ),

like the two comparisonal ( upamanatmaka ) words
4

of the

son *
( putrasya ),

4

of the friend *
( sakhyuh ), which are in the

possessive case. But we must here follow the rule
44
sthitasya gatis cmtaniya Imagining an ungrammatical

feminine possessive case word like
4pnyayah because the

masculine-gender-sixth-cased word
4

pnyasya * is not to be

found in the text, and imagining the word
4

iva ’ as implied,

because that description does not apply to Arjuna
,
and

inventing a third comparison as,
44

pnyah priyayah ”, that

. is,
4

as the lover in the case of a woman beloved by him

'

—which moreover is amorous, and totally out of place—is,

according to me, not proper. Besides, if all the three

words
4

putrasya \
4

sakhyuh * and
4

priyayah ’ go into the

class of the standards of comparison ( upamana ), then there

remains no word in the possessive case in the subject-matter

of comparison ( upameya ) ;
and we have again to take

4

me *

or
4 mama ’ (that is,

4

to me 7

) as implied
; and if, with all

this trouble, one brings about a similarity of inflections

or case-terminations between the subject-matter of com-
parison and the standard of comparison, a new mistake

of difference of gender between the two again arises On
the other hand, if one breaks up the sentence, plainly and
grammatically, as priyayah arhasi, the only objection which

: remains, is that, instead of having the possessive case

„

1

priyasya \ we have the dative case
4

priyaya* in the subject-

matter of comparison
; and that too is not a very serious

fault. Because, in this place the dative case conveys the

same meaning as the possessive case, and such use is to

be seen in other places also, This stanza has been
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interpreted in the Paramarthaprapa commentary in the

same way as I have done. ]

-(45) Having seen that which no one has ever seen, I am
glad

; and my mind is strained by fear. O Pervader of the

-Cosmos! 0 God of gods ! be appeased! and 0 God! show me
Your previous form. (46) I desire to see You wearing the

* kirlta

'

(that is, diadem—Trans.) and the mace, with a discus

in Your hand, as before
;
and therefore, 0 Cosmic-Formed,

thousand-armed Lord, appear again in that Your lour-armed

form.

The Blessed Lord said :—(47) 0 Arjuna! having become

pleased (with you), exercising my power of Yoga, I have

shown you this brilliant, beginning-less, endless, primeval,

.and super-excellent Cosmic Form, which no one else before

you has seen. (48) 0 highest among the Kuru waniors

!

,no other than you can have a chance of seeing, whether by

the Vedas, or by Yajnas, or by silent meditation, or by

^•charity, or by ritual, or by severe austerity, this such My
Form, in this human world. (49) Do not allow your mind

to suffer pain by seeing this My terrible form ! and do not

also become confused by fear. Giving up fear, and with

a pleased frame of mind, see again that same form of Mine.
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Sanjaya said :—(50) Speaking thus, Vasudeva again showed

to Arjuna His (former) form; and assuming again His

peaceful form, that Noble Soul gave encouragement to the

frightened Arjuna.

[ The metre of these 36 stanzas, is the same as that of

stanzas 5 to 8, 20, 22, 29, and 70 of Chapter II, stanzas

9,10,11 and 28 of Chapter VIII, stanzas 20 and 21 of

Chapter IX, and stanzas 2 to 5 and 15 of Chapter XV,
namely, of eleven letters in each quarter ( carana ). But,,

as they are not governed by one and the same rule about

the feet {gem), these stanzas cannot he recited in the

same way as can stanzas in the mdra-vajra, upendra-vajra

upajati, dodhaka, salinl and other metres used in the poetical’,

compositions of Kalidasa and others. Needless to say,

this metrical arrangement is archaic (ar§a), that is, on
the basis of the ‘ tristup * metre used in the Veda-Samhitas.

This fortifies the proposition that the Gita must be very

ancient indeed (see p. 726 of the Appendix to the Glta-

Rahasya.]

Arjuna said ;—(51) O Janardana ! seeing this Your mild*

and human-bodied form, my mind is again in its proper place,,

and I have become conscious, as before.

The Blessed Lord said (52) This My form, which you.

have seen, is very difficult to see. Even the gods always*
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desire to see this form. (53) It is not possible for any one

to see Me, as you have seen Me, whether by Vedas, or by

austerity, or by charity, or by Yajnas. (54) O Arjuna ! only-

by exclusive devotion, is it possible to thus acquire

knowledge of Me, and 0 Parantapa 1 to enter Me essentially.

[The proposition that by Devotion one first acquires the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara, and ultimately the devotee

is merged into the Paramesvara has appeared before in

Gita 4. 9 and later on in 18. 55 ; and the reader is referred

to the explanation given by
:
me in Chapter XIII of the

Gita-Rahasya at pp. 595 to 599. Now, the Blessed Lord

briefly explains to Arjuna the summary of the entire Gita—]

(55) Who performs Action with the conviction that all.

Actions are Mine (that is, of the Paramesvara), who is

devoted to Me ,* who is attachment-less , non-mimical towards

all beings, such My devotee, 0 Pandava, comes and-

reaches Me l

[The above stanza means that (i) the devotee of the

Blessed Lordshould perform all worldly Actions with the idea

of dedicating them to the Paramesvara, that is to say, with a

prideless frame of mind, thinking that, the entire activity

in the world is of the Paramesvara, who is the true Doer, and

the One, Who truly causes to be done ;
but that, He gets

these actions done through us, by making us the nominal

causes ;
and that, (ii) thereby, all acts, which are done, do

not obstruct tranquillity or Release (see stanza 33) ;
and it is

stated even in the Samkarabhasya that this stanza contains

the summary of the entire philosophy of the Gita. This

clearly shows that the Path of Devotion prescribed in the
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Gita does not advise one to sit down doing nothing, and

only saying ‘Hari
’

* Hari’ (taking the name of God); but

directs one to do all acts desirelessly, and enthusiastically,

side by side with possessing an ardent devotion* In order to

make it clear that the word * nirvaira ’ (non-inimical), does

not here mean ‘ mskriya
9

(actionless) as interpreted by those

who follow the Path of Renunciation, the adjective ‘ mat-

karmakrt
9

(that is, doing all acts with the idea of dedicating

them to the Paramesvara, and believing that the acts are

of the Paramesvara, and not one’s own) has been added ;

° but as this matter has been extensively considered by me
in Chap. XII of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 545 to 556), I am
not going to discuss it further here.

Thus ends the eleventh chapter entitled^ Vis'varupa-

Dars'ana Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and

Arjuna on the Yoga, included m the Science of the Brahman

(that is, on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is,

told) by the Blessed Lord,



CHAPTER XII.

[In Chap. Til, the Blessed Lord has started an

explanation of the Empirical and Spiritual Knowledge

required for acquiring Perfection in Karma-Yoga; and in

Chap. VIII, He has explained the form of the Immutable,

IJnshowable, and Imperceptible Brahman; and thereafter,

He has started an explanation of the visible royal road in

the shape of the Path of Devotion
;
and after having finished

the Description of Manifestations ( vibhuti-varyana ) and

the showing of the Cosmic Form ( visvarupa-darscina ),

incidental to that path, in Chapters X and XI, He has, at

the end of Chapter XI, advised Arjuna to perform all

Actions with Devotion and unattachediy, as the ultimate

'summary of everything. Now Arjuna says: “After

proving to me in Chapters VII and VIII that the Impercept-

ible form of the Paramesvara is the most superior one

to be worshipped, from the point of view of the Mutable

and the' Immutable, for success in Karma-Yoga, You have

prescribed to me the worship of the Imperceptible or the

Immutable (7.19 and 24; 8. 21); and You have advised

me to fight (8. 7) with a mind steeped in Yoga ( yukta-titta)

r

and afterwards in Chap. IX, after explaining to me the

visible path of the worship of the Perceptible, You have

askedme to perform all Actions with the idea of dedicating

them to the Paramesvara (9. 27 and 34 ; and 11.55). Now
which of these two paths is the better one?” In this

question the ‘worship of the Perceptible* means ‘Devotion *.

But, what is meant here is not Devotion to different objects

of worship ; and it is explained that the true worship of

thq Perceptible is the Devotion, according to which, there

is only one All-Pervasive Paramesvara in all symbols or

objects of worship, whatever symbol or object is taken for

' -worship; and that is "the kind of Devotion advocated in

this chapter; ]
*
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Arjuna s^id :—(1) Who are the better knowers of

(Karma-) Yoga, those devotees who, always becoming

yukia (that is, Yoga-,ywto) worship You, or those, who
worship the aksara (that is, Brahman) ?

The Blessed Lord said:—(2) In My opinion, those who,

keeping their minds on Me, and becoming yukia-citta

(that is, mind-united—Trans.) worship Me, with the highest

Devotion, are the best *yukta

*

(that is, Yogins). (3) But

those, who worship the aksara (that is, the Brahman),

Which is ‘ amrdekya (that is, Which cannot be actually

shown), Imperceptible, All-pervading, Unimaginable, ‘kutastha

'

(that is, Which is at the root of everything ), Unmoving and

Non-transient, (4) after having controlled their senses and

become equable-minded towards everything, such (persons

too), who are engrossed in the welfare of all beings, also

come and reach Me. (5) Nevertheless, as their mind is

attached to the Imperceptible, their task is more arduous •

because (to men, who dwell in a perceptible body) the path

of worship of the Imperceptible becomes successful with

-difficulty. (6) But those, who worship Me, making a
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samnyasa (that is, dedication) of all Actions to Me, becoming

-devoted to Me, and meditating on Me with a Yoga (that is,

union—Trans.) with no one else, (7) such persons who

have become ( maccitta

*

(that is, mind-united with Me

—

Trans.), 0 Partha ! I redeem, from this death-bound ocean of

worldly life without delay. (8) (Therefore) keep your

mind fixed on Me, concentrate your Reason on Me, so that,

.afterwards you will undoubtedly dwell in Me.

[The superiority of the Path of Devotion has been ex-

pounded in this paragraph. After first stating the proposi-

tion, in stanza 2, that the devotees of the Blessed Lord are

the best Yogins, the conjunction “ tu'\ which shows an
alternative aspect, has been used in stanza 3 ; and in that

and in the 4th stanza, it is stated that those, who worship

the Imperceptible also come and are merged in Him. It is

stated in stanza 5, that though this may be true, the path

of those who worship the Imperceptible, is more difficult

;

and after explaining in the 6th and 7th stanzas the

•comparative facility of the worship of the Perceptible,

the advice has been given to Arjuna ultimately in the

8th stanza to act accordingly. In short, the advice given

at the end of Chap. XI (11. 55) has further been emphasised

here in reply to the question of Arjuna. As the facility of

the Path of Devotion has been considered by me in full

•detail in Chapter XIII of the Glta-Rahasya, I shall not

repeat the same subject-matter here. I shall only say

Jaere that though the worship of the Imperceptible may be

difficult, yet, it is productive of Release; that, even in

the Path of Devotion, one cannot give up Actions, but has

necessarily to perform them, dedicating them to the Param-

•esvara ; and that, the followers of the Path of Devotion

should bear this in mind. And that is why the words

'“making a samnyasa (that is, dedication) of all Actions to
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Me’* have been used in the sixth stanza, These words

clearly mean that in the Path of Devotion, Actions have not

to be literally given up, but one has to dedicate them, that

is, their fruit, to theParamesvara. And, this also makes it

perfectly clear that the Devotee, whom the Blessed Lord

has referred to at the end of this Chapter as being dear to

Him, is to be understood as one, who follows this path,

that is, the Path of the Desireless Karma-Yoga, and not

one, who makes a literal samnyasa or Abandonment of

Action. To proceed: having in this way shown the

facility and the superiority of the Path of Devotion, the

Blessed Lord now explains the means or devices to be used

for acquiring such Devotion to the Paramesvara, and

ultimately gives the differential characteristics of these

various means—]

(9) Now, if it is not possible for you to concentrate

your mind well on Me (in this way), then, 0 Dhanafijaya I

keep hope of attaining to Me, with the help of austere

practice, by trying again and again. (10) If it is not possible

for you even to perform practice, then perform (the) Actions

(such as, Spiritual Knowledge, Meditation, Hymn-singings

Worship etc., which have been mentioned in the Sastras)

for Me, (that is, for attaining to Me)
j
by performing (these)

Actions for Me, you will also have success. (11) But, if

it is impossible for You even to perform this ritual, then,

take shelter in ' madyoga ' (that is, m the Yoga of dedicating

everything to Rfe,,nanjiely, the Karma-Yoga); and becoming

a 'yafatmp' (that is, gradually controlling your mind),

thereafter ,( ultimately) abandon the Fruit of all Actions;*
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(12) because, Knowledge is superior to Practice; Meditation

is superior to Knowledge; and Abandoning the Fruit of

Action (is superior) to Meditation ;
and by (this) Abandon*

ment (of the Fruit of Action), there is (acquired) tranquillity

immediately afterwards.

[These stanzas are very important from the point of view

of Karma-Yoga; and in them, after mentioning austere

practice, Knowledge, prayer, and other ritual as means for

successfully acquiring the Devotional Karma-Yoga, a

differential consideration of the worth of the various

means has been made
;
and in stanza 12, the superiority of

the Abandonment of the Fruit of Action, that is to say, of

the Desireless Karma-Yoga has been established. It is not

that this superiority of the Desireless Karma-Yoga has
been mentioned only in this place ; but, the same doctrine

has been clearly repeated previously in the third (3. 8)„

fifth (5. 2) and sixth (6. 46) chapters ; and Arjuna has been

advised in various places to practise Karma-Yoga in

the shape of Abandonment of the Fruit of Action (See

Glta-Rahasya pp. 425 to 427). But those, who support a
doctrine different from the Glta-religion, find this theory

inconsistent with themselves; and they have, therefore*

attempted to twist the meaning of the above stanzas, and
especially of the words in the 12th stanza. Those com*
mentators, who support the pure Path of Knowledge, that

is to say, the Samkhya commentators, do not like that

Abandonment of the Fruit of Action should be given a
higher place than Spiritual Knowledge. They have, therefore*

said that either the word ‘ jnana ’ must be interpreted

as • meaning * mere bookish knowledge ’, or, that this

praise of Abandonment of the Fruit of Action is

merely an ‘ artkavada ’ (See Vol. I p. 31—Trans.), that

is, * fallow praise In the same way, those who support

the Path of Patanjala-Yoga, do not like that Abandonment
of the Fruit of Action should be given a higher place

than continued austere practice (dbhyasa). And those*

61—62
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who support solely the Path of Devotion, that is, those, who
say that no Karma or Action other than Devotion should

he performed, cannot tolerate Abandonment of the Fruit

of Action being considered superior to Meditation, that is,

Devotion. The practice of Karma-Yoga, which includes

Devotion, which (path) is advocated by the Gita, and which

is different from the Patanjala-Yoga, the Jnana-Yoga, and

the Path of Devotion, is at present practically non-existent;

and therefore, there is no more any commentator available

supporting that doctrine. Therefore, in the now extant com-

mentaries on the Gita, the praise of Abandonment of the

Fruit of Action has been stated to be mere “fallow praise”.

But, in my opinion, that is wrong. If one accedes that the

Gita advocates the Desireless Karma-Yoga, no difficulty

remains about the meaning of this stanza. When once

ifc is admitted that one cannot give up Action, and that

Dasireless Action must be performed, the Path of Know-

ledge (jnana-marga ), which advocates the ‘ literal * Abandon-

ment of Action, the Patanjala-Yoga, which advocates only

the acrobatics of the organs, and the Path of Devotion, which

gives the go-bye to all Actions, all naturally become

inferior to Karma-Yoga When the Desireless Karma-

Yoga has thus been proved to be superior, the only question

which remains is : what are the means for acquiring the

Equability which is necessary in that path. These means are

three in number, namely, continued practice (abhyasct), Spiri-

tual Knowledge (jnana)md Meditation ( dhtjarn ). Out of

these, if some one cannot perform continued practice,

he should adopt either of the two other means, namely,

jnana. and dhyana ( Knowledge, and Meditation ). The Gita

says that these means are easy of acquiring in the order

in which they have been mentioned. But, if the man
cannot do even this, then stanza 12 says that he should

begin the practice of Karma-Yoga at once, How, here

a question arises, namely, how can a man, who cannot

either perform continued practice or acquire Spiritual Know-

ledge or Meditation, carry on the Karma-Yoga ? Therefore,

some commentators have considered calling Karma-Yoga

the easiest path as meaningless. But, if„ one considers
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the matter a little, it will be seen that there is no sense

in this objection Stanza 12 does not preach that the

Abandonment of the Fruit of Action should be carried

out ‘at a stroke*. But, one has first to adopt the Karma-
Yoga preached by the Blessed Lord; and,

*

tatah', that

is, ‘thereafter’, that practice has to be gradually made
successful. And when this interpretation is accepted, no

inconsistency remains. It has been stated in the previous

chapters that not only a little practice (Gl. 2. 40) of the

Fruit of Action4
' (this is a mistake for ‘ Karma-

Yoga’—Trans.), but even the desire to perform it (See Gi. 6. 44

and my commentary on it), drags a man towards ultnnate

perfection, as if he had been put into a grinding-mill.

Therefore, taking shelter in the Karma-Yoga, that is,

getting into one’s mind the desire to follow that path, is

the first means or step towards acquiring success in that

path
; and who will say that this means is not easier than

continued practice, or Spiritual Knowledge, or Meditation?

And the same is the import of stanza 12. Not only in the

Bhagavadgita, but even in the Suryaglta, it is stated that

jnanad upastir utkrsta karmotkrstam upasunat \

iti yo veda vedantaih sa eva purusottamahii

(Surya-Gi 4. 77)

-that is,
“

‘ upasana' i. e., Meditation or Devotion is better

than Spiritual Knowledge, and Karma, that is, necessarily

Desireless Action, is better than
4

upasana ’
; one who

realises this principle of Vedanta should be looked upon

as the best man ( purusottama )
”. In short, it is the firm

doctrine of the Bhagavadgita that the Yoga in the form of

Abandonment of the Fruit of Action, that is to say,

the Desireless Karma-Yoga, which includes both Spiritual

Knowledge and Devotion, is the most superior path of all

;

and the argument in stanza 12 is not only consistent with

that opinion, but is in support of it. If persons belonging

to a particular school of thought do not find this conclusion

palatable or acceptable, they should give it up ;
but, they

* The word used here ia all editions of the author's text is

i karma-phala\ (that is, Fruit of Action)-, but evidently ‘Karma*

Yoga’ or iJcarma-phala-tyaga> and not ‘karmayhdla? is meant—Trans,
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should not indulge in a useless stretching of meanings.
To proceed: the Blessed Lord, having thus proved
Abandonment of the Fruit of Action to be superior, now-
proceeds to describe the equable and peaceable frame of
mind, which is obtained by one who practises it (and not by
one, who ‘ literally ’ gives up Action)

; and He ultimately

says that a devotee of this kind is exceedingly dear to

Him—]

(13) One, who hates no one; who behaves in a friendly

way towards all created beings ; similarly, who is kind, and
from whom possessiveness and Individuation have departed;

to whom pain and happiness are the same; and who ia

foi giving, (14) always contented, controlled, determined^

and who has dedicated hisJMind and his Reason to Me, such

a (Karma-) Yogin devotee of Mine, is beloved of Me.

(15) One, of (or with) whom others are not tired (or

disgusted), and who is not tired of others
; similarly, who-

is untouched by joy, anger, fear, and discomfiture, is beloved

of Me. (16) One, who is unexpecting, pure, industrious

(that is, who performs any Action, giving up idleness),

indifferent (about the Fruit of Action ); whom no emotion

can upset; and who has given up all commencements (that

is, activity for desirable fruit ), such My devotee is very

dear to Me. (17) One, who experiences no joy (about

anything), does not hate (anything—Trans.), does not

regret, and does not even entertain any desire ; who has
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abandoned the good or bad (Fruit of Action), such a devoted

man is dear to Me. (18) One, to whom enemies and friends,

also honour and dishonour, heat and cold, pam and happiness,

are the same; and who is not attached (to anything),

(1 9) to whom praise and disparagement are both the same,

who speaks little, and is contented with whatever he can

get, whose mind is steady, and who is 'aniketa* (that is,

who has no abode in the form of a Desire for the Fruit of

Action), such a devoted person is dear to Me.

[The word * aniketa ’ is also very often used in describing

ascetics, who give up the state of a householder, renounce

'the world, and roam about begging in forests (Mann. 6. 25);

and its root meaning is ‘ one who has no abode \ There-

fore, commentators, who belong to the School of Renuncia-

tion say that, the words * nirmama \
* sarvarambha-parityagi

*

and * aniketa ' used in this chapter, and other such words as

* tyakta-sarvapangrahah\ (4. 21), or ‘ viviktasevi ’ (18. 52),

prove that the doctrine preached by the Gita is, ‘ giving

up home, and spending the rest of one’s life desirelessly in

a forest \ which is, indeed, the highest ideal of the Path of

Renunciation ; and in support of this they point to many
stanzasfromthe chapters on Renunciation in Smrti texts. But,

although these renunciatory interpretations of these words

from the Gita may be important from the point of view

of the Path of Renunciation, yet, they are not correct.

Because, as has been stated by me several times before,

becoming
‘

rtiragni

'

(i. e., not performing Fire-ritual), or

" mskriya' ( i. e.
}
Actionless), does not amount to true

Renunciation according to the Gita ; and the firm doctrine

-of the Gita is, that one must renounce only the Desire for

Fruit, and never Action (SeeGl. 5. 2 and 6. 1, 2 ). There-

fore, the word * aniketa ’ cannot be interpreted as meaning

'"giving up home and, it must be given a meaning, which is
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consistent with the Karma-Yoga of the Gita. In Gi, 4. 20,

the adjective ‘ nirasraya' has been applied to the man, who

does not entertain the hope for the Fruit of Action ;
and

in Gi 6. 1, the words “ anamtah kanmphalam " have been

used in the same sense. The words
4

asraya * and ‘ niketa
*

are synonymous. Therefore, ‘ amketa * should not be inter-

preted as meaning
4

one, who gives up his home and family \

but as
4

one, whose mind is not engrossed with his home and

family*. Similarly, the word
‘

sanarawbha-jparitycigV in

stanza 16 is not to be interpreted as meaning ‘ one, who
gives up ail Action or activity \ but as meaning ‘ one, who
gives up desireful commencements of Actions consistently

with the stanza: “He, whose samarambha-s (that is, Actions)

are devoid of Desire for Fruit, his actions are reduced to

ashes by Knowledge” (Gi 4 19), as is apparent from

Gi 18 2 and 18. 48 and 49. In short, all that the Gita

says is that, one, whose Mind is engrossed with household

affairs, or with his wife and children, or with the other

affairs of the world, experiences pain on that account later

on; and that therefore, one should not allow one’s Mind

to be engrossed in these things; and the words 'amketa'

and
4

sarvarambha-parityagi ’, etc., have been used in the

Gita in the descriptions of the Steady-in-Reason

{sthtaprajna) for describing the renounced state of his

Reason. It is true that these very words'have been used intha

Smrti texts in the descriptions given there of Yatins, that

is, of ascetics who abandon Action
; but, on that account

it cannot be said that the Gita supports Renunciation in

the shape of the Abandonment of Action
; because, there is,

side by side, another definite proposition of the Gita, that

even the Jnanin, whose mind is saturated with this

Renunciation, should, with this renunciatory frame of

mind, give up the Fruit of Action, and perform all Actions,

which befall him according to the Sastras ; and it would

not be correct to assert that the Gita supports the Path of

Renunciation of Action, relying on words like
4

amketa \

etc., suggesting Renunciation, which one comes across in.

some places in the Gita, without taking into account the

posterior and anterior contexts.]
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(20) Those devotees of mine, who follow this nectar-

like doctrine mentioned above, becoming engrossed in Me,

are extremely beloved of Me.

[The Blessed Lord has in this stanza given a description

of that devotee of His, who is most beloved of Him, that is,

of the excellent devotee of the Blessed Lord, who is a

Karma-Yogin, consistently with His previous statement

that the Devotee, who is also a Jnanin, is the most

excellent of all. (Gi. 6. 47 ; 7. 18). But, in Gita 9. 29, the

Blessed Lord has Himself said that :
“ all are the same to

Me ; such a one is not dear, and such a one is not hateful

Apparently, this would seem to be a contradiction-in-terms.

But, when one remembers that the one statement has been

made with reference to the worship of the Perceptible, or

relates to the Path of Devotion, whereas the other state-

ment is from the point of view of Metaphysics or from the

point of view of the Doctrine of Causality, this seeming

inconsistency disappears. The reader is referred to the

exposition of this matter made at the end (pp. 598 to 601)'

of Chapter XIII of the Glta-RahasyaJ

Thus ends the twelfth Chapter entitled Bhakti-Yoga
in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna, on the Yoga

included in the Science of the Brahman (that is, on the

Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by

the Blessed Lord.



CHAPTER XIII.

[It has been proved in the last chapter that though it is

true that Release can be achieved by meditating on the

Unshowable ( anirdesya ) and Imperceptible (avyakta) Para-

mesvara, yet the same Release can be obtained in an

easier way by devoting oneself to the visible and per-

ceptible form of the Paramesvara with religious faith,

and by performing all Actions with the intention of

-dedicating them to Him. But, the explanation about

Spiritual and Empirical Knowledge, which was started

in Chapter VII is not finished with that. In order to

acquire complete Knowledge of the Paramesvara, it is

necessary to consider the Body and the Atman of man,
‘(that is, the ‘ ksetra ’ and the * ksetrajna *) at the same time

as considering the mutable and immutable external

universe. Similarly, although one may, in a general way,

know that all perceptible objects are created from Gross

Matter, yet the subject-matter of Spiritual and Empirical

Knowledge is not exhausted unless one has explained by
what quality of Nature this extensive development takes

place and what the order of that development is. Therefore,

the subject-matter of the Body and the Atman has first

been considered in Chap. XIII; and alter describing

the division of the three constituents in the next four

•chapters, the whole subject-matter has been summed up

in Chapter XVIII. In short, the third ‘ satfadhyayi
9

(group

of six chapters ) is not independent
;
and the description of

Spiritual and Empirical Knowledge, requisite for success-

fully acquiring the Karma-Yoga, which was started

in Chap. VII has been completed in this group of six

chapters. (See Gita-Rahasya Ch. XIV pp. 457 to 459).

In every edition of the Gita, the following stanza is to be

found in the beginning of Chapter XIII, namely,

Arjuna uvaca :

prakrtim purusam caiva ksetram ksetrajnam eva ca \

etad veditum icchami jnanam jfteyam ca Jcesava li
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which means:—“ Arjuna said: I wish to know what

prakrti
, purusa

,
ksetra, ksetrajfia, jnam and jneya are.

Therefore, tell me that ” But, it is quite clear that some

one, who has not understood how the Consideration of the

Body and the Atman has found a place in the Gita, has

subsequently interpolated this stanza into the Gita.

Commentators look upon this stanza as an interpolation

;

and if that is not done, the number of stanzas in the Gita

also exceeds seven hundred. Therefore, I too have looked

upon this stanza as an interpolation and started this

chapter as in the Samkarabhasya ]

The Blessed Lord said -:—(1) 0 Kaunteya! this Body

itself is called the ‘ ksetra*. He, who understands this (Body),

is called the ( ksetrajfia’ by the ‘tadvida-s' (that is, by those

persons who understand this science). (2) 0 Bharata I know

that in all Bodies, I am the ksetrajfia (that is, the Self or the

Atman—Trans.). The Knowledge of the ( ksetra* and the

< ksetrajfia’ has been considered the Knowledge of Me
(the Paramesvara).

[ In the first stanza, the meanings of the two words ksetra

and ksetrajfia have been defined
;
and in the second stanza,

the ksetrajfia has been defined by saying that “the ksetrajfia

means Myself, i. e., the Paramesvara”; or that, “that

which is in the Body, the same thing is in the Cosmos”.

The word ‘cqpi=“ also” in the second stanza indicates

that He is not only the Atman ( ksetrajfia ), but also the

Body (ksetra); because, it has been stated already in

Chapters VII and VIII that the ksetra
,

or the Body,

originates from the five primordial elements, which in turn
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have come out of Prakrti (Matter)’; and that, Prakrti is

only a minor manifestation of the Paramesvara ( 7. 4 ; 8. 4

:

9.8). As the ksetra or the Body has thus been made up

of the five primordial elements, it is included in what is

known as the Mutable ( ksara ), in the Consideration of

the Mutable (ksara) and the Immutable ( aksara ); and the

ksetrajna is nothing but the Paramesvara. Therefore, the

Consideration of the Body and the Atman becomes a part

of the Knowledge of the Paramesvara in the same way
as the Consideration of the Mutable and the Immutable

( Bee Gl. Ra. pp. 193 to 201 ) ; and that is why it is stated

at the end of stanza 2, that “ the Knowledge of the Body

and the Atman is the Knowledge of Myself or of the

Paramesvara Those, who do not accept the Non-dualistic

Vedanta, have got to stretch the meaning of the words

“I am also the Ksetrajna and they have to maintain

that these words do not prove the absence of difference

between the
“
ksetrajna ” and “I, the Paramesvara and

others take the word
4 my ’

( mama ) as relating to * rmtam \

that is, ‘has been understood instead of referring it to
ix
jftana and interpret the sentence as meaning, “Hook
upon the knowledge of these as Jnana’*; but these inter-

pretations are not straightforward. It has been clearly

stated in the beginning of Chapter VIII that “ the Atman

( adhideva )*, which resides in the Body, is Myself”; or that

whatever is in the Body, the same thing is in the Cosmos”:

and it has also been stated in Chapter VII (7. 5) that

“ the Jlva ( the Personal Self ) is my inferior Prakrti ”
; and

there are statements to the same effect further on in this

Chapter in stanzas 22 and 31. The Blessed Lord now

explains where and by whom the Consideration of the Body

and the Atman has been made—]

(3) What the ksetra is, what its nature is, what its

modifications are, and withal what comes out of what; as~

also Who the ksetrajna is and what His prowess is, I shall

* The Author possibly means ‘adhideha’i see p. 1031 supra—Trans.
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explain all this in brief, to which listen. (4) In many ways,

in different metres, by (many) Rsis individually, as also

by the words in the Brahma-Sutras, which have been made

perfectly definite by showing the motive (in the shape of

cause and effect) has this (that is, this subject-matter)

been sung.

[The word
c

Brahma-Sutra * in this stanza refers to the

present Vedanta-Sutras, as has been explained by me
in detail in the Appendices to the Gita-Rahasya (See

Gl. Ra. pp. 748 to 758 ). The Upanisads are not one treatise

written by one Rsi ; and the various metaphysical ideas,

which inspired the minds of various Rsis at different times

or at different places, have been described in the various

Upanisads, without considering their mutual inter-relation.

Therefore, the Upanisads seem miscellaneous, and in

several places mutually contradictory. The words * vividha
9

and
l

prtkak' which appear in the first part of this stanza

have been used with reference to this miscellaneous nature

of the Upanisads. As these Upanisads are miscellaneous

and mutually contradictory, Badarayanacarya wrote the

Brahma-Sutras or the Vedanta-Sutras, in order to make

them mutually consistent; and considering all the subjects

in the Upanisads, he has conclusively proved in these

Sutras, by showing the why and wherefore, how it is

possible to evolve one single doctrine from the various

Upanisads. It is clear that a study of the Vedanta-Sutras

is always essential in order to understand the esoteric

import of the Upanisads; and therefore, both have been

referred to in this stanza. The ksetra has been considered

in the first sixteen Sutras of the 3rd division ( pada ) of the

2nd Chapter ( adhyaya ) of the Brahma-Sutras : and there-

after the * ksetrajna * has been considered upto the end of

the division. As this consideration has been made in the

Brahma-Sutras, they are also called “the Saiiraka-Sutras’V

that is to say, the canons ( sutras ), which deal with the

\iarira' ( ksetra ). To proceed : the Blessed Lord has thus
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explained where and by whom the subject-matter of the

Body and the Atman has been considered; He now explains

what the Body ( Jcsetra

)

is—

]

(5) The (five gross) primordial elements (such as, the

earth etc.), Individuality ( ahamkara ), Reason (mahan), and

the Imperceptible (Prakrti), as also the ten (subtle) senses

and one (Mind); and the five (subtle) objects (such as,

sound, touch, colour, taste and smell) of the five senses,

(6) Desire, Hate, Happiness, Unhappiness, ( samghata'

(that is, the group—Trans.), ‘cetana’, (that is, the visible

activity of the Vital airs etc.), and * dhrti* (that is, courage) >

this collection (of 31 elements) is known as the organised

(savikara) Body.

This is a definition of the ksetra and of its vikara-s In

Stanza 5 have been mentioned 24 out of the 25 elements of

the Samkhyas except the Spirit ( purusa ). As the Mind
is included in these 24 elements, it was not necessary

to enumerate separately the qualities of the Mind, such as,

Desire, Hate etc. These are the qualities of the Atman
according to the Kanadas

;
and if this idea is accepted,

a doubt arises as to whether or not these qualities are

included in the ksetra. Therefore, in order to make the

the definition of the word ksetra perfectly unambiguous,

the pairs of Opposites such as, Desire, Hate etc., have been

clearly included here in the definition of the ksetra itself

;

i,nd these pairs include the other pairs such as, fear and

fearlessness, etc., by implication, In order to show that

the sarngMta or the
1

collection *, of all these, is not an agent,

independent of the Body, it has been included inthe definition

•of the Body itsell The word * cetana * is sometimes under-

stood as Consciousness (caitanya); but in the present context,

the word
*

cetana ’ means only the ‘activity of the Vital

.airs etc.,, to be seen in the Gross Body’; or ‘the activity
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resulting from being alive’; and it has been stated in

stanza 2 above, that the cicchakti { power of consciousness

)

or caitanya, which is responsible for the existence of this

activity in gross bodies, is in the form of the ksetmjnay,

which is different from the ksetra. The word
1

clhrh * has been

defined later on in the Gita itself ( 18. 33 ), to which the

reader is referred. The word ‘ samasena
’

in the sixth stanza

means “group made up of all these”. A further explana-

tion has been given at the end of Chapter VI of the Glta-

Rahasya ( pp. 193 to 195 ), to which the reader is referred.

After first stating that the ksetrajna is the Paramesvara,

the Blessed Lord has given an explanation of what the

ksetra is. Now an explanation is given of what Jnana

is, by stating what influence this Jnana (Knowledge) has

on the temperament of a man ; and later on the nature of

the Knowable (jneya) has been explained. These two

subjects seem to be different from each other; but practically

speaking, these are the two divisions of the Consideration

of the Body and the Atman
;
because, it has been stated

already in the beginning that the ksetrajna is the Parames-

vara. Therefore, the Knowledge of the ksetrajna is the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara; and the nature of this

Knowledge has been described in the following stanzas.

It is not that some totally different subject-matter has

been pushed in here in the middle. ]

(7) Not having vanity, not having hypocrisy ; harmless-

ness, forgiveness, straightforwardness, service of preceptors,

purity, steadiness, concentration of the Mind; (8) indifference

towards the objects of the senses; also, absence of

Individuation; and the feeling that life, death, old age,

illness, and unhappiness are evils (which pursue one);
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(9) non-attachment (towards Action); not being engrossed

with ones wife and children, and one’s home etc., having

an equable frame of Mind, whether something good or

something evil happens; (10) having an unswerving mono-

focussed Devotion to Me; and remaining in a ‘ vivikta

'

(that is, a chosen, or a solitary place); not liking the meeting-

place of ordinary people; (11) beginning to realise that

Metaphysical Knowledge is permanent
;
and meditation on

propositions of philosophy, all this has been called ‘jftana ’

(Knowledge), and all rest is ‘ajiidna’ (Ignorance).

[According to Samkhya philosophy, the Knowledge of

the Body and the Atman is the knowledge of the distinction

between Spirit and Matter ; and that has been explained

later on in this chapter (13. 19-23; 14.19); similarly an

exhaustive definition of the nature of Knowledge has been

given in Chapter XVIII (18. 20) in the words “ avibhaMam

vibhakte§u ” But, according to the science of Release, Know-

ledge of the ksetra and ksetrajna does not only mean, under-

standing by the Mind that a particular thing is of a parti-

cular kind. It is a proposition of Metaphysics that, Know-

ledge must create an effect on the mental temperament in

the shape of Equability of Reason; and that otherwise, that

Knowledge is incomplete or immature. Therefore, * JfiSna
*

has been described in the above stanzas by saying' that a

man may he said to have ‘ Jnana * when absence of vanity,

hypocrisy, non-violence, non-attachment, equability etc.

and the other twenty qualities mentioned in the above five

stanzas are seen in him, instead of defining Jnana as the

- understanding by the mind of particular things (see Gl. Ra.

' Chap. IX pp. 341 to 344). The description of one feature of

w Jnana Contained in the words, “remaining in a solitary
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place and not liking a common meeting place ”, appearing

in stanza 10, has been taken hold of by some commentators

for proving that the Path of denunciation is supported by

the Gita
;
but I have already stated before that such an

interpretation is not correct, and that it is not even proper

to put such an interpretation on these words (See note on

Gl, 12, 19, and Gl. Ra. p. 391). The only thing which has

been considered in this place is what Jnana is ; and there

is no dispute about the fact that JnSna means * absence of

Attachment for one’s wife and children, for one’s home, and

for the common meeting-place of people Whether after

the acquisition of this Jnana, a man should remain in the

world or among his wife and children with this Desireless

Mind, and perform worldly Action for the benefit of the

world, is the next question
;
and it is not proper to decide

"that question by merely considering the definition of the

word ‘ Jnana \ Because, the Blessed Lord has stated in

many places in the Gita itself that a Jnanin must continue

to perform all Actions with an unattached frame of mind,

'without becoming engrossed in the Actions, and for

universal welfare
;

and He has, in support of that proposi-

tion, mentioned the illustrations of the life of Janaka and

of Himself (Gl. 3. 19-25
;

4. 14) The life of Sri Samartha

Ramadasa clearly shows how it is possible for a man to

take part in the affairs in the world as a duty, without

having a desire to live in the town (See Dasa-bodha 19. 6.

29 and 19. 9. 11), So far a description has been given of

the nature of Jnana. The Blessed Lord now gives a

description of the Knowable—

]

(12) (Now) I will tell (you) That, by knowing which,

one attains to amrta (that is, Release). (It is) eternal,

(It is) the Brahman, Which is beyond (everything); It is

not called ‘sat’; nor is It called ‘asat’; (13) It has arms
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and feet on all sides
; eyes, heads, and mouths on all sides

;

and It pervades everything in this world; (14) It creates

an impression that It has the qualities of all the senses; and

It has no senses at all; though It is asakta (that is, untouched

by anything), It, at the same time, supports everything;

and being qualityless, It yet enjoys all the qualities,

(15) (It) is in all things and outside all things; (It) is-

immoveable and at the same time moveable ; being subtle,

It is incapable of being known ; and being far away, It is.

yet near. (16) (Though) It is (essentially) { ambhaUd

(that is, unbroken), It is, so to say, divided among alt

beings (by diversity); and It must be looked upon as That

Which supports, swallows up, and also creates (all) beings;

(17) It is called the Brilliance of all brilliance, and Something;

beyond darkness; It is ‘Jnana’; It is the ‘J^eya* (that is,

that which is to be known) and ‘ Jnana-gamya’ (that is,

capable of being understood only by Jnana) ;and It is*

installed in the heart of everybody.

[The above description of the Inconceivable and

Imperishable Parabrabman, which is also known as the

hsetrajfia or the Paramatman ( Gi. 13. 22 ), has been made

on the authority of the Upanisads, in the same way as that

of the Imperishable Brahman in Chapter YIII ( GI. B. 9-11).

The whole of stanza 13 (Sve. 3. 16) and the subsequent

demi-stanza: “ It •< creates an impression that it possesses-

the senses, and it has no senses at all’* have been taken

literally from the Svetafrvataropanisad (Sve. 3. 17); and
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the words “being far away, It is yet near” are to be found

in the Isavasya (5), and the Mundaka ( 13. 1. 7 ) IJpanisads.

Similarly, the words “the Brilliance of all brilliance”

are from the Brhadaranyaka ( Br. 4. 4. 16 )

;

and “something

beyond darkness” are from the Svetasvatara (3.8). The
description “It is not called sat, nor is It called asat” is

according to the well-known Sutra on the Brahman, namely,

nasadasit no saddsit ” from the Rg-Veda. The meaning

of the two words
1

sat’ and
‘

asat ’ has been exhaustively

considered in Chapter IX of the Glta-Rahasya (Ch. IX
pp. 336 to 338 ), as also in the commentary on Gita 9. 19,

to which the reader is referred. In Gita 9. 19, it was stated

that He is the 'sat' as also the
‘

asat and it is now stated

that the true Brahman is neither
*

sat ’ nor ‘asat’, which

would seem to be a contradiction-in-terms: but this con-

tradiction is not real; because, the proposition that, “though

the vyakta (ksara) and avyakta (aksara) universe are

both forms of the Paramesvara, yet, the true Paramesvara-.

Element is beyond both these, that is, totally incognisable ”,

has been clearly enunciated before in the Gita in the stanza
“
bhutabhrn na ca bhutastho ” (GL 9. 5), and also again

where the description of the Purusottama has been given

(Gl. 15. 16, 17). As the questions, ‘what is called the

mrguna Brahman ’,
‘ how that nvrguna Brahman is outside

the world, while being in the world and * how, though It

might appear diverse or divided ( vibhakta ), It is funda-

mentally undivided ( ambhdkta ), or only One’ have already

been considered in Chapter IX of fhe Glta-Rahasya

(p. 285 et seq.), I shall not repeat the same subject-matter

here. The words “ It is so to say divided among all beings
”

in stanza 16, are a translation of the words “ vibhaktam tva”;

and this word \va* has been used several times in the

Upanisads in this sense, that is to say, in the sense that

the diversity in the world is illusory and that unity is

the only truth. For example, see “ dvaitam irn bhavati ”,

“ yaiha naneva pasyati ” etc., (Br. 2.4 14; 4. 4. 19; 4 3. 7).

It is, therefore, quite clear that the Gita supports the Non-

Dualistic proposition that Maya, embodied in various

Names and Forms is illusory, and that the Brahman which

63—64
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indivisibly permeates that Illusion is alone Beal In

Gita 18 20, later on, it is again stated that,
“
avibhaktam

abhaktem ”, that is to say, ‘seeing Unity in Diversity is

a sign of sattvika Knowledge. That this sattvika Knowledge
is the Brahman, and other similar topics have been discussed

by me in the chapter of the Gita-Rahasya, which deals with

the Absolute Self ( See Gi. Ra Ch. IX, pp. 293 to 295 and

Oh. VI pp. 178 to 180).]

(18) I have thus briefly explained to you what the
4 ksetra \ ‘jama’ and the ‘ jneya ’ are. Knowing this, My
devotee is merged into My form.

[The kseha, jliana
,

and the jneya have so far been

considered with the help of the Science of the Absolute Self

or of the Vedanta-Sastra. As the jneya out of these is the

ksetra]na or the Parabrahman, and Jnana is the Knowledge

of the Body (ksetra) and the Atman (hsetrajm), mentioned in

stanza 2, this becomes a short description of all Knowledge

of the Paramesvara
;
and since the Knowledge of the ksetm

and the ksetrajna is the Knowledge of the Paramesvara, it

follows, as a matter of course, that the fruit of it must be

Release ;
and that proposition has been laid down in stanza

18. The Consideration of the Body and the Atman accord-

ing to the Vedanta-Sastra ends here. But, since the

organised (savikara) Body, composed of the primordial

elements, has sprung out of Prakrti, and since what the

Samkhyas call
4

purusa ’ (Spirit) is the Atman according to

Vedanta, the Consideration of the Body and the Atman
becomes the Consideration of Prakrti and Purusa according

to the Samkhyas. The Gita does not look upon Prakpti and

Purusa as two independent elements, as is done by the

Samkhyas; and it has been stated in Chapter VII of the Gita

that they are respectively the inferior and superior forms of

one and the same Paramesvara (7. 4, 5). But when once one

accepts this Non-Dualism ox* Monism, instead of the Dualism

of the Samkhyas, then what the Samkhyas say about the

mutual relation between Prakrti and Purusa is not un-
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acceptable to the Gita. Nay, the Consideration of Prakrti

and Purusa is nothing but the Consideration of the Body and

the Atman in another form (See Gi. Ea. Ch. VII). There-

fore, the Blessed Lord, having expounded the Knowledge

of the Body and the Atman on the authority of the

Upanisads, now again explains the same Knowledge in the

terminology of Samkhya philosophy, but without accepting

the Dualism of the Samkhyas, in the shape of a dis-

crimination between the Prakrti and Purusa—

]

(19) Know that both Prakrti and Purusa are eternal.

Know that the evolutes ( vikara ) and the constituents (gum),
all spring out of Prakrti.

[ According to Samkhya philosophy, Prakrti and Purusa

are not only eternal but also independent of each other and

self-created. According to Vedanta philosophy, Prakrti

originates from the Paramesvara and is, therefore, neither

self-created nor independent (Gi. 4. 5, 6). But, as it cannot

be said when Prakrti originated from the Paramesvara, and

as the Purusa (Jlva) is a part of the Paramesvara (Gi. 15.

7), Vedantists admit that both are eternal A further

elucidation of this subject-matter has been made in

-Chap. VII of the Gita-Eahasya, specially at pp. 219 to 226

and in Chapter X at pp. 362 to 366, to which the reader

is referred.]

(20) Prakrti is said to be the cause for the activity of

the karya (that is, the Body) and of the karana (that is, the

senses); and (without being a Doer) the Purusa (Ksetrajha)

is said to be the cause for experiencing pain or pleasure*

[In this stanza, the reading
4

karyakarana ’ is found in

some texts instead of the reading
4

karyakarana with

that reading the stanza means, that the 23 elements of

Samkhya philosophy, namely, Mahat and the others,

spring One out of the other, the one being the cause for
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the one which follows, and that the entire perceptible’

universe comes into existence out of Prakrti. Such an

interpretation would not be improper. But in the Con-

sideration of the Body and the Atman, a Consideration of

the origin of the Body, is out of place. How the world has

sprung out of Prakrti has been explained before in

Chapters VII and IX. Therefore, the reading ‘ karyakarana ’

seems more appropriate in this place. The Samkarabhasya

adopts the reading
4

karyakaram ]

(21) Because, when Prakrti is superintended over by

Purusa, It enjoys the constituents born of Prakrti; and this

union with the constituents (of Prakrti) becomes the cause

for the Purusa to take birth in a good or bad species.

[This description of the difference and the mutual

relation between Prakrti and Purusa is from Samkhya
philosophy (see Gl. Ba. pp. 219 to 221 ). The Blessed Lord

now explains that the ‘Purusa’ of Samkhya philosophy

is called the ‘Paramatman’ by Vedantists
; He thus links

the Samkhya with the Vedanta philosophy ; and when that

is done, the Consideration of the Prakrti and Purusa is

harmonised with the Consideration of the Body and the

Atman. ]

(22) This * upadrasta (that is, One, Who sits near and

sees the constituents of Prakrti), Who gives the consent,

Who is the * bharta * (that is, One, Who adds to the consti-

tuents of Prakrti), and the Enjoyer, is known as the

parapurusa (that is, the Highest Purusa—Trans. ), the

mahesvara (that is, the Highest Isvara—Trans.) and the

Faramitman, Who resides in the Body. (23) Who thus

knows the Purusa (as qualityless) and (that) Prakrti (alone
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is) full of qualities, however he may be acting, does not get

xe-birth.

[When it has been proved in stanza 22, that the Pisrusa

is the Paramatman within the Body, the inactivity and

apathy, which are the qualities of the Purusa according to

Bamkhya philosophy now become the inactivity of the

Atman; and a harmony is established between the arguments

of the Samkhyas and Vedanta. Some writers on Vedanta

imagine that Samkhya philosophy is inimical to Vedanta

philosophy; and many Vedantists look upon the Samkhya

arguments as entirely negligible But instead of doing so,

the Gita has expounded the question of the Body and the

Atman, once from the point of view of Vedanta, and again

from the point of view of Samkhya philosophy ( without,

however, abandoning the Non-Dualism of Vedanta). This

shows the equability of the Glta-science. Nay, this may
he said to be an important difference between the expositions

in the Upanisads and in the Gita respectively ( See Gl. Ea.

App. pp. 756 to 757) This clearly shows that though

the Gita does not accept the Dualism of Samkhya phi-

losophy, it does not fail to accept as much as is acceptable

out of Samkhya philosophy. It has been stated in stanza 2,

that the Knowledge of the Body and the Atman is nothing

but the Knowledge of the Paramesvara. The Blessed Lord

now incidentally explains in short the various means of

acquiring Eelease, by acquiring this Knowledge of the Body

( pinda

)

and of the Paramesvara within the Body—

]

(24) Some persons of their own accord see the Atman

•within themselves by means of meditation ;
some by the

Samkhya-Yoga and some by the Karma-Yoga ; (25) but those;

who do not thus acquire the Knowledge (by themselves), many

such worship (the Paramesvara, with religious faith) by

hearing the advice of others. These persons, who act,
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accepting as correct what they have heard, also overconu

death and go beyond.

[These two stanzas mention the various paths of Self-

Eealisation, namely, (i) Meditation, according to the

Patahjala-Yoga ;
(ii) Abandonment of Action after the

acquisition of Knowledge, according to the Samkhyas
;

(iii)

(a) performing all Actions desirelessly and with the

intention of dedicating them to the Paramesvara, and (b

)

placing confidence with faith in the statements of trust-

worthy persons and becoming devoted to the Paramesvara,

(Gi. 4. 39), according to Karma-Yoga. Whichever path one

follows, one ultimately gains the Knowledge of the

Paramesvara and attains Release. Therefore, the proposi-

tion laid down in the earlier chapters, that the Path

of Karma-Yoga is the best, from the point of view of

Universal Welfare, is not thereby affected in the least.

Having in this way stated the various means of Self-

Realisation, the entire subject has been summarised in the

next stanzas in a general way ;
and even in doing that, a

unanimity has been established between the Kapila

Samkhya philosophy and Vedanta. ]

(26) O Eharatasrestha ! remember that whatever move-

able or imoveable thing is created, comes into existence as a

result of the union between the Body and the Atman.

(27) He, who has seen the Paramesvara, Who is equally in

all created things, and Who is not destroyed, even when all

beings aie destroyed, he may be said to have understood (the

real principle). (28) Realising that the Paramesvara equally

pervades everywhere, that man, who, by such Knowledge
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escapes self-destruction (that is., who, of his own accord*

takes to the path of virtue) attains thereby an excellent state*

[ The description of the Pararaesvara given in stanza 27

has appeared before in Gi 8. 20 ;
and this subject has been

explained in Chapter IX of the Gita-Pahasya (See Gi. Sa-

pp. 299 and 353). In the same way, the statement made
before, that the Atman is everybody’s friend as also his

enemy (Gi 6. 5~?) has been repeated again in stanza 28.

Having given a description of the feeling of equability

towards all beings in stanzas 26, 27, and 28, the Blessed

Lord now explains what happens as a result of this Know-

ledge— ]

(29) He, who has understood that (all) Actions are in

every way got performed by means of Prakrti, and that the

Atman is Itself inactive (that is, One, who does nothing), may
be said to have understood (the true principle). (30) When
the diversity (that is, manifoldness) in various beings is seen

as a unity ; and when (all this) extension is seen (to have

taken place) from this (unity), the Brahman is attained to.

[The Blessed Lord now explains how the Atman is

qualityless, untouched, and inactive—]

(31) Being eternal and qualityless, this inexhaustible

Paramatman, 0 Kaunteya ! does not perform anything, though

remaining within the Body
; and to Him, the contact (that is,

bondage) of no Action attaches itself. (32) As ether,

pervading everything, is not affected (by anything), being

subtle, so the Atman, pervading the Body everywhere, is not
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affected (by anything). (33) As the Sun alone illuminates

this entire Cosmos, so also, 0 Bharata ! the Atman
illuminates the entire Body.

(34) Those, who thus, by spiritual eyes (that is, by eyes

in the shape of Knowledge), understand the difference

between the Body and the Atman, and the Release of the

(fundamental) Prakrti of all beings, reach the Parabrahman.

[ This is the summary of the entire chapter. I have inter-

preted the word
“
bhutaprakrtimoksa” according to the

Samkhya doctrine. According to this doctrine, getting

Release or not, are not states of the Atman; because, It is

always a Non-doer and unattached; but as It arrogates

Activity to Itself, as a result of Its union with Prakrti,

the Prakrti with which It is united, is liberated when
this ignorance is destroyed; that is to say, the Prakrti is

Released; and then it gives up its dance in front of the

Purusa. Therefore, the Samkhyas maintain that the two

states of being bound and being released are essentially

states of Prakrti (See Samkhya-Karika 62, and Gl, Ra.

Ch. VII p.223). I think that the words “the Release of

the Prakrti” have been used in this stanza with reference

-to this Samkhya doctrine. But some interpret this

•expression as meaning “ bhutebhyah prakttes ca moksah ”,

that is, “the Atman is Released from the five primordial

elements and Prakrti”, that is to say, from Illusory Action.

To proceed: this discrimination between the Body and

the Atman is made by means of the sight of Knowledge

{GL 13. 34), whereas the king of Vidyas ( raja-vidya

)

mentioned in Chapter IX is to be realised by the physical

eyes (Gl. 9. 2); and the vision of the Cosmic Form is to

he had, even by the highest devotee of the Blessed Lord,

lay divine eyes (Gl. 11., 8), This distinction between the
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explanations of Jmana and Yijnana given in the 9th, 11th,

and 13th chapters should be borne in mind. ]

Thus ends the thirteenth chapter entitled Ksetra-

Ksetrajna-Vibhaga Yoga in the dialogue between

Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the Yoga included in the Science of

the Brahman (that is, on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad

sung (that is, told) by the Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER XI¥.

[ In Chapter XIII, the doctrine of the Body and the Atman,

has been expounded, once from the point of view of Vedanta-

and again from the point of view of Samkhya philosophy

;

and it has been stated there that the entire activity is of

the Prakrti, and that the Purusa, that is, the ksetrajna is

apathetic. But, it has not been explained in what way this

activity of Prakrti continues going. Therefore, the Blessed

Lord explains in this chapter how diverse forms of creation,

and especially of the living creation, are created from one

and the same Prakrti. If one considers only the human
creation, then, as this subject deals with the ksetra

,
that is

to say, with the Body, it can be easily included in the

Consideration of the Body and the Atman. But, as the

immoveable world is also an expansion of the three-consti-

tuented Prakrti, the exposition of the difference in the

constituents of Prakrti can also form part of the Considera-

tion of the Mutable and the Immutable. The Blessed Lord

has, therefore, given up a restricted description as
4

Consi-

deration of the Body and the Atman ’, and started this

chapter saying that He would explain to Arjuna in further

detail the Jnana (Spiritual Knowledge) and Vijnana

(Empirical Knowledge) which He had commenced to explain

in Chapter VII. The reader is referred to the exhaustive

explanation of this subject-matter, which has been given in

Chapter VIII of the Gita-Rahasya. This description of the

diffusion or spreading-out of the three constituents of

Prakrti has also been given in the Anugita and in

Chapter XII of the Manu-Smrti.]

The Blessed Lord said (1) Once more am I going

to tell you the best knowledge of all Knowledge, by knowing

which all sages have reached the highest state from this
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world. (2) Those who, taking shelter in this Knowledge,

have become merged in Me, do not come to birth when
the Cosmos is created, nor do they die when the Cosmos

is destroyed; (that is to say, they become entirely free

from the cycle of birth and death ).

[This is an introduction. Now the Blessed Lord says

in the first instance that Prakrti is only one form of

Himself; and having thereby got rid of the Samkhya
Dualism, He now explains—without clashing with Vedanta—
how the various perceptible objects come into existence

in the world as a result of the three constituents of Prakrti ]

(3) O Bharata! the mahadbrahma (that is, Prakrti) is My
womb, and I lay in it the embryo of life; then all beings

begin to come to life therefrom. (4) All beings, which come

to birth in the various species (such as beasts or birds etc.),

of them, O Kaunteya ! the mahadbrahma is the place of

generation, and I am the Father, Who impregnates it with

the seed.

(5) 0 Mahabaho ! the sattva, rajas and tamas con-

stituents, which spring from Prakrti, keep tied within the

Body, the ‘avyaya’ [that is, the unmodifiable ( mrvikdra )
Atman], which resides m the Body. (6) Out of these,

the sativa constituent, which illumines because it is pure,

and which is faultless, 0 sinless Arjuna ! keeps (beings)

m bondage by the Attachment for happiness and Knowledge-
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(7) The characteristic of the nyns constituent is to

keep one engrossed; and know, that Desire and Attach-

ment arise from this constituent. O Kaunteya ! it keeps

beings in bondage by the (Energistic) Attachment for

performing Actions. (8) But the tamas constituent springs

from Ignorance; and know, that it confuses all beings.

OBharata! it keeps (them) m bondage by ignorance of

duty, idleness, and sleep. (9) The sattva constituent creates

an Attachment for happiness, and the rajas constituent, for

Action; but O Bharata ! the tamas constituent throws a cloak

on Knowledge, and creates an Attachment for (pramMa

*

(that is, ignorance of duty or forgetfulness of duty.)

[The individual natures of the three constituents have

thus been explained. But these three constituents never

exist individually, independent of each other; and they

are always together. Tor example, although it is the

nature of the sattva constituent to make a man do any good

action, yet, as the inclination to do the good action results

from the rajas constituent, there must also be some mixture

of the rajas constituent with the sattuka temperament.

That is why the sattva constituent is mentioned as the pair

of the tamas constituent, and the rajas constituent as the

pair of the sattva constituent in the Anugita, which gives

a pairing description of these constituents (Ma. Bha.

A&va. 36); and it is stated there, that all things in the

world are created by the mutual support or mutual inter-

relations of these constituents. (See Sam. Ka. 12 and

Gi Ba. pp. 213 to 215 ). This very principle is now first

enunciated, and then the characteristics of the sattva, rajas

and tamas constituents are described.]
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(10) Defeating the rajas and tamas constituents, the

sattva becomes (preponderant); (then, he is said to be

sattvikd); and by defeating the sattva and tamas constituents,

the rajas constituent becomes (preponderant); and by

defeating the sattva and rajas constituents, the tamas

becomes (preponderant). (11) When in this body, in all its

apertures (senses), light (that is, spotless Knowledge) comes

into existence, the sattva constituent may be understood to

have grown. (12) 0 Bharatasrestha 1 when the rajas

constituent increases, avarice, inclination towards Action,

and the commencement of Actions, dissatisfaction, and Desire

come into existence
;

(1 3) and 0 Kurunandana 1 when the

tamas constituent increases, darkness, a desire not to do

anything, and pramada (that is, forgetfulness of one's

duties) and confusion, even these, come into existence.

[ The Blessed Lord has explained what differences take

place in the nature of a man, while he is alive, as a result

of the three constituents. HE now explains what goal is

reached by these three kinds of persons—

]

(14) If a being dies when there is a preponderance of the

sattva constituent, it goes to the pure spheres (such as,

heaven, etc.) of those, who understand the exalted principles

(that is, of gods, etc.). (15) If it dies when the rajas
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constituent is preponderant, it takes birth among those, who

are engrossed in Action
; and dying when there is

•preponderance of the iamas constituent, it takes birth in

ignorant species, (such as, birds, beasts, etc.). (16) It is

said that the result of virtuous Action is sinless and sattvika

;

but the result of rajasa Action is pain, and the result of

tamasa Action is ignorance. (17) Whereas Knowledge

arises from the sattva constituent, avarice springs from the

rajas constituent, and not only forgetfulness of duty and

confusion, but even Ignorance arises from the iamas con-

stituent. (18) The sattvika beings reach superior spheres,

(that is, heaven, etc.), the rajasa beings remain in the

middle (that is, human spheres), and the tamasa
}
who have

inferior qualities and inclinations, go to lower spheres.

[ It has been stated’even in the Samkhya Karika, that the

person actuated by the sattva constituent obtains heaven,

because he is religious-minded and performs good actions;

and that the one actuated by the tamas constituent goes to

lower spheres, because he performs unrighteous actions.

( Sam. Ka. 44). Similarly, the 18th stanza appears literally

in the Anugita in the description of the three constituents

(Ma. Bha. A6va. 39, 10 ; and Manu. 12. 40). But, even if a

man may attain heaven by sattvika Action, yet, he does

not thereby attain the highest goal of manhood, since

heaven is not permanent. In order to obtain this highest

goal of manhood, or Release, the man must, according to

the Samkhya doctrine, not only have a completely sattvika

nature, but also acquire the Knowledge that Prakrti is a

different thing from the Purusa, This is what the
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Samkhyas call the
lt

trigunatitavastha ”, that is, ‘the state

of being beyond and untouched by the three constituents *

;

and although this state is beyond the satha
,
rajas

, and

tamas constituents, yet, in as much as it is the highest peak

of the sattuka state, it is ordinarily included in the sattvika

class ; and it is not looked upon as a fourth class, as has

been stated by me at the end of Chapter VII at pp. 227-8 of

the Glta-Rahasya. Yet, as the Gita does not accept the

Samkhya Dualism of Prakrti and Purusa, it alters the form

of the above Samkhya doctrine by saying that he who
realises the one Atman-formed Paramesvara or

Parabrahman, Who is beyond both Prakrti and Purusa, to

be the Qualityless Brahman, is to be called the ' trigumtita'

{ one beyond the three constituents ) ;
and that is what is

described in the next stanza—

]

(19) When the ‘ drasta ’ (that is, the apathetic looker-on

Purusa) realises that there is no other active agent except

the constituents (of Prakrti), and realises (the Principle)

beyond (all) the (three) constituents, then he reaches My
form. (20) The embodied man, transcending these three

constituents, which are the cause of the birth of the Body,

and becoming free from the pain of birth, death, and old age

experiences immortality (that is, Release).

[In as much as that which is ‘Maya’, according to

Vedanta, is * triguriatmaka prakrti ’ ( three-constituented

Prakrti) according to Samkhya philosophy, becoming
* tngundtita ’ means ‘ casting off Maya or Illusion, and

recognising the Parabrahman* (Gi. 2. 45); and this is

what is known as ‘the Brahmi state* (Gi. 2. 72; 18. 53).

Hearing these characteristics of the ‘ tnguriatita ’ according

to the philosophy of the Absolute Self, Arjuna becomes

Inspired with the desire of learning more about it
; and as
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he has in Chapter II asked a question about the Steady-in-

Beason (stithaprajna), (2. 54), so also he now asks—]

Afjuna said:-—(21) O Lord ! by what characteristic may

a man (be said to) go beyond the three constituents ? What
is the behaviour of that (trigumtitd)

person ? and how does

he go beyond these three constituents ? (tell me that).

The Blessed Lord said :—(22) O Pandava 1 that man, who,

when Enlightenment, Progression, and Ignorance (that is,

respectively the products or the effects of the sattva
,
rajas

and tamas constituents) overcome him, does not hate them;

and, who does not desire to possess them, if he does not

obtain them; (23) who remains like an Apathetic towards

the Fruit of Action ; whom the (sattva, rajas, and tamas)

constituents cannot unsettle ; who remains steady, only

realising that the constituents are performing (their

respective) functions, and does not move (that is, does not

experience any emotion)
; (24) to whom pain and happiness

are the same ; who has become * svasthah
’

(that is, steady in

his own place) ; to whom earth, stone, and gold are just the

same; to whom what is beloved and what is disliked,

disparagement and praise, are just the same ;
who is always
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courageful
; (25) to whom, honour and dishonour are * tulya*

(that is, alike), and a friend's party, or an enemy's side are

both alike ; whose (desireful) activities have come to an end,,

(because he has realised that it is Prakrti, which is doing

everything), such a man is known as a f tngumtlta ' (that is*

one who has transcended the three constituents—Trans.).

[ This is the reply to the two questions
: (i) what are the

characteristics and (ii) the conduct of the person, who is a
* triguriatita ’ (that is, who has transcended the three consti-

tuents) ? These characteristics are the same as those of the

Steady-in-Reason (stithaprajfia) described in Chapter II, and

of the Devotee (bhakiimdn) described in Chapter XII. Nay*

some of the adjectives (namely, “ sarvarambha-paritijdgV\

“ tulya-mnda-stutih ”, “ adasinah ” etc.) are the same in two of

the three or even in all the three places. From this it

becomes clear, that whichever path, out of the four paths

mentioned in the last chapter (13. 24, 25), is followed, the

characteristics and the conduct of the man, who has reached

Perfection (siddhi), are the same in all paths. Nevertheless*

as the doctrine firmly established in the 3rd, 4th, 5th and

other chapters, namely, that * no one can escape the

performance of Desireless Action’, remains unaffected

throughout, one must remember that all these persons*

whether called * stithaprajfia
*

or ‘ bhagavadrbkakta
*

or

* triguriatita \ all belong to the Path of Karma-Yoga. The

reader is referred to the explanation of the word * sarvaram-

bha-parityagi * given in the commentary on Gl 12. 19*

Commentators subscribing to the Path of Renunciation

imagine that these descriptions of the person, who has

reached the State of Perfection (siddhavastha) are independ-

ent of each other ;
and maintain that the Gita supports-

their own doctrine. But, I have explained at great length

in Chapters XI and XII of the Gita-Rahasya, that such an
interpretation is inconsistent with the anterior and

posterior contexts, and not the correct interpretation (See

65—66
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p. 450 and pp. 519-520) To proceed: the Blessed Lord

has thus answered the two questions of Arjuna. He now

gives the answer to the question, how such persons

transcend the three constituents—

]

(26) And he, who serves Me with the avyabhicara (that

is, single-aimed) Yoga of Devotion, dedicating all Actions

solely to Me, goes beyond these three constituents, and

becomes capable of attaining the brahmabhutavastha (that is,

the state of being ' brahmabhuta* , or ( merged in the

Brahman '—Trans.);

[A doubt is likely to arise about this stanza, namely, how
the state of being a tngunatita ( that is, of transcending

the three constituents), which pertains to the Samkhya path,

can be obtained by the Bhakti-Yoga, which includes Action.

So the Blessed Lord now says—]

(27) because, 1 am the ultimate seat of the immortal

and inexhaustible Brahman, of the Perpetual Religion, and

of the ‘ekantika* (that is, the highest) intense bliss.

[This stanza means, that as soon as one has given up

the Samkhya Dualism, there remains only one Paramesivara;

and the state of being a ‘ tngunatita * is reached by

worshipping that one Parame§vara. Nevertheless, when

Once it is admitted that there is only one Paramesvara,

the Gita does not have any dogmatic insistence about the

means of attaining to Him (see Gi. 13. 24 and 25). It is

true that the Gita has stated that the Path of Devotion

is the easiest path, and therefore, most acceptable to

everybody. But, it has nowhere stated that the other

paths ought not to he followed, That the Gita supports

only the Path of Devotion, or only the Path of Knowledge,

or only the Path of Yoga are opinions, which are fathered

on the Gita by the supporters of those respective doctrines.
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The doctrine really established by the Gita is something

quite different. Whether, after a person has acquired the

Knowledge of the Paramesvara—whatever the means he

may have employed for the purpose—-he should or should

not continue to perform the various Actions of worldly

life, for universal welfare, is the chief question in the Gita;

and the reply to that question has already been given

before in clear and unmistakable terms to the effect that

the Karma-Yoga is the most superior ]

Thus ends the fourteenth Chapter entitled Gunatraya-
Vibhaga Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and
Arjuna on the Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman
(that is, on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is,

told) by the Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER XY.

[ In Chapter XIII, the Blessed Lord has considered the

philosophy of the Body and the Atman together with the

similar Samkhya discrimination between Prakrti and

Purusa; and in Chapter XIV, after explaining the

differences which arise between the natures of different

persons, as a result of the three constituents, and how on

that account different final states are obtained by the

satiuka and other persons, He has explained what is meant

by being a trigumtlta
,
what is the Brahml state according

to Vedanta philosophy, and in what way that state can be

reached. It is true that all this exposition has been made

in Samkhya terminology ;
yet, it has been made without

accepting the Samkhya Dualism; and, as being the

Spiritual and Empirical Knowledge of that one Para-

mesvara, of whom Prakrti and Purusa are both manifesta-

tions. In addition to this description of the form of the

Paramesvara, the Blessed Lord has shown in Chapter VIII

the differences between the adhiyajna
,
the adhyatma, the

adJudaivata etc.; and He has also stated, that there is only

one Paramesvara, Who pervades everything, and that He

is also the itman (ksetrajna) within the Body (ksetra).

The Blessed Lord now explains why the expansion of the

Universe created by the Paramesvara, or the Hame-d

and Form-ed diffusion-out of the Paramesvara, is sometimes

described by comparing it to a tree or a forest; and He

then describes the Purusottama-svarupa, which is the most

excellent of the forms of the Paramesvara. ]

The Blessed Lord said :—(1) Having its root (one)

above and branches (jnanifold) below, and (which is) avyaya

(that is, which will never perish) ;
of which the 1 chanddmsi ’

(that is, the Vedas) are the leaves, that man, who has
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understood the asvaitha-tveQ, which is described thus, is the

.(true) veda-vettd (that is, one who has understood the Vedas—
Trans.),

[The above description is of the * Brahma-vrksa
*

(the

Brahmic-Tree), or of the samsarct-vrksa (the tree of the

Cosmos). The word ‘ samara ’ is understood in the Marathi

vernacular as meaning * remaining in the midst of one’s

wife and children, and performing one’s daily duties.’ But,

this narrow meaning is not intended in the present context;

and samara means “the entire world, which can be seen

by the eyes, or the visible Cosmos”, which is known
in Samkhya philosophy as “the diffusion of Prakrti”,

and in Vedanta philosophy as “ the spreading-out of the

Maya (illusion) of the Blessed Lord”; and the same thing

has been described in the Anuglta as the “Brahma-vrksa

and the Brahma-vana” ( brahmaranya ), (See Ma. Bha.

Asva. 35 and 47). The idea or the simile that the colossal

visible universe has sprung from the One and Imperceptible

Paramesvara, just as a sky-high tree springs from a minute

seed, is to be found not only in the Vedic religion, but also

in other ancient religions; and in modern European

languages, it is described as the Cosmic-Tree ( jagat-vrksa).

There is a description in the Eg-Veda (1. 24. 7) of a tree

in the sphere of Varuna, the root of the rays of which

is uppermost, the rays themselves extending downwards

(mcimh) ; and in the Visnu-Sahasranama (thousand names

of Visnu),
1

varunovrksah ’ (the Tree of Varuna) is mentioned

as one ot the thousand names of the Paramesvara. It

would seem that the ‘ supalasa-vrksa ’, sitting under which

Yama and the ancestors eat and drink together (Eg. 10.

135. 1); or at the “top of which is a sweet pippala,
on which

two suparna birds live” (Eg. 1. 164 22); or “that pippala

tree, which is shaken by the ayu deities (the Marudganas)”,

(Eg. 5. 54. 12), is the same as this tree; and the description

in the Atharva-Veda, namely, “the asmttha tree, being

the home of the gods, is in the third svarga sphere (in the

Yaruna-loka)”, (Atharva. 5. 4. 3 and 19. 39. 6), would also

seem to be with reference to this tree. The etymology

of the word
*

asvattha' has been given in the Taittirlya
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Brahmana (3. 8. 12. 2) as follows, namely:
—

“This tree is

called
‘

asvattha

\

because Agni or Yajna-Prajapati fell

from the sphere of gods (deva-loka) during the pitryana*

and taking the form of a horse (asva), remained invisible in

it for a year” (See Ma. Bha. Anu. 85). And many etymo-

logists are of opinion that this tree is called ‘ asvattha \

(i. e., horse-stable), because the horses of the Sun take

rest under it in the Yama-loka (sphere of Yama), during

the night of the pitryana. The etymology of that word,

given in Vedanta philosophy as :

—

4

a ’ means * not *
;

* iva %

means ‘ to-morrow ’
;

and * ttha * means
4

remaining
*

(asvattha = not remaining to-morrow), has been imagined

afterwards. It is true that the form of Maya can be

described as
44
not remaining to-morrow ”, since the form of

Name-d and Form-ed Maya is perishable, mutable, and

changing every moment
;
but, it is clear from the adjective

4

avyaija ’ (that is, “that which never suffers
4

vyaya * or is

imperishable”), which is used here, that that meaning is not

intended. Thepippala tree was originally known as the

asvattha tree
;
and the Brahmic immortal asvattha tree,

which has been described in the Kathopanisad in the

following words, namely,

urdhvamulo’ vaksakha ete 'svatthah sanatanah \

fad eva sukram tad brahma tad evamrtam ucyate u

is the same
4

asvattha ’ tree ; and the description in the

Bhagavadglta must have been adopted from the description

in the Kathopanisad, as will become quite clear from the

similarity of the words
44

urdhvamulam adhahsakham ” As
the Paramesvara. is in heaven above and the jagad-vrksa

(the Oosmic-Tree), which has grown out of Him, has come

down to the human sphere, that tree has been described as

having its root, that is, the Paramesvara above, and having

its innumerable branches in the shape of the diffused

Cosmos spread downwards. But, as the descending shoots

of the
4

vata ’ tree (banian or fig-tree) also grow downwards

from above, we come - across another idea in ancient

religious works that this Cosmic-Tree must be the
4

vata
*

or

# For meaning of pitrya%a
}
see Vol. I pp, 408-412—Trans.
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the banian tree, and not the pippala tree. For instance,

there is a description -that the asvattha (pippala) tree is the

tree of the Sun, and that, “ nyagrodho varuno vrksah ”, that

is, “the
*

nyagrodha ' {nyag= downwards ;
and rodha=

growing) vata tree is the tree of Varuna ” (See Gobhilagrhya

4. 7. 24). There is a description in the Mahabharata (Ma.

Bha Vana. 188-91), that Markandeya Rsi saw the

Paramesvara in the form of an infant on the branch of

an avyaya (that is, imperishable, even at the time of

general destruction),
‘

nyagrodha' (that is, downwards-

growing) vata-vrksa ( fig-tree ) at the time of the pralaya

( Cosmic destruction ). Also, the illustration which has been

given in the Chandogyopanisad for showing how this

tremendous visible Cosmos has been created from the

Imperceptible Paramesvara is also of the seed of the
1

nyagrodha' (Chan. 6. 12 1) The Cosmic-Tree ( visva-vrksa)

has also been described in the Svetasvataropanisad

( Sve. 6. 6 ); but, what that tree is has not been clearly

stated there ;
and there is a description in the Mundako-

panisad that on this tree there are seated two birds,

namely, the Sentient or Personal Self {jivatman) and the

Highest Self ( paramatman ) ;
and that one of them is

eating the pippala tree, that is, the fruits of the pippala

tree, which is a description borrowed from the Rg-Veda.

The third idea about the form of the Cosmic-Tree in

addition to the two ideas, namely, of the pippala and the

vata trees, is of the
‘

audumbara * tree; and this tree has-

been ascribed to Dattatreya in the Puranas. In short,

the three ideas of the world created by the Maya ( Illusion }

of the Paramesvara being either a pippala or a vata or an

audumbara tree are to be come across in ancient treatises.

And, on this account, the three names, in terms of a tree,

namely,
“
nyagrodho *dutnbaro ’svatthah

"

(SeeMa. Bha.

Anu. 149. 101), have been mentioned in the Visnu-Sahasra-

nama
;
and these three trees have been considered deities

and worshippable in common usage. Besides, the

Visnu-Sahasranama and the Gita are both parts of the

Mahabharata; and if the Sahasranama mentions the three

different names, * audumbara * ‘ vata ’
( nyagrodha ), and
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* asimtha \ then the word ‘ asiatha ’ used in the Gita must

be taken as meaning the pippala ( asvattha ), and not the

nudumbara or the lata trees : and that too is the original

meaning of that word. The word
‘

chandamsi ’ in the

sentence : “of which the leaves are the chandamsi, that is,

the Vedas ” is understood as being derived from the root
* chad'= to cover (see, Chan. 1 4. 2); and the similarity of

the Vedas with the leaves which cover the tree has thus

been described; and it has been stated at the end that, as

all this description is according to the Vedic tradition, one

who knows all this is a ‘ vedavetta \ This is the description

according to the Vedas The same tree is now described in

another way, that is, according to Samkhya philosophy—

]

(2) Its branches, which are fed by the (three) sattm and

other constituents, and from which, shoots of objects of sense

(in the shape of sound, touch, colour, taste, and smell) have

sprung, have spread out downwards as also upwards
; and

ultimately, its root-lings, in the shape of Actions, are also

grown downwards to a great distance in the human sphere.

[ According to Samkhya philosophy, there are only two

fundamental elements, namely, Prakrti and Purusa ; and I

have explained in great detail at p. 243 of Chap. VIII of

the Glta-Rahasya how the 23 elements, namely, makat and

others, come into existence, and how the Cosmic-Tree is

formed, when the three-constituented Prakrti (Nature)

spreads out its diffusion before the Purusa (Spirit). But, as

Prakrti is not independent, but is only a part of the Parame-

svara, according to Vedanta philosophy, the doctrine of that

philosophy is, that this diffusion of the three-constituented

Prakrti cannot be looked upon as an independent tree, but

should be taken merely as the branches of an
1

urdhvamula ’

(upwards-rooted) pippala tree. Consistently with this

doctrine, there is now a slightly different description to the

effect that the branches, fed by the three constituents, of the

Vedic adhah-sakha (downwards-branched) tree, described in
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the first stanza, have speard out not only ‘ downwards * but

also
4

upwards ’
: and thus the thread of the doctrine of

Causality (karma-mpaka-prakriya) has ultimately been

interwoven into the texture. In the description of the

Brahmic-Tree (brahma-vrksa) given in the Anugita, no

-attempt has been made to harmonise the Vedic and the

Samkhya descriptions; and the brahma-irksa described

there is of only the 24 Elements of Samkhya philosophy

'{See Ma. Bha. Asva, 35. 22, 23; and Gl. Ra. Ch. VIII, p. 243).

But that has not been done in the Gita; and an attempt

has been made in these two stanzas to harmonise the Vedic

description of the Paramesvara, as a tree in the form of this

visible world, with the Samkhya description of the Cosmic

Tree (brahmanda-vrksa ) or the diffusion-out of Prakrti. In

order to obtain Release, one must be get rid of this develop-

ment of the three-constituented upwards-rooted tree; but

this tree is so tremendous, that it is impossible to find out its

origin. Therefore, the Blessed Lord now shows the way
how this universe-comprehending tree can be destroyed, and

how the Immortal Principle at the root of it can be

Realised—]

(3) But, in this world, one cannot ascertain the form of

it (as has been described above) ; nor does one find its end,

or commencement or support
;
cutting this a'svattha (tree), of

which the roots have gone incalculably deep, with a powerful

sword in the shape of Non-Attachment, (4) one should,

thereafter, (saying) “ I am now going to that primordial

Purusa (Spirit—Tians.) from Which (this) ancient (creative)

Pravrtti (Activity—Trans.) arose ”, find out that seat, having

gone where, there is no return.

[ The * samara ’ (extensive development) of the universe

is the Name-d and Porm-ed Karma (Action), and this
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Karma is eternal ; destroying this Karma means giving up

the feeling of Attachment to it: it is not possible to destroy

it in any other way
;
because, by its very nature, it is

eternal and inexhaustible. All this subject-matter has

been discussed in Chap. X of the Gita-Rahasya at pp. 394 to

401, to which the reader is referred. The doctrine that

Karma is eternal has been expressed in the words, “ one

cannot ascertain the true form of it; nor does one find its

end, or commencement ”, in stanza 2 ; and it has been stated-

later on that Non-Attachment is the only means for

destroying the Tree of Karma. Besides, a man gets results

according to the conviction of his mind at the time of

worshipping (Gi. 8. 6). Therefore, stanza 4 describes the

conviction (bhavana) one should have in one’s mind while

this process of cutting this Karma-Tree is going on. This,

interpretation has to be put on this stanza, because, in the

reading adopted in the Samkarabhasya, namely, “ tarn eva

cadyam purusam prapadye", the verb “ prapadge ” in the.

first person singular present tense has been used; and some
such word as *

iti ' has to be taken as implied. If one accepts

the reading mentioned in the Ramanuja-bhasya, namely^
“ tarn eva cadyam purusam prapadyed yatah pravrttih etc.”, in

order to get over this difficulty, it is possible to translate the

stanza as:
4

‘one should find out the Seat, having gone-

where, there is no return; (and) one should go and reach

That, from which this Cosmos was created”. But, as the

root
1

prapad' is an atmanepada root, it cannot get the

udhyarth third person form * prapadyet \ ‘ prapadyet
'

is

a paramaipada form, which is grammatically incorrect;

and that is why this reading has not been adopted in

the Samkarabhasya
; and that was the right thing to do.

The word
*

prapadye

'

has been used in some hymns in

the Chandogyopanisad in this way, implying 'iti' (Sea.

CMn. 8. 14. 1 ). I need not point out that though the

verb
*

prapadye

*

is in the first person, it cannot be taken

to refer to the speaker, namely, to Sr! Krsna, Who is giving

the advice. The Blessed Lord now explains what beneficial

result is to be obtained by acting in this manner—

]
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(5) Who are free from vanity and ignorance, who have

conquered the fault of being attached; who are steadily

engrossed in Metaphysical Knowledge ; who are desireless,

and liberated from the pairs of Opposites like pain and

happiness etc., such Scients go and reach this inexhaustible

Seat. (6) That is my super-excellent Seat, having gone

where, there is no return. It is not illuminated, whether

by the Sun, or by the Moon, or by Fire.

[Out of these, the sixth stanza has appeared in the

Svetasvatara (6. 14), the Mundaka (%. %. 10), and the

Katha ( 5. 15) Upanisads. The Sun, the Moon, and the

stars all fall into the class of Name~d and Form-ed things

;

and, as the Parabrahman is beyond Name and Form, it is

quite clear that the Sun, the Moon etc., all derive their

light from the Parabrahman, and that nothing else is needed

for illuminating the Parabrahman. The word
“
parama-

stMm” (super-excellent Seat) in the above stanza means

the Parabrahman ;
and being merged in this Brahman is

the state of Release known as the ‘Brahma-nirvana*.

The exposition of the Metaphysical Knowledge of the

Parabrahman, taking the simile of a tree, is now over. It

now remains to describe the form of the Purusottama

(puruscttama-siarupa) ;
but the Blessed Lord first explains

the evolution of the Jiva, and the appurtenant description

of the form of the Jiva, which is suggested by His last

words, “ having gone where, there is no return ”
]

(7) My primordial ama (particle—Trans.) takes the

form of Jiva in the Jiva-world (in the land of Karma), and

draws (to itself), the ‘ six’ including the Mind, (that is to say,,

the Mind and the five (subtle) senses; this is known as
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the ‘ hnga-sarira’

)

t (8) When (this) Isvara (that is, Jiva)

acquires a (gross) Body, and when it leaves the (gross)

Body, then, just as the wind takes away the smell from

the shelter (of the smell, such as, the flowers etc.), so also

does this (Jiva) take away with itself the above-mentioned

(Mind and five subtle senses). (9) Making its abode in

the ears, the eyes, the skin, the tongue, and the nose,

as also in the Mind, this (Jiva) thereby enjoys the objects

of sense.

[ In the first of these three stanzas has been described the

Subtle or lihga-Body
;
and then there is a description of how

this Subtle Body (Imga-sartra) enters the Gross Body, how
it leaves the Gross Body, and how remaining in the Gross

Body, it enjoys the objects of sense. According to Samkhya

philosophy, this Subtle Body is made up of the 18 elements

starting from Mahan upto the five subtle tanmatra-s ; and

it is stated in the Vedanta-Sutras (3. 1. 1), that the five

subtle elements and pram (life) are also included in it (see

Oh. VIII of the Glta-Rahasya, pp. 255 to 262). Similarly,

it is stated in the Maitryupanisad (9. 10), that the Subtle

Body is made up of 18 elements. Therefore, one has to

conclude that the words “ Mind and five organs” point to

the collection of the other elements, which are in the Subtle

Body. The doctrine that the Jlvatman does not come into

existence over and over again each time from the Para-

mesvara, but that it is an ‘ eternal amsa ’ or particle of the

Parame^vara (Gi. 2. 24) has also been enunciated in the

Vedanta-Sutras by using the two words
4

nitya
*

and
1

amka *

(Ve. Su. 2. 3. 17 and 43) ;
and this fact fortifies the state-

ment in Chap. XIII (13. 4), that the consideration of the

Body and the Atman has been adopted into the Gita from

the Brahma-Sutras. (See Gi. Ra. App. pp. 756 to 758). The
- word * amsa

*

has to be taken as meaning “ just as space
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(akasa) is part of the receptacle (ghata), which contains it
”

(i. e., ghatakasadivat amsa); and not as an ‘ amsa ’

(particle), which has been cut out, as has been shown in

Chapter IX of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 338-339). When in

this way, the Actions of taking birth in a Body, leaving the

Body, and enjoying the objects of sense are going on—]

(10) Fools do not realise That, Which leaves the body, or

remains, or enjoys ( not by Itself, but) as a result of being

united with the constituents. People, who see with the

jmna-caksu (that is, eyes of Knowledge—Trans.) realise

(It). (11) Similarly, those Yogins who strive, realise this

Atman installed in themselves; but, those, whose Atman

(that is, Reason) is not evolved, such ignorant people eannot.

realise It even by striving.

[After stating in the 10th and 11th stanzas, that Self-

Realisation results by following the path of Karma-Yoga,

by means of the “ eyes of Knowledge ”, the description of

the evolution of the Jiva (the Personal Self) has been

completed. Now, some further description is given here of

the all-pervasiveness of the Atman, by way of introduction,

as had been done previously in Chapter YII (see, 7. 8—19)

;

and then from stanza 16 onwards, a description of the form

of the Purusottama is given.]

(12)_That brilliance, which being in the Sun, illumines

the whole world; that brilliance, which is in the Moon and

in Fire, know that that brilliance is Mine. (15) Similarly

^

entering the earth, I maintain (all) created beings by My
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brilliance ;
and, becoming the fluid Soma ( Moon), I maintain

all ansadhi (that is, all vegetable life).

[ The word ‘ soma * has the double meaning
4

soma-valli \

and also ‘Moon’; and as the Moon is fluid, radiant

(amsuman), and white, so also is the soma-valli
,
according to

the Vedas; and both have been called “the Lord of

Vegetables”. But, having regard to the anterior and

posterior contexts, the Moon is clearly meant here. After

having stated in this stanza, that He is the brilliance in the

Moon, it is stated in this very stanza that He is also the

property of the Moon to maintain vegetation. There are

descriptions elsewhere also, that, as the Moon is fluid, it

contains this quality, which causes the growth of vegeta-

tion.]

(14) Becoming the Vaisvanara-formed Fire, I inhabit the

the bodies of created beings; and being united with the

prana and the apana * breaths, I digest the four kinds of

food (namely, that which is to be eaten, to be sucked, to be

licked, and to be drunk). (15) Similarly, I am installed

in the heart of everybody; and Memory, Knowledge and

their apohanam f (that is, destruction) are My doing; and

I am also That, Which is to be known by means of all

the Vedas; 1 am the author of Vedanta; and I am also

the Knower of the Vedas.

[The 2nd part of this stanza has appeared in the

Kaivalyopanisad (Kai. 2. 3) ;
and the only difference of

reading there is “ vedair aneJcaih ” instead of “vedms ca

sarvaih ”. Therefore, the inferences drawn by some critics,

1 * Fox meaning of pram and apana, see p. 959 supra—Trans.

- y “ apohanaih”* is also translated as “Rsasoning faculty ”

(See,Apte, Practical Samfoit-English Dictionary, 1924, p. 109—Trans.).
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•on the assumption that the word Vedanta was not in

existence at the time of the Gita, that either this stanza

must be looked upon as an interpolation, or the word

* Vedanta ’ must be taken as meaning something else, are

wrong. The word ‘ Vedanta ’ has appeared in the Mundaka

(3. 3. 6), and in the Svetasvatara (6. 33) Upanisads; and

some of the hymns from the Svetasvatara are to be found

literally in the Gita. Now, the Blessed Lord gives a

description of the characteristics of the Purusottama, based

on the etymology of that word—]

(16) In this sphere, there are two Purusa-s (that is,

•entities—Trans.), namely, the ‘ksara’ and the ‘aksara’.

The 'ksara' means all (perishable) beings, and That

(Imperceptible Principle in the form of Prakrti), Which is

‘kutastha’ (that is, at the root (kuta) of all these beings) is

called the ‘aksara’. (17) But that super-excellent purusa

{purusottama) is different (from both these). It is known

as the ‘Paramatman’. That inexhaustible Isvara pervades

the three spheres and maintains (the three spheres).

(18) As I am beyond the ‘ksara’, and am (a Purusa), even

more excellent ( uttama ) than the ‘aksara’, therefore, in

ordinary parlance and also in Vedanta, I am known as the

‘Purusottama’ (
purusa+ uttama ).

[The words ‘ ksara

’

( Mutable ) and
‘

aksara' ( Immutable

)

used in stanza 16 are respectively synonymous withthewords

‘vyakta’l Peroeptible ) and ‘ avyalda

'

( Imperceptible)—or the

perceptible universe and the imperceptible Prakrti—used

in Samkhya philosophy. Out of these, the meaning of

‘kqara’ as “a perceptible perishable substance made up
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of the five primordial Elements” is patent But, as the

adjective * aksara’ has several times before been also

applied to the Parabrahman ( See Gl. 8. 3 ;
8. 21 ; 11. 37 and

12. 3 ), one must bear in mind that the word * aksara ’ used

in defining the
4

Purusottama * does not mean the
1

aksara

Parabrahman ’ but means the ‘ aksara Prakrti ’ of Samkhya
philosophy. And in order that such a confusion should

not arise, the word ‘ aksara ’ has been intentionally defined

in stanza 16 as meaning the
“
kutastha Prakrti” (SeeGl.

Ra. Chap. IX pp. 275 to 280). In short, the AKSARA
BRAHMAN, which is beyond both the perceptible Cosmos

and the imperceptible Prakrti (see my commentary on

GL 8. 20-22 ) is essentially the same as the PURUSOTTAMA,

Who is beyond the
‘

ksara ’ (visible Cosmos) and the
4

aksara
5

(Prakrti) Both these are known as the

PARAMATMAN; and it has been stated in Chapter XIII

that this Paramatman resides in the Body in the form

of the ksetrajna (Gl. 13. 31). From this it follows, that

the Original Principle arrived at by the Consideration of

the Mutable and the Immutable, namely, the
*

aksara

Brahman* is also the ultimate resultant arrived at by
the Consideration of the Body and the Atman : or, in other

words, that there is only one Purusottama both in the

Body (pinda

)

and in the Cosmos (brahmanda ). It has also

been stated that the same Principle is to be found in the

Adhibhuta, the Adhiyajna, etc., or in the (symbolical)

ancient pippala tree. That man, who has Realised this

Unity in the Cosmos, and continues to Realise till death

that “there is only one Atman in all beings”, attains

the ParameSvara, while he is practising the Karma-Yoga:
such is the ultimate summary of this exposition of

Spiritual and Empirical Knowledge. It is not that one

cannot attain Release solely by Devotion to the Para-

me&vara, and without performing Actions. But, that fe

not the import of the exposition of Spiritual and Empirical

Knowledge in the Gita; for it has been stated already

in the beginning of Chap. VII of the Gita, that the

exposition of Spiritual and Empirical Knowledge in

the Gita has been made solely (i) for showing that one
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should perform all worldly affairs with a Desireless Mind,

which has been purified, whether by Knowledge or by

Devotion; and (ii) for showing how Release can thereby

be obtained. To proceed: the Blessed Lord now explains

what beneficial result is obtained by knowing this—

]

(19) Who thus Realises, without being engrossed by
Ignorance, that I am the Purusottama, he, O Bharata l

becomes omniscient, and worships Me in all ways.

(20) O sinless Bharata ! 1 have thus explained this science,

which, is a mystery of mysteries; by understanding this;

(a man) will become ‘buddhiman* (that is, buddha or

aKnower) and ‘ krtakrtya* (that is,
f one

i

who has done

all that ought to be done,’—Trans.)

[The word 'buddhiman' here means 'buddha' oraJn&ta

(Scient, Knower); because, the words
‘

buddha

*

and

‘ krtakrtya

'

have been used in the same sense in th$ %

Bharata (San. 248. 11). The ordinary meaning of the

word
‘

buddha ' namely, ‘the Buddha incarnation’ has

not appeared anywhere in the Mahabharata ( See Gl. Ra.

App. pp. 788-789;].

Thu? ends the fifteenth chapter entitled Purusottama-

Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna,on,

the Yoga included in the Science of the Brahman (that is,

on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, tol$)

by the Blessed Lord.

67—68
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CHAPTER XYI.

I The Purusottama-Yoga is the climax of the Knowledge

-of the Mutable and the Immutable
;
and really speaking,

the exposition of Jnana and Vijnana, which was started in

Chapter VII, for showing how a man can attain Release by

Realising the Paramesvara, while he is following the Path

of Karma-Yoga, should have been finished here, and the

summary started. But in Chapter IX (9. 12), the Blessed

Lord has merely briefly stated that the ungodly person does

not realise His imperceptible and excellent form
;
and He,

therefore, now commences this chapter for describing the

character of such an ungodly person
;
and after explaining

in the next chapter why such differences arise between men

and men, the entire Gita has been summarised in Chapter

XVIII.]

The Blessed Lord said (1) Fearlessness, a pure and

sattvika temperament, ‘jmna-yoga-vyavasthiU* [that is, the

well-calculated proportioament of jnana f-marga

)

and

(Karma-) Yoga], generosity, endurance, sacrifice, ( svadhydya
1

(that is, following the religion prescribed for one's status-in-

life), performing austerities, straight-forwardness, (2) harm-

lessness, veracity, not getting angry, l tyaga' (that is,

Renunciation of the Fruit of Action), tranquility, 1 apaimnya

\

(that is, overgrowing one's narrow-mindedness, and acquiring

a generous frame of mind), kindness towards all beings,

absence of avarice, mildness, feeling ashamed (of evil

action), Kampala' (that is, giving up useless activity).
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(3) brilliance, forgiveness, steadiness, purity, non-hatred, not

being over-dignified, these (qualities), OBharata! are acquired

by persons, who are born to godlike endowments.

[ These 26 qualities of godlike endowment are practically

the same as the characteristics of
l

jnana ’ given in Chapter

XIII (Gi. 13. 7-11); and that is why ‘ ajnana ’ has been

included in the ungodlike characteristics in the next stanza.

It is not possible to define the meaning of each word in the

list of these 26 qualities in such a way that it will be

different from the definitions of the other words ; and such

was not even the intention of the Blessed Lord. For

instance, Harmlessness (ahimsa) is divided by some persons

into ‘ kayika ’ (bodily), ‘ vacika ’ (vocal), and * manasika ’

(mental) ; and, they look upon angrily hurting the mind of

another person as a kind of harmfulness (hmsa). If one,

similarly, considers the three aspects of ‘ purity \ not being

angry, not hating any one, and other qualities can be

included in ‘ mental purity \ There is a detailed descrip-

tion of self-restraint, austerities, veracity, and avarice in

-Chapters 160 to 163 of the Santiparva of the Mahabharata.

Cut of these, the word
1

dama ’ (self-restraint) has there been

taken in an extensive meaning, so as to include forgiveness,

‘.steadiness, harmlessness, truth, pleading, and other several

25 or 30 qualities (San. 160) ; and in exposition of ‘ satya \

(veracity), that quality is said to include by itself the

'following thirteen qualities, namely, truthfulness,

•equability, self-restraint, absence of jealousy, forgiveness,

shame, patience, want of envy, sacrifice (yaga), meditation

idhyana),
* aryata

'

(desire to benefit others), endurance, and

kindness ; and these various words have also been defined

in the same place. Grouping together many qualities in

this way under one heading is a matter of learning : and if

each quality is considered in this way, it will be necessary

to write a treatise on every one quality. All these

-qualities have been enumerated in the above stanza with

the sole intention that one should thereby get a complete
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idea of the sattmka form of godlike endowment ; and that,

if some meaning' is not conveyed by any one word, it

should be included in another word. I have interpreted the

word “ jnanayoga-vyavasthiti” in the above list, in

accordance with Gl. 4. 41 and 42, so as to support the

Karma-Yoga. The words tyaga and dhrti have been

defined by the Blessed Lord Himself in Chapter XVIII, to

which the reader is referred (18. 4 and 29) Having thus

mentioned the qualities included in godlike endowment,

the Blessed Lord now describes the opposite, namely, the

ungodlike endowment—

]

(4) Hypocrisy, pride, » over-dignity, and also, 0 Partha t

anger, * parusya
9

(that is, cruelty), and ignorance are

(acquired) by those who are born in the ungodlike endow-

ment*

|In the 164th and 165th chapters of the Santipa?va of the

Mahabharata, some of these qualities have been described;

and in the end, it is also stated who is to be called

a
l

nrsama\. As
‘

ajnana ’ (Ignorance) has been described

in this stanza as one of the characteristics of the ungodlike

endowment, it is clear that *jnam * (Knowledge) is

a characteristic of the godlike endowment.
,

Having in

this way described the two kinds of natures one .comes

accross in the world—]

(5) (Out of these) The godlike endowment is considered)

(ultimately) productive of Release? and the ungodlike

(endowment), productive of bondage. 0 PSpdava l you are;

born in the godlike endowment l Do- not lament1
f

|
The Bjessed Lord has thus shortly explained the fate of

parsons possessing these two kinds of nature. He now
desses, in detail the ungodlike\dmri) person—]
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(6) In this world, two kinds of beings come into existence,

(one) godlike, and (the other) ungodlike, (Out of these)

I have described to you in detail the godlike (variety);

(now) 0 Partha ! I am describing to you the ungodlike

(variety), to which listen.

[As the description given by the Blessed Boyd in the

previous chapters of how a Karma-Yogin should behave,

what the Brahml state is, who is to be called a
‘

shthaprajm
’

ora * bhagaiadbhakta* ora
*

trigunatlta

\

and what Jhana is

etc., as also the description of the godlike endowment

given in the first three stanzas is the same as the

description of a person having a
‘

daiva ' (godlike) nature,

the Blessed Lord has here said that the * daiva ’ variety

has been described by Him in detail before. There is some

reference in Chapter IX to the ungodlike endowment

<9. 11 and 12); but as that description is incomplete, it is

completed in this chapter.]

(7) Ungodlike persons do not understand yrhat pravrttiis,

(that is, what should be done), nor what mvrtti is, (that is,

what should not be done); and, purity, good behaviour,

or veracity have no place in them. (8) These ( ungodlike

persons) say: “the whole world is unreal, * apratistha

*

(that is, without any support), # anlsvara

’

(that is, existing

without a Parme^vara) and ‘ a-paraspara-sambhuta’ (that is*

not created one from the other); (in short) what can be

the object- of it, if not enjoying the~ob}ects - of sense by

human beings ?
”

[Although the meaning of this stanza is clear, there is

a great deal of difference of opinion about the inter-

pretation of the words used in it. In my opinion, this is

anremreg ft
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a description of the opinions of atheists like Carvaka and

others, who disputed both the Vedanta and Samkhya.

doctrines relating to the construction of the world; and

therefore, the words used in these stanzas refer to a doctrine-

contrary to both the Samkhya and the Vedanta doctrines. The

Vedantist looks upon this world as perishable, and looks for

the Imperishable Reality

—

“ satyamja satyam” (Br. 2. 3. 6)

—

in it; and looks upon that Real Element as the fundamental

support or
*
pratistha “brahmapuccam pratistha” (Tai. 2. 5.)-

of it. But the demoniac persons believe that this world is.

‘

asatyam

\

that is, not containing ‘ satya ’ (Reality) ; and that

it is, therefore, ‘ a-pratistham \ that is, not having a pratistha

or support. But, a doubt may be raised that although the

Imperceptible Parabrahman of the Vedantists may in this

way be not acceptable to demoniac persons, they maybe
accepting the Perceptible Isvara, Who is worshipped in

the Path of Devotion. Therefore, the third word * anisvara ’

(am+Isvara

)

has been used in this stanza, in order to

make it perfectly clear that such demoniac persons do not

even accept the existence of an Isvara in the world.

When once the fundamental foundation of the world

has thus been denied, one is also compelled to deny

the explanation of the order of creation of the world

contained (i) in the Upanisadic words:
“
atman akasah

sambhutah l akasad vayuh I vayor agnih I agner apah I

adbhyah prthim I prtUvya osadhayah \ osadhibhyah armam *

annat purusah 1

” * (Tai. 2. 1) ; as also (ii) in the S&mkhya
doctrine, which looks upon Prakrti and Purusa as two
independent Fundamental Elements, and looks upon all

perceptible objects as being the result of the mutual support

(amq/myclsraya), that is, of the intermixture, of the sattva,

rajas, and tamos constituents. Because, if this chain or

order of succession is accepted, then, going backwards from

all the objects in the visible world, one will have to admit

* This quotation, which has not been translated into Marathi by

the author, means :
4* Ether (or space), is born from the Self

;
the

air, from Ether (or space)
;
Fire, from the Air ;

Water, from Fire \

Earth, from Water* vegetables, from the Earth
;
fooi, from the

vegetables; and man from food Trans,
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that there is some origin for the world. Therefore, the

demoniac people do not admit that the various objects in

the world are parasparasambhuta, that is, created one from

the other in a particular order. When onoe such a belief

about the creation of the world is fixed in the mind of any
person, the human being itself becomes the most important

object; and it necessarily follows, as a natural conclusion,

that all the things in the world have been created only for

satisfying the Desire (kama-vasana) of that human being,

and have no other purpose ; and this meaning is conveyed

by the words
44
Umanyat kamahaitukam " that is “ what

other object can it have except to satisfy Desire?’*, used

at the end of the stanza, and also by the subsequent stanzas.

Some commentators refer the words
44
aparaspara-

sambhutam ” to the words ‘ kinianyam ’
; and interpret the

stanza in the following way? namely,
44
does one see any-

thing, which is not created by the
4

paraspara * that is, the-

union between the male and the female ? No ; and if no-

such thing is to be found, then this world is certainly
4

karmhetuka * that is, come into existence as a result of

the Desire (kameccha) of the male for the female’*: andi

some others break up ‘ aparaspara ’ in a very strange way
as “ aparas ca paras ca —aparasparau” ; and they interpret

the stanza as meaning.

—

“aparaspara itself means ‘male and
female and the whole world being created from these two*

the mutual desire of the male for the female is the only

object for it; and there is no other object**. But, this-

interpretation is not straight-forward. * aparas ca paras ca
*

will give rise to the compound “ aparaspara ’*
; and there

will not be the consonant ‘s’, (the sakara), in the middle, as

is to be found in *aparaspara\ Besides, if one considers the

previous words * a-satya *,

4

a-pratistha * etc , it is clear that
‘ a-joarasparasambhuta * must be a ram-compound ; and then

one has to admit that the word
4

paraspara-sambhuta ’ means
“themutual creation (anyonya-janana) of guna-s (constituents)

out of guya-s ” described in Samkhya philosophy (Gl. Ra.

p. $13 to $15). The two words ^mvymya * and * paraspara
*

are synonymous with each other ;
and both these words are

used in Samkhya philosophy in describing the mutual
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effects of the constituents on each other ( see Ma. Bha. San.

305 ;
and Sam. Ka. 12. 13). The Madhvabhasya on the

•Gita accepts this meaning; and in explaining how the

various things in the world spring one out of the other, it

gives the same stanza as in the Gita, namely, “ anriad

bhavanti bhutam ” etc., that is,
“ rain-showers spring out of

the sacrifice (because, the oblations thrown into the fire

reach the Sun), food springs from rain-showers, and living

beings spring from food ” (Gl. 3. 14 ; Manu. 3-79). But, as

the statement in the Taittirlya Upanisad is more ancient

and more exhaustive than this, I have quoted it above as

an authority. Nevertheless, the words ' a-paraspara-

mmbhuta ’ in the Gita are, in my opinion, indicative ' of the

Samkhya theory, rather than the Upanisadie theory, of the

creation of the universe. The Blessed Lord now explains

what effect this opinion of these demoniac persons,

regarding .the creation of the universe, has on their

behaviour. The expression * kamahaituka
1

used at the end

of the above stanza is now made further clear. ]

(9) Accepting this view, these feeble-minded, soul-less, and

malevolent persons perform cruel Actions, and conie into

existence only to destroy the world; (10) and sheltering

themselves behind ‘ kama* (that is, the desire to enjoy

the objects of sensed which can never be fully satisfied,

these (demonic persons), saturated with hypocrisy, false

dignity, and pride, entertain (in their mind) false con-

clusions, (that
4
is, unreasonable ideas), and engage in

dirty .Actions, *(11) Similarly,* being engrossed lifelong

with immeasurable anxiety (to enjoy happiness), being

steepedin enjoying the objects of sense, and firmly believing
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that that is everything; (12) being bound by hundreds

of bonds of hope, and being subject to Desire and Anger,

(these demoniac persons) entertain the ambition of amassing

huge wealth, by injustice, in order to enjoy pleasure. (13)

(They say:) “To-day I have acquired this; (to-morrow) I shall

get that desire satisfied; this wealth is (with me); and

again that (wealth) also will become mine
;
(14)' I have killed

this enemy; and I shall also destroy others; 1 am the

Isvara, I (alone) am the enjoyer; I am perfect, powerful

and happy; (15) I am wealthy, born in a good family;

who other is there like me ? I will perform sacrifices

;

I will give in charity, I will enjoy myself. Being misguided,

as a result of Ignorance, as described in these words;

(16) being mis-directed by all sorts of ideas, being entangled

in the cob-webs of mental confusion, and steeped in the

enjoyment of the objects of sense, these (demoniac persons)

fall into a filthy hell! (17) (Who are) Self-praisers, who
behave over-bearingly, and who are fell of the pride of

wealth and dignity, these (demoniac persons), abandon

Sastric admonitions, and hypocritically perform only nominal
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sacrifices. (18) Who, being bloated up by egoism, power,*

pride, desire, and anger, hate Me (the Paramesvara ), Who am.*

in their body as also in the bodies of others; (and who are)*

maligners, (19) (these) haters, who commit unholy Actions,,

and (these) cruel, and lowest of men, are always thrown,

by Me into demoniac (that is, sinful) births in this worldly

life. (20) O Kaunteya ! these foolish persons, thus taking"

birth in demoniac wombs, never come to me, and ultimately-

reach the lowest of low conditions.

[The Blessed Lord has so far described demoniac persons

and the state they reach. HE now explains how one can

escape from it—]

(21) The gate-way of hell is of three folds, namely,..

Desire, Anger and Avarice ;
and it is destructive of one's

Self; therefore, these three should be given up. (22) O
Kaunteya ! when a man has escaped from these tamodv(ira-s

(that is, doors of darkness—Trans.), he begins to act in a

way which is beneficial to himself, and ultimately reaches-,

the highest state.

[ It is clear that when the three gates of hell are escaped

from, a good state must be obtained. But, it has not so.

far been stated by what kind of conduct this can be done.

Therefore, the Blessed Lord now explains what that path.n
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(23) (He) who has given up Sastric directions, and begun to-

do what he likes, does not attain Perfection ; nor does he

reach an excellent state. (24) * tasmat
*

(that is, therefore—

Trans.), in order to decide the “ karyakarya-vyavasthitl
"
r

(that is, what ought to be done and what ought not

to be done), you must accept the Scriptures (Sastras)

as authoritative; and after finding out what has been.

directed by the Scriptures, it is proper that you should act

accordingly.

{ The word
1

Mryakarya-vyavasthitl * used in this stanza

clearly shows that the Gita has been told, keeping before the

mind the idea of Ethics ; and it has been shown clearly in

the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 66 to 69) that this is known as the

Karma-Yoga-Sasfcra. ]

Thus ends the sixteenth chapter entitled Daivasura—

Sampab-Vibhaga Yoga, in the dialogue between §ri Krsna.

and Arjuna, on the Yoga included in the Science of the

Brahman (that is on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung:

(that is, told) by the Blessed Lord.
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CHAPTER XVII,

[When a description has thus been made of persons, who
maintain and protect the world by following the Karma-

Yoga-Sastra, as also of those, who, on the other hand,

• destroy the world, the question why these differences arise

between men and.men, naturally springs up. The ordinary

answer to that question, namely, “ prakrtya myatah svciya”

that is, “that is according to everybody’s nature”, has
,

been given in Chapter YII above (7.20). But, as a full

exposition about the three constituents namely, sattva,

rajas
,
and tarns, has not been made in that chapter, it was

not possible to give there a detailed explanation of these

differences, which arise from Prakrti. Therefore, these

three constituents have been described in Chapter XIV;

and after explaining in this Chapter how diverse kinds of

faith etc., arise on account of these constituents, the entire

subject-matter of Jnana and Vijiiana has been concluded

in this chapter. In the same way, the reason for-.the

differences in the Path of Devotion, mentioned in the

Chapter IX (see 9.23 and 24), becomes clear by the

explanation given in this chapter. Arjuna first asks—]

Arjuna said :—(1) 0 Kr^nalthose who, notwithstanding

-that they are filled with Faith, yet perform sacrifice without

observing the Scriptural methods, what should their ‘nistha’

v(that is, mental condition) be supposed to be? Is it

Mttvika, or rdjasct, or tamasa ?

[This is the doubt raised by Arjuna on the admonition

given at the end of the last chapter that Scriptural methods

should he followed It sometimes happens that even

having faith in the Scriptures, a man commits mistakes

-as a result of ignorance. For instance, instead of
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worshipping the Albperyading Paramesvara, as has been

enjoined by the Sastras, he may run after deities

( Gl. 9. 23 ). And the question of Arjuna is, what is the

‘ mstha * or state, or mental condition of such a person.

This question does not relate to persons, who despise the

Sastras and religion for want of faith in them, that is, to

demoniac persons. Nevertheless, wherever there is occasion,

the Actions of these people also have been described in

this Chapter. ]

The Blessed Lord said :—(2) This faith of living beings

is naturally of three kinds, sattvika
,
rajasa, and tamasa. Hear

(how) that (is so), (3) The faith of every person,

OBharata! conforms to his
' sattva' ( that is, to his inherent

nature). Man is imbued with faith. In whatever matter

(he puts) his faith, so is he (formed).

[The word * sattva ’ in stanza 2* means ‘ natural tempera-
(

ment\ ‘Reason’ or ‘conscience*. This word
‘

sattva* has

been used in that sense in the Kathopanisad (Katha. 6. 7)

;

and in the Samkarabhasya on the Vedanta-Sutras also, the

term ‘ sattva-ksefrajna ’ has been used in stead of ksetra-

ksetmjna ’ (Ve-Su. Sam. Bha. 1. 2. 12). In short, the word
* svabhava * in stanza 2, and the word ‘ sattva ’ in stanza 3 are

synonymous ; because, the doctrine that nature is nothing

but Prakrti, and that Reason, and later on, Conscience,

spring from Prakrti, is accepted both in Vedanta and in

Samkhya philosophy. The principle, “ in whatever matter

(he puts) his faith, so is he (formed)” is only a repetition of

of the theories, “those who worship deities, go to the

deities** etc., which have appeared before (Gi. 7. 20, 23 ; 9. 25);

and' I have discussed this subject in Chapter XIII of the

Glta-Rahasya (see Gita. Ra. pp. 589 to 598). When it is

This ought to be stanza 3 and not stanza 2- -Trans.
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admitted that every person reaps a reward according to

his desires, and that having or not having a particular

inclination or desire depends on his Prakrti (that is, nature),

the question, how this nature should be improved, naturally

arises. The answer to this question is: as the Atman

{ Self ) is independent, this bodily temperament can

gradually be changed by practice and by renunciation;

and this subject has been discussed in Chapter X of

the Glta-Bahasya, to which the reader is referred,

(see pp. 382 to 390). All that has to be considered for the

moment is why and how these differences in faith arise.

Therefore, after having stated that the faith changes

according to a man’s nature, the Blessed Lord now explains

(i) what three kinds of faith are to be found in different men
as a result of Prakrti itself being composed of the three

constituents sattva, rajas and tamas
,
and (ii) what the results

of this difference are. ]

<(4) Persons, who are ‘sattvika’, that is, in whom the sattva

r( benevolent) constituent predominates, sacrifice to the

deities; the rajasa (passionate), to gnomes (yaksa-3
) and to

demons (rc$sa$a-s); and other remaining tamasa (ignorant

persons) offer sacrifice to dead bodies and ghosts (bhuta-s).

[ The Blessed Lord has now explained the three classes

into which men having faith in the Sastras fall as a result

of the difference of their Prakrti, and He has also explained

their characteristics. HE now describes the class of the

lustful and hypocritical persons, who are such, as a result

of not having faith in the Sastras. It is clear that these

persons are not sattvika ; but one cannot on that account

dimply call them
4

tamasa
9

; because, although their actions

are contrary to the Sastras, yet they have a tendency to

perform these Actions
; and, tendency to Action is a feature

•of the rajas constituent. In short, the adjectives sattvika,

mjasa, or tamasa cannot be simply applied to such people.

That Is why men are divided into the two classes
4 dam 9
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(godlike) and * asuri ’ (demoniac) ; and these evil-minded

persons are put into the
4

asuri * class ;
the same idea has

been conveyed in the two following stanzas. ]

i(5) But, those persons who, being imbued with h}Tpocrisy and

•egoism, perform intense austerities contrary to the Sastras,

•on the strength of Desire and Attachment, (6) and oppress

not only the group of the five primordial elements etc,,

in their body, but also Me, Who saturate that body,

such undiscriminating (persons) may be understood to

possess a demoniac temperament,

[All the questions of Arjuna have now been answered. The

faith of different persons may be saftvika, rajasa or tarrrna

according to their nature
;

and there being a consequent

difference in their Actions, they will attain various goals

according to their respective Actions ;
but, from that alone

it cannot be said that a particular person will fall into

the demoniac class. It is the duty of everybody to

gradually improve his nature by making use of Freedom

of Will ( atmasvatamtrya

)

and acting according to the

Scriptures (sastras). These stanzas mean that those,

who, instead of doing so, pride themselves on their own evil

inherent nature, and flout the Sastras are to be called

* asuri' (demoniac). The Blessed Lord now explains the

different kinds of food ( ahara ), sacrifice (yajfia), religious

austerity ( fapas

)

and charitable gifts ( dam), which are the

result of the sattva, rajas and tarns constituents of Prakrti,

just as there are different kinds of Faith; and He also

explains how in consequence of diversity in nature, there

is also diversity in Actions—]

(7) Now, the food which each person likes is also divided

into three classes
;
and the same is the case with Sacrifice,
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Austerity and Knowledge. I will explain to you this-

difference, to which listen. (8) The food liked by a sattvika

person is such as increases life, the sattvika temperament,

strength, health, happiness, and love
; it is savoury, viscous,

and such as will be absorbed into the body, and will remain,

in it for a long time, and is enjoyable to the mind. (9) The

food liked by the rdjasa - persons is ‘ katu (that is, hot)*

pungent, saltish, very warm, irritating, dry, exciting,, and

such as creates pain, lamentation, and disease.

[ In Sanskrit ‘ katu ’ means
4

burning
5

;
and ‘ tikta ’ means

‘bitter’; and accordingly, in Sanskrit medical treatises,

musthrd is described as * katu \ and lemon or lime as tikta

(See Vagbhata-Sutra, Ch. 10). The words
‘

kadu ’ and

*tikhat' in- the Marathi language are corruptions of the
‘

words ‘ katu * and ‘ tikta
5

in Sanskrit
;
but the meanings *of

those two words in the Marathi language have got

interchanged. The Sanskrit and Marathi meanings of the

word
‘

aparoksa * are similarly interchanged; and this thing-

is important from the point of view of etymology.]

(10) A tamasa person likes food, which has remained

standing, (that is, which has become cold), is tasteless,

bad-smelling, which has- become stale (for one day), jh&s*

been tasted (by other people), and is also impure.

[Not only does the sattvika person like sattvika food; the

rajasa person, rajasa food; and the tamasa person, tamasa

food; but conversely, by eating sattvika food, the inherent

nature of a person also gradually becomes pure or sattvika ,

as -had been stated j in the Upanisads; cf. “ aharasuddhhu

sattva iuddhib”: (Chan* 7. 26. 2), Because, as the -Mind and1
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the Eeason are only evolutes of Prakrti, if the food is

sattvika , the inherent nature also becomes sattvika in

consequence. These are the different kinds of food. The

Blessed Lord now explains how there are three different

kinds of sacrifices. ]

(11) The Sacrifice performed without entertaining any

desire for the fruit, and looking upon the performance of

Sacrifice as a duty, and with a peaceful mind, and according to

the Sastric rites, is sattvika
; (12) but the Sacrifice performed

with a desire for fruit, or only hypocritically (that is, for

making an exhibition of one's riches), know that, such

a sacrifice, O Bharata-srestha ! is a rdjasa sacrifice
; (13) and,

the Sacrifice performed without Scriptural ceremony, without

the sacrifice of food, without the recitation of hymns

without giving charitable gifts, and without faith, such

a sacrifice is tamasa

.

[ Just as there are three kinds of food and sacrifice, so

also are there three kinds of austerities. But austerities have

first been divided into ‘ Jcayikci (bodily),
l

vacika* (vocal), and;

‘ manasika ’ (mental) ; and then the three sub-divisions of

each of these as a result of the sattva, rajas and tamos con-

stituents have been explained. The word
l

tapa* in this place

is -not to be taken in the narrow meaning of * going into a

forest and mortifying the body according to the Patanjala-

Yoga \ but means ‘Yajna, Yaga, study of the Vedas, or

whatever anybody’s duty may be according to that one of

the four classes to which he belongs ;
e. g. fighting for the

Ksatriya, trade for the Vaisya, etc., which is the austerity

(tapa) or penance for that particular person’* This com-

prehensive meaning of the word
1

tapa ’ (religious austerities

69—70
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-or Penance), given by Manu (Manu. 11. 236) is intended

in the following stanzas of the Gita. ]

(14) Worshipping deities and Brahmins, as also those

who are learned; cleanliness, straight-forwardness, celibacy,

-and harmlessness is called
‘

sarira

’

(that is, kayika or bodily)

penance. (15) Speech, which does not cause pain (to the

mind), which is true, likeable, and beneficial and also,

•the practice of ‘ svddhyaya ' (that is, one’s own duties)

is called ‘ vdngmaya *
( vacika or vocal ) penance. (1 6) Keeping

, one’s mind pleased, gentleness, and maintaining ( mauna '

.»(that is, silence, like a mum), mental control, and pure

feelings is called
( manasa' (mental) penance.

[ The words, satya, priya ,
and hita used in stanza 15 seem

to refer to the dictum of Manu :

u
satyam bruyat pnyam

bruyan m bruyat satyam apriyam l priyam ca mnrtam
bruyad esa dharmah sanatanah » ” (Manu. 4. 138), that is,

4 *

one should speak what is true
;
one should speak what is

sweet; one should not speak what is true, if it is not

sweet; * this is the ancient religion”. But Vidura has

told Duryodhana in the Mahabharata itself (Sabha. 63. 17)

that “ apriyasya ca patkyasya vakta srota hi durlabhah ”

(that is, “ of what is disagreeable and beneficial, the speaker

as also the hearer are hard to find Trans.). Each of the

* The words “ priyam ca mnrtam, Iruyat 97 in the above quotation,

which mean: <£ nor what is sweet, if it is false
>} are not

included in the author’s Marathi translation of the Sanskrit

quotation—Trans.
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three divisions of Penance, namely, kayilca
, vadka and

manasika falls into the following sub-divisions—]

(17) If each of these three kinds of religious austerities

'{or penance ) is performed without entertaining the Desire for

Fruit, and with excellent Devotion, and with a mind steeped

in Yoga, it is called sMmka\ (18) and when the austerities

.-are performed with the intention that one should be

appreciated, or held in dignity, or worshipped, or hypo-

critically, then those unsteady and fleeting austerities are

here (that is, in the Scriptures
)
known as rdjasa

;

(19) those

austerities, which, being self-injurious, are performed out

of a foolish persistence, or with the idea of harming others

[by incantations for propitiation
(jaram ), or causing death

<(maram) etc.], are called tamasa.

[Having thus described the divisions of Penance, the

Blessed Lord now explains the three divisions of charitable

gifts (darn). ]

(20) That gift, which is made with the conviction that

it is one’s duty to make the gift, after considering (the

-propriety of) the place, the time, and the (receiving) person,

-and to a person, who has not obliged the giver, is called

sattvika; (21) but the gift, which is made unwillingly, as a re*

turn for some obligation (received), or with the idea of getting
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some reward for it in future, is called ‘ rajasa
1

; (22) and that

gift, which is made at an improper place, or at an improper

time, or to an improper person, unappreciatingly, or

disrespectfully is called tamasa .

[The three divisions into which Knowledge, Action, Do-

ers, Reason, Perseverance, and Happiness fall, similar to the

divisions of food, sacrifice, penance, and gifts, are explained

in the next chapter (Gl. 18.20-39). The differentiation

between the constituents given in this chapter is here over.

The Blessed Lord now refers to the definition of the

Brahman ( the brahma-nirdesa ); and proves the superiority

and adoptability of sattmka Action mentioned above.,

Because, a doubt is likely to be raised to the exposition

‘ made above, that, whether an Action is sattmka
,

rajasa,

or tamasa
,

it is still faulty and pain-causing; that,

therefore, it is not possible to attain to the Brahman, unless-

, all these Actions are given up
;
and that, if this is true,,

there is no sense in pointing out the difference, that a

..particular act is sattmka, and a particular act rajasa The

answer of the Gita to this objection is that these divisions*

of Action into sattmka
,

rajasa ,
and tamasa are not

inconsistent with the Parabrahman. The canon (samkalpa),.

which defines the Brahman, includes sattmka Actions or

good Actions; and therefore, it is proved beyond doubt that

these Actions are not metaphysically eschewable ( see

G.I. Ra. p 338). All the Knowledge acquired by man
regarding the nature of the Parabrahman is concentrated,

in the definition composed of the three words “Om, Tat, Sat*'.

Out of these ‘Om’ is the aksara-brahman, and that has been

described in different ways in different Upanisads-

(Pra§na. 5 ;
Katha. 2. 15-17; Tai 1. 8 ;

Chan. 1. 1 ; Maitryu.

6.3,4; Mandukya. 1. 12). And as this Brahman in the

form of a consonant {mrnaksara-rupi

)

was the only thing

• in existence at the commencement of the universe, alL

Action (or ritual) commences with that letter. ‘ Tat ^‘that’"
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means ‘ something beyond the ordinary Action’, that is to
say, the sattuka Action performed desirelessly, and having
given up the Hope of Fruit ; and

4

Sat * means pure Actions,

performed according to Scriptural directions, notwith-
standing that they may have been performed with a Hope
ifor Fruit. Such is the meaning of this canon ; and if this

meaning is accepted, not only sattvika Actions, performed
with a 'desireless frame of mind, but also good Actions

^performed according to Scriptural directions are included

an the ordinary and commonly accepted definition of the

Parabrahman, Therefore, it is wrong to say that these

Actions are eschewable. Besides the
4

tat * and
4

sat
9

Actions, there remain the
4

asai' Actions, that is, evil

Actions. But, as such Actions are harmful ' both in this

'

life and the next, they are not included in the definition,

as has been stated in the last stanza. The Blessed Lord
says—]

1

(23) The Parabrahman is defined (in the Scriptures) in

three ways, as “Om-Tat-Sat”. By this (very) definition*

were the Brahmins, the Vedas, and the Sacrifices created

formerly.

(It has been stated before that in the beginning of the

world, the first Brahmin in the form of Brahmadeva, the

gods, and Yajnas were first created (Gi 3. 10). But, the

forih of that Parabrahman, from which all this has been
created, is contained in the three words

4 Om\ 4

Tat * and
Sat \ Therefore, this stanza means that the canon

4

Om-Tat-Sat ’ is the root of the entire universe. The Blessed
Lord now gives the respective connotations of the three

words’ ‘Om\ 4

Tat*, and
4

Sat ’in this canon, from the

Karma-Yogic point of view—]

* It is difficult to understand how anything can be created by_

a definition 1 (nirdeia). Srldhara explains the word c this
9
as mean*

ing 6 Parabrahman 1
.—Trans.
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(24) “tasmat" (that is, ‘ since the world starts with this-

canon* ), Brahmists * ( brahma-vadinah ) start their Sacrifice,.

Charity, Penance, and all other Scriptural Actions first

uttering the word *OM\ (25) By using the word 'TAT’,

people perform Actions, such as, Sacrifice, Penance,

Charity etc., without entertaining the Hope of Fruit,

in order to obtain Release. (26) Reality ( astitva ) and*

saintliness ( sadkutva ) are signified by the use of the word

‘SAT*; and O Partha ! the word ‘SAT* is also applied to*

proper (that is, good) Actions. (27) Fixity (that is, having’

an unswerving faith in Sacrifices, Austerities, and Charity),

is also known as * SAT*; and the Action performed for that,

purpose is also known as i SAT*.

[Sacrifices, Austerities, and Charity are the important

religious Actions; and the Actions performed for this

purpose have been given the generic name ‘ yajftartha-

karma ’ (Action for the purpose of a Sacrifice) by the-

MSmamsakas. Though a man may entertain the Hope for

Fruit in performing these Actions, yet, as that Hope is*

consistent with Morality, these Actions fall into the

category of * Sat*; and all Desireless Action falls into the*

class of ‘Tat ’=* that’, that is to say, * that which is beyond

this As both these kinds of Actions are thus included
V

, ,
.

,

-
# This word ‘ Brahmist ’ has been coined by me on the analogy

of ( theist \
i atheist

}
etc.,—Trans.

% 4
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in the Brahma-samkalpa “ Om-Tat-Sat ”, which is uttered'

at the commencement of every ritualistic Action, both of

them must be said to be consistent with the attainment to

the Brahman (see Gl Ra. p. 338). Now there remains only

the * asat \ The Blessed now explains what the result of

that Action is—]

(28) That oblation, which is thrown into the fire, or that,

(gift), which is given, or that penance, which is performed,

or any whatsoever ( Action ), which is done, without faith

is called
( asai\ O Partha I that ( Action ) is not beneficial,

whether after death (in the next life), or in this life.

[ In short, the commonly accepted canon, indicative of

the form of the Brahman, includes all Actions performed

with a desireless frame of mind, and merely as duties, and

which are either sattvika or are proper Actions, or good

Actions, performed with a pure intention, and according to

Scriptural directions. All other Actions are futile. This

proves that it is not proper to ask any one to give up

Action, which is included in the definition of the Brahman,

which came into existence with Brahmadeva (Gl. 3. 10),

and which no body can escape from. And that is why
the above Karma-Yogic interpretation of the canon.
1

Om-Tat-Sat ’ has been given in this chapter immediately

after the disquisition on Karma. Because, a [mere descrip-

tion of the form of the Brahman has been given before

in Chap. XIII, as also before that chapter. What the

words * Om ‘ Tat \ and ‘ Sat ’ must have originally meant

has been explained at the end of Chapter IX of the Glta-

Rahasya (p. 338). The description of the Brahman as-

“ Saccidananda” is now in vogue. But, as the definition

of Brahman as
4

Om-Tat-Sat * has been taken here, instead

of the definition
4

Saccidananda it is possible to draw an

inference that the definition of the Brahman as “Sacci-*

dananda ”, as a generally accepted definition, must have

come into vogue after the date of the Gita. ]
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Thus ends the seventeenth chapter entitled Sraddha-
trayA-Vjbhaga Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna

and Arjuna on the Yoga included in the Science of the

Brahman (that is, on the Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad

sung, (that is, told) by the Blessed Lord.



CHAPTER XYHI.

[The eighteenth chapter is the summary of the entire

‘Glta-science. I shall, therefore, make a review (literally,
4
cast a lion-glance’) of all that has been stated so far

( (for greater details, see Chapter XIV of the Glta-Rahasya).

It is clear from Chapter ONE that the Gita has-been

told in order to induce Arjuna to do his own duty, when he

was on the point of giving up the warfare, which was his

lot according to his own-status (svadkarma), and of starting

to beg. Arjuna was filled with the doubt that if he

performed such evil actions as killing his own preceptors

etc., his Self would not be benefitted. Therefore, in the

beginning of Chapter TWO are mentioned the two ways of

living one’s life, which are accepted by Jnanins (i. e.,

Sages) ; namely, Samkhya (samnyasa or Renunciation), and

Karma-Yoga (Yoga) ; and the ultimate conclusion has been

arrived at, that though both these paths are equally produc-

tive of Release, yet the path of Karma-Yoga is the superior

of the two (Gl. 5. 2). According to the Path of Karma-Yoga,

-out of these two, the Reason is supposed to be superior; if

the Reason is steady and equable, Karma (Action) does not

prejudicially affect anybody
; no one has escaped Karma,

and no one should give up Karma ; it is quite enough if one

gives up the Hope of Fruit; it is necessary to perform

Karma at any rate for universal welfare, if not, for one’s

self ; if one’s Reason is pure, Jnana does not conflict with

Karma ; and if one considers tradition, then Janaka and
• others behaved in the same way. These and other logical

arguments have been advanced from Chapter THREE to

'Chapter FIVE. The next subject-matter is how to acquire

this Equability of Reason, which is necessary for making

Karma-Yoga successful, and how one ultimately attains

Release, while following the Path of Karma-Yoga. In

•order to acquire this Equability of Reason, one must

acquire sense-control (indriya-nigraha), and thereby fully

.realise that there is only one Paramesvara pervading the
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entire creation : there is no other way. Out of these, sense-

control has been dealt with in Chapter SIX; and from
Chapter VII to Chapter XVII, is given the explanation of

(i) how the Knowledge of the Paramesvara is acquired

while practising the Karma-Yoga, and (ii) what that

Knowledge is. Out of these, Chapter SEVEN and
Chapter EIGHT deal with the Spiritual and the Empirical
Knowledge (jnmia-mjnana ) of (i) the Mutable and the
Immutable and (ii) the Perceptible and the Imperceptible

;

and Chapters NINE to TWELVE deal with the doctrine
that though the Imperceptible form of the Paramesvara is

superior to the Perceptible form, yet, worshipping the
Perceptible, without losing sight of the fact that there is,

only one Paramesvara, is a path which is easy for

everybody, because it is a matter which is capable of

practical realisation. Then_in Chapter THIRTEEN, the
theory of the Body and the Atman (ksetra-ksetrajna-vicara}

•

has been explained by saying that, that which is known as-

the
‘

avyakta* (Imperceptible) in the Consideration of the
Mutable and the Immutable, is, indeed, the Atman withim
the body of a man

; and thereafter, there has been a detailed

consideration from Chapter FOURTEEN to Chapter
SEVENTEEN of the way in which persons of diverse

natures in the world, as also the other diversified expansion,
of the world, came into existence, as a result of the consti-

tuents of Prakrti—which subject-matter, is really an off-

shoot of the Consideration of the Mutable and the'

Immutable ; and in this way, the exposition of Spiritual
and Empirical Knowledge has been completed. But every-

where, the only advice given to Arjuna is that he should
perform Action ; and the definite doctrine has been enun-
ciated, that the Karma-Yogic way of living one’s life,,

namely, the path of “worshipping the Paramesvara, and
doing all Actions with a pure mind, according to one’s

status, till death, and with the idea of dedicating every-
thing to the Paramesvara” is, indeed the best path of life.

When, in this way
, the Karma-Yoga, based on Knowledge*

and in which Devotion is the supreme factor, has been
explained in all its bearings, that very religion has*
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been summarised in Chapter EIGHTEEN ; and Arjuna

has been induced to fight of his own free will. In this path,

which has been pronounced to be the best of all by the

Gita, Arjuna has not been advised to take up the fourth

state of life or Renunciation; but, it has been stated

that the man, who lives according to this path of

life is a ‘ nitya-samnyasin ’ (perpetual ascetic), (Gi. 5. 3).

Therefore, the next question of Arjuna is whether the

principle of (i) taking sometime or other to the fourth

state of life, namely, the state of an ascetic, and (ii>

literally abandoning all kinds of Action, is or is not

included in the Path of Karma-Yoga
;
and if not, then,

what the meaning of the two words ‘ samnyasa
*

and ‘ tyaga
*

is ( see Gita-Rahasya pp. 481 to 487. ]

Arjuna said :—(l) O Mighty-armed Rhsikesa I the

principle of Renunciation (samnyasa), and O Kesidaityani-

sudanal the principle of Abandonment (tyaga), I wish to-

know these severally.

[This question has not been asked with the intention of

merely knowing the dictionary meanings of the words

* samnyasa ’ and
1

tyaga \ or the difference between them.

The root-meaning of both is “ to give up ”
; and it is not

that Arjuna did not know this. But, the Blessed Lord

has nowhere advised the giving up of Action ; and wherever

Renunciation has been dealt with in the 4th, 5th, or 6th

chapters (4. 41 ; 5. 13 ; 6. 1), or in other places, He has

directed that one should only make a ‘ tyaga ’ (abandon-

ment) of the Hope of Fruit (Gi. 12. 11), and should make

the
‘

samnyasa ’ of, that is, ‘dedicate’, all Actions to the

Paramesvara, (3. 30 ; 12. 6) ;
whereas, if one considers the

TJpanisads, one comes across statements describing the

Path of Renunciation, which are indicative of the

Abandonment of Action, such as, “ na karmana m prajaya ,
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dhanena tydgen aike amrtatvam anasuh ”, that is,
“ many

persons have obtained Release by abandoning, or making

a literal ‘ tyaga
5

of all Actions ” (Kai. 1. 2 ;
Narayana 12.

-3)^ or, “ vedanta-mjnana suniscitarthah \ samnyasayogdd

yatayah suddhatatvah u ”, that is, “yatins (ascetics), who have

become pure by the Yoga of * samnyasa
9

, in the shape of the

Abandonment of all Actions ” (Mundaka. 3. 3. 6) ; or,

* Jam rprajaya kansyamah ” that is, “ what have we got to do

with sons, grandsons, or other progeny ” (Br. 4. 4. 22). It

is quite dear that Arjuna had seen that the Blessed Lord

was using the two words ‘ samnyasa
9 and

4

tyaga
9

in some*

‘other meaning, instead of applying them to the state of

Renunciation, in the shape of the Abandonment of Action,

nut of the four states of human life, prescribed by the

Smrti texts, and he has asked this question in order to clear

up that point See the detailed elucidation of this subject-

matter, which has been made by me in Chapter XI (pp. 481

' to 487) of the Glta-Rahasya. ]

The Blessed Lord said (2) Making a *nydsa’ ( that is,

givingup) of (all whatsoever) Desire-prompted Actions, is

known by wise people as
;

(and) making an

Abandonment of the Fruit of all Actions is known by the

learned as ‘Tyaga’.

[This verse clearly explains what is meant by the words
4

samnyasa
9

and
4

tyaga
9

according to the Path of Karma-

Yoga. But, as this opinion was not acceptable to the

commentators, who belonged to the Path of Renunciation,

they have stretched the meaning of this stanza to a

considerable extent. In this stanza, the word ‘ kamya
9

appears in the very beginning. Therefore, these

commentators say, that the divisions of Actions into nitya *

* For definitions of * nitya \ etc.,' see Vo! I, p. 74, et seq.

—

'Translator.
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naimittika, kamya
,
and nidddha

,
according to the Mimamsa

school are indicated here ; and that according to the advice

of the Blessed Lord, only
*

kamya * (desire-prompted)

“Actions should be given up”. But, the followers of the

Path of Renunciation have to declare that the ‘ nitya
4

and
* Tmmittika

4

Actions have also been included in the ‘ kamya *

Actions. Even doing so, the statement in the second

half of the stanza that the Hope of Fruit should be given

up, and that Actions should not be given up, (see stanza 6,

later on) does not become consistent with their mode of

life. Therefore, these commentators have satisfied them-

selves by passing a remark, on their own authority, that the

Blessed Lord has here only showered empty praise on the

Path of Karma-Yoga ; and that His real intention was that

all Actions should be given up. It is quite clear that this

stanza cannot be satisfactorily explained from the doctrin-

al point of view of the School of Renunciation or other

schools. It can be rightly interpreted only so as to

support the Karma-Yoga, that is to say, so as to support

the principle enunciated on numerous occasions in the-

Gita, that one must continue to perform Actions, till death,

giving up the Hope of Fruit ; and such a meaning indeed,

is the straight and plain meaning. One must bear in

mind, in the first place, that the word * kamya ’ does not

indicate the division of Actions into nitya, naimithka,

kamya and nidddha ,
made by the Mimamsa school.

According to the doctrine of Karma-Yoga, all Actions

fall into only two divisions, namely,
4
kamya' that is,

‘performed with Hope of Fruit
4

and * niskama \ that is,

‘performed giving up the Hope of Fruit
4

; and these two

are respectively called
“
pravrtta Karma”, and

“
mvrtta

Karma” in the Manu-Smrti (See Manu. 12. 88 and 89).

Whether the Actions are Daily (mtya ), or Occasional

{mimittika) or Bodily (kayika), or Vocal (vaaka\ or Mental

(mdnasika) or any other kind, according to the division into

sattvika, etc., they must fall into one of the two divisions,

‘ kamya
4

(Desire-prompted) and ‘ niskama
4

(Desireless)

,

because, besides the two divisions, (i) ‘having kdrm\$&&&

is, Hope of Fruit, and (ii) ‘not having karm\ no third.
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division is possible from the point of view of harm (‘ Hope

•of Fruit M If a particular Action is done for a particular

purpose, having regard to the purpose for which it. is

prescribed by the Sastras, e.g., the
*

putresti
*

sacrifice for

obtaining a son, then it becomes
4 kamya

9

; and if the same

thing is done merely as a matter of duty, that is to say,

without entertaining the Hope of Fruit, it becomes
‘ niskama \ When all Actions are thus divided into

kamya ’ and * niskama
9

(or * pravrtta ’ and * mvrtta * accord-

ing to the terminology of Manu), the Karma-Yogin gives

>up all Actions which are
4

kamya
5

or inspired by Desire.

It, therefore, follows that even in the Karma-Yoga, it is

necessary to perform a ‘ samnyasa * (Renunciation) of all
1

kamya’ (desired-prompted) Actions. Now, let us turn to the

second out of the two divisions of Karma, namely, the

division of * niskama
9

(desireless) Actions. It is true that

the Gita definitely enjoins the performance of these

niskama Actions on the Karma-Yogin
; but even in

them, one has to perform the total
4

tyaga ’ (abandonment)

,of the Hope of Fruit (Gi. 6. 2). Therefore, even the

principle of * tyaga
9

remains constant in the Glta-religion.

In short, in order to impress on the mind of Arjuna that

the principles of * samnyasa * and of
4

tyaga
*

both remain

constant in Karma-Yoga, the Blessed Lord has in this

stanza given these two definitions, namely,
444

samnyasa 9

means the total samnyasa (Renunciation) of kamya (desire*

prompted) Action”; and
44 4

tyaga
9 means the tyaga

, or the

Abandonment, of Hope of Fruit, in all Desireless Actions

-which are to be performed”. In an earlier chapter, in showing

that Samnyasa ( or Sarhkhya ) and Yoga are essentially the

same, the word
4

samnyasiri (Gi. 5. 3-6 and 6.1,2), and

later on in this chapter, the word
4

tyagin have been defined

un the same way ; and the same is the proper meaning in

the present stanza. The doctrine of the Smrtis that, unless

-one follows the order of the brahmacari
,
grhastha, vanaprastha

.and samnyasa states, and
44
ultimately takes up the

«samnyasa state or the fourth state of life, in the shape of

Renunciation of all Actions, Release is not possible”, is

mot meant here. This clearly proves that even though the
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ICarma-Yogin may not take up the saffron-coloured robes

of an ascetic and abandon all Actions, yet, since he is

essentially following the same principles as a samnyasin
,

there is no conflict between Karma-Yoga and the Smrti

texts. The Blessed Lord now summarises the dispute about

Karma between the supporters of the Samnyasa School and

the supporters of the Mlmamsa school, and gives the

ultimate decision of the Karma-Yoga-Science in the

matter—]

(3) Some learned men say that as Karma is faulty, it must

ibe given up (altogether); and others say tlu: Sacrifice,

Charity, Austerities, and Karma should never be abandoned.

*(4) Therefore, O Bharatasrestha ! listen to My decision on

the question of Hyagd . 0 Purusasrestha ! Hyaga* is said to

be of three kinds. (5) Sacrifice, Charity, Austerities, and

Karma should not be abandoned under any circumstances.

Those (Actions) must be performed. Sacrifice, Chanty and

Austerities are ‘pavand ( that is, mind-purifiers ), for (even)

*the wise. (6) Therefore, even these Actions (such as,

^Sacrifice, Charity etc.) must be performed, without Attach-

ment, and having abandoned the Fruit (like other desireless

Actions, and for universal welfare). This, 0 Partha, is My
‘definite (and correct) opinion.

This is a summary of the doctrine of Karma-Yoga

enunciated before on numerous occasions, that the fault

or the defect of Karma is not in the Karma itself,

but is in the Hope of Fruit; and that all Actions
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should, therefore, be performed desirelessly, and

having given up the Hope of Fruit The Gita does not

countenance the doctrine of the Samnyasa school, that all

Action is faulty and, therefore, such as ought not to be

performed (See Gita. 18. 48 and 49). The Gita advocates

the samnyasa (Renunciation) of only kamya (desire-

prompted) Actions. But. from this it would follow that

since all the ritual and rites laid down by the Scriptures

are ‘ kamya ’ or * based on desire * (Gl. 2. 42-44), one must
necessarily renounce them : and if that is done, the Cycle

of Yajnas (yajnacakra ) will come to an end (Gl. 13. 16),

and the world will run the risk of being devastated. Then*

what is to be done ? The Gita answers this question by

saying that although the Scriptures have prescribed the

performance of Yajnas, Charity etc. for obtaining heaven,

it is not that these very Actions cannot be performed desire-

lessly, and for universal welfare, with the idea, that

performing sacrifices, or giving gifts, or performing austeri-

ties is one’s duty in this life. {See Gl. 17. 11, 17, and 20).

Therefore, just as other Desireless Actions are to be

performed according to one’s status in life, so also should

Sacrifices, 'Charity and other Actions be performed*

giving up the Hope of Fruit, and without Attachment

because/ such actions are always
u
pavana ”, that is,

purifiers of the mind, and increase one’s generosity. The

words
“
eiany-api

”=“ even these”, used in the original

text mean :~~
(i
yajrla, darn

,
and other acts also, in the same

way as other desireless actions”. When, in this way, these

Actions are performed, giving up the Hope of Fruit—or from

the devotional point of view? only with the idea of dedi-

cating them to the , Paramesvara—the wheel of the world

continues to roll ; and, as there is no more any Hope* of

Fruit in the mind of the d!oer, these Actions do not obstruct

Release ;
and all matters are properly settled. And this is,

indeed, the final and definite doctrine of the Karma-Yoga-

Science with reference to Actions. ( see my commentary

on Gita. 2. 45). As this difference between ' the Path of

Karma of the Mlmamsa * school and the Path of Karma-

Yoga of the Gita has been clearly expounded by me in the*
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Glta-Rahasya (see pp. 403 to 409 and pp. 478 to 482), I
shall not further labour the point here. To proceed : after

the Blessed Lord has thus defined the meanings of the words
4

samnydsa
9

and * tyaga
9

according to the Karma-Yoga-
Science, in reply to the question of Arjuna, He further

emphasises what He has said by showing the different ways
of performing Karma, e. g., sattvika etc.—

]

(7) That Action which is
‘niyata

9

(that is, ‘prescribed''

according to one's religion) must not be abandoned. The
Abandonment (tyaga) of such.'Actions, as a result of Ignorance,

is called Hamasa\ (8) If Action is abandoned, fearing that it

will produce bodily hardship, (that is, for the sole reason that

it is painful), such Abandonment becomes rajasa

;

and he will

not obtain (that which is) the result of tyaga . (9) O Arjuna l

when Action, which is
‘niyata

9

( that is, ‘prescribed'
) is-

performed as a ‘karya
9

(that is, only ‘as a duty'), and having

abandoned the Attachment as also the Fruit, such Abandon-
ment is looked upon as a sattvika abandonment.

[The interpretation by some commentators of the word
* niyata

9
as the ‘ nitya

9

variety of Actions, out of the * nityd

\

4

naimittika
9

etc,, is not correct. The word * myata 9

must be

taken here in the same sense as in the sentence
4

niyatam

kuru karma tvam
9

(Gi. 3. 8). As has been already stated

above, the Mlmamsa terminology is not intended here.

In GL 3. 19, the word
4

karya
9

has been used instead of
4

niyata
9

; and in stanza 9 above, the words * karya
9

and
4
niyata

9

have both appeared in one and the same stanza.

This stanza is a justification of the statement in stanza 2 at

the commencement of the Chapter, that performing the

71-72
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Actions, which have fallen to one’s lot according to the

Sastras, looking upon such Actions as a ‘duty* (see

<3i. 3 19), is known as a sattmka Abandonment ; and that

this is, indeed, what is known as
4

samnyasa * (Renunciation)

or
4

tyaga * (abandonment) in the Karma-Yoga-Science.

The words
4

tyaga ’ and
4

samnyasa ’ have thus been

explained. Now, the Blessed Lord explains who the true

‘ tyagin ’ or
4

samnyasin ’
is, according to this principle—]

(10) Who does not dislike a particular Action, because it

|s fakusala* (that is, not beneficial), and who is not attached to

another Action, because it is profitable or beneficial, he is to

be called a tyagin or samnyasin
, endowed with the sattva-

quality, intelligent, and free from doubt; (11) because,

•whosoever is embodied, for him it is not possible to totally

give up Action. Therefore, that man, who (without

rabandomng Action) has abandoned only the Fruit of Action,

he abne is said to be a (real) tyagin (that is, samnyasin).

[The Blessed Lord now says that a person, who has

become a tyagin in this way, that is, by giving up merely

the Hope of Fruit of Action, without giving up Action

itself, is not affected by the bondage of any Action

whatsoever—]

(12) The ‘a-tyagin*, (that is, one, who does not abandon

the Hope of Fruit), obtains after his death three kinds of

Fruit of Action, namely, evil (anista), good (ista) and mixed

(misra), (that is, partly good and partly evil) ; but the

samnyasin (that is, one who performs all Actions, having

given up the Hope of Fruit) never gets (this Fruit), (that is*

Actions can never bind him).
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[These ideas about
l

tyaga ’,

6

tyagin \ and ‘ samnyasin *

have appeared before in the Gita in many places
l(Gl. 3. 4-7 ; 5. 2-10

;
6. 1) ;

and they have been summarised

here. The literal Abandonment (samnyasa) of all kind of

Action has never been accepted by the Gita. According to

-the Gita, the true or the nitya (p9rp9tual) samnyasm
, is the

,
person who abandons only the Fruit of Action (Gl. 5. 3).

The real tyaga (Abandonment) is the Abandonment of the

Hope of Fruit, which (Hope) is imbued with selfishness,

•that is to say, the Abandonment of Egoism. In order to

further emphasise this proposition, further reasons are now
given—]

(13) 0 Mighty-armed ! I will mention (to you) the five

essentials, which have been mentioned in Samkhy®

‘philosophy, as causes for anything to happen, to which

listen. (14) These are ‘adhisthana' (place), as also a doer,

•various kinds of ‘karand (that is, sddhanaf implements),

various kinds of diverse ‘cesta' (that is, Actions on the part

of the doer), and along with these, the fifth, namely,

Destiny. (15) Whatever Action is commenced by man,

'.whether by his body, or speech, or mind, whether that

Action is ‘nyayyc? (that is, justifiable) or ‘viparita

*

(that is>,

unjustifiable), these are the five causes of it.

(16) When this is the (true) state of things, that

Hurmati (evil-minded person—Trans.) who, as a result of

*an undeveloped Reason, thinks that he alone is the Doer,
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does not (it must be said) understand anything. (17) Who^

does not possess the belief that “l am the doer
0

, and whose

Reason is unattached, such a person, even destroying other

persons, cannot be said to have killed them; and that.

(Action) does not bind him.

[The word * samkhya * in stanza 1 3 has been interpreted

by some commentators as meaning the Vedanta-Sastra ; but

as the next, that is, the fourteenth stanza, has appeared

literally in the Narayaniya doctrine, and as there is a

previous reference in that treatise to the two Kapila

Samkhya elements, namely, Prakrti and Purusa, the word
s

sJinikhya ’, in my opinion, must be taken in this place to

mean the ‘ Kapila Samkhya philosophy \ The proposition

that a man should not entertain the Hope for the Fruit of

Action, nor the egotistical idea that he will do any*

particular thing, has often before appeared in the Gita

(Gl. 2. 19; 2. 47; 3. 27; 5. 8-11; 13. 29); and that very

proposition has been further emphasised here by saying,

that ‘‘man is not the only reason for the effect of any

Action coming into existence (see Gl. Ra Oh. XI). Stanza

14 means, that whether human beings exist in this world or

dot,, the uninterrupted activity of the world will go on,

according to the natural course of Prakrti
; and that, things,

1

which a mail believes to have been done by him, are not
'

the
1

result merely of his efforts, but have been brought 1

aboht 1 by his efforts combined with the other activ-

ities in the world. For instance, agriculture does not •

t
4epend merely on the efforts of a man, but the natural •

dualities or the activities of other things like land,, <

$€$d, rain, manure, oxen etc. are necessary, in order that
i4

agriculture should be successful. Some of the various activ— *

ities in the world which are thus necessary to make
s

human efforts successful, are partly known to us ;
and man

ifchkes an effort after considering the favourableness or'

tffcherwise of these factors. But, there are also several other

activities in the world, of which men are not aware, and*
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which are either favourable or unfavourable to the efforts

he makes; and these are known as DESTINY ; and this is

said to be the fifth reason for any particular result coming

about. If all these things are necessary in order that

.human effort should be successful ; and if many of these

things are not within one’s control or even not known,

then, (i) proudly saying that one will do a particular thing

*or (ii) entertaining a Hope of Fruit that a particular result

should follow the particular Action which one does, is

.clearly a sign of folly (Gl. Ra. pp. 452 to 455). But,

ptanza 17 is not to be understood as authorising that one,

.who has conquered the Hope of Fruit, may do any evil

Action he, likes. As that which ordinary persons do, is

' *done by them with the idea of satisfying selfish purposes,

they perform wrong actions. But, the man, whose

selfishness, avarice, or Hope of Fruit, have been fully 1

' annihilated, and to whom all created beings are the same,

.is not capable of injury to another; because, the sin. is

.in the Reason and not in the Action. It, therefore,

.necessarily follows, that, even if a man, (whose Reason

has first been proved to be pure and clean), does something,

which may appear improper from the worldly point of

view, yet, the seed of that Action must be pure; and

• stanza 17 says that such a pure-minded person cannot be

held responsible for such Action. The
'

principle of the

sinlessness of the Stithaprajna, that is, of the person, whose

Reason has become pure, has also been enunciated in the

•Upanisads (See Kausl. 3. 1 and Panca-da^I, 14. 16 and 17).

jBut, as this subject-matter has been fully thrashed out by

me in Chapter XII of the Gita-Rahasya, I will not further

ilabour the point here. As the Blessed Lord has, in this

way, fully analysed the meaning of the words
‘ samnyam

*

-and
4

tyaga \ which (analysis) was made necessary by the

-question of Arjuna; and proved that (i) true or

sattvika Abandonment ( tyaga ) consists of performing

all Actions, which befall a person on account of Scriptural

. directions proper for his status in life, after he has given

sup egoism and the Hope of Fruit ; and that (ii) giving up

.Actipn, is not true Abandonment, He now completes.
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from the Karma-Yogic point of view, the consideration

of the divisions of Karma into sattvika, etc., started in

Chap, XVII.]

(18) jaana, jneya. and jfiaia is the three-fold divisionof

'karma-eodand

;

and karana, karma and karia is the three-

fold division of karma-samgraha
. (19) jndna, karma,

ami

karia each falls into three sub-divisions by reason of the

difference in the three (sattva} rajas

,

and tamas) constituents,

is has been stated in the gunasamkhydna-sdstra (that is, in

the Kapila-Samkhya-Sastra). Hear those (sub-divisions) just

as they have been mentioned (which I am describing, to

you).

[ The words ‘ karma-codana
9

and * karma-samgraha ’ are

technical expressions. Before any act is performed by
the organs, that Action has to be decided upon by the

Mind. Therefore, this mental operation is called ‘ karma-

codaria

\

that is ‘ the first inspiration to do the act’; and*

that has naturally three aspects, namely, the
1

jndna \ the*

* jneya
9
and the

1

jfidtd
9

. For instance, before actually

manufacturing an earthen pot, the potter (jnatd) says in

his own mind :

41

1 have to do this particular thing (jfieya)9

and it can be done in a particular way (jndm)”. This ia

the ‘ karma-codam \ When in this way, a decision has*

been arrived at in the Mind, the potter ( karta

)

gets

together implements ( karana ) like earth, wheel etc., and;

actually manufactures the earthen pot (karma). This is.

the karma-samgraha. Though the earthen pot is the*
4

karma
9

(Action) of the potter, it is also referred to as

the
c

kUrya
9

of the earth. To proceed : it will be seen that

the word ‘ karma-codana
9

indicates the Action which

takes place in the Mind or in the
4

internal sense ’
; and;

the word ‘ karma-samgraha
9

indicates the external Actions**,

which correspond with that mental Action. In order to fully-
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consider any Action, one must take into account both

the
4

codaria ’ as well as the ‘ samgraha ’. Out of these, the

characteristics of jflana, jrleya
,
and jnatd (ksetrajfia) from

the Metaphysical point of view have been considered before

in Chapter XIII of the Gits (13. 18). Yet, as the charac-

teristics of jflana in the shape of Action are somewhat

different, the word "jnana * out of the former triad, and the

words * karma * and * karta ’ out of the latter triad are

now defined by the Blessed Lord—]

(20) That jmnaf by which one realises that in all

fvtbhakta

*

(that is, diverse beings) there is only One
* ambhaHa ’ (that is, undivided—Trans.) and Inexhaustible
(bhava' (that is, Principle), is called sdttvika Knowledge;

(21) that jnana (Knowledge), which creates an impression

that there are diverse bhava-s (Principles) in the various

created things, is rajasa jflana ; (22) but that insignificant

Knowledge, which unreasonably and without understanding

elementary principles, confines itself to only one things

looking upon it as the all-in all, is tdmasa jnana.

[These characteristics of the various kinds of jnana are

very comprehensive. The idea that one’s wife and children is

the entire 'samara* is tdmasa Knowledge. When one rises a

little above this frame of mind, one’s vision becomes more1

comprehensive ;
and a man begins to look upon a fellow-

townsman or a fellow-countryman as his own. Nevertheless,

the idea that men from different places or different countries

are different from each other is still there. This Knowledge

is rajasa ; but, when one rises even above this stage and

realises that there is only one Atman in all created beings,

that Knowledge is complete and sattvika. In short, seeing
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the Indivisible (aubhakta) in that which seems divided

{vibhakta), or seeing unity in diversity, is the true

characteristic of Knowlege
; and he who has thus under-

stood that “ neha nanasti klmcana ”, that is, “ there is no

manifoldness in this universe”, is really Released; and,

mrtyoh sa mrtyum apnoh ya iha naneva pasyati ”

£Br. 4. 4. 10), that is, “ one who sees diversity in this

world, falls into the cycle of birth and death ”, as has been

stated in the Brhadaranyaka and in the Kathopanisad

t(see Katha. 4 11). This is all that is to be Realised in the

world (Gl. 13. 16); and this is the climax of Knowledge

;

because, when all things are looked upon as one, the mental

process of synthesis has no further field to operate (Gi.

Ra. pp. 320-1). How this synthesising mental process

,

goes on, has been described in Chapter IX of the Gita-

Rahasya (pp. 295 to 297), to which the reader is referred.

The effect of this sattvika Knowledge on one’s bodily

nature, when it is indelibly impressed on the mind, has

been described under the name of
4

the qualities of godlike
1

endowment’ in the beginning of Chapter XYI; and in

Chapter XIII, this kind of bodily nature has been

’ called (13. 7-11). This clearly shows that (1) the

perfection of the synthesising mental process and (2) the'

change in one’s bodily nature as a result of such perfection,

are both included by the Gita in the connotation of the

term
*

jnana
9

(Knowledge). Therefore, although the

•characteristics of Knowledge, as mentioned in stanza 20,

may appear to be the description of a mental process, yet,

that description includes the description of its effect on

the bodily nature, as has been made clear at the end of

Chap. IX of the Glta-Rahasya. To proceed: the Blessed

Lord having thus described the various kinds of Jnana,

now describes the various kinds of Karma—]
*

(23) That Action, which is performed by a man, without

entertaining the desire for obtaining the Fruit, without

entertaining love or hate (in the mind),without being attached,
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•and as being 6myaid (that is, prescribed) for him, according to

.his own dharma (religion), is called sattvika Action; (24) but

that Action, which is performed with much labour (by a man),

-entertaining *Mmd (that is, the desire for reward), or having

.an egotistical feeling, is called rajasa

;

(25) and that Action,

'Which is ignorantly commenced, without considering the

anubandhd ( that is, ‘what its result will be* ), or one’s
4paurusd (that is, what one’s strength is), and whether (from

it) there will or will not result destruction or ‘himsa* (that

is, ‘harm’—Trans.), is called tamasa .

;
[These three kinds of Action embrace all Action. Why

_Desireless Action has been called the sattmka, or the best

Action has been explained in Chapter XI of the Gita-

< Rahasya, to which the reader is referred. This is also the

/ true * akarma * or Non-Action (see my commentary on

Gi. 4. 16). As the doctrine of the Gita is, that the Reason
,

<(ihuddh) is superior to the Action {karma), the Reason

.(frame of mind) of the Doer has each time been mentioned

in giving the above characteristics of Karma. It must be

borne in mind that whether an Action is sattmka or tamasa

has not been determined by reference to the external effects

•of the Action (see Gi. Ra. Oh. XII, pp. 530-531). Similarly,

.one is not to understand the Gita as preaching that when

one has abandoned the Hope of Fruit, one may do what one

likes, without considering the pros and cons, and

indiscriminately, as will appear from stanza 25 ; because,

-stanza 25 emphatically says that, Action performed without

-seeing the ‘ anubandha
*

or considering the Fruit, is tamasa

.and not sattmka (see Gi. Ra. pp. 530-531). The Blessed

Lord now explains the divisions into which all Doers fall,

.according to the same principle—]
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(26) Who is not Attached
;
who does not say :

lT or

"mine"; who is not (mentally) moved, (both) when the

work is successful and when it is not successful
;
(and) who

(nevertheless) performs Action, being embued with,

enthusiasm and perseverence, he is called (a) sdttvtka (Doer);,

(27) who is attached to objects of sense, (and) avaricious

who is filled with joy or sorrow (on the success or failure

respectively of Action)
;
who entertains the desire for obtain-

ing the Fruit of Action ; who is harmful and impure, such a

Doer is called rdjasa

;

(28) who is 'ayuktd (that is, with am

unsteady Reason), ignorant, proud, a cheater, ‘naiskrtika
9

(that is, one who deprives others of their goods) ; who is

idle, ‘dirgka-sutri (that is, difficult to get rid of ; or, who

takes a month to do what is ordinarily done in an hour),,

such a Doer is called tamasa

.

[The word
1

naiskrtika {nis + krt~ to cut) in stanza 28*

means ” one who cuts the work of others, or ruins it
”

But some commentators accept instead the reading
'

naikrtika \
4

mkrta ’ has been defined as a ‘cheat* in-

the Amarakosa : but, as the adjective
e

cheat * has once

appeared above, I have accepted the reading
4

naiskrtika

Out of these three kinds of Doers, the sattvika Doer is

the true non-doer (akarta), the untouched-doer (aUptarkarta),

or the Karma-Yogin. This stanza clearly shows that

though he has given up the Hope of Fruit, Ms
enthusiasm, ambition and discrimination do not cease to*

exist. The Blessed Lord now applies this description of

the three-fold development of the universe to Reason

(buddki), Steadfastness (dhrti), and Happiness (sukha)*.

The word * buddhi ’ in these stanzas has to he taken to mean
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the ‘ vyavasayatmka buddhh
9

or the
4

deciding mental

organ
9

described in Chapter II (2. 41); and this

subject has been fully explained in Chapter VI of the

Glfca-Rahasya, pp. 187 to 192, to which the reader is

referred. ]

(29) O Dhananjaya ! I am mentioning to you in their

entirety the three divisions, arising as a result of the three -

constituents, into which Reason and Steadfastness fall, which

hear. (30) pravrtti (that is, commencing to perform any:

particular Action), nivrtti (that is, not commencing any

particular Action), kdrya (that is, what should be done), and

akdrya (that is, what should not be done), what should be

feared, and what should not be feared, what leads to bondage

and what to Release, that Reason, which understands all

this, is called satlvika

;

(31) that Reason by which a proper

discrimination is not arrived at between the righteous and

the unrighteous, between the doable and the not-doable,

such a Reason, 0 Partha ! is rajasa
; (32) that Reason,

which being steeped in ignorance, looks upon unrighteous-

ness, as righteousness, and causes a vipanta (that is, wrong)

view to be taken about everything, such a Reason, Q*

Partha l is tamasa.

[ When Reason has been divided in this way, Conscience

(sadasadvivekad>uddhi) no more remains an independent

thing, but has to be included in the sattvikd buddhih, as has

been explained in the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 191, 192), to which i

the reader is referred.]
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(35) That ‘ a-vyabhicdri (that is, not swerving this side

or that side) Steadfastness, with which the various activities

of the Mind, life, and of the various senses are carried on by

"Yoga (in the shape of the Abandonment of the Fruit of

Action) is sattvika. (34) 0 Arjuna ! that Steadfastness by

which dharma
,
kdma and artha (these purusdrtha-s) are

• carried on, and which entertains the desire for the fruit (of

that dharma
,

artha or kama) as occasion arises, that

Steadfastness, O Partha 1 is rdjasa
; (35) that Steadfastness,

by which a person becoming evil-minded, does not abandon

sleep, fear, lamentation, dislike, and pride, such a Steadfast-

ness or perseverance, 0 Partha ! is tdmasa.

[The word
l

dhrtV literally means
1

courage but, what

is meant here is not physical courage, but mental

determination. Coming to a decision is something to be

done by the Reason. But, even if the Reason has come to.

a proper decision, such decision must remain steady.

Giving, in this way, strength to the determination, is a

quality of the Mind. It is, therefore, said that Steadfast-

ness or moral courage is a quality, which arises by the

co-operation of Mind and Reason. But, the description of

,
sattvika Steadfastness is not complete by merely saying

that a man must carry on the activities of the Mind, life,
1

f

and the organs by a
1

courage ’, which is
*

a-vyabhcari\ that

. is, which does not run here and there. One must also be
‘

told with reference to what these activities are to be

_ performed, or what the Karma of this activity is; and that

Karma has been described by the word ‘Yoga’. Needless

*to say, it is not enough to define the word' Yoga* as

aneaning merely ‘concentrated Mind*. Therefore, I have
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interpreted it as meaning, ‘Yoga in the shape of

Abandonment of the Fruit of Action ’, having regard to the

anterior and the posterior contexts. Just as in describing

the characteristics of the sattvika Karma or the sattvika

Doer, the quality of ‘giving up the Attachment to the

Fruit ’ has been considered important, so in considering

the characteristics of sattvika Steadfastness, the same

quality must also be considered important Besides, it is

stated in the next stanza that rajasa Steadfastness desires

the Fruit of Action. It, therefore, follows even from

the next stanza, that sattvika Steadfastness must be

the opposite, that is to say, must be indifferent to

the Fruit of Action. In short, strength of determination

is only a mental process; and in order to decide

whether that determination is good or bad, one must

take into account the Action to which that mental process

is applied. If the Steadfastness is only in the matter of

sleep, idleness, etc., then it is tamasa
;
if it is in the matter

of performing the ordinary daily Actions with the Hope of

Fruit, it is rajasa ; and if it is in the Yoga, in the shape of

the Abandonment of Fruit of Action, then it is sattvika.

These are the sub-divisions of Steadfastness. How, the

Blessed Lord explains how happiness is sub-divided into

three kinds as a result of the difference in the three

constituents—]

(36) Now, 0 Bharata-srestha ! I will also explain the

three kinds of happiness, which hear. That, in which a man

is engrossed by abhyasa (that is, by constantly having it),

and in which, unhappiness comes to an end
; (37) that,

which is like poison in the beginning,
,
but nectar-like in its

effects ;
that happiness, arising from the satisfaction of the

Self-engrossed Reason, (that is to say, Metaphysical happi-
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mess) is sdttvika . (38) That, which arises from the contact

of the senses with the objects of sense (that is to say,

Material happiness), which is nectar-like in the beginning,

but poisonous in its effects, that happiness is said to be

rajasa. (39) And that, which in the beginning as also in

its anubandha,
(that is, in the result) causes Ignorance, and

“which springs from sleep, idleness, or 1pramMd (that is,

.forgetfulness of one's duties), that happiness is called

Jamasa.

[I have interpreted the word
1

atma-buddhi
’

in the 37th

stanza, as
£

atma-nistha-buddhi (i. e., Self-engrossed Reason);

but, taking the word * atma' to mean ‘ one’s self *, the word
‘ atma-buddhi * can also be explained to mean “ one’s own

Reason”; because, it has been stated above (6.21) that

* intense happiness ’ is only * buddhi-grahya (Mind-Realised)

and ‘ atindmja ’ (imperceptible to the senses). But,

whichever meaning is taken, the result is the:same. Even

df it is said that real or permanent happiness does not lie

: in the enjoyment of the objects of sense, but is * buddhi-

grahya ’ (Mind-Realised), yet, when one considers what is

necessary to be done, in order that one’s Mind should

acquire this true and intense happiness, it becomes quite

blear from Chapter VI, that this intense happiness cannot

be acquired, unless one’s.,* Reason .has .‘become Self-

engrossed (Gi. 6. 21, 22),
1

buddhi
7

is such£ an organ, that,

von the one hand, it casts a glance towards the diffusion-

out of the three-qualitied Prakrti, and on the other hand, it

.can also realise the Parabrahman in the shape of the

Atman, Which is at the root of that diffusion. Therefore,

when by controlling the senses, one removes the Reason

from the diffusion of Prakrti embodied in the three

^constituents, and makes it introspective and self-

engrossed—and that is all which can be acquired by the
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Patanjala-Yoga—it (the Reason) becomes happy (prasanm);

and man experiences true and intense happiness. For an

explanation about the superiority of Metaphysical

happiness, the reader is referred to the end of Chapter V of

the Glta-Rahasya (pp. 155 to 160). The Blessed Lord now
explains in a general way that this three-fold difference is

to be found everywhere in the world—

]

(40) There is nothing on this earth or in the firmament,

or in the gods (that is, in the abode of the gods), which is

smukta' (that is, free) from these three constituents of

JPrakrti.

[From stanza 18 upto here, the Blessed Lord has

explained the different kinds of jfiana
,
karma, karta, buddhi,

dhrti, and sukha ; and placed before the eyes of Arjuna, a

picture of how diversity arises in the entire world as a

result of the difference between the three constituents of

Prakrti ;
and He has thereby proved, that in the case of

each of these various things, the sattmka variety is the

best and the most acceptable. The highest stage in even

these sattmka varieties, is known as the ‘ triijunatitdvastha
4

*(the state of being beyond the three constituents). That,
‘ trigwnxitita

4

or
4

nirgurta ’ is not a fourth and independent

-division according to the Gita, has been explained by

mein Chapter YII of the Gita-Rahasya (pp. 227, 228);

And following the same argument, the sattoika condition

is also sub-divided in the Manu-Smrti into uttama

,(best), madhyama (medium) and kamstha (inferior); and
* uttama sdttvika *, is said to be productive of Release, and
* madhyama sattmka

4

is said to be productive of heaven

•(Manu. 12. 48-50 and 89-91). To proceed: this finishes

the description of the diversity of Prakrti in the world

The Blessed Lord now explains how the arrangement of the

four classes has been made on the basis of this division of

^constituents. It has been stated over and over again, that

It is the duty of every one in this world to perform all the
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Action, that is, all Action which is prescribed for

him, according to his own-status (svadharma\ having given

up the Hope of Fruit, and maintaining his steadiness,

enthusiasm, and determination (Gl 18. 7-9, 23 and 3. 8)

;

but, the essential factor by which that particular Action

becomes ‘ myata
9

(ordained) in each case, has not so far

been explained anywhere. A succinct reference to the

arrangement of the four classes has appeared before (4. 13)

;

and it has been stated there that the discrimination

between the Doable and the Not-doable should be made by

reference to the Sastras (Gl. 16. 24). But, the Scriptural

arrangement of the four classes, which has been arrived at

on the basis of the division of Action according to the

constituents, in order that the various activities of the

world should go on in an orderly way, has not been

explained in that place (see, Gi. Ra. pp. 463-464
;
555-556

and 697-898). For this reason, the Blessed Lord now
explains the institution by means of which the duty of

everybody in society becomes
1

myata that is, ‘ ordained

namely, the four-class-arrangement, on th8 basis of the

divisions of Prakrti into three constituents
;
and He, at the

same time, also explains what duties have been * niyata
9

(ordained) for each of the four classes. ]

(41) O Parantapa 1 the respective duties of Brahmins

(priests), Ksatriyas (warriors), Vaisyas (tradesman) and1

SSudras (menials) have been individually fixed with reference

to the qualities arising from their inherent natures, that is,

from Prakrti. (42) The inherently natural duties of a

Brahmin are peace, self-restraint, religious austerities,

cleanliness, quietness, straight-forwardness
t

( humility ),

Knowledge (that is, Spiritual Knowledge), Vijiiana (that is,

Emperial Knowledge), and astikya-buddhi (that is, belief in;
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a future world—Trans.). (43) The inherently natural duty

(Karma) of the Ksatriya is bravery, brilliance, courage,

intentness, not running away from the battle, generosity,

and exercising authority (over subject people). (44) ‘kr&i f

(that is, agriculture) \
goraksya

*

(that is, the business of

of keeping cattle), and vanijya (that is, trade) is the

inherently natural duty of the Vaisya
;
and in the same way,

service is the inherently natural duty of the Sudra.

[The arrangement of the four classes has come into

existence as a result of the difference between the

inherently natural qualities; but, it is not that this

explanation has for the first time been given in the Gita,

This explanation about the difference between the qualities

has, with nominal differences, appeared (i) in the con-

versation between Nahusa and Yudhisthira, and in the

conversation between the Brahmin and the Hunter in the

Vanaparva of the Mahabharata (Vana. 180 and 211);

(ii) in the conversation between Bhrgu andBharadvaja in the

Santi-parva (San. 188) ; and (iii) in the conversation between

XJma and Mahesvara in the Anusasanaparva (Asva 39. 11),

It has been stated before that the various activities of the

world result from the differences in the constituents of

Prakrti; and it has been proved that the four-class-

arrangement, which determines what each of these classes

has to do, is itself the result of the difference in the

constituents of Prakrti. The Blessed Lord now says, that

(i) all these Actions must be carried on by everybody with

a desireless frame of mind, that is, with the idea of

dedicating them to the Paramesvara, as otherwise, the

world will not go on ; that (ii) a man acquires Perfection

when he conducts himself in this way ;
and that (iii) it is

not necessary to perform any other austerity for obtaining

Perfection—]

73—74
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(45) That man, who is engrossed in the performance of

his own duties (which have befallen him as a result of in-

herently natural qualities) acquires (by that alone) ultimate

highest Perfection. Hear, how a man acquires Perfection by

adhering to his own duties. (46) When a man, (not merely

by speech or flowers, but) by performing the Actions which

befall him (according to his own religion), worships That,

from Which all created beings have sprung, and Which has

pervaded or occupied the whole of this Cosmos, he (merely

thereby) attains Perfection.

[The Blessed Lord has explained that performing desire-

lessly, and with the idea of dedicating to the Paramesvara,

the various duties, which befall one as a result of the four-

class-arrangement, is a kind of worship of the Virata-

formed Paramesvara, and leads to Perfection (Gl. Pa. pp.

611-612). But this duty, which has befallen one as a result

of the division of Action according to divergent qualities,

may appear faulty, undesirable, difficult, or unlikeable

from another point of view. For instance, in the present

.case, the religion of Ksatriyas may appear faulty, because

it entails killing. Therefore, the reply to the questions,

<(i) whether, in these circumstances, a man should give up

his own religion and accept another religion (GL 3. 35) ; or

(ii) should perform his own duties under any circumstances;

and (iii) if so, how he should perform them, is now given

by using the same argument as was used in the beginning

of this Chapter in dealing with Actions likes Yajmas and

Yagas-]

(47) Though another religion may be easy of observance,

And one’s own Action according to the four-class-arrangement
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(that is, faulty), yet, it is more proper ; when

.a person is performing his own inherently natural duty (that

is, the duty which has been ordained for him according to

•the four-class-arrangement, based on natural inherent

qualities), he does not thereby incur (any) sin. (48) 0 Son

of Kunti ! that Action, which is naturally (that is, by result

of birth) ‘niyatd (that is, ordained—Trans.), according

to the division of the qualities, such Action, even

if improper, should not (ever) be given up ; because, all

.arambha (that is, activities) are enveloped in (some) fault

(or other), as fire in smoke. (49) (Therefore), when a man
behaves, without being attached to anything, and having

controlled his mind, and with a desireless heart, then, by

Renunciation (of the Fruit of Action), the highest Perfection

:by Non-Action (naiskarmya-siddhi) is obtained.

[The ideas that “one’s own religion is better than the

religion of another” (Gi. 3. 35), and that “in order to obtain

the miskarmya-siddhi ,
it is not necessary to abandon Action”

(Gi. 3. 4), which had been mentioned before, have again

been made clear in this summarising Chapter. The

meaning of
'

naiskarmya \ and what true
‘

miskarmya-siddhi*

is, have been made clear by me in my commentary on

Gi 3. 4, to which the reader is referred. When one

remembers that persons following the Path of Renunciation

aim only at Release, whereas, the Blessed Lord aims

equally at Release and at Universal Welfare, the

importance of this principle becomes easily clear.

Universal Welfare, that is, ‘the maintenance and sustenance

of society’, needs the man endowed with Spiritual and

Empirical Knowledge, as much as the brave warrior, who

wins success on the battle-field by his sword, the agricultur-

ist, the merchant, the labourer, the carpenter, the
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ironsmith, the potter, or even the butcher, who sells flesh.

And, if it is said that Release cannot be obtained unless

Action is abandoned, then, all these people will have to

give up their respective business, and become ascetics!

People, who adhere to the Path of Abandonment of Action

(harma-safiinyasa) do not attach much importance to this;

but, the vision of the Gita is not narrow like that. Therefore,

the Gita says that, it is not proper for a person to give up*

the profession which has befallen him as a result of his

status-in-life (adhikara), and take up the profession of

somebody else, on the ground that it is better. Whatever

profession is taken, there is bound to be some weak point

or other in it. For instance, that
l

ksanh ’ (forgiveness),

which is considered to be specially proper for. a Brahmin

(18. 42), has attached to it the great fault that “a person,

who is forgiving, is looked upon as weak” (Ma. Bha.

San. 160. 34) ; and it is a misfortune that one has to sell

flesh, if he follows the business of a butcher (Ma. Bha.

Yana. 206) ;
but it is not proper, on that account, to give

up these Actions. When once one has accepted a part-

icular Action as one’s own, for whatever reason one

may have done so*, one must perform it, unattachedly,

however difficult or undesirable it might be
; because,

the greatness or smallness of a man does not

depend on the profession he follows ;
and his worth, from

the spiritual point of view, depends on the frame of mind

with which he follows that profession or performs that

Action (Gl. 2. 49). Though a man, having a peaceful mind

and having realised the Unity, which underlies the entire

creation, may be a merchant or a butcher, whether by caste

or by profession, yet, if he follows his profession with a

desireless frame of mind, he is as much entitled to Release,

and is as great as the Brahmin, who is engaged in ablutions

and religious duties, or the brave warrior. Not only is this

so, but it is clearly stated in stanza 49, that the Release

* This is difficult to understand. There can be only one

reason for accepting the Action* namely, that it is
4 Sastra-ordained*'

( niyata

)

—-Translator,
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lio be obtained by abandoning Action is equally well

Stained by persons, who perform their various duties with

frame of mind. This is, indeed, the deep

principle which underlies the Bhagavata religion
; and it is

clear from the history of Maharastrlya saints, that it is

not impossible to carry into effect this principle of

modelling one’s conduct accordingly (see Gl. Ra. Ch. XIII,

pp. 614 and 615). The Blessed Lord now explains how a

man ultimately obtains Release by restricting himself to

his own Actions—

]

(50) I will briefly explain to you, 0 Son of Kunti ! how,

when Perfection is thus obtained, the Brahman, which is

the highest state of Jnana, is gained (by that man); to which,

listen. (51) That man who, being inspired with a pure

Reason and courageously controlling himself, gives up the

objects (of the senses) such as, sound etc., and eschews love

or hate ; (52) and stays in a lviviktd (that is, a chosen, or

a solitary) place ; who eats little, and whose body, speech,

and mind are under his control, and who is continually

•meditative and apathetic; (53) who (similarly), having

given up egoism, power, pride, desire, and anger and all

‘parigrahd (that is, bonds), has become peaceful, or self-less,

such a man is fit to become Merged-in-Brahman (brahma-

bhutd). (54) When he is merged in the Brahman, he

becomes happy in mind, and does not entertain a desire for
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expressed before in Chap. Ill (3. 20), and in Chap. V
(5. 13)]

(58) Fixing your mind on Me, you will, by My favour,

conquer all difficulties in the shape of the beneficent or evil

results of Actions. But, if you egotistically do not listen to

Me, then (indeed) you will be lost.

[ The effect of Egoism, mentioned at the end' of stanza 58,

is now further explained. ]

(59) Your egotistical belief that : "I will not fight”, is

futile. Prakrti (that is, inherent nature) will compel you to

do so. (60) 0 Son of Kunti ! being bound by the Action in-

herently natural to you, you will have to perform that, which,

by Ignorance you do not wish to perform, you having become

subject to another (that is, to your own Prakrti or inherent

nature). (61) 0 Arjuna l the Tsvara, remaining in the

hearts of all beings, agitates all beings by (His) Illusion, as

though they were put into a machine. (62) Therefore, 0
Bharata 1 surrender yourself to Him whole-mindedly ! By
His favour, you will attain the highest tranquility and a

permanent place. (63) Thus have I explained to you this

Knowledge, which is a mystery of mysteries. Think over

all this fully, and do what you think best.
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[ The dependence or subjectivity in the matter of Action,

of which the mysterious principle has been explained in the

above stanzas, lias been fully dealt with in Chapter X of

the Glta-Rahasya, to which the reader is referred.

Although the Atman is independent by itself, yet, if one

considers the ordinary affairs of the world, that is, of

Prakrti, it will be seen, that the Atman has no control over

the Wheel of Action, which has been moving from times

immemorial. Even if we may not wish them, nay, even if

we may wish otherwise, hundreds and thousands of things

are going on in the world ;
and either the results of their

activity are felt by us, or we ourselves have to perform

some part of that activity, and cannot say no. In these

circumstances, the wise man performs these Actions,

keeping his mind pure, and looking upon pain and

happiness as alike : whereas, the fool gets entangled in the

bonds of those Actions : this is the important difference

between the behaviour of the two. The Blessed Lord has

mentioned already in Chap. Ill, that “ all created beings

conform to their inherent nature, no amount of determina-

tion is of any avail ” (Gl. 3. 33). In these circumstances,

all that the Science of Release, or Ethics, can say is that

•one should not become attached to Action. Thus far,

I have considered the matter from the Metaphysical point

of view. But, even from the point of view of Devotion,

Prakrti or Nature, is only a part of the Isvara, And,

therefore, the same proposition has been repeated in stanzas

<61 and 62, by giving credit for all Action to the Isvara.

All the activities, which go on in the world, are got done

by the Parame§vara, just as He wants them to be done. It

is, therefore, proper that a wise man should abandon Egoism

and surrender himself entirely to the Paramesvara. It is

true that in stanza 63, the Blessed Lord has said, “ do what

you think best ” ; but, the meaning of that is very deep.

Bince no evil desire remains when the mind reaches a state

of complete equability, whether by Knowledge or by

Devotion, the * Freedom of Will ’ of such a scient can never

prejudicially affect either him or the world. Therefore, the

true meaning of those words is :
“ when you have Realised
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this Knowledge (umrsya), you will be self-enlightened ; and

thereafter (not before), whatever Action may be voluntarily

performed by you, will be consistent with morality, and
correct ;

and when you have thus reached the state of a

Sthitaprajna, it will no more be necessary for you to

control your Desire ” To proceed : I have shown at the

end of Chap. XIV of the Glta-Rahasya that Devotion has

been given a higher place than Knowledge in the Gita.

Consistently with this proposition, the Blessed Lord now
summarises the entire doctrine of the Gita in terms of

Devotion—]

(64) I shall once more give you a final admonition, which

is the mystery of all mysteries, to which listen. You are

extremely beloved of Me ; and therefore, I am going to tell

you something, which is to your advantage. (65) Keep your

mind fixed on Me, become My devotee, offer sacrifice or

worship to Me, and offer reverence to Me
;

(thereby) you

will come and be merged in Me ; this truth I am imparting to

you as an absolute certainty, (because), you are my beloved

(devotee). (66) Give up all other religions, and surrender

yourself to Me alone ;
I will redeem you from all 9in

;
do

not be afraid

!

[Those commentators, who subscribe only to the Path of

Knowledge, do not appreciate this summing up, which is in

favour of Devotion. They, therefore, include * adharma *

(immorality) in * dharma ’ (morality), and say (i) that this

stanza conveys the same advice as that given in the

Kathppanisad in the words: “give up morality and

immorality* that which is done and that which is not yet

done, the past and the future, and Realise the Supreme
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Brahman beyond all that ” (Katha. 2. 14) ; and (ii) that it

advises ' one to surrender oneself to the Qualityless

Brahman. The stanza from the Kathopanisad is also to be

found in the description of the Qualityless Brahman in the

Mahabharata (San. 329. 40 ; 331. 44)*. But in both these

places the two words * morality * and
4

immorality * have

been distinctly mentioned, which is not the case in the

Gita. It is true that the Gita accepts the Qualityless

Brahman, and also propounds the doctrine that the Quality-

less Brahman is the super-excellent form of the Param-

esvara (Gl. 7. 24). Yet, as the Gita also maintains that the

worship of the Perceptible is easy and excellent (12. 5), and

as the Blessed Lord is here referring to His own perceptible

form, I am firmly of opinion that this summing up

supports the Path of Devotion. Needless to say, the

Qualityless Brahman is not intended here ; and the word
4

dharma' used here must be understood to mean, the

religion of Harmlessness, the religion of Truth, the religion

of Service of one’s parents, the religion of Service of one’s*

preceptors, the religion of performing sacrificial ritual, the

religion of Charity, the religion of Renunciation, and other

ways of reaching the Paramesvara, which have been

mentioned in the Scriptures. And, where the subject-matter

has been discussed in the Santiparva (San. 344), and in the

Anu-Glta (Asva. 49), in the Mahabharata, these ways of

obtaining Release have been referred to by the word
4

dharma'. But, the Blessed Lord definitely says in this

place, with reference to the religion enunciated by the

Gita, that Arjuna should not concern himself with these

various religions, but should “surrender yourself to Me
alone, I will redeem you, do not be afraid ” (see Gl. Ra*.

CL XIII, pp. 616-618). In short, the Blessed Lord, giving

the advice nominally to Arjuna, but really to everybody,

says that one should be deeply devoted to Him, and

becoming engrossed in Him, perform all Actions, which

become one’s duties, according to one’s own status, with a

Reason devoted to Him ;
and that, thereby, one will

acquire benefit not only in this life, but also in the next.

This is what is known as KARMA-YOGA ; and this is the-
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sum and substance of the Gita-religion. The Blessed Lord

now explains how to maintain and keep alive the tradition

of this Gita-religion, that is, of the Karma-Yoga based on

Knowledge, and in which Devotion is the most important

factor—

]

(67) Do you never mention this (mystery) to anybody,

'Who does not perform austerities, who has no devotion, nor

a desire to hear it, nor to one who vilifies Me. (68) He, who

expounds this highest mystery to My devotees, will be

filled with intense devotion towards Me, and will come and

Teach Me ; about this, there is no doubt. (69) And no one

•can be found among all men, who does something more dear

to Me, than such a man ; and no one will be more beloved

,of Me than him in this universe.

[In continuation of this advice, given with the intention

of maintaining the tradition of the Gita, the Blessed Lord

now explains the beneficent effects of following the

Gita-religion—

]

(70) Whoever meditates on this conversation of us two

«on religion, will be considered by Me as having worshipped

Me by a Sacrifice of Knowledge/ (71) In the same way, he

who follows this religion without carping, and with Faith,

he also will
, be redeemed from all sin, and reach the

happiest spheres, which are in store for saintly people*
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[In this way, the advice is over. Now, in order to find

out whether or not Arjuna has properly understood this

religion, the Blessed Lord asks him—

]

(72) O PSrtha ! have you listened to all this, with a con-

centrated mind ? (and) O Dhananjaya ! has your confusion, in

the shape of Ignorance, now been totally destroyed ?

Arjuna said :—(73) 0 Unfallen One ! by Your favour has my
ignorance been destroyed

;
and I have regained memory

(of my duties) ; I am (now) free from doubt ; I shall now do

(fight) as told by You I

[Those, who have got the traditional idea that the Gita-

religion advises the Abandonment of family life, have,

without the slightest justification, stretched the meaning

of the last, that is, of the 73rd stanza. If we consider of

what Arjuna had lost memory, we see that in Chapter II.

he has said: “my mind does not understand what my
c

dharrm ’ or my duty is” ( ef.
44

dharim sammudha cetah ” );

and the plain meaning of the above stanza is, that he has

now remembered that duty. As the Gita has been told

in order to induce Arjuna to fight, and the Blessed Lord

has, in various places, said: “Do you, therefore, fight 1”

(Gl. 2. 18; 2. 37; 3. 30; 8. 7; 11. 34), the words “I shall now

do as told by You”, can only mean, “I shall fight”.

To proceed: the conversation between Sri Krsna and Arjuna

is now over; now, with reference to the narration in the

Mahabharata, Sanjaya, having narrated this story to

Dhrtarastra, summarises his own narration—]

Sanjaya said (74) In this way, I heard this wonderful and
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hair-raising conversation between Vasudeva and the noble-

souled Arjuna. (75) By the favour of Vyasa, I was enabled

to hear this mystery of mysteries, that is, Yoga,—(of course,

the Karma-Yoga),—when Sri Krsna, the Lord of all Yoga

Himself was personally expounding it.

[It has been stated in the beginning of the Gita, that as

'Vyasa had given super-natural vision to Sanjaya, he could,

sitting in his own place, see in reality whatever was

happening in the battle-field
;
and that he used to repeat

everything he saw to Dhrtarastra. The Yoga, expounded

by Sri Krsna was nothing but the Karma-Yoga (Gl 4. 1-3);

and Arjuna himself has referred to it before ( Gl. 6. 33),

as ‘Yoga* (the Yoga of Equability); and now, Sanjaya

also refers to the conversation* between Sri Krsna and

Arjuna in this stanza as
4

Yoga \ From this, it becomes

dear that Karma-Yoga is the subject-matter of exposition

lin the Gita, according to the opinions of Sri Krsna and

Arjuna, as also of Sanjaya ;
and the expression ( samkalpa )

used to denote the end of the chapter at the end of every

chapter also contains the word
ie

yoga-sastra”. But the

'word ‘Yoga’, in the phrase * Yogesvara’ is more comprehen-

sive. The ordinary meaning of the word ‘Yoga* is ‘the

device of, or the skill or proficiency in, performing any

Action’; and in this sense, the bahurupi (one who shows

’many appearances ) is said to perform his personifications

by Yoga, that is, by skill. But, if one considers what is

"the best way in which Action can be performed, one has
rto say, that the way by which the Paramesvara, Who is

essentially Imperceptible and Qualityless, gives Himself

a perceptible appearance is the best
4

Yoga ’ or device. This

is referred to in the Glfca as the ‘ISvari-Yoga* ( Gl. 9. 5;

11.8); and this is what is known as ‘Maya’ or ‘Illusion’

an Vedanta ( Gl 7. 25 ). For that man, who has success-

fully acquired this wonderful and unequalled Yoga, all

-other Yogas or devices are mere child’s play* The

.Paramesvara is the Over-Lord of all these Yogas, or
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devices: that is why He has been referred to as the

‘Yogesvara ’, or the ‘Lord of Yogas’. The word ‘Yoga* in the

phrase ‘Yogesvara’ does not indicate the Patanjala-Yoga.]

*(76) 0 King DhrtarSstra ! remembering this unprecedented

and holy conversation between Kesava and Arjuna, I

experience joy over and over again. (77) And 0 King!

thinking of that most wonderful Cosmic-Form of the

Blessed Lord, I am filled with astonishment, and again with

joy. (78) And, m my opinion, wherever there is Sri

Krsna, the Lord of all Yoga, and the bow-holder Arjuna,

•there also will be found Wealth, Victory, Eternal Prosperity,

.and Morality.

[ In short, the doctrine enunciated here is, that wherever

skill is combined with power, there do both rddht (prosperity)

and siddhi (success) take up their permanent abode; and that,

mere skill, or mere power is not enough. When the ways
and means of killing Jarasamdha were being considered,

Yudhisthira said to Sri Krsna: “ andham bdam jaijam

prdhuh pranetavyam vicaksartcdh ” (Sabha. 20. 16), that is,

“ power is blind, and material
;
the wise must show it the

way”. Thereupon, the Blessed Lord, saying:
u
mayi nliir balam

Mime”, (Sabha. 20. 3), that is,
“ I am the store of diplomacy

and Bhima, that of strength”, has taken Bhlma-sena with

Himself, and skilfully brought about the death of Jara-

samdha by his (Bhlraa’s) hands. The one, who merely gives the

diplomatic advice, may be looked upon as only half-wise*.

Therefore, the word
‘

yogesvara ’ means the ‘Lord of Yoga,

or skill*, and the word ‘ dhanurdhara ’ means ‘the fighter’,

and both these adjectives have been used here intentionally.]

* This will be construed as a depreciatory reference to the

Blessed Lord Sri Krsna, which is, indeed, unfortunate,—-Trans.
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Thus ends the eighteenth chapter named Moksa-Samnyasa

Yoga in the dialogue between Sri Krsna and Arjuna on the

Yoga included m the Science of the Brahman (that is, on the

Karma-Yoga) in the Upanisad sung (that is, told) by the

Blessed Lord,

[ It must be borne in mind that the word ‘ samnyasa * in

the phrase * moksa-samnyasa-yoga \ means the
4

samnyasa or

Renunciation of Desire-prompted Action’; and not ‘the

state of an ascetic which is the fourth stage of life. As
it has been propounded in this chapter that Release is

obtained by mentally making a Samnyasa or Renuncia-

tion of one’s prescribed Actions, in favour of the Param-

esvara, instead of by abandoning them, this chapter has^

been named
4

Moksa-Samnyasa-Yoga \]

IN THIS WAY
THE

RAHASYA-SANJlVANA
being the translation, into the Marathi vernacular, of the'

Srlmad Bhagavadglta, together with the commentary on

it, written by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, comes to an end.

In the Maharastra, in the town of Poona, there lives

one, who was born in a Brahmin family, and is devoted to the

Srutis, whose name is BAL, and who is the son of

GANGADHARA, and whose surname is TILAK; and he

has, by publishing the RAHASYA of the GITA in the year

1837, of the &aka era, dedicated it to the LORD of SRI.*

OM TAT SAT BRAHM&RPANAM ASTU
SaNTJH pustis tustiS castu.

SBl INDIRA’RPAJTAM ASTU t

* The above dedication is in Marathi verse in the original

—

Trans.

\ This is my dedication (see Vol. I p. xxsvii). —Translator.
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|t wtstr s&sfotsj; w $ st l^wr«sTsrlM ^t% u V6

stS* Tttf: Sgf^SEtT ?c *\

t st % ^fkt^oiTtfq \
Hjet Ttfitw pot: V\ st ft tew tm \c *1}

sfitatfiWr 3 V h ft sr^mfir TTfTTqg^n^ ^ &

t st ff gt%st S5TS5ET 8 \*W WSttTSTti t< stfcftsfjtt wt ft®n«ti t® V©
sarr^sttaTfa ’Wftr « ^V snaWRRg sftsfts% S 1*
wttsra* fawsgsr: * stte% p^Werr

*1 STtW sps^T: SBttTT t8
ptfftt ^v straff fo&TTtsft

* WmjRT?*rm; \ V 5ttfetS%grE^ ? «
*r se$t ftW pot t sttf srarcr: Tte^r t9

*r ^ awsqg*^ \< <Tte ctT5tt tt
st * iwnfil Tjjttfa % \ i%fWtf^t =3 t^rfft t

st *nrt atfa wft % \
l
ftsRt^r jj sWr?T: t<£



INDEX of STANZA-BEGINNINGS

Stanza-beginning Ob. St.

vpjf <q * 6

fa*Rr#TC%i ?C W
ftRraftfoj^aTsw 8 w
WiH4i)<£T V* H

ftaq sgg it <rt \c v

fitter vstr&r^ret: t «
^StfitsWTCrcftsfer * Vo

^t qr*r sn^ c X*

qwf&r \\

qq raw^diftra c

^ TOT fFTqrqT \

*T

q%rft TtfRfft \c n
gwr «e^? srNr % m

mqtssqr c

qi erg qq qm
qq ^T; JrasfgrRr

qrasrinnq
1

gi'jjrt

to

tS

8

<1H

qqq: qqaiHfi-u to W
q?q it qni wfa tt H

q^n%HTSgqw^l^ tt \

qsqrfir^qterq^it tt \\

q^qqr qifi^mr t \

qtq%tf qmst * Vo

qfcsN t W
ftatsfe tt v\

fiwrspRq sprat % Ivs

S»qt ng: qf^tsqt =3

!pq: uffWt f£ « HH

pq: s qq: qT^ c HH

Siterat sr i# qqt to Hv

^rhfqtitq^fq 5 vv

Stanza-beginning Ch. St.

2«rq#*r g \c \<\

W5T qff% ^ ?8

stfft %q \\ n
ifgFfl^gwr ^ 6

stft: \ \*

qpqq g qsrcfrr l% \*>

j

sntfrft q^r qqqrq; * »\\

jri<J!$i% ^qtrrsq&q c 1»

aira q ftffS =q ^
srfRr ^ Hfrt ^ t* *o

ststt^jrhm 5 V*

SRTfeRTTT R*R*TT: %

srart S%€Rt 6 V\

sps£r^TT%r %3RT ?s
c

V
q vi

*r

^ ^=Rfnrf|?r 0 n
«

3TfRT ssT?JT?TTTP% <\\

srfft Jr sstffarft 8 H

^npOTs«HTOR?r s *

y

4Hr ttt VS 'i®

5

to

5§ifi ^«Nr t*

fern® t« H^

t^rm ott snsrr to \H

5RT3Tt ft SfcRTSt ?8



8 GlTA-RAHASYA or KARMA-YOGA

Stanza-beginning Oh. St. Stanza-beginning Oh. St.

HUronur wrfor M 1® nft mawraYw N
sranjjr: srcrararr ?« vv nft TRiifor ^nrRr * *•

snrpfci m g&: 8 ^y H«nt?«T Hat t Hi

3traow%rrarri ?<£ YA hwsis;hht: mt 0

*r H^ar hh siraim W c

STTOim 5Tf«T: \l <*y Hitman ?0 €

nmm Hraftraimftr \< <VA ngtfoti *«

swnpnjVRi R HfRHTHTgHi Tit %

l c Hfi^jrR^rTt \\

warm ft ^jrtsrt \\ \ hi ar aissHftrefar Vi

sfajT^nisrgisRr: i \\ HT ?T «HHr TIT =3 ftljo l\ Y^

sj^mr: «• ^rt c n irratTTOTTg ^ritH ? ^ Y

mg: V HTTOHrmfogsm 18 ^'A

Urpngrafti Higfar ptm C

thror hshto! Hi ft mt smrrftr?r \

iftWsragiRi * YY grBTTHis^rti ?<£

gsm|errcwm ng; V9 n
irilr^: ?ragm{oi ?c V l?g; atgTSIli ?o

HftraTH5CWJrr: *o s Htmnr HVmprk:
, %

?? q -
y t*i

m: 1W!IPR[ s vs ngiTOipr *8(*‘
Vc

flfgnfnr tot \ h p tr% gari: R n
TBssrar^j TtWr ?\9 «
Hgmnri tt?#s * HHTft HtlJjTRi V* n
TTrW H«t Tt3r*> A ®wrerfrar*rira5faisftr t? YH

tort mrwsmt \C K\ aiRggir v» Y

TOTS sft 3^4 n Y Hsgnsrr «f ptftn; 8

jrt tifaifcsfr vs \ qga> gift fran * \*

HrteiHt V* \$ mr: nif%%naT \c YS

w mrftrg Tit % Y Htft?TTRil%

W*#H sifft: % HHt *RTt ft»Tft %

tpir srcrifa K Y\» mrat niftwbffii. Vi



INDEX of STANZA-BEGINNINGS 9

Stanza-beginning Ch. St Stanza-beginning Oh. St

\ X's ?o VI

i%wr?r \<c X* * wfcT t \*

H <!

3TJ ^ U XV smr g sjfanHmH \* \*

4. I1 \< XX giHrsnl 'st \c XI

I® XX *m\ fa $fa ?c

m 3>r§r ^ff% < XX ir n snfa w^wrra < %

~m fas ?<: v»^ *r gss^r =3m 5

fahw ffa \ X° 4 fairafafa SI|: \ \

^tri^n Jn^ sstr H X A % *r ®rfa?fa c

wxercrf&rai ffai % X
^i^Rrfagsjssf ‘ W n

*r*n ^rf ffarcreft n j

m sfarafifa?: Si HVS

w Jt#rr ^fsfw: ?? x<

!

«rcatsjrcfifa ssng. \

*r«n srerere^re;; \\ « srifaffatfa trht * VS

w s&r trfar: « x% ?rcirT?$refat^s^ IH

snhit^RTT^ w xx *i*EJTratff31% sfa

*j$r«rtfa $rw£ism: 8 x* jrr sjtif^t \< Xvs

w$k§ ^ ?* n
i

?R!I fa HHliW: 8 'IS

*rg?$r*fmf«RiT ?C
1

HX
|

1C H

fafogt i <n 8 XI

^ ?f ?rtf«i%j * ^X ’igtfstsiffa: far XX

*r?rf^q»ra faV ix 5Tfrfafa<ntsKra s

« far w% gft * V3 X'*

^r *r?r % sofa 8 ^ri^niut ntfar V# x«

W ferfatr ffa S *u m ffar fa^jjtfa R XX

^r uf% i \9 IV anffai #fa fat R V\

«tgr ^tra R V «rrsF55f5n^i% t%feg w XX

*r?t f? trfatSSg 5 V *nfatrfoO$rss ?

^ JTRTSratsER \ *x 3gfa R vX

* XX fair |war ^rg. % X^

R XX *RE: srfgra iTOI H IX

^ressranragst 8 XX 5^fn%r^ % n\s

srogra^ftr «ti: \ |
ggm?5« Bpsfa l X



10 GlTA-RAHASYA OR KARMA-YOGA

Stanza-beginning Ob- St.

fi?l? g^Tswrsm;

jot# ^rsstflwst V
^ %9 arrfenfT arrar a 1H

* 3 OTTOafii^ t* H°

$ 3 wfe t* %

S'SKETCHfe^! t* \

3r sfeer^«r^T»at

*s<»iwfew*rar M
^ $ irafSrt fefjrq.

at ar«n tit irisHt 8 <n

t irrafefeg^!! <i

wjt^ #r§nT #1 t «
afet shmrt art# \9

^ ft *ww artarr H HH

artaij-*! fe^j^rart \s

aftipasaRR^HWr 8 >n

arta^r: aeat'rfa $ VC

^rnn^rtTTTqr srw S VVS

j#fe ROT <1°

qfcOTUHTOT&si t H\

aft H f«lfe 9 |£t t« *»*

aftswapfts?5TCTaTaT H H*

#t WOTIRffe to \

tH n
aft aft <mfe ?rtba s \°

#t aft aft aft 3g OTS: HI

afts# ablttOT site:

t:

\\

IOTWarf*T^T: 18

isrfer hot arar w tt

w iramafe; fef^ 18 \s

irttsfir^ afffo IS 4

Stanza-beginning Oh. St

imk'rfejrlrs

irrtt spjk^g: tc

iragjrcajaai TR^ar

arerfesrr iraajs % H

^r®rt immftn to HH

’5?ifee9rar?raftft
!3TrMTtt HH

m HI% SfJOTsfe# tt

35

srrtft wirfe^for

%fe|T& StRHrai: TW9T tt \o

<5t%-S%f?g;fw fegf * \

^i*r: JJifeiriar: t8 r<

„3JrtT#OT to

sresjrfBi ar hrutot fSRtftr \\ ^
mj&tfrsfsrtNsr: 5rtNj: \\ ^
arratfo sfonfftw ^
mnfeOTWsr h <k

fefer^toaresra -\\9 i\

feferij&ft assiRft,** \c w
few fefa9?Mr $

fesr^f^sJVjira; \c \i

fe^arwrl artfr ?c v
fefRT ^RTTS^: TT#K » *%

#terr»m!&tsrr 8

fsaffei ang^ftsftn t° ^
fe^nart wtfe^sftir to w
#?lfe9Tfert fe?# *

Trarttarfe «

aR&ST'S^ < *4

sOTtWf&WT * *\



INDEX of STANZA-BEGINNINGS 11

Stanza-beginning

wrrfirwhr

suEteftl? ?:

?wt gireair:

^STFJTtfa

sSlftarraiRtfMNc

piw#at
Ifif g?r srfirgpsr

gwtgjiwH

«rg?rr wt as

sr^raivRggsr

agrafe*# grc

fRtfw5^TT5rr a

IwR^rcRia^n*

Srat^Wwf fq-JW:

Srais^wT ftrgoi:

srat f| ^swwtRit^

atfagf:

a g*rra aar Itsw 8

w; ^

atftr astr srto \\

a atat ar^rgrori \

?reri \

a 3ar a$?rr fa;: \s

Stanza-beginning Oh. St.

*RSR#3ra% 5ff«T ?8 1»

?T# ?5ROT ?% ?8 ^

Hsrqfcr ?8 %

*rsngw ?HNa ?« I

HC5T %H3 5f?!fr: l x?

?t^t% srgwt a

1% 1*

?wte€ a*#E % 11

air wrfailsftt 5 =i\

?w aaa tl 1«

aa ?f% \\ i»

aa: ?r#r =5 fir% a 1 &

anWarfijara \o ?i

a&Eiftf^r aaat H 1

1

?maVafa^ \< ^
aa giraa ^r: \< v*

ala: 'nfonng aa; ll 'll

a%raftl aa*r <£ ii

atfilf Hsiarci 18 11

atasrNaftajsa \c ll

al^aTaRaTa ^

at^jjrftaa at at ^ li

al^arf* tiaa % *

a^jlrg t£ i°

alftasa a^r \o iv

a^Nitfts 18 v

afar at? ff^ aif#s> tl i*i

aatjfagarata \\ iv

apr ?r| 4>f!ta \C vd

apr^r: aar: a§r \ 1°

afaraapha c i'*-



12 GlTA-RAHASYA or karma-yoga

Stanza-beginning Oh. St. Stanza-beginning Oh. St.

a *• swvtrSr #rr l<
ftrfifcsn# TOr sr^r \< V ^to^torsrr ?o

SfHfcr to Trr^rfoT \ ## wfaftrca: ?<
3pr§.% $RT t ** 5
§TOTRfcr4s *?xR. $ TO & TOftiTOftr ?°
§#f?TORlf l<

TOt m RTOfa * 3 vs#N to U
*

f^fer ct^t mwk 1

?
%

*
r%5r *qjhnr %

SRR qtift \\ Tv V*

4fro*3rfTOSTO \* V 5rasj ^iRr r «
% 1

?c 1 gm%?r ’sm^ t
#*rrcr: 'A syrtftrari^SHrcw q £

#=TO f^T 1 Wkft 5 <T^R
sriwftqr <A ^tt«t to ^ TOr «sr \< ni1 ?? « ^r §rsi sfercrrir a *

fararorw 3>r toit s tot to qftgiaT ?<£ u
srr *r%sr?irr <A TO: *T RR*Nr*ft H *

^roTOfir * *1 TO qWTOpnfiT' w n



An index of the words occurring in the

GITA

by reference to the chapter and the stanza.

( This index has been incorporated in this book as it is from-

the edition of the Bhagavadgita by Dr. Annie Besant and

Babu Bhagavandas, published by the Theosophical Publishing

House, Adyar, Madras, India, 1926, for which incorpora-

tion, both Babu Bhagavandas, and the Theosophical Publishing

House have very kindly granted permission to the Translator ).

Word Oh. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St,

3T SBSta: \ 3J#r tl ix

8 n a#f: * XV U 'IMM'
w mu. 3 n

g m*l: ?o \x m13: * «
3 * V
* C^C £ *,11 tt

8 to VA * \$©

* •*\S tt K,V* * n
8 tt M tt x

* mv. < \\ vm;: <

SR5R: t« w t^ 1*,1* srerar * hx

\c V to w
\ X tH <!•

\ X* 8 U ts X

WSH& s X* XX c X

StftrT t t
1
* IX !* X

\c V mrn^ * 1 *Rf8T: ® XK

n 8 X* 8 XX

srftmfw tM <n C Xv sc^rsf: XX

3T#I <u % tH <n

xv tt XX t« X

t* VC * Xv



GITA-RAHASYA or KARMA-YOGA14

IVord Oh., St. Word Oh. St . Word Ob,. St.

SFSJcT ? HI \ Hv

?? VH l* <s w M •

?< « HH H,*n

« n ^<2 l* Ki

* HH w HH aiw 5 VH

« ^ srr'oTift^ hh 1° VH

\o 1*,HH sn%?Trsr: V ll VH

mi * Ho aifimrftrerr < amt 8

8 S srrerR^ * st^%onj; *9 n
mmrr ?? v 4

)

-,r-r .,4%SHHT3W vv « vs

3T5fH??r: 0 Hv ?8 HH «?rir: * HV

* HH atRn-ajRft- sres^ H V^

« H^ * 1$ aggglfa « £

3^: 8 Vo WcftW: *8 HH aj^SFEI# HH

SfsJTrTSP^ HH Hi « Ho

*8 i an4tat ?8 Ho \< vSV,VS^

aRfP*frjft- * HH m 8 \

fl^rr: M H^ a»<ft=r Ho ?? vs

8 VH vs vs M n
sifROTtf: \< vsH S Hi anfe: W
3f$R H IS osufal ^9 Cjvs srtHr W n

« HI HH sr«wm W Ho

w H.l'* ^Tffcrna; tc HH areifo 8 vs

M V sTcgr^fiRn^ * HH am** \< \<\
9\\

3 sT^rftr <£ Hi mm l Vo

M HH m \ ajaw'rfirvrar^ ? VI

< 8 HH are: *8 Hi

swift: <£ c W M
iGrentat t* HH ?0 vs arestrefl*. H

SRT^i * HH ?< iv VlftffTC

sRrrosro ?c %* at«r \ v>,»HH arfoa* HH

•srcr: * hh \ vs.ul atRpes % V^,V^V^



INDEX of WORDS IN THE GITA 15

Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch, St.

wfocrc: Vvs ?? Vo sri%i«ii-

sffairssfc $ ^,'*1 eRTOftfat « is; ?? IS

8 IS 11,Vv*| ?o 1

SV «rrt: *0 »* WTOft « IS

* I’- 3R*cTT: * v^ WWW[ » HI

\9 ll sre«RRTi < IV ! ?8 1

\< VS SRPaTtfT^ * 1°> 5ris?¥tr: * V

i V SR^NRST: t ^ ^
3RRF3E^ s

stf^ra; C 1 «RFOTT

C V « HV WnfipT: » 1^

siftprg: <. V «RWfr 1:
SRlfsKT: 1

sn^rar^ \ Vo sr^rt^r « «j o «TT?r^r: H IS

\< IV SPRIT: * ss

!

11

siftrerc 8 %, S «R^er: U
i

ii
:

* 11

3RT#JT % 1 ° 3R$SR 1

sr®nwi^?raT \ 1* SRT^Rf: w s ?« IS

W 11 ^a s^,
1 W 6

»MKHfSlWIi V* H » ?0 I
s
!

StWIToRf^n ^0 11 aR^ft: * 11 agf^Fereg; <£ £

1 3PTO a V agfirgfar 3 n,w
snairoB^ a IS «R%5f t IS atgrm^ a Sv

c 1,1 S 11 agamg. a 1*

\c vso «FRT9H SS «gfi[iro*n: * HI

snm V9 1* * 11 agt»rei*3; ?a 1H

SR3T \ 3: ?8 1 SR^TR: * 11 agqarf$r ?a S°

So * * agT3*tfa « 3®

I'5 «f*3?T: ?£ *1 ?8 IS

KPRrsnpt, IS «Rf*W: « c ag^sfor 1o

«PRR^ t* IS SRpT^ ?c SI sig^nfir ? 11

1‘ 3RISR: 1
agstwr: t SI

« 11 « H agspsrac. ?< SH

11 « IS «gsF§ IS



16 GlTA-RAHASYA

Word Oh. St. Word

»3ff?crr

n "i

* \\\

8 ^ <j Sernas;

i$ wsr*

»3finsfrnlr

S 3RcRR?RTT

? W STARTS:

$ 3FcR

*

«3^3ra %

\< «J
O STrd^d?

sggmnft \ SFcf^

si3?iw <2 vs 3RcT:

«3W^ <2 n i° ^
?*3*ircn; <2 %

Sj’^f%rTra-

atfsrr: w n
3FcT:*pn

fira;: \ *Vl 3??cTR«rrfa

3tfcr%

n 3F3

« %\

5^5%^ W
sretra:

w %o

n X*

Im, u

OR KARMA-YOGA

Oh. St Word Ch. St.

* «
??

SIWT^aiffOT ^

* SRjf^RTT: \9

£ «wnrr <2

*9 \c SF^ ?8

?!
^o «P«n < W

« 8

Y'S <2

??

« M ?<£

* <|4 «Wlft $

?? ??

* ^ ^TT^T w
^° ^ Vo a

« ^ sp*r ?

8 1H

?® w Vf,

<* «
xv ?« Y

c ^ npita: «
\\

^d^lNs * 11

n *

c $ STT^TT: *

\ 1* *» 'i

hv ^rrgTO; 4

3 =1*

!
a*1^ 8 •^s %

« ^,\s «t<RT a H

?? \s arrofaRr: ? iv#

« c smrfdt

* % «tw3; <U



INDEX OF WORDS in the GlTA IT

Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St.

s 1° 3IT&P3C. K X® srfiw^Rr *

j

© £ stRrafrr: 8 X®
» X* XX stfirwerfir ? Yo

8 ar^rasferw atftr^ ?8 1®

n. X® i 11
?

1vs stfu^i: ?? x<t

« Xy ^r: $ Xv stRnsng ? IX

?< 3 arara^ ? s,v»; aiftlW: ?<C YK

l 1® 8 1 ! atRrRra^Rir?? XY

gTC3T*Rq K* *X < X*.. srftrcrare ?® IX

% XX awn* ?o arfarfcrr » n
\l n H 1 3T*qfa$: « n

vv ? 3IW|«f *« ^x

'S I'll
1

R X° 9T¥^W: 1C

3T<TT%WT: XX smrner: * XX
i

?* X*

8 XX 31^: * XX SOT^JW: * XX

mx* 8 XX « iy &W%rZF3 * IX

sraifrna; * XX SffHsb'flHttl: V© d

auRr ? XX, etc. sn^T5r?raT^ « IK 1 \* \

stg’TOlRm 1* sneers* « X,* swm?n^ « IX

w X srffcw M K ?< XX

sritfsrac. V* IK srfrFsiraTnr * XY siwn§ W i®

SBreRT: ?8 IX 5dfi^rr^TTcT 8 IV atwreN x^

SHtRrJTSWm: \\ *X V9 *=) 3 ,XK SPi^SlPm. 8 >5

araRts^ « £ KK amssr^, ?8 1

Y

awRre: X* $ XX arwRrsp*. w \J

ssrRwi^ l *X S vi
! 3tffI3fra^H: tt Y»

ix l\ XI
anft \\

srsiSra**, \\ I's,** XX
ffinngr & Y®

srsrfcrcsr * i* \c X*

3T5Tff%: \9 ix « 1
3C3J?t: lx K

war 5 X* l® X* 3TJ-pt^T*T IK

% \,w X® 11 W X*
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Word Oh. St. (Word Oh. St.
f
Word Oh. St.

% n'^miro ^ wiftsft ?8 ^
?o u srft^r v vraft# S X c

?3 xx sn^gjj;
'S XX siwwr: ? 3»

?8 x° «t^st ? t etc. Uisrftqw^! n
?o ^ sr^rTTT^ * X 3 v%
\*>\6 3 Xv smsm; * <

wwrat |59 x° «nre*ranj
; K XX STO: \ \

Wlt^Tr: ?? X* 5*4: ? vX ^ X«
^ VY

3HWST X x« *wWf 59 XX C K
31**1% * x« s$ ? xx $ X« ?i x°
TOJ^T 8 ~0

3 Xy 59 H
srafir: $ ST<J^ 8 xv srswt t c

wiresc \C \*\ 9n%?T^a[%: c \S
X

\ 11 XV srror^g; S X
^r: ?« s «i4w ?o XX am^rtgjj; \ x«
«PW ? xx,x» srffir X X* sraf?sr?m ?X XX

*• ,V*,Xv,xv, srtfg- S awftwr * v
Vx,XX,XXA<>,Xv AX \\ xx

3 VXX x« amf^cti^ s
[ XX,x^

8 \>\%f * XX aRf^rar;
1. XX,XX

S XX,

U

?o IS * «
\$ vx n vv

?? XX
< xx w xv sRfr^rn*^ « VH

?? i ? X
y srai^migiq; S XX

XX 3RSS: ?< XC STTTSMf^ S XX
?X X « X S XX
?» X « X WTOft% ?X V

*fgp$*r
! XX, XX sne’rfcrcmj; 59 XX W XX

*p» X iX «Rqn ?« XX ?« XX
\< X* SRJTO ?o vx «ransr $ V

«rahra: X X qwnfer % xx srans^r N x
^ i «rasrra^ ?» XX SRTOW ^ XX



INDEX of WORDS in the GlTA 19

Word Ch. St.
|

Word Ch. St, Word Ch. St.

,
* W SR^Rt^U ?g 8

1° * 1* ?° 1<

?o V9 <8 1* ?< «,«
:sj%pr4: $ 1*1 * srerten^ * 11

w 1^ 8 w sssrN’: * IV

=a^t?r: \ 1H 1WH 1

W< % 1*

« 1* ?? V «rnftr % H
\* 18 H srerrfe % 1*

srf^n% * 1« V< 1* s V

* 11 ?<£ VSM 11

5! Vi ?? 14 14

« n; « 11 « 11

*<£ 1° ivs ?8 1©

3R§T 1* «HTOB1T 8 $ scsrarrc: 8 Vo

«rasfT * « 3RW^ * V* ro^rm: t \

sRrafassnfa 3 14 m*B: « 11 ?» 14

^^jfS?n * v m*v. 18 11

14 ? v$ * 1

0 IV «RIR3R?r * ststpuj; ?c \5Y

« M sRrpacr^ <S 1H SPST^ M
« H 3Krrafa%crs$« \ arTOT: ?o

* 1H sigfacrar; « 1 ° awrarnrr * 4

< x» .*1 sigftr: ?* *• srann^ ?o 1\s

^T5?TO V H S5F& « 1* srf^ ?$ t.Vt

w*rora: <s 14,1o srg*n^ 8 11 ^rs^srr 0 V

WURGT^fit * 14 * 1 ?« v\

^Thl^TR- wg*m* w n «rcWG^

H *< 1* « IV

wsrfirsnfcjfi:^ 1* sstas: ^ v*,n «RWB5

sis^ifir^r- *9 1\,Vt

fanir ii vtotot H 11
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Word Ch. Si

??

?H

msr: R

% n
\\ n
?»

sr^Tcfcro; ?»

??

« 6

s^srrfr^ H V
sraqrsr^ * C

3Rm4: ?<! <1°

. -«-.C
3J$F?T^3<E< X

V
?0 X

?H n
stewfe: ?o

StfPRTRiFlT 3

V*

® i

sKrerari i \5

?<

8 etc.

«lfer: ?» n
srf&tr 8

?»

sr#r ??

«
«rfer * *® ‘etc.

* *vs

A * 1*

Word Ch. St.

?? WAV
srfsswa; *

??

3T*J?T^ ? V°
? w

3f$RT^ ? \\

swnfir: ? w
stfor ® *> etc.

stfw* ?

* W
\ \

C \\

\\ W
?8 <n

?5

srer * I'*,V®,,vJ

\ IMv.vo,

S ^
* \

??

?H I

3 'a*,

^

SUfSTT * >1

C K.tt^
3 V.'S,')*

%
‘8 %V>11
5 WWt

Word Ch. St.

c •*,lx

\ v.'».1«,l«,1$,

?o 1,V,tW'»>

^.Vf,V*,»«,

N.VMMS

?VS
?? ^.*V*»*<,

?* *

?8 ^v,!*

V* ll.lv,^,^,

IV*
?3 iv,ivv,!v

?< S$|'»V*>',H

#5rcfinj-

srarr \

^<2

\<

« V

«
?<£

?<

Sffi c tV*
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“Word Cb. St. Word Oh. St. Word Oh. St.

sffffr: 5> 3TO: ?5 1H yiWRte * 1*

w str^ttR^: t \% 8 vl

-s%rr to H StffcTS 8 vxj «n*lWS&: » $v

w V9 srnar tt *1 sttst^ S v^

w \ ^j SISTfirftSf: \\ \s

t» IV 3TT3T3S: I**! t» IS

t<£ XX «ncOT: 8 ^1 gn;rrfinjjnr:

Wft t vH H ni 1° n,n
d 1* SraTfef^ 11

STT: tH \s £ IX ix

to XI <0 1*J SRJTCfar-

3TT W HI ,XX ftm: w I'*

strsret^ra: * t® n sicithstt-

STT^T^ « *X t< n v, A.
wttstf 8 X*

t< %\ srawr * 3 xh

snwff tt \y * *3 STOTT 5 VM.M
* V

V

W T9 1C

wimu 8 1° to VI

t8 X « to x°

^mTrT'TT^R;: * IV
|

SRnft * V XX

8 XV * 1\» SIOJH^. * v*

\ XI 8 V 8 \J

H XX H HI *

«ra^ n
|

5 isW'.’i'
srrerc: t8 xi Xv * Xv

« t* 11 to 1*1

t * « V tt

vtrmvni t X «i5Trf%5r- \i HV,<*,HH

<IWW1^ t X5 t< X* I \4

•snsrafc t K* stwrsrraw ?o 11 sirstfta^r 5

\s srr^Fnw 8 % srrorf^r^ ^1

* 1$ 1 ffrcu'qtarct tt V\s ST^rf
' ^
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atrf^nra^

snf^ra^

anf^tram

atrf^rr^

arf^a;

atrf^s

srr^F^s^r:

CL St. Word CL St.

^ \t 8 V
?? ^ H

n ^<£

^ t$ wmufgstra: < °ii

c t, arggwg. ^o V
?o V\ 3ng:^f^tTrwrf-

\\ $ 5sBftftrf^I«NT:?\S v

?o UtRJfft ^

\* StRWJ^ \C

H *TC«T: |8 H
sn^ft: 5 *

^ \ sfra'^R. *

3 vt ?5 t

Word CL St.

snt^ < t*

?$ *

srrf^RT 3 S«-

snsnrcrat <

ararorarath n
SITU ^ ^
mvdm, * ’A

8 v

< \*

^,VVJ

V^ V

5 *

« *

W 1

IV

?«£ V^

« t$

£ \S

snsrcra;

snfiretn.

anfsRf:

snfWr:

l \%

% It

^ tt

^ tv

ffl t\

% n

W v,t</^
arrarererarer ?? V

twfinrsrat,

wmmt

wsl
autjUlimqi

vtng^

*H*33fNr

WHt^t

1o straff: <£ t$ «

* it. atrfir^r 3HfR

* « strf^j; $ t 3TTR1*. R

vs \'< srfas: * *\» atranr \

« sufcd* sn^r * v,o
* m/H <t Vt

0 * *w. > v arrat^t.

M \o
3TPPT arrant: ^8

;
$
i>

\Jo

c sni^rr: *«

^
strffirat

^ aitfST

C tH

^ *•

C \\

\ *•

« IX

*8 %

V9 t»\
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Word Oh. St. Word H Oh. St Word Oh. Si

« n \c \°>s\ *

stiffs % 5^5T « s
v

H ^,^° ^ssi^rag^wo \»

t* * V* 8 \%

\ % U Wl ff^nwra; !
? <*A*

h n w
wm a V ^a i%n ff^nfw * V ,$•

wftsra: H V ?? M nA*
S *1 55TC: 3 ’.i | vs,Vo,*'|

0 1* w a ^ 8

<£ 18 1

\° ffir *
5.H etc. « K

srrf t \*l m. \ V,*%V» IH vs

tt VM \ W.’'* #^nwr: *

t V \ VM ^f^TTS^ 3 <

SCTfR: t» vs a VV’.'U i v,s<-

STTfRT: ?» <. ?fapr$S H \

anf: *5 1,V V

8 IS ^0 « c

< ^1 w n,v»,^vi ^fsifSrwr: S

« n YM,V%,VVM,HV
t\—

^TrSpT* S K*

*8 16 ?$ V* H 11

H C « i t

site* $a 1 ?8 V \ W
f V« 8

8 1 W n.ivu % W
1<> « W

18 *c S® vs

V *> f?p*H U <M *c vso^^vs^

0 W \C n
fs®?5R <£ 11 gfe{4$7T?fa 8 V's 1% i^

sisfe w vs \< ivs
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Word Oh. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. Si

* fff ?? vs S c

^TT: ^ra; * ^ etc.

?o $ S vh ^r ? Vo

& ? « fa* \x iV** ?8 %n
$ n,v l^vrra: ?c V* srsBrafor

\ \* <*** H Hi tH

faft: 8 % \9 *iv

« V,H c,1vs ;5wgt. 8 X

? \° etc. w *)V Hvs

fgfir: * v ?c * H

3 1° V9 HH ?8

?< n « 1H Kc

p: ?< ^V,Mo ^ftt: v*

^BlPlg^TT- u %V1 3=Rtnt: ?? Hvs

?> S « Ho g^wrars S

58RC 3 <R « 3rrcT*iora; < Hv

fST: l® S H° sfrtB $ H

% \* ? Hv 8 vh

3$ * £ HI

3 1^<s,v* ?vf
HH grfi«rar « 1H

8 \,K,\* 3tET: * ~<U
-

H 1V*X g^r ? VV5 mrat \ vv

% Vo » 3«u!?str*K ?© n
?? WV sR«ra*l ? ,n

\\ *,v< ^stsiotto « S * Hv

* *? V * n
W V ?* H« « H^

?® ,R.<J S5IT: ** ?® \

?
*
TO t? V<J

vSC^A $ *\

3^%: ? ^H SfTCT:, U
\< \*

*
<TW: lo •^VS * s

\\ vv t® H ?8 HH
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Word Oh. St. Word

t* IV OTrcita;

« *

t« n,vi

U 3qfin$*T

V* 1* ot^tw

t» ^x OT&S&

t» OTf^qi^

3%RT: to Vo 3qr*rar:

* H gqif^ra;

*0 }v ^rrftrars

OT3T: t vH

t ^° 3<nfksr

tt iV''
H ^qiH% q

t sm**

vs 11

3WI% w * ^rqcTT:

'SW^Ia 8 3^T <

aq^fcd 8 V*

37?S[ « \\ <

tjqsn^r « % ^qsqftr

% % s^frsrs:

fTO^t t \ OT*ih \

S \S 5

t* 1*

t« \$

* ** 3^T

* IS

grq-qrrf^cr to 1®

* V* 3**TT^

* 3^1

CL St.
|

Word Gh. St.

w OTIS ? 1 etc.

V< t; 35TCT to

tM* XI

5 3»

t
3

to vi

V* % CT&gsqt ft 1

\ Hv, gra\ tt 4

$ wl t8 1*

t Xvs!
tH

8 1® OTnn tt
« ii

35
?8 \

5f?f 1*
t< H^|

sfj^Ri * >*
1X,1V

tt \A\
«<

W s\ to IX

q Bvs
*\

to

tt *i
^ffST to

1MV t 4

* V®,
3T33:

o,^4 to n
%

siffiiRrs « X

s
tt 1H

»,1$ *

h ipsAs * 1H

t qswfa; 19 I'i

t 1\ <

h ^WP* tt \»

« n tt n
tt 1H «
* t<
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Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St.

X X vjRtfsf \9 IX,IX

*X 11/*^ t<X c

?« XX t< s

tX X >wtq; t xx.xs

X->M vsw
w- tt v^ t8 Xo,X1,X1,X*

tX w tx <n

X v<j t *

X T V9 'iv

i H to \s

t^rsra; * 1* tx

t<2 \9^ 8 v
X <2 \

to vx tt XX

1£%*T tt X* t XX,\*

\< * ^x

X \*

X 9

8 *5* £ X$,X*

X XX,*X tt u
to \< IX

tt <#r X n
t* <n v^

W WV> 6
t 1*

?<x X* _4.
«5^: t V^

tX XI 1

X Vo

t® xx,xx] tx XX

\< Xt^X,^ <?sii% 8

vs $ TO X xx,xv>x

vprcth *X n XX,XX,XX,X\

X XX,XX,XX,n

X x% X ?»,vn

Word Ch. St.

8 VX

X X*

tt V*

tH X,XX,XX

< vsx

n
t< Vo-

1WT! * n

t 1 etc.

TO t xv etc..

v^^r: tt v£

vjdfMw: tt M/w
<^:X X XV*

to Vo

t<

iTTr X xx,«x

vs nv

to*; t VX

vjwi^r \<

vjwiRr c x*-

% X*

\C w

^rfcrwr t8 XV»

Xto % X

tt v,x

foiTO to X*

wt'Ryr VX XX

t*x XX
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Word Ch. Si Word CL St. Word CL St.

<« H $ ss y SS

?« HS,H* \c s® 5 s,t

#6R: ^ S'* 3>f^ t«£ «S 9 S'

aft t* 'S C S

^ IS 8 H° ?5 Hv

H "5® t9 S'*

% \< \ S t£ SiS^i^j'jS®)

?* 'SH,'* 5
* H SS SMOVS.

OTcgWRft- 3*>ra H « Hv,HH,vs,w,

% Hvs *\S,*£

t9 H $«k tt 3v snr^n \< sc

mm S S Wl: t < H&SRC. $ HS

?0 SC \ hh 8 SH

mmi \c ^ 3^«nSr tc S 3nkt^ 8 SH

$«r*rer; to \ 3*rr ^ Hv.H* \ S,H

^fSrwrfcr s s* \< SVjSc.S', 8 S'*, S'*

•Esifawnfil to n HS,Hv»,Hc !8 Ss

t S'*,S' 8 IS \< 'MH

$ v,HS t8 SS, 3akr S H®

8 v
t«£ SS t<2 S®

< M t *<s Hnkn* \ v

to s« $ S'* 8 SH

t8 HI * V K s

5^r $ V'S % ' t8 SH

t<S S'* V SS.SS.HV; t< S

5> 9. t* s® $ v»

?fo«ra: t H® H IV \ S.HH.SS.HH

srffo: to HS ^lr 3 VS 8 Sc,H®

ww$m% tt H t8 i

wreroHre^tt sh n,si,5.v t® 'S

IV,14 8 VIWS.HS, t< **\

\ \\ SC,HS/UASS »44i®i«m: SS SH.
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"Word Oh. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. Si

?<£ 1 ^ W w <*

?<J v> ** * ^.V)
IV ?* «.i %vi 5^: ?0

WRSfgs < WS \\ 5: * SA,V*.

n sfi&wr: * v^ <U

5 i ^f^nfSr > $ <
8 ^%^r: * vs w
8 iv ?» * w

5fl3r?srsi: * % V* vs

5J?3«ra; $ n ?0 3°
3TT

5&PS& % < M ?! ? \S

5J?fa: \ 5378^ * vs

8 IV 5SW * la %

vs ^8 \

?JT^: H M \C M H
5*fTtffa(oi) \ 3 557rfr % vs ?8 W

« V* % VO ?< \*

wrefsFtm \ 8 8

w \< 51f%?t^ ? «
5lMN t8 vs C s 5T3& ?

wf<ug^: \ <]V 5fe: % X* ^m^T?TT: %

\4 U 1° \* * \SO

< \ *$m \ \ «5TR$R5T: w
H \ « H
* V c V* $m*Nra-

q
i

V^n*
stem. \ 1* STRRT: « n

* % \ 'O* SRTR^^T-

«BnH9t * V4 i Vo P>RTR:

* *M- \S \A 5m5hrfcB^o
8 IV,vl \c ?0

,
H /** iRHSfl; \ ^wwNiisf^, n

* % 5WT^
, \\ ^irrW^ «
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'
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Word Gh. St. Word Oh. St (Word Gh. St.

spRaiTfir \< IV ?0 *H
feRTS ?« H H 1} ?8 HI

w £

^9 11 tTf^WTR: S * f%^R HH

*s 8 H°
»W^u| x ^ v» H £

5W*NiW- 3 <\ * HH
fim: 8 n wfc* 3 v»,n $ vs

« £ H vs
WIH ?5 1°0« t<s ?? 3H

H* «rar<Ei4«r- fcftfciq^ Vj.vs

$TO: 1H aferaV- \% \«< ftfonm 8 HI

V sraW \C \° ?<£ VVJ

\9 11 ** \C \\

« HI c \\ * 1Y

WTTCJTH: * *1 ^ra: to t 0,^ * ss
*Erora;* 'Vi.sv,'^ !t n titih ?0 V

H* w
VS HH tt vh fa: ? ’

$TCH: * \So
8 ^1

?< H* t« v« ?? vs
ssitr: vs H° s&rerar 8 fProhr: t *1

sBnftwfrre- ^3 c '»,H'» fsgftga: ? 11
H*Ti H 11 TOftHRf: X \ <p V£

to>rr^ lc H $T^: ^ 1 vs * C

^ ^ t'5 8 V\

\< c fe* ? UWMV t tv
^RftrcWfa? n t tS»W**,W w 11

j ?? VV \< SUK
11 8 IS §#% ? 1

s w < %%s,V faa * HI

w *1 % SS si VM'*
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Word Oh. St. Word Ch,, St. Word Ch. St.

* * V fTOI ? mvi
* V* * 1

?8 n farfsr: ?H V s \*,\'

?? V£ fciftaR: ^ 3* ?? VI

? n 8 11,1^ ?o 1

?o n ?s w*w. « V\

* ?< ^ot: <

f^TW 3 ^rr^ffe:??

? V* ?* 13 fwir^ *c \$\

i^k % #*T ? 1* $
f*ik \ f^T ? 3<

•v

n

pk 8 8
IN fy —

,

t? \\\*

H 'W K 8 '^VS W ^V

W 1° S 'M'' %?f tt

?« Vv* « V n
§4#a *< *,3* 8

<n ic ?<£ tt

f^ot: ?< tt H

fSSTOJ’*? t

? Vo » $ * Hv

'f^rr^rna; ?
Vo *1

Wswk ? V-',*3 « t*

l^ra^r

?°

* % c

vi ?0 *4W>aHw *%

:f^ * Vo ?? <>>n %

* VX W N\>w *S *0 Ivj

1° fOTT: S 9>

•fiHm: ?0 V\ fTO \ 1: *

* 1 *8

« 3 #: K c ^r

6 ffoThsprarfa-
-A-’is

* 1* ietc*

r* It l< vv 4*^. < \ss
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Word Ch. St. Word Ch. Si Word Ch. St.

^HTR^ * n sr # $ £

sphre?^ * V
3> * *1 *T^s5 ?*

^3: %
sirfim: » U Tp^fcT s

ssw |o *,V* 3 Vo

TSR
ft

?|x^ H
$» Xc,n

s??ft ft n $

%*RT

\
>
\'X

ft v\ H U
?» ^HTPT ft <

firorwTrfir \ \*
arc** ft i* « V/U

« \\ m- i v' tx H
fsE*nfvr: « vt

ft iu< gntsffiqftq’ ft

STT^ ft *TTOn* ft 1 o

pro: X *\ SJTfcr: ft \s *1^21: ft n
ft ** 8 M

« n ft ft **

arr

ft w

\ ft

ft *,XX

ssNiret S ^

$ X}

ft x

S*^ * $

*
ft XX

n »ra:

fsjsi^ 8 n iranra^

% xi

sftarearer: x xx ’rerc:

aftot % xx

1^ * X

sMNspifc^ *,ft ’trw;

sMNRPB-
,ifaTRC. ^ X$

x

$Ng: ft X

3rp«3 i,VX,x<A^

*nft ft \* ifti

* *x

ar

V9 v »l3fc

ft XX

Wt t XX

x; * xx

< XX

*8 X

?X V

S XVX
® ic

< x^,xx

^ *x

ft XC

W x°,xx,xx

8 X*

^ XC

t* x

* XSi
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Word Oh. St.

?8

tt

8 V*

S

jr?sHi*r$rr-

grferajsrar: tt

ITfWOTTH t°

*F«r: 19

c

JCTr: t \

5F*ra 'X \

irftat tt \*

nfta: X %

tt n
U&T w \

W: X x

*

ni% <T
<\£

8 <\ss

nTa#^ t \\

Tirmfa t \&

uni# to Vv

mg. tM

fang V\

iffag XX V

gmtu to

tt \s

gmtU: X S

pftgtu tt HV

u#: X . V

Word Oh, St.

guffaw-

*73T: 8 n
g*r$% n
S&R: tc

qjOTHr^rs tH \

gor^: t< n
N iv

jpnrft « IV

gaT?r%: a n
g°Rf: XX

yuitHjpr: X w
goiH^R\c n
gpmfar: ?8 V\

SFH XX iVi
*8 ^»,XW«

gmfNug
g°R X

?8 VU
3^ X V
!ptwr: *8 n,n
g'k X \\*

IX ’-X

IB s
-x

\C v°,v'l

gw X

3* tt V*

3*^ \ *1*

girasg \

tH

girawt, \t

tt 1

\c w

Word Ch. St

girrg «
gsnmg to

3
gorfer tt

31^ <T %

pft 0 \\

gfterr tH c

XX <\»

gut X

5t

tt X

ut

vv

#fts? t tt

mfe^g

u
JWHR: tt U
nra^g W

I55T

n

8

SIT

greraft t

sft

#ig tt V%

t® H

X

#1: t

51

n

m t

HT

Hung V*
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Word
, Oh. . Si

* l 1 etc.

tt n
j S ,

15

St 1*

S'*

Msnawntj, s

St v$

'a^fs'spj; S'* IV

^ir%tr: 0 n
to

SK <R

TO
'

S A

' t

* 'al

S

* $V

«
St

1H

to

^5% s ^1

s

t® l£

^%OTTTOs s

^T

8 n
<

,

vy

? V\s

*%

Wits- s

vs

Word * Ch. st.

ftrg; t *w
S *«»*"

tt

f*RR*r: to **

ftRRW* %
f^sg^c s
ftrsgm ts 11

f%S3T: to 1«

f%R3 St \j

r\-V--
r^r «*

^fb tt ^\s

%
t *\

t

S *,**

8

* \°

%ggr to XK

« %

^cTOT < C

Sc V,v»*

s \\

^sr:
rv_,

,

tc iv

**

^UtT-

. S 11

prefer S

sr

to

X*

vi

«R?rftr S'* \

Word CL St

ss^fin V

S^TcTJ^ to

% -

ftv*r 8 V*

S'* *

» **

fevIpOT: **

f^reRfq
1

: \< 1*

ftjsrnarat s **

#
f^rTT s **

s U
' 3T

,

srnar: %

c

* 1^

ts

w VH
t *,*•

to

tt VM*,u
-

S'* 1^

ss £

TOWS to 1H

'»wRi^tq tt

S'*,*'*

'3« *<*** i£
u*^

t8 1^

«i«w<t4fs s

^R^ra: s

sRgferffr w 1^
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Word Ch. St.

m: S 31

sFnfircr; S 33

grsr^T^ 0 3*

«T5fT#5f S 33

*V*
S *3

So 3*

SS HI

«RT: vs 33

< 1v»,**

* 33

vs

S® w
H 1H

SRT S 3*

8 v,v,1,1

3 Y*

«

* I'* s«

* *3

zFT&m, 0 n
vErsirftr

JMTT jSTSSXTTrj

M v ,3°

1 ih^xri §

«*

w
rxr_

3°

c

SFirrfit 8 \

'smsj: \o \\

5W3T*r^ SS \>s

Word Ch. St.

Sf^r: So 33

srarrsrer S 3 *

$ 3

$ 3

srer S 13
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\ ft f^Sff.’ tt Hvs ftwt t ft A*,***

\< 1*4 ftTORr: a Y ft# tt RR

ftqftotft t ft 8 ** ft#srt tt H
PAir/W.-Tm^RT^ \< tvftrom 8 ? ft# t

mr^RT.* t ftft##fi faTOrararo ft

ft*ra»* tt ft tt 1° t

ft#>3 \c
fV -..- ^ ft-

t« M 8

ftwiii# S ftftiji: t® RH t"4 \

to ft t* ft t« M’

ft3= >4 ft ftftl: tt V T%W: t

ft#ftrs t« ft ftfS* t8 *n ft#ftjFwihira[

ft#rara[ to V<5 ft# t8 ftsft t-J

ft#* to 'O* ftiira tc V*> ft^ U Kt«
ft#srra(, to Vo

ftitrftR c ft ft^r^ t*

ft# to Vo
t ft ft’jrfr \c

ftUtSR: 8 ft ftstran* * ft mr^ t ^V>

ftgrK: \ ft ft^rftr tt t i,i*

18 ft ftswf to VR

t? ^ ftftrsr: t vs ftfta^ tt ft

tH H ftftwft t vs ft5!' to \\

ftg^i U M <4 \ tg?0|T tt w
u t \ 6 \

ftg®ft t a ft H \

ftjj?: t tt ft * V
ftfSffTC: tt t* ft T3t?sqr S' VV>

ftlJSIOTT t % ftg^Rm \ vs foam tt \

ftjjsr: ft ft#pm % ft tt %

ft^spr t< ft tt ft to ft

ft#^ « ft#g<st: to ft
So V®

ftrift# 8 V ft1?# t ft to ft

ftft?*tft t . v« ft^7 tt ft tt ft

ft^ra: t W ft??^r tt ftw*T: t< w
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Word Ch. St.

ftaratfai XX iv

ftrfcrerr: XX 11

f^SPT X 11,11,«®

xx -**-

ft%t^ o 11

faftsr: H

XX li

* 1$

sft^ITCflilSKtsr:

8 1®

^fWW: C 11

\ 1,1

Word Oh. St.

Iwr 8 1

?o 11

X 11,11

8 1

» \%M
V*. 1

XX *<

^T^T: ? vl

?1 1,11

Word

a
WfT:

^^sn-rT*

Oh. St.

VV

* II

?1 iv

I

%7T:

*ta

iiX

IRHq. 8

fwftsnu X° }v>

%

c 11

?0 11

?1 11

* vl

ts II

XX 1<

*

<£

1

v|

1<£

?1 1*

SS II

*1 11

1 I'*

^ \\
\

*

^Ttt XX |< ?i

* n
?* Vt

s ii %
V9 \ tfaSfct: *•

XX c

XX 1,11 x< \\

$8 n X w
\< 11,1® X X*

wranwnfa * i*

S3T$*r: C *| *

wtftat ® iv

$o iv

wtf?rafi«ifSr 1 v
wralrmflr 8 1
«t*rflct ?8 1

«r*rafet * H
WTSJT XI vi

wifcrer: XX |v

X 11

X 11

sjrerfssrrar % |l

sjftcT*ft: |? vi

saratiw: *o \%

X< 11
wnraraifom

^ v%vv

sisrarfirctu 1 vi

wnrfesr: % I*

wrafaat: X vi

wRmai^ ^ i'

wraf&rfT X |v

sm
*jrarspp*. XX iv

*n8»*. XX 1°

X 1

Vlo
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Word Ch. St.

?o ^ »

WTRti :?o H,v» <

c n
\C m i

\

\ *

sra \< %%

ariKr *
!

5T

ssr#Rt HX

sprittfr %

sppitfa n
wl \\

snpfflt, XX

X* <n

amt *

«
n
n

sift^ X v
X nv

m-. X< V
*?

*

t

S v*

«3* w IV

tt XH

w <u

3 VSV\

sa*^s® vv

Word Oh. St.

5T5^: * n
« 6

STS^f^H 8 \%

Xv

mi X

*o V

?* vX

vs

*

?<

TOTCWM \ c

aftwwwtfas

Xc

StdtfsmhFH^

H XX

w
wfaw « XX

ST&Wt tt <i

c

Slfttlfit * XX

5tftft<n: * \L

XX

* X*

xx xx

xx xh

OTIf: xx XX

X

i \l xx

« c

* sreft XX

f ots; t XX

Word Ch. St.

^li’TI'W! X v$

W?3f^%o w
5T^ra<TT& X \«

srenfii *, \\

5RR5 ?0 \\

srafa H 1

5W>srt: tH \

?rrfh * V9

STTScf:

5tri?a^. ^ VSc

8

H XX,XX

5

t

X<

sm^r: *

v
«

st&c^. 8 HI

So IV

sn’srawWtarU

mmw ?8 Hv*

m*smi to

S<£

wwr; H°

m*mi \ v*

\ vn

m*aft £

srrarfgrarat-

rKH \\ HV
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Word Oh.

W
ttf

W:

M
1

*•

? <)\s

%wr \\

%«!: $

\

3TT

IV

vs

3

^ IV

V$

*U

6
<C

«

?<

Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St.

%< vv « V>

SKTOT^\< V<) « V
^T! % u ?» IV

*3?r: l v,\ ?< V*

% *\

? w
« 1 ^mrx ? \*

?o 1 3T

?>
aC

* SRp-RT: ?*
$ «r^rr 3 l'*

o
v,n,^ ,XV,

% \ \
v\$v V \

szgwa; v<\
$0

* \\
*37 ?»

ll 1

w
^o^gr: ?0 u

?« \
£

ar^raFcr:\ *>

l*rt^

^wrrS*r^-

smft

gwg** *

tr *3RR; 8 n
^y Yv*

H
arfr

V,^

« «<U

wiTiito ?o
sawST^RJTRS: wsm

y^ ? Ws
fi-

<n $
ts

fktrr: % n
w sft

?< V «ftw»wn^ * V 1
*

tjvs $ VV^» etc.

** v»,v YT

srtaifa * M Y1
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CL St. Word CL St. Word Oh. St.

Xo V* ? asaa* X

V \s<s ^WU ** aaagxGtam, *°

\ aaagait: *X V

?< \S^ *3
aaaa. X

a

n
a

aaar * XX

wag. \< «X

aftrow: \\ XX

afafaHft'm * XX

atr \\ X

a^tT $ XX

ll X*x

W v*

aa: ? XX

* X,MX

\ X.XX.XX

*s xx

^ xx

3 \x

8 XX

*< vw

^ XX

wl
-

aftwiai * X'

aba*. *x

afat^ft 8 XX

abaft \< X

aoaTar: c xv,xx

\C XX

X XX aa:

\ xx aft

8 x aac,

aa;r: $ XX

aar 8 X

** vx,w

a*#*, * xx

a% \\ vx

aag: X? w
a*p*nw t? XX

asK^a* *< xx

: \\ XX

: ** X*

as?a. $

x x»,xx

?<£ x,x

* v*,xx

atrrat $ xx

afara** * XX

C XV

^ XV

xv

\3 XV

\C 'S'*'

X XX

*<£ XX

% XX

am** x xx

a^sta* * XX

aaaa*** % x®

\l

a^ar:

a«a®^:

asssfc

*? XX

*« X

XX xx

?« XX,XX,X»,X*

*» x«

aam *o v

XX x,'*

*« XX;

\c xx

axaaara^ *o xx

aaraatftsi \c x

«

axaagft:: v

axaan: 18 x<s

axaaL *o xx»*x

\\ xx

*8 X,X»X,X®,1 X'

X

*< v®

axaia. *8 x«

awgaar *o X
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Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St.

?8 <1* *m<rr t» H srnronr ?» I'l

XX « * Hv

*8 *nrrtr $ **,M

mm * y^ smuftfir XX Vo

\c m^m^ 1* wmwm 8 n
S 1V« X V\ Hurera: w <u

6 « n wmN « \A

*0 I'* ?8 V* ?<c Ho

H$ H^rf^rn^fcT V WTIffe «
mm. * w m*sr<t. u 1* \s

8 \

*

m$%$r: V HW:

« 1H smi% * % nfir^ni: a

g??ft « n 8

Y4 6 ?

wffrt ?« w \* X \J0

8 n V tt

0 ? \\ X*

srrr: * Hv m*fan t 1 ng'rfXsra^ X

< V n X

tt <K * n,v<

r* \s «
srrftt: l Vo \ XV *nm w

8 M XX *« m *

HnT: * n ^nr: * Y4 mi ^vs

X* 8
Y

m *o % *
< lo

mm. u *-< W * \*

mm. 8 m ?« mm \0

>9 *1
OTtWi X H

« mum X %n w
*mm\ XX *• mt*m * mim lo

•*raftrcre^ l\ mmm X* \ V9
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Word Ch. St Word Oh. St/ Word Oh. Sfe.

SWfawJt ?o Xc

8$ ft v XI&rcmMfr: $ XX to X®-

\c IX XT^siT 3 XI ssfyjtl t iv

«4<wfagxwrci XX a x

t* n \c v % xx

* X'x tt XH
gs&irrfa t xx t8 v \< X®

8 t'5 slfrnfsi <C V, \\ iv
x ix

t< HVv»
s4$t$wts ^ iv

\ IX

?nM$l ft X

e4ngq. 3 *ix

ft tx

slrntr: * xv

s%iRrw* t<£ ft

XX

xHtai X vs

ft ftp*

s#js qjftran?n

ft ft

ft IX
SL ..’’V C!' SLm

|

^gt5T^mRtg-

SWL ft ft

ft V.

xt$* X

5 Xsxx
ft V

ft XV,\X

ft vx

xrivwi tX X

xi4srx§ ?8 it s^srxrtu % xv

xraWfl* xx xr&tft’f t8 v

s?rofawr: \c ft

*nfcph to x 1 n
*14*1%* ft ix s4£ra; t*x ix

tC XX S%pin* t° XX

% xx s4tts a v

g4sj^sra^ 5 xi snrer: t xv

4*jjrf^r H xi X V.xv

t? v t xx

Htspror^nwr X x^

<x v» 8 11

snfrijiraTH $ xx to x

>x xx t3 xx

a io

to xx ^ v

t* ix H#PT X X»

t8 x a xi

t< Xi * x

xrfrjjnfa ^ xx to v

a X'* tX i»

% v t'x iv

* » t® t,*-

t«s xi to tv
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Word Ch. St.

|j^*l^K>XA^/XAAA

fWord Ch. St. Word

SAAAAA>

Ch. St

„ * I* XX M XX

8 XX.XX ? X,VX HprsnfV ?? v%

$ 3 1^X50

9 "AX, XX 8 xx,x® 1*

C \\\C ^9 ic ??

% V ?0 XX

\o c,X V ?? xx,xx,xx,xx \

« V. ?8 1 \ V^

« XX

?<£ v$ « xv \ Y\*

*nt: S H x V

« V. « XV &lt<u C 11

* X®,XX g^wr: 8 XX srarer: « *

^
— Ny..

.

\ V\ i 1

8 Sj V\s 4w. ? X,Xv,v\»-

9 X
V1

\ XI x,\

* X X v$ x.X'x.v

« X c V'0^ V* \c \SY

?*X XX H X'j \ n
X X* ?< XX,vv *8 XA

X 'VX/*! ?<X XX wd *

8 XX « X « H
^ XV a x *8 1*

?? xV'x tt xx sgisfa; \ \®>

\ VvJ 8 XX

?* XX ? XX S®E: \ I'*

?8 X<x ?? \w W XV,XX

?< V6 W x\ \\
.<

?< XX spn* ?< VC w V

sxfofarcraU? V) Nf^W! * xx ?<x n
WX: £ V 3 X® V

^ X® STfSTT \ XX x^Rq- > X®
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Word

t*

*

ij&mm U

%

\<

H

\C

\%

t^ 5

spratt %\

4tcftce. 3

wi&fifcr: \c

asjfirer V*~

WJfrltft t8

$

t

?8

18

8

*

u

• *

*

^rf^rsfi

4*ra^JT

St
1

Word Oh. St.

to \\

Word Oh. St.

H!

t
!smrfas 8 XX

*r: t it etc.

^V5 ?fcnft * ^ w
5 X XX

X* \ s m * ^
*\

XX tt «
X s ^ t® ^

\ Vk tf t<£ t®,VW,

M VSO^VSV^X W.Vf.Vi

\s &%ri: \\ M wsjtg; '•'t

IX &stR3T mtft % k
T 8 vX ?hrtc: to v*

*% * ^ gtfgfo: t I'*

C ^ gtffepsfinit: t® «

\0 v> t8 i®

\° t* «| t® i^x®

\° SRFMlcW: 8 vo
t<£ x®,^,t'»

V siwstt 8 vo gnw; t® H
X ^ftraaraT: 8 X* t<i W

g|f5^fera: ^ ^ Stiffener: » IV

XX sfirar: « ^ t® v

vx « n gtf^t t® ’t

* *• \< t*.tt

V *nra»k t8 ^

x

V
Xv

t< ^
; s ** » \<>

’ stew * *t ® \9

1 X'J, &<T&it: H XX,
srrjjwrSr t® 5

-S

: ^\ ^ >5$,^i
W31 5 '

: x*{

\s\s,\»vi Wl: tl t®

l vt'SpSt X V5 8 ^
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'Word Oh. St. Word Oh. St. Word Oh. St.

*TT«n: \\ fa^fa^it; * *« 5% \9 X

% X* \c M §t*r * x*

* \% \ n S

l* XX
r\

^wfag-
1° W l X*

*tsnn lo ^ sft#cf ? ^<s IpraTT: *
xx sifck « XX

m&P( ** a XX

Wf^Dt ?< xv * V
1 II^5

*. S 3v

* H^r ?8 H gfafatm h
triw^ ^ l^I°tr: lo X

<sN*tRm, a ffasr: \% XI

* *X * }« I*rorai s c

l* n % X®

ni^t V» g^*r: IV

g<sra§*r 18 % m X

T*nr

g^r t8 % X

* u % X*

-fa a 8 If® XX

K n ggfawi|^ratow*q-

faS^Nt: \\ xi ^ X

fal: xv H ^ 1,^1

fa^rat^. a * XX.X^X ^
\o x$ ?o y ^nsntt « XX

fafaft V \\ * S?3* ll x$

8 xx w a VS

« V l« W.XMW 1°

w 1 5^n% l IMl ^?WVi ll xx

w l }VS ^ V* *

\< •*vs>v U *5

8 n S’ift H Xv

fa^r 8 w “iv ^sirfa 8 \j
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Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St.

£ tt f**rar»- n
8 tt «

w V #t: \ %lft: 5>

TT tO

ft«rar t <W

?mh ? f%Rr: % \»
V t f&rcsft: n

?o
J=5*J fcmrrsra. % •n

\9 r%r^ t*
8 *9rng: * n

t OTSfH
fams? w

%w»FT t \s

c
ft*ro: ^0 6

*>
\ w \»

\c s*

^ sift tt tt ST

tt yy WNTC t t%nrr: to
^fT'TT: * So Wlftsir t

tH ,, \\

to V\ tH
^TT

^SITSlft * \

\

^FII^ « ^ ftsrasrWf * \*

Swap t $,1< ftSRrag: * S2ST 8 *U

t <5 flsrsiT * $8
?0 is tWfc 3 \*M
tt V farcn* n
tt « *

V\ wftf <.

\0
«»«» *0 \

s %•,1Y^W c

to to V'&•
^r^T: u t* '•t tc \c

^rr; !* ')'> t ^r: to \\
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Word Oh* St. Word Oh. St. Word Oh. St

TO % IS w3*wi tt ns ms. n
$ « tVt RRSJtt

t « \ V* 8 s*

to X* i< v\s ^T^TT«r: « n

tH n*n t

t* t n$ to n^

wgftatu t \

\

TO! 8 $

?« Ytf t c

t IV !?pri H S * t< VH,VV

t
^sra: t« t< $*

t vs ^snwnn^ t \»
f

t t<J VS

to *s
n\,™jVV £ t S^

tt ns to s OTl ns

tH s*
^VTT^^T t<: %° ^r: * I s9

Vo WH<«PPRI^t< V\s tt nv

t }vs

1 mw&Ftki vn tt *v
mm

msmt H nv fW ?
t Sv

£ t M
t« VSo

8 t< n^
}S

to ns,nn tt nv

t<£ *h' fnT to ns

t *• S^TT 0 v t ns

"sNsn* to Sn t s« ^fccT < ns,sn

t xs t< n v*

* vn tw
t« v$ * sn £*SR t n,v

v<n X* t s°

tt v 9 Y9 t V$

^T^fT tt c 5T% tt sn £*: t nv

t '<»t% mm: t« sv fsfir t

Wi mm t SS ssfcr t «•
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Word Ch. St. Word Ch. St Wor$ Ch. St.

?? %r?ira: ^vs S? «
V9\$ i??rT^ \c

\C V* 3- \

? n %
ipTW: \ 1**l,*V

'£'T?JPT*R>tn: P* 8 9 1®

* fsforr « IV

f&: 8 ?• p«r% I'S

fwg; ? I fanfrr \c ^v»\s

<U
f<T^T=TT: « 1

?T pwu; 8 t M Vm
* « * * t?R: $<

I? f?*rrfjr \ n tSPT * *)»

% ? <n etc. ff? c n tpffc: » V

%$rmt 1 W i* ll= \\ »*•

?c $v tat: \

%TT \ U fW o Ti

%*% \\ <U prn t« <s ftaa \ vv

%W5RT: \° V\ ffaff: ?? A ft:



INDEX to PERSONAGES' referred to.

( t being Indian or Foreign Authors ).

( Notei—The original text of the author was not indexed

at all. The first index above (of* stanza-beginnings), and

this and the three following indexes were first added to the

fourth Marathi edition of the text, published in 1923, after the

death of the author, as stated in the Publisher’s foreword to

that edition. The references to the pages in this 1923 Marathi

edition, in this and the three following indices, have been

replaced by the corresponding references to the pages of the

present English edition, except such as I have not been able

to trace. Also, the words in the original indexes, which had

been arranged according to the Marathi alphabet, have been

re-arranged by me according to the English Alphabet, letters

with diacritical signs, being indexed as if there were no such

signs, (ii) in front of a figure, or row of figures, means

Yol. II-—Translator.

)

Abdul Reheman (II), 145.

Aghoraghanta, 322.

Agullmala, 616.

Ajlgarta, 55.

Alexander, (ii) 789, 819, 828.

Amrapali, 616.

Angirasa, 59.

Antiochus, (ii) 828.

Antiocledes, (ii) 790,

Asoka, (ii) 799, 819, 827, 828.

Asvapati Kaikeya, 434,

(ii) 739,

Bahva, 567.

Bali, 44.

Baskali, 567.

Bhaskaracarya, 571.

Bhrgu, 584,

Brhaspati, 160,

Buddha, (ii) 798, 802, 817, 825,

826.

Candrasekhara, (ii) 754.

Carudatta. 54.

Christ, 49, 117, 546, (ii) 777,

811, 820, 821, 824, 825,

826, 827, 828, 829.

Citraratha, 584.

Confucius, 542. (See Khun-

Phu-Tse).

Columbus, (ii) 826.

Coriolanus, 41.

Dadhici, 56.

Daksa Prajapati, 469.

Dara (Shahazada), (ii) 706.

Ekanatha, 546.

Ganapati Sastri, (ii) 787.

GargI, 312.

Gargya Balaki, 434.

Gautama Buddha, 134.

Hamlet, 40.

Hari&candra, 52.

Haryasva, 469.

Heliodorus, (ii) 790.

Hiranyagarbha, 424.

Iksvaku, 12, 14, 581, (ii) 634.
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Jabali, 105, 106.

Jaiglsayya, 478.

Janaka, 312, 383, 413, 434, 451,

485, 487, 499, 509, (ii) 660,

812, 830.

Janamejaya, 14, (ii) 643, 723

(ii) 781.

Jarasamdha, 76.

Jaratkaru, 404.

Jimutavahana, 56.

Jesus Christ, (See, Christ).

Kabir, (ii) 706.

Kalakhanja, 98.

Kanada, 204.

Kasiraja Ajatasatru, 434.

Khaninetra, 62.

Khun-Phu-Tse, (See Confucius)

La-O-Tse, 546.

Laksmana, 438.

Lava, 98.

Mahaylra, (ii) 624.

Mahendra, (ii) 819.

Mahomed, (ii) 770.

Maitreyi, 110, 312.

Manu, 12, 14, 80, (ii) 634.

Mara, (ii) 825.

Marlci, (ii) 660.

Markandeya, (ii) 674.

Megasthenes, (ii) 79J.

Naeiketa, 126, 158, 159, 430.

Nagarjuna, (ii) 798, 817.

Nagasena, (ii) 805.

Nanda, (ii) 798.

Napoleon, 175.

NSrada, 284, 302, 303, 310, 469,

572, (ii) 674.

Nestor, (ii) 827.

Newton, 571.

.Nicholas (Notovisch), (ii) 830.

Paila, (ii) 738. .

Parasurama, 61.

Paul, (Saint), 49.

Pauloma, 98.

Prahlada, 14, 44, 45, 60, 61, 98,

’ 161, 172, 584.

Pratardana, 98.

Priyavrata, 14.

Prthu, 14.

Rahulabhadra, (ii) 798.

Ramacandra (Rama, or Sri

Rama) 52, 58, 97, 105.

Rama Sastri, (ii) 697.

Rayana, 608.

Sabalasya, 469.

Sanatkumara, 302, 310, (ii) 659.

Sardesai, (ii) 793.

Satan (Deyil), 98, (ii) 825.

Saunaka, 439.

Sibi, 56, 99, 170, 563.

Sivaji, 591, 611, (ii) 706.

Skanda, 302.

Socrates, 117, 118.

Sonakollyisa, (ii) 797.

Sri Bhagayan, 12.

Sudama, 120.

Suka, 284, 434, 439, (ii) 659,

(ii) 754, 767.

Sukracarya 65, 95, 161*

Sulabha, 383.

Sumantu, (ii) 738, 754.

Syetaketu, 65, 95.

Syumara§mi, 470.

Tuladhara, 68.

Uddalaka, 434.

Usasti Oakrayana, 67,

Vaisampayana, 14, (ii) 643,

(ii) 660; 738,754,781*

Vamadeva, 55.
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Varenya, 418.

Yena, 62.

Yidula, 55.

Visvamitra, 54, 55.

Yivasvan, 12, 80, (ii) 634.

Vrtra, 53.

Yajnavalkya, 110, 312, 413,

477, 499, (ii) 659.
p

INDEX to FOREIGN AUTHORS.

Aristotle, 92, 99, 419, 420, 514,

(ii) 682.

Bain, 50, 123, 514.

Bentham, 115

Bournoff (E'mile), (ii) 829.

Brooks, 532.

Buhler, (ii) 732, 769, 773, 788,

795, 802.

Butler, 109.

'Carus (Paul), 119, 147, (ii) 684,

687.

Colebrooke, 220, (ii) 825.

'Comte (Auguste), 85, 86, 87,

105, 210, 419, 420, 462,

(ii) 687, 708.

Dalton, 205.

Darwin, 139, 205, 206,233,241.

Davids (Rhys), (ii) 802, 804,

(ii) 818,827.

Deussen (Paul) 39, 260, (ii) 667,

(ii) 682.

Diderot, 109.

Enoch (Reginald), (ii) 826.

[Gadow (Dr. H.), 253.

Garbe, (ii) 759, 791, 799.

Geiger, (ii) 802.

Goethe, (ii) 694.

''Green, 48, 50, 93, 121, 165, 200,

299, 310, 311, (ii) 680, 682.

Haeckel, 206, 218, 233, 235,

253, 270, 336, 369.

Hsegel, 293, 309.

Hartman, 420.

Helvetius, 109.

Hobbes, 55, 95, 111, 113.

Hume, 110, 120.

James (William), 319.

Jowett, 419.

Kant, 87, 93, 120,165, 199, 201,

293, 295, 297, 305,309, 310,

356, 365, 519, 532, 533,

(ii) 679, 682, 683.

Kern, (ii) 799, 802, 809, 816,

(ii) 818.

King, (ii) 828.

Lamarque, 205.

Laurincer, (ii) 820.

Lily (Arthur), (ii) 826, 829.

Macmillian, 145.

M’c Crindle, (ii) 790.

Martineau (James), 169, 235.

Maudsley, 593.

Max Muller, 184, 594, (ii) 683,

(ii) 774,802, 821.

Mill, 49, 55, 87, 105, 115, 121,

122, 156, 420, (ii) 687,

Millman, 49.

Morley, 109.

Neitzsche, 367, 420, 519, 547,

(ii) 702.

Newton, 571.
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Notovisch (Nicholas), (ii) 830.

Paulsen, (ii) 695.

Plato, 157, 190, 462.

Plutarch, (ii) 828.

Pythagoras, (ii) 825.

Rockhill, 134, (ii) 786.

Rosni, (ii) 829.

Sale, (ii) 811.

Schopenhauer, 87, 144, 146, 308,

419, 420, (ii) 682, 694, 702,

(ii)710.

Schiller, (ii) 672.

Schroeder, (ii) 892.

Senart, (ii) 768.

Shakespeare, 40.

Sidgwick, 49, 50, 51, 114, 563.

Smith (Vincent), 208.

Socrates, 117, 118.

Spencer, 87, 105, 123, 292, 420*

455, 513, 514, (ii) 687, 710.

Stephen, 50.

Sulley, 420, (ii) 695.

Takakasu, 208.

Thibaut, (ii) 758.

Thompson, (ii) 747.

Weber, (ii) 787.

Whewell, 50.

Wilson, 221.
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get an idea of its arrangement. The names of authors and of

their works have been given according to the Marathi alphabet,

and works of the same nature have been grouped together,

as will be realised by the readers on the face of the index.

Those personages, who have been referred to in the course of the

expositions of the various subject-matters, for expounding the

true import of the Gita, have already been indexed separately

(see p. 77 to 79 above-Trans.)
; and the last Index of Definitions

includes technical words. ( see p. 89 et seq.—Trans.).

( The above is the heading of the Index added to the 1928

Marathi edition of the text
,
which was published after the death of

the author. The words m this index had been arranged according to

the Marathi alphabet
,
as stated above,

and I have re-arranged them

according to the English alphabet, except such references as Ihave

been unable to trace in spite of due and diligent search.

Letters with diacritical signs have been indexed as if there were

no such signs; and the figure (ii) before a figure or row of figures

means Volume IL—Translator.

)

AdhyatmaRamayana, 5, 8, 438.

Agnipurana, 5, 6.

Aitareya Brahmana, 98.

Aitareyopanisad, 222, 231.

Amarakosa, 76, 258.

Amitayusutta (Pali), (ii) 799,

(ii) 816.

Amrtabindupanisad, 340, 396,

(ii) 764, 1005.

Anandagirl, 104, 110? 433.

Anandatirtha, (See Madhva-

carya ).

Anantacarya, 506.

Apararkadeva, 505.

Apastamblya Dharma-Sutras,

488.

Arjunamisra, 4.

Arseya Br&hmana, (ii) 717,

Astadasa Puranadarsana, 5, 6.

Astavakraglta, 5, (ii) 951.

Asvaghosa, 81, (ii) 694, 770,

(ii) 787, 798.

Asvalayana Grhya-Sutras,

(ii) 738, 788.

Atharva-Veda, 355, (ii) 1135.

Avadhutaglta, 5, 133.

Badarayanacarya, 16, (ii) 749,

(ii) 750, 754, 1109.

Balacarita, ( See, Bhasa).

Banabhatta, (ii) 793.

Baudhayana Grhyasesa Sutras,

(ii) 788.
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Baudhayana Sutras, 488.

Bhagavata, 6, 14, 15, 29, 55,

64, 227, 386, 414, 434, 469,

473, 497, 551,572, 573, 578,

591, 594, 601,603, 607,614,

(ii) 639, 766, 771, 780, 871,

(ii) 891,901, 941, 964, 1008,

(ii) 1020, 1054-5, 1056, 1060,

(ii) 1065-6, 1077.

Bhandarkar ( R. G. ), 23, 24,

(i'i) 745, 770, 785. 791, 799.

Rharavi, (See, Kirata), 64, 552.

Bhartrhari, 52, 64, 113, 114,

124, 132, 148, 157.

JBliSsa, (See, Balacarita), 7,

430, 456, (ii) 771, 787, 794.

Bhaskaraearya, 571.

Bhatta Kumaiila, 258.

Bhavabhuti, 98, 594.

Bhiksugita, 5, 6.

Bible, 33, 49, 517, 518, 542, 545.

Bodhyaglta, 4.

Brahmaglta, 5.

Brabmajalasutta, (Pali),(ii) 804.

Brahmanda Purana, 5.

Brahmanas, (see list).*

Brahma-Sutras, (See, Vedanta-

Sutras, and Sarlraka-

Sutras).

Brahmavaivartaka Purana

(ii) 767.

Brbadaranyakopanisad, 44, 126,

133, 182, 197, 199, 231,

Brbadaranyakopanisad (contd)

254, 258, 283, 284, 285,

292, 296, 298, 301, 307,

308, 312, 315, 317, 320,

322, 324, 336, 341, 344,

348, 354, 362, 365, 381,

400, 406, 410, 413, 433,

434, 444, 471, 483, 499,

502, 537, 598, (ii) 658, 693,

(ii) 712, 739, 742, 765, 772,

(ii) 807, 808, 810, 873, 970,

(ii) 1024, 1029, 1033, 1037,

(ii) 1084, 1115, 1115, 1152,

(ii) 1186.

Buddhacarita, 81.

Canakya, ( See, Kautilya ),

(ii) 629, 787.

Oarvaka, 105, 109.

Chandogyopanisad, 44, 171,

181, 210, 231, 234, 252,

254, 259, 283, 301, 310,

313, 318, 322, 324, 338,

348, 353, 354, 381, 397,

400, 406, 409, 413, 475,

500, 569, 574, 580, (ii) 739,

(ii) 742, 761, 763,765,776,
(ii) 807, 907, 959, 977,1013,
(ii) 1029, 1034, 1072, 1078,

(ii) 1089, 1138, 1140, 1166.

Chandogya (Samkarabhasya),

475, (ii) 704.

Churikopanisad, (ii) 747.

Confucius, ( See, Khun-Phu-

Tse), 542.

* The words « see list ”, used in this index, mean: “see this

index * Brahmanas ?
is the name of a class of treatises, just as

< Puranas/ or * Gitas K
1
and the various Brahmanas are not indexed

under * Brahmanas 7 but in their respective alphabetical order, as

4 Arseya-Brahmana * Aitareya-Brahmana etc.; or, in the case

of the Gitas, as : Brahma-Gita, Siva-Gita etc.—Trans.
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Cnllavagga, (Pali), (ii) 800,

(ii) 819.

Dasaratba Jataka, (Pali),

(ii) 811.

.Devlbhagavata, 6.

Devlglta, 5.

Dbammapada, (Pali), 134, 144,

172, 389, 516, 517, 541, 545,

(ii) 675, 676, 800, 802, 807,

809, 812.

Hhammikasutta, (Pali), (ii) 809,

(ii) 810.

Ebyanabindupanisad, (ii) 747.

Dlksit, (S. B), 264, (ii) 774,

(ii) 785, 789, 796, 799.

Dlpavam§a, ( Pali ), (ii) 802.

Ekanatba, 546.

Epicurus, 514.

Ganesaglta, 5, 418.

‘Ganesapurana, 5.

Garbbopanisad, 254.

Garudapurana, 6

•Gfithft, ( See, Tukarama ).

Gaudapada, 207, 221.

GaudlyaPadmottarapurana, 6.

Gautama-Sutras, 110.

'Gitas, (See, list).

Gita (Madbvabbasya), 23.

Gita (Ramanujabhasya), 22.

Gita (Samkarabbasya), 15, 427

483.

Gltartbaparamarsa, 38.

Gopalatapanyupanisad, (ii) 745.

Gurupana vasistba-tattva-

saxayana, 5, 8, 509.

Hamsaglta, 4, 6.

Hanumana Pandit, 21*

Hariglta, 13, 14.

Harltaglta, 4.

Harivamsa Purana. (ii) 787.

Harsa, 56.

Isavasyopanisad, 284, 317, 381,

432, 442, 490, 500, 501,

503, 504, 537, 543, 583,

603, (ii) 742, 748, 762, 888,

(ii) 998, 1115.

Isyaraglta, 5.

I^yarakrsna, 207, 208, 220, 221,

258.

Jabala Samnyasopanisad, 133,

433, 470, 471, (ii) 626, 629.

Jaimini (Mlmamsa-Sutras), 72,

401,613, (ii) 738, 754, 761.

Jaimini-Sutras, 31, 72, 94, 435.

Jnanesvara, 26, 345, 346, 449,

(ii) 705, 754.

Kaivalyopanisad, 324, 471, 538,

(ii) 998, 1016, 1144, 1174.

Kalabapurl, 218.

Kale, (ii) 785, 788, 794.

Kalidasa, 56, 99, 113, 139, 172,

441, 467, 469, 559, (ii) 726,

(ii) 787, 793.

Kamalakarabbatfa, (ii) 705.

Kanada, 205.

Kapila, 208, (ii) 761, 762, 777.

Kapila-glta, 5, 6.

Katbasarit-sagara, 56.

Katbopanisad, 76, 126, 160,
*

190, 197, 216, 231, 245,

273, 284, 301, 312, 324,

341, 343, 412, 413, 430,

433, 503, 567, 602, 610,

(ii) 740, 741, 747, 764, 803,

(ii) 876, 880,888, 997,1036,

(ii) 1136, 1141, 1166, 1186,

(ii) 1205.
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Kaualtakyupanisad, 85, 98,

,283, 368, 400, 409, 516,

(ii) 675, 1022, 1029, 1183.

Kautilya, (ii) 629, 787.

Kenopanisad, 284, 319, 434,

567, 587.

Kesari (lion), 356.

Ke£ava Kasmlri Bhattacarya,

25.

Khun-Phu-Tse, ( See Confu-

cius ).

Kirata, ( See, Bharavi

)

Krsnananda Svami, 38.

Ksirasvami, 258 ( foot-note ).

Kuran, ( See, Quran ), 33.

Kurma-purana, 5.

Linga-purana, 445.

Madhusudana, 20.

Madhvacarya, ( See, Ananda-

tlrtha), 23, 25, 428, (ii) 750,

(ii) 752, 766, 892.

Maghakavya, 607.

Mahabharata :

—

Adiparva, 41, 42, 46, 47, 48,

51, 52, 61,65,106,143, 266,

368, 404, 558, (ii) 626, 718,

(ii) 723, 724, 738, 788, 789.

Anusasana-parva, 43, 44, 46,

52, 68, 94, 373, 404, 527,

538, 539, 541, (ii) 701, 755,

(ii) 789, 790, 1065, 1072,

(ii) 1076,1136,1137.

Asramavasika-parva
,
(ii) 678.

|

Asvamedha-parva, 2, 4, 52, 62,

80, 214, 244, 392, 438, 443,

465, 474, 614, 617, (ii) 663,

(ii) 669, 671,691,724,780,

,
(ii) 738, 740, 789, 801, 1028,

.
(ii) 1071, 1126,1128,1135,
(ii) 1195. . . .

Mahabharata—

(

contd )

Bhismaparvat 68, 272, 410,

(ii) 721, 727, 733.

Droy,aparva , 52, 76, (ii) 727.

Karnaparva 47, 53, 90, 141,
(ii) 718, 725, 727, 731.

Sabhaparva
, 147, 398, (ii) 791.

tfalyaparva, 60.

tiantiparva
, 4, 12, 13, 43, 44,

48, 51, 53, 54, 57, 58, 61,

62, 65, 66, 68, 72, 79, 90,

96, 129, 130, 132, 138, 144,

147, 149, 150, 152, 161, 162,

172, 182, 183, 208,210,214,

223, 224, 229, 231,254, 262,

264, 266, 274, 275, 280, 286,

299, 303,309,316, 347, 359,

365, 366, 368, 379, 381, 383,

386, 392, 402, 404, 405,407,

408, 420; 424, 433,434, 436,

437, 439, 444, 451,458,468,

470, 472, 473,474, 477, 478,

485, 486, 510, 513,527, 538,

539, 540, 549, 552, 553, 587,

615, 617, (ii) 622, 660, 696,

(ii) 699, 700, 718, 723, 724,

(ii) 727, 728, 729, 730, 731,

(ii) 732, 733, 734, 735, 739,

(ii) 740, 750, 755, 758, 766,

(ii) 767, 778, 779, 783, 788,

(ii) 789, 812, 860, 877, 892,

(ii) 910, 919, 920, 921, 928,

(ii) 940, 972, 989, 994, 998,

(ii) 1005, 1015, 1018, 1021,

(ii) 1028, 1032, 1038, 1053,

(ii) 1055, 1056, 1065, 1067,

(ii) 1068, 1073, 1081, 1084,

(ii) 1088, 1147, 1149, 1150,

(ii) 1154, 1195, 1198, 1205.
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Mahabharata

—

(contd.)

Striparva 190, (ii) 727.

Svargarohava-parva, 52, 127,

(ii) 737.

Udyogaparva
, 52, 55, 61, 62,

64, 127, 140, 147, 470, 473,

545, 552, 553, (ii) 629, 673,

(ii) 719, 728, 729, 730, 750,

(ii) 779, 786, 812.

Tanaparva 45, 48, 57, 58, 60,

68, 97, 100, 138, 146, 182,

190, 260, 380, 381, 406,

439, 443, 444, 478, 527,

547, 580, 615, (ii) 673, 700,

(ii) 718, 728, 740, 788, 810.

Virataparva
, 529.

Mahanarayanopanisad, (ii) 744.
j

JVtabaparinibbana Sutta, (Pali),

(ii) 818.

Mahavagga (Pali), 545, (ii) 797,

(ii) 801, 810.

Mahavamsa, (Pali), (ii) 802.

Maitryupanisad, 182, 184, 231,

246, 259, 340, 348, 381, 390,

392, 396, 405, 503, (ii) 743,

(ii) 744, 762, 764, 772, 775,

(ii) 776, 778, 960, 1005,

(ii) 1034, 1142.

Mandukyopanisad, 309, 338.

Mankiglta, 4.

Manu-Smrti. 43, 44, 46, 47, 49,

51, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 62,

63, 64, 65, 68, 90, 94, 95,

100, 140, 143, 145, 149,

162, 171, 172, 230, 246,260,

263, 264, 266, 348, 365,368,

373, 374, 384, 393, 403,405,

407,456, 462, 467,472, 484,

485, 487,488, 497, 499,504,

Manu-Smrfci*r-(con^.)

506, 507, 538, 541, 547, 554,

(ii) 658, 676, 700, 755, 765,

(ii) 786, 809, 852, 862, 902,

(ii) 919, 920, 935, 936, 942,

(ii) 961, 983, 998, 1038,

(ii) 1065, 1072, 1103, 1128,

(ii) 1164, 1175, 1193.

Markandeya, (ii) 674.

Matsya-Purana, (ii) 1065.

Milindaprasna, (Pali), 81, 516,

615, (ii) 675, 805, 807, 812,

(ii) 814, 815.

Mimamsa, (See, Jaimini).

Moropanta, 93.

Miccbakatika, 56.

Mundakopanisad, 242, 273, 284,

285, 301, 318, 341, 343.

344, 353, 381, 413, 433,

479, (ii) 740, 803,888, 1013,

(ii) 1016.

Murarl-kavl, 11.

Nagananda, 56.

Narada-Paaearatra, (ii) 674,

(ii) 766, 767.

Naradaparana, 6.

Narada-Sutras, 573, (ii) 766,

(ii) 767.

ISFarayanlya-dharma, 473, 512.

Narayanlyopanisad, 471.

Nllakantha, (ii) 721.

Nimbarkacarya, 24.

Nirnayasindhu, 476.

Nitisataka, 113

Nirukta, ( See, Yaska ).

Nrsimba-Purana, 5, 506, 507.

Nrsimbottara-tapaniyopanisad,

350, (ii) 745.
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Oka ( K. G. ),
258.

Orion, (ii) 773, 776,1077.

Padmapurana, 5, 6.

Pai^acabMsya, 21.

Pali Works, ( See list ).

Pancada^I, 289, 350, 516.

Pancaratra, (ii) 778, (
See

»

Narada-Sutras ).

Pancasikha, 209.

Pandavagita, 5.

Pandit Jvalaprasad, 5.

Panini-Sutras, 184, 372, (ii) 745,

(ii) 768, 774.

Parakhi, (ii) 793.

Parasaraglta, 4.

Patanjala-Sutras, 321.

Pingalaglta, 4, 471.

Prasnopanisad, 254, 301, 338,

503.

Puranas, ( See, list ).

Purusa-Sukta, 339.

Quran, (See, Kuran), 33.

Raghuvamsa, 99.

Ramagita, 5.

Ramanujacarya, 21, 22, 427,

(ii) 703, 750, 752, 758, 766,

(ii) 780.

Ramapurva tapmyupanisad

,

575, 586, (ii) 745, 763, 774.

Ramayana:—

Aranyakanda, (ii) 1076-7

Ayodbyakanda, 61,

Balakanda, 59.

TTttarakanda, 99.

Yuddhakanda, 551.

Rame&a Oandra Datta,(ii)830.

Ranade, SJamkaxa Moro (Sam-

kaxa-Ravi), 218, 372.

Rg-Veda, 45, 231, 245, 284,

292, 302, 307, 314, 337„

347, 349, 350, 351, 353,

354, 355, 363, 388, 400,

401, 403, 410, 478, 502,

552, 591, (ii) 919, 956,

(ii) 1054, 1078, 1115, 1135.

Sabbasavasutt a, (Pali),

(ii) 804, 807.

Saddharma Pundarlka, (Pali ),

(ii) 799, 814.

Saivapurana, 7.

Sakuntala, 113, 172.

Samartba (Ramadasa, Dasa-

bodha), 57, 138, 197, 216,

251, 252, 388, 421, 443, 524,

536, 543, 552, 554, 611, 612,

.

(ii) 658, 706.

Samhitas, (See, list).

Samkarabhasya, 16, 20, 110,

(ii) 792, 873.

Samkaracarya, 15, 20, 110,

133, 207, 228, 242, 305,

364, 428, 445, 475, (ii) 693,

(ii) 701, 703, 704, 720, 722,

(ii) 752, 792.

Bamkhya-Karika, 131, 181, 207,

208, 213, 214, 216, 222,

223, 225, 244, 246, 257,

261, 275, 377, (ii) 1063„

(ii) 1126, 1128, 1154.

Sampakagita, 4.

Sandilya-Sutras, 572, (ii) 767.

Saptasdokiglta, 7.

Saxirika-Sutras, ( See, Vedanta-

Sutras).

Sarkara, Babu KisorilaR

(ii) 691.
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Sarvopanisad, 298.

Sastitantra, 208.

Satapatha Brahmana, 432,

(ii> 1081.

Saundarananda, (Pali), (ii) 787,

(ii) 798.

Selasutta, (Pali), (ii) 772, 801,

(ii) 813.

Sivadina Kesari, 509.

Sivagita, 5.

Skandapurana, 5.

Srldhara, 26, (ii) 750.

Subhasita, 52.

Suryagita, 5.

Surya-Siddhanta, 263, 264.

Sutagita, 5.

Sutasamhita, 5.

Sutras, ( See, list ).

Suttanipata, (Pali), 541, (ii) 797

»

(ii) 800, 803, 807, 809, 815.

Svetasvataropanisad, 221, 231,

253, 254, 280, 284, 289,

301, 307, 341, 381, 432,

490,500,580, (ii) 741, 742,

(ii) 744, 747, 943, 992,

(ii) 1036, 1114, 1137, 1145.

Taittirlya Brahmana, 231, 250,

347, 348, 363, (ii) 1135-6.

Taittirlya Samhita, 307 , 403,

‘ 469, 488, (ii) 744.

Taittirlyopanisad, 46, 58, 61,

98, 171, 210, 231, 234, 250,

251, 254, 284, 285, 287,

308, 317, 322, 337, 338,

348, 354, 361, 381, 403,

413, 432, 490, 500, 504,

507, 512, 580, (ii) 928,

(ii) 1152, 1166.

Takakasu, 151,

Taranatha, (Pali), (ii) 798, 818.

TattvaprakaiikS, 25.

Telang, 21.

Tevijjasutta ( Trevijjasutra) ,

(Pali), (ii) 810, 813.

Theragatha, (Pali), (ii) 772, 813.

Tukarama, (See, Gatha), 25,

110, 115, 120, 144, 318,.

320, 343, 388, 461, 534,

578, 580, 585, 590, 598,

600, 603, 605, 606, 609,

610, 611, 615, 617.

Udana, (Pali), (ii) 893.

Upanisads, (See list).

tJrubhanga, 7.

Uttaragita. 5.

Uttararamacaritra, 98.

Vagbhata, (ii) 1162.

Vaidya, Cintamana Vinayaka,.

(ii) 722, 738, 771, 785, 786,

(ii) 790, 799.

Vajasaneyi Samhita, 354, 505

Vajrasucyupanisad, (ii) 787.

Vallabhacarya, 24, (ii) 752.

Vamana Pandit (See, Yathar-

thadipika ).

VarahapurSna, 7.

Vaththugatha, (Pali), (ii) 803.

Vayupurana, 7.

Vedas, (See, list).

Vedangajyotisa, (ii) 775, 776.

Vedantasara, 332.

Vedanta- (Saririka-, Brahma-)

Sutras, 10, 44, 133, 202,

205, 210, 231, 244, 254,

259, 262, 266, 285, 293,

304, 337, 339, 364, 365,

368, 372, 375, 377, 382,
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Vedanta-Sutras—[contd.

)

388, 390, 397, 406, 410,

412, 414, 433, 435, 437,

464, 465, 470, 479, 483,

490, 499.

Yedanta-Sutras, Ramanuja-
bhasya, (ii) 758.

Vedanta-Sutras, Samkara-
bhasya, 110, 199, 210, 224,

228, 242, 270, 272, 304,

305, 364, 374, 378, 385,

388, 411, 445, 475, 483,

567, (ii) 703. 813.

Yicakhyugita, 4.

Vidura, 127.

Yisnupurana, 5, 161, 265,

(ii) 767, 771, 1065, 1066.

Yrtraglta, 4.

Yyasaglta, 5.

Yadavarav Yarvikar, 60,

Yajnayalkya, 49, 171, 487, 506,

598.

Yamaglfca, 5.

Yaska, ( Rirukta ), 251,

264, 409, 412, 488, (ii) 755,

(ii) 786, 1038.

Yatharthadipika, (See Yamana
Pandit), 27.

Yogatattvopanisad, (ii) 747,

(ii) 774.

Yogavasistha, 3, 8, 394, 434,

449, 460, 508, (ii) 896, 925,

(ii) 926.



INDEX OF DEFINITIONS of Terminological Expressions

given in theGita-Rahasya.

This Index was first added to the 1923 Marathi edition

of the text published after the death of the author. The

index, which is of Sanskrit expressions, had been arranged in

the original, according to the Sanskrit alphabet, and has been

re-arranged by me according to the English alphabet, letters

with diacritical signs being indexed, as if there were no such

signs. After each Sanskrit word, I have, wherever necessary,

added its English translation in brackets, as appearing in the

translation of the text. I have named this as Part I of the

Index of Definitions. In Part II, I have indexed the English

translation of the same words, according to alphabetical

arrangement, and placed within brackets after the English

word its Sanskrit equivalent as appearing in Part I of the Index.

Part II has been specially prepared by me for the convenience

of readers, who are unacquainted with the Sanskrit langu-

age. The figure (ii) before a figure or row of figures means
Vo] II—Translator.

(N. B. This Index covers only pages 1 to 831 of the translation.)

PART I—SANSKRIT.

abhyasa
,
(repetition), 30, (ii) 656.

acara-samgraha
,

(code of con-

duct), (ii) 665.

acara-tartamya
,
(discrimination

in conduct), 64-5.

adhibhautika-marga
,

(Materi-

alistic determination of

Ethics), 528.

Mhibhautika-pantka
,

(Materi-

alistic School), 84, (ii) 686.

adhibhautika-sastradvaita
,

(Gross Non-Dualism)> 219,

adhibhautika - sukha - duhkha
,

(Physical Pain and

Happiness), 130.

adhibhautika-sukhavada, (Ma-

terialistic theory of Hap-
piness), 104.

adhibhautika-vivecana,
(Materi-

alistic Consideration). 84.

adhidafaata-paksa, (Intuitionist

School), 167 to 176, (ii) 686.

ddhidamka-marga, (Intuitionist

determination of Ethics)

528.

adhidamka-pantha, (Intui-

tionist school), 84, (ii) 686.

adhidaivika-sukha'duhkfm ,
(God-

given Pain and Happi-

ness) 130.

adhidainka-vivecana ,
(Theolo-

gical Consideration),84, 85.

adhikara
,
(Qualification), 464.

adhisthanam ,
(Superintendence)

198.

adhyatma
,
(Metaphysics), 85.
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adhyatma-paksa
,
(Metaphysical

School), 85.

adhyatmilca-marga, (Metaphy-

sical determination of

Ethics), 529.

adhyatmika-pantha

,

(Metaphy-

sical school), 85, (ii) 686.

Mhydtmka-sukha-duhkha

,

(Me-

taphysical Pain and

Happiness), 131.

adhyatmika-vivecana, (Metaphy-

sical consideration), 85.

adhyavasaya

,

(or vyamsdya)
182.

adrsta

,

(invisible). 374.

advaitavada
, (Non-Dualism),

19, 20, 21.

aghasi, 403.

ahamkara
,
(Individuation), 197,

199, 236,237,243, 246, 249.

ahamkara-buddhi
,
(egoism), 151.

ahmsa-dharma
, (Harmlessness)

42, 43.

ajfiana, (Ignorance), 301, 327,

(ii) 742.

amrta (amnasi brahman), (Imper-

ishable Brahman), 501.

amrta, (Brahman), 502, 504.

amrta, (food after sacrifice), 403.

amrta, (Fundamental Sub-

stance), 306.

amrta, (Release), 503, 506.

amrta, (sphere of deities), (ii) 503,

(ii) 504.

amrtasi

,

(sacrifice-remnant-

eater), 535.

amrtatva, { Immortality ),

(ii) 682, 693.

anadi, (of unknown beginning)
365.

dnanda, .(beatitude), 317.

anandamaya, (beatific), 317,

anandamaya-kosa, (beatific en-

velope), 361.

ananta, (endless), 340.

anarabdha-kdrya, (uncommen-

ced Karma), 375, 376, 377.

amruddha
, ( Individuation ),

266.

anmmaya-kosa, (food-envelope),.

361.

anrta
,
(invisible), 336, 337.

antaranga-pariksana
, (internal

examination), 9.

anubhavadvaita
,
508.

anumana
,
(inference), 568.

apaddharma, (Moral conces-

sions), 67.

aparasvarupa

,

(inferior form),

247.

aparoksanubhava, 3 5.

aptavacana-pramana, (credible

persons, belief in) 570.

apurva, (strange), 374.

apurvata, (newness), 31.

arabdha-karya, (or, prarabdha)

(Commenced Action), 374,

to 377, 601.

arambhavdda, (Theory of Com-
mencement), 204-5, 331.

arhat

,

(Perfect), (ii) 675.

artam, (Perishable), 307.

arthavada, (obiter dicta), 31,

32, (ii) 657.

arya-satya, (sublime verity),

(ii) 806.

asambhuti, (Ignorance), 501.

amt, (Brahman), 338.

amt, (unreal), 210, 337.

asavadi, (optimist), (ii) 695.
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astadha-prakrii, (eightfold Pra-

krti), 247, 248. -

asteya, (Not-stealing), 54.

asubhakarma
, (evil action), 373.

asura-sampat, (ungodly endow-

ment), 148.

atma
, (self), 558.

atma-jnana (Self-knowledge),

386.

atmanistha-buddhi, (Self-devoted

Reason), 191.

atma-nisthata
, (Self-devotion),

386, (ii) 807.

atma-samraksana
, (self-protec-

tion), 56, 57.

atman,

,

independent tendency

of, 385.

atman
,
(Ksetrajna, Self ), 199.

avidya
, (Ignorance), 289, (ii) 742.

avidya, (Karma), 501, 502, 503,

504, 505.

avyakta
,
(Imperceptible), 215.

bahiranga panksana , (external

examination), 9, 10,

frfozga, (blessedness), 161, 162.

bhagavata
,
475.

bhagavata-dharma
, (Bhagavata

doctrine, or religion), 14,

473, 489, (ii) 700, 766, 770.

ftAofet, (Devotion), 572, (ii) 744.

bhakh, (upasana), (Devotion),

572.

bkakti-marga, (Path of Devo-

tion), 89, 576, 577, 578,

595, (ii) 648, 649, 650, 744.

bhakti-yoga
,
(Yoga of Devotion)

(ii) 640.

bhasya
,
(commentary), 9, 1 6.

brahman, 308.

brahmamrvana-moksa, 343.

brahmanistha, (devotee of Brah-

man), 315.

brahrmrpaya,
,

(dedication to

Brahman), 153.

brahmdrpana - purvaka - karma,

(Action dedicated to Brah-

man) 603.

brahmatmaikya-sthti
,

(State of

identifying the Brahman,

with the Atman), 320.

brahma-srsti
,
(Brahman-world)

359.

brahma-sfutras, 16.

brahma-vrksa, (Cosmic-Tree),

243-5.

brdhml
,
(Brahmie),344,414,515,

buddha
,
(wise, sage, or en-

lightened) 224,522.

buddhl
,
(Reason), 181 to 183,

(ii) 672, 679,680, 681, 683.

atinamstha (Self-devoted),

191.

*

functions of, 186 to 190.

kinds of, 236.

rajasi-, (Active), 189.

sadasadviveka-, (Conscience),

168.

sama-, (Equable), 342.

sattmki~, (Placid), 189.

tamasi-, (Evil), 189.

vdsariatmika ( Practical or

Desiring, ) 186 to 188,

(ii) 683.

vyavasayatmika (Pure, or

discerning or discriminat-

ing) 186, (ii) 683.

buddhibheda ,
(causing difference

of vision), 458.
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buddhi-yoga
,
(Yoga of Equable

Reason), 531.

caitanyam
,
(Consciousness), 194,

335.

carvaka-dharmcii (Caryaka’s

Ethics), 105-7.

caturvarnya-dharma (four-class-

arrangement), 89.

caturvidha purusartha, (four-

fold ideal of manhood), 88.

catui'vyuha, (fourfold genesis),

(ii) 757, 758.

cetana
, (activity), 194.

adrupl
, (thought-formed), 335.

at, (Knowledge), 315, 335.

citta, (Consciousness), 183.

codand
,
(inspiration), 94-5.

<odand-dharma
i
(inspired morar

lity), 94-95.

daiva
,
(destiny), 370, 452.

daivi-mdyd, (divine Illusion),

329.

ddtavya
,

(that, to give which,

is a duty), 548.

* devayana. (godly path), 408,

409, 410, 411, 413, 414.

'dharma, (Buddhist), 800-803.

* dharma
,
(caturvarnya), 89.

dharma, (deity), 170.

dharma
,
(ekanhka), 13

dharma, ( garhasthya ), ( Bud-

dhist ), (ii) 808.

dharma , (general meaning), 93.

dharma

,

(Jain), (ii) 817.

* dharma^ (Jewish), (ii) 822.

dharma
, (next-world), 88.

dharma, (prakrt), 93.

^dharma, (social meaning).
90-91.

dharma ,
(Upanisadic), (ii) 817.

dharma ,
(various meanings),

(ii) 657, 707.

dharmadharma-wirnaya, (right

and wrong, determination

of), 96-101.

dharma-pravacana ,
89.

dharaya-dharma
,
90-91.

dMrfw, (memorial), 89.

dhatu-garbha
,
(Dagoba), (ii) 789.

dArft, (cohesion), 195.

duhkha
,
(Pain, or unhappiness)

*

130.

durjneyarambha, (anadi), 366.

diaitadvaita, (Dual-non-Dual-

ism), 25.

dvivyuha, (ii) 758.

ekantika-dharma ,
13.

ekavyuha, (ii) 758.

esawa, (desire), 433, 444.

gandha-tanmatra, 240.

(or srft)* (goal, or path),

410.

meaning of, 4.

gita, (smrii), (ii) 751, 752, 754,

(ii) 783.

gita-dharma’Catuhsutri,
154-5,

gita-tatparya,
12 to 15.

grantha-pariksana, (examina-

tion of a book), 9.

grantha-tatparya-mrnaya, (as-

certaining summary of a

book), 30.

guya, (quality or constituent),

278, 330.

guyapannamavada, (Develop-

ment of qualities, theory

of), 234, 331.
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gutyotkarsa,^ ^Development * of

qualities), 234, 331.

htnayam

,

(inferior path),

iccha-svatamtrya

,

(Freedom of

will), 371.

indira, (i) xxxvii, (ii) 1210.

indnya

,

(sense, or organ), 238.

isvarz-sakti

,

(divine power), 364.

jadadvaita

,

(gross non-dualism)?

219, 336.

jdtimdtropajin, 89.W 2, 42, (ii) 738.

jiva, (Personal Self), 247, 289.

jzvan-mukta

,

(birth-released, or

released-in-life), 415, (ii) 640,

jivcmmuktavastha
,

(Released-

in-life state) 463.

jivatman, (Personal Seif), 368.

jna, (Knower), 219.

jnana

,

(Knowledge) 275, 380-3.

jnana , true, 295, 342.

jnana-bhakhyukta-karma - 2/o#a,

(ii) 664.

jnana-kanda, 401.

jilana-karma-samuccaya, 427-8,

603.

jnana-indrga
,
(Path of know-

ledge), 576-7, 596, (ii) 649.

jndna-maya-kosa, (Knowledge-

envelope), 361.

jfiana-mstha, 20, 420, 577,

(ii) 640.

jnana-purndvastha,
320.

jnanaoijfLana, (spiritual and

empirical knowledge), 431,

(ii) 649 to 651.

jfianendriya-vyapara , (activities

of organs of Perception)

178-9, 186.

jndnin
,,
(sage) 408, 414,

Mfa, (Time), 410.

tona, (Desire), 151, 452, 454.

kamya

,

(Desire-prompted), 74,
' 484.

I

kapila-samkhya

,

205, 209, 215.

[

tom, (Action), 72-76, 362-6;

karma
,
(dharmika-), 73.

karma, (kamya-), 74, 484.

karma , (naimittika-), 74.

karma, (nisiddha-), 74.

tom, (mtya-J, 74.

tom (mvrtta-) 484, 497.

tom, (pravrtta), 484, 497.

karma, (pauramka-), 74.

towza (purusdrtha~), 72.

ftanrca, (smarta-), 73.

karma, (sravta-). 73.

karma, (yajnartha-), 72.

tom, yajna-yaga 72.

karma-bandha, ( bondage of

Karma), 395-400.

karma-bhoga , (Karma-suffer-

ing), 376.

karma-jijiiasa, (desire to know
Right Action), 40, 70.

karmdkarma-vwecana, (the do-

able and not-doable in

the G-Ita), (ii) 719*

karma-ksaya, (destruction of

Karma), 395-400.

karma-mukti, (or naiskarmya-

siddhi), (Release from

Karma), 378.

karma-mstha {on yoga, or toma-

yoga, 420, (ii) 640.

karma-pravaha, (course of Des-

tiny), 369, 373.
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<karma-samnydsa
,

(Abandon-

ment of Action), 416, 417*

* karma-tyagai,
(Abandonment of

Action), 441-444.

—(rajasa), 442.—(sattmka), 443.

—(tamasa), 441.

karma-tyaga-msedha,
(depreca-

tion of Abandonment of

Action), 153-155.

karma-upaka, (Causality), 366.

^karma-yoga , 80, 148, 417, 418,

420,512, 562, 607, (ii) 627,

(ii) 638, 639, 655, 660, 665,

(ii) 700, 704, 747.

;karma-yoga
,
(in the Gita), 422,

423.

karma-yoga- sastra, 71, 83,

(ii) 665.

. karma-yogin sthitaprajna
,
521.

karmatha,
(ritualist), 408.

- karmendriya-vyapara
,
(Activity

of organs of Action), 178,

184-185.

kartavya-dkarma-moha
, (doubt

as to Duty) 33 to 39.

kartavya-karma
,
(Duty), 88.

kartavya-mudha, (uncertain

whether to act or not to

act), 38-41.

'karydkarya-rdrnaya (determina-

tion of the doable and the

not-doable), 87-91.

Myagm
,
(bodily-fire) 184-5.

*kramamukti
, (gradual Release),

412.

JeraiU) (sacrifice), 72.

<kra£vartka, 72.
,

krlyamana
, ( To-be-suffered ),

375.

krsna-marga
,
(dark path), 409.

kr&narpana, (dedication to

Krsna), 153.

krsnarparia-purvaha-karma (Ac-

tion dedicated to Krsna),

603, 604.

hsania, (Forgiveness), 44-45.

ftsara and aksara, (Mutable and
Immutable), 193

ksetra
, (Body, or Field), 195

ksetra-ksetrajna-vicara , 177, 193.

ksetrajna
, (Atman), 199.

linga-sarira, (Subtle Body), 361.

lokasamgraha, (Universal wel-

fare), 456-8, 463, 502, 562.

mahabhdrata, 41, (ii) 737.

mahayana-pantha,
(ii) 815.

mamhputa
,
(Mind-sanctioned),

171.

manas, (Mind), 178-9; 180-186.

manas(vyakaramtmaka)
,
182-5.

manavadharma
,

(religion of

humanity), (ii) 708.

manodevata
,
(mental deity, or

Conscience), 168.

manomaya-kosa,
(mental-enve-

lope), 361.

marga, (krsya-A (dark path),409.

mar^a, (iuMa-), (lighted path),

409,

maifra, (external world), 135,

matrasparsa, (contact with the

external world), 135.

mew 217, 288, 301, 307, 362,

363, 364, (ii) 742.

mayajdaivi

h

(Divine Illusion),

329.

mdyd-srsii, (Maylc world), 359.
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mimamsa, (purva-), 401.

mimamsa
, (uttara), 401.

mimamsalsa-marga, (-path), 401.

mimama-sutra-s
,
401.

mithyci, (Illusory), 298.

moha , (Ignorance), 301, 327.

moksa (brahmamrvana), 343,

(3i) 657, 689.

mo&sa, (Samkhya), 223.

moksa-dharma
, (Science of Re-

lease), 89.

mrfr/M, (mortal world), 501.

mukta, (Released), 224.

mukti
,
(krama-), 412.

mw&fe, (videha-), 412.

mula-prakrti, (Fundamental

Prakrti), 245.

na-prakrti-na-vikrti
,

( neither

Prakrti nor Evolute), 245.

naimittika, (occasional), 74.

ncaskarmya, 378, (ii) 779.

miskarmya-laksana, (desire-

lessly Activistic), 473.

naiskarmya-siddh, (or karma-

mukti), (Release by abstin-

1

ence from Karma), 378,

(ii) 779.

nama-rupa, (Name and Form),
|

296.

nandtva
,

( diversity ), 214.

narayaniya dharma
,
(Narayanl-

ya doctrine), 473, (ii) 766,

(ii) 770.

ndsadiya sukta, 347.

nirai&vddi, (Pessimist), (ii) 695.

mrguna, (qualityless), 330.

nirguna-bhakti, (worship of the

Qualityless), 227.

nirguna-parabrahman
,
(Quality-

lessParabrahman), 331,570,

mrvaira, (Non-enmity), 547-

553.

mrvaria
,
(Release), (ii) 807.

mrvaqa, state of, 319.

nirvana, tranquility of, 159.

mrwkalpa-samadhi, 320

nisiddha
,
(prohibited), 74.

(Final State), 435, 436.

(ii) 640.

wife, (Ethics), 88.

niti-sastra
,
68.

rtitya, (daily), 74.

mtya-muktavastha , 345.

mtya-samnyasm, (Perpetual

ascetic), 485, 486.

mvrtta-karma
,

(Desireless Ac-

tion), 484, 497.

wirtti, (Abandonment of Ac-

tion), 497.

nivrtti-marga
,

(Path of Inact-

ivity), 19.

pafica-mahabhuta-s
,

(five gross

primordial elements), 242,

249, 250.

parlca-nakha
,
54.

pancaratra ,
(ii) 766, 770,

(ii) 778.

pancikarana, 254-5.

parartha,
(other’s-interest), 114-

116, 563.

paramdnuvada,(AtomicTheory)

204-206.

paramartha, (highest good),

564.

paramatman ,
274.

para prakrti
,

(superior form),

247.

pdsupata-pantha ,
(ii) 817.

patan^ala-yoga, (ii) 799.
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paurartika-karma, 74.

pavatta, (ii) 810

phala, (effect), 31, (ii) 656.

phalasa

,

(Hope of Fruit), 151,

452.

phalasa-tydga, (abandoning

Hope of Fruit), 603.

pintja, (Body), 195.

pitryana
,
(ancestral path), 408

409, 410, 411, 413, 414.

posana
,
(see, pusti), 24.

pradyumna
,
(ii) 756.

prakrii
,
apara-, 247.

prakrti, (eight-fold), 247, 248.

prakrti
,
(mula-), 245.

pmkrh, para-, 247.

prakrti
,
(rdjasa-), 21 3—216

;
363-

364.

prakrti, (sattva-J, 213-216 ;
363-

364.

prakrti, (tamasa-), 213-216 ;
363-

364.

prakrti, ( three-constituented ),

363.

prakrti-vikrti, 245.

pralaya
,
262.

pmwa, (vital force), 242.

prarabdha, ( Commenced Ac-

tion), 374-377, 601

prarambha
,

( commencement

of the Gita ), (ii) 656.

praMham-trayi, 17.

pratika (symbol), 284, 584.

pratijTtarpalana (vows, observ-

ance of, 52-53.

pravrtta-karma, ( desireful Ac-

tion), 484, 497.

pravrtti-svatamtrya, (Freedom of

Will), 371, 388.

preya
,
(desired), 126, 157-159.

prthaktva (individuality), 236

puma-yoga, 345.

purusa, (Spirit), 219.

purusartha
,

( objects of man-
hood), 72, 88.

purusottama
,
274.

purva-mimamsa,
401.

24, 159-161.

pusti-marga, (Path of Divine

Dispensation), 24.

rapa, (love or desire), 454.

raja-guhya, (king of mysteries),

581, 582-3, 591, (ii) 646.

648.

raja-rndya, (king of sciences),

581-583, 59 1, (ii) 646, 648.

rajas, 213.

rajasi-buddhi, (Active Reason),

189.

rasa-tanmatra
,
240.

rk-chanda, (ii) 726.

rupa-tamnatra

,

240.

sabda-tanmatra ,
240.

sadacarana ,
(Good conduct) 89,

sadasadviveka, 168-170.

sadasadviveka-buddhi, ( Con-

science), 169.

saiva ,
474.

samatd
,

( Equality or equabi-

lity), 548.

samatva-buddhi-yoga, (Yoga of

Equable Reason), 530-1.

samhhuti
,
(Fundamental Cause),

501.

samdta, (Accumulated), 374.

safaga, (Desire), 151, 451, 454.

sa%a (Hope of Fruit), 151, 452.
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samghata, (Collection), 197-198.

samgraha, (Benefit),^,

safiikalpa
,
181.X * Y* ,

samkalpa-ukalpattnaka, 181,

242.

samkhya, {.jftanin ), 420, 489,

506, (ii) 627, 631, 640, 641,

(ii) 655, 661-2.

samkhya
,
(root meaning), 207.

samkhya, (two meanings), 207.

samkhya-wisthd, (ii) 640.

samnyasa (Renunciation), 420-

22, 454-5; 607, (ii) 626-7;

(ii) 638, 653-4, 704.

samnyasa-mstha, 20 429,

samnydsin, (ascetic), 420-21.

samnyasin-sthitaprajna, 521.

sampai
,

asuri, (Ungodly En-

dowment), 148.

samara,
(Cycle of birth and

death), 367.

samya,
(Equability), (ii) 673.

santi, (Tranquility or Peace),

159-60.

iarira-atman,
( Embodied Self ),

340.

saririka-sutras, 16.

sarvabhuta-Mta. (Universal
welfare), 115-7,

sarvabhutarhita,
(see, “greatest

good of greatest number”

in part II ).

sastra, (Science), 100.

sat,
(Real), 315, 337-9, 347.

satkaryavdda,
210-11, 326, 335.

sattva,
213.

saMsamanya ,
297.

sattamdtratva, 315.

13-14

satvata-dharma, (Satvata

doctrine), 473, (ii) 766,

(ii) 770.

sattviki
, ( buddfa ), 189.

saft/a, (Reality), 45, 297-298,

299, 307-8.

satydnrta-mveha, (Determina-

tion of Truth and False-

hood) 45-47.

satyasya-satyam, 306.

sesvara naiyyayika
, 205.

siddhavastha, 345.

sistacara
,
(proper conduct), 94*

smarta, 471, 474-6.

smarta Actions, 73.

smarta-yajna, 73.

sparsa-tanmatra
, 240.

sraddha, ( Faith ), 594.

sr^/a, (Meritorious), 126,.

157-160.

srfo', (or pa#), (Path, or goal)

410.

sthitaprajna, 519, (ii) 652.

(Gross), 215.

suddhddvaita, (Pure Non-
Dualism), 24.

suddha-uasana
, ( Pure Desire X.

515.

SM&faz, ( adhydtmka ), 13L

( adhidaivika ) 130.

suHa, ( adhibhautika ), 130.

sukhavada
,

( Theory of Happi-

ness), 103.

sukha-duhkha
, 130.

sukla-marga, (Lighted Pathj),

409.

mksma, (Subtle ), 215.

suksma-sarira ( Subtle Body,

361.
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svadharma
,
(Own-duty), (ii) 697.

svartha,
( Selfishness ),

105-15.

(Pure, Carvaka), 105,

106-107.

(Long-sighted, Hobbes ),

109-11.

(Enlightened), 112-115.

tamas, 213.

tamasi-buddhi,
(Evil Reason),

189.

fanmatra-s,(Fine Elements), 239.

gandha-, 240.

rwpa-, 240.

sabda-
,
240.

,tapes, (austerities or penance),

353, 404.

M, (That), 338.

Tat-Tvam-Asi, 20-21.

ilka, (criticism), 9, 16.

trayi-dharma,
401.

trayl-vidya
,
401.

tndanda
,
485.

irivyuha, (ii) 758.

iriguydtita, (Beyond the three

constituents), 226-7, 344,

519, (ii) 652, 690.

inguyatUavastha, 228.

iriguya-samyavastha, 213.

tnguyatmaka prakrti
, 363.

trivrtkarana, 253.

frswa, (Thirst or Desire), 134.

twriyamstha, 320.

•tiisti, 159.

tyaga, (Abandonment), 484,

(ii) 654.

(That), 338.

wdatta-svartha, (Enlightened

Self-interest), 113-115,

utkranti-tatva, (Evolution The-

ory), 209, 232.

upakrama, ( Commencement ),

30.

upapadana, (Development), 32.

upapatti, (Development), 32,

(ii) 656.

upasamhara, (Conclusion), 30,

(ii) 656.

upasana, (mdyaj 503.

upasana, (bhakti), 572.

uttara-mimamsa, 401.

vaidika dharma, (ii) 817.

vaidika karma-yoga, 489.

vairagya (apathy), 153.

vaimava-pantha, 23, 24.

varmsrama-dharma
,
(Four-class

arrangement), (ii) 718.

vasana, (Desire), 186.

vasand-svatamtrya, (Freedom of

Desire), 371.

vasanatmika-buddhi, (Desiring

Reason or Practical Rea-

son), 186, 187, 528, (ii) 630.

vastutatva

,

297, 301, 311.

vasudeva paramdtman, 286.

veddntm, 401.

(karma-yogin), 489.

(samnyasin), 489.

videha-mukti, 412.

vidya (upasana), (worship), 503.

vidyd, 283, 381, 501-6, 583.

vighas, (food? after sacrifice),

403.

vikalpa, 181.

vikrti, (evolute), 245.

vimia (or asambhuti), (Ignor-

ance), 501.

vimia
,
(See avidya), 501.
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wsesa, 242, 250.

mii&tadvaita, ( Quali$ed Mon-
ism), 21 to 23.*

‘

*

wvarta-vada, 33), 333, 356.

vyakta, (Perceptible), 193, 215.

'vyavaharika dharma-niti, (Prac-

tical Morality), 93.

wyavasaya, 182.

vyavasayatmika buddhi, 182,

187, 528, (ii) 630.

PART II-

Abandonment, (tyaga), 484,

(ii) 654.

Abandonment of Aetion, (see

Action).

Accumulated, (samcita), 374.

Action, (karma), 72-76, 362-6

Action, desireful, (pravrtta),

484, 497.

desireless, (nivrtta

X

484, 497.

Action, evil, 373.

Action, abandonment of, (kar-

ma-samnydsa), 416, 417.

Action, abandonment of,

(karma-tyaga), 441-44.

deprecated, 153-55.

rdjasa, 442.

sattuka, 443.

tamasa, 441.

Action, abandonment of, (mv-

rtti), 497.

Action, course of, (karma-pra-

vaha) 369, 373.

Action, dedicated to Brahman,
(ibrahmarpaqa-purvaka-kar-

ma), 603.

Action, organs of, activity of,

(karmendriya-yydpdra),17 8,
184, 185

yajna, (Sacrifice), 404, (ii) 661.

yoga

,

76-79.

yoga, (in the Gita), 79, 420, 455,

474, 489-90, (ii) 627, 630.

yogdbhrasta
,

( Fallen from

Yoga), 392.

yogamdhi, 160.

yogasastra , 82, (ii) 665.

-ENGLISH.

Action, suffering for, 376.

Activity, ( cetana ), 194.

Adhyatma, (See Metaphysical;

and adhyatmika etc. in

Part I).

Adhyavasaya or Vyavasaya

182.

Amrta, (Food), 403.

Amrta, (Eternal Brahman),501.

Ancestral path, ( pitryana )

408-11; 413-4.

Anubhavadvaita, 508.

Ascetic (samnyasm), 420, 421.

Ascetic, (perpetual), (nitya-

samnyasin), 485-6.

Austerity (or penance), (tapas),

353, 404.

Atomic theory, 204-206.

Beatific, (amitidamaya), 317

.

Beatific envelope (amndamaya-

kosa)t 361.

Beatitude, (ananda), 317.

Beginning, of, unknown
(ariddiX 365.

Belief, in credible persons,

(aptavacana-pramana)

,

570,
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Benefit, (samgrdha), 457.

Bhagavata, 475.

Bhagavata doctrine, 14, 473

489, 509, (ii) 700, 766, 770.

Bhakti, 572, (ii) 744.

Bhakti-marga, 89 ; 576-8 ; 595,

(ii) 648-50; 744.

Bhasya, (commentary), 9, 16.

Birth and Death, Cycle of,,

(samara), 367.

Birth-released, (jivcmmukta),

415.

Blessedness, (bhaga), 161, 162.

Body, (ksetra), 195.

Body, subtle, (linga or suksma),

361.

Body, (piy.(}a)f 105, 313.

Bondage of Karma, 395-400.

Book, ascertaining summary

of. 30.

Book, examination of, (grantha-

pariksana), 9.

Brahman, 308, 338, 501, 502, 504.

Brahman, dedication to, 153.

Brahman, -devoted, (brahma-

nistha), 315.

Brahma-sutras, 16.

Brahman -tree 243-245.

Brahman-world, (brahma-srsti),

359.

Brahmatmaikya state, 320.

Brahmi state, 213, 344, 414,515

Brahmanirvana-moksa, 343

(ii) 657, 689.

Canons of Gita Religion, 154-55

Carvaka’s Ethics 105-107.
’

Cause, fundamental, (sam

mti), 501.

Jausality, (karma-vipaka), 366.

Cohesion, (dhrti), 195.

Collection, (samghata)> 197-198.

Colour, subtle element of,

( rupa-tanmatra ), 240.

Commencement, of a book,

(upakrama), 30, (ii) 656.

Commencement of Gita,

(prarambha), (ii) 656.

Commencement, Theory of,

( arambha-vada ), 204-5

;

331.

Commenced Action, (prarabdha,

or arabdha-karya), 374-377,

601.

Commentary, (tbhasya), 9, 16.

Concessions, moral, ( apad-

dharma), 67.

Jonclusion, of a book, ( upa-

samhara), 30, (ii) 656.

Conduct, code of, ( dcara-

samgraha), (ii) 665.

Conduct, good, ( saddcarana ),

89.

Conduct, proper, ( sistacara ),

94.

Confusion, (moha), 301, 327.

Conscience, (sadasadviveka-

buddhi, or manodevata, 168,

Consciousness, 194, 335.

Consciousness, (attam), 183.

Constituents, equal state of,

(triguya-samyavastha, 213.

Constituents, three, beyond the,

( triguydtUa ), 226-7, 344,

519, (ii) 652, 690.

Constituents, development o

.

(guyotkarsa or gum~
pamama), 234, 331.
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Contact, with external world,

(matrasp'arsa), 135.

Contentedness, (tusti), 159.

Conviction, unsettling the,

(buddkibheda), 458.

Cosmic Tree, (brahma^vrksa),

243-52.

Cosmos, ( brahmanda ), 313,

(ii) 651.

Credible persons, belief in,

(aptavacana-pramaria)

,

570.

Criticism, (tika), 9,16.

Dagoba, (dhatu-garbha), (ii) 789.

Daily action, (nitya-kirma), 74.

Dark path, (krsna-marga), 409.

Death’s death, 321, (ii) 807.

Dedication to Brahman,

(brahmarpana)

,

153.

Dedication to Krsna,

((krsnarpana), 153.

Deities, sphere of, (amrta), 503,

504.

Delusion, (jnoha), See Confusion.

Desire, (esana), 433, 444.

Desire, freedom of, (vasana-

iSmtamtrya

,

or icchasva-

itamtrya), 371.

Desire, (kama), 151, 452.

Desire, (samga), 151.

Desire, (trsna), 134.

Desire, (vasana), 186.

Desire, pure, (suddha-vasana),

515.

Desire, to know Bight Action,

40, 70.

Desired, (preya), 126, 158-159.

Desireful Action, (pravrtta

karma), 484, 497.

Desireless Action, ( mvrtta

karma), 484, 497.

Desireless activity, nature of,

(miskarmya-laksaya), 473.

Desire-prompted, (kamya), 74,

484.

Desiring Reason, (vasanatmaka

buddh), 186, 187, 528, (ii) 630.

Destiny, (daiia), 370, 452.

Development, of an argument,

(upapatti, or upapadam),

32. (ii) 656.

Development, of Constituents

( see gunotkarsa, and Con-

stituents).

Devotion, ( upasana or bhakti ),

572.

Devotion, (bhakh), 572, (ii) 744.

Devotion, Path of, ( bhakti-

marga), 89,576, 577, 578,

595, (ii) 648, 649, 650, 744.

Devotion, Yoga of, ( bhaktir

yoga), (ii) 640.

Dharma, (Buddhist), 800-803.

Dharma, (deity), 170.

Dharma, Exposition of,

( dharma-pravacam ), 89.

Dharma, (four-class-arrange-

ment ), 89.

Dharma, (general meaning),

93.

Dharma, householder’s, (Bud-

dhist), (ii) 808.

Dharma, (Jain) (ii) 817.

Dharma, (Jewish), (ii) 822.

Dharma, (maintenance), 90-

91.

Dharma, (next-world), 88.

Dharma, (prakrt), 93.

Dharma, (social meaning),

90-91.
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Dharma, (Upanisadic), (ii) 817.

Dharma, (various meanings),

(ii) 657, 707.

Ding an sicii, (Thing-in-ifcself),

( vastutatva ), 297, 301, 311.

Dharmadharma, ( Right and

Wrong ), determination of

96-101.

Discrimination, (adhyavasaya),

182.

Discrimination in conduct,

acaratartamya ), 64-5.

Diversity, (nandtva ), 214.

Divine dispensation, path of,

( pustirmarga ), 24, 159-161.

Divine Illusion, (daivi maya),

329.

Divine Power, ( Uvari-sakti ),

364.

Doable and Not-Doable,

determination of, 87-91.

in the Gita, (ii) 719.

Doubt, as to duty, 33 to 39.

Doubt, whether to act or not,

38-41.

Dual-Non-Du a 1 i s m, ( dvaita-

dvaita ), 25.

Duty, doubt as to, 33 to 39.

Duty, gift which is a (datavya)

548.

Duty, ( kartavya-karma ), 88.

Effect, (phala ), 31, (ii) 656.

Egoism, (ahafoMra-buddhi),151.

Eightfold, (astadha), 247, 248,

Ekantika-doctrine, 13.

Elements, Primordial, or mesa,

( mahabhuta), 242, 249, 250,

Embodied Self, (sdrlra atman),

340.

Endless, i
( ananta), 340.

Endowment, ungodly, (dsuri-

sampat), 148.

Enlightened Self-interest,

( udatta-svartha ), 113-115.

Envelope,

Beatific- 361.

Food-, 361.

Knowledge-, 361.

Mental-, 361.

Equable Reason, (sama-buddhi')>

342.

Equable Reason, Yoga of,

( buddhi-yoga), 530, 531.

Equality (or Equability),

(samata), 548, (ii) 673.

(samya), (ii) 673.

Esin sect, (ii) 824.

Ethics, (see Dharma).

Ethics, (nlti), 68, 88.

Ethics, Carvaka’s, 105-7.

Ethics, Intuitionistic deter-

mination of, (adUdaivika
-

marga), 528.

Ethics, Metaphysical deter-

mination of, { adhydtmika-

marga), 529.

Ethics, Materialistic, deter-

mination of, (adhibkautika-

marga), 528.

Ethics, Science of, (niti-sastra),

68 .

Evil action, {asubha-karrm),

373.

Evil Reason, (tama$i~buddhi),.

189,

Evolute, (vikrti), 245.

Evolution, Theory of, 209, 232*.

Examination, internal, (anta-

ranga-parikyzna), 9.
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Examination, 'external, (bah-

ranga-pariksana), 9.

Existing, (or Beal), (sat), 315,

337-339, 347.

External world, (mafra)/l35.

Faith, (sraddha), 594.

Field, (ksetra), 195.

Final State, (mstha), 435, 436,

(ii) 640.

Fine elements, (tanmatra), 239.

Fire, bodily, ( kayagm ),
184-5.

Food-envelope, ( annamaya-

kosa ), 361.

Food, (after sacrifice), (amrta\

403.

Food, (after eating), ( vighas),

403.

Forgiveness, (ksamd), 44-45.

Form of Isvara, inferior, (apa-

rasvarupa), 247.

Four-class-arrangement, (cdtur

varyya-dharma), 89.

Four-class-arrangement, (var-

ya&mim-dharma

,

(ii) 718.

Freedom of Desire, (icchasva-

tamtrya, or vasana-svatam-

trya), 371.

Freedom of Will, (pravrtti-

svatamtrya), 371, 388.

Fruit, Hope of, (phaJasa), 151,

452.

„ Abandonment of, (phald-

$a4yaga), 603.

Fundamental Cause, (sam-

bhuh), 501.

Fundamental Prakrti, (mula-

prakrti), 245.

Fundamental Substance, (amr-

ta), 306.

Genesis, fourfold, (caturvyuha)t

(ii) 757-758.

„ three-fold, (trivyuha),

(ii) 758.

„ two-fold, (dvivyuha)r

(ii) 758.

,. one-fold, (ekavyuha),

(ii) 758.

Gift, which is duty, (datavya),

548.

Gita, meaning of, 4.

Gita, Karma-yoga in the,

422-423.

Gita, summary of, 12 to 16.

Gita, (Smrti), (ii) 751, 752, 754,

(ii) 783.

Glta-Beligion, four canons of,.

155.

Goal, (gati), 410.

Godly path, (devayana), 408,

409, 410, 411, 413, 414.

Good conduct, (saddcarana), 89.

Gradual Belease, (krama-

mukti,), 412.

Greatest good of greatest

number, (sarua-bhuta-hita),

115, 116, 524, 527, 529,

534, 535, 536, 542, 543,

563, 564, (ii) 675, 678, 687,

(ii) 688.

Gross, ( sthulaA 215.

Gross Non-Dualism, ( jaddr-

dvaitaX 219.

Gunaparinama, 234, 331.

Gunotkarsa, 234, 331.

Happiness and Unhappiness,

( sukha-duhkha), 130.

(Intuitionist), 130.

(Materialistic), 130.

( Metaphysical), 131.
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Happiness, Materialistic

theory of, ( adhibkautika

mkhavada

)

9 103, 104.

Harmlessness, ( ahimsd-

dharma ) 9 42, 43.

Highest good, (paramartha

)

9

564.

Hlnayana, (ii) 815.

Hope of Fruit, (phalasa or

sangal9 151, 452.

Hope of Fruit, abandonment

of, ( phalasa-tyaga ) 9 603.

Humanness, 124.

Humanity, religion of, (ii) 708.

Ignorance, ( ajnava) 9 301, 327,

(ii) 742.

Ignorance, ( asambhuti ), 501.

Ignorance, ( avidya

)

9 289,

(ii; 742.

Ignorance, (moha)9 301, 327.

Ignorance, (tamas)9 213.

Illusion, Divine, ( dam mdya)
9

329.

Illusory, ( mithya}9 298.

Immortal Brahman ( aviriasi

brahma—amrta )9 501.

Immortality, (amrtatm

)

9

(ii) 682, 693.

Imperceptible, (avyakta)
9 193,

215.

Immutable, ( aksara) 9 193*

Inactivity, path of, ( nivrtti-

rriarga

)

9 19.

Independence of Atman (see

self-independence).

Indira, (i) xxxvii, (ii) 1210.

Individuation, ( ahamkdra ),

197-9; 236-7 ; 243, 246,

249*

Individuation, ( aniruddha ),

266.

Individuation, ( prthaktva) 9 236*

Inference, (anumana ), 568.

Inferior form, (aparasvarupa),

247.

Inferior, path, ( hlnayana

)

(ii) 815.

Inspiration, ( codaria), 94-5.

Inspired Morality, 94-5.

Internal Examination, ( anta-

rahga-pariksapa

)

, 9, 10.

Intuitional Pain and Happi-

ness, (ddhidaivika sukha-

duhkha

f

9
130.

Intuitionist determination of

Ethics, 528.

Intuitionist School, 84, 85, 167

to 176, (ii) 686.

Intuitionistic ( or theological

)

consideration, f adhidamka

vivecana

)

9 85.

Invisible, (adrstaX 374.

Invisible, ( anrta) 9 336, 337*

Jaya, 3,42, (ii) 738. Jnana, 275,

380-3.

Jna, 219.

Jnana, 275. 380-3.

Jnana—Bhakti-yukta-Karma-

Yoga, (ii) 664.

Jnana-Kanda, 401*

Jnana-nistha, 20, 470, 577,

(ii) 640.

Jlana-vijmana, 431, (ii) 649-51*

Jnanendriya, ( Organs of

Perception), 178-9, 186.

Jnanin, (sage), 408, 414*

Kapila-Samkhya, 205, 209, 215*
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Karma, ( Action ),
72-7 6,

362-66.

Karma, (avidya), 501, 502, 503,

504, 505.
^

Karma,

(brahmarpana-purvaka), 603.

(krsriarpana-purvaka), 604.

Karma, uncommenced, 375-77.

Karma, bondage of, 395-400.

Karma, commenced, (pra~

rdbdha), 374-377, 601.

Karma, course of, (karma-

pravaha) , 369, 363.

Karma, destruction, of 395-

400.

Karma, Pauranika, 74.

Karma, release from, (karma-

muktiA 378.

Karma, suffering for, (karma-

bhoga), 376.

Karma-Yoga, (or Yoga, or

Karma-nistha), 420, (ii) 640.

Karma-Yoga, 80, 148, 417, 418,

420, 497, 512, 562, 607,

(ii) 627, 638, 639, 655,

(ii) 660, 664, 665, 700, 704,

(ii) 747.

Karma-Yoga (in the G-Ita),

422423.

Karma-Yoga, with Knowledge

and Devotion, (ii) 664.

Karma-Yoga, Yedic, 489.

Karma-Yoga-Sastra, 71, 83,

(ii) 665.

King,

of Mysteries, 581-3, 591,

(ii) 646, 648*

of sciences, 581-3, 591

,

(ii) 646, 648.

Knower, (jna), 219.

Knowledge-envelope ( jnam-

maya-kom ), 361.

Knowledge, Path of, (jnana-

marga), 576-596, (ii) 649.

Knowledge, Path of, ( jnam-

nistha), 20, 420, 577,

(ii) 640.

Knowledge, Perfect state of,

(jnam-purriavastha), 320.

Knowledge, (cit), 315,

Knowledge, (jnam)> 275, 380-3.

Knowledge, Spiritual and

Empirical, (jnana-ujndnaj

431, (ii) 649, 650.

Knowledge, true, 295, 342.

Knowledge-Action, Combina-

tion of, (jnuna-karma-

samuccaya), 428, 603.

Ksetra, (Body), 195.

Ksetrajma, (Atman), 199.

Lighted Path, (suMa-marga),

409.

Linga-body, 361.

Love (or, Desire), (raga), 454.

Mahabharata, 41, (ii) 737.

Mahayana, (ii) 815.

Manhood, fourfold ideal of, (ca-

turvidha-purusartha), 88.

Manhood, objects of, (purus-

drtha), 72, 88.

Manifoldness, (prthaktva), 236*

Materialistic Consideration,

(adhi-bhautika-vivecana), 84.

Materialistic determination of

Ethics, 528.

Materialistic Pain and Happi-

ness (adhibhautika rnkha*

duhkha)) 130.
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Materialistic School, (adhibhau-

tika-pantha), 84, (ii) 686.

Materialistic Theory of Happi-

ness, 104.

Matrasparsa, 136.

Maya, 217, 288, 301, 307, 362,

363, 364, (ii) 742.

Maya, divine, 329.

Maya, {karma), 362-366.

MSyic world, {maya-snti), 359.

Measure for measure, (retalia-

tion), 550, 556, 562.

Memorial (dhatu), 89.

Mental deity, (or Conscience),

(manchdeiatd)

,

168.

Mental-envelope, ( manomaya-

kosa), 361.

Meritorious, (sreya), 126, 158-

160.

Metaphysical, (iadhyatma), 85.

Metaphysical Consideration,

(adhyatmika-vivecana), 85.

Metaphysical determination of

Ethics, 529.

Metaphysical Pain and Happi-

ness, (adhyatmika sukha-

duhkhaX 131.

Metaphysical School, (adhyat-

mika-pantha), (ii) 686.

Metaphysical School, (adhyat-

mika-paksa), 85.

Mlmamsa-Sutras, 401.

Mlmamsaka path, (mlmamsaka-

marga), 401.

Mind (manas), 178-9 ;
180-6.

Mind, (developing), (vyakara-

mtmaka-manas), 182-5.

Mind-sanctioned [rmnah-puta),

171.

Moral Concessions, (apaddhar-

ma), 67.

Morality, (see Dharma),

Morality and Immorality,

90-91.

Mortal world, {mrtyu), 501.

Movement, (cetana), 194.

Mutable, (ksara), 193.

Mystery, or Mysticism, King

of, (raja-guhya), 581-3, 591,

(ii) 646, 648.

Naiskarmya- s i d d h i, 378,

(ii) 779.

Name and Form, (nama-rupa),

296.

Narayanlya doctrine, 473,,

(ii) 766, 770.

Nasadlya-Sukta, 347.

Newness, (apurvata), 31.

Nirvana, (ii) 807.

Nirvana, state of, 319.

Nirvana, tranquility of, 159.

Nistha, (Final State), 435, 436 r

(ii) 640.

Nityamuktavastha, 345.

Non-Dualism, (advaitavada), 19,

20
, 21 .

Non-Dualism, ( Gross ), (jada-

dvaita), 219.

Non-Dualism, pure, (suddha-

dvaita), 2 4.

Non-enmity, (nirvaira), 547-

553.

Non-stealing, (asteya), 54.

Not-Doable, (see Doable),

Obiter dicta, (arthavada), 31,

32, (ii) 657.

Occasional Action, fmimttika-

karma), 74.
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OM-TAT-SAT, 338.

Optimists, (asavadi), (ii) 695.

Organ, (indriya), 238.

Organs of Action, activities of,

( karmendriya - vyap ara),

178, 184-185.

Organs of Perception, activi-

ties of, (jnanedriya-vya-

pcira), 178-9, 186.

Other’s-interest, ( pardrtha ),

114-6, 563.

Own-duty, (svadharma), (ii) 697.

Pain, (duhhha), 130.

Pain and Happiness, (siikha-

duhhha),

Material, 130.

Metaphysical, 131.

Intuitional, 130.

Pancaratra doctrine, 473, 509,

(ii) 766, 770.

Paacikarana, 254-255.

Paramatman, 274.

Paramesvara, inferior form of,

(aparasvarupa), 247.

Paramesvara, superior form of,

(para prakrti), 247.

Pasupata sect, (ii) 817.

Patamjala-Yoga, (ii) 799.

Path, (srti), 410*

Path of Action, ( see Karma-

yoga ).

Path of Action, with Devotion

and Knowledge, (ii) 6o4.

Path of Devotion, 89, 576-8,

595, (ii) 648-50; 744.

Path of Knowledge, 20, 420,

576, 577, (ii) 640, 649.

Peace, (or Tranquility), (santi),

159-60.

Penance, (or austerities)*

(tapas), 353, 404,

Perceptible, ( vyakta ), 193, 215.

Perception, Organs of, activi-

ties of, (jnanendnya-

vydpdra), 178-9, 186.

Perfect, (arhat). (ii) 675.

Perishable, (artam), 307.

Perpetual Ascetic, (mtya-

samnyasin), 485-6.

Personal Self, (jwa or jivatman),

247, 289, 368.

Pessimists, ( nirasavadi ),

(ii) 695.

Placid Reason, (sattuki budr-

dhl), 189.

Practical Morality, (vyavaha-

rika dharma), 93.

Practical Reason, (vasanatmka

buddhi), 186, 187, 528,

(ii) 630, 683.

Pradyumna, (ii) 756.

Prakrti, 213-16, 248, 363-4.

Prakrti, Eightfold, (astadha)l

247-8.

Prakrti, ( mula), 245.

Prakrti, l para ), 247.

Prakrti, (sattva), 213-6, 363-4.

Prakrti, (rajas), 213-6, 363-4.

Prakrti, (tamas), 213-6, 363-4.

Prakrti, (three-constituented), „

363.

Prakrti-vikrti, 245.

Prasthanatrayl, 17.

Primordial Elements, (mahd~

bhuta-s), 242, 249, 250.

Prohibited Action, (nidddha—

karma), 74.

Proper Conduct, (sistacara), 94...
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(Pure Desire, (suddha-vasana),

515.

Pure Non-Dualism, 24.

Pure Reason, (vyavasdyatmika

buddhi}, 186, (ii) 683.

Purusottama, 274.

Purva-Mlmamsa, 401.

Pusti, 24, 159-161.

Pusti-marga, 24.

‘Qualification, (adhikard), 464.

‘Qualified Monism, ( visistd-

dvaita ), 21 to 23.

Quality, (gurta), 278, 330.

Qualities, deyelopment of,

(gmaparinamavada), 234.

331.

‘Qualities, development of,

(iguyotkarsa), 234, 331.

'Qualityless, (nirguna), 330.

'Qualityless Parabraliman, 331.

Qualityless, worship of the,

(rdrguna-bhakti), 227.

iRajas, etc., (see rajas, etc., in

Parti).

Real, (or Existing), {sat), 315,

337-9, 347.

.Reality, (satya), 45, 297-99,

307-8.

iBeason, {buddhi/,

Active, (rajasa), 189.

Equable, (sama), 342,

Equable, Yoga of,

{buddhi^yoga), 531.

Evil, (itcimasa)

,

189.

functions of, 186-190.

kinds of, 236,

Placid, (sattviki)i 189.

Reason—

(

contd ).

Practical, (vasanat~

mika), 186 to 188,

(ii) 683.

Pure, 186, (ii) 683.

Reason, (ii) 672,679,683.

Release, (amrta), 503, 506.

Release, (brahma-wirvam), 343,

(ii) 657, 689.

Release, (sdmkhya), 223.

Release, gradual, (krama-inuhti)

412.

Release, Science of, (moksa-

dharma), 89.

Release, by abstinence from

Karma, (karmamuM, or

naiskarmya-siddhi), 378.

Released, (mukta), 224.

Released-in-life, (jivanmukta),

415, (ii) 640.

Released-in-life state, (jivan-

muktavastha), 463.

Renunciation, (samnyasa),

420-22, 454-5, (ii) 607;

(ii) 626-7, 638, 653-4, 704.

Repetition, (abhyasa), 30,

(ii) 656.

Retaliation, (measure for

measure), 550, 556, 562.

Right Action, desire to know*

(karma jijndsa), 40, 70.

Right and Wrong, determina-

tion of, 96-101.

Ritualist, {Jcarmatha), 408.

Rk-chanda, (ii) 726.

Sacrifice, 72, 404, (ii) 661.

Sacrifice-remnant, {amrta), 403.

Sacrifice-remnant-eater, (amrt-

c&st), 535*
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Sage, (jbuddha), 224, 522.

Samkalpa, 181.

Saiva, 474. 475.

Samkhya, 207, 420, 489, 506,

(ii) 627, 631, 640, 641, 655,

(ii) 661-2.

Samkhya-nistha, (ii) 640.

Santi, (See Tranquility).

Sarlrika-Sutras, 16.

Satkaryavada, 21041, 326, 335.

Satvata-dharma, 137, 473.,

509, (ii) 766, 770.

School,

Intuitional, 84, (ii) 686.

167-176.

Materialistic, 84, (ii) 686.

Metaphysical,84,85,(ii)686.

Science, (sastra), 100.

Sciences, king of, (raja-vidya ),

581-3, 591, (ii) 646, 648.

Self, (dtma\ 558.

Self, Embodied, 340.

Self, independent tendency of,

385.

Self, Personal, (jivdtman), 368.

Self, Personal, (fiva), 247, 289.

Self-defence, (atma-samraksana),

56, 57.

Self-devoted Reason, ( atma-

mstha-buddhi), 191.

Self-devotion, (or devotion to

the Atman), (dirnamistha),

342,386, (ii) 807.

Self-enlightened, (buddha),

224, 522.

Self -independence (aim a-

svdtamtrya), 385.

Self-interest, enlightened, 113-5

Self-knowledge, 386.

Selfishness, 105-115.

( Carvaka ), 105-7.

(long-sighted. 109-11,)

( enlxghtned ), 112-115..

Senses, ( indnya

)

t 238.

Senses, (prow), 242.

Siddhavastha, 345.

Smarta, 471, 474-6.

Smarta Action, 73.

Smarta-Yajna, 73.

Smell, subtle element, 240,

Solitudinal (ekaniika,)> 13,

Sphere of Deities, 503-4.

Spirit, (purusa), 219.

Spiritual and Empirical Know-
ledge jndna vijnana),

421, (ii) 649, 656.

Stead y,-i n-Reason, ( sthita-

prajHa 519, (ii) 652.

St eady-i n-Reason, ( siitha-

prajna),

Karma-yogin, 521.

Samnyasin, 521.

Strange, ( apurva ), 374.

Sublime verities (drya satya)

(ii) 806.

Substance, Fundamental.

(amrto), 306.

Subtle, fsuksma), 215.

Subtle Body, 36L
Suffering, for Karma, 376.

Superintendence 198.

Symbol, (pratika), 274, 584,

586.

Tamas, 213.

Tamasl Reason, 189.

Tanmatras, (Fine Elements }»*

239.

Tapa, 353.
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'Tat-Tvam-Asi, 20-21.

'THAT, (tat), 338.
1

Theistic logician, 205.

Theological, (or Intuitionistic)

Consideration, (adhi-

damka-uivecana), 84, 85.

‘Thing-in-Itself, (ding an

sich), ( lastu-tatva ), 297,

301, 311.

Third Path, 412.

Thirst (or Desire), (frsna), 134.

Thou-art THAT, 20-21.

Thought-formed, (adrupi), 335.

‘Three-constituents, equal state

of, ( tngunasamyaoastha )

,

213.

Three-Constituented, ( trigundr

tmaka) Prakrti, 363.

Time, (Ma), 410.

To act or not to act, ( kartavya-

mudha) 38-41.
1

To-be-suffered, ( knyamdna ),

375.

'Touch, subtle element of, 240.

Taste, do do
,
240.

Tranquility, (or peace), (santi),

159-160.

Trayl-dharma, 401.

Trayl-vidya, 401.

'Tridanda, 485.

Trigunatlta, 226-7, 344, 519,

(ii) 652, 690.

Trigunatltavastha, 228.

Trivrtkarana, 253.

Trivyuha (ii) 758.

True Knowledge, 295, 342.

’Turlyayastha, 320.

lUncommenced Karma, ( and-

rahdha Jcarya), 375, 37 6, 377.

Ungodly endowment ( dsuru

sampat) 148.

Unhappiness, (duhkha), 130.

Union of three (trivrtkarana),

253.

Union of five, (pancikarana),

254-5.

Universal Welfare, ( lokasum-

graha ), 456-458, 463, 502,

562.

Universal welfare, (sarvabhufa-

hta\ 115-7.

Unknown, beginning oi^anadi),

365.

Unreal, ( asat ), 210, 337.

Uttara-Mimamsa, 401.

Vaisnava sect, 23, 24, 475 .

Vastu-tatva, ^Thing-in-Itself),

297, 301. 311.

Vasudeva Paramatma, 286.

Vedantin, 401.

(Karma-Yogin), 489.

(Samnyasin), 489.

Vedic Karma-Yoga, 489.

Vedic Religion, (ii) 817.

Verities, sublime, (drya-satya),

(ii) 806.

Videha-mukti, 412.

Vidya, (Science), 283, 381, 501-

6, 583.

Vidya (upasand), 503.

Vighas, 403.

Vikalpa, 181.

Visesa, (Primordial Elements),

242,249, 250.

Vision, difference of (buddU-

bheda), (ii) 658.

Visistadvaita, 21-23.
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Tital force, (prana), 242.

Wivartavada, 331, 333, 356.

Yows, observance of, (praiijnar

palana), 52, 53. ,

Tyavasaya, 182.

What is in the Body, is in the

Cosmos, 313.

Will, freedom of, ( pravrtti-

svatamtrya), 371, 388,

Wise, (buddka), 224, 522.

World, external, (matra)
, 135.

World, contact with the

external, 135.

Worship, (upasana^vidya), 503.

Yoga, ( see yoga, yoga-bhrasta
,

yoga-vidh, yoga-sastra,

karma-yoga, in part I)

Yajna, (sacrifice), 404, (ii) 661.



SOME GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT HINDU
RELIGIOUS TREATISES.

(N 5./—This note was not written by the author, but was

first included in the 1923 edition of the Marathi text, which was
published after the death of the author in 1920.—Trans.).

Among the treatises, on which the Hindu Religion is based,

the Yedas are the most superior and the most ancient, from

the point of view of importance and chronology; and the

Samhitas, the Brahmanas, and the Upanisads are included

in them. The Karma-Kanda, consisting of Yajnas and Yagas

(religious sacrifices), and the Jnana-KSnda, consisting of

Metaphysical conceptions, both spring from this triad.

Nevertheless, the Upanisadic treatises form the basis of

the Jnana-Kanda. The social relations, included in the Hindu

religion, are regulated according to the Smrti texts; but these

are based on the Grhya-Sutras. There are many Sutra-treatises

besides the Grhya-Sutras; but they have nothing to do with

Ethics; and deal only with the various Metaphysical specu-

lations started in order to solve the Riddle of the Universe.

These Metaphysical speculations, are called tha Sad-Darsanas.

The Nyaya-Sutras of Gautama, the Yaisesika-Sutras, the Purva-

Mlmamsa-Sutras of Jaimini, the Yedanta-Sutras or the Brahma-

Sutras of Badarayana, the Yoga-Sutras of Patamjali etc., are

included in the Sad-Darsanas. But there are many Sutra-

treatises, besides the Sad-Darsanas
;
and the Panini-Sutras,

the Sandilya-Sutras, the Narada-Sutras etc., are included

among them. The Puranas came into existence, when the

ancient Yedic religion, which did not contain idol-worship,

and which was purely Metaphysical in its aspect, was changed,

and the worshipping of deities came into vogue. The
Mahabharata and the Ramayana are not Puranas, but are

historical treatises. The various Gitas are included in the

Puranas. This subject-matter has been discussed in the Glta-

Rahasya as occasion arose; but this information has been

given below in the form of a list, in order that readers should
have complete information about them collected in one place :~

(1) THE YEDAS AND THE SRUTI TREATISES.—

The Samhitas (i, e,, the collection of 1 Karma-Kanda
Reas or Mantras ) > or

The Brahmanas (Aianyakas) ... j Yajna-NandS

The Upanisads ... ... ( JIana-Kanda ).,
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(2) SASTRAS:—
(1) Scriptures: Grhya-Sutras, Smrti treatises ( Manu

?

Yajnavalkya, and Harlta.

)

(2) Sutras: ( Sad-Dar6anas ) ,
Jaimini-, (Mimamsa- or

Purva-Mimamsa ) ;
Brahma- (Vedanta-,

Saririka-, or Uttara-Mlmamsa ) ;
Nyaya-

(Gautama); Yoga- (Patanjala), Samkhya-,

Vaisesika- ( Samkhya-Karika ).

(3) OTHER SUTRAS :-

Vyakarana-Sutras ( Panini ) ;
Treatises relating to the

Path of Devotion ( Narada, Sandilya ).

(4) HISTORY:—
Ramayana, Mahabharata, ( Harivamsa ).

(5) PURANAS:—
Mahapuranas, Upapuranas, and Gitas.

These include 18 Mahapuranas, 18 Upapuranas, and

and the various Gitas.

The different Veda-,Smrti-, and Purana-treatises, referred

to in the Gita-Rahasya are mentioned in the following list :

—

Atharva.

VEDAS:—
Rg-Veda.

Taittiirlya.

SAMHITAS:—
Vajasaneyl.

Manu. Suta.

BRAHMANAS :-

Arseya. Kausika. Kausitaki.

Aitarlya.* Taittiriya. Satapatha.

Amrtabindu.

UPANISADS :

—

Chandogya. Mahanarayana.

Isa (Isavasya). Churika. Mandukya.

Aitareya. Jabala-Samnyasa. Mundaka (Manda)

Katha. Taittiriya. Maitri (Maitrayani).

Kena. Dhyana-bindu. Yogataa.

Kaivalya. Narayaniya. Ramapurva (lapini)

Kausitaki Nrsimhottara- Vajrasucl.

(Kau, BrShmana). tapaniya. Svetasvatara.

Garbha. Prasna. Sarva.

Gopalatapam. Brhadaranyaka.

15
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SMRTIS

Mann. Yajnavalkya.

SUTRAS

Harita.

Apastamba. Paninl. ! Mimamsa.

A&valayana. Patanjala-Yoga. Vedanta (Brahma-,

Grhyasesa. Baudhayana- Sarlrika-).

Gautama-Nyaya. Dharma. Saririka (Brahma-,

Taittirlya. Baudhayana-Grhya. Vedanta-).

Narada. Brahma-(Vedanta-, Sandilya.

Narada-Pancaratra. Saiirika-).

KAEIKAS

Samkhya-Karika.

VYAKARANA
Paninl,

HISTORIES

Gobhilagrhya.

Bamayana. Mababharata (Harivamsa).

PUR1NAS

Agni. Narada. Markandeya.

Kurma. Nrsimha. Linga.

Ganesa. Padma. Varaha.

Garada. Brahmanda. Visnu.

Gandlya-Padmottara. Bhagavata. Skanda.

Devibhagavata. Matsya.

GITAS :

—

Harivamsa.

Avadhuta. Pingala. Vrtra.

AStavakra. Brahma. Siva.

Isvara. Bodhya. Sampaka,

TJttara. Bhiksu. Suta.

Kapila. Mahki. Surya.

Ganesa. Yama. Hari.

Devi. « Rama. Hamsa.
Para^ara. Vioikhyu. Harita.

Pandava* Vyasa.
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Amitayusutta.

Udana.

Cullavagga

Taranatha.

Tevijja-sutta,

(Traividya-Sutra).

Theragatha

Dasaratha-jataka.

PALI TEXTS :

—

Dlpavamsa.

Dhammapada.

Brahmajala-sutta.

Brahmana-

dhamika.

Mahaparinibbana-

sutta.

Mahayamsa.

Milinda-Prasna.

Vatthugatha.

Saddharma-

pundarlka.

Suttanipata.

Sela-sutta.

Sabbasava-sufcta.

Saundarananda.



GLOSSARY.
OF

Important Terminological Expressions.

abhyasa, repetition; continued

practice.

acara, conduct.

acara-samgraha, code of con-

duct.

adhibhauiika, Material; Mater-

ialistic.

adhdavdka, Intuitional.

adhikara, authority ;
qualifica-

tion according to inherent

natural qualities.

adhyatma, Metaphysics ;
the

Highest Atman.

adhyaimika, Metaphysical; re-

lating to the Absolute

Self.

adhyavasaya ,
discriminating

decision, (see, vyavasaya).

adrsta ,
Accumulated Action,

which is invisible (also

called, apurva).

advaita,
Non-Dual.

advaitavada, Non-Dualism.

ahamkara, Individuation

;

Egoism.

ahimd, Harmlessness; Non-

violence.

ajnanat
Ignorance.

amrta, Release; sphere of dei-

ties; immortality; sacri-

fice-remnant food; Funda-

, mental Substance ; the

Brahman

;

amrtaim, Immortality.

madi, eternal,

anand
t
a, Beatitude,

-map, beatific.

-map kosa
,
beatific envelope.

amnia, endless; eternal.

andrabdha
,

Uncommenced
( Action ).

aniruddha
,
Individuation (same

as, ahamkara ).

amamaya-kosa
,
food-envelope.

anubhavddvaita
,
combination of

Knowledge and Action,

based on Non-dualism:

this is more or less the

same as the Desireless

Karma-Yoga doctrine

(see p. 508). ^
anrta, invisible, or percep-

tible, ( the opposite of,

satya, Real ).

aptavacana
, advice of persons

in whom one puts faith.

apurva
,
(see, adrsta above).

arabdha
,
Commenced (Action).

arambha
,
Commencement.

arambhavada, Theory of Com-
mencement, (see, pp, 204,

205, 331).

arhat, Perfect being (Buddhis-

tic ), ( same as, siddha ).

artam, perishable (same as,

vinasi ).

arthavada
, statements, which

are in the nature of cfoiter

dicta ( seepp. 31-32.)

asambhuti, ignorance, (same
as, unasa

?
avidya ),
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asatj unreal, ( same as, anrta ).

ad
, art (thou), ( see, tat-tvam-

asi ).

asteya, non-stealing.

asuri
,
ungodly.

amri-sampati ungodly endow-

ment.

atman
,
the Self.

dtma-svdfamtrya, Freedom of

Will.

audya, Illusion, ( same as,

Maya).

avyakta, Imperceptible.

bhahti, devotion.

bhaktimdrga
,

the Path of

Devotion.

bhakti-yoga
, the Yoga of

Devotion.

bhasya, Commentary, (see, tiled \

see, p. 16. ).

Brahman, the ultimate Essen-

tial Principle, which is

the Root-Cause of the

Cosmos.

brahmdrpam
,
dedication to the

Brahman.

brahma^rksa
,

the Brahman-

TreS.

buddha
,
sage ; wise man.

buddhi
,

Reason; the Mind;

Desire.

buddhibheda
,

destroying the

conviction of a person.

buddhi-yoga, the Yoga of the

Equable Reason.

caturvyuha, the four-fold

scheme of the genesis of

the world, from Vasudeva

caturvynhv—(canid.)

(ftvara) to Samkarsana

(jiva ), to Pradyumna

(manas\ to Aniruddha

(Individuation), (see,

pp. 756-758.

cetana , vital activity seen in

living beings (see p. 194).

cit
,
or citta, consciousness.

caitanya, that thought-power,

which is responsible for

activity in gross bodies

( see, p, 194 ).

codand
,
inspiration.

datavya, that which it is

a duty to give.

daiva, Destiny.

daw2
,
Godly ( opposite of asuri,

ungodly ).

daivi-sampat
,
godly endowment,

daya, kindness; pity.

devoid, deity.

devayana,
the path along which

the subtle body of a

deceased person passes, if

the man has died at a

particular time, being

what is known as the

* lighted path * (sukla-

marga), (see pp. 408-410).

dharma ,
a deity ;

morality

;

right ; duty ;
religion, (see

references given under
dharma * in Index of

Definitions, part I).

dharmadharma,
right and

wrong.

dhrh
,
that principle of co-hesion

by which all the various

elements of the Body
remain steady (see p. 195),
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duhkha
,
pain ; unhappiness.

dvaita
,
Duality.

dvaztadvcdta,
Dual-non-dualism

dmtavdda,
Dualism.

ekantika
,
solitudinal.W desire, (same as, zccM,

vasana
,
samga, and kama).

goal ;
path (same as, $?*)•

gita, song.

constituent ; strand

;

quality.

guyaparimim, the unfolding of

the constituents of Prakrti.

gunotkarsa ,
(same as

pariridma).

himyana,
(Buddhistic), the

inferior path.

£ccM, Desire, (same as esand,

harm, vasana
,
sawpa).

icchasvatamtrya
,

freedom of

desire or will (same as

dtma-svatamtrya above).

indriya,
senses, or organs.

jadez, gross.

jadadvaita, gross, or materiali-

stic non-dualism (see

p. 219).

jiW) the Personal Self
; (same

as the embodied Self, or

the sarira-atman).

jwatman, (same as, jiva).

jivanmukta, Released-in-life

;

birth-released.

jivamuktdvasiha, the state of

being Released-in-life.

jfta, the Knower.

j$5m, Knowledge
; wisdom

;

Realisation,

jnana-handa, treatises which

maintain that the Know-

ledge of the Brahman is

superior to sacrificial

ritual.

jnana-nisthdi the Path of

Knowledge.

jnana-marga
,
(same as, piana-

nistha). >

jnamn
,

Knowledgeful ; sage

;

wise.

jnata, Knower.

jneya
)
the Knowable,

kavvalya
,
Isolation.

kala , Time ; death.

kama, Desire (same as iccha
,

esana
,
or vasana).

kamya, Desire-prompted.

karmat
Action.

karma-bhoga , the suffering for

Action.

karma-jijnasdt the desire to

know Right Action.

karma-karida, ritualistic trea-

tises.

karma-mukti, Release from the

effects of Action.

Mrrm-nistha, the Path of

Knowledge.

karma-phala, the Fruit of

Action.

karmaphala-tyaga
, abandon-

ment of the Fruit of

Action.

karma-pravaha, the course of

Action.

karrm-samnyasa, Abandonment
of Action,
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karma-tyaga
,
Abandonment of

Action.

karma-mpaka, Causality.

karma-yoga
,
Union by Right

Action.

karma-yogm, one who follows

the Path of Karma-Yoga.

Icarma-yogin-sthitaprajna ,
the

Steady-in-Reason, follow-

ing the Path of Karma-

Yoga.

kdrya, duty; product; effect;

doable.

karyakarya
,
the doable and the

not-doable.

kosa
,
envelope.

karma-mukti, gradual release.

Jmyamana
,
(Action) to-be-per-

formed.

ftrsna, dark; Sri Krsna.

krsna-marga, the dark path

(same as pitrydna
,
and opp.

of sukla-marga).

ktsyarpana, dedication to

Krsna.

ksama, forgiveness.

lihga, subtle.

Ivhga harm, subtle-body.

loka, world, sphere.

lokasamgraha, cosmic, or uni-

versal welfare.

mahayam, the superior path

(Buddhistic), (the opp. of

Mnayana).

mams, the Mind.

mamhputa, mind*, or con-

sciencesanctioned*

manamdharmat the religion of

humanity.

manodevata, the mental deity,

of Conscience.

manomaya-koha
,

the mental

envelope.

matra, the external world

matrd-sparsa , contact with the

external world.

maya, Illusion.

mithya
,
unreal (same as asat).

moha, delusion ; confusion.

moksa
,
Release.

mrtyu, death
; mortal sphere.

mukta
,
Released.

mukti,
Release, (same as moksa).

mimittika , occasional (Action).

miskarmya
, abstinence from

Action ; desireless Action.

miskarmya-siddh, Release by
abstinence from Action, or

by Desireless Action.

nama-rupa, Name and Form.

ndmarupatmaka
, Name-d and

Form-ed.

nanatva
,

diversity
; manifold-

ness.

niragm one who does not

maintain a sacrificial fire.

niraha
, freedom from hope;

despair.

mrasavadi
, Pessimist, (opp. of

ahavadi).

nirguna, qualityless.

mrguya^hakti
, worship of the

Qualityless.

nirvavra
,
non-inimical,

nirvana, final emancipation

;

Release.

niskama, desireless*

mssamga , unattached.
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nistha. the ultimate state.

nitya
,
daily (Action or ritual).

mtyasamnycim, perpetual asce-

tic.

panca-mahabhuta
,

five Primor-

dial Elements.

paricikaraya, union of five

primeval elements.

paramayuvada
,
theory of atoms

;

atomic theory.

paramartha
,

the highest in-

terest.

paramatman
,
the Highest Self

(same as the adhydtman).

parartha, other’s-interest.

patanjala-yoga, the system of

Yoga enunciated by

Patanjali.

phala, Fruit.

phalasa , Hop8 for Fruit (of

Action).

pMasa-tyaga, abandonment of

Hope for Fruit (of Action).

piyda, the Body.

pitnjana
, the dark path, (see

p. 408 etc.)

posaya, Divine dispensation, or

pleasure.

prakrta
, vernacular

; with

Prakrti

prakrti, Nature; Matter; in-

herent quality or tempera-

ment.

pralaya, Cosmic destruction.

pramada, forgetfulness of duty,

or heedlessness.

pramaya, measure.

prarmya, measurable,

props, life.

'

prdrambha, commencement.

prarabdha
,

Commenced (Ac-

tion),

prastha?ia-trayi, the three funda-

mental treatises of the

Yedic religion, dealing

with the paths of Action

and of Inaction, namely
the Upanisads, the

Vedanta-Sutras, and the

Bhagavadgita.

prahjna, a vow.

pratijna-pdlana
, observance of

a vow.

pratika
, a symbol.

pravrtti, Activity
; inclination.

prairth-marga, Path of Action.

pravrtti-svdtamtrya, freedom of

activity (or Will), (same

as, atma-svdtamtrya).

prthaktia, individuality

;

purusa, Spirit.

purusartha, ideals of manhood.

purusottama, the Highest

Spirit.

pusti, divine pleasure (same as

posaya).

pusti-rnarga, the Path of Divine

Pleasure.

raga, liking
; love ; pleasure,

raja
,
king.

rajas, the passionate or active

constituent, out of the

three constituents of

Prakrti.

rdjasa, passionate
; active

;

progressive,

raja-guhya, the King of Mysti-

cisms.
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raja-udya, the King of

Sciences,

sadsadmveka
, discrimination

between right and wrong.

sadasadmueka-buddh
, the Rea-

son, which discriminates

between the right and the

wrong.

sadasadwveka-devata, the deity

which discriminates bet-

ween the right and the

wrong; Conscience.

samata, equability.

samatva-buddhz
, equable Reason.

samatva-buddhi-yoga, the Yoga
of the equable Reason.

sambtiuti, Knowledge, which is

the fundamental cause of

the world ( see p. 501 )

;

(opp. of asambhuh
,
above).

samcaya
,
accumulation.

samata, Accumulated (Karma).

samga. Desire, (same as, iccha
'

esaria, or vasana)
; Attach-

ment.

samghata, collection ; aggregate

( same as, samuccaya

below ).

samgraha
, collection

;
protec-

tion ; maintenance ;
regula

tion; welfare, (see loka-

samgraha above).

samhara, destruction.

samkalpa, the mental decision

that a particular thing is

of a particular kind.

samkhya, counters ; the follow-

ers of the Samkhya philo-

sophy.

16

samnyasa
,
Renunciation ; asce-

ticism ; the or giv-

ing up of Desire-prompt-

ed Action (cf. Gl. 18. 2).

samnyasin
,
an ascetic; a re-

nouncer
;
one who follows

the Path of Renunciation.

sampat, endowment (see dam
sampat, and asurl sampat)

above).

samsara
, worldly life ; worldly

activity.

samuccaya

,

collection (same as

samghata).

samya, ( same as. samata

equability.

santi
,
tranquility.

sarira. the Body (same as

pinda ).

sarira-a tman, the embodied

Self.

sarvabhutahita
,

universal wel-

fare; (same as, loka-

samgraha ).

sastra , science.

satkaryavada, ( see p. 210 ), the

doctrine that something

must come out of some

other thing, and that the

fundamental cause of an

evolute must possess the

qualities of the evolute

in some form or other.

sattasamanya, pervasiveness

;

existing in a constant

form in every thing.

saitasamdnyatva, the theory of

constant pervasiveness.
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sattva, the placid, equable, and

pure, out of the three

constituents of Prakrti.

sdttvika, possessing the sattva

quality.

saiga, reality; real; existence.

S'tfyanrta, Reality, and Un-

reality.

satyanrlavivekat the discrimina-

tion between what is eter-

nally existent, and what

is not

siddha, perfect, released (same

as, muhta).

stddkavastha, the state of per

fection.

srnarta, following the path laid

down by the Smrtis.

smarta-karma, ritual ordained

by the Smrtis.

smarta-2/ajm, sacrifice prescri-

bed by the Smrtis.

sneha, attachment (same as,

samga),

sparsa, contact ( see matra-

sparsa).

srh, path, or goal (same as,

gati).

srti, that which was heard.

sthitaprajfta, Sfceady-in-Reason,

sthula, gross (opp. of suksma

below).

suddha, pure.

iuddhad-mta, pure non-dtmlism,

mddha vasana, pure desire.

sukha, happiness (opp. of

duhkka).

sukhavada, the theory of happi-

ness.

sukla-mdrga, the lighted path
(opp. of krsna-marga).

suksma
,
subtle (opp. of sthula,

above).

suksma sanra, the subtle body.

svadharma, own-religion ; own-
duty.

svadhi/aya, following the reli-

gion prescribed for one’s

status in life (cf. Gl. 16. 1).

svaftha, own-interest (opp.
parartha).

famas, ignorance; darkness,

the inert, out of the three

constituents of Prakrti.

tamasl
, inert; ignorant; dark.

tanmaira, fine element.

tarns, religious austerity.

tat, THAT.
tatva , element.

t a t-t va m-a s i, THOU ART
THAT.

trayi-dharma

.

the religious

sacrificial paths prescribed

by the three Vedas.

trayt-vidya, same as, irayi-

’ dharma , above.

tnguya, three constituents, or

strands,

tnguwatmaka, three-consti-

tuented.

trigwnMlta, beyond the three

constituents.

trivrtkaraw, union of three

elements.

trffld, Desire (same as karria,

vasana ).

tusti, contentedness.

tyaga, abandonment ; abandon-

ment of the Fruit of

Action (see Gl. 18. 2).
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iarnasrama-dharm, the Smrti

arrangement of four

classes, and four stages of

life.

vasaria, Desire, (same as tcchd;

trsiia).

vasam-svaiantrya, freedom of

desire, ( same as dtm-

svatamtrya).

vdsanatmka, based on desire;

Practical ( Reason).

vastutatva, the Fundamental

Element, the Thing-in-it-

self; ding an dch.

mdeha-mukti, the Release, after

death, by reaching the

sphere of the Brahman

(see p. 412).

udya, science.

oighas, food remaining over

after every body has eaten

(see p. 403).

tikalpa, the mental decision

that a particular thing is

not of a particular kind.

ukrii, evolute,(same as wkdra),

vinasa, ignorance (same as

addya or asambhuti, see

p. 501).

visesa, the five primeval ele-

ments.

nsistad‘ixdta, Qualified Monism

(see p. 21).

vyakta, perceptible.

vyamaya, discrimination.

vyavasayatmka, discriminat-

ing, and deciding; Pure

(Reason.).

yaga, sacrifice, minor than

yajna.

yajna, sacrifice.

yoga, union ;
merger ; assimila-

tion
;
the device of skilful

performance of Action

(see Gi. 2. 50).

yoga-bhrasta, one fallen from

Yoga.

yoga-sMra, the science of

Yoga.

yoga-sntras, the canons deal-

ing with Yoga,


